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FOREWORD

,

On July 23, 1965, recognizing the urgency of the Nation's crime problem and the
depth of ignorance about it, President Johnson established this Commission on Law
Enfl:>rcement and Administration of Justice, through Executive Order 11236.
This general report-"The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society"-embodies
all the major findings we have drawn from our examination of every facet of crime
and law enforcement in America. These are summarized in an opening section, and
our recommendations are cataloged in a table following chapter 13. In addition,
we are finishing the work on a series of volumes reflecting the detailed and extensive
research and analysis underlying this report. These volumes, each dealing with a
different major segment of the field of crime and law enforcement, will be issued
shortly, as they are completed.
We have described, in appendix A, how the Commission went about its work.
But one aspect deserves particular note. Our work was, as indeed it should and had
to be, in the fullest sense, a joint undertaking.
We received the unstinting assistance of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
U.S. Bureau of Prisons, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, and every
other Federal agency we called on.
We had the invaluabl.e assistance of many State, local, and private agencies and
groups in this field.
We had at our service the special talent and knowledge of hundreds of expert
consultants and advisers who contributed to our work.
And, most important, the foundation to our work came from a staff whose
energy and endurance was exceeded only by its brilliance and imagination. Every
member of this Commission joins me in expressing the warmest gratitude and admiration for James Vorenberg, professor at the Harvard Law School, the Executive
Director of the Commission, who directed this extraordinary staff effort, and for each
of his colleagues.
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in America-about those
who commit it, about those who are its victims, and
about what can be done to reduce it.
The report is the work of 19 commissioners, 63 staff
members, 175 consultants, and hundreds of advisers.
The commissioners, staff, consultants, and advisers come
from every part of America and represent a broad
range of opinion and profession.
In the process of developing the findings and recommendations of the report the Commission callcd three
national conferences, conducted five national surveys,
held hundred~ of meetings, and interviewed tens of
thousands of persons.
The report makes more than 200 specific recommendations-concrete steps the Commission believes can lead
to a safer and more just society. These recommendations
call for a greatly increased effort on the part of the
Federal Government, the States, the counties, th,~ cities,
civic organizations, religious institutions, business ~'l'OUps,
and individual citizens. They call for bask changes in
the operations of police, schools, prosecutors, employment agencies, defenders, social workers, prisons, housing authorities, and probation and parole officers•
But the recommendations are more than just a list of
new procedures, new.tactics, and new techniques. They
are a call for a revolution in the way America thinks
about crime.
Many Americans take comfot't in the view that crime
is the vice of a handful of people. This view is inaccurate. In the United States today, one boy in six is
referred to the juvenile court. A Commission survey
shows that in 1965 more than two million Americans
were received in prisons 01' juvenile training schools, or
placed on probation. Another Commission study suggests that about 40 percent of all male chlldrcn now
living in the United States will be arrested for a non traffic
offense during their lives. An independent survey of
1,700 persons found that 91 percent of the sample admitted they had committed acts f(lr which they might
have reGeived jail or prison sentences.
Many Americans also think of crime as a very narrow
range of behavior. It is not. An eliormous variety of
acts make up the "crime problem." Crime is not just a
tough teenager snatching a lady's purse. It is a professional thief stealing cars lion order." It is a well-heeled
loan shark taking over a previously legitimate business
for organized crime. It is a polite young man who suddenly and inexplicably murders his family. It is a
corporation executive <;onspiring with competitors to
keep prices high. No single fonnula, no single theory,
no single generalization can explain the vast range of behavior called crime.
TUIS REPORT IS ABOUT ORIME

.,
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Many Americans think controlling crime is solely the
task of the police, the courts, and correction agencies.
In fact, as the Commission's report makes clear, crime
cannot be controlled without the interest and participation of schools, businesses, social agencies, private groups,
and individual citizens.
What, then, is America's experience with crime and
how has this experience shaped the Nation's way of
living? A new insight into these two questions is furnished by the Commission's National Survey of Criminal Victims. In this survey, the first of its kind conducted on such a scope 10,000 representative American
households were asked about their experiences with crime,
whether they reported those experiences to the police, and
how those experiences affected their lives.
An important finding of the survey is that for the
Nation as a whole there is far more crime than ever
is repotted. Burglaries occur about three times more
often than they arc repOl'ted to police. Aggravated
assaults and larcenies over $50 occur twice as often as
they are reported. There are 50 percent more robberies than are rl;ported. In some areas, only one-tenth
of the total number of certain kinds of crimes arc reported
to the police. Seventy-four percent of the neighborhood
commercial establishments surveyed do not report to
police the thefts committed by their employees.
The existence of crime, the talk about crime, the
reports of crime, and the fear of crime have eroded the
basic quality of life of many Americans. A Commission study conducted in high crime areas of two large
cities found that:

o

43 percent of the respondents say they stay off the
streets at night because of their fear of crime.
D 35 percent say they do not speak to strangers any
more because of their fe;,tr of crime.
D 21 percent say they lIse cars and cabs at night because
of their fear of crime.
D 20 percent say they would like to move to another
neighborhood because of their fear of crime.

The findings of the Commission's national survey genCl'ally support those of the local surveys. One-third of
a representative sample of all Ampricans say it is unsafe
to walk alone at night in their neighborhoods. Slightly
more than one-third say they keep firearms in the house
for protection against criminals. Twenty-eight percent
say they keep watchdogs for the same reason.
Under any circumstance, developing an effective response to the problem of crime in America is exceedingly difficult. And because of the changes expected
v

..

,

vii

vi
in the population in the next decade~ in years ~o cOI?e
it will be more difficult. Young people commit u. disproportionate sha~e of. crime ~nd the': number of young
people in our sOCIety IS gmwmg at a mUl:h faster rat~
than the towl population. Although the 15- to 17-yealold age group represents only 5.4 percent of the po,Pulation it accounts for 12.8 percent of all arr.ests. FIfteen
and'sixteen year oids have the highest arrest r~t~ in the
United States. The problem in. the years ahead IS aramatically foretold by the fact that 23 percent of the population is 10 or under.

Des/Jite the seriousness of the IJroblem toda), and the
increasin rl challenge in the 'Years aTtead~ tlte central c~n
elusion the Commission is tlzaf a sig~dfisallt r/Jdu~tlon
in crime is /lossible if the fo.llowmg obJectwe.s are vIgorousl')! Jlursued:

0;

First society must seck to prevent crime before it
happCl;s by assuring all Americans a ~take in the benefits and responsibilities of American hfe, by ~tren¥t~cn
ing law enforcement~ and by reducmg cmmnal
opportunities.
Second society's aim of reducing crime would be better
served if 'the system of criminal justice developed a far

time. For p'.tmple a study in Wa.~hington~ D.d.~ found
that courtroom timn for a felony defendant who pleads
guilty probably totals less than 1. hOl\l'~ while the median
time from his initial appearal1ce to his disposition is 4
months.
In an ~ff(')rt to discover h0w courts can best speed the
proceslS 6. cu'iminal justice, the known facts about felony
cases in Washington wete placed in a computer and the
operation of t1;-·:) system ~~'as simulated. After a number
of possible s')lutions to the problem of delay were tested,
it appeared that the addhion of a second grand jurywhich~ with supporting personnel, would cost less than
$50,000 a year-would result in a 25·percent reduction
in the time required for the typical felony case to move
from initial appearance to trial.
The application of such analysis-when combined
with the Commission's recommended timetable luying out
timespans for each step in the criminal process-should
help court systems to ascertain their procedural bottlenecks and develop ways to eliminate them.
Another way ~o prevent crime is to reduce the opportuntty to commit it. Many crimes wOl.lld not be committed, indeed many criminal c~U'eers would not begin, if
there were f(~wer opportuniti(;'s for crime.
Auto theft is a good example. According to F'BI si.a~
tlstlcs, the key had been left in th(~ ignition or the ignition

t

broader range of techniques with which to deal with
..
individual offenders.
Third~ the system of criminall. justi.ce :nduslt eb~m;f~ ", .
existing injustices if it is to ac neve Its 1 ea s an
.
the respect and cooperation of all citizens.
Fourth the system of criminal justice must attract
m01'6 pe~ple and better people-police~ prosecutors~
judges~ defense attorneys~ probation and parole offic:rs~
and correctiollls offici:als with more knowledge, expertise~
initiative, and integrity.
•
.
Fifth there must be much more operational and basiC
research into the problems of crime and criminal administration~ by those both within and without the system
of criminal justice.
Sixth, the police~ courts, and correctional agencie.s must
be given substantially greater amounts of money 1£ they
arc to improve their ability to control crime.
Seventh~ individual citizens, civil; and business organizations religious institutions, and all levels of govern, take responsibihty
• for pI
'
1 ..
ment must
annmg
and'lmp.~,
menting the changes that must be made in the criminal
justice system if crime is to be reduced:
In terms of specific recCJ.nmendatlons, what do these
seven objectives mean?

(

had been left unlocked in 42 percent of aU stolen cal·S.
Even in those cars taken when the ignitioh was locked~
at least 20 percent were stolen simply by shorting the
ignition with such simple devices as paper clips 01' tinfoil. In one city, the elimination of the unlocked "off"
position on the 1965 Chevrolet resulted in 50 percent
fcwel' of those models being stolen in 1965 than were
stolen in 1964.
On the basis of these findings, it appears that an
important reduction in auto theft could be achieved simply by installing an ignition system that automatically
ejects the key when the engine is turned off.
A major reason that it is important to reduce auto
theft is that stealing a car is very often the criminal act
that starts a boy on a course of lawbreaking.
Stricter gun controls also would reduce some kinds of
crime. Here, the Commission recommends a strengthening of the Fcderal law governing the interstate shipment of firearms and enactment of State laws requiring
the registration of all handguns, rifles, and shotguns~ and
prohibiting the sale 01' ownership of firearms by certain
categories of persons-dangerous crhrtinals, habitual
drunkards~ and drug addicts. After 5 ycars~ the Commission recommends that Congress pass a Federal registration law applying to those States that have not passed
their own registration laws.

-------~----------------------

2. NE'W WAYS OF DEALING 'WITH OFFENDERS

1. PREVENTING CRIME
The prevention of crime c~~ers a wide tang~ of acti~i
tics: Eliminating social cO'1dltJons closely assocmted With
cl'ime; improving the ability of the cri~inal just!ce systeI?
to detect~ apprehend, judge, .and. remtegrate tnt~ theIr
commutlities those who commit crImes; and reducmg the
situatioll3 in which crimes are most likely to be committed.

¢

Every effort must be made to strengthen the family,
now often shattered by the grinding pressures of urban
slums.
Slum schools must be given enough resources to make
them as good as schools elsewhere and to enable them
to compensate for the various handicaps suffered by the
slum child-to rescue him from his environment.
Present efforts to combat school segregation, and the
housing segrcgation that underlies it, must be continued
and m;:panded.
Employment opportunities must b~ enlarge~ and YOU?g
people provided with more effective vocattonal traming and individual job counselin~. ~rograms . to cre~te
new kinds of jobs-such as probation aldes~ medical assistants, and teacher helpers-seem particularly promising
and should be expanded.
The problem of increasing the ability of the police to
detect and apprehend criminals is complicated. In one
effort to find out how this objective could be achieved,
the Commission conducted an analysis of 1~905 crimes
reported to the Los Angeles Police Department during a
recent month. The study showed the importance of
identifying the perpetrator at the scene of the crime.
Eighty-six percent of the crimes with named suspects

were solved~ but only U~ percent of the unnamed suspect
crimes were solved. Another finding of the study was
that there is a relationship between the speed of response
and certainty of apprehension. On the average~ response
to emergency calls resul.ting in alrests was 50 p~rce~t
faster than response to emergency calls not resultm~ m
arrest. On the basis of this finding~ and a cost effectiveness study to discover the best means to red~ce response
time the Commission recommends an expel'lmental progra~ to develop computel'-aided command.and-control
systems for large police departments.
To insure the maximum use of such a system~ he~d
quarters must have a direct link with every on duty poltce
officer. Because large scale production would result in
a substantial reduction of the cost of miniature two-way
radios the Commission recommends that the Federal
Gover~ment assume leadership in initiating ~ deve~op
ment program for such equipment and ~at It conSIder
guaranteeing the sale of the first productton lot of perhaps 20,000 units.
.
.
Two other steps to reduce pohce response time are
recommended:
o Police callboxes~ which arc locked and inconspicuous
in most cities, should be left open~ brightly ~arked,
and designated ccpublic emergency callboxes:
o The telephone company should develop a smgle police number for each metropolitan area, and eventually for the entire United States.
Improving the effectiveness of law enforc~ment, however, is much more than just improving pohce response

<> The Commission's second objective~the development
of a fa.1' In'Oader range of alternatives for dealing with
offenders-is based on the belld that, while there arc
some who mUiit bn completel}' segregated from society,
there are many instances in which ~egregation does morc
harm than good, Fllrthermol'e~ by concr.ntrating the resources of the poUce, the courts, and cor,'cctional agencies on the smaller number of oifcndel's'who really need
them) it should be possible to give all offenders more
effective trCb...,,!cnt.

.A specific and important example of this principle is
the Commission's rl:l.:ommendation that every community
consider establishing a Youth Services 'Bureau, a community-based center to which juveniles could be referred by the police, the courts, parents, schools, ~nd
social agencies for couns(~ling, education, work~ or
recreation programs and job placement.
The Youth Services Bureau-an agency to handle
many troubled and troublesome young people outside
the criminal system-is needed in part because society
has failed to give the juvenile court the resources that
would allow it to function as its founders hoped it would.
In a recent survey of juvenile court judges) for example,
83 percent said no psychologist or psychiattist was available to their courts on a regular basis and one-third said
they did not have probation o.fficers or social workers.
Even where there are probation officers, the Commission

-.
.~

..

found, the average officer supervises 76 probationers, more
than double the recommended caseload.
The California Youth Authority for the last 5 years
has been conducting a controlled experiment to deter,
mine the effectiveness of another kind of alternative
tl-eatmcnt program for juveniles. There~ ufter initial
screelllng, convicted juveflile delinquents are assigned on
a random b~sis to either an experimental group 01' a
control gl'Oup. Those in the experimental group arc,
returned to the community and receive intensive individual counseling~ group counseling, group therapy, and
family counseling. Those in the control group arc
assigned to CalifornilA's regular institutional tl'eatment
program. The findings so far.: 28 percent of the experi.
mental group have had theit paroles revoked, compared
with 52 percent in the control group. Furthermore, the
community treatment program is less expensive than
institutional treatment.
To make community-based treatment possible for both
adults and juveniles, the Commi.f;sion recommends the
development of an entirely new kind of correl~tion:tl insti.
tution: located close to population centers i maintaining
close relations with schools~ employers, and universities;
hOllsing as few as 50 inmates; serving as a classification
center~ as the center for various hinds of community programs and as a port of reentry to the community for
those difficult and dangerous offenders who have required treatment in facilities with tighter custody.
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Such institutions would be useful in the operation of
programs-strongly recommended by the Commissionthat permit selected inmates to work or study in the
community during the day and return to control at
night, and programs that permit long-term inmates. to
become adjusted to society gradually rather than bemg
discharged directly from maximum security institutions
to the streets.
Another aspect of the Commission's conviction that
diffel~ni offenders with different problems should be
treated in different ways, is its recommendation about the
handling of public drunkenness, which, in 1965, ac-

3. ELIMINATING UNFAIRNESS
o The third objective is to eliminate injustices

so that
the system of criminal justice can win the respect and
cooperation of all citizens. Our society must give the
police, the courts, and correctional agencies the resources
and the mandate to provide fair and dignified treatment
for alL
The Commission found overwhelming evidence of
institutional shortcomings in almost every part of the
United States.
A survey of the lower court operations in a number
of large American cities found cramped and noisy courtrooms, undignified and perfunctory procedures, badly
trained personnel overwhelmed by enormous caseloads.
In short, the Commission found assembly line justice.
Th('., Commission found that in at least three States,
justices of the peace arc paid only if they convict and
collect a fee from the defendant, a practice held unconstitutional by the Supreme Court 40 years ago.
The Commissic."1 found that approximately one-fourth
of the 400,000 children detained in 1965-fol' a variety
of causes but induding truancy, smoking, and running
away from home-were heM in adult jails and lockups,
often with hardened criminals.
In addition to the creation of new kinds of institutions-such 'as the Youth Services Bureau and the small,
community-based correctional centers--the Commission
recommends several important procedural changes. It
recommends counsel at various points in the criminal
process.
For juveniles, the Commission recomm.ends providing
counsel whenever coercive action is a possibility.
For adults, the Commission recommends providing
counsel to any criminal defendant who faces a significant
penalty-excluding traffic and similar petty chargesif he cannot affor!=l to provide counsel for himself.
In connection with this recomme~dation, the Commission asks each State to finance regular, statewide
assigned counsel and defender systems for the indigent.
Counsel also should be provided in parole and probation revocation hearings.
Anot~er kin9 of broad procedural change that the

ix
counted for one out of every three arrests in America.
The great number of these arrests-some 2 millionburdens the police, clogs the lower courts and crowds
the penal institutions. The Commission therefore recommends that communities develop civil detoxification
units and comprehensive aftercare programs, and that
with the development of such programs~ drunkenness,
not accompanied by other unlawful conduct, should not
be a criminal offense.
Similarly, the Commission recommends the expanded
use of civil comm.'+ment for drug addkts.

Commission recommends is that every State, county,
and local jurisdiction provide judici.al officers with su~
dent information about individual defendants to permit
the release without money bail of those who can be safely
releasee!.
In addition to eliminating the injustice of holding
persons charged with a crime merely because they cannot afford bail this recommenda.tion also would save
a good deal cf'money. New York. <?ity alone, for ~x
ample, spends approximately $10 mdho~ a year hol?mg
persons who have not yet been found gUilty o.f ~ny cnme.
Besides institutional injustices, the Commission found
that while the great majority of crim.inal j~stice .and l~w
enforcement personnel perform their duties With f~lr
ness and understanding, even ur~der th~ mos~ trym~
circumstances, some take advantage of their offiCIal POSItions and act in a callous, corrupt, or brutal manner.
Injustice will not yield to simple solutio?s.. Overcoming it requires a wide vari~ty of remedlCs mcluding improved methods of selectmg personnel,. the massive infusion of additional funds, the revampmg of existing procedures and the adopti.on of more effective
internal and external controls.
The relations between the police and urban poor deserve special mention. Here the Commission recommends
that every large department-especially in communities
with substantial minority populations-should have community~relations machinery consisting of a headquarters
planning and supervising unit and prednct units to carry
out recommended programs. Effective ciCizen advisory
committees should be established in minority group neighborhoods. All departments with substantial minority
populations should make special efforts to recruit minority
group officers and to deploy and ~romo.te t.hem f~irly.
They should have rigorous internal mvesbgabon umts to
examine complaints of misconduct. The Commission
believes it is of the utmost importance to insure that complaints of unfair treatment are fairly dealt with.
Fair treatment of every individual-fair in fact and
also perceived to be fair by those affected-is an essential
element of justice and a principal objective of the
American criminal justice system.

;
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PERSONNEL

<> Th~ fo~rt? o~jective is.that ~igher levels of knowledge,
?xperhse, mltIahve, and mtegnty be achieved by police,
Judges,. prosecutors, defense attorneys, and correctional
authonhes so that the s~rstem of cdminal justice can im.
prove its ability to contr'ol crime.
The .Commission found one obstacle to recruiting better p~hce officers was the standard requirement that all
candidates-regardless of qualifications-begin their
careers at the lowest level and normally remain at this
level from 2 to 5 years before being eligible for promotion.
Thus, a college graduate must enter a department at' the
same rank and pay and perform the same tasks as a
person who enters with only a high school diploma or
less.

t

~

. The C~mmission recommends that police departments
gIVe up smgle entry and establish three levels at which
candidates may begin their police careers. The Commission calls these three levels the "community service
officer," the "police officer," and the "police agent."
This division, in addition to providing an entry place
for the better educated, also would permit police depart~ents to tap the special knowledge, skills, and understandmg of those brought up in the slums.
The community service officer would be a uniformed
but unarmed member of the police department. Two
of his major responsibilities would be to maintain close
relations with juveniles in the area where he works and
to be e.specially .alert to crime-breeding conditions that
other cI~y agencies had not dealt with. Typically, the
CSO m~ght be unde~ 21, might not be required to meet
conventIonal educatIon requirements, and might work
out. of a store-fro~t office. Serving as an apprentice
pohceman-a substItute for the police cadet-the CSO
would work as a member of a team with the police officer
and police agent.
The police. officer would respond to calls for service,
perf onn routme patrol, render emergency services make
preliminary investigations, and enforce traffic regulations.
In order to qualify as a police officer at the present time
a candidate should possess a high school diploma and
should demonstrate a capacity for college work.
The police agent would do whatever police jobs were
most ~omplicated, most sensitive, and most demanding.
He might be a specialist in police community-relations
or juvenile delinquency. He might be in uniform patrolling a high-crime neighborhood. He might have
staff duties. To become a police agent would require at
least 2 years of college work and preferably a baccalaureate degree in the liberal arts or social sciences.
As an ultimate goal, the Commission recommends that
all police personnel with general enforcement powers
have baccalaureate degrees.
While candidates could enter the police service at any

one of the three levels, they also could work their way
up through the different categories as they met the basic
education and other requirements.
In m~ny jurisdictions there is a critical need for additional police personnel. Studies by the Commission indicate a recruiting need of 50,000 policemen in 1967
just to fill positions already authorized. In order to increase police effectiveness, additional staff specialists will
be required, and when the community service officers axe
added manpower needs will be even greater.
The Commission also recommends that every State
establish a commission on police standards to set minimum recruiting and training standards and t.o provide
financial and technical assistance for local police
departments.
In order to improve the quality of judges, prosecutors,
and defense attorneys, the Commission recommends a
variety of steps: Taking the selection of judges out of
partisan politics; the more regular use of seminars, conferences, and institutes to train sitting judges; the establishment of judicial commissions to excuse physically or
mentally incapacitated judges from their duties without
public humiliation; the general abolition of part-time
district attorneys and assistant district attorneys; and a
broad range of measures to develcp a greatly enlarged
and better trained pool of defense attorneys.
In the correctional system there is a critical shortage
of probation and parole officers, teachers, caseworkers
vocational instructors, and group workers. The need
for major manpower increases in this area was maib
clear by the findings from the Commissions natiu!.al
corrections survey:

o

Less than 3 percent of all personnel working in local
jails and institutions devote their time to treatment and
training.
o Eleven States do not offer any kind of proba.tion services for adult misdemeanants, six offer only the barest
fragments of such services, and most States offer them
on a spotty basis.
o Two-thirds of all State adult felony probationers are
in caseloads of over 100 persons.
To meet the requirements of both the correctional
agencies and the courts, the Commission has found an
immediate need to double the Nation's pool of juvenile
probation officers, triple the number of probation officers
working with adult felons, and increase sevenfold the
number of officers working with misdemcanants.
Another area with a critical need for large nt!mbers
of expert criminal justice officers is the complex one of
controlling organized crime. Here, the Commission
recommends that prosecutors and police in every State
and city where organized crime is known to, or may,
exist develop special organized crime units.
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5. RESEARCH
<> The fifth objective is that every segment of the system
of criminal justice devote a significant part of its resources
for research to insure the development of new and effective methods of controlling crime.

,

The Commission found that little research is being conducted into such matters as the economic impact of
crime; the effects .on crime .of increasing .or decreasing
criminal sanctiens; possible metheds fer impreving the
effectiveness .of varieus precedures .of the pelicey ceurts,
and cerrectienrlll agencies.
Organized crime is anether area in which aim est no
research has been cenducted. The Commissien feund
that the only greup with any significant knowledge abeut
this preb~em was law enforcement .officials. These in
ether disciplines-sodal scientists, ecenemists and lawyers, for example-have net until recently censidered the
pessibility .of research prejects en .organized crime.
A small fractien eT 1 percent .of the criminal justice
system's tetal budget is spent en research. This figure
could be multiplied many times witheut appreaching the
:3 percent industry spends en research, much less the 15
percent the Defense Department spends. The Cemmissien believes it sheuld be mUltiplied many times.
That research is a pewerful ferce fer change in the
field .or criminal justice perhaps can best be documented
by the histery of the Vera Institute in New Yerk City.
Here the research .of a small, nengevernment agency has
in a very shert time led te majer changes in the bail
precedures .of appreximately 100 cities, several States,
and the Federal Gevernment.
Because .of the impertance .of research, the Cemmissien
recemmends that majer criminal justice agencies-such
as State ceurt and cerrectienal systems and big-city pelice
departments-organize eperatienal research units as integral parts .of their structures.

In additien, the criminal justice agencies sheuld welefforts .of schelars and ether independent experts
te understand their preblems and eperatiens. These
a:gencies cannet undertake needed research en their .own;
they urgently need the help .of <?utsiders.
The Cemmissien alse recommends the establishment
.of several regienal research institutes designed te cencentrate a number .of different disciplines en the preblem
.of crime. It further recommends the establishment .of
an independent Natienal Criminal Research Feundation
te stimulate and ceerdinate research and disseminate its
results.
One essential requirement for research is more cemplete informatien abeut the eperatien .of the criminal
precess. Te meet this requirement, the Cemmissien recemmends the creatien .of a Natienal Criminal Justice
Statistics Center. The Center's first responsibility would
be te werk with the FBI, the Children's Bureau, the
Federal Bureau .of Prisens, and ether agencies te develep
an integrated picture .of the number .of crimes reperted
to pelice, the number .of persens arrested, the number
.of acc\.lced persens presecuted, the number .of .offenders
placed en prebatien, in prisen, and subsequently en
parole.
Anether majer respensibility .of the Center weuld be
te centinue the Cemmissien's initial effert te develep a
new yardstick· te measure the extent .of crime in .our
seciety as a supplement te the FBI's Uniferm Crime
Reperts. The Cemmissien believes that the Gevernment sheuld be able te plet the levels .of different kinds
.of crime in a city .or a State as precisely as the Laber
Department and the Census Bureau new plet the rate
.of unempleyment. Just as unempleyment infermatien
is essential te seund ecenemic planning, se seme day
may criminal infermatien help .official planning in the
system .of criminal justice.
~:eme the

6. MONEY
<> Sixth, the pelice, the courts, and cerrectienal agencies
will require substantially mere meney if they are to centrol crime better.

enough can reach $16,905 a year witheut being premoted te a supervisery pesitien. The Cemmissien is
aware that reaching such figures immediately is not possible in many cities, but it believes that there sheuld be
Almest all .of the specific recemmendatiens made by a large range frem minimum te maximum everywhere.
the Cemmissien will invelve increased budgets. SubThe Cemmissien alse recemmends new kinds .of prostantially higher salaries must be .offered te attract tep- grams that will require additienal funds: Yeuth Services
flight candidates te the system .of criminal justice. Fer Bureaus, greatly enlarged misdemeanant prebatien servexample, the median annual salary fer a patrelman in ices and increased levels .of research, fer example.
a large city teday is $5,300. Typically, the maximum
The Commissien believes seme .of the additienal
salary is something less than $1,000 abeve the starting reseurces-especially these deveted to innovative prosalary. The Cemmissien believes the mest impertant . grams and to training, educatien, and research-sheuld
change that can be made in pelice salary scales is te be contributed by the Federal Government.
increase maxim.ums sharply. An FBI agent, fer example,
The Federal Gevernment already is cenducting a bread
starts at $8,421 a year and if he serves long and well range .of pregrams-aid te elementary and secendary
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nizatien and eperatien of pelice departments courts
.
ffi ces, and cerrectiens agencies.
'
,
presecutmge
. (4) Develepment .of a ceerdinated natienal infermatIen system f?r eperat.io~al and research purpeses.
(5) Fundmg .of lImIted numbers of demenstratien
pregrams in agencies .of justice.
(6) Scientific and technelegical resear~h and t1evelepment.
(7) Develepment .of natienal and regienal research
centers.
(8) Grants-in-aid fer eperatienal innevatiens.
The Cemmissien is net in a pesitien to recemmend
the~xact ameunt .of meney that will be needed to carry
.out Its propesed pregram. It believes however that a
Federal p~gram tetaling hundreds e( ~illiens .of dellars
~ year durmg the ~e?'t decade ~ould be effectively util~z~~. The CemmlssIOn alse belIeves the majer responSlblhty fer administering this pregram sheuld lie within
the Department .of Justice.
The States, the cities, and the ceunties alse will have
te make substantial increases in their centributiens to the
system .of criminal justice.

7. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CHANGE
:"

•

schoels, the Neighber~oed Yeuth Cerps, Preject Head
Start, and ethers-deSigned te attack directly the secial
preblems .often associated with crime.
Thr,eug~ such agencies as the Federal Bureau of
InveStIgatIOn, the Office .of Law Enfercement Assistance
the Bureau .of Prisens, and the Office .of Manpewe;
Develepment and Training, the Federal Gevernment
als? .offers cemparatively limited financial and technical
asslsta~~e te the police, the ceurts, and cerrectiens
authentIes.
While the Cemmissien is cenvinced State and lecal
geve~n~ents must centinue te carry the majer burden
.of cnmmal administratien, it recemmends a vastly enlarged pregram .of Federal assistance te strengthen law
enf?rc~ment, crime prevention, and the administratien
.of JustIce.
.
The .p~ogram .of Federal suppert recemmended by the
CemmlsslOn weuld be directed te eight majer needs:
( 1) State and lecal planning.
(2) Educatien and training .of criminal justice persennel.
(3) Surveys and advisory services cencerning the erga-

<> ~eve?~h, individual citizens~ secial-service agencies
ul1lverSltIes, religieus'
ins tit uti ens, CI'VI'C and b
.
us'mess'
greups, and all kmds .of gevernmental agencies at all
levels m~st bece~e .invo~ve~ in planning and executing
changes m the cnmmal JustIce system.

Th~ Cem~issien is convinced that the financial and
t.echl1lcal assistance program it preposes can and· sh ld
be .only a sr,naII part ~f the natienal effert te devel~; a
m,~re effective and fall' respense te crime.
1.11 March .of 1966, President Jehnsen asked the Atterney ~enel'al to invite each Geverner te ferm a State
co~mlttee en criminal administration. The respense to
this l"eque~,t has been encouraging; mOte than twe-thirds
.of tht~ Stai:e~ already have such cemmittees or have indicated they mtend te form them.
. The Cemmissien recemmends that in every State and
CI~y there ,sheuld be an agency, or .one .or mere .officials
:-Vith s.P".!~lfic respensibility fer planning imprevement~
~n crunmal. administratien and encouraging their
ImplementatIen.
PI~nning .agencies, ameng ether functions, playa key
rele m helpI.ng State legislatures and city ceuncils decide
where additlenal funds and manpewer are most needed
what n~~ pregrams should be adopted, and where and
hew eXIstm~ agencies might peel their reseurces on either
a metrepelItan or regienal basis.
The planning agenc.ies. sheuld include beth .officials
frem. the sy~tem .of. cnmmal justice and citizens frem
~thel p:ofessI~ns. Plans te impreve criminal administratIen wI.ll be Imp?ss.ible te put inte effect unless those
respenslble fer cnmmal administratien help q}ake them.

On the ether hand, crime preventien must be the task
.of the cemmunity as a whele.
. While this report has cencentrated en recommendatlOns. for actien by gevernments, the Commissien is
ce~vm~ed tha~ gevernmental actions will net be eneugh.
Cnme IS a socml preblem that is interweven with almest
~very ~spect .of American life. Centrelling it invelves
unprevmg the 'l,u.ality .of family life, the way scheels are
r~~, the way ~I.tIes a,re p.lanned, the way werkers are
hue? .Ce?trellmg cnme IS the business .of every American I~StItutIOn. Centrelling crime is the business .of every
Amencan.
Universi.ties Sho~ld increase their research on the ptbble~s. .of ~fl~e; pflvate secial welfare erganizatiens and
relIglOus mstItutions should centinue to experiment with
ad~anced. techniques .of helping slum children everceme
theIr en~Irenment; label' uniens and businesses can enlar?"e. theIr programs te provide priseners with'Vocatienal.
tra'nmg; pr.efessional and community erganizatiens can
hClp prebatlOn and parele werkers with their werk.
The respensibility .of the individual citizen runs far
deeper t!lan ~eeperating with the pel ice or accepting jury
duty .or ll1SUfl~g the safety .of his family by installing adequate lecks-Impertant as they arc. He must respect the
law, ,;efuse . te cut cerners, reject the I.!ynical argument
that an,ythmg gees as long as you den't get caught."
Mest I~pe:·tant .of all, he must, en his own and threugh
the ergamzatI?ns he belengs te, interest himself in the
preblems .ef ~nme and criminal justice, seek infennatien,
express hiS VIews, use his vete wisely, get invelved.
In sum,. the. C?mmissien is sure that the Natien can
centrel Cflme If It wiII.
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The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society: Introduction
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"The problems of crime bring us together.

Even as we join in common action, we know

.~

there can. be no instant victory.

tt

~

Ancient evils

,~ ;

I

do not yield to easy conquest.

M

We cannot limi t

our efforts to enemies we can see.

We must,
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with equal resolve, seek out new kIlOwledge,

new techniques, and new understanding."

Chapter 1
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-Message from President Johnson
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to the Congress, March 9, 1966.
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THERE IS MUCH CRIME in America, more than ever is reported, far more than ever is solved, far too much for the
health of the Nation. Every American knows that.
Every American is, in a sense, a victim of crime. Violence and theft have not only injured, often irreparably,
hundreds of thousands of citizens, but have directly affected everyone. Some ptople have been impelled to
uproot themselves and find new homes. Some have been
made afraid to use public streets and parks. Some have
come to doubt the worth of a society in which so many
people behave so badly. Some have become distrustful
of the Government's ability, or even desire, to protect
them. Some have lapsed into the attitude that crimina.l
behavior is normal human behavior and consequently
have become indifferent to it, or have adopted it as a good
way to get ahead in life. Some have become suspicious of
those they conceive to be responsible for crime: adolescents or Negroes or drug addicts or college students or
demonstrators; policemen who fail to solve crimes; judges
who pass lenient sentences or write decisions restricting
the activities of the police; parole boards that release
prisoners who resume their criminal activities.
The most understandable mood into which many
Americans have been plunged by crime is one of frustration and bewilderment. For "crime" is not a single simple phenomenon that can be examined,;lnalyzed and
described in one piece. I t occurs in every part of the
country and in every stratum of society. Its practitioners
and its victims are people of all ages, incomes and backgrounds. Its trends are difficult to ascertain. Its causes
legion. It~ cures are speculative and controversial.
An examination of any single kind of crime, let alone of
"crime in America," raises a myriad of issues of the utmost complexity.
Consider the crime of robbery, which, since it involves
both stealing and violence or the threat of it, is an especially hurtful and frightening one. In 1965 in America
there were 118,916 robberies known to the police: 326
robberies a day; a robbery for every 1,630 Americans.
Robbery takes dozens of forms, but suppose it took only
four: forcible or violent purse-snatching by boys, muggings by drug addicts, store stickups by people with a
sudden desperate need for money, and bank robberies by
skillful professional criminals. The technical, organizational, legal, behavioral, economic and social problems
that must be addressed if America is to deal with any
degree of success with just those four kinds of events and

arc

those four kinds of persons are innumerable and
refractory.
The underlying problems are ones that the criminal
justice system can do little about. The unruliness of
young people, widespread drug addiction, the existence
of much poverty in a wealthy society, the pursuit of the
dollar by any available means arc phenomena the police,
the courts, and the correctional apparatus, which must
deal with crimes and criminals one by one, cannot confront directly. They are strands that can be disentangled
from the fabric of American life only by the concerted
action of all of society. They concern the Commission
dacply, for unless society does take concerted action to
change the general conditions and attitudes that are associated with crime, no improvement in law enforcement
and administration of justice, the subjects this Commission was specifically asked to study, will be of much avail.
Of the everyday problems of the criminal justice system
itself, certainly the most delicate and probably the most
difficult concern the proper ways of dealing individually
with individuals. Arrest and prosecution are likely to
have quite different efl'ects on delinquent boys and on
hardened professional criminals. Sentencing occasional
robbers and habitual robbers by the same standards is
clearly inappropriate. Rehabilitating a drug addict is a
procedure that has little in common with rehabilitating
a holdup man. In short, there are no general prescriptions for dealing with "robbers." There arc no general
prescriptions for dealing with "robbelY" either. Keeping streets and parks safe is not the same problem as keeping banks secure. Investigating a mugging and tracking
down a band of prudent and well-organized bank robbers
are two entirely distinct police procedures. The kind of
police patrol that will deter boys from street robberies is
not likely to deter men with guns from holding up storekeepers.
Robbery is only one of 28 crimes on which the Federal
Bureau of Investigation reports in its annual Uniform
Crime Reports. In terms of frequency of occurrence, it
ranks fifth among the UCR's "Index Crimes," the seven
serious crimes that the FBI considers to be indicative of
the general crime trends in the Nation. (The others are
willful homicide, forcible rape, aggravated assault, burglalY, theft of $50 or over, and 1110tor vehicle theft.)
The Index Crimes accounted for fewer than 1 million of
the almost 5 million arrests that the UCR reports for
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visited and corresponded with other hundreds of such experts. The staff collected its own statistics and other
data, along with data from other agencies, for comparison
and analysis. It read hundreds of books and papers dealing with subjects from police administration to juvenilegang subcultures, from criminal sentencing codes to
correctional theory.
The Commission did not-it could not-find out
"everything" about crime and the criminal justice system.
It became increasingly aware during its work that far
from seeking to say the last word on crime, its task was
rather a step in a long process of systematic inquiry that
must be continued and expanded by others. But the
work the Commission was able to do did deepen its
understanding; and, the Commission hopes and believes,
it does provid.e a basis for a vigorous and effective program for meeting crime's challenge to the Nation.

The pattern of a crime likt' robbery is, of
course irregular. A rash of robberies at a
single'time may give people the ffleling that
they are engulfed by danger and lawlessness.
In Washington, D.C., for example, between
8 a . m., Friday, December 9, and 8 a.m., Saturday~ December 10, 1966, an extraordinary
total of 35 robberies that netted the robbers
almost $16,000 was reported to the Metropolitan Police Department.
Friday, December 9:
9:15 a.m. Strongarm robbery, street, $2.
10:00 a.m. Armed robbery, liquor store, $1,500.
11:30 a.m. Pocketbook snatched with force and violence, street, $3.
12:30 p.m. Holdup with revolver, roofing company,
.$2,100.

TOWARD UNDERSTANDING AND
PREVENTING CRIME

2:40p.m. Holdup with gun, shoe store, $139.
3:20p.m. Holdup with gun, apartment, $92.

A skid-row drunk lying in a gutter is crime. So is the
killing of an unfaithful wife. A Cosa Nostra conspiracy
to bribe public officials is crime. So is a strong-arm robbery by a 15-year-old boy. The embezzlement ofa corporation's funds by an executive is crime. So ii'the possession of marihuana cigarettes by a student. These
crimes can no more be lumped together for purposes of
analysis than can measles and schizophrenia, or lung cancer and a broken ankle. As with disease, so with crime:
if causes are to be understood, if risks are to be evaluated,
and if preventive or remedial actions are to be taken, each
kind must be looked at separately. Thinking of "crime"
as a whole is futile.
In any case it is impossible to answer with precision
questions about the volume or trends of crime as a whole,
or even of any particular kind of crime. Techniques for
measuring crime are, and probably always will be
imperfect. Successful crime, after all, is secret crime.
The best, in fact almost the only, source of statistical information about crime volumes is the Uniform Crime
Reports of the FBI. The UCR is the product of a nationwide system of crime reporting that the FBI has
painstakingly developed over the years. Under this system local police agencies report the offenses they know
of to the FBI; the UCR is a compilation of these reports.
This compilation can be no better than the underlying
information that local agencies supply to the FBI. And
because the FBI has induced local agencies to improve
their reporting methods year by year, it is important to
distinguish better reporting from more crime.
What the UCR shows is a rise in the number of individual crimes over the years at a rate faster than the rise
in America's population. It shows an especially rapid
rise in crimes against property. Furthermore; Commission surveys of the experience of the public as victims of
crime show that there is several times as much crime
against both property and persons as is reported to the

4:55 p.m. Holdup with gun, bank, $8,716.
6:25 p.m. Mugging, street, $5.
6:50p.m. Holdup with revolver, tourist home, $30.
7:00p.m. Strongarm robbery, street, $25:
7:05 p.m. Holdup with gun, auto in parkmg lot, $61.
7:10p.m. Strongarm robbery, apartment house, $3.
7:15p.m. Holdup with revolver (employee shot
twice), truck rental company, $200.
7:Z5p.m. Mugging, street, $5.
7:50p.m. Holdup with gun, transfer company,
$1,400.
8:55p.m. HoldUp with shotgun, newspaper substation, $100.
10:10 p.m.
10:15 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
10:53 p.m.

Holdup with gun, hotel, $289.50.
Strongarm robbery, street, $120.
Holdup with gun, street, $69.60.
Strongarm robbery, street, $175.

11:05 p.m. Holdup, tavern, $40.
U:30p.m. Strongarm robbery, street, $3.
11:55p,m, Strongarm robbery, street, $51.
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Saturday, December 10:
12:20 a.m. StrongarJl1. robbery, street, $19.
1:10 a.m. Strongarm robbery, apartment house, $3.
3:25a.m. Strongarm robbery, street, $26.
3:50a.m. Holdup with knife, street, $23.
3:55a.m. Holdup with gun, street, $26.
4:20a.m. Robbery with intent to rape, street, '75
cents.
4:20a.m. Holdup with gun, carryout shop, $80.
~

6:25 a.m. Holdup-rape, street, $20.
6:25a.m. Holdup with gun, tourist home, no amount
listed.
6:45a.m. Holdup, street, $5.
7:30 a.m. Holdup with knife, cleaners, $300.
7:40a.m. Strongarm robbery, street, $80.
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1965. Almost half of those arrests were for crimes ~at
have no real victims (prostitution, gambling, narc?hcs
use, vagrancy, juvenile curfew violations and the hk~)
or for breaches of the public peace (drunkenness, dIsorderly conduct). Other crimes for which more than
50,000 people were arreste~ were such widely different
kinds of behavior as vandahsm, fraud, sex offenses other
than rape or prostitution, drivins: while i~toxicate~, carrying weapons, and offenses agamst famJiy or chlidren.
Each of the 28 categories of crime confronts the community and the crimi~al justi<:e system, to a gr.eater or a
lesser degree, with umque socIal, legal, correchonal, .and
law enforcement problems. Taken together they raIse a
multitude of questions .about how the police, the courts,
and corrections should be organized; how their personnel should be selected, trained and paid i what modern
technology can do to help their work; what kinds of
knowledge they need i what pro~edures they should ~se;
what resources they should be glVen; what the relabons
between the community and the various parts of the
criminal justice system should be.
And so when the President asked the Commission to
"deepen ~ur understanding of the causes of crime and of
how society should respond to the challenge of the present
.
levels of crime," he gave it a formidable assignmen~.
Crime and society's response to it resemble a gIgantic
disassembled jigsaw puzzle whose pieces the Commission
was asked to assemble into as complete and accurate a
picture as it could. It was charged with discovering
whether the popular picture of crime in America is how
it really looks and, if not, what the differences are; w~th
determining how poverty, discrimination and other socml
ills relate to crime; with ascert.aining whether America's
system of criminal justice really \~orks the way t~e ,Public
thinks it does and the books say 1t should and, If It does
not, where, when, how, and why it docs not.
Commission observers rode in police cars, sat in courtrooms visited prisons, walked the streets of city slums.
,
f
.
Commission interviewers questioned victims 0 CrIme
about their experiences; professional criminals about their
methods of operation; citizens about their attitudes
~oward the police; convicts about their daily lives; policemen, prosecutors, judges and correctional officials about
the jobs they perform and the problems they meet every
working day. The Commission convened a conference
at which State representatives, assigned by the Governors
to work with the Commission, shared knowledge and
excf4anged opinions; it sponsored a symposium at which
scieraists and technological experts analyzed ways science
and <technology could be used to control crime; it cosponsored a national conference on legal manpower needs
The Commission brought to itF offices in Washington ,
often for weeks or months, £everal hundred crime specialists~poIice, court and correctional officials, professors
of criminal law, criminologists, sociologists, social work·
e1'S, statisticians, psychiatrists, technological experts-so
that they could tell in detail what they knew and wha t
they thought. Members of the Commissi.on's full-time
staff, drawn from diverse professions and backgrounds,
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PQlice. Even in the areas having the highest rates of
crime in our large cities, the surveys suggested that citizens
are victimized several times as often as official records
indicate. As might be expected, crimes the public regards
as most serious, particularly those involving violence, are
generally better reported than less serious crimes.
While it is impossible to offer absolute statistical proof
that every year there are more crimes per American
than there were the year before, both available statistics
and the facts of social change in America suggest that
there are.
AMOUNTS AND KINDS OF CRIME

Obviously the most serious crimes are the ones that consist of or employ physical aggression: willful homicide,
rape, robbery, and serious assault. The injuries such
crimes inflict are grievous and irreparable. There is no
way to undo the damage done to a child whose father is
murdered or to a woman who has been forcibly violated .
And though medicine may heal the wounds of a victim of
,a mugging, and law enforcement may recover his stolen
property, they cannot restore to him the feeling of personal security that has been violently wrested from him.
To be sure, the amount of pain that crime causes is a
minute fraction of the amount Americans suffer accidentally every year. There were approximately 10,000 willful
homicides in 1965 and more than 40,000 motor-accident
fatalities. There were slightly more than 100 serious assaults for every 100,000 Americans, and more than 12,000
injuries due to accidents in the home for every 100,000
Americans. The risk of being attacked by a stranger on
a street is far less than the total of violent crimes might
lead one to believe. The UCR estimates that in fully
two-thirds of the cases of willful homicide and aggravated
assault, the criminals and the victims are known to each
other; very often they are members of the same family.
Studies of rape indicate that in perhaps half the cases the
criminal and victim are acquainted. Robbery is the principal source of violence from strangers.
The most damaging of the effects of violent crime is
fear, and that fear must not be belittled. Suddenly becoming the object of a stranger's violent hostility is as
frightening as any class of experience. A citizen who
hears rapid footsteps behind him as he walks down a dark
and otherwise deserted street cannot be expected to cal..
culate that the chance of those footsteps having a sinister
meaning is only one in a hundred or in a thousand or, if
he does make such a calculation, to be calmed by its results. Any chance at all is frightening. And, in fact,
when Commission interviewers asked a sample of citizens
what they would do in just such a situation, the majority
replied, "Run as fast as I could or call for help." Commission studies in several cities indicate that just this kind
of fear has impelled hundreds of thousands of Americans
to move their homes or change their habits.
Controlling violent crime presents a number of distinct problems. To the extent that these crimes occur
on private premises, as most murders and rapes and many
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assaults do, th('y are little susceptible to deterrence by
police patrol. To the extent that they are the passionate
culmination of quarrels between acquaintances or relatives-as again many murders and assaults are-there
is little that can be done to increase the deterrent effect
of the threat of punishment. More than nine-tenths of
all murders are cleared by arrest, and a high proportion
of those arrested are convicted. Yet people continue to
cofnmit murders at about the same rate year after year.
Almost a third of all robberies are committed by juveniles
and are, therefore, one aspect of the enormously complicated phenomenon of juvenile delinquency. Some
robberies are committed by drug addicts, and a certain
number of rapes are committed by sexually pathological
men (or boys). Effective treatment for these diseases,
in the community or in the criminal justice system, has
not yet been found. Finally, more than one-half of all
willful homicides and armed robberies, and ah'ilost onefifth of all aggravated assaults, involve the use of firearms.
As long as there is no effective gun-control leg-i3lation,
violent crimes and the injuries
they inflict will be harder
\
to reduce than they might otherwise be.
Only 13 percent of the total number of Index Crimes
in the VCR for 1965 were crimes of violence. The remaining 87 percent were thefts: thefts of $50 or over
in money or goods, automobile thefts, and burglaries
(thefts that involve breaking into or otherwise unlawfully
entering private premises). Of these three kinds of stealing, burglary was the most frequent; 1,173,201 burglaries
we:re reported to the FBI in 1965, approximately one-half
of them involving homes and one-half commercial establishments. Burglary is expensive; the FBI calculates that
the worth of the property stolen by burglars in 1965 was
some $284 million. Burglary is frightening; having one's
home broken into and ransacked is an experience that
un1l1erves almost anyone. Finally, burglars are seldom
caught; only 25 percent of the burglaries known to the
police in 1965 were solved, and many burglaries were not
reported to the police.
Because burglalY is so frequent, so costly, so upsetting
and so difficult to control, it makes great demands on the
criminal justice system. Preventing burglary demands
ima~~inative methods of police patrol, and solving burglaries calls for great investigative patience and resourcefulness. Dealintt with individual burglars appropriately
is a difficult probiem for prosecutors and judges; for while
burglary is a serious crime that carries heavy penalties
and many of its practitioners are habitual or professional
criminals, many more are youthful or marginal offenders
to whom criminal sanctions in their most drastic form
might do more harm than good. Burglars are probably
the most numerous class of serious offenders in the correctional system. It is a plausible assumption that the
prevalence of the two crimes of burglary and robbery is
a significant, if not a major, reason for America's alalm
about crime, and that finding effective ways of protecting
the community from those two crimes would do much to
make "crime" as a whole less frightening and to bring it
within manageable bounds.
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Larceny-stealing that does not involve either force or
illegal entry-is by far the most frequent kind of stealing
in America. It is less frightening than burglary because
to a large, perhaps even to a preponderant extent, it is a
crime of opportunity, a matter of making off with whatever happens to be lying around loose: Christmas presents
in an unlocked car, merchandise on a store counter, a
bicycle in a front yard, and so forth. Insofar as this is so,
it is a crime that might be s'harply reduced by the adoption
of precautionary measures by citizens themselves. The
reverse side of this is that it is an extremely difficult crime
for the police to deal with; there are seldom physical
clues to go on, as there are more likely to be in cases of
breaking and entering, and the likelihood of the victim
identifying the criminal is far less than in the case of a
face-to-face crime like robbery. Only 20 percent of reported major larcenies are solved, and the solution rate
for minor ones is considerably lower.
A unique feature of the crime of automobile theft is
that, although only a quarter of all automobile theftsand there were 486,568 reported to the FBI in 1965-are
solved, some 87 percent of all stolen automobiles are recovered and returned to their owners. The overwhelming majority of automobile thefts are for the purpose of
securing temporary transportation, often for. "joyriding."
More than 60 percent of those arrested for this crime in
1965 were under 18 years of age, and 88 percent were
under 25. However, automobile theft for the purpose of
stripping automobiles of their parts or for reselIing autortlObiles in remote parts of the country is a. lucrative and
growing part of professional crime, a Commission study
of professional ct~inals indicates. What is especially
suggestive about tfl~e facts is that, while much automobile theft is commhted by yeung joyriders, some of it
is calculating, professional crime that poses a major law
enforcement problem. The estimated value of the \mrecovered stolen automobiles in 1965 is $60 million. In
other words, coping with automobile theft, like coping
with every kind of serious crime, is a matter of dealing
with many kinds of people with many kinds of motives.
No single response, by either the community or the criminal justice system, can be effective.
These three major crimes against property do not tell
the whole story about stealing. In fact, the whole story
cannot be told. There is no knowing how much embezzlement, fraud, loan sharking, and other forms of
thievery from individuals or commercial institutions there
is, or how much price-rigging, tax evasion, bribery, graft,
and other forms of thievery from the public..(lt large there
is. The Commission's studies indicate that the economic
los:;~s those crimes cause are far greater than those
cau3ed by the three index crimes against property.
Many crimes in this category are never discovered; they
get lost in the complications and convolutions of business
procedures. Many others are never reported to law
enforcement agencies. Most people pay little heed to
crimes of this sort when they worry about "crime in
America," because those crimes do not, as a rule, offer an
immediate, recognizable threat to personal safety.
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.However, it is possible to argue that, in one sense, those
cnmes are the m~t threatening of all-not just because Petty offenders, many of whom, like chronic alcoholics
they are so expenSIVe, but because of their corrosive effect are repeated and incurable lawbreakers occupy much of
on the moral standards by which American business is t~e time of policemer.l, clog the lower ~ourts and crowd
city and county jails.
conducte~.. Businessmen who defraud consumers promote cymclsm towards society and disrespect for law.
Th~ Mafia or Cosa Nostra or the Syndkate, as it has CRIME AND EOCIAL CONDITIONS
vanously been called I is deeply involved in business crime
T\~o s~rildng facts. that t?e VCR and every other
and protects its position there by bribery and graft and'
ex.ammahon
of Amencan CrIme disclose are that most
all too of~en, as~ault and murder. White-collar crim~
and .org.anIzed cnme are subjects about which the crimi- cnmes, wherever they are committed, are committed by
~al Justice system, and the community as a whole have boys and young .men, and that most crimes, by whomever
Ilttl~ knowle.dge. Acquiring such knowledge in a'syste- they are committed, are committed in cities. ThreematIc way IS an extremely high-priority obligation of quarters of the 1965 arrests for Index crimes, plus petty
larceny and negligent manslaughter, were of people less
those ~ntrusted with protecting society from crime.
. ':Cnmes without victims," crimes whose essence is pro- than 25 years old. More 15-year-olds were arrested for
vldl~g people with goods or services that, though illegal, those crimes than people of any other age, and 16-year~re .m demand, are peculiarly vexatious to the criminal .oIds were a close second. Of 2,780015 "offenses known
JustIce system. Gambling, narcotics and prostitution of- to. the police" in 1965-these were I~dex crimes-some 2
fenses, and. their like, are not only' numerous, but they mIllion occurred in cities, more than half a million ocpres~nt pO!lcemen, prosecutors, judges, and correctional curred in the suburbs, and about 170,000 occurred in
o~clals With. problems they are ill-equipped to solve. rural areas. The number of city crimes ner hundred
S~n:e suc~ cnmes have no direct victims, or at any rate no thousand residents was over 1,800, the suburban rate was
~lctIms With complaints, .inve~tigating them obliges po_ al?Iost .1,20~, and the r~ral rate was 616.9. In short,
lIcemen to employ practIces lIke relying on informa'lts cnme IS eVidently associated with two powerful social
wh~ may turn out to be accomplices, or walking the stre.ets ~rends:. the increasing urbanization of America and the
hopmg to be solicited by prostitutes. These practices mcre~smg numerousness, restlessness, and restiveness of
may ~e legal? ?ut they .are. surely distasteful and they can A:n~ncan youth. The two trends are not separate and
lead, m additIon, to dlscnminatory enforcement or out- ?Isbnct, of course. They are entangled with each other
and-out corruption.
m many ways, and both are entangled with another
~hen oHenders of this sort are arrested, corrections or trend, increasing affluence, that also appears to be intipU~lshm~~t.seldom has much effect on them; they resume mately associated with crime. An abundance of material
their actIvIties as soon as they return to the street. Yet ~oods provides an abundance of motives: and opportunioff:Il.ses of t~is sort cannot be ignored. Gambling is an bes ~or stealing, and stealing is the fastest growing kind
act~vlty that IS controlled by organized criminals and is a of crIme.
major source of t?eir wealth and power. The growing
For as long as crime statistics of any kind have been
use of drugs, espeCIally by youug people, is a matter of pro- compiled, they have shown that males between the ages
found concern to almost every parent in America and of of .15 and 24 are the most crime-prone group in the popucourse, the dis~r~b.ution of na~cotics is also an import~nt latIon. For the last 5 years, as the result of the "baby
part of the actIvItIes of orgamzed crime. Often the statboom" that took place after the Second World War, the
utes that deal with these offenses are obsolete or ambiguous. Treatment programs are stilI in an experimental 15-24 age group has been the fastest growing gl'OUp in
the population.
stage. The connection between these offenses and social
The fact that young people make up a larger part of
c~nditi~ns is li~tle und~rs~ood. Finding ways of dealing
the
population than they did 10 years ago accounts for
wI.th. cn~es .WlthOUt Victims is not only a task for the
som: of the recent increase in crime. This group will
cnmmal Justice system but for legislators doctors sociolocontmue to grow disproportionately for at least 15 years
"
giSts, and SOCial workers.
more. And so it is probable that crime will continue
Finally, there are "petty offenses" and "breaches of the
to increase during this period, unless there are drastic
pe~ce" like public drunkenness and public quarreling,
changes in general social and economic conditions and
which are the most numerous of all crimes. Most Ameriin the effectiveness of the criminal justice system. Howcans have never actually seen a serious crime committed
ever, population changes cannot be shown to account for
but every American has seen a petty offense. Such of~
al~ of the increase that is reported in juvenile and youth
fens~s are undoubted public nuisances against which the
cnme, nor can the probability that police reporting is
publIc has every right to protect itself. Yet a curious
more complete every year aCCI!)unt for the increase.
thing about them is that usually the only person who
~oreov~r, there have been marked improvements in posuffers real damage from one of these crimes is the oflIce
~~icI~ncy and correctional resourcefulness in many
fender himself. Breaches of the peace are the most exaslocalItIes m recent years, which, all other things being
perating everyday problem of the criminal justice system.
equal, might have reduced crime. It may be that young
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people are not only more numerous than ever, but more
crime prone; it is impossible to be sure.
What appears to be happening throughout the country, in the cities and in the suburbs, among the poor and
among the well-to-do, is that parental, and especially
paternal, authority over young people is becoming weaker.
The community is accustomed to rely upon this force as
one guarantee that children will learn to fit themselves
into society in an orderly and peaceable manner, that the
natural and valuable rebelliousness of young' people will
not express itself in the form of warring violently on society or any of its members. The programs and activities of almost every kind of social institution with which
children come in contact-schools, churches, socia!service agencies, youth organizations-;lre predicated on
the assumption that children acquire the~r fundamental
attitudes toward life, their moral standards, in their
homes. The social institutions provide children with
many opportunities: to learn, to worship, to play, to socialize, to secure expert help in solving a variety of problems.
How:~er, offering opportunities is not the same thing as
provldmg moral standards. The community'S social institutions have so far not found ways to give young people
the motivation to live moral lives ; some of them have not
even recognized their duty to seek for such ways. Young
people who have not received strong and loving parental
guidance, or whose experience leads them to beHeve that
all of society !S callous at best, or a racket at worst, tend
to be unmotivated people, and therefore people with
whom the community is most unprepared to cope. Much
more to the point, they are people who are unprepared
to cope with the many ambiguities and lacks that
they find in the community. Boredom corrodes ambition and cynicism corrupts those with ethical sensitivity.
That there are all too many ambiguities and lacks in
the community scarcely needs prolonged demonstration.
Poverty and racial discrimination, bad housing and commercial exploitation, the enormous gap between American ideals and American achievements, and the many
distressing consequences and implications of these conditions are national failings that are widely recognized.
Their effects on young people have been greatly aggravated by the technological revolution of the last two
decades, which has greatly reduced the market for unskilled labor. A job, earning one's own living, is probably the most important factor in making a person
independent and making him responsible. Todayeducation is a prerequisite for all but the most menial jobs; a
~reat deal of education is a prerequisite for really promismg ones.
And so there are two continually growing groups of discontented young people: those whose capacity or desire
for becoming educated has not been developed by their
homes or schools (or both), and who therefore are unemployed or even unemployable; and those whose entry
into the adult working world has been delayed by the
neces~ity of continuing their studies long past the point
at which they have become physically and psychologically
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adult. Young people today are sorely discontented in the
suburbs and on the campuses as well as in the slums.
However, there is no doubt that they more often express this discontent criminally in the slums. So do older
people. It is not hard to understand why. The conditions of life there, economic and social, conspire to make
crime not only easy to engage in but easy to invent justifications for. A man who lives in the country or in a small
town is likely to be conspicuous, under surveillance by his
community so to speak, and therefore under its control.
A city man is often almost invisible, socially isolated from
his neighborhood and therefore incapable of being controlled by it. He has more opportunities for crime. At
the same time in a city, much more than in a small com~
munity, he rubs constantly, abrasively, and impersonally
against other people; he is likely to live his life unnoticed
~nd unrespected, his hopes unfulfilled. He can fall easily
mto resentment against his neighbors and against society,
into a feeling that he is in a jungle where force and cunning are the only means of survival. There have always
been slums in the cities, and they have always been places
where there was the most crime. What has made this
condition even more menacing in recent years is that the
slums, with all their squalor and turbulence, have more
and more become ghettos, neighborhoods in which racial
minorities are sequestered with little chance of escape.
People who, though declared by the law to be equal, are
prevented by society from improving their circumstances,
even when they have the ability and the desire to do so,
are people with extraordinary strains on their respect for
the law and society.
It is with the young people and the slum dwellers who
have been embittered by these painful social and economic pressures that the criminal justice system preponderantly deals. Society insists that individuals are
responsible for their actions, and the criminal process
ope~ates on that assumption. However, society has not
deVised ways for ensuring that all its members have the
ability to assume responsibility. It has let too many of
them grow up untaught, unmotivated, unwanted. The
criminal justice system has a great potential for dealing
with individual instances of crime, but it was not designed
to eliminate the conditions in which most crime breeds.
It needs help. Warring on poverty, inadequate housing
and unemployment, is warring on crime. A civil rights
law is a law against crime. Money for schools is money
against crime. .Medical, psychiatric, and family-counseling services are services against crime. More broadly and
most importantly every effort to improve life in America's "inner cities" is an effort against crime. A community's most enduring protection against crime is to right
the wrongs and cure the illnesses that tempt men to harm
their neighbors.
Finally, no system, however well staffed or organized,
no level of material well-being for all, will rid a society of
crime if there is not a widespread ethical motivation, and
a widespread belief that by and large the government
and the social order deserve credence, respect and loyalty.

AMERICA'S SYSTEM OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
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The system of criminal justice America uses to deal with
those crimes it cannot prevent and those criminals it cannot deter is not a monolithic, or even a consistent, system.
It was not designed or built in one piece at one time. Its
philosophic core is that a person may be punished by the
Government if, and only if, it has been proved by an impartial and deliberate process that he has violated a specific law. Around that core layer upon layer of institutions and procedures, some carefully constructed and
some improvised, some inspired by principle and some
by expediency, have accumulated. Parts of the systemmagistrates' courts, trial by jury, bail-are of great antiquity. Other parts-juvenile courts, probation and
parole, professional policemen-are relatively new. The
entire system represents an adaptation of the English COmmon law to America's peculiar structure of government,
which allows each local community to construct in~
stitutions that fill its special needs. Every village, 'Ollm,
county, city, and State has its own criminal justice system, and there is a Federal one as well. All of them
operate somewhat alike. No two of them operate
precisely alike.
Any criminal justice system is: an apparatus sodety uses
to enforce the standards of conduct necessary to protect
individuals and the community. It operates by apprehending, prosecuting, convicting, and sentencing those
members of the community who violate the basic rules
of group existence. The action taken against lawbreakers is designed to serve three purposfts beyond the immediately punitive one. It removes dangerous people from
the community; it deters others from criminal behavior'
and it gives society an opportunity to attt.<mpt to trarisfQ~
lawbreakers into law-abiding cItizens. What most significantly di~tinguishes the system of one COUl1try from that of
another IS the extent and the form of the protections it
offers individuals in the process of determining guilt and
imp?sing punish~ent. . Our system of justice deliberately
sacl'lfices much m effic!f~ncy and even in effectiveness in
order to preserve local autonomy and to protect the individual. Sometimes it may seem to sacrifice too much.
For example, the Americ:.m system was not designed with
Cosa Nostra-type criminal organizations in mindJ and it
has been notably unsuccessful to date in preventing such
organizations from preying on society.
. The criminal just~ce system has three separately orgamzed parts-the police, the courts, and corrections-and
each h~s distinct tasks. However, these parts are by no
means mdependent of each other. What each one does
and how it does it has a direct effect on the work of the
others. The courts must deal, and can only deal, with
those whom the police arrest; the business of corrections
is with those delivered to it by the courts. How successfully ,corrections reforms convicts determines whether
they will once again become police business and influences
the sentences the judges pass; police activities are subject
") t? .court scrutiny and ar~ often determined by court declslons. And so reformmg or reorganizing any part or
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procedure of the system changes other parts or procedures. Furthermore, the criminal process, the method
by which the system deals with individual cases, is not a
hodgepodge of random actions. It is rather a continuum-an orderly progression of events-some 'of
which, like arrest and trial, are highly visible and some
of which, though of great importance, occur out of public
view. A study of the system must begin by examining it
as a whole.
The chart on the following page sets forth in simplified
form the process of criminal admiiiistration and shows the
many decision points along its course. SiLee .felonies, misdemeanors, pfttty offenses, and juveniie cases generally
follow quite different paths, they are shown separately.
,The popular, or even the lawbook, theory of everyday
cnminal process oversimplifies in some respects and overcornplicates in others what usually h-appens. That
thf.!ory is that when an infraction of the law occurs, a
policeman finds, if he can, the probable offender arrests
him and brings him promptly before a magistr~te. If
the offense is minor, the magistrate disposes of it forthwith; if it is serious~ he holds the defendant for further
action and admits him to bail. The case then is turned
over to a prosecuting attorney who charges the defendant
with a specific statutory crime. This charge is subject to
review by a judge at a preliminary hearing of the evidence
and in many places if the offense charged is a felony, by
a grand jury that can dismiss the charge, or affirm it by
delivering it to a judge in the form of an indictment. If
the defendant pleads "not guilty" to the charge he comes
to trial; the facts of his case are marshaled by prosecuting
a11d defense ~ttorneys and presented, under the supervision of a judge, through witnesses, to a jury. If the
jury finds the defendant guilty, he is sentenced by the
judge t.o a term in prison, where a systematic attempt to
convert hL'!l into a law-abiding citizen is made, or to-a
term of probation, under which he is permitted to live in
the community as long as he behaves himself.
Some cases do proceed much like that, especially those
involving offenses that are generally considered "major":
serious ~cts of violence 01' thefts of large amounts of property. However, not all major cases follow this course,
and, in any event, the bulk of the daily business of the
criminal justice system consists of offenses that are not
major-of breaches of the peace, crimes of vice, petty
thefts, assaults arising fr0111 domestic or street-COl'nrx or
barroom disputes. These and most other cases ar~ disposed of in much less formal and much less delib(;ratc
ways.
The theory of the juvenile comt is that it is a "helping"
social agency, designed to prescribe carefully individualized treatment to young people in trouble, and that its
procedures are therefore nonadversary. Here again
there is, in most places, a considerable difference between
theory and practice. Many juvenile proceedings are no
more individualized and no more !herapeutic than adult
ones.
What has evidently happened is that the transformation of America from a relatively relaxed rural society into
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A general view of The Criminal Justice System
This chart seeks to present a simple yet comprehensive view
of the movement of cases through the criminal justice system.
Procedures in individual jurisdictions may vary from the
pattern shown here. The differing weights of line indicate
the relative volumes of cases disposed of at various points
in the system, but this is only suggestive since no nationwide
data of this sort exists.
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1 May conUnue until trial.
2 Administrative record of arrest. First step at
which temporary release on ball may be
available.

3 Before magistrate, commissioner, Dr Justice of
pence. Formal notice of charge, advice of
rights. Ball sot. Summary trials for petty
offenses usually conducted here without
further processing.
4 Preliminary testing of evidence against
defendant. Charge may be reduced. No
separate preliminary hearing for misdemeanors
In some systems.

1

5 Charge flied by prosecutor on basis of
Information submitted by police or citizens.
Alternative to grand jury Indictment: often
used In felonies, almost always In
mlsdamcanors,
6 Reviews whether Government evidence
sufficient to Justify trial. Sorno States have no
orand jury system: others seldom use It.

(

7 Appearance lor plea: defendant elects trial by
judge or jury (If available): counsel for Indigent
usualiy appointed here In felonlas. Often not
at all In, other case&.
tI Charge may be reduced at any time prior to

trial In roturn for plen of Quilty or for other
reasons.

II Challenge on constitutional o.rollnds to legality
01 detontlon. May be sought at any point In
process.
10 Police often hold Informal hearings, dismiss or
adjust rnany cases without further processing.

11 Prohatlon officer decides desirability of further
court action.
t2 Welfare agency, social services, counselling,
medical care, etc., for cases Where
adjudicatory handlln(l not needed.
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a tumultuous urban one has presented the crimin:ll justice be made a cautionary example? With juveniles espesystem in the cities with a volume of cases too large to cially, the police exercise great discretion.
handle by traditional methods. One ;'t:sult of heavy caseFinally, the manner in which a policeman works is in- (
loads is highly visible in city courts, which process many fluenced by practical maUers: the legal strength of the
cases with excessive haste and many others with excessive available evidence, the willingness of victims to press '
slowness. In thl.' interest both of effectiveness and of fair- charges and of witnesses to testify, the temper of the comness to individuals, justice should be swift and certain; munity, the time and information at the policeman's distoo often in city courts today it is, instead, hasty or faHer- posal. Much is at stake in how the policeman exercises
jng. Invisibly, the pressure of numbers has effected a this discretion. If he judges conduct not suspicious
series of auventitious changes in the criminal process. In- enough to justify intervention, the chance to prevent a
formal shortcuts have been used. The decision making robbery, rape, or murder may be lost. If he overestimates
process has often become routinj:~t'd. Throughout the the seriousness of a situation or his actions are controlled
system the importance of individual judgment and discre- by panic or prejudice, he may hurt or kill someone untion, as distinguished from stated rules and procedures, has necessarily. His actions may even touch off a riot.
increased. In effect, much decision making is being
done on an administrative r,ather than on a judicial basis. THE MAGISTRATE
Thus, an examination of how the criminal justice system
works and a consideration of the changes needed to make
In direct contrast to the policeman, the magistrate beit more effective and fair must focus on the extent to
fore whom a suspect is first brought usually exercises less
which invisible, administrative procedures depart from
discretion than the law allows him. He is entitled to
visible, traditional ones, and on the desirability of that
inquire into the facts of the case, into whether there are
departure.
grounds for holding the accused. He seldom does. He
seldom can. The more promptly an arrested suspect is
THE POLICE
brought into mag:i:ltrate's court, the less likelihood there
is that much information about the arrest other than the
At the very· beginning of the process-or, more prop- arresting officer's statement will be available to the magiserly, before the process begins at aU-something happens trate. Moreover many magistrates,' especially in big
that is scarcely discussed in lawbooks and is seldom recog- cities, have such congested calendars that it is almost imnized by the public: law enforcement policy is made by possible for them to subject any case but an extraordinary
the policeman. For policemen cannot and do not arrest one to prolonged scrutiny.
f""
all the offenders they encounter. It is doubtful that they
In practice the most important things, by far, that a (
arrest most of them. A criminal code, in practice, is not magistrate does are to set the amount of a defendant's
a set of specific instructions to policemen but a more or bail and in some jurisdictions to appoint counsel. Too
less rough map of the territory in which policemen work. seldom does eiihel' action get the careful attention it deHow an individual policeman moves around that terri- serves. 1n many cases the magistrate accepts a waiver of
tory depends largely on his personal discretion.
counsel without insuring that the suspeet knows the sigThat a policeman's duties compel him to exercise per- nificance of legal representation.
sonal discretion many times every day is evident. Crime
Bail is a device to free .m untried defendant and at the
does not look the same on the street as it does in a legis- same time make sure he appears for trial. That is the
lative chamber. How much noise or profanity makes con- sole stated legal purpose in America. The Eighth Amendduct "disorderly" within the meaning of the law? When ment to the Constitution declares that it must not be "exmust a quarrel be treated as a criminal assault: at the first cessive." Appellate courts have declared that not just
threat or at the first shove or at the first blow, or after the seriousness of. the charge against the defendant, but
blood is drawn, or when a serious injury is inflicted? How the suspect's personal, family, and employment situation,
suspicious must conduct be before there is "probable as they bear on the likelihood of his appearance, must be
cause," the constitutional basis for an arrest? Every weighed before the amount of his bail is fixed. Yet more
policeman, however complete or sketchy his education, is magisth;tes than not set bail according to standard rates:
an interpreter of the law.
so and so many dollars for such and such an offense.
Every policeman, too, is an arbiter of social values, for
The pers,istence of money bail can best be explained not
he meets situation after situation in which invoking crimi- by its stated purpose but by the 'belief of police, prosecunal sanctions is a questionable line of action. It is obvious tors, and courts that the best way to keep a defendant
that a boy throwing rocks at a school's windows is com- from committing more crimes before trial is to set bail so
mitting the statutory offense of vandalism, but it is often high that he cannot obtain his release.
not at all obvious whether a policeman will bette\"serve
the interests of the community and of the boy by taking THE PROSECUTOR
the boy home to his parents or by ?rresting him. Who are
the boy's parents? Can they control him? Is he a freThe key administrative officer in the processing of
quent offender who has responded badly to leniency? Is cases is the prosecutor. Theoretically the examination
vandalism so epidemic,ill the neighborhood that he should of the evidence against a defendant by a judge at a pre-
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Iiminary hearing, and its reexamination by a grand jury,
are important parts of the process. Praetically they seldom are because a prosecutor seldom has any difficulty
in making a prime facie case against a defendant. In
fact most defendants waive their rights to preliminary
hearings and much more often than not grand juries
indict precisely as prosecutors ask them to. The prosecutor wields almost undisputed sway over the pretrial
progress of most cases. He decides whether to press a
case or drop it. He determines the specific charge
against a defendant. When the charge is reduced, as it
is in as many as two-thirds of all cases in some cities, the
prosecutor is usually the official who reduces it.
In the informal, noncriminal, nonadversary juvenile
. . system t here are no "
' tra t
"
Jusbce
magls
es"or" prosecutors
or "charges," or, in most instances, defense counsel. An
arrested youth is brought before an intake officer who is
likely to .be a social worker or, in smaller communities,
before a judge. On the basis of an informal inquiry into
the facts and circurr<;tances that led to the arrest, and of
an interview with the youth himself, the intake officer or
the judge decides whether or not a case should be the
subject of formal court proceedings. If he decides it
should be, he draws up a p,~tition, ,describing the case.
In very few places is bail a part of the juvenile system;
a youth whose case is referred to court is either sent home
with orders to reappear on a certain date, or remanded
to cu~tody. This decision, too, is made by the screening
official. Thus, though these officials work in a quite
different environment and according to quite different
procedures from magistrates and prosecutors, they in fact
exercise the same kind of discretionary control over what
happens before the facts of a case are adjudicated.
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or not defendants are provided early with competent and
conscientious counsel.
Plea bargaining is not only an invisible procedure but,
in some jurisdictions, a theoretically unsanctioned one.
In order to satisfy the court record, a defendant, his attorney, and the p'rosecutor will at the time of sentencing
often ritually state to a judge that no bargain has been
made. Plea bargaining may be a useful procedure, especially in congested urban jurisdictions, but neither the
dignity of the law, nor the quality of justice, nor the protection of society from dangerous criminals is enhanced
by its being conducted covertly.
In the juvenile system there is, of course, no plea bargaining in the sense de~cribed above .. H~~ever, the. e~tire
juvenile process can mvolve extra-Judl~lal. neg~tlattons
about disposition. Furthermore, the entire Juvemle process is by design invisible. Though intended to be helpful,
the authority exercised often is coercive; juveniles, no less
than adults, may need representation by counsel.
An enormously consequential kind of decision is the
sentencing decision of a judge. The law recognizes the
importance of fitting sentences to individual defendants
by giving judges, in most instances, considerabll latitude.
For example the recr.:.1tly adopted New York Pen~',J Code?
which will go into effect in autumn of 1967, empowers a
judge to impose upon a man convicted of armed \'obbery
any sentence between a 5-year term of probatioli and a
25-year term in prison. Even when a judge has presided
over a trial during which the facts of a case have been
carefully set forth and has been given a probation report
that carefully discusses a defendant's character, background, and problems, he cannot find it easy to cho~se a
sentence. In perhaps nine-tenths of all cases there IS no
trial; the defendants are self-confessedly guilty.
THE PLEA AND THE SENTENCE
In the lower or misdemeanor courts, the courts that
process most criminal cases, probation reports are a rarity.
When a prosecutor reduces a charge it is ordinarily Under such circumstances judges have little to go on and
because there has been "plea bargaining" between him many sentences are bound to be based on conjecture or
and a defense attorney. The issue at stake is how much intuition. When a sentence is part of a plea bargain,
the prosecutor will reduce his original charge or how which an overworked judge ratifies perfunctorily, it may
lenient a sentence he will recommend, in return for a plea not even be his conjecture or intuition on which the senof guilty. There is no way of judging how many bargains tence is based, but a prosecutor's or a defense counsel's.
reflect the prosecutor's belief that a lesser charge or But perhaps the greatest lack judges suffer from when
sentence is justified and how many result from the fact they pass sentence is not time or information, but correcthat there may be in the system at; anyone time ten times(, tional alternatives. Some lower courts do not have any
as many cases as there are prosecutors or judges or court- probation officers, and in almost every court the caseloads
rooms to handle them, should every OI~e come to trial. of probation officers are so heavy that a sentence of probaIn form, a plea bargain can be anything from a series of tion means, in fact, releasing an offender into the community with almost no supervision. Few States have a sufficareful conferences to a hurried consultation in a court- cient variety of correctio~lal institutions or treatment
house corridor. In content it can be anything from a programs to inspire judges with the confidence that senconscientious exploration of the facts and dispositional tences will lead to rehabilitation.
alternatives available and appropriate to a defendant, to
a perfunctory deal. If the interests of a defendant are to CORRECTIONS
be properly protected while his fate is being thus invisibly
The correctional apparatus to which guilty defendants
determined, he obviously needs just as good legal representation as the kind he needs at a public trial. Whether are delivered is in every respect the most isolated part of
or not plea bargaining is a fair and effective method of the criminal justice system, Much of it is physically isodisposing of criminal cases depends heavily on whether lated; its institutions usually have thick walls and locked
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doors, and often they are situated in rural areas, remote
from the courts where the institutions' inmates were
tried and from the communities where they lived. The
correctional apparatus is isolated in the sense that its
officials do not have everyday working relationships
with officials from the system's other branches, like those
that commonly exist between policemen and prosecutors,
or prosecutors and judges. It is isolated iI'l the sense that
what it docs with, to, or Jor the people under its supervision is seldom governed by any but the most broadly
written statutes, and is almost never scrutinized by appellate courts. Finally, it is isolated from the public partly
by its invisibility and physical remoteness; partly by the
inherent lack of drama in most of its 'activities, but perhaps most importantly by the fact that the correctional apparatus is often used-or misused-·by both the criminal.
justice system. and the public as a rug under which disturbing problems and people can be swept.
The most striking fact about the correctional apparatus
today is that, although the rehabilitation of criminals is
pres~mably its major purpose, the custody of criminals is
actually its major task. On any given day there are well
over a million people being "corrected" in America, twothirds of them on probation or parole and one-third of
them in prisons or jails. However, prisons and jails are
where four-fifths of correctional money is spent and where
nine-tenths of conectional employees work. Furthermore,
fewer than one-fifth of the people who work in State
prisons and local jails have jobs that are not essentially
either custodial or administrative in character. Many
jails have nothing but custodial and administrative personnel. Of course many j3ils are crowded with defendants who have not been able to furnish bail and who are
not considered by the law to be appropriate objects of rehabilitation because it has not yet been determined that
they are criminals who need it.
What this emphasis on custody means in practice is that
the enormous potential of the correctional apparatus for
making creative decisions about its treatment of convicts
is largely unfulfilled. This is true not only of offenders in
custody but of offenders on probation and parole. Most
authorities agree that while probationers and parolees
need varying degrees and kinds of supervision, an average
of no more than 35 Cases per officer is necessary for effective attention; 97 percent of all officers handling adults
have larger caseloads than that. In the juvenile c(}rrectional system the situation is somewhat better. Juvenile
institutions, which typically are training' schools, have a
higher proportion of treatment personnel and juvenile
probation and parole officers generally have lighter caseloads. However, these comparatively rich resources are
very far from being sufficiently rich.
Except for sentencing, no decision in the criminal
process has more impact on the convicted offender than
the parole decision, which determines how much of his
maximum sentence a prisoner must serve. This again is
an invisible administrative decision that is seldom open
to attack or subject to review. It is made by parole
board members who are often political appointees.
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Many are skilled and conscientious, but they generally are
able to spend no more than a few minutes on a case.
Parole decisions that are made in haste and on the basis
of insufficient information, in the absence of parole machinery that can provide good supervision, are necessarily
imfi~dect decisions. And since there is virtually no appeal from them, they' can be made arbitrarily or discriminatorily. Just as carefully formulated and clearly stated
law enforcement policies would help policemen, charge
policies would help prosecutors and sentencing pl;llicies
would help judges, so parole policies would help p,~role
boards perform their delicate and important duties. \
In sum, -America's system of criminal justice is overcrowded and overworked, undermanned, underfinanced,
and very often misunderstood. It needs more informa,tion and more knowledge. It needs more technical\,
resources. It needs more coordination among its many'
parts. It needs more public support. It needs the help
of community programs and institutions in dealing with
offenders and potential offenders. It needs, above all,
the willingness to reexamine old ways of doing things, to
reform itself, to experiment, to run risks, to dare. It
needs vision.

power need of all, in view of the increasing-and overdue--involvement of defense counsel in all kinds of cases,
is for lawyers who can handle criminal cases. Everywhere more skilled, better trained, more imaginative
manpower is needed. Some positions are hard to fill.
Often the pay is bad and the working conditions are difficult. In addition, an odd and injurious notion is widespread that there is something disreputable about being a
policeman or a criminal lawyer or a prison guard. The
fact is that there are few fields in which people have more
opportunities to do important and responsible work than
the criminal justice system. Recruiting such people in
large numbers, training them fully and giving them the
pay, the opportunities for advancement and the responsibility they deserve is a matter of great urgency.
Too much of the system is physically inadequate, antiquated or dilapidated. This condition goes beyond the
obvious obsolescence of many correctional institutions
and the squalor and congestion of many urban lower
courts, which make it difficult to treat defendants or convicts humanely. The system's personnel often must work
with poor facilities: recordkeeping systems that are
clumsy and inefficient, communications equipment that
makes speedy action difficult, an absence of all kinds of
scientific and technological aids. Furthermore, in few
States is there the variety of correctional facilities that
could make a variety of correctional programs possible.
Most institutions are almost entirely custodial in a physical sense-with high walls, locked gates, and barred windows. New kinds of institutions, less forbidding in character and situated within reach of the community, are an
immediate and pressing need.
Probably the single greatest technical limitation on the
system's ability to make its decisions wisely and fairly is
that the people in the system often are required to decide
issues without enough information. A policeman who
haS just set out in pursuit of a speeding and suspicious
looking car should be able to get immediate information
as to whether or not the car is wanted; a judge about to
sentence a criminal should know everything about him
, that the police know; and the correctional authorities to
: whom that criminal is delivered should know everything
about him that the judge knows. When they make dispositional decisions, judges and corrections officials should
be able to draw on the experience of the system in dealing with different offenders in different ways. Existing
procedures must be made more efficient; and new procedures must be devised, so that information can flow
more fully and swiftly among the system's many parts.
Finally, the nature of crime and the means of controlling it are subjects about which a surprisingly small
amount of research has been done. What "deterrence"
really means and involves, how different kinds of criminals are likely to respond to different kinds of treatment,
what the objective effects of making various kinds of marginal behavior criminal have been, how much of the juvenile Justice system's informality can be preserved without
sacrificing fairness-and a multitude of other abstruse
questions of this kind-are almost totally unanswerable

{',, ,I

THE FOUNDATIONS OF A CRIME
CONTROL PROGRAM
In the ensuing chapters of this report, the Commission's
specific recommendations for improvements in the criminal justice system are set forth in detail. Here a brief
identification of the general needs of the system is
sufficient.
RESOURCES

The many specific needs of the criminal justice system-for manpower, for equipment, for facilities, for programs, for research, for money-are interlocking. Each
one must be filled with the others in mind. Equipment
cannot be operated, facilities manned, programs initiated
or research conducted without personnel of many different kinds. It would be useless to seek to recruit more
and better personnel if there were not more and better
jobs for them to do. Programs cannot be conducted
without equipment and facilities, and cannot be conducted effectively without research. Money is needed
for everything. This discussion of the system's needs assumes that every need is dependent on the others.
The problem of personnel is at the root of most of
the criminal justice system's problems. The system cannot operate fairly unless its personnel are fair. The
system cannot operate swiftly and certainly unless its
personnel are efficient and well-informed. The systern
cannot make wise decisions unless its personnel are
thoughtful. In many places-many police departments,
congested urban lower courts, the understaffed county
jails, the entire prison, probation and parole apparatusmore manpower is needed. Probably the greatest man-
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today. There is almost as great a lack of operational
knowledge. It is impossible to state accurately, for example, what proportions of police time are spent on the
different sorts of police work, or how large a proportion
of the drunks that come before lower courts are chronic
offenders, or what personal characteristics best qualify a
man to be an effective correctional official.
This lack of firm data of almost every kind has been
the greatest obstacle to the Commission's work, in many
instances requiring it to base its recommendations on
fragmentary information, combined with the experienced judgment of those who have worked in this field.
The process of change cannot await all the answers the
Commission would like to have had. The criminal justice
system is faced with too urgent a need fo~action to stand
back for a generation and engage in research. At the
same time self-education is one of the system's crucial responsibilities. Only by combining research with action
can future programs be founded on knowledge rather than
on informed or perceptive guesswork. Moreover, once
knowledge is acquired, it is wasted if it is not shared. An
east coast city must be able to draw on a west coast city's
experience, a judge on a policeman's. Scattered about
the country today are many individuals and-groiIps with
special knowledge about one aspect or another of law enforcement and the administration of justice. Often no
one else in the system knows that these individuals and
groups know anything. Sometimes these individuals and
groups are themselves not aware, through lack of contact
with the rest of the system, that they know something no
one else knows. The system must devote itself to acquiring and diffusing knowledge, with special emphasis on
exploring ways in which the criminal justice system and
the universities can work together.
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND SUPPORT

Each time a citizen fails to report an offense, declines
to take the commonsense precaudons against crime his
police department tells him to, is disrespectful to an offic(~r of the law, shirks his duty as a juror or performs it
with a biased mind or a hate-filled heart, or refuses to hire
a qualified man because he is an exconvict, he contributes
his mite to crime. That much is obvious. A further
duty of every citizen is to familiarize himself wit..I-} the
problems of crime and the criminal justice system so that
when legislatures are considering criminal laws or appropriations for the system he can express informed views,
and when politicians make crime an election issue he will
not be panicked or deceived. The money that is needed
to control crime will come, ultimately, from the public.
That too, is obvious.
Beyond this, controlling crime depends to a great deg'fee on interaction between the community and the
criminal justic~ system. The need for the system and
the universities to work together on research into crime
and the ways to prevent or control it has been mentioned.
Similarly, effective policing of slums and ghettos requires
programs designed to improve relations between the
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police and the re~idents of such neighborhoods and enable them to work together. Community-based correctional programs require that organizations of many kinds.,
and individuals as well, involve themselves actively in the
job of reintegrating offenders into the life of the community. Programs designed to reduce juvenile delinquency require the same kind of public involvement.
Above all, the Commission inquiries have convinced it
that it is undesirable that offenders travel any further
along the full course from arrest to charge to sentence to
detention than is absolutely necessary for society's protection and the offenders' own welfare. Much of the congestion throughout the system, from police stations to
prisons, is the result of the presence in the system of offenders who are there only because there is no other way
of dealing with them. One of the system's greatest needs
is [or the community to establish institutions and agencies
to which policemen, prosecutors, and judges can refer
various kinds of offenders, without being compelled to
bring the full force of criminal sanctions to bear on them.
Doubtless, devising and instituting alternative ways of
treating offenders is a long and complicated process. It
must begin with an understanding by the community of
the limited capacity of the criminal justice system for
handling the whole problem of "crime." Until the public becomes fully aware of what the system can do and
what it cannot do, it cannot give the system the help it
needs.
I\.. WILLINGNESS TO CHANGE

r

The inertia of the criminal justice system is great.
More than 30 years ago the Wickersham Commission
described the scandalous way in which justice was being
administered in many of the country's "lower" courts,
and urged that they be abolished; few of them have been
abolished and many of the remaining ones are still a
scandal. For centuries the imposition of money bail has
discriminated against poor defendants, but only in the
last few years has the movement to eliminate money bail
for mOst defendants gained any momentum, and even so
money bail is stilI used for almost everyone in the overwhelming majority of courts. State prisons that were

built before 1850 and became obsolete before 1900 are
stilI in operation. Police departments continue to insist {._
that all policemen start their careers at the bottom and (
rise through the ranks slowly, despite the clearly damag- "
ing effect this has on the recruitment and effective use
..' {}
of able personnel. A third of the arrests and convictions in America every year are for drunkenness, though
for many ye<:.:'s almost everyone in the criminal justice
system and out of it has recognized that the criminal
process is an irrational means of dealing with drunks.
The list of examples could extend for pages.
Many of the criminal justice system's difficulties stem
from its reluctance to change old ways or, to put the
Same proposition in reverse, its reluctance to try new
ones. The increasing volume of crime in America establishes conclusively that many of the old ways are not good
enough. Inn.ovation and experimentation in all parts of
the criminal justice system are clearly imperative. They
are imperative with respect both to entire agencies and to
specific procedures. Court systems need reorganization
and case-docketing methods need improvement; policecommunity relations programs are needed and so are
ways of relieving detectives from the duty of typing their
~wn reports; community-based correctional programs
must be organized and the pay of prison guards must be
raised. Recruitment and training, organization and management, research and development all require reexamination and reform.
The Commission believes that the first step toward'improvement is for officials in all parts of the system to face
their problems. The lower courts never will be reformed
if their officials do not grapple with the hard fact that the
quality of justice that is dispensed in them is disgracefully
'low. Any program to rehabilitate prisoners must begin
with the aclmowledgement of the fact that most prisons
today do not even try to do this job. Until the police
recognize that they exercise great discretion about whom
they arrest and how they investigate, no effort to ensure
that that discretion is exercised wisely can be made. It is
futile to consider ways of making plea negotiation an
open, regular procedure as long as prosecutors and defense attorneys state ritually to judges that pleas are not
negotiated.
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The Commission finds, first, that America must translate its well-founded alarm about crime into social action
that will prevent crime. It has no doubt whatever that
the most significant action that can be taken against
crime is action designed to eliminate slums and
ghettos, to improve education, to provide jobs, to make
sure that every American is given the opportunities and
the freedoms that will enable him to assume his responsibilities. We will not have dealt effectively with crime
until we have alIeviated the conditions that stimulate it.
To speak of controlling crime only in terms of the work
of the police, the courts and the correctional apparatus,
is to refuse to face the fact that widespread crime
implies a widespread failure by society as a whole.
The Commission finds, second, that America must
translate its alarm about crime into action that will give
the criminal jl~stice system the wherewithal to do the job

it is charged with doing. Every part of the system is undernourished. There is too little manpower and what
there is is not well enough trained or well enough paid.
Facilities and equipment are il1adequate. Research programs that could l~ad to greater knowledge about crime
and justice, and therefore to more effective operations,
are almost nonexistent. To lament the increase in crime
and at the same time to starve the agencies of law enforcement and justice is to whistle in the wind.
The Commission finds, third, that the officials of the
criminal justice system itself must stop operating, ,as all
too many do, by tradition or by rote. They must reexamine what they do. They must be honest about the
system's shortcomings with the public and with themselves. They must be willing to take risks in order to
make advances. They must be bold.
Those three things are what this report is about.
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Crime in America
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THE MOST NATURAL AND FREQUENT question people
ask about crime is "Why?" They ask it about individual
crimes and about crime as a whole. In either case it is
an almost impossible question to answer. Each single
crime is a response to a specific situation by a person with
an infinitely complicated psychological and emotional
makeup who is subject to infinitcly complicated external
pressures. Crime as a whole is millions of such responses.
To seek the "causes" of crim'e in human motivations alone
is to risk losing one's way in the impenetrable thickets of
the human psyche. Compulsive gambling was the cause
of an embezzlement, one may say, or drug addiction the
cause of a burglary tlr madness the cause of a homicide;
but what caused the compulsion, the addiction, the madness? Why did they manifest themselves in those ways
at those times?
There are some crimes so irrational, so unpredictable,
so explosive, so resistant to analysis or explanation that
they can no more be prevented or guarded against than
earthquakes or tidal waves.
At the opposite end of the spectrum of crime are the
carefully planned acts of professional criminals. The
elaborately organized robbery of an armored car, the
skillfully executed jewel theft, the murder of an informant
by a Cosa Nostra "enforcer" are so deliberate, so calculated, so rational, that understanding the motivations of
those who commit such crimes does not show us how to
prevent them. How to keep competent and intelligent
men from taking up crime as a life work is as baffling a
problem as how to predict and discourage sudden criminal outbursts.
To say this is not, of course, to belittle the efforts of
psychiatrists and other behaviorial scientists to identify
and to treat the personality traits that are associated
with crime. Such efforts arc an indispensable part of
understanding and controlling crime. Many criminals
can be rehabilitated. The point is that looking at the
personal characteristics of offenders is only one of many
ways, and not always the most helpful way, of looking at
crime.
It is possible to say, for example, that many ci'imes are
"caused" by their victims. Often the victim of an assault is the person who started the fight, or the victim of
an automobile theft is a person who left his keys in his

car, or the victim of a loan shark is a person who lost his
rent money at the race track, or the victim of a confidence
man is a person who thought he could get rich quick.
The relationship of victims to crimes is a subject that so
far has received little attention. Many crimes, no matter
what kind of people their perpetrators were, would no!
have been committed if their victims had understood the
risks they were running.
From another viewpoint, crimc is "caused" by public
tolerance of it, or reluctance or inability to take action
against it. Corporate and business--"white-collar"crime is closely associated with a widespread notion that,
when making money is involved, anything goes. Shoplifting and employee theft may be made more safe by their
victims' reluctance to report to the police-often due to
a recognition that the likelihood of detection and successful prosecution are negligible. Very often slum residents
feel they live in territory that it is useless for them even
to try to defend. Many slum residents feel overwhelmed
and helpless in the face of the flourishing vice and crime
around them; many have received indifferent treatment
from the criminal justice system when they have attempted to do their duty as complainants and witnesses;
many fear reprisals, especially victims of rackets. When
citizens do not get involved, criminals can act with relative impunity.
In a sense, socia! and economic conditions "cause"
crime. Crime flourishes, and always has flourished, in
city slums, those neighborhoods where overcrowding, economic deprivation, social disruption and racial discrimination are endemic. Crime flourishes in conditions of
affluence, when there is much desire for material goods
and many opportunities to acquire them illegally. Crime
flourishes when there are many rest,Iess, relatively footloose
young people in the population. Crime flourishes when
standards of morality are changing rapidly.
Finally, to the extent that the agencies of law enforcement and justice, and such community institutions as
schools, churches and social service agencies, do not do
tlleir jobs effectively, they fail to prevent crime. If the
police are inefficient or starved for manpower, otherwise
preventable crimes will occur; if they are overzealous,
people better left alone will be drawn into criminal
careers. If the court; fail to separate the innocent from

Burglary suspect
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the guilty, the guilty may be turned loose t? ~ont!nuc
their depredations and the ~nnocent I?ay b~ cnmmalIzed.
If the system fails to convlct the gullty Wlt~ reasonable
certainty and promptness, deterrence of crlme may be
blunted. If correctional programs do not correct, a core
of hardened and habitual criminals wi~l c?nti.nu~ to
plague the community. If the commumty mstItutIons
that can shape the character~ ?f young people. do not ta~e
advantage of their opportumtIes, youth rebellIousness wlll
turn into crime.
.
The caulles of crime, then, ara numerous and mystenous and intertwined. Even to begin to understand them,
one must gather statistics about the amounts and t~~nds
of crime estimate the costs of crime, study the condltIons
of life ~here cl'ime thrives, identify criminals and the
victims of crime) survey the public's attitu~es t?ward
crime. No one way of describing crime descrlbes It well
enough.
THE AMOUNT OF CRIME
There are more than 2800 Federal crimes and a much
larger number of State and local ones. Some involve
serious bodily harm, some stealing, some public morals
or public order some governmental revenues, some ~he
creation of ha~ardous conditions, some the regulation
of the economy. Some are perpetrated ruthless.ly.and
systematically; others are spontaneous derehchons.
Gambling and prostitution are willingly un~ertaken. by
both buyer and sell~r;. murder and ~ape ,are vlOle~tly Imposed upon their victims. Vandahsm lS predom1O~t1y
a crime of the young; driving while int~xi~ated, a crlme
of the adult. Many crime rates vary slgmficantly from
place to place.
The crimes that concern Americans the most are tho~e
that affect their personal safety-at home, at work, 01' 10

the streets. The most frequent and serio~s of the~e
crimes of violence against the person are wlllful homicide, forcible rape, aggravated aqsault, and robbery.
National statistics regarding the number of these o.ffenses
known to the police either irom citizen complamts or
through independent police discovery are collected f~om
local police officials by the Federal Bu~eau of In~est~ga
tion and published annually as a part of ltS report, Cnme
in the United States, Uniform Crime Reports." The
FBI also collects "offenses known" statistics for three
property crimes: Burglary, larceny of $50 and over and
motor vehicle theft. These seven crimes are ~roupe.d together in the VCR to form an Index of senous cnm;s.
Figure 1 shows the totals for these offenses for 19l15.

I:.:

)'

Including robbery, the crimes of violence make up
approximately 13 percent of the Index. The I~dex reports the number .of ,incidents known. to the pollce, not
the number of cnm10als who commltted them or the
number of injuries they caused.
The risk of sudden attack by a stranger is perhaps best
measured by the frequency of robberies since, accordi~g to
UCR and other studies, about 70 percent of all wlllful
killings nearly two-thirds of all aggravated assaults and
a high' percentage of forcible rapes are committ:d by
family members, friends, or other persons prevlOu~ly
known to their victims. Robbery usually does n6t 10volve this prior victim-offender relationship.
Robbery for UCR purposes, is the taking of property
from a pe~on by use or threat of force with or with~ut
a weapon. Nationally, about onc-half of all robber~es
are street robberies, and slightly more than one-half 10volve weapons. Attempted robberies are an unknown
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Forcible Rape - 22,467

{}

Robbery _118,916
Aggravated _ _ _ 206,661
Assault

R

Burglary - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ 1,173,201
Larceny _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 762,352
$50 and over

II

Motor Vehicle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 486,568
Theft
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THE RISK OF HARM

Estimated Number and Percentage of Index Offenses, 1965

percentage of the robberies reported to the UCR. The
likelihood of injury is also unknown, but a survey by the street. Commission and other studies, moreover, indicate
District of Columbia Crime Commission of 297 robberies that the risks of personal harm are spread very unevenly.
The actual risk for slum dwellers is considerably more;
"\";j/ in Washington showed that some injury was inflicted in for
most Americans it is considerably less.
25 percent of them. The likelihood of injury was found
Except in the case of willful homicide, where the fighigher for Clyokings" or "rrtuggings" (unarmed robberies
I
from the rear) than for armed robberies. Injuries oc- ures describe the extent of injury as well as the number of
I
curred in 10 of 91 armed robberies as compared with incidents, there is no national data on the likelihood of
I
30 of 67 yokings.
injury from attack. More limited studies indicate that
Aggravated assault is assault with intent to kill or for while SOme injury may occur in two-thirds of all attacks,
the purpose of inflicting severe bodily injury, whether the risk in a given year of injury serious enough to require
'.,
or not a dangerous weapon is used. It includes all cases any degree of hospitalization of any individual is about 1
. \
of attempted homicide, but cases in which bodily injury in 3,000 on the average, and much less for most Ameri"' :
I
is inflicted in the course of a robbery 01' a rape are in- cans. These studies also suggest that the injury inflicted
cluded with those crimes rathel' than with aggravated by family members or acquaintances is likely to be more
assault. There are no national figures showing the per- severe than that from strangers. As shown by table 1, the
1, ,
centage of aggravated assaults that involve injury, but a risk of death from willful homicide is about 1 in 20,000,
":l
survey of 131 cases by the District of Columbia Crime
Commission found injury in 84 percent of the cases; 35 Table 1.-Deaths From Other Than Natural Causes
in 1965
percent of the victims required hospitalization. A 1960
IPer 100,000 Inhabitants]
UCR
study
showed
that
juvenile
gangs
committed
less
,
Motor vehicle accidents....... ••••••••••• ••••• ••••• .••••• •••••• ••••. •••••• •••
25
than 4· percent of all aggravated assaults.
1
Other accidents.............................................................
12
12
Forcible rape includes only those rapes or attempted sufclde....................................................................
Falls......................................................................
10
rapes in which force or threat of force is used. About Willful homfclde... ................... ....... .... ............... ............ 5
It
DroWning ........................ ".........................................
4
one-third of the UCR total is attempted rape. In a Fires......................................................................
If
4
./.
District of Columbia Crime Commission survey of 151
SOURCE: National Safety Council, "Accident Facts," 1965: Population Referenco Bureau.
I1
cases, about 25 percent of all rape victims were attacked
\
with dangerous weapons; the survey did not show what
Criminal behavior acco'Jnts for a high percentage of
percentage received bodily hann in addition to the rape. motor vehicle deaths a'1d injuries. In 1965 there were
~~":'''''',,~
About 15 percent of all criminal homicides, both an estimated 49,000 motor vehicle deaths. Negligent
r I
nationally and in the District of Columbia Crime Com- manslaughter, which is largely a motor vehicle offense,
\.:~.. ~...
mission surveys, occurred in the course of committing accounted for more than 7,000 of these. Studies in
other offenses. These offenses appear in the homicide several States indicate that an even higher percentage
total rather than in the total for the other offense. In involve criminal behavior. They show that driving while
the District of Columbia Crime Commission surveys, less intoxicated is probably involved in more than one-half
than one-half of 1 percent of the robberies and about of all motor vehicle deaths. These same studies show
I'
1 percent of the forcible rapes ended in homicide.
a;
that driving while intoxicated is involved in more than
Some personal danger is also involved in the property 13 percent of the 1,800,000 nonfatal motor vehicle incrimes. Burglary is the unlawful entering of a building juries each year.
to commit a felony or a theft, whether force is used or not.
For various statistical and other reasons, a number of
About half of all burglaries involve residence~, but the serious crimes against or involving risk to the person, such
statistics do not distinguish inhabited parts of houses as arson, kidnapping, child molestation, and simple asfrom garages and similar outlying parts. About half of sault, are not included in the UCR Index. In a study of
L
~
all residential burglaries are committed in daylight and 1,300 cases of delinquency in Philadelphia, offenses other
about half at night. A VCR survey indicates that 32 than the seven Index crimes constituted 6~~ percent of
\;\
percent of the entries into residences are made through all cases in which there was physical injury. Simple as~
unlocked doors or windows. When an unlawful entry sault accounted for the largest percentage of these inresults in a violent confrontation with the occupant, the juries. But its victims required medical attention in only
1
offense is counted as a robbery rather than a burglary. Of one-fifth of the cases as opposed to three-fourths of the
Jl11 ~e
course, even when no confrontation takes place there is aggravated assaults, and hospitalization in 7 percent as
often a risk of confrontation. Nationally such confronta_ opposed to 23 percent. Injury was more prevalent in
tions Occur in only one-fortieth of all residential burgl!!.- conflicts between persons of the same age than in those
ries. They account for nearly one-tenth of all robberies. in which the victim was older or younger than the
In summary, these figures suggt~st that, on the average, attacker.
the likelihood of a serious personal attack on any American in a given year is about 1 in 550; together with the PROPERTY CRIMES
studies available they also suggest that the risk of serious
'\ attack from spouses, family members, friends, or acquaintThe three property crimes of burglary, automobile theft,
l ances is almost twice as great as it is from strangers on the and larceny of $50 and over make up 87 percent of
If
Index crimes. The Index is a reasonably reliable indio
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cator of ~he total number of property crimes reported
to ~he pohce, but not a particularly good indicator of the
senousness of monetary loss from all property crimes.
Commission studies tend to indicate that such non-Index
~:rimes as fraud and embezzlement are more significant
In tel'mS of dollar volume. Fraud can be a particularly
pernicious offense. It is not only expensive hi total but
all too often preys on the weak.
Many larcenies included in the Index total are misdemeanors rather than felonies under the laws of their
()wn States. Auto thefts that involve only unauthorized
use also are misdemeanors in m:m)' States. Many stolen
automobiles are abandoned after a few hours, ancl more
than 85 percent are ultimately recovered according to
UCR studies. Studies.in California indicate that about
20 percent of recovered cars are significantly damaged.
OTHER CRIMINAL OFFENSES

The seven crimes for which all offenses known are
reported were selected in 1927 and modified in 1958
by a special advisory committee of the International
Association of Chiefs of Police on the basis of theil'
serious nature, their frequency, and the reliability of
reporting from citizens to police. In 1965 reporting for
these offenses induded information supplied voluntarily
by some 8,000 police agencies covering nearly 92 percent
of the total population. The FBI tries vigorously to
increase the number of jurisdictions that report each year
and to promote uniform reporting and classification of
the reported offenses.
.
The UCR Index docs not and is not intended to assist
in assessing all serious national crime problems. For example, offense statistics are not sufficient to assess
the incidence of crime connected with corporate activity,
commonly known as white-collar crime, or the total criminal acts committed by organized crime groups. Likewise,
offense and arrest figures alone do not aid very much in
analyzing the scope of professional crime-that is, the
n~m~er and types of offenses committed by those whose
prmclpal employment and source of income are based
upon the commission of criminal acts.
Except for larceny under $50 and negligent manslaughter, for which there are some national offensesknown-to-the-police data, knowledge of the volume and
trends of non-Index crimes depends upon arreS1: statistics. Since the police are not able to make arrests in
many cases, these are necessarily less complete than the
cco ffens"s
.\ known" statistics.
..
M oreover, t h
' between
e ratio
arrests and the number of offenses differs significantly
from offense to offense-as is shown for example by the
· h percentage of reported cases "in which arrests are
h Ig
made for murder (91 percent) and the relatively low
percentage for larceny (20 percent). Reporting to the
~BI for arrests covers less than 70 percent of the population. However, because arrest statistics are collected for a
broader .range of offenses-28 categories including the
Index cnmes-they show more of the diversity and magni~ude of the many different crime problems. Property
cnmes do not loom so large in this picture.

21
Nearly 45 percent of all arrests are for such crimes without victims or against the public order as drunkenness
gambling, liquor law violations, vagrancy, and prostitu~
tion. As table 2 shows, drunkenness alone accounts for
almost one-third of all arrests. This is not 'necessarily a
good indication' of the number of persons arrested for
drunkenness, however, as some individuals may be arrested many times during the year. Arrest statistics
measure the number of arrests, not the number of
criminals.

NtHional Opinion Research Center of the University of
Chicago surveyed 10,000 households, asking whether the
,,~,,\
. ,'1 l\ person questioned, or any member of his or her house\~j) hold, had been a victim of crime during the past year,
)
whether the crime had been reported and, if not, the
reasons for not reporHng.
More detailed surveys were u.ndertaken in a number
of high and medium crime r",te precincts of Washingt<m,
Chicago, and Boston by the) Bureau of Social Science
Research of Washington, b.C., and the Survey Research
Ccnter of the University of Michigan. All of the surveys dealt primarily with households or individuals, although some data were obtained for certain kinds of businesses and other organization!!.
These surveys show that the actual amount of crime
in the United States today ill several times that reported
in the UCR. As table 4 shl)wf>, the amount of personal
injury crime reported to NORC is almost twice ,he VCR
rate and the amount of property crime more than twice
as much as the DCR rate for individuals. Forcible rapes
were more than 30z times the reported rate: burglaries
three times, aggravated assaults and larcenies of $50 and
over more than double, and robbery 50 percent greater
than the reported rate. Only vehicle theft was lower and
then by a small amount. (The single homicide reported
is too small a nu.mber to be statistically useful.)
Even these rates probably und~rstate the actual
amounts of crime. The national survey was a survey of
the victim experience of every member of a household
based on interviews of one member. If the results are
~)) tabulated only for the family member who was inter\':':',:;.r-viewed, the amount of unreported victimization for somo
offenses is consideral;>ly higher. Apparently, the person
interviewed remembered more of his own victimization
than that of other members of his family.
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Table 2.-Number and Rate of Arrests for the 10
Most Frequent Offenses, 1965

<IT

(4,062 agencies reporting; total population 134,095,0001
Rank

Offense

Number

Rate
(per 100.000
population)

--- -'
---- --°runkennnss ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,535,040
1,144.7

Percent
of total
arrests

I

2 o sorder~ conduct. •••••••••••••••••••
3 larceny over and under $50) ••••••••••
4 Driving under the Influence •••••••••••••
5 Simple assault ••••••••••••••••••••••••
6 rIUrglarra················ •••••••••••••
7
Quor aws ...........................
8 Vagrimcy .............................
9 Gamb"n~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
10 Motor Ve Icle theft ••••••••••••••••••••
Total, :0 mosl frequent offenses •••
Arrests for all offenses I •••••••••••••••

570,122
;85,726
241.511
207,615
197,627
179.219
120,416
114,294
101,763
3,651,333
4,955,047

425.2
286.2
180.1
154.8
147.4
133.7
89.8
85.2
75.9
2,722.9
3,695.2

31. o
11. 5
7.7
4.9
4.2
4.0
3.6
2.4
2.3
2.1

C 1,'

~

•

73.7
100.0

1 Does not I~cludu arresls for traffic offenses.
SOURCE: "Uniform Crime Reports," 1965, pp. 108-109.

FEDERAL CRIMES

I

More than 50 percent of all Federal criminal offenses
relate to general law enforcement in territorial or maritime jurisdictions directly subject to Federal control, or
are also State offenses (bank robberies, for example).
~olice statistics fo~' these offenses arc nOl'mally reported
m the UCR, partIcularly when local law enforcement is
involved. Such other Federal cl'imes as antitrust violations, fooel: and drug violations and tax evasion are not
included in the UCR. Although Federal crimes constitute only a small percentage of all offenses, crimes such
as those shown in table 3 arc an important part of the
national crime picture.
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3 WASHINGTON, D.C. PRECINCTS

~

Willful homicide •••••••••••••••••••• ,.
Forcible rape .........................
Robbery .............................
Aaaravated assault ••••••••••••••••••••
Buralary .............................
larceny ~$50 and over) ••••••••••••••••
Motor ve Ie Ie thell ....................
Tolal violence ••••••••••••••••••
Total property ••••••••••••••••••

3.0
42.5
94.0
218.3
949.1
606.5
206.2
357.8
1,761.8

UCR rate for
IndIviduals
19651

UCR rate for
Individuals
and or,anlza.
tlons 9651
5.1
11.6
n.4
106.6
605.3
393.3
251.0

5.1
11.6
61.4
106.6
299.6
267.4
226.0
184.71793.0

184.7
1,249.6

1 "Uniform Crime Reports," 1965, p. 51. Tho UCR national totals do nol dlstlngulsh
crimes committed aaalnst Individuals or households from those committed against busl·
nmes or other organizations. Tho UCR rate for IndIviduals Is the published national
rate adjusted to eliminate ~uralarles, la:~,i:nles, and vehicle thells not committed against
Individuals or households. No adjustmenl was rna do for robbery.

The Washington, Boston, and Chicago surveys, based
solely on victimization of the person j,nterviewcd, show
even more clearly the disparity between reported and
unreported amounts of cOlne. The clearest case is that
of the survey in three Washington precincts, where, for
the purpose of comparing survey results with crimes reported to the police, previous special studies made it possible to eliminate from police statistics crimes involving
business and transient victims. As figure 2 indicates, for
certain specific offenses against individuals the number of
offllnses reported to the survey per thousand residents 18
years or over ranged, depending on the offense, from 3
to 10 times more than the number contained in police
I
statistics.
The survey in Boston and in one of the Chicago precincts indicated about three times as many Index crimes
as the police statistics, in the other Chicago precinct
about 1Y:z times as many. These survey rates are not
fully comparable with the Washington results because

Figure 2

Rates per 1000 Residents 18 Years or Over

Willful homicide,
rape, robbery,
aggravated al~ault

(Cases filed In cnurl-19661
7
ant ru g• ••• .. •••••••• .. ••• .. •••• .,. .......... ••••• ••• ••••.• •••••••
350
ax evasT
863
N~u~~1 r:venue v 0 a ons ..................................................... 2,729
Im~,gr~tion·.::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::~:::: :::: ::::::: ::: :::: :::::::::: ::: ~:
SOURCE: Department of Justice.
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Index Crimes

forclbll~

~g~~rus~'(j"" •••• ••••• ••••••••••••••••• ......... ••••••• ••••••• ••••••••••••
l~come

(Per 100,000 populatlonl

Estimated Rates of Offense1
Comparison of Police 2 and BSSR Survey Data

Table 3.-Selected Federal Crimes
I

Table 4.-Comparison of Survey and UCR Rates

m
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Burglary

1

L"
_ _ _ Pollee rate

r'

Larceny
(over and under $50)

i ,

THE EXTENT OF UNREPOR'rED CRIME

Although the police statistics indicate a lot of crime
today, they do not begin to indicate the full amount.
Crimes reported directly to prosecutors usually do not
show up in the police statistics. Citizens often do not
report crimes to the police. Some crimcs reported to
the police never get into the statistical system. Since
bettcr crime pre.vention and control programs depend
upon a full and accurate knowledge about the amount
and kinds of crimc, the Commission initia?~;d the first
national survey ever made of crime victimization. The
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C:=:::::JI Survey rate
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~~,~"nO~M~ ~F~~~~~~===========================~=~
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•

__~~~2~O______~40~____~60~____~80~_____1~0~0______1~2~0______1~4~0____ ~O

!Incldenls Involving more than one victim arfjusteu''(\) counl as only
one offonso. A victimization rate would counllho InCidence for each
Individual.

2Pollce statistics adjusted to eliminate nonresident and commercial
victims and victims under 18 years of age.
3Wlliful homicide, forcible rape. robbery, agoravated assault, burglary,
larceny (over and under $50), and molor vehicle theft.
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adequate infonnation did not exist for eliminating busi.ness ,)nd transient victims from the police statistics. If
this computation could have been made, the Boston anti
Chicago figures would undoubtedly have shown a closer
similarity to the Washington findings.
In the ~ational survey of households those victims
saying that they had not notified the police of their
victimization were asked why. The reason most frequently given for all offenses was that the police CQuld
not do anything. As table 5 shows, this reason was given
by 68 percent of those not reporting malicious mischief,
and by 60 or more percent of those not reporting burglaries, larcenies of $50 and over, and auto thefts. It is
not clear whether these responses are accurate assessment.'
of the victims' inability to help the police or merely ration- .
aJizations of their failure to report: The next most frequent teason was that the offense was a private matter 01:
that the victim did not want to harm the offender. It
was given by 50 percent or more of those who did not
notify the police for aggravated and simple assaults, family
crimes, and consumer frauds. Fear of reprisal, though
least ofton cited, was strongest in the case of assault.s
and family crimes. The extent of failure to report to
the police was highest for consumer fraud (90 percent)
and lowest for auto theft (11 percent) .

TRENDS IN CRIME
There has always been too much crime. Virtually
every generation since the founding of the Nation and
before has felt itself threatened by the spectre of rising
crime and violence.
A hundred years ago contemporary accounts of San
Francisco told of extensive areas where "no decent man
was in safety to w~,1k the street after dark; while at all
hours, both night and day, his property was jeopardized
by incendiarism and burglary." Teenage gangs gave rise
to the word "hoodlum"; while in one central New York
City area, near Broadway, the police entered "only in
pairs, and never unarmed." A noted chronicler of the
period declared that "municipal law is a failure * * *
we must soon fall back on the law of self preservation."

Index Crime Trtmds, 1933-1965 Figure 3
Reported Crimes again~t the person
300r---------,------------------------------,
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Table 5,-Victims' Most Important Reason for Not
Notifying Police 1
[In percentages(
Reasons for not nolifylng police
Percenl
of cases
In which
police
not
nollfied

Crimes

!

-_.
Robblry .....................
Aggravaled assault ............
Simple assault ................
Burglary.....................
l&iCeny ~$50 and over)........
larceny under $50)...........
Aulotfie I ...................
Malicious mischief ............
Consumer fraud ...............
Other fraud (bad checks,
SWindling, elc.)....." .......
Sex offenses (olher Ihan lorc·
Ible rape) ..................
Family crimes (desertion, non·
supporl, elc.) ...............

,
I

\
Foil it Police
wasprl· could not
vate be effec· Old not
matter or live or wlntto
did not would
take
want to not want lime
10 be
harm
offender bolhered

Too can·
fused or
did not Fear of
know reprisal
how 10
report

4
4
7
7
01

50

45
25
35
63
62
58
60 1
68
40

0

8
4
2
7
3
0:
2
10

74

41

35

16

8

0

49

40

50

0

5

5

50

65

17

10

0

7

54

~2

40
63
11
62
90

27

50
50

30
23
31

20'
23

4

5

('j

13
7
2
0

20'
2
0

C
0

:;:;

180

I

TotlillndllX Crimes Against the Person
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0.
0

a. 160

~
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IQ)

a.
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SOURCE: NORC survey.
'less Ihan 0.5%.
1 Wlllflil homicide, forcible rape. and a few olher crimes had 100 few cases 10 be slalls·
IIcally useful. and Ihey are Iherefore eXCluded.
2There were only 51nslances In whlc;, aula IheU was nol reported.

The survey technique, as applied to criminal victimization, is still new and beset with a number of methodological problems. However, the Commission has found
the information provided by the surveys of considerable
value, and believes that the survey technique has a great
untapped potential as a method for providing additional
information about the nature and extent of our, crime
problem and the relative effectiveness of different programs to control crime.
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"Alarming" increases in robbery and violent crimes were
reported throughout the country p~ior to the Revolution.
And in 1910 one author declared that "crime, especially
its more violent forms, and among the young is increasing
steadily and is threatening to bankrupt the Nation."
Crime and violence in the past took many forms.
Duril':\g the great railway strike of 1877 hundreds were
killed across the country and almost 2 miles of railroad
cars and buildings were burned in Pittsburgh in clashes
between strikers and company police and the militia. It
was nearly a half century later, after pitched battles in the
steel industry in the late thirties, that the Nation's long
history of labor violence subsided. The looting and takeover of New York for 3 days by mobs in the 1·863 draft
riots rivaled the violence of Watts, while racial disturbances in Atlanta in 1907, in Chicago, Washington, and
East St. Louis in 1919, Detroit in 1943 and 'New York
in 1900" 1935, and 1943 marred big city life in the first
half of the 20th century, Lynchings took the lives of
, more than 4,500 persons throughout the country between
1882 and 1930. And the violence of Al Capone and
Jesse James was so striking that they have left their marks
permanently on our understanding of the eras in which
they lived.
However, the fact that there has always been a lot of
crime docs not mean that the amount of crime never
changes. It changes constantly, day and night, month
to month, place to place. , It is essential that society be
able to tell when changes occur and what they are, that
it be able to ::!i;;~;iJgui~h nornlal ups and downs from longterm trends. Whether the amount of crime is increasing
or decreasing, and by how much, is an important question-for law enforcement, for the individual citizen who
must run the risk of crime, and for the official who must
pla.n and establish prevention and control programs. If
it. is true, as the Commission surveys tend to indicate,
that society has not yet found fully reliable methods for
measuring the volume of crime, it is even more true that
it has failed to find such methods for measuring the trend
of crime.
Unlike some European countries, 'which have maintained national statistics for more than a century and a
quarter, the United States has maintained national crime
statistics only since 1930. Because the rural flreas were
slow in coming into the system and reported poorly when
they did, it was not until 1958, when other major changes
were made in the UCR, that reporting of rural crimes
was sufficient to allow a total national estimate without
special adjustments. Changes in overall estimating procedures and two offense categories-rape and larcenywere also made in 1958. Because of these problems figures prior to 1958 and particularly those prior to 1940,
Il1ust be viewed as neither fully comparable with nor
nearly so reliable as later figures.
For crimes of violence the 1933-65 period, based on
newly adjusted unpublished figures from the UCR, has
been, as figure 3 shows, one of sharply divergent trends
for the different offenscs. Total numbcrs for all reported offenses have increased markedly; the Nation's

population has increased also-by more than 47 percent
since 1.940. The number of offenses per 100,000 population has tripled for forcible rape and has doubled for
aggravated assault during the period, both increasing at a
fairly constant pace. The willful homicide rate has
decreased somewhat to about 70 percent of its high in
1933, while robbery has fluctt~ated from a high in 1933
and a low during World War II to a point where it is now
about 20 percent abOVe the beginning of the postwar era.
The overall rate for violent crimes, primarily due to the increased rate for aggravated assault, now stands at its
highest point, well above what it has been throughout
most of the period.
Property crime rates, as shown in figure 4, are up much
more sharply than the crimes of violence. The rate for
larceny of $50 and over has shown the greatest increase

Index Crime Trends, 1933-1965 Figure 4
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of all Index offenses. It is up more than 550 percent
over 1933. The burglary rate has nearly doubled. The
rate for auto theft has followed an uneven course
to a point about the same as the rate of the early
thirties.
.
bl
The upward trend for 1960-65 as shown m ta e
6 has been faster than the long-term trend, up 25
percent for the violent crimes. and 36. percent ,for
the property crimes. The greatest mcre~es 10 the .penod
came in 1964, in forcible rape among .crImes of ~Io!ence
and in vehicle theft among property cnmes. Prehmmary
reports indicate that all Index offenses rose in 1966., '

Table 6.-0ffenses Known to the Police, 1960-65
[Rates per 100.000 population!
Olfense
Willful homicide ••••••••••••••
Forcible rape •••••••••••••••••
Robbery •••••••••••••••••••••
Aggravated assault.. ••••••••••
Burglary •••••••••••••••••••••
Larceny $50 and over•••••••••
Motor vehicle theIL ••••••••••
Total crimes against
person •••••••••••••••
Total property crimes •••

1960

1961

5.0
9.2
51.6
82.5
465.5
271. 4
179.2

4.7
9.0
50.0
82.2
474.9

148.3
916.1

1962

1963

1964

1965

179.9

84.9
489.7
296,6
193.4

4,5
9.0
53.0
88.6
527.4
330.9
212.1

4.8
10.7
58.4
101,8
580.4
368.2
242.0

5.1
11.6
61.4
106.6
605.3
393.3
251.0

145.9
932,7

149.6
155.1
175.7
979.7 1.070.4 1,190.6

184.7
1,249.6

- - - - - -- - - - - ~77.9

4.5

!I. I

51.1

- - - - --- - - - - ---

SOURCE: FBI, Uniform Crime Ileports Section, unpubhshed data.

Arrest rates are in general much less complete apd are
available for many fewer years than are rates ~or offenses
known to the police. However, they do. prOVIde ~nother
measure of the trend of crime. For Crimes of VIOlence,
arrest rates rose 16 percent during 1960-65, considerably
less than the 25 percent increase indi~ated by offenses
known to the police. For property crimes, arrest rates
have increased about 25 percent, as oppose~ to a. 36
percent increase in offenses known to the pc:.hce dunng
1960-65. Figure 5 compares the 1960-65 trend for arrests and offenses known for both crimes of violence and
property crimes.
.
Prior to the year 1933, sho\,ln 10 figures 3 and 4, there
is no estimated national rate for any offenses. VCR
figures for a sizable number of individual cities, however,
i~dicate that the 1930-32 rates, at least for those cities,
were higher than the 1933 rates. Studies of such ind~vi~
ual cities as Boston, Chicago, New York, and othe.;s mdIcate that in the twenties and the World War .1 years
reported rates for many offenses were even higher. A
recent study of crime in Buffalo, N.,:,., from 1~5.4 to 1'946
showed arrest rates in that city for wIllful homICIde, r~pe,
and assault reaching their highest peak in th~ ~arl~ 1870's,
declining, rising again until 1918, and declmmg mto the
forties.
.
Trends for crimes against trust) vice crimes, and cnmes
against public order, based on arrest rates for 1960-~5,
follow a much more checkered pattern than do trends for
Index offenses. For some offenses this is in part due to
the fact that arrest patterns change significantly from time
to time, as when New York r'.;centiy decided not to make
further arrests for public drunkenness. Based on comparable places covering about half the total popula-

I

----

tion arrest rates during 1960-65 rose 13 percent for simple
"""~It, 13 percent fo, embeulem:nt.and f,.ud, and 36 ~ .
percent for narcotics violationfs, whllebfl~r th:~~1epp::~:~! q / [
the rates declined 24 percent 'or gam mg a
""-_/ t )
for drunkenness.
.. .
The picture portrayed by the offi~ial statlst~cs 10 recent
years both in the total number of Crimes and 10 the nu.m'
'r,', ,
ber of crimes per 100,000 Americans, is o?e of increas~ng
crime. Crime always seems to be increasmg, never gomg
1.
down. Up 5 percent this year, 10 th~ next, and the Commission's surveys have shown there IS a great deal. more
I.:
crime than the official statistics show. The pubbc can
fairly wonder whether there is ever ~o be an end ..
This official picture is also alarmmg b.ecause It see~s
so pprvasive. Grimes of violence are up 10 both t~e bIggest and smallest cities, in the suburbs as :veIl as m the
rural areas. T.hrj same is true for property cnmes. Young
people are being arrested in ever increasing numbers.
Offen~'e rates for most crimes are rising every year and
in every section of the country. That there are some
bright spots does not change this dismal outlook. ~a!es
for some offenses are still below those of the early thIrties
and perhaps of earlier periods. Willful homicide rates
have been below the 1960 level through most of the last
few years. Robbery rates continue to decline in the rural
areas and small towns, and arrest rates for many nonIndex offenses have remained relatively stable.
Because the general picture is so disturbing and the
questions it raises go to the very heart of concern about
crime in the United States today, the Commission has

"1'
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Figure 5
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made a special effort to evaluate as fully as possible the
information available. It has tried to determine just
how far this picture is accurate, to see whether our cities
and our countryside are more dangerous than they were
before, to find out whether our youth and our citizens are
becoming more crime prone than those who were in their
same circumstances in earlier years, to see what lies behind
any increases that may have occurred, and to determine
what if anything this information tells us can be done to
bring the crime rate down.
What is known about the trend of crime-in the total
number of offenses; in the ratio of offenses to population, which measures roughly the risk of victimization;
and in the relationship of crime trends to changes in
the composition of the population, which measures
roughly the crime proneness of various kinds of peopleis almost wholly a product of statistics. Therefore the
Commission has taken a particularly hard look at the Current sources of statistical knowledge.
FACTORS AFFECTING THE REPORTING OF CRIME

From the time that police statistics first began to be
maintained in France in the 1820's, it has been recognized that the validity of calculations of changes in crime
rates was dependent upon a constant relationship between
reported and unreported crime. Until the Commission
surveys of unreported crime, however, no systematic effort
of wide scale had ever been made to determine what the
relationship between reported and unreported crime was.
" As shown earlier, these surveys have now indicated that
) the actua! amount of crime is several times that reported
to the police, even in some of the precincts with
the highest reported crime rates. This margin of unreported crime raises the possibility that even small
changes in the way that crime is reported by the public
to the police, or classified and recorded by the police,
could have significant effects on the trend of reported
crime. There is strong reason to believe that a number
of such changes have taken place within recent years.
Changing Expectations.
One change of importance
in the amount of crime that is reported in our society
is the change in the expectations of the poor and members of minority groups about civil rights and social protection. Not long ago there was a tendency to dismiss
reports of all but the most serious offenses in slum areas
and segregated minority group districts. The poor and
the segregated minority groups were left to take care of
their own problems. Commission studies indicate that
whatever the past pattern was, these areas now have a
strong feeling of need for adequate police protection.
Crimes that were once unknown to the police, or ignored when complaints were received, are now much
more likely to be reported and recorded as part of the
regular statistical procedure.
The situation seems similar to that found in England.
The University of Cambridge's Institute of Criminology,
which in 1963 conducted an exhaustive study of the sharp
rise in crimes of violence, concluded in its report that:

One of the main causes for an increase in the record.
ing of violent crime appears to be' a decrease in the toleration of aggressive and violent behaviour, even in those
slum and poor tenement areas where violence has always
been regarded as a normal and accepted way of settling
quarrels, jealousies or even quite trivial arguments.
Police Practice.
Perhaps the most importan.t change
for reporting purposes that has taken place in the last 25
years is the change in the police. Notable progress has
been made during this period in the professionalization
of police forces. With this change, Commission studies
indicate, there is a strong trend toward more formal actions,plore formal records and less infonnal diilposition
of individual cases. This trend is particularly 8lpparent
in the way the police handle juveniles, where the greatest
increases are reported, but seems to apply to other cases
as well. It seems likely that professionalization also results in greater police efficiency in looking for crime. Increases in the number of clerks and statistical personnel,
better methods for recording information, and the use
of more intensive patrolling practices also tend to increase
the amount of recorded crime. Because this process of
professionalization has taken place over a period of time
and because it is most often a gradual rather than an
abrupt change, it is difficult to estimate what its cumulative effect has been.
Wholly different kinds of changes have occurred in a
number of cities. In 1953 Philadelphia reported 28,560
Index crimes plus negligent manslaughter and larceny
under $50, an increase of more than 70 percent over 1951.
This sudden jump in crime, however, was not due to an
invasion by criminals but to the discovery by a new administration that crime records had for years minimized the
amount of crime in the city. One district had actually
handled 5,000 complaints more than it had recorded.
The Commission could not attempt an exhaustive study
of such changes in reporting procedures. It has noted in
table 7 a number of instances in which the UCR indicated changes in reporting procedures for major cities
during 1959-65. All of these changes have resulted lin
an increase in the level of reporting for aU subsequent

Table 7,-Reporting System Changes-UCR Index
Figures Not ,Comparable With Prior Years
Name 01 city

Yonrs of
increase

Amount of increase (I ndex
offenses):
From

To

Percent

Increase
----------1-----_------Baltimore •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Buffalo ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

g~~:'aond::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:
Indianapolis•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Kansas City, Mo ••••••••••••••••••••••
Memphis ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Mlaml. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Nashville••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shreveport ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Syracuse ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1964-65
1961-63
1959-60
1963-64
1961-62
1959-611
1963-64
1963-64
1962-63
1962-63
1963-64

t No report was publishea' lor Kansas City, Mo., for 1960.
SOURCE: "Uniform Crime Reports," 1959-1965.

18,637
4,779
56,570
10,584
7,416
4,344
8781
10;750
6,595
1,898
3,365

26,193
9305
97;253
17,254
10,926
13,121
11,533
13,610

40.5
94.7
71.9
63.0
47.3
202.0
31.3
26.6
41.7
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Robbery and Burglary Trends for Chicago and New York, 1935-1966
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that have significantly changed their reporting systems
since 1959 account for nearly 25 percent of all reported
Index crimes against the person and about 16 percent of
all reported Index property crimes. The real question
is not the method of estimation, but whether the yardstick at the present time is too changea:ble to allow significant trend comparisons to be made at the national
level.
A further problem is raised by the fact that a number
of other large cities have not yet adopted the central
complaint bureaus and strong staff controls necessary for
an effective reporting program. In one of these cities
Commission staff members were informed of a precinct
file 13, where citizen complaints not forwarded to the central statistical office were filed for the purpose of answering insurance inquiries. The President's Commission on
Crime in the District of Columbia recently criticized
Washington's failure to record all offenses reported to the
police. It is not clear how large this group of cities is,
but disparities between cities of the .same size for each
of the Index offenses are so great that they seem most
unlikely in the absence of SOn:d variation in reporting
practice.
The reporting problem arises at least in part from the
tendency of some cities, noted in 1931 by the Wickersham Commission, to "use these reports in order to
advertise their freedom from crime as compared with
other municipalities." This tendency has apparently not
yet been fully overcome. It sometimes arises from political pressure outside the police department and sometimes
from the desire of the police to appear to be doing a good
job of keeping the crime rate down. Defective or inefficient recording practi.ces may also prevent crimes
reported by citizens from becoming a part of the record.
The Commission believes that each city administration and each agency of justice has a duty to insure that
its citizens am being informed of the full rate of reported
crime in the community. Not to do so means that the
community is being misled and that it has no benchmark
to measure the effectiveness. of its prevention and control
program. It may also mean that the community is unaware of al'l increasing problem. In the case of large
cities, not to report crime accurately also penalizes those
administrations and police departments that are honest
with their citizens by causing them to suffer unjust
comparisons with other cities.
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years. It has also noted that changes of this sort are still
taking place, being indicated in 1966 for Detroit, Chattanooga, Worcester, Mass., and New York City among
others. '
Perhapi the clearest illustration of the impact that
changes in reporting systems can have is that shown by
the history of such changes in New York City and Chicago. These cities are two of the Nation's largest police
jurisdictions, accounting in 1965 for 20 percent of all
reported robberies and 7 percent of all reported burglaries. Changes in their reporting systems have seVll'al
times produced large paper increases in crime. Figure 6
illustrates the pattern dramatically.
Although Chicago, with about 3 million pecple, has
remained a little less than half the size of New York City
with 701 million throughout the period covered in figure
6, it was reporting in 1935 about 8 times as many robberies. It continued to report several times as many
robberies as New York City until 1949, when the FBI
discontinued publication of New York reports because it
no longer believed them. In 1950 New York discontinued its prior practice of allowing precincts to handle complaints directly and installed a central reporting system,
through which citizens had to route all calls.
In the first year, robberies rose 400 percent and burglaries 1,300 percent, passing Chicago in volume for both
offenses. In 1959 Chicago installed a central complaint
bureau of its own, reporting thereafter several times more
robberies than New York. In 1966 New York, which
appeared to have had a sharp decline in robberies in the
late fifties, again tightened its centml controls and found
a much higher number of offenses. Based on preliminary
reports for 1966, it is now reporting about 25 percent more
robberies than Chicago.
The existence of the VCR system has been one of the
strongest forces pushing toward the adoption of better

and more complete reporting. The FBI has been alert
both to the need to encourage better reporting and to the
problem that sizable changes in reporting present to the
national statistical system. Through a careful system of
checks the FBI is able to identify the units that are
reporting on a different basis than the previous year. It
then restricts its computations of trends from one year to
the next to those police agencies that have had comnarable records and reporting practices. In 1965, for
~xample, computation of changes from 1964 were limited
to agencie3 representing 82 percent of the V.S. population; 147 reporting agencies representing about 10 percent of the population were eliminated because of changes
in reporting practices.
In order to make comparisons for periods greater than
1 year the VCR assumes that the city that underwent
the change in reporting practices has had the same experience as other cities of its size and State throughout the
period and reestimates the amount or crime for all prior
years back to its base period of the 1937-40 average. In
the 1960-65 period, use of this system reduces the 36
percent increase in Index crimes against the person based
on published rates to a 25 percent increase, and the 39
percent increase in crimes against property to 36 percent.
Cities are returned to the trend computation after they
have had 2 years of comparable eAperience under the
new system.
This system is perhaps as good as can be devised. It
is obviously very hard, however, to estimate how much
crime would have been reported in a major city in the
year prior to that in which .the system of reporting was
changed, and even harder to say what the crime rate was
5 years earlier. It seents unlikely that the level of robbery in New York today is 13 times what it was in 1940
or triple what it was in 1960, but how does one decide
for the purpose of long-term comparisons? The cities

(

The Commission recommends:

i)

Those cities that have not already done so should adopt
centralized procedures for handling the receipt of reports of crime from citizens and institute the staff controls necessary to make those procedures effective.
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Insurance.
Another factol' that probably increases the
amount of reporting for some crimes is the sizable increase
in insurance coverage against theft. It is difficult to
evaluate this factor. However, because many persons
believe that they must report a criminal event to the

police in order to collect iflsurance, more reporting seems
likely. Although not the only factor .involved, one indication that this may be the case is the high rate of
reporting for auto theft noted by the NORC survey. Insurance is usually involved in auto theft.
FACTORS INDICATING AN INCREASE IN CRIME

Many factors affect crime trends but they are ,not always easy to isolate. Murder is a seasonal offense. Rates
are generally higher in the summer, except for December,
which is often the highest month and almost always 5 to
20 percent above the yearly average. In December
1963, following the assassination of President Kennedy,
murders were below the yearly average by 4 percent, one
of the few years in the history of the VCR that this occurred. Since 1950 the pace of auto thefts has increased
faster than but in the same direction as car registrations.
During World War II, however, when there was rationing and a shortage of cars, rates for auto theft rose
sharply. And in 1946 when cars came back in production and most other crimes were increasing, auto thefts
fell off rapidly.
The introduction to the VCR provides a checklist of
some of the many factors that must be taken into account in interpreting changes in crime rates and in the
amount and type of crime that occurs from place to place:
Density and size oi the community population and the
metropolitan area of which it is a part.
Composition of the population with reference particularly to age, sex, and race,
EcoTiomic status and mores of the population.
Relative stability of population, including commuters,
'
seasonal, and other transient types.
Climate, including seasonal weather conditions.
Educational, recreational, and religious characteristics.
Effective strength of the police force.
Standards governing appoirttments to the police force.
Policies of the prosecuting officials and the courts.
Attitude of the public toward law enforcement problems.
The administrative and investigative efficiency of the local
law enforcement agency.
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A number of these factors have been changing in ways
that would lead one to expect increases in the amounts of
certain kinds of crime.
Changing Age Composition.
One of the most significant factors affecting crime rates is the age composition of
the population. In 1965 more than 44 percent of all
persons arrested for forcible rape, more than 39 percent
for robbery, and more than 26 percent for willful homicide and aggravated assault were in the 18- to 24-year-old
age group. For property crimes the highest percentages
are found in the under 18 group-nearly 50 percent of
all those arrested for burglary and larceny and more
than 60 percent for autotlleft.
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For most of these offenses the rate of offense per individual in these age groups is many times' that in older
groups. Of course the differences are based on arrest
figures, and the national figures on offenses cleared by
arrest show that 75 to 80 percent of burglaries, larcenies,
and auto thefts are unsolved. It is possible that older
persons committing offenses against property are more
successful at evading arrest, so that the age figures for
arrests give a somewhat biased picture.
Because of the unusual birth rate in the postwar years,
the youthful high-risk group-those in their teens and
eady twenties-has been increasing much faster than
other groups in the population. Beginning in 1961 nearly
1 million more youths have reached the ages of maximum
risk each year than did so in the prior year. Thus the
volume of crime and the overall crime rate could be expected to grow whether the rate for any given age increased or not.
Commission. studies based on 1960 arrest rates indicate
that between 1960 and 1965 about 40 to 50 percent of the
total increase in the arrests reported by UCR could have
been expected as the result of increases in pOPtllation and
changes in the age c.omposition of the popUlation.
Urbanization.
Rates for most crimes are highest in
the big cities. Twenty-si.x core cities of more than 500,000
people, with less than 18 percent of the total population,
account for more than half of all reported Index crimes
against the person and more than 30 percent of all reported Index property crimes. One of every' three
robberies and nearly one of every five rapes occurs in
cities of more than 1 million. The average rate for every
Index crime except burglary, as table 8 shows, is at least
twice as great-and often more-in these cities as in the
suburbs or rural areas. With a few exceptions, average
rates increase progressively as the size of the city becomes
larger.

Although rural rates are lower generally than those
for cities, the differences have aiways been much greater
for property crimes than for crimes against the person. ("
Until the last few years rul"ctl rates for murder were close \
to those of the big cities, and rural rates for murder and
rape still exceed those for small towns.
The ,country has for many years seen a steady increase
in its urban population and a decline in the proportion
of the population living in rural areas and smaller towns.
Since 193Q the rural population has increased by less than
2 percent'while the city population has increased by more
than 50 percent. The increase in the cities and their
suburbs since 1960 alone has been about 10 percent.
Because of the higher crime rates in and around the
larger cities, this trend toward, urbanization has a considerable effect on the national rate for most Index crimes.
Commission studies show that if metropolitan, small city,
and rural crime rates for 1960 had remained constant
through 1965, the increase that could have been expected
due to urbanization would have been about 7 to 8 percent
~/
of the increase reported by the VCR.
It would obviously tell us a great deal about the trend
of crime if we could analyze all together/the changes that
have been taking place in urbanization, age composition
of the popUlation, number of slum dwellers, and other
factors such as sex, race, and level of income. The
Commission has spent a considerable amount of time
trying to make this kind of analysis. However, it was
unable to analyze satisfactorily more than one or two
factors in conjunction with each other on the basis of ('
present information. As more factors were brought into
the analysis the results differed in some instances substan-
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Table a.-Offenses Known by City Size, 1965

/

>.

I

,

I

[Rates per 100,000 population[
Group

Cities over 1 million ........
SOD,OOO to 1 million .........
250,000 to 500,000 ....... _..
100,000 to 250,000_... _.. ___
50,000 to 100,000.. _.. ______
25,000 to 50,000 ... _______ ..
10,000 to 25,000_ .. ____ .. ___
Under 10,000 ........ ____ ..
Rural._ ............ _•••.••
~uburban area .... ___ ......
AI/places .................

Will· Fore·
ful
Ible
homl· rape
clde
10
10
7
6
4
3
2
2
4
3
5

Rob.
bery

A~r,~.

va ed
assault

Bur·
glary

larceny Motor
$50 and vehicle
over
theft

-- --- - - - - - - 26
20
15
11
8
6
6

5
9
10
12

221
165
122
73
49
33
19
12
10
28
61

246
182
142
151
85
71
67
62
58
66
107

930
1,009
1,045
871
675
562
462
369
308
545
605

734
555
550
556
492
443
309
236
176
359
420

586
640
468
353
297
212
141
99
51
160
251

SOURCE: "Uniform Crime Reports," 1965, table 1, p. 51 and table 6, p. 94.

Suburban rates are closest to those of the smaller cities
except for forcible rape where suburban rates are higher.
Suburban rates appear to be going up as business and
industry increase-shopping centers are most frequently
blamed by local police officials for rises in suburban crime.
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tially from those obtained when only one factor was
analyzed. It also seemed clear that as the number of
factors was increased, a more accurate picture of the effect
of changing conditions on the rate of crime emerged.
On the basis of its study, the Commission estimates
that the total expected increase in crime from 1960 to
1965 from these kinds of changes would be at least half,
and possibly a great deal more, of the total increase in
crime rates actually observed. The Commission's study
clearly indicates the need for fuBer reporting of arrest
information and for the development of more compatibility between police statistics and information collected by other statistical agencies. The FBI has already
made substantial progress in this direction in recent years
but further steps are still needed.
Some Unexplained Variations.
Some crimes are not
so heavily concentrated in the urban' areas as the Index
offenses. Vandalism, liquor law violations, driving while
intoxicated, forgery and counterfeiting, and embezzlement and fraud are much more evenly spread over cities
of all sizes and rural areas. Narcotics violations, gaIllbling, drunkenness, vagrancy, and disorderly conduct
generally follow the same pattern as Index offenses.
The explanations that have been offered for urban
areas having higher rates of crime than rural areas have
usually centered around the larger number of criminal
opportunities available, a. greater likelihood of association with those who are already criminals, a more impersonal life that offers greater freedom and, in many
cases, the harsher conditions of slum life--often in sharp
and visible contrast to the affluence of nearby areas. That
these factors operate differently with regard to crimes of
violence and crimes against property, and with regard
to more serious offenses, suggests that the relationship
between the rate of crime and the degree of urbanization
is a very complicated one.
This seems to be borne out by the disparities in rates
between citieS of the same size. While average rates
clearly vary by categories of population, the rates of individual cities seem much more helter-skelter. Of the
56 cities in the country with more than 250,000 in population, only one, Los Angeles, of the 10 cities with the
highest rates for all Index offenses is a city of over 1 million. Newark, the city with the highest rate for all
Index offenses, is in the 250,000-500,000 category, as are
4 others. Philadelphia ranks 51st and New York, before
its change in reporting, ranked 28th.
The patterns vary markedly from offense to offense
even within the broad categories of crimes against the
person and crimes against property. Los Angeles is 1st
for rape and 4th for aggravated assault but 20th for
murder, with a murder rate less than half that of St.
Louis. Chicago has the highest rate for robbery but a
relatively low rate for burglary. New York is 5th in larcenies $50 and over, but 54th for larcenies under $50.
The risk of auto theft is about 50 percent greater in
Boston than anywhere else in the country", but in Boston
the likelihood of other kinds of theft is about the average

for cities over 250,000. Table 9 shows the robbery rates
for the country's 14 largest cities.

Table 9,-Robbery Rates in 1965-14 Largest Cities
in Order of Size
[Per 100,000 population]
New york ......................... 114
Cleveland_ ...... _................ _ 213
Chlcaao......... _.......... __ ..... 421
Washlngton .. _.. _....... __ .. ___ .... 359
los Anaeles_ .......... _........... 293
St. lOuls .. _............... __ .. _... 327
Phlladelphla .. _................ _.. _ 140
Mllwaukee .... _............. _.... __ 28
Detrolt ...... _.... _......... _...... 335
San Franclsco ... __ ..... _.. _........ 278
Baltlmore .... _... _.. _.... _........ 229
Boston .. _..................... _.. _ 168
Houston ................ _.......... 135
Dallas............................ _ 79
SOURCE: FBI, Uniform Crime Reports Section, unpublished data,

Not very much study has been devoted to this kind of
difference and the Commission was able to do little more
than survey the literature already in existence. Some of
the difference, perhaps a great deal, seems clearly attributable to differences in reporting. Disparities as great as
17 to 1 between Newark and Jersey City, or 10 to 1 between St. Louis and Milwaukee for certain offenses
~eem most unlikely in the absence of some reporting variation. There are significant differences, however, among
cities in such factors as age, sex~, race, and other population characteristics, economic status, character 'of industry, climate, and the like and it seems clear that there are
real and substantial differences in the true amounts of
crime.
The few studies that have been done in this area have
failed altogether to account for the differences in offense
rates in terms of characteristics such as these. These
studies suggest that whatever factors are operating affect
personal and property crimes differentiy, and substantially
refute the idea that crime rate variations can be accounted for by any single factor such as urbanization, industrialization, or standard of living. These studies take
us very little farther, however, than the differences in the
rates themselves. Even when they offer some explanation of the differences between cities, the explanations
they offer are not able to account for the variations within
the cities themselves.
Given the large, often gigantic, differences in rates between cities, the Commission has been struck that so little
has been done to learn the causes of these variations.
If only a little, were known as to why the robbery rate was
12 times as high in Chicago as in San Jose, it would be
much easier to figure out what to do about robbery in
Chicago. While no simple answers can be expected, the
Commission strongly believes that further exploration of
these differences could make an important contribution
to the prevention and control of crime.
Increased Affluence.
Another change that may result
in more crime is increasing affluence. There are more
goods around to be'stolen. National wealth and all categories of merchandise have increased in terms of constant dollars more than fourfold since 1940-significantly
more than the population or the rate of reported theft.
Increased affluence may also have meant that property
is now protected less well than formerly. More than 40
percent of all auto thefts involve cars with the keys inside or the switch left open. A substantial percentage of
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residential burglaries occur in unlocked houses. Bicycles,
whose theft constitutes 15 percent of all reported larcenies,
are frequently left lying around. Larceny of goods and
accessories from cars accounts for another 40 percent of
all reported larceny.
Some increased business theft seems directly due to less
protection. The recent rise in bank robbery seems due in
large part to the development of small, poorly protected
branch banks in the suburbs.
In retail establishments, managers choose to tolerate a
high percentage of shoplifting rather than pay for additional clerks. Discount stores, for example, experience
an inventory loss rate almost double that of the conventional department store. Studies indicate that there is
in general more public tolerance for theft of property and
goods from large organizations than from small ones,
from big corporations or utilities than from small neighborhood establishments. Restraints on conduct that were
effective in a more personal rural society do not seem as
effective in an impersonal society of large organizations.
Inflation has also had an impact on some property
crimes. Larceny, for example, is any stealing that does
not involve force or fraud. The test of the seriousness of
larceny is the value of the property stolen. The dividing
line between "grand" and "petty" larceny for national
reporting purposes is $50. Larceny of $50 and over is the
Index offense that has increased the most over the history
of the UCR, more than 550 percent since 1933. Because
the purchasing power of the dollar today is only 40 percent of what it was in 1933, many thefts that would have
been under $50 then are over $50 now. UCR figures on
the value of property stolen, for example, indicate that
the average value of a larceny has risen from $26 in 1940
to $84 in 1965.
OTHER COUNTRIES

Crime is a worldwide problem. For most offenses it
is difficult to compare directly the rates between countries
because of great differences in the definitions of crime and
in reporting practices. It is clear, however, that there are
great differences in the rates of crime among the various
countries, and in the crime problems that they face.
These differences are illustrated to some extent by the
homicide rates for a number of countries shown in table
10. The comparisons show only the general range of

Table 10.-Homicide Rates for Selected Countries
[Per 100,000 population)
Country
Colombia •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Mexico ••••••••••••••• """"'" •••• , ••••••••••••••••••
South Africa ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
United States•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

}~~~~e::~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Canada ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Federal Republic of Germany ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
EnglandfWales ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ireland •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _••••

Rate

Year
reported

36.5
31.9
21.8
4.8
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.2

.7
.4

1962
1960
1960
1962
1962
1962
1962
1961
1962
1962

SOURCE: "Demographic Yearbook," 15th Issue, United Nations Publication, 1963,
pp.594-611.
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difference, as definitions and reporting even of homicide
vary to some extent. In the years covered by the table,
Colombia had the highest rate for all countries and Ireland the lowest.
A comparison between crime rates in 1964 in West
Germany and the north central United States, prepared
by the FBI, indicates that the Federal Republic, including
West Berlin, had a crime rate of 0.8 murders pel' 100,000
inhabitants, 10.6 rapes, 12.4 robberies, 1,628.2 larcenies,
and 78.2 auto thefts, as opposed to 3.5 murders per
100000 inhabitants for north central United States, 10.5
ra~s, 76.2 robberies, 1,337.3 larcenies, and 234.7 riuto
thefts.
Commission and other studies of crime trends indicate
that in most other countries officially reported rates for
property offenses are rising rapidly, as they are in the
United States, but that there is no definite pattern in the
trend of crimes of violence in other countries. Since
1955 property crime rates have increased. more than 200
percent in West Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and
Finland and over 100 percent in France, England and.
Wales, 'Italy, and Norway. Of the countries studied,
property crime rates in Denmark, Belgium, and Switzerland remained relatively stable.
Crimes of violence could be studied in only a few countries. Rates declined in Belgium, Denmark, Norway, and
Switzerland, but rose more than 150 percent in England
and Wales between 1955 and 1964. Sexual offenses,
which are usually kept as a separate statistic in Europe,
also showed a mixed trend.
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ASSESSING THE AMOUNT AND TREND OF CRIME

I

Because of the grave public concern about the crime
problem in America today, the Commission has made a
special effort to understand the amount and trend of
crime and has reached the following conclusions:
1. The number of offenses-erimes of violence, crimes
against property and most others as well-has been increasing. Naturally, population growth is one of the
significant contributing factors in the total amount of
crime.
2. Most forms of crime-especially crimes against property-are increasing faster than population growth. This
means that the risk of victimization to the individual citizen for these crimes is incrp.asing, although it is not pos·
sible to ascertain precisely the extent of the increase. All
the l~conomic and social factors discussed above support,
and indeed lead to, this conclusion.
The Commission found it very difficult to make accurate measurements of crimc trends by relying solely on
official figures, since it is likely that each year police agencies are to some degree dipping deeper into the vast reservoir of unreported crime. People are probably reporting
more to the police as a reflection of higher expectations
and greater confidence, and the pOlice in tum are reflecting this in their statistics. In this sense more efficient
policing may be leading to higher rates of reported crime.
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The diligence of the FBI in promoting more complete of immense benefit in the assessment of the problem of
and accurate reporting through the development of pro- juvenile delinquency.
) fessional police reporting procedures has clearly had an
6. Throughout its work the Commission has noted
im~orta?t effect on the completeness of reporting, but repeatedly the sharp differences in the amount and trends
while t~s task of upgrading local reporting is under way, of reported crimes against property as compared with
the FBI IS faced with the problem, in computing national cr~mcs against persons. It has noted that while property
trends, of omitting for a time the places undergoing cnmes are far more numerous than crimes against the
changes in reporting methods and estimating the amount perS0l1, and so dominate any reported trends, there is
of crime that occurred in those places in prior years.
much public concern about crimes against persons. The
3. Although the Commission concluded that there has more recent reports of the UCR have moved far toward
been an increase in the volume and rate of crime in separating the reporting of these two classes of crime
America, it has been unable to decide whether individual altogether.
Americans today are more criminal than their counterparts 5, 10, or 25 years ago. To answer this question it
The Commissz'on recommends:
would be necessary to make comparisons between persons
of the same age, sex, race, place of residence, economic The present Index of reported crime should be broken
status and other factors at the different times: in other into two wholiy separate parts, one for crimes of violence
words, to decide whether the 15-year-old slum dweller or and the other for crimes against property.
the 50-year-old businessman is inherently more criminal
The Commission also recommends, in principle, the
now than the 15-year-old slum dweller or the 50-year-old
businessman in the past. Because of the many rapid and development of additional indices to indicate the volume
turbulent changes over these years in society as a whole and trend of such other important crime problems as
embezzlement, fraud, and other crimes against trust
and in the myriad conditions of life which affect crime
.
f
'
0 vice that are associated with organized crime,
it was not possible for the Commission to make such ~ cnmes
comparison. Nor do the data exist to make even sim- and perhaps others. The Commission urges that conple comparisons of the incidence of crime among persons sideration be given to practical methods for developing
of the same age, sex, race, and place of residence at these such indices.
different years:
The Commission also urges that the.public media and
4. There is a great deal of crime in America, some of others concerned with crime be careful to keep separate
~t very serious, that is not reported to the police, or in some the various crime problems and not to deal with them
mstances by the police. The national survey revealed as a unitary phenomenon. Whenever possible, crime
that people are generally more likely to report serious should be reported relative to population as well as by
crimes to the police, but the percent who indicated they the number of offenses, so as to provide a more accudid report to the police ranged from 10 percent for con- rate picture of risks of victimization in any particular
sumer fraud to 89 percent for auto theft. Estimates of locality.
7. The Commission believes that age urbanization
the rate of victimization for Index offenses ranged from 2
per 100 persons in the national survey to 10 to 20 per 100 ~nd other shifts in the population already ~nder way wili
persons in the individual districts surveyed in 3 cities. likely operate over the next 5 to 10 years to increase the
The surveys produced rates of victimization that were volume of offenses faster than population growth. Furfrom 2 to 10 times greater than the official rates for cer- ther dipping into the reservoirs of unreported crime will
likely combine with this real increase in crime to produce
tain crimes.
even
greater increases in reported crime rates. Many of
5. What is needed to answer questions about the volume and trend of crime satisfactorily are a number of the basic social forces that tend to increase the amount of
different crime indicators showing trends over a period real crime are already taking effect and are for the most
of ti~e to supplement the improved reporting by police part irreversible. If society is to be successful in its dedre
agencies. The Commission experimented with the de- to reduce the amount of real crime, it must find new
velopment of public surveys of victims of crime and feels ways to create the kinds of conditions alnd inducementsthis can become a useful supplementary yardstick. Fur- sodal, environmental, and psychological-that will bring
ther d~vel.opment of the procedure is needed to improve about a greater commitment to law-abiding conduct and
the reliability and accuracy of the findings. However
respect for the law on the part of all Americans and a
the Commission found these initial experiments produced better understanding of the great stake that all men
useful results that justify more intensive efforts to gather have in being able to trust in the honesty and. integrity
such information on a regular basis. They should also be of their fellow citizens.
supplemented by new types of surveys and censuses which
would provide better information about crime in areas
where good information is lacking such as crimes by or THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF CRIME
~) against business and other organizations. The CommisOne way in which crime affects the lives of all Amerision also believes that an improved and greatly expanded cans is that it costs all Americans money. Economic
procedure for the collection of arrest 'statistics would be costs alone cannot determine attitudes about crime Qt.
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policies toward crime, of course. The costs of lost or
damaged lives, of fear and of suffering, and of the failure
to control critical events cannot be measured solely in dollars and cents. Nor can the requirements of justice and
law enforcement be established solely by use of economic
measures. A high percentage of a police department's
manpower may have to be committed to catch a single
murderer or bomb thrower. The poor, unemployed defendant in a minor criminal case is entitled to all the
protections our constitutional system provides-without
regard to monetary costs.
However, economic factors relating to crime are important ill the formation of attitudes and policies. Crime
in the United States today imposes a very heavy economic
burden upon both the community a.s a whole and individual members of it. Risks and responses cannot be
judged with maximum effectiveness until the full extent of economic loss has been ascertained. Researchers,
policymakel's, and operating agencies should know which
crimes cause the greatest economic loss, which the least;
on whom the costs of crime fall, and what the ~osts are
to prevent or protect against it; whether a particular
01' general crime situation warrants further expenditures
for control 01' prevention and, if so, what expenditures
are likely to have the greatest impact.
The number of policemen, the size of a plant security
staff, or the amount .of insurance any individual 01' business carries are controlled to some degree by economicsthe balance of the value to be gained against the burden
?f additio!·lal.expenditures. ~f the protection of property
IS the objective, the economic loss from crime must be
weighed directly against the cost of better prevention
or control. In view of the importance and the frequency
of such decisions, it is surprising that the cost information
on which they are based is as fragmentary as it is. The
lack of knowledge about which the Wickersham Commission complained 30 years ago is almost as great today.
Some cost data are now reported through the UCR and
~dditional data ar~ av~ilable from individual police forces,
l~s~rance compames, mdustrial security films, trade assoCiations, and others. However, the total amount of infor~ation . is not nearly enough in quantity, quality, or
detall to give an accurate overall picture.
The information available about the economic cost of
crime is most .usefully presented not as an overall figure,
but as a senes of separate private and public costs.
Knowing the economic impact of each separate crime
aids in identifying important areas for public concern
and guides officials in making judgments about priorities
for e~penditure. Breakdowns of money now being spent
o~ ~lfferent parts of the criminal justice system, and
Wlthm each separate part, may afford insights into past
errors. For example, even excluding value judgments
about rehabilitative methods, the fact that an adult probationer costs 38 cents a day and an adult offender in
prison costs $5.24 a day suggests the need for reexamining current budget allocations in correctional practice.
Figure 7 represents six different categories of economic
impacts both private and public. Nu~erous crimes were

omitted because of the lack of figures. Estimates of
doubtful reliability were used in other cases so that a fUller
picture might be presented. Estimates do not include any
amounts for pain and suffering. Except for alcohol,
which is based on the amount of tax revenue lost, estimates for illegal goods and services are based on the
gross amount of income to the seller. (Gambling includes
only the percentage retained oy organized crime, not the
total amount gambled.) The totals should be taken to
indicate rough orders of magnitude rather than precise
details.
ECONOMIC IMPACT OF INDIVIDUAL CRIMES

The picture of crime as seen through cost information
is considerably different from that shown by statistics
portraying the number of offenses known to the police
or the number of arrests: '

o

o
o
o
o

Organized crime takes about twice as much income
from gambling and other illegal goods and services as
criminals derive from all other kinds of criminal activity combined.
Unreported commercial theft losses, includi.ng shoplifting and employee theft, are more than double those
of all reported private and commercial thefts.
Of the reported crimes, willful homicide, though comparatively low in volume, yields the most costly estimates among those listed on the UCR crime index.
A list of the seven crimes with the greatest economic
impact includes only two, willful homicide and larceny
of $50 and over (reported and unreported), of the
offenses included in the crime Index.
Only a small proportion of the money expended for
criminal justice agencies is allocated to rehabilitative
programs for criminals or for research.

Employee theft, embezzlement, and other forms of
crime involving business, which appear in relatively small
numbers in the police statistics, loom very large in dollar
volume. Direct stealing of cash and merchandise, manipulation of accounts and stock records, and other forms of
these crimes, along with shoplifting, appear to constitute
a tax of one to two percent on the total sales of retail
enterprises, and significant amounts in other parts of business and industry. In the grocery trade, for example, the
theft estimates for shoplifting and employee theft almost
equal the total amount of profit. Yet Commission and
other studies indicate that these crimes are largely dealt
with by business itself. Merchants report to the police
fewer than one-quarter of the known offenses. Estimates
for these crimes are particularly incomplete for nonretail
industries.
Fraud is another offense whose impact is not well conveyed by police statistics. Just one conspiracy involving
the collapse of a fraudulent salad oil empire in 1964 created losses of $125-$175 million. Fraud is especially
vicious when it attacks, as it so often does, the poor or
those who live, on the margin of povl!rty. Expensive
nostrums for incurable diseases, home-improvement
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Economic Imp21ct of Crimes and Related Expenditures
(Estlmaled In Millions of Dollars)
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major source of income th:lt organized crime requires to
achieve and exercise economic and political power.

frauds, frau.ds involving the salt' Or repair of cars, and
The economic impact of crimes causing death is surother criminal schemes create lonses which are not only prisingly high. For 1965 there were an estimated 9,850
sizable in gross but are also signific:mt and possibly dev- homicide victims. Of the estimated 49,000 people who
astating for individual victims. Although a very frequent lost their lives in hir,hway accidents, more than half were
offense, fraud is seldom reported to the police. In con- killed in accidents involving either negligent manslaughter
sumer and business fraud, as in tax evasion, the line be- or driving under the influence of alcohol. An estimated
tween criminal conduct and civil fraud is often unclear. 290 women died from complications resulting from illeAnd just as the amount of civil tax evasion is much gal abortions (nearly one-fourth of all maternal deaths) .
greater than the amount of criminal tax fraud, the amount Measured by the loss of future earnings at the time of
of civil fraud probably far exceeds that of criminal fraud. death, these losses tota{ed more than $1 ~ billion.
Cost analysis also places the crimes that appear so freThe economic impact of other crimes is particularly
quently in police statistics-robbery, burglary, larceny, difficult to assess. Antitrust violations reduce competition
and auto theft-in somewhat different perspective. The and unduly raise prices; building code violations, pure
number of reported offenses fOl' these crimes accounts for food and drug law violations, and other crimes affecting
less than one-sixth the estimated total dollar loss for all the consumer have important economic consequences, but
property crimes and would constitute an even lower per- ' ... they cannot be easily described without further inform acentage if there were any accurate way of estimating the tion. Losses due to fear of crime, such as reduced sales
very large sums involved in extortion, blackmail, and in high crime locations, are real but beyond measure.
other proper~y crimes.
Economic impact must also be measured in terms of
This is not to say, however, that the large amounts of ultimate costs to society. Criminal acts causing property
police time and effort spent in dealing with these crimes destruction or injury to persons not only result in serious
arc not important. Robbery and burglary, particularly losses to the victims or their families but also the withresidential burglary, have importance beyond the number drawal of wealth or productive capacity from the economy
of dollars involved. The effectiveness of the police in as a whole. Theft on the other hand does not destroy
securing the return of better than 85 percent of the $500 wealth but merely transfers it involuntarily from the vicmillion worth of cars stolen annually appears to be high, tim, or perhaps his insurance company, to the thief. The
and without the efforts of the police the costs of these bettor purcha'ling illegal betting services from organized
crimes would doubtless be higher. As with all categories crime may easily absorb the loss of a 10-cent, or even
of crime, the total cost of property crimes cannot be 10-dollar, bet. But from the point of view of society,
measured because of the large volume of unreported gambling leaves much less wealth available for legiticrimes; however, Commission surveys suggest that the mate business. Perhaps more important, it is the procrimes that are unreported involve less money per offense ceeds of this crime tariff that organized crime collects
than those that are reported.
from those who purchase its illegal wares that form the

Public Expenditures for Prevention and Control of Crime

EXPENDITURES FOR CRIME PR»VENTION AND CONTROL
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One of the most fully documented facts about crime is
that the common serious crimes that worry people mostmurder, forcible rape, robbery, aggravated assault, and
burglary-happen most often in the slums of large cities.
Study after study in city after city in all regions of the
country have traced the variations in the rates for these
crimes. The results, with monotonous regularity, show
that the offenses, the victims, and the offenders are found
most frequently in the poorest, and most del;eriorated and
socially disorganized areas of cities.
Studies of the distribution of crime rates in cities and
of the conditions of life most commonly associated with
high crime rates have been conducted for well over a
century in Europe and for many years in the United
States. The findings have been remarkably consistent.
Burglary, robbery, and ser~cu$ assaults occur in areas
characterized by low income, physic~l deterioration, depend?ncy, racial and ethnic concentrations, broken homes)
workmg mothers, low levels of education and vocational
skill, high unemployment, high proportions of single
males, overcrowded and substandard housing, high rates
of tuberculosis arid infant mortality, low rates of horne
ownership 01' single family dwellings, mixed land usc, and
high popUlation density. Studies that have mapped the
relationship of these factors and crime have found them

THE NEED FOR MORE DATA

$2792

Courts . .

Public expenditures,
shown on figure 8, for the policeI
.
courts, an d corrections--(,urrently estimated at more than
$4 billion a year-are borne primarily by taxpayers at the
State and local level.
. Bot? correcti~ns costs and poli:e costs have been growmg, WIth corrections costs expandmg at a morc rapid rate.
About 85-90 percent of all police costs are for salaries and
wages, leaving only a small proportion for equipment or
research. Ten to 15 percent of local police time and
greater amounts for some State police units is spent on
t~a~c control. ~e.cause it is difficult to distinguish the
CIvIl from the cnmmal allocations of police time, no adjustment has been made in figure 8. A small perce,:~
age of all correctional costs is spent for the treatmentas opposed to custody-of institutionalized offenders.
Many other public expenditures playa direct and important role in the prevention of crime. These include
a,ntipoverty, recreational, educational, and vocational
programs. They have not been included in this tabulation, however, because most have social purposes that go
far beyond preventing crime.
Private costs related to crime are also difficult to determine, particularly those for crime prevention and protection. While the $200 million spent annually for
, burglar alarms and other protective equipment clearly
) relates only to crime, the night watchman's additional
d~ties indicate that onl~ an undete~mined percentage of
Ius salary should be attrIbuted to Cl'lme costs. Insurance
awards neither increase nor decrease the total loss from
crime, but merely spread it among all premium payers.
The substantial overhead cost of insuring-the cost shown
in figure 7-·is, however, an additional burden that must
be borne by those who seek protection from crime.

CRIME AND THE INNER CITY
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The Commission recommends that the lack of information about tbe economic costs of crime in America be
remedied-not only to furnish a better basis for assessing
the nature and amounts of the various kinds of losses but
also as a means for developing new and improved measures of control. Much of the study needed to do this
can be '\ccomplished in Federal, State, and local criminal
justice agencies. Business associations must also contribute to the effort and university research should be greatly
expanded. The Federal statistics center proposed in
chapter'13 could collect annual cest data, be the central
repository for it, and disseminate it widely to relevant
agencies. In addition, periodic censuses and surveys
could providl.! n:t~~re detailed information that would be
useful in indicating l';;mf.'J problems of national scope and
in ~vrth~)41Jr~~ !lh~ r~knh'~ dfectiveness of the various
erlnle prcvcm!i.ll.! .},~{~ !,"jm.r.('{ t1l~~~;',!';~~\),!5 adopted by individuals, busines51)$; fwd g~N,"it)rncnts.
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areas that are developing such characteristics ~f the c~n
tral city as high population mobilit~, commerci~l and 10dustrial concentrations, low economiC st~tus, b.roke~ famanother.
h' h t'
Crime rates in American cities tend to be 19 . es . In ilies and other social problems. A de~a~led diSI~ussion .of
the city center and decrease in relationship to. distance the relationship of crime to the condi.tlOns of 1t~ner,c:ty
from the center. This typical distribution of cnme .rates. life appears in chapter 3 o~ thi~ rep~rtJ III ~onneetlOn with
is found even in medium sized cities, such as t?e City of programs aimed at reduc10g Juvenile del~nqu.ency,. .
Grand Rapids, Mich., shown in figure 9. ThiS pattern
The big city slum has a~way~ exac.ted its toll on itS 10has been found to hold fairly well for both offenses and of- habitants, except where tHose Inhabitants ar~ bo~nd tofenders, although it is sometimes br~ken by un~sual ~ea gether by an intense social and cultural sohdanty that
tures of geography, enclaves of s()cla~ly ~ell Integrated provides a ~ollective defense against the pressur,es of slum
ethnic groups, irregularities in the distnbutlOn ~f o~portu living. Several slum settlements inhabited .by people ?f
nities to commit crime, and unusual concei;Lrations. of oriental ancestry have shown a unique capacity t.a do t~lS.
commercial and industrial establishments 10 oU,tIY1Og However the common experience of the great succeSSive
areas. The major irregularity founa is the. cl~ster1Og .of waves of'immigrants of different radal and ethnic backoffenses and offenders beyond city boundanes In satelhte

following the same pattern from one area of the city to

Variation in Index Offense Rates By Police Distriet
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1965
"
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grounds that have poured into the poorest areas of our
large cities has been·quite different.
An historic series of studies by Clifford R. Shaw and
Henry D. McKay.of the Institute of Juvenile Research in
Chicago documented the disorganizing impact of slum
life on different groups 'Of immigrants as they moved
through thf.l slums and struggled to gain a foothold in the
economic and social life of the city. Throughout the period of immigration, areas with high delinquency and
crime rates kept these high rates, even though members of
new nationality groups successively moved in to displace
the older residents. Each nationality group showed high
rates of delinquency among its members who were living
near the center of the city and lower rates for those living
in the better outlying residential areas. Also for each nationality group, those living in the poorer areas had more
of all the other social problems commonly associated with
life in the slums.
This same pattern of high rat<'s ill the slum neighborhoods and low rates in th~ better districts is true among
the Negroes and 1!1crnbers of 'Other minority groups who
have made up the most recent wave:t of migration to the
big cities. As other groups before them, they have had to
crowd into the areas where they can afford to live while
they search for ways to live better. The disorganizing
personal and social experiences with life in the slums are
producing the same problems for the new minority group
residents, including high rates of crime and delinquency.
As they acquire a stake in urban society and move to better areas of the city, the crime rates and the incidence of
other social problems drop to lower levels.
However, there are a number of reasons to expect
more crime and related problems among the neW migrants
to the city than among the older immigrants. There have
been major changes in the job market, greatly reducing
the demand for unskilled labor, which is all most new
migrants have to offer. At the same time the educational requirements for jobs have been rising. Discrimination in employment) education, and housing, based on
such a visible criterion as color, is harder to break than discrimination based on language or ethnic background.
What these changes add up to is that slums are becoming ghettos from which escape is increasingly difficult.
It could be predicted that this frustration of the aspirations that originally led Negroes and other minority
groups to seek out the city would ultimately lead to more
crime. Such evidence as exists suggests this is true.

Source: Annu81 Report. Grand Rajllds Police D.epartment. 1965.
All district rales based on 1960 population~ Adjustment
made for rapid population growth 1960·65 In
recently annexed southeast District.

.1

One hypothesis about everyday crime in the slums
is that much of it is a blind reaction to the coaditions
of slum living. The ghetto riots of 1964, 1965, and
1966 were crime in its most aggravated form. In the
1965 riot in the Watts section of Los Angeles alone, 34
persons were killed, 1,032 injured, and 3,952 arrested.
Some 600 buildings were damaged. Some $40 million
in property was destroyed .
The size of the threat to the community that riots offer
cannot be reckoned as merely the sum of the individual

acts of murder, assault, arson, theft, and vandalism that
occur during them, of cou'rse. Riots are a mass repudiation of the standards of conduct citizens must
adhere to if sDciety is to remain not only safe, but civilized
and free. They give a sort of moral license to the compulsively or habitually criminal members of the ghetto
community to engage in their criminal activities, and to
ordinarily law-abiding citizens to gratify such submerged
tendencies toward violence and theft as they may have.
However/riots are every bit as complicated as any other
form of crime, and another way of looking at them is as
direct and deliberate attacks on ghetto conditions. This
is what all the studies, particularly those of the Watts
riots by the McCone Commission, an independent nonpolitical body; by the attorney geIi,ral of California; and
by members of the facuIty of the university of California
at Los Angeles, show. Although once underway some
riots were exploited by agitators, they were not deliberate
in the sense that they were planned at the outset; the
best evidence is that they were spontaneous outbursts,
set off more often than not by some quite ordinary and
proper action by a policeman. They were deliberate in
the sense that they were directed, to an extent that varied
from city to city, against specific targets.
The principal objects of attack were most often just
those people or institutions, insofar as they were within
reach, that the rioters thought of as being their principal
oppressors: Policemen and white passers-by, or whiteowned commercial establishments, especially those that
charged high prices, dealt in inferior merchandise or
employed harsh credit policies. Loan offices were a
favorite target. Homes, schools, churches, and libraries
were, by and large, left alone.
The studies also show that the rioters were not preponderantly wild adolescents, hoodlums, racial extremists,
and radical agitators, as is sometimes asserted, although
such people undoubtedly did take part. They were a
more or less representative cross section of the Negro
community, particularly of its young men, many of whom
had lived in the neighborhood for many years and were
steadily employed. The studies show further that many
of those who participated in the riots, when questioned
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somewhat more erratic for the offenses of aggravated assault, larceny of $50 and over, and vehicle theft. Victimization for larceny increases sharply in the highest
income group.
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assigned to men as heads of households. Actually, all
the Index property offenses against men sbow peak rates
in the older age categories. This is probably due not only
National figures on rates of victimization also show to their role as household heads but also to the fact that
sharp differences between whites and nonwhites (table at older ages they are likely to possess more property to be
12). Nonwhites are victimized disproportionately by all stolen. Crimes against the person, such as aggravoi\ted
Index crimes except larceny $50 and over.
assault and robbery, are committed relatively more often
against men who are from 20 to 29 years of age.
Thus, the findings from the national survey show that
Table 12.-Victimization by Race
the risk of victimization is highest among the lower in[Rates per 100,000 population]
come groups for all Index offenses except homicide, larOffenses
ceny, and vehicle theft; it weighs most heavily on the nonWhite
Nonwhite
whites for all Index offenses except larceny; it is borne
Total. •••••••••.•.• _.' _' •• ' _. _" _•• _•• _""'"
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by men more often than women, except, of course, for
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forcible rape; and the risk is greatest for the age category
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The rates of victimization shown for Index offenses
against men (table 13) are almost three times as great
as those for women, but the higher rates of burglary,
larceny and auto theft against men are in large measure an artifact of the survey procedure of assigning offenses against the household to the head of the household.
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The victimization rate for women is highest in the 20
to 29 age group. In fact the victimization rates for
women for all the Index offenses reported" with the exception of larceny, are greatest in this age group. The concentration of offenses against women in this age group is
particularly noticeable for forcible rape and robbery and
much less apparent in aggravated assault and the property crimes.
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SOURCE: NORC survey.
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For men the highest Index total rate falls in the 30-39
age category, a result heavily influenced by the burglaries

The relations and interactions of victims and offenders
prior to and during the criminal act are important facts
to know for understanding anq controlling crime and
assessing personal risks more accumtely. The relationships most often studied have been those involving crimes
of violence against the person, especially homicide and
forcible rape. Typical of the findings of these inquiries
are the results of an analysis of criminal homicides in
Philadelphia between 1948 and 1952. This study clearly
demonstrated that it is not the maraudifig stranger who
poses the greatest threat as a murderer. Only 12.2 percent of the murders were committed by strangers. In
28.2 percent of the cases studied, the murderer was a relative or a close friend. In 24.7 percent he was a member of
the family. The murderer was an acquaintance of the
victim in 13.5 percent of the cases.
These findings are very similar to those reported nationally in the UCR:

In 1965 killings within the family made up 31 percent of
all murders. Over one-half of these involved Spouse
killing spouse and 16 percent parents killing children.
Murder outside the family unit, usually the result of altercations among acquaintances, made up 48 percent 0/
the willful killings. In the latter category romantic triangles or lovers' quarrels comprised 21 percent and killings reSUlting from drinking situations 17 percent. Felony murder, which is defined in this Program as those
killings reJ'ulting from robberies, sex motives, gangland
slayings, and other felonious activities, made up 16 percent of these offenses. In another 5 percent of the total
police were unable to identify the reasons for the killings,"
however, the circumJ'tances were such as to suspect felon"
murder.

Unfortunately, no national statistics are available on
relationships between victims and offenders in crimes
other than criminal homicide. However, the District of
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40

Columbia Crune Commission surveyed a number of other
crimes. Its findings on victim-offender relationships in
rape and aggravated assault closely resemble those for
murder:
Almost two-thirds of the 151 [rape] victims surveyed were
attacked by persons with whom they were at least casually
acquainted. Only 36 percent of the 224 assa.ilants about
whom some identifying information was obtained were
complete strangers to their victims: 16 (7 percent) of the
attackers were known to the victim by sight, although
there had been no previqus contact. Thirty-one (14 percent) of the 224 assailants were relatives, family friends
or boy friends of the victims, and 88 (39 percent) were
either acquaintances or neighbors.
,

\

And among 131 aggravated assault victims, only 25
(19 percent) were not acquainted with their assailants:
Fourteen (11 percent) of the victims were attacked by
their spouses, 13 (10 percent) were attacked by other
relatives, and 79 (60 percent) were assaulted by persons
with whom they were at least casually acquainted.

Again, as in murder,'" a substantial number (20 percent) of the aggravated assaults surveyed by the District
of Columbia Crime Commission involved a victim and
offender who had had ~rouble with each other before.
Another source of the concern about crime, in addition to its violence and its frequency, is the extent to
which it is assumed to involve interracial attacks. Therefore a key question in any assessment of the crhne problem is to what extent men or women of one racial
group victimize those of another. For evidence on the
way in which the r~ce and sex of victjms and offenders
might affect the probability of criminal assault, the Commission, with the cooperation of the Chicago Police Department, studied 13,713 cases of assaultive crhnes against
the person, other than homicide.
As shown in table 14, it is Negro males and females
who are most likely to be victhnized in crhnes against the
person. A Negro man in Chicago runs the risk of being
a victim nearly six times as often as a white man, a Negro
woman nearly eight times as often as a white woman.
The most striking fact in the data is the extent of the
correlation in race between victim and offender. Table
14 shows that Negroes are most likely to assault Negroes,
whites most likely to assault whites. Thus, while Negro
males account fol' two-thirds of all assaults, the offender
who victimizes a white person is most likely also to be
white.
The President's Commission on Crime in the District
of Columbia discovered similar racial relationships in its
1966 survey of a number of serious crimes. Only 12 of
172 murders were interracial. Eighty-eight percent of
rapes involved persons of the same race. Among 121
aggravated assaults for which identification of race was
available, only 9 percent were interracial. Auto theft
offenders in the District are three-fourths NegrOC$, their

victims two-thIrds Negroes. Robbery, the only crime of
violence in which whites were victimized more often than
Negroes, is also the only one that is predominantly interracial: in 56 percent of the robberies committed by
Negroes in the District of Columbia, the victhns are white.
The high proportions of both acquaintance between
victim and offender and the intraraciaI character of
offenses are further borne out by the findings of another
study developed for the Commission. Analyzing data
obtained from the Seattle Police Department, this study
compared the census tract where thecrhne occurred with
the tract (or other place) in which the offender lived.
It found that a relatively large percentage of crimes
against persons, as contrasted with crimes against property, had been committed in the offender's home tractan area likely to be racially homogeneous and in which
he is most likely to be known at least by sight.
This analysis shows that a failure to collect adequate
data on victim-offender relationships may lead to a miscalculation of the source and nature of the risk of victimization. At present the Nation's view of the crime
problem is shaped largely by' official statistics which in
turn art! based on offenses known to the police and statistics concerning arrested offenders i they include very
little about victims.
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Offensos allribulabl e 10-

Victim
ralemales
for each
1
White
•••••100,000:
________________
White females. ___________ ., ______
Negro mal.s ____________________
i,egiO females ___________________
Total population 1________________

Negro offenders

Male

Male

201
108
58
21
130

Female

Female

3
3

10

129
,,~

1,636
1,202
350

4

6
256
157
45

Businesses
--------------------------------Taverns and"tfquorsioriis---------·-----------------------

2.6
3.2 -----·--i.T
2.8
30.7
.5
16.0
16.0
Tolal percenl
(----1-Tolal number______ : ::::::::------. ---------------. -- --100.0
100.0
--------------------------. (8,047)
(5,666)
SOURCE: Special tabulalion fro Ch'
P ,.
period September 1965 to March 1~66. Icago 0 Ice Department, Data Systems Division, for
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and prospects of most offenders And th
"
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.
e cnmllla aw
genera11 y rna kes no effort to use its s ·
.
restitution to the . f
I d
. anctIons to Illsure
~Ulre enumerating premises of different types and locat- victim's problem ~IC. un. n ~ed It often aggravates the
mg them. by area. This information would help to test
'.
y 1I1carcerating the offender thus re
the effect~veness Of. control measures and to identify the ventmg hlI? from .earning ~oney to make resti:ution. p . ~wo phIlosophIes underhe the recent movements for
. n~ture o~ Increases 111 crime .by making it possible to detect
c anges III the p~ttern of fISk for various businesses. It VIC 1m. compensation. The first argues that th
ment IS responsible for preventing crhne and ethgovfern~ould also permIt more refined calculations of risk for should
b
d'
ere ore
for compensatl'ng th e VIC
. t'lms
lllsurance purpos~s and guide the placement of alarm sys- of th . . e. rna .e responSIble
£•
tems and other cnme prevention devices.
a
e cr~mes It aIls to prevent. The second approach
n e~te~slOn of welfare doctrines, rests on the belief tha:
. The stud~ of vi~timization of individuals carried out
peop e 111 n,ee?, .especially those in need because the
III co?p,eratIon WIt? the Chicago Police Department
'd y
r~coraea the types of premises for all major crimes against ha~e been vlctunlzed by events they could not
entItled to pUblic aid.
avO! ,are
15
classl'fi
.
t'
tb e person
except
homicide
Table
..
J'
.
es VIC Ims
Th~ first .modern victim-compensation programs were
FY sex m re.atlOn:;:o the place where the offense occurred.
hOI' assaultIve cnmes against the person, the street and ~tf.~hsh~~ III New Zealand and Great Britain in 1964
.a I.orma s program, which became effective in the be~
t e home are by far t~e most common places of occurg~n~Ing
o~ 19~6, .was the first in the United States. Only
re~ce. Men are more lIkely to be v~ctimized on the street
an Women are more likely to be victimized in residences: VICtIm~ WIth hmlted financial resources qualify for compensatIOn under this program. New "'0 k'
. t'
c
.
b'
x' r s VIC ImTable 15.-Victimization by Sex and Pia
f
ompe?satJon Ill, enacted in 1966, also provides comonly for those who would suffer" .
Occ~rrtenhce for Major Crimes (Except Homi~id~) pensatIon
fi nancla
. 1 h ardsh'Ip " as a result of the c .
senous
gains t e Person
v:'
F d 1 . .
nme.
anous
(In percenl!
e era vIctIm-compensation bills, now before the Congr:s~, have .yet to receive public hearings. The ComVictims .of major crimes
mls~lOn
belIeves that such hearings would provide a
agarnsl person
Place of occurrence
na~lOnal forum for a much needed debate over the
Male
Female
p~lllosophy, assumptions, and potential advantages and
School property
~Isadva~tages of :such programs generally, and the rela2.4
~~:~~~~~prii-e~iv:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::
25: g
~lve m~nts and design of a program on the Fed I 1 I
46.1
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Table, 14.-Victim-Offender Relationships by Race
and Sex in Assaultive Crimes Against the Person
(Except Homicide)

While offonders

41

?th~r businesses i? a. neighborhood would furnish better
llldlcat~rs of the hkehhood of crime in that neighborhood
th~n eXIst at pr~sent. Determining such rates would re-

rI,

342
175
1,953

I,~~~

1 The tales Ire based only on persons 14 years of Ige or older In each race·sex category.
The "total population" cateaoI'Y In addition excludes persons from racial groups other
, than Negro or white.
SOURCE: Special tabulation from Chicago Police Department, Data Systems Division, for
period September 1965 to March 1966.
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PLACE WHERE VICTIMIZATION OCCURS

CrUne is more likely to occur in some places than in
others, just as some persons are more likely than others
to be the victims of criminal offenders. The police often
distribute their preventive patrols according to spot maps
f\
that locate the time and place of occurrence of diff!!rent
\'"
types of crimes. Such information, however, has not
I
been developed well enough to inform the public of the
places it should avoid.
\
.'\. well-designed information system should also provide
crhne rate figures for different types of business premises
in different areas of the city. Victimization rates based
.,:.f
r
upon the number of druS~tores, cleaning establishments, "
(
\
!
gas stations, taxicabs, banks, supermarkets, taverns, and
'~

I'

4~: i

!~e findings in general are closely related to the character~stIc ~atterns of interaction among men and women in
OUI .soclet.y. Men are more likely to meet one another
~utslde .the. home. A substantial portion of assaults arises
:om .drmkmg-the tavern is the third most common settmg for men to be victims of assault and battery-and
some of the conflicts among drunks later erupt into street
fi?hts .. Men and women more frequently engage in conflICts WIth each other in domestic settings.
COMPENSATION TO VICTIMS OF CRIME

hPr.ogra~~ g~anting public compensation to victims for
p YSlcal .mJunes from violent crimes have aroused incr:ased Illterest in recent years. The community has
eVlde?ced concern for the plight of victims of mu in s
stabbmgs, ~n~ other violence. In I the absence 01gsu~
programs. vIctIms generally suffer losses that are not compensated m any way. Their civil remedies are most likely
to be unsuccessful because of the poor financial condition

(i

(

l

The Co~mission has been impressed by the consensus

~?"I0ng legIslators and la~ enforcement officials that some

. md ?f State compensahon for victims of violent crime
IS d~slrable. Recent public opinion polls indicate that a
conslderab~e majority of the public is in favor of victim
compe?Sa.tlOn. ~h~ Commission believes that the gener~l prlllclp~e ?f VI?hm compensation, especially to persons
w 0 s,uffer IllJUry III violent crime, is sound and that the
expenmen!B now being conducted with different types of
compensahon programs are valuable.
COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS AND ORGANIZATIONS
AS VICTIMS OF CRIME

I~ is very difficult to discover the exact extent to which
busmesses and organizations are the victims of crime.
Few attempts. are made to keep systematic records or
report suc~ cnr,nes to any central place. Police agencies
do not ordInanly separate the crimes against individuals
from those., against organizations. It was not possible in
the short t~me available to the Commission to undertake
~ systeI?ahc census of victimization of different types of
md~str~al, business, professional, religious, or civic orgamzatlOns throughout the Nation. This task ought to be
u~dertaken, and some assessment procedure developed,
usmg reports, ~p~cial sample surveys or similar devices.
The Comm.lsslon was able to make a pilot survey, howe~el',. of ~ sa?"Iple of neighborhood businesses and orgamzahons III eIght police precincts in Chicago, Washington,
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nd Boston. The objective was to discover through i~

~erviews what types of victimizatio? businesses and orgamzations had experienced. from crimes such as burglary,
robbery, shoplifting, passing of fraudulent checks, and
employee theft.
Reports to t~e l!CR indicate
that nationally about half of all burglaries m 1965 were
nonresidential, and that the average worth of the property
stolen in such burglaries was about $225 .. In the Commission survey almost one of every five busm~sses an~ organizations in the eight neighborhood polIce precmcts
surveyed was burglarized at least once durmg the one-year
period covered by the survey. Considering only those
that were burglarized, 62 percent had from two to, seven
burglaries.
In both Chicago and Washington, but for some re~on
not in B~ston, the burglary victimization r.ates were hIghest in the districts where the overall cnme rate~ were
highest. Precinct 13 in the District of ColumbIa, f~r
example, had a victimization rate of ~1.8 pe.r 100 orgamzations-nearly twice that of the pre~mct WIth the fe~est
burglaries-and a third of all the busI?e~se~ and orgamzations sampled in that area had been ~lc~lmlzed. .
Nationally, reports to the VCR J~dlcate .that m 19~5
9 percent of all robberies were of servIce statIOns or chamstores, almost 1 percent were of banks, an~ more t~an
20 percent were of other types of commercIal establIshments. The average value of the property reported stolen
varies from $109 for service station robbenes to $3,789
for bank robberies.
ln the Commission survey the picture that emerges
for victimization by robbery is similar to that for burglary, which occurs more frequently. Among the organizations that were robbed, 80 percent reported o~ly
one robbery but 2 percent had as many ~s five.. Whl!~
any ,business in a high crime rate area. IS obVIously III
danger, it appears that some businessc:s, !Ik~ some p~ple,
are more likely than others to be vIctImIzed ?y cn~e.
Clearly, the reasons for the difference~ need mvestIg~
tion as guides in prevention. The findmgs of the Pres.ldent's Commission on Crime in the District of ColumbIa
with respect to the circumstances of housebreaking are
suggestive of the way risks vary:

Burglary and Robbery.

and jewelry. It is heaviest in the ~hain~tores and other
larger stores which do the most retaIl busmess. However,
it is the smaIler establishments, particularly those that
operate on a low margin of profit, to which s~oplifting
may make the difference between success and faIlure ..
In the Commission survey, 35 percent of the ?~lgh
borhood wholesale and retail establishments surpnsmgly
reported no problem with shoplifting, while sizable p.ercentages of other types of businesses, such as constructIOn
companies (30 percent), manufacturers of nondurab~e!s.
(33 percent), finance, insurance, and real estate firms (2;)
percent), which might not be expected to have any, problem, reported some shoplifting difficulties. The average
amount of shoplifting experienced by the nontrade e~
tablishments was considerably less than that for retaIl
establishments.
. .
As one might expect, the highest rates of shophftmg
were reported in the high crime rate districts. The .most
common items carried off by shoplifters were food, hquor
or beer clothing and footwear, and misceIlaneous smaIl
items ~orth less than $10. However, it is the total volume rather than individual acts, that makes shoplifting
a se~ious problem for most commercial ente~prises. .
Nationally most large retail businesse~ ~stlffiate theIr
overaIl inventory shrinkage due to shophftmg, employee
theft, and accounting errors at between 1 and 2 perc~nt
of total inventory. Experts in industrial and commercIal
security estimate that 75 to 80 percen~ of the inventory

In 21 (7 percent) of the 313 commercial burg/'2ri&$ surveyed housebreakers entered through unlocked doors and
in 70 instances (22 percent) through unlo~ked window.s.
In 111 instances the housebreakers broke wmdows to gam
entry, and locks were forced in .95: .A total of 105 of
the commercial establishments vtctlmlzed were repor~ed
to have had burglar-resistant locks; 65 of these establl~h
ments, however, were entered other than by t~mperzng
with the lock. Sixty-four percent of the burglarzzed commercial establishments were located on the first floor.

Shoplifting usually involves the theft of
relatively small and inexpensive articles, although the
professional shoplifter may steal expensive furs, clothes,

Shoplifting.
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shrinkage is probably attributable to some type of dishonesty. Among the neighborhood businesses found by
(r'~ the Commission survey to have high ratl.",s of shoplifting,
\:\. , A' 60 percent placed. their losses at less than 2 percent of
.,"'''' total inventory; another 28 percent estimated they had
lost between 2 and 6 percent. Surprisingly, 23 percent
were unable to give any estimate at all of the amount of
their losses due to shoplifting.
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Emplo)lee Theft.
According to security experts for
retail and other commercial establishments, theft by emf)
ployees accounts for a considerably larger volume of
theft than shoplifting. Theft of merchandise or equipment by employees is particularly hard to control because
detection is so difficult. Employees have opportunities
for theft every working day, whereas the shoplifting customer cannot steal merchandise regularly from the same
.~
establishment without arousing suspicion.
Employee theft is also a problem in many industrial
concerns. A recent survey by the National Industrial
Conference Board of 473 companies indicated that 20
percent of all companies and nearly 30 percent of those
with more than 1,000 employees had a serious problem
with employee theft of tools, equipment, materials or
,~
company products. More than half of the companies
with a problem of employee theft indicated trouble with
both white and blue coIlar workers.
In neighborhood establishments surveyed by the Commission only 14 percent reported the discovery of any
/"'...., employee dishonesty. Among those, 40 percent estimated
r ~1\losses at no more than $50 a year. l\10st managers or
'~,
/owners surveyed attempted to establish the honesty of
'--=~ employees before hiring them. Nearly one-third made
an effort to check references or to clear the employee
with the local police department but 74 percent did not
report to the police the discovery of theft by their own
employees, preferring to discharge the employee or hanI:
dIe the matter in some other way by themselves.
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CRIME AGAINST PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS AND UTILITIES

o

Public organizations and utilities are repeatedly victimized by crime. While some of the crime committed
against these organizations is reported to the police, it is
not clear just how much goes unreported and how widespread it is.
To obtain some estimation, the Commission surveyed
48 such organizations in Boston, Chicago, and Washington with special attention to the police districts in which
other surveys were being conducted.
The most prevalent and persistent problem reported
was vandalism of buildings and equipment. Telephone
companies, electric companies, schools, libraries, traffic
and highway departments, parks, public transportation,
and housing all are victims. Estimates of damage ranging up to $200,000 a year were quoted for such facilities
, as public housing, transportation, public parks, and recre. ,ation facilities in schools. The public school system in
,"Washington, D.C., for example, provided data for 1965

showing a total of 26,500 window panes broken and replaced at a cost of $118,000. A similar report was
received in Boston.
Larceny was also a frequently mentioned problem, involving such thefts as stealing loose equipment and personal possessions, theft from coin meters,. and breaking
and entering. Some organizations make a distinction
between amateur and professional theft. For example,
the telephone companies distinguish between the 01'ganized coinbox larceny using forged keys and the amateur
forcible entry involving damage to the equipment. Employee theft was not reported as a serious problem except
in hospitals where it represents the most common reason
for the apprehension and discharge of employees.
Many public facilities reported problems with various
forms of violence within their boundaries. Assaults and
child molestation occur in parks, libraries, and schools.
Emergency rooms of hospitals cited disturbances by
drunken and disorderly persons. The threat of violent
behavior or the presence of disorderly persons was reported to affect markedly the patronage of parks, libraries
and after-school activities, especially in areas with high
crime rates.
CHARACTERISTICS OF OFFENDERS
There is a common belief that the general population
consists of a large group of law-abiding people and a small
body of criminals. However, studies have shown that
most people, when they are asked, remember having
committed offenses for which they might have been sentenced if they had been apprehended. These studies of
"s;elf-reported" crime have generally been of juveniles 01'
young adults, mostly college and high school students.
They uniformly show that delinquent or criminal acts
are committed by people at all levels of society. Most
people admit to relatively petty delinquent acts, but many
report larcenies, auto thefts, burglaries, and assaults of
a more serious nature.
One of the few studies of this type dealing with criminal
behavior by adults was of a sample of almost 1,700 persons, most of them from the State of New York. In this
study, 1,020 males and 670 females were asked which of
49 offenses they had committed. The list included
felonies and misdemeanors, other than traffic offenses, for
which they might have been sentenced under the at:!.ult
criminal code.
Ninety-one percent of the respondents admitted they
had committed one or more offenses for which they might
have received jailor prison sentences. Thirteen percent
of the males admitted to grand larceny, 26 percent to auto
theft, and 17 percent to burglary. Sixty-four percent of
the males and 27 percent of the females committed at
least one felony for which they had not been apprehended.
Although some of these offenses may have been reported
to the police by the victims and would thus appeal' in
official statistics as "crimes known to the police," these
offenders would not show up in official arrest statistics.
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Such persons are part of the "hidden" offender group.
They evidently at one time or another found themselves
in situations that led them to violate the criminal law.
However, most people do not persist in committing offenses. For many the risk of arrest and prosecution is
deterrence enough, while others develop a stake in a lawabiding way of life in which their youthful "indiscrt:tions"
no longer have a place.
What is knQwn today about offenders is confined almost wholly to those who have been arrested, tried, and
sentenced. The criminal justice process may be viewed
as a large-scale screening system. At each stage it tries
to sort out the better risks to return to the general population. The further along in the process that a sample
of offenders is selected, the more likely they are to show
major social and personal problems.
From arrest records, probation reports, and prison
statistics a "portrait" of the offender emerges that progressively highlights the disadvantaged character of his
life. The offender at the end of the road in prison is
likely to be a member of the lowest social and economic
groups in the country, poorly educated and perhaps
unemployed, unmarried, reared in a broken home, and
to have a prior criminal record. This is a formidable
list of personal and social problems that must be overcome
in 'order to restore offenders to law-abiding existence.
Not all offenders, of course, fit this composite profile, as
a more detaile;: Kamination of the arrest, probation, and
prison data revt:als.

rate of arrest for females has been increasing faster than
the rate for males. In 1960 the male arrest rate for Index ,_
ofTt~nses plus larceny under $50 was 926 per 100,000 and (
in 1965 it was 1,097, an increase in the rate of 18 percent.
"
However, the female rate increased by 62 percent during '. (l
this same period, from 101 per 100,000 females to 164.
Most of the increase was due to the greatly increased rate
of arrest of women for larcenies. The larceny arrest rate
for women increased 81 percent during this same period in
marked cOIltrast to an increase of 4 percent for aggravated assault, the next highest category of arrest for
women among these offenses.
The factor of race is almost as important as that of
sex in determining whether a person is likely to be arrested
and imprisoned for an offense. Many more whites than
Negroes are arrested every year but Negroes have a significantly higher rate of a,rrest in every offense category except certain offenses against public order and morals.
For Index offenses plus larceny under $50 the rate per
100,000 Negroes in 1965 was four times as great as that
for whites (1,696 to 419).
In general, the disparity of rates for offenses 'of violence
is much greater than comparable differences between the
races for offenses against property. For instance, the
Negro arrest rate for murder is 24.1 compared to 2.5 for
whites, or almost 10 times as high. This is in contrast to
the difference between Negroes and whites for crimes
against property. For example, the rate of Negro arrest
(378) for burglary is only about 30z times as high as that
for
whites (107). The statistics also show that the differARREST DATA ON OFFENDERS
ence between the white and Negro arrest rates is gen- ,
National arrest statistics, based on unpublished esti- erally greater for those over 18 years of age than for those ,~,
mates for the total population, show that when all offenses under 18. Negroes over 18 are arrested about 5 times
are considered together the majority of offenders arrested as often as whites (1,684 to 325). In contrast, the ratio
are white, male, and over 24 years of age. Offenders for those under 18 is approximately three to one (1,689
over 24 make up the great majority of persons arrested for
to 591).
fraud, embezzlement, gambling, drunkenness, offenses
The differences between the Negro and white arrest
against the family, and vagrancy. For many other crimes
rates
for certain crimes of violence have been growing
the peak age of criminality occurs below 24.
smaller
between 1960 and 1965. During that period, conThe 15-to-17-year-old group is the highest for burglarsidering
together the crimes of murder, rape, and agies, larcenies and auto theft. For these three offenses, 15gravated
assault, the rate for Negroes increased 5 peryear-olds are arrested more often than persons of any other
age with 16-yr.ar-olds a close second. For the three cent while the rate for whites increased 27 percent. In
common property offenses the rate of arrest per 100,000 ' the case of robbery, however, the white rate increased 3
persons 15 to 17 in 1965 was 2,467 as compared to a rate percent while the Negro rate increased 24 percent. For
of 55 for every 100,000 persons 50 years old and over. the crimes of burglary, larceny, and auto theft the Negro
For crimes of violence the peak years are those from 18 r~te increased 33 percent while the white rate increased
to 20, followed closely by the 21 to 24 group. Rates for 24 percent.
these groups are 300 and 297 as compared with 24 for
Many studies have been made seeking to account for
the 50-year-old and over group.
these differences in arrest rates for Negroes and whites.
One of the sharpest contrasts of all in the arrest staThey have found that the differences become very small
tistics on offenders is that between males and females.
when comparisons are made between the rates for whites
Males are arrested nearly seven times as frequently as feand
Negroes living under similar conditions. Howmales for Index offenses plus larceny under $50. The
rate for males is 1,097 per 100,000 population and the ever, it has proved difficult to make such comparisons,
corresponding rate for females is 164. The difference is since Negroes 'generally encounter more barriers to economic and social advancement than whites do. Even
. ~ <U
even greater when all offenses are considered.
The differences in the risks of arrest for males and fe- when Negroes and whites live in the same area the Ne-('))
males seem to be diminishing, however. Since 1960 the groes are likely t,o have poorer housing, lower inconles,\ _ '
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and ~ewer j?~ prospects. The Commission is of the view
~~~t If condItIons of equal opportunity prevailed, the large
I erences no.w found between the Negr(/) and white arrest
rates would dIsappear.
PROBATION DATA ON OFFENDERS

A.rrest statistics supply only a limited amount of infor-

:atI~~ ~b~ltf offenders. More detailed descriptions can
th 0 ame rom the probation records maintained by
is e co~rts .. An illustration of what such records reveal
t pt~vl~ed.111 a report by the Stanford Research Institute
o e re~ldent's Commission on Crime in the District
of tC~lu.mbla. The study examined the background char
ac el'lstIcs contained in the probation records of a sam 1of 93~ felons convicted during the years 1964 and 196t- e
Washmgton, D.C.
111

45

~;; l/e~cent
f

of males generally. The comparable rates
mg e status are 43.7 percent and 25 1 percent and
or separated, widowed and divorced, 24.6 and 7.2. '

RI;CIDIVISM

T~etmdostf striking fact about
offenders who have been
conVlC e 0 the com
.
.
theft is h
f
mon serIOUS Cl'lmes of violence and
.
. ow 0 ten how many of them continue committ mg
Cl'lmes. Atrest c t
d .
,our, an pl'lson records furnish
insistent t l'
es lmony to the fact that these
'
offenders constitute the hard Core of the crime r;:~tted
~~e ~f t~e longest and most painstaking fOllowu~ stu~:~
con ucted by Sheldoll and Eleanor Glueck on a
~:~::nof1~i~ ~~s~~~~settIs ref1ormatory inmates ~eleased
th
h
" t s lowed that 32 percent of
l' e men w 0 co~ld be followed over a 15-year
eriod
e~eatedly commItted serious crimes duri~g this teriod
an many others did so intermittently.
'
tl A 5recent study of adults granted probation by 56 of
Ie 8 county courts in California from 1956 to 1958
d f 1962
sllowed that by th
than 11 000
be. en 0
, 28 percen t of the more
b'
,
pro atIoners had been tak 0 ff
because almost half of them had commit~~
pr~ ahon
and .others had absconded or would not comn~w \~nses,
~~~Ions. Because judges select the better ris1sYf: pr:~!~
fro ' on~ would expect that men discharged or paroled
. m pl'lson would be more likely to commit further
cl'llnes, and the facts show that they do. A C I'f .
s~udy of parolees released from 1946 through 19:9Iform~
t at 43 percent had been reimprisoned by th
~un f
19~2(; ~Imost half for committing further fe1onie: a~~ t~

W Amo~g those offenders for whom income information
A as ~val.lable, 90 percent had incomes of less than $5 000
t t e !Ime. of the !960 census, 56 percent of the ~dul~
P?pUlatIOn 111 Washmgton earned less than $5000 Th
~Ighest m~dian incomes were found among tho~e who haJ
1
t~:~:onvlcted
of forgery, fraud, and embezzlement. Of
\.
~ple, 78 percent were Negro, as contrasted with
~ e~~lmated 61 percent of Negroes in the popUlation of
as mgton: The median age of arrest was 29.2 ears
and aPfroxlmately three-fourths of the sample wIs be'
tween 8 and 34 years, a proportion very much hi he;
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rape,
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legitimate society. The fence arranges the redistribution
of stolen goods; the fix gives the professional criminal They are committed in the Course of perfonning the aci sufficient immunity from law enforcement agencies to en\,.I
tivities of particular occupations and exist as opportuni_
I able him to practice his profession with reasonable safety.
ties only for people in those occupations. Within this
The professional thief aims to sell stolen goods. Al- great reservoir of actual and potential crimes, the rather
though professional thieves often retail their OWn stolen vague term "white-collar crime" is now commonly used
wares, many sell to receivers of stolen goods, who resell to designate those occupational crimes committed in the
them. Sale to a fence may cost the thief 75 percent course of their work by persons of high status and social
of the value of the goods, but it reduces the risk of their repute. It thus differentiates these offenders and their
being stolen from him or of his being arrested with them crimes from those committed by low-status or disrepu_
in his possession. He also avoids the risks involved in table persons.
the retail process. In addition, large quantities of goods,
The "white-collar" criminal is the broker who dish-ibgoods that are perishable 01' otherwise quickly lose their utes fraudulent securities, the builder who deliberately
value, and goods for which there is a specialized demand, Uses defective material, the corporation executive Who
require a division of labor and level of organization be- conspires to fix prices, the legislator who peddle', his inyond the capacity of an individual thief.
fluence and vote for private gain, or the banker who
Fencing takes care of one problem of the professional misappropriates funds in his keeping. Arrest, court, or
criminal, but the fix is even more important to him. prison statistics furnish little information about the freThe professional's connections and the problems to be quency and distribution of these offenses or about the
solved determine whether he deals directly with the of- characteristics of these offenders. The reason is that
ficial himself, uses an attorney as an intermediary 01' deals
they are only rarely dealt with through the full force of
with the local fixer who has political connections and may criminal sanctions. This is an area of criminal activity
be tied in with organized crime. Provided he can pay where the standards of what is right and what is wrong
the price, the professional is often able to purchase ex- are stilI evolving, and where society is stilI testing the
cellent protection.
effectiveness of less drastic sanctions for controlling unProfessional crime ordinarily Uses cash as the bribe, but desirable conduct on the part of individuals or corporasometimes a case may be fixed on credit or as a favor.
tions. The newness, complexity and difficulties of
Often professional criminals offer enforcement authoricontrol of many aspects of the "white-collar" crime probties testimony or information in return for a dismissed or lem can be seen most clearly when the offender is not an
reduced charge. This may be a "fix" in the criminal individual but a corporation.
view, but to law enforcement it is an indispensable and
During the last few centuries economic life has become
! legitimate means of combatting crime.
va~tly
more complex. Individual families 01' groups of
Unquestionably professional criminals, because they families are not self-sufficient; they rely for the basic
work regularly at crime, account for a large share of necessities of life on thousands or even millions of differthefts, particularly the costly thefts, that occur. The
ent people, each with a specialized function, many of
control of this type of criminality requires new forms of
Whom live hundreds or thousands of miles away. The
police intelligence operations, which Some police depart- manufacture and distribution of goods and the provision
ments are beginning to develop. Furthermore, this type of services at low cost and high quality has resulted in
of work needs to be supplement.ed by much more intensive giant uusiness enterprises with billions of dollars in assets
research on professional criminality as a way of life.
and in unions with hundreds of thousands of members.
Until the late 19th century, the economic life of this
"WHITE-COLLAR" OFFENDERS AND BUSINESS CRIME
country was largely unregulated. At that time, the
Inevitably, crimes reflect the Opportunities people have depredations of the «robber barons" made clear that
business enterpI'ise had to be regulated in order to proto commit them. Whether a person has access to a criminal opportunity Or not depends very much on who he tect not only the public but business itself. Regulations
is, what work he does and where he lives. Most of the also became necessalY for other purposes: to raise standcrimes discussed in this report, those that have most ards of health and safety, to stabilize prices in wartime, to
aroused the pUblic, are the common crimes of violence or assist the pOOr and ignorant to obtain decent housing and
theft that threaten people in the streets and in their other necessities, and to maintain the economy at a high
homes. These are the crimes that are the easiest for the level of production.
poor ane! the disadvantaged to commit; they are the
And so today virtually every aspect of business life is
cl'imes they do commit as the al'1'est statistics and the in- regulated in some way. There are antitrust laws, foodformation about ofTenders on probation, parole, 01' in and-drug laws, safety and health laws, licensing pl'Ovisions
prison clearly disclose. They also arc the crimes that for numerous kinds of businesses, housing codes, and a
make up the greatest part of the cases processed by the multitude of other regulatory statutes. S0111e of them,
higher c!'iminal COUltS.
Iikc the antitrust laws, arc sometimes enforced thl'Ough
Howcvm., there is another set of crimes that are con- criminal sanctions. The defendant is tried in a criminal
nected with the occupational positions people have. Court under criminal rules of procedure and, if an inclividual, can uo sentenced to imprisonment or a fine, 01', if
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a corporation, to a fine. Less serious violations, of housing codes for example, are minor offenses handled in the
lower courts and punished usually by small fines. On the
other hand, many regulatory laws, such as some labor
laws, are enforced by administrative agencies outside the
criminal system. Typically, the agency holds a hearing
and, i. a violation is found, eith~l' itself imposes or asks
the courts to impose an admil'listrative remedy. This
remedy might be an order to abandon an. improper practice or suspension of a license. Frequently, such remedies
arc enforced by court injunction. Noncompliance with
administrative or court orders may be a violation of
the criminal law. While there is considerable debate as
to what regulatory laws should be deemed criminal in
nature the crucial fact is that these laws are violated on
a vast scale, sometimes in deliberate disregard of the law,
sometimes because businessmen, in their effort to come as
dose to the line between legality and illegality as possible,
overstep it.
It is impossible to ascertain even approximately the
amount of business crime because it is almost ccrtain
that only a small proportion of it is detected. However,
its pervasiveness is sugg'ested by two studies. Edwin H.
Sutherland cxamined decisions Qf the courts and regulatory commissions under the antitrust, false advertising',
patent, copyright, and labor laws. as they applied to 70,
of the Nation'll largest corporations over their history
avcraging approximately 4·5 years, He found that 980
adverse decisions had been rendered against these corporations. Everyone of the 70 corporations had at
least 1 decision ,against it; 98 percent of the 70 corporations had 2 or more decisions against them; 90 percent had 4 or more decisions against them. About 60
percent of the 70 corporations had been convicted by
criminal courts; the average number of convictions per
corporation was 4. Another study examined blackmarket violations during World War II. It indicated
that approximately 1 in every 15 of the 3 million business
concerns in the country had serious sanctions imposed
on. them for violations of price regulations. The evidence
suggested further that the total volume 'Of violations was
much larger than was indicated by officially imposed
sanctions.
Business crime imposes three kinds of costs on society.
First, physical injury or even death can come from tainted
foods and harmful drugs sold in violation of the Pure
Food and Drug Act, foods sold in violation of local
health laws, and various violations of safety laws and
housing codes.
Second, financial losses are produced, for example, by
the marketing of worthless, defective, or injutious products in violation of Post Office Dep;,,ctment regulations,
by frauds that violate the rules of the Secutities and Exchange Commission, and by the sale of goods based on
misrepresentation in advertising. 'The price-fixing by
29 electrica[ equipment companies alone probably cost
utilities, and therefore, the public, more money than is
reported as stolen by burglars in a year.

Third, as serious as the physical and financial costs
of corporate crime may be, it is probable that they are
less serious than the damage it does .to the Nation's social, (
economic, and political institutions. Restraint of trade
tends to underrpine the principles of free enterprise that
the antitrust laws are intended to protect. For example, the damage from the price-fixing conspiracy in the
electrical equipment industry was not limited to the di~
rect exh'a costs imposed. As Judge T. Cullen Ganey
declared in sentencing the defendants: "This is a shocking indictment of a vast section of oUr economy, for what
is really at stake here is the survival of the kind of economy
under which this country has grown great. the free enterprise system."
Serious erosion of morals accompanies violations of
this nature. It is reasonable to assume that prestigious
companies that flout the law set an example for other
businesses and influence individuals, particularly young
people, to commit other kinds of crimo on the ground
that everyone is taking what he can get. If businessmen
who are respected as leaders of the community can do
such things as break the antitrust laws or rent dilapidated
houses to the poor at hig'h rents, it is hard to convince the
young that they should be honest.
Reducing the scope of business crime is peculiarly difficult. The offenses are often extremely hard to detect,
especially since'there is often no victim but the general
public, 01' at least victims do not know that they have
been victimized. Merely determining whether 01' not
an offense has been committed frequently involves ex~remely complicated factual investigation and legal ({-'
judgment.
Perhaps most important, the public tends to be in':#
different to business crime 01' even to sympathize with the
offenders when .they hav,e been caught. As one executive convicted and sentenced to jail in the electrical equipment conspiracy said: "On the bright side for me personally have been the letters and calls from people all
over the country, the community, the. shops and offices
here, expressing confidence in me and support. This
demonstration has been a warm and humbling experience fm' me." It is unlikely that a convicted burglar
would receh';; iiuch letters and calls.
The Co·mmission. nas not been aole to investigate in
detail the many d~fferent kinds of business crime and
anti-socia,! conduct and so it cannot recommend specific
measures for coping with them. This would require
separate analysis of virtually every asp~ct of the American
I
\
economy and its regulatory laws. However, it is clear
1.! .
that such studies are needed to improve enforcement of
statutes governing many kinds of business practice. The
f
studies should conduct research inti) the scope of illegal
and immoral conduct; consider noncriminal sanctions
to deal with it; propose methods f()r strengthening administrative agencies; explore the need for higher penr
alties, including both fines and jail sentences, for serious
violations; and discover whether new substantive law is
rieeded to deal with harmful activity that is not, or may ( .
not, now be illegal.
. :

Most important, however, it is essential that the public
become aware of the seriousness of business crime, Withou~ such awareness and the resulting demand for action
.? l7glslatur~s, courts, and administrative ag~ncies will con~
tlnuc,. a~ IS no~ usual~y the case, to treat business offenses
as relatl~~l~ nunor mistakes. The la"Ns relating to business .actlvltles should be enforced as vigorously as those
relatmg to the more traditional forms of crime.
PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS CRIME
AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
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What Americ~ does abo~t crime depends ultimately
upon h?w Amencans see cl'1lne. The government of a
free society can act only in response to the desires of the
gov~r'n~cl. This is true in general and in detail. The
Nation s overall ~ffol't against crime will be only as intense as the public demands that l't I)e Th}'
I
h' 1 I
.
.
e mes a ong
w IC 1 t 1e Nation takes specific action against crime will
be thos~ that the public believes to be the necessary ones.
A chief ~eas~n that this Commissiol1 was organized was
that there IS ~Idcsp.read public anxiety about crime. In
one. sense, thiS entire report is an effort to focus that
~nx!ety on the central problems of crime and criminal
Justice. A necessary part of that effort has been to stud
as carefully as possible the anxiety itself The rr;
• y
uommlS. h
. d
.
~on .as h'le to
out precisely what aspects of crime
mel'~c~ns are amaous about, whether their anxiet is
a realI.shc. response to .actual dangel', how anxiety aff~cts
the da~ly !lves ~f A.mel'1cans, what actions against crime by
the cl'1I~mal jushce system and the government as a
'~hole might b:st allay public anxiety. It included ques~Ions about attitudes toward crime and law enforcement
m the surveys of victimization it made, and it looked hard
~s well, at those national opinion polls that asked ques~
hons abou t crime.
.
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Table 16.-Most Important Domestic Problem by
Race arId Income
Domqst/c problem

I
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case of nonwhites with annual incomes less than $6 000'
they placed education second and crime third.
"
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n.:fore setting forth the results of these studies and discussmg the conclusions that might be drawn from th
the C
"
.
eITI,
?mmlSSlOn must make one general comment.
There IS r:aso~ to be alalmed about crime. In fact just
because cl'1me.ls alal1ning, those disc.ussing it--!and many
people must diSCUSS it often if it is ever to be controlledhave an obligation to be cool, factual, and p.recise,
T~oughtless! emotional, or self-serving discussio'l$ of
crnne, es~eclally by those who have the public's attention
a?d ca.n .mfluence the public's thinking, are an immense
~~s~ervlce.. Ther do not and cannot lead to significant
actlOn,agamst cl'Ime. They can, and sometim~s do, lead
to pamc.
PUBLIC CONCERN ABOU'!' CRIME

The ,Public sees crime as one of the most seriolls of all
domestic problems. The Commission's NORC
'
.k f
surve}
asked '1'
CI Izens to pIC rom.a list of six major domestic
problems the one they were paying the most attention to
) As table 16 shows, crime was second to race relations a;
the most frequently mentioned problem, except in the
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SOURCE:·-:N:O:RC:-s-:-Ur-:ve-:y.----L--'--....!-~-)leCrime is linked to o:her social problems by many peoIn a .196~ Har~ls survey more people attributed
I.ncreased crIme m thmr neighborhood to "disturbed and
l
lestles~ teenagers ' than to any other cause. A part of
t1~f C~I~C problem that especially worries people is juvc111 e
e mquency. A typical finding was reported by a
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G~lliup poll in 1963. When persons were asked to name

the top prdblems in their community from a list of 39
problems, "juvenile delinquency" was the second most
frequent selection-exceeded only by complaints about
local real estate taxes. Also related to the problems of
youth was a third frequently chosen problem-the need
for more recreation areas.
However, people are more inclined to think of crime
in moral than in social terms. An August i965 Gallup
poll that asked people what they thought. was responsible
for the increa~e of crime foend that most of the reasons
people mentioned had to do directly with the moral character of the population rather than with changes in obiective circumstances or with law enforcement. Over
half of the answers fitted under the cate~ory "family, poor
parental guidance." About 6 percent of the answers gave
"breakdown of moral standards." A "ariety of other
directly moral causes wer~ given in ad :tion, such 'as:
"People expect too much," "people want something for
nothing," -and "communism." Relatively few (12 percent) of the responses cited objective conditions such as
"unemployment," "poverty," "the automobile," or "the
population explosion."
Public concern about crime is mounting. National
polls by Harris and Gallup show that the majority of
people think the situation in their own communities is
getting worse, that a substantial minority think the situation is staying about the same, and that almost no one
thinks the situation is improving. A Gallup survey in
April 1965 showed that this pessimistic view of the crime
trend was held by men and women of all ages, incomes,
and degree~ of education in all parts of the country. In
July 1966~ Harris survey~ reported that in each recent
year tl)ere has been an increase over the year bdore in
the percent of persons worried about their personal safety
on the streets.
PE.JSlSONAL FEAR OF CRIME

Perhaps the mOst intense concern about crime is the
fear of being atU~cked ..by a stranger. when out aloile.
One-third of Americans feel unsafe about walking alone
at night in their own neighborhoods, according to the
NORC survey. As one would expect, the percentage of
people feeling- unsafe at night on the street is, according
to an April 1965 Gallup survey, higher in larg-e cities
than in smaller ones and higher in cities than in rural
areas.
•
Recently studies have been undertaken to develop an
index of delinquency based on the seriousness of different
offenses. They have shown that there is widespread public consensus on the relative serious'ness of different types
of crimes and these rankings furnish usefuL indicators of
the types of crime that th", public i~ most concerned about.
Offenses involving physical assaults, against the person
are the most feared crimes arid the greatest concern is
expressed about those in which a weapon is used.
A further index of the public concern about crime may
be found in attitudes toward reporting crime when it
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occurs. Whether one reports a crime or Got mvolves in
many cases an assessment of the significance of the event
to one's self or others. The results from the victim surveys indicate that the reporting of crime varies directly
with a rough scale of seriousness of the offense in the
public view. Other than vehicle theft, the crimes that
are likely to be reported most frequently are crimes 0'
violence, particularly those that cause great physical hann
or psychological shock. Such acts as petty larceny, malicious mischief, and fraud, though the most frequent
offenses as a group, are also com:idered the least serious
and are the least likely to be reported to the police.
Fear of crime makes many people want to move their
homes. In the four police precinctt> surveyed for the
Commission in Boston and Chicago, 20 percent of the
citizens wanted to move because of the crime in their
neighborhoods, and as many as 30 percent wanted to move
out of the highest crime rate district in Boston.
Fear of crime shows variations by race and income.
In the survey in Washington, the Bureau of Social Science
Research put to,f{ether an index of anxiety about crime.
It found that Negro women had the highest average
score, followed by Negro men, white women, and white
men. Anxiety scores were lower at the higher income
levels for both Negroes and whites.
Fear of criP.le is not always highest in the areas where
official crime rates are highest or where rates of victimization based on the survey findings are highest. For example, the BSSR Washington study found that the average
level of concern with crime in a predominately Negro
police precinct that has one of the highest crime rates in
the city, according to police data, was lower than it was
in another Negro precinct that had a very low rate relative to the first.
The surveys uniformly show that people feel safer
in their own neighborhoods even if they actually have a .
higher crime rate than other areas. For example, the
national survey' revealed that crime is seen as a problem
most characteristic of other places. Sixty percent of those
questioned compared their own neighborhoods favorably
to f)ther parts of their communities with regard to the
likelihood that their homes would be broken into. Only
14 percent thought their own neighborhoods were more
dangerous. Similarly, two-thirds of the respondents said
they felt safe walking alone after dark if they were
in their own neighborhoods. On the other hand, when
persons interviewed were asked whether there were places
outside their neighborhoods where they would not feel
personally safe, 53 percent said there were, and almost
one-third of these respondents said they never go there.
A tendency to see the risk of victimization as greater
in another neighborhood than one's own was also found
among residents it. high crime rate precincts by the
BSSR survey in' Washington. The surveys in Boston
and Chicago showed that 73 percent of the respondents
thought their own neighborhoods were very safe or average compared to other neighborhoods in relation to the
chances of getting robbed, threatened, beaten up, or anything of that sort.

The. NORC survey asked people whether there have
?eel1 tImes recently when they wanted to go somewhere
,~) ~n town but stayed at home instead, .because they thought
\,,\\~ It would be u~safe to go there. Sixteen percent of the
;~.
respo.n~ents said that they had stayed home under these
c.ondlt~ons. This type of reaction showed marked variatIon With race; one out of every three Negro respondents
had stayed horne as contrasted with one in eight whites.
People also take special measures at home because of
the fear of unwanted intruders. Tb: national survey
showed that 82 percent of the responuents always kept
the~r doors locked at night and 25 percent always kept
thClr. doors locked even in the daytime when the family
memrJers were at home. Twenty-eight percent kept
watchdogs and 3? percent said they kept firearms in the
house for protectIOn, among other reasons.
The special city surveys disclosed that a substantial
number of pe~ple take other measures to protect themselves from CrIme. In Boston and Chicago 28 percent
had put new locks on their doors primarily, as one might
expect, because they had been victimized or were worried
about the high crime rate in the area. Ariother 10 percent had put locks or bars on their windows' this occurred
p~imarily in ~he highest crime rate areas. 'Nine percent
said they c~rned weapons, usually knives, when they went
out, and thiS figure rose to 19 percent in the highest crime
rate district in Boston.
The ?lose relationship between worry about crime and
the takmg of strong precautionary measures is further
demonstrated by the results from the national survey.
R~spon~e~ts .were asked how much they worried about
bemg victImized by rdbbery or burglary and their responses were r 71ated to their tendency to take strong
household securIty measures. Persons worried about both
bur~lary and robbery are most likely to take such preC;,lUtIons, about 50 percent more likely than those who are
worried about neither.
)
Perhaps the most revealing findings. on the impact of
fear of c:ime on people's lives were the changes people
reported m their regular habits of life. In the high-crime
districts surveyed in Boston and Chicago, for example,
five. out ~f every eight respondents reported changes in
their habits because of fear of crime, some as many as
four or five major changes. Forty-three percent reported
they stflyed off the streets ilt night altogether. Another 21
percent 1;aid they always used cars or taxis at night.
Thirty-five percent said they would not talk to strangers
any more.
One of the most curious findings of the surveys was that
fear of crime is less closely associated with havinO' been
a victim of crime than might be supposed. The n~tional
survey showed that victims tended to have somewhat
more worry about burglary or robbery. This was true
for both males and females as can be seen in table 17.
However, females, whether they had been victimized or
not, were more concerned about their safety than males.
.~ F~rther~or~, other. data. show that rec:nt experience. of
-.,/ bemg a VIctim of CrIme did not s('.em to mcrease behaVIOr

~esigned to protect t~e .home. Almost identical propor, hons, 57 perC<:!nt of victims and 5? percent of nonvictims,
took strong household security measures.
i

Table 17.-Concern of Victims and Nonvictims
About Burglary or Robbery
(In percentages)
Worry about burglary or robbery

Victim

Nonvlctlm

Males:

~g{~~dTi(""""""""""""""""""""
rr e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Number of males ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Females:

~g{~~~iied:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :
Number of females •••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••

69

59

31
41
------100
100
(1,456)
84
16
100
(2,399)

(3,930)

77
23

100
(6.189)

Source: NORC survey.

I~ its Washington study BSSR found similar results.
An .mdex of exposu~e to crime was developed based on
hav1l1g- personally witnessed offenses or on whether one's
self or one's friends had been victimized. Scores on this
index, in general, were not associated with responses to
a variety of questions on attitudes toward crime and
toward law enforcement that respondents were asked.
Nor did exposure to crime appear to determine the
anxiety ab,:>ut crime manifested in the interviews. The
one exception appeared in the case of the Neg-ro male.
Negro men showed a tendency to be influenced in their
attitudes and behavior by their actual exposure to crime.
CONCLUSIONS

The Commission cannot say that the public's fear of
crime is exaggerated. It is not prepared to tell people
how fearful they should be; that is something each perSL'T} must decide for himself.
People's fears must be
respected; certainly they cannot be legislated. Some
people are willing to run risks that terrify others. However, it is possible to draw some general conclusions from
the findings of the surveys.
The first is that the public fears most the crimes that
occur least often, crimes of violence. People are much
more tolerant of crimes against property, which constitute
most of the crimes that are committed against persons or
households .01' businesses. Actually, the average citizen
probably suffers the greatest economic loss from crimes
against business establishments and public institutions,
which pass their losses on to him in the form of increased
prices and taxes. Nevertheless, most shoplifters never
get to court; they are released by the store managers with
warnings. Most employees caught stealing are either
warned or rlischarged, according to the reports of businesses ·and organizations in the Commission's survey in
th~ci~L
.
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Second, the fear of crimes of violence is not a simple for help are the logical consequence of a reCluced sociabilfear of injury or death or even of all crimes of violence, ity, mutual distrust and withdrawal.
but, at bottom, a fear of strangers. The personal inHowever, the most dangerous aspect of a, fear of (~- \
jury that Americans risk 'daily from sources other than strang~rs is its implication that the mo~al and social o.r~er
}
crime are enormously greater. The annual rate of all of soclety are of doubtful trustworthmess and stablhty.
,," ttl
Index offenses involving either violence or the threat of Everyone is dependent on this order to instill in all memviolence is 1.8 per 1,000 Americans. This is minute rela- bers of society a respect for the persons and possessions
tive to the total accidental injuries caIling for medical of others. When it appears that there are more and more
attention or restricted activity of 1 day or more, as re- people who do not have this respect, the security that
ported by the Public Health Service. A recent study of comes from living in an orderly and trustworthy society
emergency medical care found the quality, numbers, and is undermined. The tendency of many people to think
distribution of ambulances and other emergency services of crime in terms of increasing moral deterioration is an
severely deficient, and estimated that as many as 20,000 indication that they are losiI)~ their faith in their society.
Americans die unnecessarily each year as a result of im- And so the costs of the fear rjf crime to the social order
proper emergency care. The means necessary for cor- may ultimately be even greater than its psychological
recting this situation are very clear and would probably costs to individuals.
Fourth, the fear of crime may not be as strongly influyield greater immediate return in reducing df>~th than
would expenditures for reducing the incidence or crimes enced by the actual incidence of crime as by other experiof violence. But a different personal significance is at- ences with the crime problem generally. For example,
tached to deaths due to the willful acts of felons as com- the mass media and overly zealous or opportunistic crime
pared to the incompetence or poor equipment of emel'- fighters may playa role in raising fears of crime by asso- '
ciating the idea of "crime" with a few sensational and
gency medical personnel.
Furthermore, this chapter has noted that most murders terrifying criminal acts. Past research on the mass
and assaults are committed by persons known to the vic- media's connection with crime has concentrated primarily
(I'
tim, by relatives, friends, or acquaintances. Indeed on a on depictions and accounts of violence in the mass media
straight statistical has is, the closer the relationship the as possible causes of delinquency and crime. Little attengreater the hazard. In one sense the greatest threat to tion has thus far been given to what may be a far more
anyone is himself, since suicides are more than twice as direct and costly effect-the creation of distorted perceptions of the risk of crime and exaggerated fears of
common as homicides.
Third, this fear of strangers has greatly impoverished vic.timization.
the lives of many Americans, especially those who live in
The greatest danger of an exaggerated fear of crime ( " 1
high-crime neighborhoods in large cities. People stay may well reside in the tendency to use the violent crime '. 1"
behind the locked doors of their homes rather than risk as a stereotype for crimes in general. For example, there walking in the streets at night. Poor people spend money may be a significant interplay between \,iolence and the
on taxis becaus~ they are afraid to walk or use public mass media and the reporting of general crime figures.
transportation. Sociable people are afraid to talk to those Publicity about total crime figures without distinguishing
they do not know. In short, society is to an increasing between the trends for property crime and those for crimes
extent suffering from what economists call "opportunity against persons may create mistaken ideas about what is
costs" as the result of fear of crime. For example, ad- actuaIly happenin~. If burglaries and larcenies increase
ministrators and officials interviewed for the Commission sharply while violent crimes decrease or remain stable,
by the University of Michigan survey team, report that the total figures will follow the property crime figures,
library use is decreasing because borrowers are afraid to since cri'mes against property are more than four-fifths
come out at night. School officials told of parents not of the total. Yet under these conditions people may
daring to attend PTA meetings in the evening, and park interpret the increases in terms of the dominant stereoadministrators pointed to l.1nused recreation facilities. type of crimes of violence, thus needlessly increasing their
When many persons stay home, they are not availing fears. They may not only restrict their activities out of
themselves of the opportunities for pleasure and cultural an exagg~rated fear of violence but may fail to protect
enrichment offered in their communitj~s, and they are ,themselves against the more probable crimes. The fact
not vi~ ting their friends as frequently as they might. is that most people experience crime vicariously through
The general level of social interaction in the society is the daily press, periodicals, novels, radio and television,
reduced.
and often the reported experiences of other persons.
When fear of crime becomes fear of the stranger the Their fear of crime may be more directly related to the
I'ocial order is further damaged. As the level of sociabil- quality and the amount of this vicarious experience than
ity and mulual tn1st is reduced, streets and public places it is to the actual risks of victimization.
ran indeed become more dangerous. Not only wiII there
The· Commission believes that there is a clear public
be few(,d people abroad but those who are abroad will responsibility to keep citizens fully informed of the facts,_ 0
manifest a fear of and a lack of concern for each other. about cri.me so that they. will have facts to go .on when (
)
The reported incidents of bystanders indifferent- to cries they declde what the nsks are and what kmds and ':-. ,,' ,I

fa

amounts of pr~cautionary measures they, should take.
iurthermore, without an accurate understanding of the
'
. a~~,.~hey ?ann?t jud~e whet.her the interference with
,,'
m
IV~ ual h~erhes whiCh strong crime control measures
•
•
~ay mvo!,,:e IS a price worth paying. The public obligation to Citizens is to provide thiS information regularly
and a~curat~ly. And if practices for disseminating informa~lOn gIVe wrong impressions, resources should be
co~mltted to d.eveIoping more accurate methods.
Fmally, pubhc concern about crime need not have only
the adverse effects that have been described so far. It
can be. a powerful force for action. However, making it
one wIll not be easy. The Commission's Washington
survey a~ked people whether they had ever "gotten to, gether WI.th ?ther people around here" or has any group
or orgamzatl?n you belong to met and discussed the
pr?ble~ of cnme or taken some sort of action to combat
cnme.
Only about 12 percent answered affirmatively
a!though the questi~n was q~ite broad and included an;
kmd of gro.up meetmg or discussion. Neither did most
persons beheve that they as individuals could do any-

'.

t~ing about crime in their own neighborhood~. Onl
sbghtly.over 17 pe~cellt thought that they could do eithe~
a lot or Just somethmg.
, Most. ~~ople feel that the effort to reduce crime is a
resCl~nslblhty. of the ~oIicel the courts and perhaps other
pu ~c. agencies. ThiS was even true to some extent of
a,dmlmstrators .and ~fficials of public agencies and utilities who were mtervlewed in the three city precinct surv~~s. Howeve~, when these officials were pressed they
:6n: ~~e ~~ ~Ilnk ofdman y 'Yays in which their organizag
e p re uce cnme, such as cooperatin to
m~~b law enforcement easier, donating and helpini in
nelg ?rh~od prog~ams, providing more and better
street hghh~g, .creatmg more parks with recreational pro~rams, furmshmg.more youth programs and adult educabon, and p~omotm?, integration of work crews and better commul1lty relations programs
Every A~erican can tranSlate' his concern about or
fear of, crnne into positive action Every A
!
.
men can
sh ld T h '
ou.
e succeedmg chapters of this report will end eavor to show how.
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AMERICA'S BEST HOPE for reducing crime is to reduce
juvenile delinquency and youth crime. In 1965 a majority of all arrests for major crimes against property were
of people under 21, as were a su.bstantial minority of arrests for major crimes against the person. The recidivism
rates for young offenders are higher than those for any
other age group. A substantial change in any of these
figures would make a substantial change in the total crime
figures for the Nation.
One of the difficulties of discussing the misconduct,
criminal or not, of young people is that "juvenile" and
"youth" are not precise definitions of categories of people. People are legally juveniles in most States until
they pass their 18th birthdays, but in some States they
stop being ju~eniles after they turn 16 or remain juv.eniles until they turn 21. The problems and behavior patterns of juveniles and youths often are similar.

FACTS ABOUT DELINQUENCY
To prevent and control delinquency, we must first know
something about the nature of delinquency and the dimensions of the problem. We need to know how serious
delinquency is. How much of it is there? How many
of our youth are involved? What sorts of illegal acts
do they commit? What have the trends in delinquency
been in the past, and what can we expect in the future?
We also need knowledge about the people who become
delinquent-information such as where most delinquents
live and under what economic conditions.
But we are severely limited in what we can learn today. The only juvenile statistics regularly gathered over
the years on a national scale are the FBI's Uniform
Crime Reports, based on arrest statistics, and the juvenile court statistics of the Children's Bureau of the U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, based on
referrals of juveniles from a variety of agencies to a sample of juvenile courts. These reports can tell us nothing
about the vast number of unsolved offenses, or about the
many cases in which delinquents are dealt with informally
instead of being al'lested or referred to court. Supplementing this official picture of delinquency arc self-report
studies, which r~ly on asking selected individuals about
their delinquent acts. While l~fforts are made to insure

the validity of the results by such means as guaranteeing
anonymity, and verifying results with official records and
unofficial checks, such studies have been conducted only
on a local and sporadic basis, and they vary greatly in
quality.
Clearly, there is urgent need for me're and better information. Nonetheless, enough is available to give
some of the rough outlines of ju.venile delinquency in the
United States.
SER10USNESS OF THE DELINQUENCY PR(JSLEM

Volume.
Enormous numbers of young people appear
to be involved in delinquent acts. Indeed, self-report
studies reveal that perhaps 90< percent of all young people
have committed at least one act for which they could have
been brought to juvenile court. Many of these offenses
are relatively trivial-fighting, truancy, running away
from home. Statutes often define juvenile delinquency
so broadly as to make virtually all youngsters delinquent.
Even though most of these offenders are never arrested
or referred to juvenile court, alarming numbers of young
people are. Rough estimates by the Children's Bureau,
supported by independent studies, indicate that one in
every nine youths-one in every six male youths-will be
referred to juvenile court in connection with a delinquent
act (excluding' traffic offenses) before his 18th birthday.
Youth is apparently responsible for a substantial and
disproportionate part of the national crime problem. Arrest statistics can give us only a rough picture-probably
somewhat exaggerated since it is likely that juveniles
are more easily apprehended than adults. In addition,
it may be that juveniles act in groups more often than
adults when committing crimes, thus producing numbers
of juvenile arrests out of proportion with numbers of
crimes committed. But even with these qualifications,
the figures are striking. FBI figures reveal that of all
persons arrested in 1965 (not counting traffic offenders)
about 30 percent were under 21 years of age, and about
20 percent were under 18 years of age. Arrest rates are
highest for persons aged 15 through 17, next highest for
those aged 18 through 20, dropping off quite directly with
increases in age, as table 1 on the following page indkates.
The picture looks even worse if attention is directed to
certain relatively serious property crimes-burglary, lar55
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Table 1.-Arrest Rates for Different Age Groups-·
1965
(Rales per 100.000 population)
Arreslrales for
Arrest rales
Arrest rates for willful homl·
all offenses
clde, forcible
for larceny.
(excluding
rape, robbery, burslary, motor
vehicle
Ihell
traffic)
ag:~~~~lfd

Age sroups

11 to 14 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

IS to 17 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

18 to 20 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
21 to 24 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
25 to 29 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
30 to 34 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
35 to 39 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
40 to 44 ............................ .
45 to 49 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50 and over••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Overall rate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3,064.4
8,050.0
7,539.6
6,547.2
5,366.9
5,085.8
4,987.4
4,675.3
4,102.0
1,987.4
3,349.9

1,292.3
2,467.0

71.0
222. II
299.8
296.6
233.6

I'm:~

506.7
354.4
260.4
185.4
),31. 9

177.5

132.5
94.0
65.3
24.2
99.9

55.2

461.5

SOURCE: FBi, Uniform Crime Reports Section, unpublished data. Estimates for total
U.S. population.

ceny, and motor vehicle theft. The 11- to 17-year:old
age group, representing 13.2 percent of the population,
was responsible for half of the arrests for these offenses in
1965 (table 2). Table 1 shows that the arrest rates for
these offenses a."e much higher for the 15- to 17-year-olds
than for any other age group in the population. But not
all of the acts included within these categories are equally
serious. Larceny includes thefts of less than $50, and
most motor vehicle thefts are for the purpose of securing temporary transportation and do not involve permanent loss of the vehicle. Moreover, although juveniles
account for more than their share of arrests for many
serious crimes, these arrests arc a small part of all juvenile
arrests. Juveniles are most frequently arrested or referred to court for petty larceny, fighting, disorderly conduct, liquor-related offenses, and conduct not in violation of the criminal law such as curfew violation, truancy,
incorrigibility, or running away from home.
It is an older age group-beyond the jurisdiction of
almost all juvenile courts-that has the highest arrest rate
for crimes of violence. The 18- to 24-year-old group,
which represents only 10.2 percent of the population,
accounts for 26.4 percent of the arrests for willful homicide, 44.6 percent of the arrests for rape, 39.5 percent of
the arrests for robbery, and 26.5 percent of the arrests for
aggravated assault (table 2) .

Table 2.-Percent of Arrests Accounted for by
Different Age Groups-1965
(Percent of total)
Persons
11-17

Persons
Persons
18-24 25 and over

--------------1'--------Population ...................................... .

13.2

10.2

53.5

------------------I---~------Willful
homicide...................... ............
8.4
26.4
65. ~
Forcible rape.....................................
19.8
44.6
35.
Robbery. ........................ ................
28. a
3~. 5
~~'1
Auravated assaull................................
14.2
2 .5
'7
Burglary.........................................
47.7
29. 0
I~. 3
larceny (Includes larceny under $50)................
49.2
21.9
2 •9
Motor vehiCle thell...............................
61.4
26.4
11.
------~-----------------I---~------Willful
homicide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault...
18.3
31.7
49.3
llrceny, burslary, motor nhlcle thell...............
SO. 5
24.7
21.2

SOURCE: FBI, Uniform Crime Reports Section, unpublished data. Estimates for total U.S.
population.

Delinquents tend to come from backgrounds of social'
and economic deprivation. Their families tend .0 have
lower than .average incomes and social status. But per~aps .more Impo~tant ~han the individual family's situation IS the area In whICh a youth lives. One study has
shown that a lower class youth has little chance of being
classified as delinquent if he lives in an upper class neighborhood. Numerous studies have revealed the relationship between certain deprived areas-pa'rticularly the
slums of large cities-and delinquency.

Trends.
In recent years the number of delinquency
1:[.,
arrests has increased sharply in the U~ited S~ates, as it(:;-has in several Western European countnes studIed by the
1
Commission. Between 1960 ar0 1965, arrests of persons "
under 18 years of age jumped 52 percent for willful homit:
cide, rape, robbery, aggravated assault, larcen~, burglary
and motor vehicle theft. During the same penod, arrests
of persons 18 and over for these offenses rose only 20
percent. This is explaincd in large part by the dispr~
portionate increase in the population under 18 and, In
particular, the crime-prone part of that population-the
11- to 17-year-old age group.
Official figures may give a somewhat misleading picture
of crime trends. Over the years there has been a
tendency toward more formal records and actions, particularly in the treatment of juveniles. In addition,
police efficiency may well have increased. But, considering other factors t®gether with the official statistics, the
Gommis~km is of the opinion that juvenile delinquency
has increased significantly in recent years.
The juvenile population has been rising, and at a
faster rate than the adult population. And an increasing
proportion of our society is living in the cities where delinquency rates have always been highest. These trends
and the increase in the total volume of crime that they
appear to foretell are testimony enough that programs
for the prevention and control of delinquency deserve
our full attention.
WHO THE DELINQUENTS .ARE

It is inescapable that juvenile delinquenc')! is directl,)! related to conditions bred b')! povert,)!. If the Fulton Count')!
census tract~ were divided into five groujJs on the basis of
the economIc and educational status of their residents, we
would find that 57% of Fulton Count')!'s juvenile delinquents during 1964 were residents of the lowest group
which consists of the principal poverty areas of the City
of Atlanta. Only 24% of the residents of the county
lived within these tracts. Report of the Atlanta Commission on Crime and Juvenile Delil?quency, Opportunit')! fo/'
Urban Excellence (1966), p. 24.
'
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Almost all youths commit acts for which they could be ' """,' ,'\'
arrested and taken to court. But it is a much smaller
group that ends up being defined officially as delinquent.
Official delinquents are predominantly male. In 1965
boys under 18 were arrested five times as often as girls.
Four times as many boys as girls were referred to juvenile
I
court.
Boys and girls commit quite different Hnds of ofl'enses.
Children's Bureau statistics based on large-city court .reports reveal that more than half of the girls referred to
juvenile court in 1965 were referred for conduct that
would not be criminal if committed by adults; only onefifth of the boys were referred for such conduct. Boys
were referred to court primarily for larceny, burglary, and
motor vehicle theft, in order of frequency; girls for running away, ungovernable behavior, larceny, and sex
offenses.
Delinquents are concentrated disproportionately in the
cities, and particularly in the larger cities. Arrest rates
are next highest in the suburbs, and lowest in rural areas.
Delinquency rates are high among children from
broken homes. They are similarly high among children
who have numerous slbiings.
Delinquents tend to do badly in school. Their grades
'. ,)i
are below average. Large numbers have dropped one 01' 1'f1i'b. ' ,
more classes behind their classmates ot dropped out of \
~~~~~
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Thus Negroes, who live in disproportionate numbers in
slum neighborhoods, account for a disproportionate numbel' of arrests. Numerous studies indicate that what matte~ is w~lere in the city one is growing up, not religion or
n~tlOnahty or ra~e .. The studies by Shaw and McKay"
dIscussed under Cnme and the Inner City," in chapter
2, followed a number of different national groups-Germans, Irish, Poles, Italians-as they moved from the
grim center of the the city out to better neighborhoods.
~hey fo~nd that for all groups the delinqu~ncy rates were
h.lghest In the center and lowest on the outskirts of the
CIty.
There is no reason to expect a different stOlY for Negroes. . Indeed, McKay found Negro delinquency rates
decrea~lng from ~he c,:nter of the city outward, just as
they dId for carher mIgrant groups. And when del Inque~c~ rates of \\'~ites and Negroes are compared in l:treas
of sllmlar eCOllomlC status, the difft'rences between them linquency to be a more significant problem than was once
are markedl), reduced. But fol' Negroes, movemel'lt out assumed. But there is stm no reason to doubt that deof the inner city and absorption into America's middle linquency, and especially the most serious delinquency,
class have been much slower and more difficult than for is committed disproportionately by slum and lower-class
youth.
any other ethnic or racial group. Theil- attempts to move
spatially, socially, economically have met much stiffer
A balanced judgment would seem to be that, while there
resistance. Rigid barriers of residential segregation have is indeed unreported deltinquency arId slower resort to
prevented them from moving to better neighborhoods as o,fjicial police and court sanctions in middle-class areas
their desire and capacity to do so have developed, leading than in the central sectors of our cities, there is also an
to grea~ popl'lation density and to stifling overcrowding absolute difference in thll amount and types of crimes
of houslllg, schools, recreation areas. Restricted access to committed in each area. In short, the vast differences
job~ and limited upward mobility in those jobs that arc represented in official- sta:tistics cannot be explained by
avaIlable have slowed economic advance.
differential police or court action toward children of varyIt i~ likely that the official picture exaggerates the role ing backgrounds. There are, in fact, real differences
played by social an~ economic conditions, since slum leading to more frequenl: assaults, thefts, and bl'eaking
offenders are more hkely than suburban offenders to be and entering offenses in lo~()er socioeconomic areas of our
arrested and referred to juvenile court. In fact, recent urban centers. Wheeler and Cottrell, Juvenile DelinPrevention and Control (Russell Sage Founself-report studies reveal subu(b~n and middle-class de- .quenc')f-Its
dation 1966), pp. 12-13.
'
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UNDERSTANDING, AND PREVENTING
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
FOCUSING PREVENTION

, In the last analysis, the most promising and so the m.ost
important method of dealin~ ~ith cri~e is by ~reventmg
it -by ameliorating the conditions of lIfe that dnve P7 0 ple
to commit crimes and that undermme the restraining
rules and institutions erected by society against antisocial
conduct. The Commission doubts that even a vastly
improved criminal justice syste';l can ~ubstantially redu~e
crime if society fails to make It possible for each of ItS
citizens to feel a personal stake in it-in the good life th~t
it can provide and in the law and order that are p:ereqUlsite to such a life. That sense of stake, of somethmg that
can be gained 01' lost, can come only through real opportunity for full participa:ion in s?ciety's li~e and growth.
It is insuring opportunity that IS the basIc goal of preve'1tion programs.
Our system of justice holds both juveniles and adults
who violate the law responsible for their misconduct and
imposes sanctions on them accordingly,. even. though the
level of responsibility may b.e lowe.r for JuvenI~es .than for
adults. Society thereby oblIgates Itself to eqUIp JuvenIles
with the means-the educational and social and cultural
background, the personal and economic security-to understand and accept responsibility.
Clearly it is with young people that preventi.on effor~s
are most needed and hold the greatest promise. It IS
simply more critical that young people be ~ept from
crime for thev are the Nation's future, and their conduct
will affect society for a long time to come. They are not
yet set in their ways; they are s~ill. ~eve~opi~g, .stilI subject to the inOuence of the soclal.lzmg .mstItutIOns that
structure-however skeletally-their environment: Family, school, gang, recreation program, job market. But
that inOuence to do the most good, must come before the
youth has bec~me involved in the formal criminal justice
system.

Once a juvenile is al) I)rehended bj' the j)olice and referred
to the Juvenile Court, the community has already failed;
subsequent rehabilitative services, no matter how skilled,
have far less JJO/ential for success than if they had been
aj)j)lied before the youth's overt defiance of the law.
Report of the President's Commission on Crime in the
Distrirt of Columbia (1966), p. 733.
One way of looking at delinqency is in the context of
the "trenage culture" that has developed in America
since the r'nd of the Serond "Vodd War. In America
in the 1960's, to perhaps a greater extent than in any
other plare or time, adolesc('nts live in a distinct society
of their own. It is not an easy society to understand,
to describe, 01', for that matter, to live in. In some ways
it is an intensely materialistic society; its members, perhaps in unconscious imitation of th('ir elders, are preoccupied with physical objects like clothes and cars, and

indeed have been cncouraged in this preoccupation by
manufacturers and merchants who have discovered ~o:v
profitable the adolescent market is. In some ways I~ IS
an intensely sensual society; its membcrs are preoccupIed
with the sensations they can obtain from sur~n~ 01' d~ag
racing or music 01' drugs. In ~ome ways It IS an ~n
tensely moralistic society; its members arc preoccupied
with independence and hon('sty ancI e~\tality an~ courag~.
On the whole it is a rebellious, oppoSitIOnal SOClCty, d~dl
cated to the proposition that the grownup. world .IS a
sham. At the same time it is a conformll1g ~OClCty;
being inexperienced, unSlire of themselves, and, 111 fact,
relatively powerless as individuals, adolescents to a far
greater ext('nt than their ciders conform to common
standards of dress and hair style and speech, and act
jointly, in groups-or gangs.
.
Adolescents everywhere, from every walk of hfe, arc
often dangerous to themselves and t? others .. It may be.'
a short step from distrusting authonty to takmg the law
into one's own hands, from self-absorption to contempt fol'

the rights of others, from group loyalty to gang warfare,
from getting "kicks" to rampaging through the streets,
from coveting material goods to stealing them, from feelings of rebellion to acts of destruction. Every suburban
parent knows of parties that have turned into near riots.
EVelY doctor knows how many young unmarried girls become pregnant. Every insurance company executive
knows how dangerously adolescent boys drive. Every
high school principal is concerned about the use of marihuana 01' pep pills by his students. Every newspaper
reader knows how often bands of young people of all
kinds commit destructive and dangerous acts.
Other than that it appears to be increasing, little is
known as yet about delinquency among the well to do.
lts causes, to the extent that they arc understood, are
of a kind that is difficult to eliminate by any program of
social action that has yet been devised. The weakening
of the family as an agent of social control; the prolongation of education with its side effect of prolonging chiidhood i the increasing impersonality of a technological,
corporate, bureaucratic society; the radical changes in
moral standards in regard to such matters as sex and drug
use-alI these are phenomena with which the Nation
has not yet found the means to cope.
Delinquency in the slums, which, as has been
shown, is a disproportionately high percentage of all
delinquency and includes a disproportionately high number of dangerous acts, is associated with these phenomena,
of course. Both figures and observation clearly demonstrate, however, that it is also associated with undesirable
conditions of life. Among the many compelling reasons
for changing the circumstances of inner-city existence,
one of the most compelling is that it will prevent crime.
The inner city has always been hard on whoever is
living in it. The studies by Shaw and McKay described
above show dramatically that it is in the inner city that
delinquency rates have traditionally been highest, decade
after decade and regardless of what population group is
there. And besides delinquency rates, the other familial'
statistical signs of trouble-truancy, high unemployment,
mental disorder, infant mortality, tuberculosis, families on
relief-arc also highest in the inner city. Life is grim
and uncompromising in the center of the city, better on the
outskirts. As the members of each popUlation group f,ain
greater a.ccess to the city's legitimate social and economic
opportunities and the group moves outward, rents are
higher, more families own their own homes, the rates of
disease and dependency-and delinquency-drop.
But in the inner city, now occupied by a different
group, the rate of delinquency remains roughly the same,
rega.rdless of race, ~'eligion, 01' nationality. That strikingly
perSistent cOl'1'elatlOn, coupled with the fact, pointed out
above, that the inner city is for its present Negro inhabitants more of a trap than a way station, emphasizes the
urgency of intensifying efforts to impro~e in the inner
city the institutions that elsewhere serve to prevent
delinquency.

Attempts to concentra.te prevention efforts on those
indivi.duals most seriously in need of them has led to increased interest in methods for predicting who will beCome a delinquent. Somc attempts have been at least
partly successful, and such attempts should certainly be
pursued. It may eventually prove possible to predict delinquency specifically with a high degree of accuracy and
to design programs that can prevent the predictions from
coming true. But if we could now predict with accuracy
who would be delinquent, our present knowledge and
experience still would not carry us far in designing effective preventive programs for individuals. And inherent
in the process of seeking to identify potential delinquents
are certain serious risks-most notably that of the selffulfilling prophecy.
Even if we could identify in advance and deal with
those individuals most likely to become delinquent, that
would hardly be a sufficient substitute for general shoring
up of socialb:ing institutions in the slums. For the fact
of the matter is that, whether or not the result in any
given case is delinquency, society is failing slum youth.
Their families are failing. The schools are failing.
The social institutions generally relied on to guide and
control people in their individual and mutual existence
simply are not operating effectively in the inner city.
Instead of turning out men and women who conform to
the American norm at least overtly, at least enough to
stay out of jail, the slums are producing the highest rates
of crime, vice, and financial dependence. By failing these
men and women and, most important, these young people, society wounds itself in many ways. There is the
sheer cost of crime-billions of dollars every year sprnt on
apprehending and adjudicating and treating offenders.
There are the lives forfeited, the personal injuries suffered,
the inconveniencing and sometimes irremediable loss and
destruction of property. But all of those together arc
less significant than the loss of individual initiative, of
productivity, of a basis for pride in and a sense of participation in society. And whether or not society is tangibly
injured by crime, inevitably it is diminished by the loss of
a member's potential contribution.
Perhaps we cannot be sure that it is the slum family
that is failing to instill the values accepted by society,
01' the slum school that is failing to impart the capabilities
for liveliho~d. But it is on such institutions that we depend, and so it is to them we turn when we wish to change
the way people Ii\'e their lives. And because of our dependence on these social institutions to shape individuals
and, through individuals, the face of the Nation, we must
ask even mcre of the slum's institutions than of their middle- and upper-class counterparts. The family must instill strength against the largel' society'S harshness. The
school must reach out and rescue those lacking families.
Job skills must be developed and employment opportunities broadened.
In sum, our society has for too long neglected the conditions of life in the inner-city slum. The past several
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years have seen unprecedented recognition of the gravit.y
of those conditions and commitmeI)t of resources to their
amelioration. But if we fail to devote, in the future, even
more money and people and energy and concern to the
problems of our inner cities, we must be willing to pay
the price-a price already high and mounting.
Crime is only part of that price. But the importance
of ameliorating socia.l conditions in order to prevent crime
is not to be minimized. Each day additionallaw~abiding
citizens turn their backs on the city; fear for personal
safety-fear of crime-is a major reason. As they leave,
the city changes; the quality of city life deteriorates; the
crime problem worsens, hurting people not only by forcing them to narrow their lives out of apprehensiveness but
also by the most direct and incompensable of injuries to
their person and property-the circle continues around.
It is neither appropriate nor possible for this Commission to specify or select among the many possible ways of
helping to break that circle. The time has been much
too short; the Commission's experience cannot compare
with that of the dedicated educators, social scientists,
community workers, program planners already struggling
with these discouragingly complex and intractable concerns. What is imperative is for this Commission to make
clear its strong conviction that, before this Nation can
hope to reduce crime significantly or lastingly, it must
mount and maintain a massive attack against the conditions of life that underlie it.

also true that many more of them toil day after day at the
dullest and most backbreaking of society's tasks, traveling
long distances for meniF>1 jobs without hope of advance- (
ment. Very likely his parents (or he himself) left home_
the deep South, or Appalachia, 01' Mexico, or Puerto .
Rico-looking for a better life, only to be absorbed into
the yet more binding dependency and isolation of the
inner city.

I.,
,.
f·

j"

That is not to sugge~t th~~ h5" !notber h&" Hot tried
,to guide him, or his fathet' 1£ .he ~jlil.S one ;:>1' an uncle or
.... older brother. But their inrl.lent •. ill dilt.ted and under~
J ',);- mined by the endj~l.i~ tal1i of rtHtking ends m.eet in the
'-.
face of debilitating fl0Vetl;y; rJY tli.{l !-Qn1;tant presence ot
temptation-dn:~, d~-~;"Hng, gambUng, petty thievery,
prostitution; by the visible co,'ltras~ of relative ~ffiuence
on the other side of town.,

The

A sketch drawn from the limited information F.1vailable
shows that disproportionately the delinquent is a ~hild of
the slums, from a neighborhood that is low on the socio·
economic scale of the community lind harsh in many ways
for those who live there. He is 15 or 16 years old
(younger than his cou.nterpart of a few years ago), one of
numerous children-perhaps representing several different fathers-who live with their mother in a home that
the sociologists caU female-centered. It may be broken;
it may never have had a resident father; it may have a
nominal male head who is often drunk or 1n jail or in
and out of the house (welfare regulations prohibiting payment where there is a "man in the house'l! may militate
against his continuous presence). He may never have_
SLUMS AND SLUM DWELLERS
known a grownup man weU enough to identify with or (
The slums of virtually every American city harbor, in imagine emulating him. From the adults and older chilalarming amounts, not only physical deprivation and dren in charge of him he has had leniency, sternness, affec- spiritual despair but also doubt and downright cynicism tion, perhaps indifference, in erratic and unpredictable
about the relevance of the outside world's institutions and succession. All his life he has 'had considerable independthe sincerity of efforts to close the gap. Far from ignor- ence, and by now his mother has little control over his
ing 01' rejecting the goals and values espoused by more comings and goings, little way of knowing what he is up
fortunate seg-ments of society, the slum dweller wants the to until a policeman brings him home or a summons from
same material and intangible things for himself and his court comes in the mail.
He may well have dropped out of school. He is
children as those more privileged. Indeed, the very simprobably
unemployed, and has little to offer an employer.
ilarity of his wishes sharpens the poignancy and frustraThe offenses he and his friends commit are much more
tion of felt discrepancies in opportunity for fulfillment.
frequently thefts than crimes of personal violence, and
The slum dweller may not respect a law that he believes
they rarely commit them alone. 'y.ndced, they rarely do
(i
draws differences between his rights and another's, or anything alone, prefel'ring to congregate and operate in a
a police force that applies laws so as to draw such differ- group staking out their own "turf"-a special street corences; he docs recognize the law's duty to deal with law- ner
candy store or poolroom-and adopting their own
breakers, and he respects the policeman who does so with flamboyant title and distinctive ha~ir style or way of dressbusinesslike skill and impartiality. Living as he does in ing or talking or walking, to signal their lTI.:!mbership in
a neighborhood likely to be among the city's highest in the group and show that they are "tough" and not to be
rates of crime, he worries about and wants police protec- meddled with. Their clear belligerence toward authortion even more than people living in the same city's safer ity does indeed earn them the fearful deference of both
regions. He may not have much formal education him- adult and child, as well as the watchful suspicion of thp.
self, or many books in his house, and he may hesitate to neighbo;hood policeman. Although the common con\
visit teachers or attend school functions, but studies show ception of the gang member is of a teenager, in fact the
l
that he too, like his college-graduate counterpart, is vi- lower class juvenile begins his gang career much earlier,
tally interested in his children's education. And while and usually in search not of coconspirators in crime b~t
'~I
some inner-city residents, like some people everywhere, of companionship. But it is all too easy for them to dflft.
<may not be eager to change their unemployed status, it is into mirlor and then major violations of the law.

Physica~

Environment. It

i~

in the inn(11' city thM
the most ovcl'i:rowdirlg, the most sub~tandatd housing,
the lowest rentals allU found. Farther out in the city,
mme f.:tmilies own their owH homes; presumably mO<C1
farnWes are intact and stable enough to live in those
homes and more fathers arc employed and able to
bllY them. The inevitable influence of l'1i.nn living con~
d1tions on juvenile behavior !leeU not be translated into
sociological measurements to be obvious I:V the assaulted
senseR of tho most casual v~sitor to the slum, Nor does
the child who lives there fail to recognize-and rejectHw squalol' of his sllrt"oundingG:

The children of these disillusioned colored pioneers inherited the total lot of their parents-the disappointments;
the anger. To add to their misery, they had little hope of
deliverance. For where does one run to when he's already in the promised land? Claude Brown, Mar!child
in the Promised Land (1965) , p. 8.

r'i!cll~ the nlJ~ghborlzot)t! is prett')! bads
4rotl'nd the str<Jet.• stuD like that and

'You know.

Trash

aw movies go~ trash

(It/in the bathroom, di ..ty all ovtr the floors.

Places you

go in for recreation they aran't clean Uke they should by)
and some of the child ret! that go to school Wear clothes
that aren't clean as the'Y should be; Some of them, 'You
know, don't take baths as often as they should. Well, m')!
opinion is * * * it's not clean as it should be ~nd if I had
a chance, il my motlL<lr would movtJ, I would rather move
1;0 a better neigh iJ 0 rh(UJd. [I6-year-old boy.]
It's sort of small. * * * ll"ssomething like a slum. Slum
is a place where people Itmlg out and jest mess,)" s!reets
are messy, alleys are mt~ses and a lot of dirt')' children
hang around there. I would say it is tl filthy place. [12year-old boy.]
What the ivner-city child calls home is often a set
of rooms shared by a shiCrirlg group of relatives and
acqmiIntances-furnit.ure shabby and sparse, many c.nildren. In one bed, plumbing failing) pla~ter faIling) roaches
in the corners and sometimes rats, hallways dark or dimly
lighted, stairways Iitteted, air dank and foul. Inadequate,
unsanitary facilities complicate keeping clean. Disrepair
discourages neatness. Insufficient heating, multiple USe
of bathrooms and kitchens, crowded sleepir!p' arrange"
ments spread and multiply respiratory infections and
communicable diseases. Rickety, shadowy stairways an~
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bad electrical connections take their accidental toll.
Rat bites are not infrequent and sometimes, especially for
infants, fatal. Care of one's own and respect for others'
possessi'Dns can hardly be inculcated in such surroundings.
N~ore important, home has little holding power for the
child-it is not physically pleasant or attractive; it is not
a place to bring his friends; it is not even very much the
reassuring gathering place of his own family. The loss
of parental control and diminishing adult supervision
that uccur so early in the slum child's life must thus be
laid at least partly at the door of his home.
The physical environment of the neighborhood is no
better. In the aIle', are broken bottles and snoring
winos-homeless, bl'Oken men, drunk every day on cheap
wine. {"There are a whole lot of winos who h<mg around
back in the alley there. Men who drink ar.d lay around
there dirty, smell bad. Cook stuff maybe. Chase
you .x- * -x'." (13-year-old.]) Yards, if there are any, are
littered and dirty ("* * * and the yard ain't right.
Bottles broke in the yard, plaster, bricks, baby carriages all
broken up, whole lot of stuff in peopie's yards." [14year old describing his home.]) The buildings are massive sooty tenements or sagging row houses. ("I don't like
the way those houses built. They curve * * * I don't
like the way they look * * *. They lli<lke the street look
bad." [13-year-old.])
On some stoops, apparently able-bodied men sit passing
away the time. On others chilc!ren scamper around a
grandmother's knees; they have been on the streets since
early morning, will still be there at dusk. The nearest
playground may be blocks away across busy streets, a
dusty grassless plot. ("There ain't no recre~.t:~)n around.
There was a big recreation right across the street and
they tore it down. * * * [T]hev just closed it up-instead of building a road they put up a parking lot. * * *
There ain't enough playground~, and if you go down to
the railroad station, there is a big yard down there, * * *
cops come and chase us off. * * *" [14-year-old boy.])
Harlem, for example, although it borders on and contains
severa! major parks,

,

the slum. In central Harlem, the population density is
approximately 66,000 people for every square mile-a
rate at which all the people in the Nation's 12 largest
cities would fit inside the city limits of New York. Even
apart from its effects on the soul, st!(:/J. packing
has obvim.ls implications for the crime rate. Some crime
~s a kind of collision; when so many people are living
and moving in so small a space, the probability of collisions can only increase. Crowding has a harmful effect
on study habits, attitudes toward sex, parents' ability to
meet needs of individual children; clearly, crowding intensifies the fatigue and irritability that contribute to
erratic or irrational discipline.
Many of the people and activities that bring slum
streets and buildings to life are unsavory at best. Violence is commonplace:

borhoods have been many times remarked' the actual
~xtenl t of the ~lienation t~ereby enforced and symbolized
IS on y now bemg generally canceded.

("}('1'.,
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When I first started living arouna here ;' was really bad,
but I have gotten used to it now. Been here 2 years.
People getting shot and stuff. Lots of people getting
hurt. Paojlla gatting beat u.p * * *. Gee, there's a lot
of violence around here. You see it all the time * * *

[14-year-old boy.]
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Fighting and drunkenness are everyday matters:
Sometime where I live at people be hitting each other,
fighting next door. Then when they stop fight~ng then
you can get some sleep * '* *. [15-year-ald boy.]
Drinking, cussing, stabbing people, having policemen running all around mostly every day in the summertime.

)

[14-year-old.]

Drug addiction and prostitut;,)ll are familiar. The occupying-army aspects of predominantly white store ownership and police patrol in predominantly Negro neigh(I
I
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In addition to actual dangerousness, lack of recreation facilities has been shown to be linked to negative
attitudes toward the neighborhood and those attitudes in
turn to repeated acts of delinquency.
Overcrowding alone is an obstacle to decent life in
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is generally lacking in J;lay space * * *. [A]bout 10 percent of the area consists of parks and playgrounds, comjlared tLl over 16 perr:ent for New York City as a whole.
The total acreage of 14 parks and playgrounds is not only
inadequate, but all the parks are esthetically and functionally inadequate as well. * .;or * For many of the children,
then, the streets become play areas, and this, coupled with
the heavy flow of traffic through the community: results
in a substantic.lly higher rate of deaths due to motor vehicles among persons under 25 (6.9 per 100,000 compared to 4.2 per 100,000 for all of New York City).
Youth in the Ghetto (Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited, Inc., 1964), pp. 100-10 1.
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inner-city families has also been related' by soc' i .
tists to the development of what has been terrr::c1 ~~!:~
mature. auton
. .
. omy" and to consequent resentment
of
a~~~onty .figures s~ch as policemen and teachers.' Often
THE FAMILY
c I -rearmg practices are either very permissive or vel'
stern-the latter reinforced physically. In th fi t' y
h Too frequently the combination of deprivation and stan~e, the child is on his own, in charge
hi rs mfrom
I
:J
,s own
~ azard that characterizes the slums-a test b ,. e affairs
k"
..an ear y age. He becomes accustomed to
.or hthelmost cohesive of families-must be confrYonOterd rna mg deCISIOns for himself and reacts "0 tll d' ' .
d
d f
~
,e IrectlOr.l
In t e s tim b
.
. y a f ami'1 y that lacks even minima! material or ~man S ,0 a teacher or other adult as to a challen ;.
and mtanglble Supports.
~~~~~::~~b~~Sh~fd in~ep~n~ence. Strictness is not (;bje~,:
~~e f;mil~ is the .first and most basic institution in our
, B I se , w e~ It IS seen as fairminded and well
socle y or eVelopmg the child's potential in all its ~e~nt.
ut w~ere stnctness amOltnts simply to control
:~ny aspel~ts: Em~tional, intellectual, moral; and spirity orce, the chIld harbors resentment until the da h
, as we as phy!:\'cal. and social. Other influences do ~aca~ ~ucce~sfully assert physical mastery himself tr~h~~
n?t even enter the cluld's life until after the first f
hhl~lhdly formlative years. It is within the family that t~: a m:t~re:~~~c~n:d shapmg process, discipline for him i1s
c I must earn
. and to accept rules
· to curb h'IS d eSlres
th t d fi
.
h' ahi e ne th e tIme' pi ace, an d CIrcumstances
under which• My father don't get smart with me no more H
d
ttl ",hUJI 0nA th-- "'
"
, e use
~i y persona! ~eeds may be satisfied in socially accept- "- ' . l' : • ."
HUU. me iwwnstazrs, untill got bi
enouv'h
~o: ways. Tn~s early training-management of emo- to beat hzm. The last time he touch me he wags
.0
do
t'
lk'
,commg
, confrontatIon WIth rules and authority de I
kn:;s a~rs ta
some J!?ise about something. I don't
ment of responsiveness to others-has becn ~e /~ ~r
, w at. He ttad a dnnk, and he always make
related to the presence or absence o'f d I'
p. a e y
B
e mquency In later thmg, u~ when he stfJrt drinking. He was tryin a :~~:;
hea~~d . ut cause-and-effect relationships h,lVe proved sr:zar. wz~h me, so he swung at me and missed. I just bot
eWI . ermgly complex, and require much more clinical tzred of zt. I snatched him and th
l.
~
expenence and systematic research.
~~e
wall, and then we started fighting.re~;z~st:; o~!;~~:~
Research
:findings
f from concl .
..,'
. ' however, Wh'l
lear
zm arou~d. the ~eck and starte¢ chc-:.ing him~ So' I
pom,i to the prmciple that whatever in the
. uSI~e,
starte~
~ttmg hzm. in the nose and everything , and
of the family, th e con tacts among its
orgamzatIon
b
.
a~ou~ t e '}'l0uth. Then he pushed my mother ~nd I .
relations~ips to the .surrounding comm~~~ ~r~i~fsh~: hzt hZ,m agam. The~ he quit, and I, carried him ba,ck
t~e moral and emotIOnal authority of the fa 'I . h
hfe of th
.
nu y m t e upstaIrs. Next mormng he jump up sayina "Wh t h p
e youP..g person also mcrea~vs the likelihood pened last night? My lea hurts" He IS' d la'k' a, ·
of deImquency.
don't know wh h
°
.
ma e z 6' I'W
ou kn
h d a~ ad hap~ened. And ever since then,
th Th~ folIo;in g discussIon draws upon the extensive- y
ow, e on t say nothzng to me,
b aug not y any means exhaustive--work already done
y numerous researchers.
has\~I!:c~:~t;nt ~~tu~ of:ermissiveness and strictness
?un I~ e ackgrounds of many deliJrluents
Family Membership
If
father of a son) is ~bsent ifo~ ~arent (especial.ly the ( k . Ma~y mner-clty parents express at once a desire
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ml e m age among several siblin s- trouble, and a resignation to their inability to do so~ 10
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•
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.
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.
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if Mel ..
quent th~nl t~en r~ared m happy homes are less delin- vzn IS here because her son IS with him I said UN 1 h
aorte to bed at d" S'
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.
,
ose rom unhappy homes. Apparentl
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re~, y.
tZe says, NAre you sure?" I said,
~antal discord tends to expose the child t d I'
Y
• pretty sure. So I went downstairs and I peeked i
mfluence
'h
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a e mquent
d' s~ pel .aps y outrIght rejection or neglect or by
s;w a lump in the bed but I didn't see his head' . s~
ufnthel~uttmhg ~IS respect for his parents and so the force
t.oo a look and he was gone. He came home ~bout
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~ .30, and we, talked for a while. (What did you do?)
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Disci~lin~.
The discipline associated with the loose
orgamzatIon and female [JCUS that characterize many

lik:l~h:/O~dt h~mkhe was wr~ng going against

his parents
, u e eeps sn.'Iakmg out anyway. (What does
. YOllr husband do about it?) Well,. he don't d0 muc Iz. I' m
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the family itself in ll10dern life. There seems to be a
direct relationship between the prestige of the family in
the community and the kind of bond that develops between father and son. Respected family status increases
the strength of parental authority and seems to help
insulate the child from delinquency.
In inner-city families one or more of the detrimental
factors discussed above is particulal'ly likely to be present. Many families are large. Many (over 40 percent
according to some estimates) are fatherless, always or intermittently, 01' involve a marital relationship in which
the parties have and communicate to their offspring but
little sense of permanence. And the histories of delinquents frequently include a large lower class family
broken in some way.

t

the one who gets ujJSet. My husband, he'll say something
to Mel and then he'll just rf'lax and forget about it. (Husband and wife laugh together.) There's little we can da.
you know. It's hard to talk to him cause he just go ahead
alld do what he wallts anywa J'.
Such vacillatiom may bc virtually inevitable where the
man of the house is sometimes or frequently absent, intoxicated, or replaced by another; where coping .with everyday life with too many children and too httle money
leaves little time or energy for discipline; or where children have arrived so early and unbidden that parents
are too immature not to prefer their own pleasure to a
child's needs. Nevertheless, erratic discipline may engender anxiety, un('crtainty, and ultimately rebellion in
the child.

Parclltal Affection or Rejccti01l.

More cl':Jcial even
than mode of discipline is the degree of parental affection
or rejection of the child. Perhaps t he most important
factor in the lives of many boys who become delinquent
is their failure to win the affection of their fathers. It
has been suggested that delinquency ('orreiates more with
the consistency of the affection the child receives from
both parents than with the ronsimency of the discipline.
It has also been found that <t disproportionately large

Directiolls lor Change.
The factors and relationships
identified above--number of children, absence of father,
consistency of discipline, family status in the community,
and others-are not susceptible of direct intervention by
public programs. It is neverthelcss inrs('npable that the
family is a vital component in any consideration of delinquency and delinquents.
Given the need to make families function better and
the impossibility of affecting them directly, the obligation
and objective of our society must be to develop and provide the environment and the resources ancl opportunities
through which families can become competent to deal
with their own problems. Better housing, bctter recreation facilities, increased employment opportunities, as-

sistance in family planning, increased opportunities to
function as a family unit rather than as a divergent collection of autonomous bcings--all these can create the independence and security that are prerequisite if rclationships within the family are to be a source of strength.
Thus efforts to reduce unemployment and to provide
more and better housing should be expand cd. Consideration should be given various proposals for augmenting
inadequate family income. Assistance in family planning must be readily accessible to all.
The family should be encouraged to see itself as a functioning unit. Communities should develop opportunities
for participation by all thc members of the family in both
leisure time and community improvement activities, espccially oncs that provide possibilities for communication
among generations. Schools should be encouraged and
enabled to develop programs and services for families ancl
to identify children's problems early and work with their
families at solving them.
Even under the best of circumstances, however, many
family problems will relilain. COlInseling and therapy
provide one promising method of dealing with complex
emotional and psychological relationships within the
family and should be made easily available. Credit
unions in neighborhood centers, visiting homemakcr helpers, and instruction on marketing ancl othcr household
skills are promising developments.
Ultimately, it is the strengths of its individual members, the nature of its physical surroundings, the secureness of its placc in the eOlllmunity that will determine thc

number of aggressive delinquents have been denied the
opportunity to express their feelings of dependence on
their parents.

Idclltification Between Father and Son.

Several recent studies focusing on identification betwecn a boy and
his father have tried to determine the conditions under
which a boy j''\ more likely to be attracted to his f1.ther, on
the assumption that such attraction provides a basis upon
which parental d::,cipline can inculcate youthful selfcontrol. Unemployment has been found to weaken a
father's authority with his family, especially over adolescent children for whom he is unable to provide expected
support. Children also appear less likely to identify with
fathers if their discipline is perce,ivcd as unfair. The
strong influence of the father over his son, for good or
for ill, is also velY significant. When father-son and
mother-son relationships are compared, the father-son relationships appear more determinative in whether or not
delinquent behavior develops.

Family Status in the Communil),.

The capacity of
parents to maintain moral authority over the conduct of
their children is affected not only by the family's internal
stmcture and operation but also by the relationships that
the family maintains with the community and the role of
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family's intricate and largely unpredictable interrelationships. Thus whatever helps each member reallze his own
potential, whatever makes living and playing cleaner and
safer, whatever insures the family a participating place
among friends and neighbors in the community-those
are the things that will give the family th.e re~:!!!rces it
must have to help young people find their way in the
outside world.

The Commission recommends:
Efforts, both private and public, should be intensified
to:
Reduce unemployment and devise methods of providing minimum family income.
Reexamine and revise welfare regulations so 'i\'
they contribute to keeping the family together.
Improve housing and recreation facilities.
Insure availability of family planning assistance.
Provide help in problems of domestic management
and child care.
Make counseling and therapy easily obtainable.
Develop activities that involve the whole family
together.

M dee at jazz concert
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youngster's life. Thereafter he may be watched; he may
be suspect; his every misstep may be seen as further
evidence of his delinquent nature. He may be excluded
more and more from legitimate activities and opportunities. Soon he may be designated and dealt with as a
delinquent and will find it very difficult to move onto a
law-abiding path even if he can overcome his own belligerent reaction and negative self-image and seeks to
doso.
. Being l~beled a troub~emaker is a danger of growing up
In suburbia as well as In the slums, but the suburbs are
more likely to provide parental intervention and psychiatrists, pastors, family counselors to help the youth
abandon his undesirable identity. It is much harder for
the inner-city youth to find alternatives to a rebel role.
Thus it is in the slums that youth gangs are most likely"to
drift from minor and haphazard into serious, repeated,
purposeful delinquency.
It is in the slums, too, that young people are most likely
to be exposed to the example of the successful career
criminal as a person of prestige in the community. To a
population denied access to traditional positions of status
,a~? achievement, a successful criminal may be a highly
VISible model of power and affluence and a center of training and recruitment for criminal enterprise.

YOUTH IN THE COMMUNITY

The typical delinquent operates in the company of his
peers, and delinquency thrives on group support. It has
been estimated that between 60 and 90 percent of all
delinquent acts are committed with companions. That
fact alone makes youth groups of central concern in consideration of delinquency prevention.
It is clear that youth groups are playing a more and
more important part in the transition between childhood
and adulthood. For young people today that transition
is a long period of waiting, during which they are expected
to be seriously preparing themselves for participation at
some future date in a society that meanwhile provides
no role for them and withholds both the toleration accorded children and the responsibilities of adults. Some
young people, however, lack the resources for becoming
prepared; they see the goal but have not the means to
reach it. Others are resentful and impatient with the
failure of their stodgy elders to appreciate the contributions they feelrcady to make. Many, slum dWellers and
suburbanites both, feel victimized by the moral absolutes
of the adult society-unexplained injunctions about right
and wrong that seem to have little relevance in a complex
world controlled by people employing multiple and shifting standards. Youth today accuse those ahead of them
of phoniness and of failure to define how to live both
honorably and successfully in a world that is changing too
rapidly for anyone to comprehend.
The very rapidity of that change is making it ever more
difficult for young people to envision the type of work
they might wish to commit themselves to, more difficult
for them to find stable adult models with whom to identify. To fill the vacuum, they turn increasingly to their
own age mates. But the models of dress and ideal and
behavior that youth subcultures furnish may lead them
into conflict with their parents' values and efforts to
assert control. It has been suggested that, besides being
more dependent on each other, youth today are also more
independent of adults; parents and their young adolescents increasingly seem to live in different and at times
antagonistic worlds. That antagonism sometimes explodes in antisocial acts.
Most of the youngsters who rebel at home and at school
seek security and recognition among their fellows on the
street. Tog'ether they form tightly knit groups in the
decisions of which they are able to participate and the
authority of which they acc~pt as virtually absolute.
Their attitudes, dress, tastes, ambitions, behavior, pastimes
are those of the group.
While the members are still young-before and during
their early teens-such groups engage with apparent
abandon and indifference in whatever seems like fun,
de,linquent and ,nondelinquent. Only sO,me of what they
do is seriously violent or d~&tructive. Frequently, however, adults see, even their minor. misdeeds as malicious
and defiant and label the actors tr~ublemakers ... The af. fixing of that labei can be a momentous occurrence in a
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johnny D. * * * was about the hippest cat on Eighth
Avenue * * *. He was a man * * * 21 * * *.
johnny D. had been in jail since JEe was 17 * If. *.
johnny did everything. He used to sell all the horse
[heroin] in the neighborhood * * *. Everybody used to
listen when he said sometJling. It made seTlse to listen-
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Delinquent gangs are commonly blamed for much of
the street crime that presently alarms the Nation. In
fact, however, according to a detailed 2-year study, recently completed, of the 700 members of 21 delinquent
gangs, gang violence against persons is less frequent less
violent, and less uncontrolled than is generally beli~ved.
Only 17 percent of all the offenses recorded by observers
incll!ded an element of violence, and about half of the violent offenses were committed against rival gang members.
Much gang violence, in other words, appears to occur not
~ga.in.st strangers but in attempts to achieve or preserve
mdlvldual or gang status or territory.
Many cities have sent youth workers into the streets
~o befriend gang boys and dissuade them from fighting.
Street workers have often succeeded in their i"Umediate
objective of averting gang violence, but, with little more
permanent to offer than bus trips and hall games, they
have rarely managed to convert boys from total gang involvement to more socially acceptable pursuits. Indeed
there are indications that street work has in some place~
had negative effects by creating a vacuum too likely to be
filled by such destructive activities as using narcotics. Yet
even the hard core delinquent whose gang is his life continues to share the conventional American belief that
work and education are- the right ways to get ahead in
the world.

Victims of gang violence

I
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he was doing some of everything, so he must have know'l
what It e was talking about * *. *. He sure seemed to
know a lot of things. johnny just about raised a lot of
the cats around there * * *. Claude Brown Manchild in the Promised Land (1965), pp. 104, 108-109.
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The Commission recommends:

Efforts, both private <!nd public, should be intensified
to:
Involve young people in community activities.
Train and employ youth as subprofessional aides.
Establish Youth Services Bureaus to provide and coordinate programs for young people.
Increase involvement of religious institutions, private
social agencies, fraternal groups, and other community organizations in youth programs.
Provide community residential centers.
DELINQUENCY AND THE SCHOOL

. Youth worker and group
Directions for Change.
The adherence of youth to the
norms and values of legitimate society provides a natural
starting place for preventive programs. Although young
people, especially young rebels, may resist lectures, appeals,
even handouts, they respond to opportunities for responsible involvement. Their participation in community activities should be actively sought. They can help operate
community centers, plan neighborhood organization and
improvement efforts, develop programs that will attract
other youth; among other benefits, their participation will
improve communication between the generations. They
can run youth centers of their: own. Encouraging them
to participate ;\n civil rights and political activities wiII
engage their immediate energies and at the same time
inform and enlist them for more long-term commitment.
The immediate need is to tide the youth over the most
dangerous age--the age at which adolescent frustration
may combine with inner-city alienation so that he strikes
out at society. The more basic need, however, is to give
him a reason to care about what happens to his worlda stake in a healthy society. Thus the ideal program
absorbs his immediate attention and also improves his
chances of finding satisfying work, 01' participating in
community activities, 01' better understanding the workings of his government or the law. An example is recruitment of youth as paid aides to the pJlice, to probation officers, in clinics. Such programs have the double
value of giving young people immediate employment and
a stake in their community and at the same time training them for a regular position in the future. The community service officer posidon on police forces, proposed
in chapter 4, provides an excellent opportunity for young
men to put their knowledge of their city to gainful use
while acquiring the skills for advancement in police work.

Agencies should be established that provide easily accessible information, guidance, and services for youth.
These agencies should refer young people to remedial
education 01' job training or recreation 01' other similar
programs as appears appropriate in the given case. They
should provide such programs in communities where they
do not already exist. They should make counseling, advice, assistance in finding a job readily available. The
service coordinating and providing Youth Services Bureau proposed later in this chapter should accept both
youths who are referred to it and those who come in on
their own. Small ,residential centers have proved successful in a numb-er of communities in steering youth
away frol11 incipient trouble by providing more supervision than they get at home, yet in an atmosphere that
is not institutional or coercive.
Many organizations already exist that have as one of
their aims-if not the major one-the provision of programs for young people. Perhaps most universal are
religious institutions, many of which offer a wide variety
of services ranging from individual couqseling to group
activities, from traditional religious instruction and worship to outv.-ard looking community improvement efforts.
Boys' Clubs, Scout and Campfire groups, fraternal organizations, Y's, settlement houses, and many private
and semiprivate social agencies too have served ovef the
years as refuges for and rescuers of young people. Too
frequently, however, limited resources and restrictive policies have forced such organizations to exclude difficult
~:"linquents and older, alienated adolescents. These
groups have a vital role in making available the diversified activities and sources of assistance youth need; it is
essential that they expand their work in this field and seek
ways of extending it to all youl1g peopl~.

"..

The complex relationship between the school and the
child varies greatly from one sehool system to another.
The process of education is dramatically diffe,-ent in the
slum than in the middle-class suburb. The child and the
problems he brings to school are different. The support
for learning that he receives at home and in his neighborhood is different. The school systems themselves are velY
different. The slum school faces the greatest obstacles
with the least resources, the least qualified personnel, the
least adequate capability for effective education.
The school, unlike the family, is a public instrument
for training young people. It is, therefore, more directly
accessible to change through the development of new
resources and policies. And since it is the principal
public institution for the development of a basic commitment by young people to the goals and values of our
society, it is imperative that it be provided with the resources to compete with illegitimate attractions for young
people's allegiance. Anything less would be a serious
failure to discharge our Nation's responsibility to its
youth.
The Commission recognizes that many in the field of
education have identified the shortcomings of slum
schools. The Commission recognizes too that in many
places efforts are being made to improve various aspects
of schools. But as a general matter our society has not
yet been willing to devote resources sufficient for thl'
radical changes necessary.
Recent research has related instances of delinquent
conduct to the school-child relationship and to problems
either created or complicated by schools themselves.
First, in its own methods and practices, the school may
simply be too passive to fulfill its obligations as one of the
last social institutions with an opportunity to rescue the
child from other forces, in himself and in his environment,
which are pushing him toward delinquencv. Second,
there is considerable evidence that some schools may have
an indirect effect on delinquency by the. use of methods
that create the conditions of failure for certain students.
Mishandling by the school can lower the child's motivation to learn. It can aggravate his difficulty in accepting
authority and generate or intensify hostility and aliena-

tion. It can sap the child's confidence, dampen his
initiative, and lead him to negative den'liti(,TIS of himself
as a failure or an "unacceptable" person,
Some schools, particularly in the poorest areas, are
unable to deal with children who are neither ready nor
able to learn. Asserting demands for performance that
the child cannot meet, the frustrated Iteacher may become
hostile and the chi~d indifferent, apathetic, or hostile in
turn. Tf the child is also rebelling at home, the effect is
more immediate and the confrontation becomes intolerable to all. The too-usual result is that the child turns to
other things that have nothing to do with academic
learning, and the school finds a way to ignore him or push
him out so the rest of its work can continue.
The following discussion attempts to identify ways in
which some schools may be contributing directly or indirectly to the behavior problems of children and to
assess the capacity of schools to prevent and manage such
problems. In formulating its recommendations, the
Commission has had the benefit of advice and assistance
from the Office of Education in the Deparlment of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
The Educationally HandicajJjJed Child.
Ohildren
enter the school system already shaped by their earlier
experiences-many of them already handicapped in their
potential for educational achievement. The educational handicaps that seem most closely related to delinquency appear in the slum child.
He comes from a home in which books and other artifacts of intellectual accomplishment are rare. His
parents, while they care about his education, are themselves too poorly schooled to give him the help and encouragement he needs. They have not had the timeeven had they the knowledge-to teach him basic skills
that are milestones painlessly passed by most middle-class
youngsters: telling time, counting, saying the alphabet,
learning colors, using crayons and paper and paint. He
is unaccustomed to verbalizing concepts 01' ideas. Written communication may be rare in his experience.
It is sometimes assumed that the parents of children
in slum neighborhoods do not value education. In
fact, there is persuasive evidence of their commitment to
an adequate education for their children. Similarly,
the youngsters themselves care a great deal about education. Indeed, there are indications that Negro and
lower-income students place a higher value on education than do white and higher-income ones.
But whether he and his parents value education 01' not,
the tide of life soon begins to run against success in
school for the child from the ghetto. Sordid surroundings, harsh or missing discipline, having to fight for what
he wants, and taking over (far too soon) control of his
own comings and goings-all adversely afTect the odds
against him. To some extent, of course, these problems
are also encountered in the middle-class school, but there
they are usually less extreme, and there is a greater likelihood of useful assistance through counseling, guidance,
special tutoring, or some other form of individual help.
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The Slum School.
'the manner in which the school
system responds to the educational problems that the
child brings with him is of extraordinary importance.
It must be able to recognize these problems and to direct
a battery of resources toward them.
Stimulated by the poverty program, recent and extensive studies have been made of the educational problems
of children reared in slum communities. It has been
clearly demonstrated that the educational system in the
slums is less well equipped than its nonslum counterpart
to deal with the built-in learning problems of the children who come to it. Schools in the slums have the
most outdated and dilapidated buildings, the fewest texts
and library books, the least experienced full-time teachers, the least qualified substitute teachers, the most OVercrowded classrooms, ;and the least developed counseling
and guidance services in the Nation.
The inadequacies of facilities and teaching resources
are aggravated by the slum school's increasing segregation, both racial and economic. Despite efforts to combat and prevent segregation, central cities are growing
increasingly nonwhite and poor, suburban areas increasingly white and affluent. Educational achievement is
generally lower among' nonwhite lower income students,
and sO racial and economic segregation in the schools has
the circular effect of exposing nonwhite lower income
students to inferior examples of educational achievement. There is substantial evidence that the achievements and aspirations of students are strongly related
to the educational backgrounds and performances of
other students in their school, and that nonwhite lower
income stu.dents do better when placed in mixed or middle class schools. Chief Justice Warren enuncia.ted one
destructive effect of racial segregation in Brown v. Board
of Education of Topeka, the landmark school desegregation decision:
To separate them from others of ~imilar age and qualifications solely because of their race generates a feeling
of inferiority as to their status in the community that ma),
affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to
be undone. Social and economic separation compound
the educational obstacles of racial segregation in many
schools today.

The deficiencies of the slum school are further aggravated by a widespread belief that the intellectual
capability of most slum children is too limited to allow
much education. As a result standards are lowered to
meet the level the child is assumed to occupy. Frequently
the chance to stimulate latent curiosity and excitement
about learning is irretrievably lost, and the self-fulfilling
prophecy of apathy and failure comes true.
It is increasingly apparent that grouping procedures
often operate in this way. Children with educationally
deprived backgrounds are often grouped on the basis of
achievement or "ability" tests with built-in cultural biases.
The assumption is then made that these children Jack
ability, and standards are lowered ac~ord\ngly. Thus,

L

while grouping methods are designed to help tailor curriculum to individual needs and abilities, and while such
methods could be valuable in channeling efforts to help
educationally deprived children make up for lack of preparation, too frequently they are administered with a rigidity and oversimplification that intensify rather than ameliorate the slum child's learning problems.
These problems are further reinforced by the lack of
relationship between the instructional material usually
provided by slum schools and the social, economic, and
political conditions of living in the siums. To the youngster, the instruction seems light years away from the
circumstances and facts of life that surround him every
day. The following comments of a former delinquent
are illuminating:

were marching for thclir rights. I didn't know about that.
(When did you find out?) In the streets.

)

t

It wasn't interesting to me, I liked the science books
but I didn't dig that other stuff. Dick and Jane went
up the hill to fetch a pail of water and all that crap.
Mary had a little lamb. Spot jumped ouer the fence.
See Spot jump over the fence. * * * I say, ain't this
the cutest little story. And I took the book one day and
shoved it straight back to the teacher and said I aiu't
going to read that stuff.
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When I took the test I think I was four point something so I was real low in English, but I mostly got all
my English listening in the streets, from listening to people. I didn't pick up my English mostly from school.
(Can you read now?) I can read something that I am
really interested in.
(Going back to junior high, what kind I)f things would
have liked to read, that would have made you interested?) Well, I could see Dick and Jane when I was
in elementary school, but in junior high school I was
ready to know about life, about how it really is out there.
In elementary school it's painted like it is beautiful, ever"thing is beautiful. (In a sing-song.) Get your education and you can go somewhp.re. I didn't want to hear
that no more, because I had seen my brother go through
the same thing. He quit school, he ain't making it. So
I wanted to know, okay how can I get somewhere if I
go to school. How is life in general? How is the government ran? What's in the government right now that
makes it hard for young /Ieople that graduate from high
school to get somewhere? Why is it that people are
fighting each other in the United States? Why is it that
people can't communicate with each othu? Society in
general-what is it that society has said that we have to
follow? How i.' the police struct~ re set up? Why is t.he
police hard on ~Iouth?
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These are all the things I would have loved to learn
in school. Us that the way you think now or the: way
you thought then?) I used to want to know about the
government. How it was structured. I wanted to learn
how it was run-really. Back then I didn't know people

I

The slum child often feels a similar lack of relationship
between school and his future in the adult world:
(What kind of jchool program were you doing? Vocational education? ) Yeah, vocational training. (Did
that prepare you for a job?) It was suppqsed to prepare
me for a job but it didn't. (Did you try to get a job?)
Yt?ah, I tried to get a job. The men said I wasn't qualified. (Did you think while you were in school that you
would get a job?) That's right-that's why I stayed in
school so I could get a job upon completion of high
school because they put so much emphasis on getting a
high school diploma. "If you {!et a high school diploma,
you can do this and you can do this, without it you can't
do this." And I got one and I still can't do nothing. I
can't get a job or nothing after I got one. [Ex-deiinquent.]

. There is evidence that many students become di( Jlusioned earlier than this young man. Many students who
are not taking college preparatory work seem to believe
that regardless of their efforts or achievement, the system
will not come through with anything but low status low
paying jobs after high school. Present tasks and dem'ands
of the school therefore have little meaning or payoff.
That problem, to be ~ure, lies not only in the schools'
failure to prepare students adequately f9r the future but
also in the absence of adequate and equal employ~ent
opportunity. The U.S. Department of Labor has shown
that a Negro high school graduate has a greater chance
of being unemployed than a white high school dropouta subject dealt with in greater detail below.
Too often, as a result of the virtual absence of relation
between it and the life he is living or will live, the school
cannot hold the slum child's interest. It is boring, dull,
and apparently usele&J, to be endured for awhile and
then abandoned as a bad deal.
Failure in School and Delinquency: The Downward
Spiral of Failure.
When the school system is not ade-
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quately equipped to meet the eady lea1'lling problems
a child brings to school with him, a cycle of deterioration
and failure may be set in motion. As the youngster is
"promoted" from grGlde to grade to keep him with his
age mates but before he has really mastered his tasks,
failure becomes cumulative. While he may have been
only half a year behind the average in fourth grade,
for example, recent evidence shows that the achievement
gap may widen to three-quarters of a year by sixth grade
and to one-and-one-quarter years by eighth grade.
The school failurc, especially if he has developed a
tough, indifferent facade, may give the impression that
he does not care about his conspicuous failure to "make
out" in schQol. In fact he probably cares a great deal!,
and even if the academic failure itself does not much
matter to him, the loss of others' esteem does. He find:s

himself labeled a slow learner or a "goof-off." The school
typically reacts to his failure with measures that reinforce
his rejection: by assigning him to a special class for slow
students, h!, excluding him from participation in extrac~rricular activi'ties, by overlooking him in a~signing prestigious school tasks and responsibilities.
The child, in self-defense, reacts against the school,
perhaps openly rebelling against its demands. He and
others like him seek each other out. Unable to succeed
in being educated, they cannot afford to admit that
education is important. Unwilling to accept the school's
humiliating evaluation of them, they begin to flaunt its
standards and reject its long-range goals in favor of conduct more immediately gratifying.
T~at conduct may not at first be seriously delinquent,
but It represents a push toward more destructive and
criminal patterns of behavior. Moreover, it takes forms,
such as repeated truancy, that end hope of improved academic achievement. It may lead to dropping out of
school.
There is mounting evidence that delinquency and failure in school are correlated. For example, in comparison of a group of "A" and "B" students with a group of
"C" and "D" ones (both working and middle class), the
"C" aneI "D" ones were seven times
.
more l'k
1 e Iy to be
delinquent; boys from blue-collar backgrounds who failed
in school have been found to be delinquent almost seven
times more often than those who did not fail.
It is of course difficult if not impossible to separate the
part played by some schools fl'om the innumerable other
forces that may be related to the development of delinquent behavior. But both common sense and data such
as these support the view that the high degree of correlation between delinquency and failure in school is more
than accidental.
Student misbehavior is a real and urgent problem in many slum
schools. Much youthful obstreperousness is oest understood as a process of "testing" those in authority and demonstrating-partly for the benefit of peers-one's toughness and masculinity. For many inner-city children, the
teacher represents the first real challenge to their independence. While middle-class children, accustomed to
the close supervision of parents or parent substitutes, defer almost automatically to the authority of the teacher,
the slum child arrives at school in the habit of being his
own master and is not about to surrender his autonomy
upon demand.
The way in which the school responds to early signs of
misbehavior may have a profound influence in either
diverting the youngster from or propelling him along the
path to a delinquent career. Not all teachers have trouble with "difficult" youngsters. Some, especially sensitive
to what lies behind insolence and disobedience, adopt a
firm but positive attitude that allows the task of learning
to be carried on, if not always under placid conditions.
School Response to Behavior Problems.
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Like my Civics teacher, he understand all the students.
He know we like to play. Like, you know, he joke with
us for about the first fifteen minutes and tllen, you know,
everybod" gets settled down and then they want to do
some work. He got a good sense of humor and he understand. [Gang member, 17 years old.]
Other teachers simply submit, ignoring as best they can
commotions and disruptions of classroom routine-an alternative that avoids head-on conflict with autonomyseeking youth but at the same time deprives them of instruction even when they choose to accept it.

Like this one stud, man, he don't try to help us at all. He
just goes on rajJping (talking) to the poopbutts (squares),
and when we ask a question he don't even pay no attention. I don't think that's fair. We there trying to leam
just like anybody else! (All the time?) Well, sometimes. [Teenage gang member.]
Many teachers, on the other hand, assume a right to
unquestioning obedience. There results a sometimes
ceaseless conflict between teacher and child. The child's
assertions of autonomy are dealt with by the teacher, and
eventually the ~chool administration, as misbehavior, and
sanctioned in a variety of ways, By labeling the youth
a troublemaker and excluding him from legitimate activities and sources of achievement, the sanctions may reinforce his tendency to rebel and resist the school's authority. Nor is it easy for him to re.form; grades lowered for misconduct, the stigma of assignment to a special
class, and records of misbehavior passed 'On both formally
and informally from teacher to teacher make his past difficult to live down. The conception he forn1s of himself

as an outsider, a nonconformer, is of particular importance. With n'O other source of public recognition; ~!Jch
negative self-images become attractive to some young people, and they begin to adapt their behavior to fit the labels
applied to them. A process of defining and communicating a public character occurs, and some young people
in a sense cooperate in actually bec'Oming the delinquents
they are said to be.
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The ~lum student typically
comes to school with a number of problems not shared by
his middle-class counterpart, and the school that is faced
with these problems has fewer resources than its middleclass counterpart to cope with them. It is therefore not
surprising that the slum school has so often failed in the
task of educating the slum child, a failure that reiates in
different and complex ways to delinquency.
Society should of course devote to slum schools the
resources necessary to make them as well equipped and
staffed as schools in other areas. But if we expect slum
schools to succeed in their task of education, we must give
them additional resources 50 that they can attempt to
compensate, insofar as possible, for various handicaps
suffered by the slum child-to rescue him from his environment.
Vast resources are required to improve the quality of
teachers and facilities in slum school~. Efforts must be
made to attract more and better teachers. Teachers'
colleges must provide training, including internships, for
working with disadvantaged children, as they already do
for the mentally and physically handicapped, Incentives-financial, status, intellectual-must be provided to
offset the dangers and discouragements o~ working in
slum areas. Programs such as the National Teacher

Di'recdons for Change.
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In order that slum children may receive the best rather
th~n the worst education in the Nation, efforts, both
private and public: should be intensified to:
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Secure financial support for necessary personnel
'
buildings, and equipment.
Improve the quality and quantity of teachers and
fucilities in the slum school.
Combat racial and economic school segregation.
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There are numerous ways ifI which scho:.:,.ls must adapt
th:mselves to the particular needs of the disadvantaged
chIld. They must, for example, lc.9Xll to cope with the
child ~ho arrives at school inad~quately prepared for
education.. Instead of assuming tbat the child is stupid
and lowermg expectations for bi.s achievement schools
must help the child make up for the preparatio~ he has
m:ssed. That is the goal of the early childhood education programs, .inv?lvin?, . both preschool.·and primary
grades, already mstItuteli m some schools;< the preschool
Head Start programs sponsored by the Office of Economic
Opportunity have providr.d impetus for this effort on a
nationwide scale. And bt'iter methods must be found
for determining the innf\te ability of children and for
encouraging each to achieve his fuII pot;:ntiaI.
It is also important that schools learn to understand
al'ld control the child who arrives at school accustomed
to autonomy and averse to assertions of authority. New
methods of dealing with behavior problems are needed
t~at avoid l~bc1ing the child a troublemaker, excluding
111m from hiS group and from legitimate acth·ities and
reinforcing misbehavior patterns.
'

Mobilization for Youth tutor
Flexible school administrative arrangements would
make it possible to assign difficult students to regular
elasse~ taught by teachers who are particularly successful With such students. Teacher seminars would enable
thos~ teachers to share their insights with their felIows.
Rovmg teams of consultants have been trained to work
with teachers, parents, relatives, friends-anyone who can
be taught to help children who are "acting up" in
sc~ooI. . A J:lu~ber of experimental methods of dealing
With mlsbeha~l~l: problems show promise. Some give
added responslbllItIes to problem children: Mobilization
fot·.Youth employed older students, many of whom were
delmquents, to tutor younger students. Other programs
have improved school performance and reduced misbehavior in class with group techniques that encourage peer
group contr()l of members. A few schools have initiated
and had favorable experience with efforts to detect delinquent tendencies at the elemenmry school level and
~o de~l with ~h.em in a variety of ways, including special
ms~rvlce ~r~l1m~g for teachers, special counselors and
SOCial servlces, mcentive and reward systems for pupils
and coopera~ive work with parents.
'
When it is necessary to impose sanctions on the difficult
chiI~ and seI?a~a~e him from his felIows, perhaps in a
speCial class, It IS unp?rt~nt that he not be simply pushed
out and neglected. Instead special resources should be
dev~ted to helping hiI?' special counseling and guidance
services should be aVailable, and channels should be kept
(1)en so that, where feasible, he can again become part
of the regular student body.
In order to gain and keep the slum child's interest,
schools must try to relate curriculum content and material
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The Commission recommends:

)

Vista volunteer with school children

Corps seem useful for bringing new ideas and teaching
methods into disadvantaged schcols. There must be
building programs to replace and improve deteriorated
sc~ools and to accommodate rapidly growing youth populations. Funds are needed for new equipment for textbooks and library facilities.
'
Present eff?rtG .to combat school segregation along racial
and economic lmes, and the housing segregation that
underlies it, must be continued and expanded. To the
ex:ent that school desegregation introduces inner-city
chIldren to the better schools outside the slums or accomplishes real improvement in slum schools, it would insure
at leaGt the allocation of comparable resources to the
e?~cation of nonwhite lower-class children, as well as
gl~mg them .the educational advantage of contact with
chIldren. at.hlgher levels of preparation and performance.
And while school integration imposed in advance of residential des~gregatio~l in theory could subject as many
nonsluu; chIldren to madequate slum schools as it exposed
slum chIldren to good nonslum schools, in fact the influence on school policy generally exercised by middle-class
parents would most likely result in rapid upgrading of
poor schools to which their children had been sent.
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to conditions of life in the slums. Reading and subject
matter must not be :imited to people, places, and situations that have no meaning for the slum child. Schools
should address the problems and issues in his real world:
poverty, dc:ease, drug addiction, unemployment, polic-:relations, discrimination, civil rights. One effort already
made in this direction is development of primers that
picture slum children and use vocabulary recogniza:ble
to them. Anothcr is the designing, by Hunter College
in New York, of new curricula for inner-city schools.
The Commission recommends:

In order that schools may beUer adapt to the particular
educational problems of the slum child, efforts, both
private and public, should be intensified to:
Help slum children make up for inadequate preschool
preparation:
Deal better with behavior problems.
Relate instructional mat/erial to conditions of life in
the slums.
There artfhumerous other ways in which the school can
and should adapt to the needs of the slum child. Wh<!re
families t:annot provide a place and time for study because of crowded housing, or wherc they do not because
of lack of interest, schools can make their facilities available. Where family and community offer little opportunity for recreation, schools can offer their personnel, buildings, and equipment to fill the void. Where
family and community health care is inadequate, schools
can provide supplemental services.
Schools should assume a greater responsibility for
preparing students for the future. They should help
raise the .aspirations and expectations of those students
capable of higher education and should prepare them
for it. This is the objective of the Upward Bound programs sponsored by the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Present progtams for students not headed for college
should also be reviewed and revised. Vocational training programs removed from industry often pfuvide highly
unrealistic training, and often it is for' obsolete jobs.
Schools should concern themselves with job placement
for their graduates; ~t is already common for colleges
to have placement offices and for industry to recruit directly from college.

,

The Commission recommends:

In order that schools may better prepare students !or the
future, efforts, both private and public, should be intensified to:
Rai!le the aspirations and expectations of students
capable of higher education.
Review and revise present programs for students not
going to college.
Further develop job piacement services in schools.
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nual increase nearly 50 percent greater than that which
occurred during the first half of the 1960's and almost
Ii doubl~ that ~f the 1950's. Young' workers, aged 14 t.o
jwIt ;,.. ~4, WIll constItute nearly half (about 45 percent) of thIS
Increase.
One fiign of greater difficulties ahead is the rising ratio
of nonwhite workers joining the labor force-the workers
who suffer most from lack of adequate education and
tmining, shortage of unskilled jobs, end discriminatory
barrie,rs to employment. Between 1965 and 1970, the
~
number of nonwhite youth l'<:;aching 18 will increase by
20 percent over the 1965 level. During the same period,
the white popUlation in the same age group wiII actually
decrease, and will not regain the 1965 figure of 3.3 million until 1970. During the 5-year period after that, the
number of nonwhite 18-year-olds will again increase by
..
20 percent while the number of white 18-year-olds wiII
increase by only 10 percent.
And young people compose the category of workers
with the highest unemployment rate. In 1965 the average unemployment rates for youth between 16 and 24
decreased somewhat from the peak reached in 1963. But
the unemployment rate of youth aged 16 to 21 was over
12.5 percent, two and one-half times that for all workers.
The 1.1 million young people unemployed represented,
therefore, one-third of the jobless workers in the country,
and for them the familiar syndrome-minority group
member, school dropout, unemployed-holds stubbornly
true. Of the 26 million young people who will enter the
• -c:...
labor force during the 1960's, an estimated 25 percent
\'
,'f r will not; have completed high school. Only 45 percent
,:.... will be high school graduates. Only 26 percent will have
graduated from or even attended college.

Finally, it must be clearly recognized that the schools
ca'anot solve the basic problems of education in isolation from the community, especially the family. Slum
schools must become more aware of the community's
requirements and develop a greater sensitivity to the
expectations and educational objectives that parents hold
for their children. And parents must become more involved in their children's education and more committed
to its success, so that they can be more effective advocates
of education at home. One approach has been the establishment of school-community advisory panels that
have access to information about educational, vocational, curricular, and behavorial problems in the sc~ool.
Their function is to suggest improvements in these areas.
Some programs have employed parents and others as
teacher aides. Some communities have greatly increased
parental and community contact with the school by ex~
perimenting with the community school concept, through
which the school remains open morning and night
during the entire year and accommodates a variety of community activities, utilizing many local persons in planning and operating roles.
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The Commission recommends:

In order that schools may become more responsive to
community needs and parental expectations; efforts, both
private and public, should be intensified to develop cooperation between schools and their communities.
DELINQUENCY AND EMPLOYMENT

Growing up properly is difficult at best, but manageable with help at times of critical need. To become a fully functional adult male, one prerequisite
is essential: a job. In our society a person's occupation determines more than anything else what life
he will lead and how others will regard him. Of
course other important factors-family, wealth, race,
age-exert significant influence on his future. But for
most young men, it is securing jobs consistent with their
aspirations that is crucial, that provides a stake in the
law-abiding world and a vestibule to an expanding series
of opportunities: To marry, to raise a family, to participate in civic affairs, to advanr.e economically and
socially and intellectually.
Getting a good job is harder than it used to be for those
without preparation. To be a Negro, an 18-year-old,
a school dropout in the slums of a large city is to have
many times more chance of being unemployed than has
a white 18-year-old high school graduate living a few
blocks away. Poorly educated, untrained youth from
16 to 21 years of age are becoming the Nation's most
stubborn employment problem, especially in the large
cities. Our current economy simply does not need the
skills and personal attributes they have to offer.
Youth and the Labor Market of the Future,
Between
1960 and 1970 the available labor force is expected to rise
by more than 1.5 million persons a year, an average an-
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Employment and Employability.
Any young person
meets a number of problems when he sets out to find a
job. He must learn where and how to look, decide what
to look for, and finally, m2.ke himself acceptable. If he
is a school dropout or has a delinqmmcy record, those
problems are significantly more serious.
It is· commonplace today to observe that educational
preparation is increasingly required for getting and holding a steady job. One would expect, therefore, that
dropping out of school and being unemployed might be
related to each other. Undereducated youngsters are eligible only for unskilled jobs; it is hard for them to get information about the local job market; they lack prior
work experience. Most of them, consequently, do not
in any real sense choose a job. Rather, they drift into
one. And since such jobs rarely meet the aspirations that
applicants bring with them, frustration typically results.
The search for a job may be even more discouraging
when the young person has a delinquency record. There
is evidence that many employers make improper use of
records. A juvenile's adjudication record is required by
the law of most jurisdictions to be private and confidential; in practice the confidentiality of these records is often
violated. The employment application may require the
applicant to state whether he was ever arrested or taken

into custody, or employers may ask juvenile applicants to
sign waivers permitting the court to release otherwise
confidential information.
Many employers also inquire as to all arrests, whether
or not a conviction resulted. About 75 percent of the
employment agencies sampled in a recent study of employment practices in the New York City area stated that they
ask applicants about arrest records and, as a matter of
regular procedure, do not refer any applicant with a
record, regardless of whether the arrest was followed by
conviction. The standard U.S. Government employment
application form (Form 57) has just recently been modified to ask for information concerning only those arrests
that were followed by conviction, rather than all arrests
as previously. The fact that the majority of slum males
(estimates vary from 50 to 90 percent) have some sort of
arrest record indicates the magnitude of this pmblem.
The delinquency label may preclude membership in
labor unions or participation in apprenticeship training.
Licensing requirements for some occupations, such as
barbering and food service, may act as a bar to entry for
those with a record of delinquent conduct.
The Effect of Unemployment.
It does not take the
slum youth long to discover the gap between what he had
hoped for and thought he was entitled to as an American
and what actuaIly awaits him; and it is a bitter as well as
an oft repeated experience. So he looks for some other
way out.
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The career decisions of these youths, and the reasons
for them, are varied; many are not really decisions at all.
Some find their way back to school or into a job training
program. Some drift among low paying jobs. Those
who have good conncctions with organized criminal enterprises may feel few restraints against following a career
that, although illegitimate, is rclatively safe and lucrative; they have seen many others thrive on the proceeds
of vice, and it will not be hard for them to persuade themselves that the steady demand for illicit goods and services
justifies providing them. Others try theft; some become
good rmough at it to make it their regular livelihood;
others lack aptitude 01' connections and become failures in
the illegal as well as the legal world-habitues of our jails
and prisons. Finally, there are those who give up, retreat
from conventional society, and search for a better world
in the private fantasies they can command from drink
and drugs.
The Transmission of Poverty From One Generation to the
Lack of educational preparation, an ecopomy
Next.

that does not need the young, availability of illicit "jobs,"
the effect of having an arrest record-all these decrease
the slum youth's employment opportunities and increase
his chances of becoming or continuing delinquent. Basic
to the economics of delinquency is the transmission of
poverty across the generations. Today, for the 18-yearold, employment is hard to find. What chance has a slumdwelling 6-year-old to break out of the cycle of poverty?
Individual initiative may be important in determining an
individual's destiny, but it is the economic and social
forces shaping the way children are brought up, their
preparation for adulthood by public institutions, their
chances for self-improvement that perpetuate poverty.
The neighborhood in which the 6-year-old has been
growing up is disorganized and has a high rate of delinquency. His father may be struggling to support a large
family on a low wage or, jobless, may have left or deserted
his family. Chronic dependency of families is further
reinforced by the failure of welfare laws to provide economic incentives for fathers to remain in the home.
The 6-year-old now enters school. Although his
parents value education, they realistically enough have
little expectation that he will advance very far, and they
have
. neither time nor skill to aid him. The slum school,
as discussed above, is incapable of picking up the burden.
He leaves school, or is pushed out at age 16, educationally
unprepared, often already with an arrest record. He
marries early or fathers illegitimate children. The cycle
continues.
In earlier times, when musclepower was enough to earn
a living, his slum-dwelling predecessors could with less
difficulty break out of the cycle of poverty. A better job
meant a chance to move into a better neighborhood. The
better neighborhood was less crowded, had better schools,
better social services. The poverty circle was broken, and,
as shown by studies like McKay's, described above, delinquency rates were concomitantly reduced. The new
American "immigrants" have much greater difficulty
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escaping the city's high-delinquency areas. They are confined there by the new economics of the job market and
the old coin of racial prejudice. The ghettos expand,
the citizen fears crime, the summer brings riots, and no
less than the future of America's dties is threatened.
Reducing unemployment and
underemployment is imperative both to enable every
adult to make a decent living, with all its accompanying
bulwarks against criminality, and to interrupt the poverty
and disadvantage that unemployment and financid dependence pass on frQm generation to generation. Real
improvement requires not only equipping potential workers with the skills to hold existing jobs but also making
jobs available where none now exist.
No need is more obvious than to prepare youth for
the jobs that are available. Programs are already in
progress or being' developed through the cooperative
efforts of the Department of Labor, the Office of Education in the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, and the Office of Economic Opportunity to
ready young people for employment through training,
counseling, and remedial education, and then to place
them. These efforts should be expanded. Particularly
they should be provided with resources enabling devotion
of substantial attention to youths who have already demonstrated pron!)ness to antisocial conduct.
For out-of-school youth, who as demonstrated above
are at a special disadvantage on the job market, programs
such as those authorized by the Department of Labor's
Manpower Development and Training Act and the
Labor-sponsored Youth Opportunity Centers are particularly important. For those young people still in school,
it is essential that schools seek ways of equipping them for
work. Vocational training program:; should be reexamined; as pointed out above, many are obsolete or
impractical. Means should be developed that enable
students to combine academic education, vocational
training, and on-the-job experience, for purposes of both
immediate flnancial assistance and future employment;
the Neighborhood Youth Corps is a promising beginning.
Schools should further develop their placemeJ:'lt activities,
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for part-time jobs for youth still in school as wen as for
more permanent employment upon graduating from or
leaving school.
Besides government and the schools, labor organizations
and industry must also become engaged in the effort to
make youth employable. The youth training program
sponsored by the National Association of Manufacturers
provides an example of what can be done by industry, to
tho mutual benefit of industry and youth.
Too frequently youth, even those qualified for existing
jobs, lack easy access to job information. Typically,
especially among inner-city young people who may feel
alienated' from regular methods of seeking employment,
employment opportunity news travels chiefly by word of
mouth; in areas where unemployment is already prevalent, such information is likely to be sparse. The
Youth Opportunity Centers sponsored by the Department
of Labor are one method of meeting this problem; others
should be sought.
As discussed above, it is not only inadequate preparation that stands between young people and gainful employment, but also such special b'arriers as discrimination
against nonwhites, exclusion on the basis of an arrest
record, the existence of unnecessary requirements for
many jobs. Fair employment practices and laws exist
in many places; enforcement of them must be diligent
and strict. Steps should be taken to eliminate discrimination in, and better regulate, the use of arrest information-often unsupported by information on the disposition
of the charge-in employment decisions. This is par:
ticularly important with respect to juvenile records, which
may reflect adolescent habits abandoned by the time
employment is being sought. It is also critical in the
inner city, where the arrest rate is generally high and
where an arrest record frequently combines with undereducation and minority group membership and gravely
compounds the difficulties of finding work. One possible
solution is illustrated by the experimental Department of
Labor program for bonding persons whose police record
would otherwise bar them from obtaining the personal
bond required by many jobs.
Employm~'lt specialists have had considerable success
in persuading employers to reexamine their requirements
for given positions and to hire on a trial basis otherwise
satisfactory candidates who lack sisme nonessential qualification. Employers must themselves take the initiative
in such reconsideration. Employers must also, however,
be willing simply to take a chance, where it is not an
unduly dangerous one-on a youth with a minor record,
for instance, or one who is generally able but undertrained.
Finally, the job market itself must be expanded. Jobs
must be created as well as made more easily available.
The poverty program is a prime example. It has brought
iJ:'lto existence jobs that did not exist before and that can
be done by persons who would otherwise have great difficulty in finding work because of a criminal record or
lack of education. Besides poverty and other community
development programs, a particularly promising area

for employment of people with special el:pployment difficulties is that of the human services-pollce and probation aides, medical assistants, teacher helpers. Such
positions have the advantage of providing opportunity
to advance through inservice training and on-the-job
experience as well as immediate employment for persons with little education or training. It is particularly
important that new sourceS of employment include
such opportunities. One recent suggestion is Ichat a
youth service corps be formed, patterned afwr the Peace
Corps and VISTA (Volunteers In Service To America,
the domestic peace corps) , which would appeal especially
to the older youth who present the most serious unem~
ployment problem and which would include tl7aining and
advancement within the corps leading to the possibility
of a community service or government career.
The Commission recommends:

Efforts, bot.h private and public, should be int(!nsified to:
Prepare youth for employment.
Provide youth with information about employment
opportunities.
Reduce barriers to employment posed by discrimination, the misuse of criminal records, and maintenance
of x:igid job qualifications.
Create new employment opportunities.
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THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM
All three parts of the criminal justice system-police,
courts} and corrections-have over the years developed
special ways of dealing with children and young peo~le.
Many police departments have sought to develop sp~:lal
ists skilled at the difIicult decisions that must be made
about the many young people \~ith whom the p~lice ha~e
contact. Officers have orgamzed and partlClpateld m
athletic and other programs to help improve police relations with youth and enrich life in the commuinity.
Corrections systems have established separ~te institu:i\o~s
for juveniles and have emphasized probatIon over 1I1sbtutionalization for juveniles more than they have for
adults. The juvenile court-even where it shares its
judge with other tribunals 01' is no~ physically distincthas a philosophy and procedures of Its own and markedly
unlike those of the adult criminal court.
Although its shortcomings are many and its results too
often disappointing, the juvenile justice system in many
cities is operated by people who are better educated a~~
more highly skillcd, can call on more .and better ~aclh
ties and services, and has more ancIllary agencIes to
which to refer its clientele than its adult counterpart.
Yet the number of cases referred to juvenile courts continues to grow faster than the juvenile population, the
recidivism rate continues to increase, and while there are
no figures on how many delinquents graduate to b:come
grownup criminals, it is clea; that. many ~o. ';fhl.S p~rt
of chapter 3 deals with ways m which the Juvemle JustIce
system can be made more effective and more fair.
'l'HE

POLICE:

INI'l'IAL

CONTACT

POINT

WITH

THE

JUVENILE JUSTICE f;YSTEM

Whether or not a juvenile become') involved in the
juvenile justice system usually d0pends upon the outcome
of an encounter with the police. Such encounters are
frequent, especially in the crowded inner city.
Police officer (in cap) joins youths in football
game during camping session.

Some of them grow out of a criminal act of significan.
proportions: The juveniles h.ave been caug?t in the act,
or are being sought, or there IS r.eason to beheve that they {
answer the description given by a complainant. In such \
instances, the contact is very likely to lead to further
~
processing by the juvenile justice system.
\
On the other hand, many encounters are. base~ on a ' , , ,
relatively minor violation, or not on a spec.Ific .cl'lme at
all but on the policeman's sense that somethmg IS wrong.
He may suspcc.:t that a crime has h~ppen.e~ or is abo~t
to happen. Or he may believe the Juve~I!e s conduct IS
offensive, insolent, or in some other way Improper. On
such occasions, the policeman has a relatively great range
of choices. He can pass by. He can stop for a few
words ~f general banter. He can ask the juveniles their
names where they live, where they are going. He can
questi~n them about what has been happening in t~e
neighborhood. He can search them, order them to dISperse or move on, check with the station for records and
recent neighborhood offenses. He can send or take them
hOlTie where he may warn their parents to keep them off
the·st~eet. Suspicion, even perhaps without velY specific
grounds for it, may on occasion.le~d him to b~ing them
in to the station for further questIonmg or checkmg.
In any given encounter the policeman's selection among
alternatives may vary considerably among departments
and among individual officers. It is governed to some
extent by departmental practice, either. ~xplicitJy .enunciated or tacitly understood. Such pohcles are dIfficult
to evolve-indeed, in many instances they could not be
specific enough to bE. helpful without being too rigid to
accommodate the vast variety of street situations. Nevertheless, it is impor~ant. that, whe~ever p~ssible,. police
forces formulate gllldelmes for pohcemen m their dealings with juveniles.
Besides the nature of the situation and departmental
polic.y, however, police-juvenile encounters are shaped by
other, less tangible forces.
One such influence is the character of the police force
as a whole. In a recent field study of two police forcesone putting particularly great emphasis on education and
training, merit promotions, centralized control; the sec~nd
relying more heavily on organization by precinct, seniol'lty,
on-the-job experience-significant differences were found
between the two in handling delinquents. In the first
city, the one with the more professionalized force, rates
of both processing (police contact not amountmg to arrest but requiring the police officer to make an official record) and arrest (formal police action against the ju~e
nile either by ordering him to appear before a court offiCIal
or by taking him into custody) were more than 50 percent
higher than those in the second city. In other words,
meetings between policemen and juveniles had formal, official, recorded consequences much more frequently in the
first city, with its more highly trained and impe~sonal
police force, than in the second. At th~ concllls~on ~f
his study on the police the researcher, notmg how lIttle IS
known about the actual effects on juveniles of different

handling methods, speculates about the various arguments that might be made:
The training of a police force apparently alters the mallner in which juveniles are handled. The principal effect of the inculcation of professional norms is to make
the police less discriminatory but mOl'e severe * * *.
Plausible arguments can bl? advarwed * * * to the effect
that certain, swift punishment (in this case, certain, swift
referral to a court agency) is an excellent deterrent to
juvenile crime. Youths are impressed early, so the argument might go, with the seriousness of their offense and
the consequences of the actions. EqufJ,lly plausible arguments can no doubt be adduced to suggest that arresting
juveniles-particularly first offenders--tends to confirm
them in their deviant behavior; it gives them the status,
in the eyes of their gang, lof "tough guys" who have
"been downtown" with the police; it throws them into
inti'mate contact with confirmed offenders, where presumably they becom.e <"con.-wise" and learned in the tricks
of the thievery trade; and (somewhat contradictorily)
since sentencing £s rarely severe, it gi7)es them a contempt
for the sanct~ons available to society. James Q. Wilson
in The Police, Bordua, ed. (1967).

~)

Commission recommends:

To the greate!lt featsible extent, police departments lIhould
formulate polky guidelines for deaJ!ng with juveniles,
All officers should be acquainted with the special characteristics of adol·escents, particularly those of the social,
racial, and othler specific groups with which they are
Iikdy to come in contact.
Custody of a juvenile (both prolonged street stops and
station house visits) should be limited to instances where
there is objectiv(:, specifiable ground for suspicion.
Every stop t .at includes a frisk or an interrogation of
more than a few preliminary identifying questions should
be recorded in H strictly confidential report.

Juvenile courl;s are judicial tribunals that deal in
special ways with young people's cases. They exist in
all jurisdictions. Their cases include delinquency (both
conduct in violation of the criminal code and truancy,
ungovernability, and certain conduct illegal only for
children), neglect, and dependency. rhe juveniles with
whom they deal are those below a designated age, usually
between 16 and 21; court authority over the child extends
until he reaches his majority. They differ from adult
criminal courts in a number of basic respects, reflecting
the philosophy that erring children should be protected
and rehabilitated rather than subjected to the harshness
of the criminal system. Thus they substitute procedural
informality for the adversary system, emphasize investigation of the juvenile's background in deciding disposi-
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The reactions and attitudes of individual ofIicers are
also influential when they are dealing witch juveniles.
As numerous observers and students of police work have
pointed out, a policeman in attempting to solve crimes
must employ, in the absence of concrete evidence, circumstantial indicators to link specific crimes with specific people. Thus policemen may stop Negro and Mexican youths in white neighborhoods, may suspect juveniles
who act in what the policemen consider an impudent or
overly casual manner, and may be influenced by such
factors as unusual hair styles or clothes uncommon to the
wearer's group or area. Naturally, the adolescents involved are aware of such police distinctions. They are
at a notoriously sensitive age and are ready to see themselves as victims of police harassment. In the words
of one boy: "Them cops is supposed to be out catching

criminals. They ain't paid to be looking after my
hair!" When boys are actually stopped by poIicemen~
their own attitudes and their demeanor appear often to
playa part in what happens ne"t. Some observers have
suggested that those who ac.t frightened, penitent, and
respectful are more likely to be released j while those who
assert their autonomy and act indifferent or resistant run
a substantially greater risk of being frisked, interrogated,
or even taken into custody.
Informal street handling of juveniles creates conflicts
that are extremely difficult to resolve. Juveniles commit large numbers of offenses. Some of the circumstances that lead policemen to suspect given juveniles
often do stem from criminal conduct. The policeman's
dependence upon the sort of information juvenile!1 provide in informal encounters is real and unlikely to be
satisfied elsewhere.
On the other hand, abuse of authority--real or nmagined-may seriously impair young people's respect for
constituted authority and produce deep resentment. Informal investigatory police encounters with juveniles are
inevitable, but it is of the utmost importance that juveniles receive treatment that is neither unfair nor degrading.
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tions, rely' heavily on the·social sciences for both diagnosis
and treatment, a.nd are committed to rehabilitation of
the juvenHe as the: predominant goal of the enti.re system.
Studies. conducted by the Commisslon, legislative inquiries i1ll various States, and reports by informed observer.·s compel the conclusion that the great hopes
originaHy held for the juvenile court have not becn fulfilled. It has not succeeded significantly in rehabilitating
delinquent ycmth, in reducing or even sternmmg Ut~ tide
of delinquency, or in bringing justice and compassion
to the child offender. To say that juvenile courts have
failed to achievc their goals is to say no more than what
is true of criminal court.s in the United States. But
failure is most striking when hopes are highest.
One reason for the failure of the juvenile courts has
be.cn the community's continuing unwillingness to provide
the resources-the people and facilities and concernnecessary to permit them to realize their potential and
prevent them from acquiring some of the undesirable
features typical of lower criminal courts in this country.
In some jurisdictions, for example, the juvenile court
judgeship does not have high status in the eyes of the
bar, and while there are many juvenile court judges of
outstanding ability and devotion, many are not. One
crucial presupposition of the juvenile court philosophya mature and sophisticated judge, wise and weU versed in
law and the science of human behavior-has proved in
fact too often unattainable. A recent study of juvenile
court judges in the United States revealed that half had
no undergraduate degree; a fifth had received no college
education at all; a fifth were not me~bers of the bar.
Almost three-quarters devote less than a quarter of their
time to juvenile and family matters, and judicial he~rings
often turn out to be little more than attenuated interviews
of 10 to 15 minutes' duration.
Similarly, more than four-fifths of the juvenile judges
polled in a recent survey reported no psychologist or psychiatrist available to them on a regular basis-over
half a century after the juvenile court movement set out
to achieve the coordinated application of the behavioral
and soc.ial sciences to the misbehaving child. Clinical
services to diagnose and to assist ill devising treatment
plans arc the exception, and even where they exist, the
waiting lists are so long that their usefulness is more
theoretical than real.
The dispositional alternatives available even to the
better endowed juvenile courts fall far short of the richness and the relevance to individual needs envisioned by
the court's founders. In most places" indeed, the only
alternatives are release outright, probation, and institutionalization. Probation means minimal supervision at
best. A large percentage of juvenile courts have no probation services at all, and in those that do, caseloads typically are so high that counseling and supervision take
the form of occasional phone calls and perfunctory visits
instead of the careful, individualized service that was intended. Institutionalization too often means storageisolation from the out~ide world-in an overcrowded,
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understaffed security institution with little education,
.•.,),.i(:
.....
little vocational training, little counseling or job placement
I.
or other guidance upon release. Intermediate and auxil- /;r;......
iary measures such as halfway houses, community resi- ,( I
I ..
dential treatment centers, diversi.fied institutions and " . <t I }
programs, intensive community supervision have proved
.~J
difficult to establish.
'
But it i~ by no means true that a. simple infusion of
:J
. t
q.
resources In
0 'Juvem'1 e cour ts an d a tten d an t'ms t't
1 u t'lons
'W
lill
would fulfill the expectations that accompanied the
\I ?I
court's birth and development. There are problems that
,\
go much deeper. The failure of the juvenile court to
q,; 1\1
fulfill its rehabilitative and preventive promise stems in
important measure from a grossly overoptimistic view of
what is known about the phenomenon of juvenile criminality and of what even a fully equipped ju.venile court
could do about it. Experts in the field agree that it is
extremely difficult to develop successful methods for preventing serious delinquent acts: through rehabilitative
programs for the child. What research is making increasingly dear is that delinquency is not so much an act
of individual deviancy as a pattern of bel~avior produced
by a multitude of pervasive societal influences well beyond
the reach of the actions of any judge, probation officer,
correctional counselor, or psychiatdst.
The same um:ritical and unrealistic estimates of what
is known and 'can be done that make expectation so
much greater than achievement also serve to justify extensive official action and to mask the fact that J:,';Uch of
it may produce more harm than good. Officif!l ac.tion
may actually help to fix and perpetuate delinq\lency in 01'
the child through a process in which the individual be- \
gins to think of himself as delinquent and organizes his
i
behavior accordingly. That process itself is further rein.~
forced by the effect of the labeling upon the child's family,
neighbors, teachers, and peers, whose reactions communicate to the child in subtle ways a kind of expectation of
delinquent conduct. The undesirable cons·equences of
official treatment <l,re maximized in program~ that rely on
institutionalizing the child. The most informed and
benign official treatment of the child therefore contains
within it the seeds of its own frustration and itself may
often feed the very disorder it is designed to cure.
The 1imitatiom~, both in theory and in execution, of
strictly rehabilitative treatment methods, combined with
public anxiety over the seemingly irresistible rise in
juvenile criminality, have produced a rupture between
the theory and the practice of juvenile court: dispositions.
While statutes, judges, and commentators still talk the
language of compassion and treatment, it has become
clear that in fact the same purposes that characterize the
use of the criminal law for adult offenders-retribution,
condemnation, deterrence, incapacitation-are involved
in the disposition of juvenile offenders too. These are ~iOciety's ultimate techniques for protection against threatening conduct; it is inevitable that they should be used,
against threats from the young as well as the old when
other resources appear unavailing. As Professor Francis (' \
1
Allen has acutely observed:

In a ~reat many cases the juvenile court must perform
functIOns essentially similar to those exercised by
, u t d' d' .
any
~o r a J~ zcat~ng cases of persons charged with dangerous and dzsturbzng behavior. It must reassert the norms
an~ standar1s of the cOm'munity When confronted by
seriously deVIant conduct, and it must protect the sec 't
of a '
. b
un y
UJ communzty y such measures as it has at its disposal
t~ough t~e available means may be unsatisfactory whe~
VIewed mt/zer from the standpoint of the community interest or .o/.tlze welf~re of the child. Allen, The Borderland
of Crzmznal JustICe (1964), p. 53.
'
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The juvenile court, like other courts, is therefore obliged
t? employ all. th~ means at hand, not excluding incapacitabo.n, for ~chle'V~ng that protection. What should distinguish t~e Juvemle f~~m ~he criminal courts is their greater
em.phasls. on .rehab1l1tatlOn, not their exclusive preoccupation w1th lt.
. This chapter outlines a series of interlocking proposals
a~m~d at what the Commission believes are basic deficienCles 10 the s~stem ?f juvenile justice. Those concerning
early stages In pohce handling of juveniles have already
.been . set forth. The essence of those relating to the
Juvemle court and institutions closely connected with it is
as follows:

Th<; . di~cu!t)' is not that this compromise with the
rehab1htattve ldea has occurred, but that it has not been
acknowled~ed .. Juvenile court. laws and procedures that
o The ~ormal san,ctioning system and pronouncecan. b~ :aho.nah~ed solely on the basis of the original
ment of dehnquency silould be u.sed only as a last resort.
optu~lSbc theones. endure as if the vitality of those
In pl~ce ?f t~e formal system, dispositional alternatives
theones w~r(! undll~ted. Thus, for example, juvenile
~o
ad~udu:abon .must be developed for dealing with
~our~s r~t.am, expanSlve grounds of jurisdiction authorizJuv~mles, mcludmg agencies to provide and coordinate
mg Judlc1al mtervention in relatively minor matters of
se;Vlces and procedures to achieve necessary control
mo:als and misbehavior, on th~~ ground that subsequent
W1t~out
unnecessary stigma. Alternatives already
de~Inquent conduct may be indicated as if there
avatla.ble,
such as those related to court intake should
rehable. ways of predicting: delill1quency in a given ;~[c~
'
be more fully exploited.
and reha:ble
ways
11'ves
.
.
. of redirecting'• children's .
. D el'In- '
. 0 Th~ range of conduct for which court intervention
quency lS adJudlcated in informal proceedings that often
lS authonzed should be narrowed.
lack safeguar~s fund~mental for protecting the individual
. 0 The cases that fall within the narrowed jurisdicand for ass~rIng ~e~table determinations, as if the court
~10~ ?f t~e court and filter through the screen of prewere a hosp1tal chOlc and its only objective were to dis
Judlclal, Informal disposition modes would largely incover the child's malady and to cure him.
volve offenders for whom more vigorous measures seem
T?e C~mmission does not conclude from its study of
necessary. Court adjudication and disposition of those
.,
,! the J~vemle court that the time has COme to jettison the
off(;nders should no longer be viewed solely as a diagnosIS a~ld prescription for cure, but should be frankly
expel'1men~ an? remand the disposition of children
:ecf)gn~zed as an authoritative court judgment expresscharg~d wlth cnme to the criminal courts of the country.
Ing sOCI,ety's claim to protection. While rehabilitative
As trymg as are the problems of the juvenile courts th
efforts Ilhould be vigorously pursued in deference to the
problems of the criminal courts, particularly those of th:
youthfulness
o.f the offenders and in keeping with the
lower .
courts
. d' that
. would fall heir to much of thO e J' uvem'!e
general commltment to individualized treatment of all
~ourt JUrIS lcbon, al:e even. graver; and the ideal of sepaoffenders, the incapacitative, deterrent, and condemna~at.e tr:atm~nt of chlldren. lS still worth pursuing. What
tory pl!rposes of the. judgment shoud not be disguised.
lS leqUlred 1S rather a reV1sed philosophy of the juvenile
.~ccordm?ly, the adjudicatory hearing should be concourt, based on recognition that in the past' our reach exslstent .W1th, basic principles of due process. Counsel
ceeded our grasp. The spirit that animated the juven,ile
and eV1dentiary restrictions are among the essential elecour.t movement was fed in part by a humanitarian comments ~f ~undamental fairness in juvenile as well as
adult cnmmal courts.
pa~SlOn for offenders who were children. That willing_
ness to understand and treat people who threaten pub!'
It is a
safety and secu~ity should be nurtured, not turned asi~~ Pr~-Judicial Disposition Outside the Court.
as hopeless ~enbmenta.lity, both because it is civilized and sahent characteristic of the American criminal law sysbecause soc~al protectlOn itself demands constant search tem that substantial numbers of those who, on the basis
f~r alte~nahves to the crude and limited expedient of con- of facts known to the authorities, could be dealt with by
demnation and punishment. But neither should it be the fo~mal machinery of justice are in fact disposed of
allowed to outru.n reality. The juvenile court is a court otherw~se.. .Chapter 5 on the courts includes discussion
of adult offenders . The p res
.
of law, ~harged hke other agencies of criminal justice with of nonJudlc1al .disposition
d pO~l~les ~esponsible for development of pre~ur:s
an.
protec~l?g ~he community against threatening conduct.
of offenders through indiv1'd ua l'lze d h an- Judlcal dlSpOSltions In the juvenile system are in part the
RehablhtatlOn
dl' .
mg l~ one way o~ providing protection, and appropriately same as those that have led to the use of alternatives to
~he pn~ary w.ay In dealing with children. But the guid- the adult crim~nal process. The felt overseverity '.:If the
In~ eonslderab~n for a court of law that deals with threat- formal process In the circumstances of the particular case
enmg conduct lS nevertheless protection of the community. the broad reach of the definition of the forbidden conduc~
beyond what is appropriately dealt with by the criminal
h
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or juvenile justice system, and the sheer volume of work!.oiad are among the most irnporumt considerations.
Informal and discretionary pre-Judicial dispositions al~
ready arc a formally recogni:~ed part of the process to a
far greater extent in the juvenilu than in the criminal
jusitice system. The primacy ()f dle rehabilitative goal in
dealing with juveniles, the limit,ed effectiveness of the formal processes of the juvenile justice system, the labeling
inherent in adjudicating children delinquents, the inability of the fannal Isystem to reach ,the influences-family,
school, labor ma.rket, recreational opportunities-that
shape the life of Il youngster, the limited du'position options available to the juvenile judg~~, the limitations of
personnel and diagnostic and treatment facHitiea, the lack
of community support-all of them factors give pre-judicial dispositions an especially important role with respect
to juveniles.
Consequently, the infonnaJ and pre-judicial processes
of adjustment compete in importance wi.th the formal
ones and ¥count for a majority clf juvenile dispositions.
They include discretionary judgments of the police officer
to ignore conduct or warn the child or refer him to other
agencies; "station adjustment" by the police, in which
the child's release may be made conditional on his comp'lying with designated limitatiol1!l on his conduct; the
planned diversion of alleged delinquents away from the
court to resources within the school, clinic, or other community facilities, by such groups as mental health, social,
and school guidance agencies; pre-judicial dispositions
at the intake stage of the court process, by probatio~
officers or sometimes judges exercising a broad screening
function and selecting among alternatives that include
outright dismissal, referral to another community agency
for service, infonnal supervision by the probation staff,
detention, and filing a petition for further court action.
In ma.ny courts the court intake process itself disposes of
the majority of cases.
There are grave disadvantages and perils, however, in
. that vast continent of sublegal dispositions. It exists outside of and hence beyond the guidance and control of
articulated policies and legal restraints. It is largely invisible-unknown in its detailed operations-and hence
beyond sustained scrutiny and criticism. Discretion too
often is exercised haphazardly and episodically, without
the salutary obligation to account and without a foundation in full and comprehensive information about the
offender and about the availability and likelihood of alternative dispositions. Opportunities occur for illegal and
even discriminatory results, for abuse of authority by the
ill-intentioned, the prejudiced, the overzealous. Irrelevant, improper considerations-race, nonconfonnity,
punitiveness, sentimentality, understaffing, overburdening
loads-may govern officials in their largely personal exercise of discretion. The consequence may be not only injustice to the juvenile but ·diversion out of the formal
channels of those whom the best interests of the community require to be dealt with through the fonnal adjudicatory and dispositional processes.

j

Yet on balanc!!, it is clear to the Commission that informal pre-judlicial handling is preferable to formal ireatment in many cases and should be used more broadly.
The possibilities for rehabilitation appear to be optimal
where community-based resources are u.sed on a basis as
nearly consensual as possible. The challenge is to obtain
the benefits of infonnal pre-judicial handling with a minimum of its attendant evils. The following recommendations are offered to that end.
(a) Pre-Judicial Handling by the Police. The police
should promptly detennine which cases are suitable for
pre-judicial disposition. Where there are juvenile specialists, they should be present at the stationholise for as
many hours of the day as possible and available on call
when absent, to facilitate speedy pre-judicial decisions.
The police should have written standards for release, fOk'
referral to nonjudicial sources, and for referral to thle
juvenile court. The standards should be sent to all agencies of delinquency control and should be reviewed and
appraised jointly at periodic intervals. They should be
made the basb for inservice training that would cOln~
sider, besides the decision-making duties of the police, materials pertinent to increasing understanding of juvenile
behavior and making more effective use of nonjudicial
community resources.
In cases where infonnation 0\1 the child is needed, it
should be sought through honie visits as well as from official records, and the police should be -aided, or replaced,
by paid case aides drawn from the neighborhood within
the police district and selected for their knowledge of the
community and their ability to communicate easily with
juveniles and their families.
In addition to outright"referral to nonjudicial agencies
the police should have the option to refer directly to the
juvenile court specified classes of cases, including those of
more serious off,~llders, repeated offenders for whom other
and persistent redirecting efforts had failed, and certain parole and probation violators. The police should
not undertake to redirect juveniles by such means as conducting quasi-judicial hearings or imposing special duties
01' personal obligations.
Police practices following custody thus should continue
as at present' hut with two significant changes: Cases
deemed suitable for adjustment would be referred to a
youth-serving agency within a neighborhood service center (the Youth Services Bureau proposed herein and described in detail subsequently), and the categories of cases
that could be referred by the police directly to
juvenile court would be restricted. Exercise of discretion to' release outright wou~d be encouraged,
as now, so that minor offenses not apparently symptomatic of serious behavior problems could be dismissed
at the earliest stage of offi.cial handling, and even more
serious offenses could be adjusted by referral to a Youth
Services Bureau or other organization if, in the judgment
of the police, there was no immediate threat to public
safety.

The Commission recommen.ds:

certain youths are deemed unlikely to benefit from its
services; the Bureau should be obliged to transmit notice
Police forces should make full use of the central diagnos- of the decision and supporting reasons to the referral
ing and coordinating services of the Youth Services BU
source. A mandate for service seems necessary to insure
reau. Station adjustment should be limited to release energetic efforts to control and redirect acting-out youth
and referral; it should not include hearings 01' the imposi- - and to minimize the substantial ~'isk that this population,
tion of sanctions by the police. Court referral by the denied service by traditional agencies) will inevitably be
police should be restricted to those cases involving serious shunted to a. law enforcement agency.
criminal conduct or repeated misconduct of a more than
A primary function of the Youth Services Bureau thus
trivial nature.
would be individually tailored work with trouble making
youths. The work might include group and individual
(b) Community Agencies. There should be expanded counseling, placement in foster homes, wOI:k and recreause of community agencies for dealing with delinquents tional programs, employment counseling, a,nd special edunonjudicially and close to where they live. Use of com- cation (remedial, vocational). It would be under the
munity agencies has several advantages. It avoids the Bureau's direct control either through PIJ,rcha~e or .by volstigma of being processed by an official agency regarded untary agreement with other community organizations.
by the public as an ann of crime control. It substitutes The most significant feature of the Bureau's function
for official agencies 'Organizations better suited for redi- would be its mandatory responsibility tiD develop and monrecting conduct. The use of locally sponsoi'ed 01' oper- itor a plan of service for a group now handled, for the
ated organizations heightens the community's awareness most part; either inappropriately or not at all except in
of the need for recreational, employment, tutoring, and time of crisis.
other youth development services. Involvement of local
lt is essential that acceptance of the Youth Services
residents brings greater appreciation of the complexity of Bureau's services be voluntary; otherwise the dangerS and
delinquents' problems, thereby engendering the sense of disadvantages of coercive power would merely be transpublic responsibility that financial support of programs ferred from the juvenile court to it. Nonetheless, it may
requires.
be nece,sary to vest the Youth Services Bureau with auReferrals by police, school officials, and others to such thority to refer to the court within a brief time-not more
local community agencies should be on a voluntary basis. than 60 and preferably not more than 30 days-those
To protect against abuse, the agency's option of court with whom it cannot deal effectively. In accordance
r~ferral should terminate when the juvenile .01' his family
with its basically voluntary character, the Youth Servand the community agency agree upon an nporopriate dis- ices Bureau should be required to comply with the parposition. If a departure from the agreed-upon' course of ent's request that a case be referred to juvenile court.
conduct should thereafter occur, it should be the commuIn many communities there may already exist the innity agency that exercises the authority to refer to court. gredients of a Youth Services Bureau in the form of comIt is also essential that the dispositions available to such munity or neighborhood centers and program:; for julocal organizations be restricted. The purpose of using veniles. All communities should explore the. Availability
community institution~ 'in this way is to help, not to co- of Federal funds both for establishing the coordinating
er-ce, and accordingly it is inappropriate to confer on them mechanisms basic to the Youth Services Bureau's operaa power to order treatment or alter custody or impose tion and for instituting the programs that the community
sanctions for deviation from the helping program.
needs.
Those recommendations could be put into eff~ct in the
The Commission recommends:
near future, with existing organizations. Long-tenn recommendations for enhanced use of community service Communities should establish neighborhood youthagencies, however, would require the creation of new so- serving agencies-Youth Services Bureaus-located if
cial institutions. An essential objective in a community's possible in comprehensive neighborhood community cendelinquency control and prevention plan should there- ters and receiving juveniles (delinquent and nondelinfore be the establishment of a neighborhood youth-serv- quent) referred by the police, the juvenile court, parents,
ing agency, a Youth Services Bureau, with a broad range schools, and other sources,
of services and certain mandatory functions. Such an
agency ideally would be located in a comprehensive com- These agencies would act as central coordinators of all
munity center and would serve both delinql;lent and non- community services for young people and would also provide services lacking in th~l community or neighborhood,
delinquent youths. While some referrals to the Youth
especially ones designed for less seriously delinquent
Services Bureau would normally originate ~ith parents, juveniles.
schools, and other sources, the bulk of the referrals could
be expected to come from the police and the juvenile The Juvenile Court. (a) Intake-Pre-Judicial Disposicourt intake staff, and police and court referrals should tion In Court. Pre-judicial disposition is no newcomer to
have special status in that the Youth Services Bureau the juvenile court. Some courts today, as noted above,
would be required to accept them all. If, after study, dispose of more than half the cases referred to them by
Q
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The Commission recommends:
mc~ans short of adjudication. It is in the court, thereforej
where problems of lack of acc;urate, up-to-date infolinaticm about needs and alternatives; lack of coordination
among available services; and lack of systematic ways to
bring the juvenile and the service together are particularly acute.
To mcet those difficulties, the court intake function of
prre-judicial disposition should be more systematically employed and mOle formally recognized and organized.
Written guides and standards should be formulated and
itnparted in the course of inservice training. Staff resources should be augmented where necessary to keep
abreast of service opportunities and programs in the com"
munity and to make inquiries into the backgrounds of
juveniles sufficiently comprehensive to select intelligently
among alternatives. Overl}' informal methods of control
(such as informa.l probation with filing of a petition as
the penalty fOl: violation), subject as they are to abuse:,
should be abandoned in favor of institutionalized nonadjudicatory disposition.
More IlpecificallYI the Commission commends to the
attention of juvenile courts the preliminary conference
recently adopted by both New York and Illinois, through
which voluntarily attended discussions among court personnel, juvenile, parents, complainants, and other involved parties are used to resolve grievances without
adjudication. Safeguards essential to such a procedure
are that it occur within a specifically limited time, to
elim.inate the indirect coercion of an indefinite threat
that a petition will be filed at some later date, and that
use of statements made at the conference be inadmissible
in subsequent court proceedings.
TIII1 Commission recommends:

Juvenile courts should make fullest feasible use of
preliminal'Y conferences to dispose of cases sh()rt of
adjudication.
Another method of employing the arbitrating and
treating authority of the juvenile court without the disadvantages of adjudication is the consent decree. Congent decree negotiations, too, would be conducted by
intake officers and would involve the juvenile and hi's
parents and lawyer (the presence of whom, unless waived,
would be required) and a probation officer assigned to
the case. The consent decree would be embodied in
writing and attested to by the parties and would be effective only upon approval of its terms by the juvenile court
judge. It would prescribe a treatment plan but could
not commit to an institution. Its duration would be
limited, preferably to a year. Negotiations would be
subject to the same protections as the preliminary conference procedure. If negotiations failed or the consent
decree were violated, the same possibilities-<iismissal, referral to a nonjudicial agency, and filing of a petitionw01tld be available as were available prior to the decree.
In case of violation of the consent decree, the charge
would be the one that initially gave rise to the proceed-

lngs. Violation of the decree would be relevant only to
disposition.
The Commission recommends:

T.be. mi)vement for narrowing the jltvcnile court's jurisdlchon should be continued.

(

Specifically, the Commission recommends as follows'
Any act that is considered a crime when committed' by
~n. ad.ult should .continue to ?e, when cha:rged against a
JuvenIle, the busmess of the Juveliile court.
T~e ~o~d~ct~illegal-only-fo)'-chiIdl'en catogory of the
court s ~U1'lSdlctlOn. should be substantially circumscribed
so tha~ It cea.ses to mclude such acts as ~moking, swearing,
and dlsobedlCnce to parents and comprehends only acts
that entail a real risk of long-range harm to the child
such as experimenting with drugs, repeatedly becomin~
pregnant out of wedlock, and being habitually truant
from. school. Seriotl:! consideration, at the least should
be gIven to complete elimination of the court'~ power
over children for noncriminal conduct.
Traffic violations by juveniles should be dealt with by
tra~c .courts, exc.e~t for serious offenses such as vehicular
homIcIde and dl'lvmg while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
The. negle.ct ju.ri~diction of the juvenile court should
b.e retamed Sl11ce It mvolves conflicts between th·e parents'
l'l~ht to custody and the child's physical and mental wellbemg.
Dependency jurisdiction should be abolished since such
c~ses involve inability rather than willful failure to proVIde properly for children and can adequately and more
appropl'lately b.e deal~ with by social, nonjudicial agencies.
Caref~l conSIderatIon should be given proposals to create family courts that, by dealing with all intrafamily
~atters including those now generally handled by juvenIle .courts, would p~ovide one means of achieving the
conSIStency and contmuity of treatment now too often
undercut by fragmented jurisdiction.

Juvenile courts should employ consent decrees wherever
possible to avoid adjl~rJ.i.~.;!tJon while still settling ju\'<mile
cases and treating offenders.
(b) Legislative Standards for Juvenile Court Intervention. A hallmark of the juvenile court has traditionally
been the inclusion in its jurisdiction of a very divlerse
group, sometimes characterized as children in troublewhether the trouble consists of youthful criminality,
truancy or other conduct wrong only for children, or a
parent's inadeqllacy or abusiveness. The basic philosophy
of the juvenile court was considered antithetical to narrow,
restrictively specific jurisdictional requisites, and so they
were discarded in favor of all-encompassing formulations
intended to bring within the court's jurisdiction virtuaily
every child in need of help, for whatever reason and
however the need was manifested. Tt) the chancery
court's traditional clientele of neglected children was
added the category of underage criminal lawbreakers,
who were, however, not to be designated or considered as
such and toward whom, despite their considerably more
threatening behavior, the judicial attitude was to be
equally solicitous. In accordance with the protective
and rehabilitative theories of the juvenile court, the definition. of conduct making one eligible for the category
of delmquency was not limited by conduct criminal for
ad~lts but rather amounted virtually to a Inanual of undemable youthful hahavior. And in addi.tion to enforcing the penal law, the commonly accepted standards of
conduct for youth, and the basic obligations of parents
to children, the juvenile court also undertook to reinforce
the duties owed parents and schools by children. Thus
~ru~n~y .was included among the bases'for juvenile court
JUrISdIctIon, as was a catch-all state variously called
incorrigibility, .ungovernability, uncontrollability or
simply "beyond control," which basically me~ns d~fying
parental authority.
The rationale for this comprehensive array of jurisdictional pegs generally emphasi:led the growth of social as
opposed to legalistic justice and the new efforts to bring
the law out of isolation and into partnership with the
ascending social and behavioral sciences. The juvenile
court was to arrest the development of incipient criminals
by detecting them early and uncovering and ameliorating
the ca~ses of their disaffection.
Experience of over half a century with juvenile courts
has taught us that these aspirations were greatly overoptimistic and chimerical. The court's wide-ranging
jurisdiction thus has often become an anachronism serving to facilitate gratuitous coercive intrusions into the
lives of children and families. Recent legislative revisions
in several States, including California, Illinois, and New
York, have significantly ,restricted the court's jurisdictional
bases.
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(c) .Pro.cedul'~l Justice for the Child.
The original humamtarlan philosophy of the juvenile court was believed
to re(1uire a significant change in the manner in which
courts determined which children to deal with and how to
deal wi~h them. The formalities of criminal procedure
:vere ~eJected on the ground that they were not needed in
Juven~le court proceedings and that they would be destructIve of the ~oals.of those pr~ceedings. In their place
was to be SUbstlt~tec\l wholly mformal and flexible pro~edure un?er whIch, by gentle and friendly probing by
Judge, SOCIal worker, parent, and child the roots of the
child's difficulties could be exposed and informed decision.s m.ade as to how best to meet his problems. Informa~lty m both procedure and disposition thus became a
baSIC characteristic of juvenile courts.
In. recent rears, ?owever,. there has been a mounting
reactIOn agamst thIS commItment to informality stemmin¥ prin~ipaI!y from profound concern about :he potentIal arbltrarmess and unfettered judicial discretion in
dea,ung w~th !l;':lman lives that informality estoablishes.
ThIS reacbon IS only one manifestation of much broader

concern, about protection of the rights of persons threatened ~Ith State intervention in their daily lives, particularly mso.far as thos~ wh~ are involved live in poverty at
the margm .of Amel'lcan bfe and have not in the past had
fu~l protectIon. But there are special considerations apphcabln to the juvenile court th~t are of immediate
Importance.
First, efforts t~ help and heal and treat, if they arc to
have an)! chalnce of success, mllst be based upon an
accurate determination of the facts-the facts of the conduct that led to the filing of the petition and also the
facts ~f the ~hild's past conduct and relationships. The
essentIal attl'lbutes of a jlldicial trial are the best guarantee our system has been able to devise for ali.:lul'ing reliable detenninations of fact.
Second, we are committed to the value of individual
self-d,etermi.nation and freedom. The fact that the
State s mohve~ a;e b.eneficent and designed to provide
what, at least In Its VIew, the child and its parents need,
shou!d not be ?llowed to obscure the fact that in taking
a chlld fro~ hl~ parents or placing him in an l,nstitution
01' eve? ~ubJe~tm~ him to probation and supervision, the
~ta!e.ls Invokmg ItS power to interfere with the lives of
mdlVtduals as they choose to lead them.
Third, as was developed earlier in this chapter it has
prove~ to b<: true for a variety of reasons that the ~romise
of the Juv~nIl; courts to help the child, to rehabilitate him,
to lead hml mto a healthy and constructive life has not
been. kept. This has been partly because of lack of como·
~u.nIty support; but as was observed above, it has in addItIon been because of considerations beyond society's,
p~wer to alter. Therefore, the major rationale for the
wI~hdrawal of procedural safeguards ceases to exist. The
POl?t was made recently by the U.S. Supreme Court
'
whIch observed:
There is evidence, in fact, that there may be grounds
for cO'.lcern that the c!zild receives the worst of both
worlds. that he gets nezther the protections accorded to
adults nor the so.ticitous care and regenerative treatment postulated for children. Kent v. United States
383U,S.541 (1966).
'
Fou~th, in point of fact,
~he c~lld offender are not

the welfare and the needs of
the sole preoccupation of the
Juvemle court, which has the same purposes that mark
the ~riminal Jaw. To the extent that this is so, the justificatIOn for abandoning the protective procedural guarantees.associated with due process of law disappears.
FIfth, there is increasing evidence that the informal
procedures, contrary to the origina:! expectation ma\'
themselves constitute a further obstacle to effective' treat~ent of t?e delinquent to the extent that they engender
m the chIld a sense of injustice provoked by seemingly
aU-powerful and challengeless exercise of authority by
judges and probation officers.
Thes; c.haIlen~es t~ the departure from procedural
~egu!anty.m the JuvenIle courts make the case for bringmg JtlVemle court procedures into closer harmony with
our fundament? 1 commitments to due process of law.
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What is entailed is not abandonment of the unique qualities of the juvenile court or adoption of the precise
model of the crimillul trial but rather accommodation
of the dual goals of due process and welfare by instituting
procedures permitting the court effectively to pursue
humane and rehabilitative aims within the framework
of a systcm that recognizes the indispensability of justice to any coercive governmental venture into the lives
of individuals. Many of the issucs here considered are
raised by the case of Gault v. United States~ now pending
before the U.S. Supreme Court. Any procedural formulations and alterations must of course conform with
its decision.
Counsel.
The Commisaion believes that no
single action holds more potential for achieving procedural justice for the child in the juvenile court than provision of counsel. The presence of an independent
legal representative of the child, or of his parent, is the
keystone of the whole structure of guarantees that a minimum system of procedural justice requires. The rights
to confront one'::; accusers, to cross-examine witnesses, to
present evidence and testimony of one's own, to be unaffected by prejudicial and unreliable evidence, to par. ticipate meaningfully in the dispositional decision, to take
an appeal have substantial meaning for the overwhelm
ing majority of persons brought before the juvenile court
only if they are pn:>vided with competent lawyers who
can invoke those rights effectively. The most informal
and well-intentioned of judicial proceedings are technical; few adults without legal training can influence or
even under~t::md them; certainh" '~hildren cannot. Papers
are drawn and charges expressed in legal language.
Events follow one another in a manner that appears ar·
bitrary and confusing to the uninitiated. bccisions, unexplained, appear too official to challenge. But with
lawyers come records of proceedings; records make
possible appeals which, even if they do not occur,
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impart by their possibility a healthy atmosphere of
,
accountability,
Fears have been expressed that lawyers would make
juvenile court proceedings adversary. No doubt this is
partly true, but it is partly desirable. Informality is often
abused. The juvenile courts deal with cases in which
facts are disputed and in which, therefore, rules of evidence, confrontation of witnesses, and other adversary
procedures are called for. They deal with many cases
involving conduct that can lead to inca.ceration or close
supervision for long periods, and therefore juveniles often
need the same safeguards that are granted to adults.
And in all cases children need advocates to speak for
theIp. and guard their interests, particularly when disposition decisions are made. It is the disposition stage
at which the opportunity arises to offer individualized
treatment plans and in which the danger inheres that the
court's coercive power will be applied without adequate.
knowledge of the circumstances.
Fears also have been expressed that the formality lawyers would bring into juvenile court would defea~ the
therapeutic aims of the court. But informality has no
necessary connection with therapy; it is a device that has
been used to .:pproach therapy, and it is not the only possible device. It is quite possible that in many instances
lawyers, for all their commitment to formality, could do
more to further therapy for their clients than can the
small, overworked social staffs of the courts. A lawyerespecially a poverty program or legal aid lawyer or other
practitioner specializing in criminal matters-i5 often
familiar with the various rehabilitative and prl~ventive
programs and organizations available in his community.
He might already know the youngster's family or neighborhood. Thus he ~)ften would be, in other words, in a
position to assist the court in developing a plan of disposition and treatment ~pp.ropriate for the individual juvenile
and, more important, in seeing that it is carried out: in
making the appointments and taking the other specific
steps that the press of 'business may force the probation
officer to leave to the reluctant child or his bewildered
parents. There are not Marly enough lawyers now with
the skills to perform this role, but the fact that there are
some argues that there could be more if there were more
calls for their services. To suggest that lawyers perform
these tasks is not to suggest that they become social workers. It is to suggest that in many instances lawyers can,
and do, perform services for their clients that go beyond
formal court representation.
The Commission believes it is essential that counsel
be appointed by the juvenile court for those who are
unable to provide their own. Experience under the prevailing systems in which children are free to seek co'U~sel
of their choice reveals how empty of meaning the nght
is for those typically the subjects of juvenile court proceedings. Moreover, providing counsel only when the
child is sophisticated enough to be aware of his need and
to ask for one or when he fails to waive his announced
right are not enough, as experience in numerous jurisdictions reveals.
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The Commission recommends:
Counsel should be appointed as a matter of course
} ~herever coerci~e actio? is a pos~ibility, without requir.1 109 Ii 11y affirmatIve chOice by child or parent.
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stantial risk that he will get into more trouble or hurt
himself or Someone else before he can be taken to court.
A study for the Commission fourld, however, that ill 1965
two-thirds of all juveniles apprehended were admitted to
detention facilities and held there an average of 12 days
at a total cost of more than $53 million. Furthermore,
for nearly half the Nation's popUlation there is no detention facility except the county jail, and many of the jails
used for children are unsuitable even for adult offenders.

.
Adjud~catio~ and Disposition.
Perhaps the
h~lght of th~ Juven~le court's procedural informality is its
fallure to dIfferentiate clearly between the adjudication
hearing, whose purpose is to determine the truth of the
al1ega~ions in ~he p~ti~ion, and the disposition proceeding,
at whIch the Juvel11le s background is considered in conT.lte Commission recommends:
?ecti~n with deciding what t? do with him. In many
Juvel11le courts the two questions are dealt with in the Adequate and appropriate separate detention f;.lcilities
same proceeding or are separated only in the minority of for juveniles should be provided.
cases in which the petition's allegations are at issue.
Even where adjudication and disposition rue dealt with For children for whom detention is made necessary only
separately, the social reports, containing material about by the unavailability of adequate parental supervision,
back~ro\l?d and character that might make objective there should be low-security community residential centers and similar shelters.
examlhat.lon of the facts of the case difficult, are often
give~ to the judge .before ad}udicati~n. Practices vary
'Tlte Commission recommends:
on dIsclosure of SOCIal study mformahon to the juvenile
Legislation should be enacted restricting both authority
and his parents and lawyer, if he has one.
Bifurcating juvenile court hearings would go far toward to detain and the circumstances under which detention
elil11i.nati~~ the ~Ianger that information relevant only is permitted.
to dlSposlhon WIll <:9101' factual questions of involve- Such legislation should require that only the probation
ment and jurisdictional basis for action.
officer be authorized to detain j except for those periods
of time between the beginning of police custody and the
The Commission recommends:
arrival of a probation officer; that detention pendin.g
Juvenile court hearings should be divided into an ad- a detention hearing be restricted to situations in which it
judicatory hearing and a dispositional one, and the is clearly necessary for the child's protection or to kt'.ep
) eviden~e ?dmissible at ~he adjudicatory bearing should him in the jurisdiction; that a detention hearing be re,
be so hmlted that findmgs are not dependent upon or quired within no more than 48 hours of initial detention;
unduly influenced by hearsay, gossip, rumor, and other and that the judge be required to r.clease the juvenile
unreliable types of information.
when a detention hearing shows that the probation officer
was
without authority to order the initial detention.
To minimize the danger that adjudication will be affected by inappropriate considerations, social investigation
COiifidentiality of Court Records.
Confidenreports should not be made known to the judge in ad- tiality of juvenile court records, both legal and social, is
van'ce of adjudication. As is recommended for adult a particularly difficult issue. Privacy of proceedings and
presente~ce reports, in the absence of compelling reason
secrecy of information are basic to the court's objectives
for nondIsclosure of special information those facts in the of avoiding stigma and improving rather than worsening
.soc~a! study ~pon which the j~ldge relies in making the dis- the juvenile offender's chances to succeed in society.
posItIon declSlon should be dIsclosed to the child his par- And the fact that damaging information is to be recorded
'
ents, or his lawyer.
only in the interest of assisting the juvenile is advanced
to
justify elimination of the check on court action that
Notice.
The unfairness of too much informality is .also ~eflected in the inad~quacy of notice to parents pUblicity would provide. In practice) however, while
most juvenile courts bar or restrict attendance of unand Juvemles about charges and headngs.
involved persons and limit that which lTlay be publicly
The Commission recommends:
reported, the confidentiality olf records is far from
Notice should be given well in advance of any scheduled complete.
Employers, schools, social aglmcies have an undercou.rt proceeding, including intake, detention, and waiver
hearings, and should set forth the alleged misconduct standable interest in knowing Ilbout the record of a
with particularity.
juvenile with whom they have Icontact. On the other
hand, experience has shown that in too many instances
Detention.
Detention appears to be far too such knowiedge results in rejection or other damaging
routinely and frequcntly used for juveniles both while treatment of tht'. juvenile, increasing the chances of future
they are awaiting court appearance and during the period delinquent acts.
after disposition and before institution space is available.
The Commission believes that legal reports should be
In theory a juvenile is detained only when no suitable cus- available only to official agencies of criminal justice ex) todian can be found or when there appears to be a sub- cept when the juvenile court judge is satisfied that the
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coercive rehabilitating efforts. Dealing with these youths
so as to protect society requires-at least at this point in
our understanding of human behavior-custody, adjudi- r-,
cation of fact, imposition of sanction. Those measures
depend upon an effective, efficient system of juvenile- \~
justice. Swift apprehension, thorough investigation,
!
prompt disposition-carried out by persons carefully sele,cted and trained for their functions-should maximize
the system's deterrent impact and the respect accorded
the law it upholds. Insofar as the juvenile justice syste, '1, does deal with deli~lquency, its dealings should be
The a:bove recommendations on procedure must characterized by these attributes.
be seen as part of a whole pattern of recommendaFurther, the system should operate with all the protions concerning the juvenile court, particularly those cedural formality necessary to safeguard adequately the
with respect to pre-judicial handling and standards for rights that any person has when he is subject to the aplegislative intervention. The major impact of these pro- plication of coercive power. Juveniles should be repreposals would be to deemphasize adjudication as the pri- sented by counsel; they should be able to confront those
mary method for dealing with difficult children. Most complaining of their conduct; their fate should not be
of those who did filter through to adjudication would be determined by hearsay or gossip. They should not be
youths who had already proved resistant to helping serv- unnecessarily detained.
ices or whose conduct was so repetitive or so clearly danBetween these two aspects of delinquency controlgerous to the community that no other alternative seemed the first rt~!evant to all young people, the second reserved
feasible. A schematic representation of the proposed for those who appear to need the coercive authority of
sllstem appears on page 89.
the court-there is a third: response to the special needs
The Commission strongly believes that all of these of youths with special problems. They may already have
proposals will improve the effectiveness and: the fairness delinquency records. They may be delinquent but not
of the juvenile justice system. But the fairest and most seriously so. They may be law-abiding but alienated and
effective method for determining what treatment is needed uncooperative in making use of education or employment
cannot guarantee the availability of that treatment. In or other opportunities. They may be behavior or acathe last analysis, therefore, it is developing and establishing '. demic problems in school, or misfits among their peers,
,_
treatment methods and programs that must particularly or disruptive in recreation groups. Whatever the nature (
T )1'
engage the immediate and continuing efforts of eommuni- or degree of the difficulty, today they are all too likely to'
II
ties concerned about juvenile delinquency and youth be excluded by most agencies and institutions, which find ,,~.~
i
crime.
these youngsters, whom ostensibly they exist to help, in
fact more than their limited resources can manage. They
~
may restrict the participation of such youths in extraI
CONCLUSION
curricular school activities, keep them segreg,' ted from
\f, ~j.
Society's efforts to control and combat delinquency their fellows in special classes, eliminate them from recreation groups, rate them ineligible for certain sorts of
may be se~n as operating at three levels.
~t
The first and most basic-indeed, so basic that delin- therapy.
quency prevention is only one of the reasons for it-in- . For ~ucill ~oudths, it iSh'irnpcdtatilve ~oh£uthrn~sh. hde~p'dthatl
!I'
e1r m 1V1 ua
I
volves provision of a real opportunity for everyone to IS partlcu arIze enoug to ea WIt
[,
participate in the legitimate activities that in our so- needs but does not separate them from their peers and
<t }
ciety lead to or constitute a good life: education, recrea- label them for life. Providing sufficiently specialized
tion, employment, family life. It is to insure such op- services whiflehyet aV(lidlind~ldestruc~ivehlabdelil?g and stigma
~il ,:.,'. "
portunity that schools in the slums must be made as good poses one o. t e centw.. 1 emmas m t e e mquency preas schools elsewhere; that discrimination and arbitrary vention area. In this chapter the Commission has ator unnecessary restrictions must be .eliminated from em- tempted to suggest some methods of meeting it-by miniployment practices; tha.. job training must be made avail- mizing the separation in special classes of children who
able to everyone; that physical surroundings must be need additional help in school and by returning them to
~
I
reclaimed from deterioration and barrenness: that the regular routine as soon as possible; by involving whole
rights of a citizen must be exercisable without regard to groups of young people, rather than just the troubler', .
mak!)rs, in community activities; by requiring that the
creed or race.
The pursuit of these goals is not inconsistent with the Youth Services Bureau accept and deal with all youth and
~". .
need to strengthen the system of juvenile justice. Some encouraging it, by means of specially earmarked funds,
young offenders are d.angerous repeaters, responsible for to develop intensive programs for delinquents. What( ,
holdups, muggings, aggravated assaults-the crimes that ever the specific methods chosen, the problem must be
frighten people off the streets. Others, while less threat- attacked, for it is with these young people that most !f1'P'
ening, have already shown themselves resistant to non- youth-serving agencies today are having the least success. ~

information will not be used against the juvenile's interest. Social reports-which often contain the most
personal of information and may incorporate the investigator's subjective interpretations-should be available
only on a strictly limited basis to those agencies that need
and will use the information for the same purpose for
which it was originally gathered. Thus, social reports
would be available only to agencies such as criminal court
probation departments, mental health clinics, social
agencies dealing with the delinquent.
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Chapter 4

l

The Police

THE POLICE-some 420,000 people working for approxi~
mately 40,000 separate agencies that spend more than
$2Y:z billion a year-are the part of the criminal justice
system that is in direct daily contact both with crime and
with the public. The entire system-courts and corrections as well as the police-is charged with enforcing
the law and maintaining order. What is distinctive
about the responsibility of the police is that they are
charged with performing these functions where all eyes
are upon them and where the going is roughest, on the
street. Since this is a time of increasing crime, increasing
social unrest and increasing public sensitivity to both,
it is a time when police work is peculiarly important,
complicated, conspicuous, and delicate.
"Police work" is a phrase that conjures up in some
minds a dramatic contest between a policeman and a
criminal in which the party with the stronger arm or the
craftier wit prevails. To be sure, when a particularly
desperate or guileful criminal must be hunted down and
brought to justice, there are heroic moments in police
work.
The situations that most policemen deal with most
of the time are of quite another order, however. Chapters 2 and 3 of this report have shown that much of Amer,·
ican crime, delillqy~ncy, and disorder is associated with a
complex of social conditions: Poverty, racial antagonism,
family breakdown, or the restlessness of young people.
During the last 20 years these conditions have been
aggravated by such profound social changes a~\ the
technological and civil rights revolutions, and the rapid
decay of inner cities into densely packed, turbulent slums
and ghettos.
It is in the cities that the conditions of life ate 'the
worst, that social tensions are the most acute, that riots
occur, that crime rates are the highest, that the fear of
crime and the demand for effective action against it are
the strongest. It is in the cities that a large proportion
of American policemen work and that a large proportion
of police money is spent. Though there are 40,000
separate law enforcement agencies in the Nation, 55 of
them, the police departments of the cities of more than
250,000 population, employ almost one-third of all police
personnel. Policing a city of more than one million
population costs $27.31 per resident per year; policing a
city of less than 50,000 costs less than one-third as much,
, ;
~/. or $8.74.
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A great majority of the sit~ations in which policemen
intervene are not, or are not interpreted by the police'
to be; criminal situations in the sense that they call for
arrest with its possible consequences of prosecution, trial,
and punishment. This is not to say that the police
intervene in these situations mistakenly., Many of them
are clear public nuisances that the community wants
stopped: Radios blaring or dogs barking at 3 o'clock in
the morning, more or less convivial groups obstructing
sidewalks, or youths throwing snowballs at passing
motorists.
Many situations involve people who need help whether
they want it or not: Helpless drunks out in freezing
weather, runaway boys who refuse to go home, tourists
in search of exciting night life in a dangerous neighborhood. Many of them involve conduct that, while unlawful, cannot be prevented or deterred to any', great
degree by means now at the disposal of the criminal
justice system: Using narcotics, prostitution, gambling,
alcoholism. Many situations, whether or not they involve unlawful conduct, may be threatening: A sidewalk
orator exercising the right of free speech in the midst of
a hostile crowd, a midnight street corner gathering of
youths whose intentions are questionable, an offer by a
belligerent drunk to lick any man in the house.
All of these situations could involve the violation of
some ordinance or statute. All of them could lead to
a serious breach of public order, or for that matter to
a serious crime. Much of police work is seeing to it
they do not lead to this extreme. This means becoming
involved in the most intimate, personal way with the
lives and problems of citizens of all kinds.
It is hard to overstate tpe intimacy of the contact between the police and the community. Policemen deal
with people when they are both mo~t threatening and
most vulnerable, when they are angry, when they are
frightened, when they are desperate, when they are
drunk, when they are violent, or when they arc ashamed.
Every police action J:;an affect in some way someone's
dignity, or self-respect, or sense of privacy, or constitutional rights. As a matter 'I')f routine policemen become privy to, and make judgments about, secrets that
most citizens guard jealously from their closest friends:
Relationships between husbands and wives, the misbehavior of children, personal eccentricities, peccadilloes
and lapses of all kinds. Very often policemen must
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physically restrain or subdue unruly citizLos;
A common kind of situation that illustrates the complexity, delicacy-and frustration-of much police work
is the matrimonial dispute, which police experts esti"mate consumes as much time as any other singl~ kind of
situation. These family altercations often occur late
at night, when the only agency available to people in
trouble is the police. Because they occur late at night,
they can disturb the peace of a whole neighborhood.
And, of course, they can lead to crime; in fact, they are
probably the single greatest cause of hom~cides. Yet
the capacity of the police to deal effectively with such
a highly personal matter as conjugal disharmony is~ to
say the least, limited.' Arresting one party or both is
unlikely to result in either a prosecution or a reconciliation. Removing one of the parties from the scene, an
expedient the police often resort to, sometimes by using
force, may create temporary peace, but it scarcely solves
the problem. An order to see a family counselor in the
morning is unenforceable and more likely to be ignored
than obeyed. And mediating the difficulty of enraged
husbands and wives ad hoc is an activity for which few
policemen-or people in any other profession-are qualified by temperament or by training. Again no statistics
are available, but there is a strong impression in police
circles that intervention in these disputes causes more
assaults on policemen than any other kind of encounter.
Since police action is so often so personal, it is inevitable that the public is of two minds about the police:
Most inen both welcome official protection and resent
official interference. Upon the way the police perform
their duties depends to a large extent which state of
mind predominates, whether the police are thought of
as protectors or oppressors, as friends 01' enemies. Yet
pl)licemen, who as a rule have been well trained to perform such procedures as searching a person for weapons,
transporting a suspect to the stationhouse, taking fingerprints, writing arrest reports, and testifying in court, have
received little guidance from legislatures, city administrations, or their own superiors, in handling these intricate,
intimate human situations. The organization. of police
departments and the training of police~en are focused
almost entirely on the apprehension and prosecution of
criminals. What a policeman does, or should do, instead
of making an arrest or in order to avoid making an arrest, or in a situation in which he may not make an arrest, is rarely discussed. The peacekeeping and service
activities, which consume the majority of police time,
receive too little consideration.
Finally, more than public attitudes toward the police
and, by extension, toward the law, are influenced by the
way any given policeman performs his duties. Every
Supreme Court decision that has redefined or limited
such important and universal police procedures as search
and seizure, inte'rrogation of s\1spects, arrest, and the
use of informants has been a decision about the way a
specific policeman or group of policemen handled a
specific situation. Most of the recent big-city riots were
touched off by commonplace street encounters between
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policemen and citizens. In short, the way any policeman lexercises the personal discretion that is an inescapable part of his job can, and occasionally does, have (
an immediate bearing on the peace and safety of an entire community, or a long-range bearing on the work of
all policemen everywhere.
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But in order to work effectively, the police should-and
all too often do not-recognize crime as a broader phenomenon. They should-a.nd sometimes do-observc its
ebbs and flows, accumulate information about what
crimes most commonly occur where and when what
kinds of people are most likely to be criminals or ~ictims
of ~rime, or how criminals of different sorts go about their
busm~ss. However, when that has been said, the fact
remams that the mission of the police is not to remove
the causes of crime, but to deter crime and to deal with
specific
criminals
who~ver
they are.) ~nd with specific
•
t
r
cnmes wuenever, wherever and however they occur.
Mor~o~er, they perform this mission under a variety of
restnctIons, some of them within their power to alter,
some of them not.
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THE LAW ENFOROEMENT FUNCTION
OF THE POLICE
In society's day-to-day efforts to protect its citizens from
the suffering, fear, and property loss produced by crime
and the threat of crime, the, policeman occupies the
front line. It is he who diI\~ctly confronts criminal situations, and it is to him that the public looks for personal
safety. The freedom of Aml~ricans to walk their streets
and be secure in their homes-in fact, to do what they
want when they want-depends to a great extent on their
policemen.
But the fact that the police deal daily with crime does
not mean that they have unlimited power to prevent it,
or reduce it, or deter it. The police did not create and
cannot resolve the social conditions that stimulate crime.
They did not start and cannot stop the convulsive social
changes that are taking place in America. They do not
enact the laws that they are required to enforce, nor do
they dispose of the criminals they arrest. The police are
only one part of the criminal justice system; the criminal
justice system is only one part of the government; and the
government is only one part of society. Insofar as crime
is a social phenomenon, crime prevention is the responsibility of every part of society. The criminal process
is limited to case by case operations, one criminal or one
crime at a time.

THE LE',GAL POWERS OF THE POLICE
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Th~ struggle to maintain a proper balance between
effective law enforcement and fairness to individuals
~ervades the entire criminal justice system. It is partIcularly crucial and apparent in police work becaU,.se, as
has been noted, every police action can impinge directly,
atid plerhaps hUltfully,'on a citizen's freedom or action.
To maintain public order, policemen, as 'a, matter of
routine, issue such orders as "cut down the noise" and
"stand back." Such exercise of police power offers no
fundamental threat to individual freedom, and is accepted as reasonable by the public and the courts alike.
Policemen, as a part of their crime prevention and solution duties, stop citizens on the street, inquire into their
?usiness and, if necessary, detain them for brief questionmg. The police consider this power to be essential, and
they assum~ that they have the legal right to exercise it.
But standard police procedures that are more intrusive
have, during the last 30 years, been increasingly circumscribed by court rulings. Personal and property searches
and the seizure of the evidence they yield, the use of informants,
the arrest of demonstrators, and station house
.
detentIon and, questioning of suspects have been more
and ~lor~ rigorously measured by the courts against the
constItutional smndards of due process, right to counsel,
probable cause, pri,vilege against self-incrimination,
prompt presentment in court, and the rights of free speech
and peaceable assembly. Issues that are'now under court
review, and probably will be for many years to come, are
tht: temporary detention of suspects for questioning on the
.street~ the entry of ~ndercover policemen in suspect
prerruses and electrOnIc surveillance-all of which are
prac.tices the police consider essential as either general or
., speCific law enforcement techniques.
It is evident that every restriction that is placed on
police procedures by the courts-or anyone else.-makes
deterring or solving crimes more difficult. However it
is al,so evident that police procedures must be controlied
:lomehow. In 1931, the Wickersham Commission reported that the extraction of confessions through physical

Police search 'Youths who crashed road block during riot.

brutality wa.s a. widespread, almost universal police
practice. During the next several years the Supreme
Court issued a number of rulings that excluded such
confessions as admissible evidence in court. There can
be no doubt that these rulings had much to do with the
fact that today the third degree is almost nonexistent.
No one can say just how much the third degree helped
law enforcement in deterring or solving crimes but even
if it helped considerably few Americans regret 'its virtual
abandonment by the poliye.
America's form of government, its laws and its Constitution, all express the desire to maintain the maximum
degree of individual liberty consistent with maintenance
of social order. The process of striking this balance is
complex and delicate, ' An example is the "probable
cause" standard that governs arrest. Probable cause
does not insure that no innocent man ever wiII be arrested,. but it does restrict police actions that are arbitraty or discriminatory or intuitive. At the same time,
it is far less restrictive than the standard that governs
conviction in court-Uproof beyond a reasonable
doubt." If the police had to abide by that standard
before making an arrest, law enforcement would be an all
but impmlsible job.
In any case, although the courts can review police
actions, and do review them more than they once did
•
,
most po1Ice actions are not so reviewed. Those that
do not lead to arrest and prosecution almost never are
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governing in-custody interrogation.
tice White's dissenting opinion:
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As noted in Jus-

reviewed for the simple reason that, short of a civi~ suit
against the police by a citizen, there is no court machmery
for reviewing them..
..
.
Nevertheless many pohce officers and cItizens ?eh~ve [The] dec:ision leaves open such qtlest~ons as whether the
that recent judicial interpretations of t~e Constit~tlOn accused was in cllstody, whether Ius statements were
and various statutes have unduly and mappl'Clpnately spontaneous or the product of interrogation, whether the
inhibited the work of the police and so have made it accused has effectively waived his righ~s, ~nd w.~!e:her
harder for police to protect the public. Part of this nontestimonial evidence introduced at trtal IS th.e frUIt of
feeling stems, no doubt, from the sharp contrast between statements made d7~ring a prohibit~d interrogatl~n, all of
the tense, fast-moving situations in which policemen are which arll certain to prove productIVe of uncertaznty dur.
. . an d I"IllgatlOn
-. v·urlng
J
•
p rosecutl'on'* ,* *
called upon to make split-second decisions, and the calm ing muestrgatlOn
that prevails in the appellate courts. ~hile' lawyers ~d
judges argue the merits of those decIsions, after havmg
The majority of the Court did note "'hat the interrogasearched lawbooks for apposite precedents.
tion methods prescribed in the decision ctmld be r~placed
Another part of it results from the fact that many of by others devised by legislators and administrators as long
those court decisions were made without the needs of law as each accused was apprised of his right to silence ,and
enforcement, and the police policies. that are designed afforded continuous opportunity to exercise that nght.
to meet those needs, being effectively presented to the Courts aliways will llave the final word as to consti~utiohal
court. If judges are to balance accurately law enforce- limitatiolrls upon police action, of course: . But le~sla!o~,
ment needs against human rights, the former must be and the pelice themselves, by not waltmg for Jud~clal
articulated. They seldom are. Few legislatures and
proddin~r can affect the nature and result of court review.
police administrators have defined in detail how and They ca:~ establish through empirical research what the
under what conditions certain police practices are to be needs of' law enforcement are, and they can enuJ1?erate
used. As a result, the courts often must rely exclusively policies land prescribe practices that meet those needs.
on intuition and common sense in judging what kinds of
If the present trend continues, it is quite likely that some
police action are reasonable or necessary,. even though current investigative practices and procedures thought by
their decisions about the actions of one pohce officer can police tl) be proper. ~d effective ~il! be held to be unconstitultional or subjected to restrictive rules. Whether
restrict police activity in the entire Nation.
These problems are illustrated by the rt.'Cent U.S. this happenS' will depeni! 1n some ~~asure up~n whet,her
Supreme Court dec~sion in the case of 1vf~ra1tda v. Ari- the police, first, can develop pohcles tha~ dlffe~entiat.e
zonaJ which l
prohibited
' by a 5-to-4 declSlon, .the ques- the proper from the improper use of particular l~vest1tioning of a suspect in custody unless counsel IS present, gative practices, and whether, second, they can msure
.or the suspect expressly waives his. right t? counsel. The through proper supervision that individual officers are
majority of the Court, after studymg pohce manuals and held to those po1ieies. In an equally large measure,
textbooks that describe how confessions are best ob- State Ilegislatures are resp<m'sible for establishing police
tained concluded that interrogation in the isolated set- policy. As the New Republic recently observed: ":he
ting of a police station constituted informal compulsion community acting through its elected representat1~es
to confess. It concluded further that the need for conmust decide and state precisely what it wants the 'pollce
fessions is overestimated by the police. The minority
to dOli not simply admoni~hing them for disobeying infelt that a good many guilty defen?ants .~ould ~e~er
or nonexistent commands."
distinct
be convicted because of the Court s declSlon vOldmg
Thle
Commission feels compelled to cornmcnt upon
police practices, which only 8 years pr~vio~sly had .be~n
found constitutional by the Court. Neither the maJonty two investigative practices that are particularly clouded
nor the minority had much solid data to go on. Only in controversy and that law enforcement officials believe
recently has research commenced. t~ ~~sess the police. n~ed are crucial. One of them is wiretapping and electronic
for confessions and the pOSSlblhtles of establlshmg eavesdropping. The state of the law in this field is so
rules under which stationhouse questioning would be thoroughly confused that no policeman, except in States
permissible.
that forbid both practices totally, can be sure about what
The Commission believes that it is too e~r1y to assess he is allowed to do. This situation, and the Com\TIisthe effect of the Miranda decision on law euforcement's sion's proposals for clarifying it, are discussed at some
ability to secure confessions and to solve ·c.riiUes. But
. , .
this and other decisions do represent a trCl,d toward length in Chapter 7.
The other issue involves the baSIC pollce practice of
findings by the judiciary that previously permitted police
stopping suspects, detaining them for brief <Juestio~ing
practices are unconstitutionally offensive to the dign~ty
on the street and, for the policeman's self-protectlOn,
and integrity of private citizens. The need for legiS"friskjnl''' them for weapons. Commission observers of
Ilitive and administrative policies to guide police through
the changing world of permissible activity is pressing. police s~reetwork in high-crime neighborhoo~s of some
Even such a detailed, prescriptive opinion as Miranda large cities report that 10 percent of those frlSked were
failed to provide the police with a complete set of rules found to be carrying guns, and another 10 percent were
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protection from crimes can be struck most properly
through this combination of legislative and administrative action. Court review then proceeds under more enlightening circumstances.
The Commission notes that the ·U.S. Supreme Court
will review this term at least two cases bearing on police
authority to stop persons. Of course, ~ny legislation and
administrative rules must be consistent with court rulings
on this issue.
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THE OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT
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) carrying knives. If the police were forbidden to stop
persons at the scene of a crime, or in situations that
strongly suggest criminality, investigative leads could be
lost as persons disappeared into the massive impersonality
of an urban environment. Yet police practice must distinguish carefully between legitimate field interrogations
and indiscriminate detention and street searches of persons and vehicles.
The Commission recommends:

(II
I

I
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State legislatul'Gs should enact statutory provisions with
respect to the authority of law enforcement officers to
stop persons for brief questioning, including specifications of the circumstances and limitations under which
stops are permissible.
Such authority would cover situations iri which, because of the limited knowledge of a policeman just arriving at the scene, there is not sufficient basis for arrest.
Specific limitations on the circumstances of a stop, the
length of the questioning, and the grounds for a frisk
would prevent the kind of misuse of field interrogation
that, the Commission study also indicated, occurs today
in a substantial number of street incidents in some cities.
As discussed in a later section, such statutes should be
implemented by the creation by police administrators of
specific guidelines for police action on the street. A balance between individual rights and society's need for

The heart of the police law enforcement effort is
patrol, the movement around an assigned area, on foot
or by vehicle, of uniformed policemen. In practically
every city police department at least one-half of the
sworn personnel perform their duties in uniform on the
street. Patrol officers are not, of course, mere sentries
who make their rounds at a f.xed pace on a fixed schedule. They stop to check buildi~gs, to investigate out-ofthe-way occurrences, to question suspected persons, to
converse with citizens familiar with focal events and
personalities. If they are motorized, they spend much
of their time responding to citizen complaints and the
reports of crime that are rela.yed to them over their
radios.
There can be no doubt that large numbers of visible policemen are needed on the streets. For example, a Commission andlysis showed that 61.5 percent of over 9,000
major crimes against the person-including rapes, robberies, and assaults-in Chicago over a 6-month period
occurred on the streets or in other public premises.
Moreover, there have been a number of demonstrations'
that increasing the patrol force in an area, through use of
special tactical patrols, causes a decline in crimes directed
at citizens walking the streets in the heavily patrolled
area. The number of crimes committed in the New
York subways also declined by 36.1 percent last year
after a uniformed transit patrolman was assigned to ~very
train during the late night hours.
Although all police experts agree that patrol is an
essential police activity, the problem of how many policemen, under what orders and using what techniques, should
patrol which beats and when, is ~ complicated, highly
technical one. A principal purpose of patrol is "deterrence": discouraging people who are inclined to commit
crimes from following their· inclinations. Presumably,
deterrence would best be served by placing a policeman
on every corner. Street crimes would be reduced because
of the potential criminal's fear of immediate apprehension.
Even indoor crimes, such as burglal1, might be lessened
by the increased likelihood of detection through. a massive
police presence. But few Americans would tolerate living
under police scrutiny that hltense, and in any case few
cities could afford to p:covide it.
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An adequate number of policemen must be available
and must be deployed in the most efficient, effective
manner possible. On the theory that the widest patrol
coverage is the most deterrent coverage, police have only
recently begun to devise systematic ways of obtaining
this coverage in the most economical fashion and at the
times of day and night when it is most needed. However,
resources and talent for proper research have not been
devoted in any great extent to discovering and analyzing
the relationship between police patrol and deterrence.
There have been few scientifically controlled experiments
concerning deterrent effect~ of various patrol techniques.
One line for such experimenting on the effects of deploying varying numbers of policemen, suggested by the
Science and Technology Task Force, is described in
chapter 11.
There are a multitude of questions about deterrence
that the police, in the present state of knowledge, simply
cannot answer. One set of questions concerns the extent
to which crimes of various kinds can be deterred. Common sense would seem to suggest that crimes like homicide, which are typically committed in moments of high
emotion, are less likely to be deterred by fear of arrest and
punishment than crimcs like burglary, which typically
arise from premeditation and calculation. But little or
no research into this subject has been done.
Another set of questions c()ncerns the extent to which
various kinds of people can be deterred from crime. Once
again, on the basis of guesswork, it can be maintained
that youths are harder to deter than older people because they tend to be more hotheaded, or that people
with criminal histories are harder to deter than those who
have none because the social stigma of being arrested has
already been imposed on them. Once again, there are no
data to confi:rm or refute such theories.
A third set of questions concerns where and when what
kinds of crimes arc most likely to occur. Clearly such
knowledge is needed if the police are to loclk for the right
things in the right places at the right times. A number
of big-city police departments do have fairly ambitious
programs of crime analysis, but they are too recent for

I

meaningful evaluation. The departments must have the
aid of representatives of academic disciplines-such as
operations analysts, criminologists and other social sci- ,:''''
entists-before crime trend prediction can 'be fully devel- t{
oped and usefully related to day to day changes in patrol '\..
concentrations and planning for long~range patrol needs.
A final set of questions concerns the extent to which
different patrol techniques result in arrests and lead to
the fear of arrest. There has been a good deal of discussion in police circles about foot patrol versus motor
patrol, one-man patrol versus two-man patrol, fixed patrol versus fluid patrot, whether or not to lJse detectives
on patrol, and other such technical matters. Lack of
knowledge about deterrence has meant that many of these
operational patrol decisions have been made on the b~is
of guesswork or logic, rather than on facts.
Perhaps the best proof that much remains to be discovered about police work is that the ratios of policemen
per thousand residents in cities of over 500,000 population
range from 1.07 to 4.04, while the incidence of reported
crime in those cities shows no such gross differences.
One part of the explanation for such a disparity is that
the size and physical characteristics of a city, its geographic location, and its population mix are factors in
detelmining poiice needs. However, another part is
that there is no consensus among chief administrators
about many aspects of the how, what, and when of police
patrol.
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When patrol fails to prevent a crime or apprehend the \,( .
criminal while he is committing it, the police must '7'
rely upon investigation. Every sizable department has a
corps of investigative specialists-detectives-whose job
is to solve crimes by questioning victims, suspects, and
witnesses, by accumulating physical evidence at the scene
{ ~
of the crime, and by tracing stolen property or vehicles
associated with the crime. In practically every department the caseloads carried by detectives are too heavy
t{
to allow them to follow up thoroughly more ,than a small
!,J
percentage of the cases assigned them. In other wQrds,
a great many cases are unsolved by default-or, at least,
time will not pennit a determination of whether or not
f
they are solvable. The effects of this condition go far
beyond lack of redress for many vktims of crime.
~ 1
A Commission survey of the reasons citizens give for
not reporting crimes to the police shows that the number
1.1
II
one reason is the conviction that the police cannot do
It
anything. If this impression of the ineffectiveness of
11,t
the police .is widely held by the public, there is every
reason to believe that it is shared by criminals and
would-be criminals. Under such circumstances, "de_
terrence" is, to say the least, not operating as well as
it might.
In the preslmt state of police knowledge and organi(; ~
zation many crimes are, in fact, not solvable. In the ( -- ri
great majority of cases, personal identification by a vic- ~ , j t
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tim or witness is the only clue to the identity of the
criminal. The Commission analyzed 1,905 crimes reported during January of 1966 in Los Angeles, which has
a notably well-trained and efficient police department.
The police were furnished a suspect's name in 349 of
these cases, and 301 were resolved either by arrest or in
some other way-either the victim would not prosecute,
subsequent investigation disclosed that the reported
crime was not actually a crime, or a prosecutor declined
to press the case. Of the 1,375 crimes for which no
suspect was named, only 181 cases were cleared: Since
crimes against the person are more likely to be namedsuspect crimes than crimes against property, it is natural
) that a much higher proportion of them are solved. In
1965, 78 percent of reported serious crimes against property were never solved.
An increase in the number of investigative personnel
would permit a wider search for possible witnesses to a
crime and thus increase the number of cases in which
suspects are named. However, insufficient manpower
is not the only impediment to effective investigation.
Scientific crime detection, popular fiction to the contrary
notwithstanding, at present is a limited tool. For example, single fingerprints can be used for positive identification when compared to those of a nameti suspect,
but they are of limited utility when there are no suspects.
There is no practical method for classifying and searching single latent fingerprints by a manual search of local,
State, or national files. Overcoming this difficulty is a
major, long-range technological problem that is discussed in chapter 11.
Moreover, there is a shortage of policemen who are
skilled in the collection, analysis and preservation of evidence. Only the biggest and best-run departments have
personnel with sufficient technical training to search a
crime scene effectively and have laboratory facilities to
make use of the fmits of such searches. By and large,
the most productive kinds of criminal investigation today
are first, questioning a person who may have some knowl) edge of the identity of a criminal and, second, tracing
/f
stolen property.

Successful crime solution also depends on good patrol
work. The Los Angeles study, admittedly conducted on
a very small scale, bears this out. Nine-tenths of the
arrests were made by patrolmen rather than by detectives,
although a quarter of the patrolmen's arrests were on the
basis of .leads provided by detectives who conducted followup investigations.
There appears to be a correlation between crime solution and the time it takes for patrol officers to respond to
a call. The average response time in cases in wh,ich arrests were made was 4.1 minutes; in cases in wllkh arrests were not made it was 6.3 minutes. The Los Angeles
study further shows that almost 36 percent of all arrests
were made within one-half hour of the commission of the
crime; more than 48 percent were made within 2 hours.
What these figures suggest to the Commission is that
rapid arrival by the police at the scene of a crime is of
sufficient importance that ways should be found of getting
persons with investigative expertise to crime scenes with
the greatest possible rapidity-before crimes, in police
tenns, are "cold." The new division of police functions
that is proposed in a later section of this chapter has this
as one of its aims.
THE COMMUNITY-SERVICE FUNCTiON
OF THE POLICE
In the course of inquiring into police activities, the
Commission encountered many differences of opinion
among police administrators as to whether the primary
police responsibility of law enforcement is made c;asier or
more difficult by the many duties other than enforcing the
law that policemen ordinarily perform. Policeman, in
large numbers, direct and control traffic. Policemen
wat<;h the polls on election day, escort important visitors
in and out of town, license taxicabs and bicycles, and operate animal shelters. Policemen assist stranded motorists, give directions to travelers, rescue lost children)
respond to medical emergencies, help people who have
lost their keys unlock their apartments. It is easy to
understand why the police traditionally perform such
services. They are services somebody must perfornl, and
policemen, being ever present and mobile, are logical candidates. Since much of a uniformed patrolman's time
is spent on simply moving around his beat on preventive
patrol, it is natural for the public to believe that he has
the time to perform services. Moreover, it is natural to
interpret the police role of "protection'~ as meaning protection not only against crime but against other hazards,
accidents or even discomforts of life.
Those who believe that policemen should be relieved
of all duties not directly relevant to enforcing the law
have a number of arguments: That full-time service
duties-traffic direction and so forth-are a waste of
the time and the skills of people who have been specifically
trained for fighting crime; that every minute a patrolman
spends off patrol is a minute during which a crime that
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he might have deterred may be committed; t~at ~ patr~l
man busy on a service call is out of commUniCatIOn w1th
superiors who may want him for an emerg~ncy calli t~at
the only way policemen can beco~e the crm;e spec1al!sts
they should be is by conc,:otratmg excluslVel~ durmg
every working hour on cr1me; that the routme performance 'of trivial duties discourages able men from en.tering police work and drives other able men out of it.
The opposing al'guments are th~t traffic o~cers often
do deter crimes or solve them by v1rtue of the1r presence
and availability; that answerin.g ser~ice. calls s~imulates
public esteem for and cooperatIOn w1th .the pohce, ~elps
familiarize policemen with the community and furnishes
investigative leads to alert and intelligent officers;. that
opportunities to be friendly and useful are psycholog1cally
valuable to men who spend much of their time dealing
with the seamy side of life.
The Commission has had difficulty in analyzing these
arguments empirically. Police department recoxds rarely
reveal what proportion of working time policem~n spend
on what activities-preventive patrol, answermg service calls, investigating crimes, appearing in court, writing reports, directing traffic and so forth. In th~ ~bsence
of conclusive proof to the contrary, the Comm1sslOn believes that the perfonnance of many of the nonenforcement duties by the police helps them to control crime, and
that radically changing the traditional police role would
create more problems than it wouI.d solv.e-includin.g ~e
problem of finding other people to perfonn the md1spensable services the police WQuld be excused from
perfonning.
However, the community should take a hard look at
such police assignments as running the dog pound, ~ax
collection, licensing, jail duty or chauffeur duty, wh!ch
are related neither to law enforcement nor to performmg
essential community services on the streets. Meanwhile,
police administrators and other municipal officials should
try to arriye at precise answers to such questions as the
extent of the contribution to law enforcement made by
traffic policemen, the kind of patrolling tl;tat demonstrably
deters crime, the nature of the services the community
demands of its police-in short how policemen should be
spending their time. These questions Gannot be answered
definitively today.
The community's study of the role of the police should
cover additional ground. It should examine whethel' it
is desirable, or possible, for the police to devote more time
than they now generally do to protecting the community
against social injustices. Some of these injustices which
are criminal, such as loan sharking and consumer frauds,
are already police business, although they are more commonly of a sort dealt with by headquarters squads or investigators working for a district attorney than by unifonned patrolmen.
Others are not police business, but perhaps should
be. Policemen are uniquely situated to observe what is
happening in the community. They are in constant
contact with the conditions. associated with crime. They

housing, and commercial developments, and as to the
effccts on the community of urban renewal and the relocation of population-neighborhood conditions to whleh
) municipal attention should be directed.

The Commission recommends:
The police should formally participate in community
planning in all cities.
\
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THE POLJGE IN THE COMMUNITY
Carrying out with proper efficiency and discretion the
complicated law enforcement and community-service
tasks the police are expected to perfonn is a fonnidahle
assignm.ent under the best of circumstances: When the
Ilublic sympathizes and cooperates with the police.
Those circumstances do exist to a considerable extent in
most rural, small town and suburban communities, and
in many big-city neighborhoods. The chief limitations
on police work in those places are the talents and skiIIs
of policemen and police administrators, and the funds,
equipment, and facilities available to them. In city slums
and ghettos, the very neighborhoods that need and want
effective policing the most, the situation is quite different.
There is much distrust of the police, espeG.ialIy among
boys and young men, among the people the police most
often deal with. It is common in those neig'hborhoods
for citizens to fail to report crimes or refuse to cooperate
in investigations. Often policemen are sneered at or insulted on tho street. S.ometirnes the)' are violently assaulted. Indeed, everyday police encounters in such
neighborhoods can set off riots, as many police departments have learned.
This is the problem that is usually-and politelyreferred to as "police-community relations." It is overwhelmingly a problem of the relations between the police
and the minority-group community, between the police
and Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and Mexican-Americans.
It is as serious as any problem the police have today. .
or course, to say that there is much distrust of the police
among members of minority groups is not to say that all

see in minute detail situations that need to be and can
be c.orrected. If a park is being' b~dlr maintained, if .a
school playground is locked when 1t IS most needed, If
garbage goes uncollected, if a landlo~d fails to repair ~r
heat his building perhaps the pollce could make It
their business to 'infonn the municipal authorities of
these derelictions. In this way, police would help to .,. _
represent the cbmmunity in securing services to which it ((
is entitled.
In large measure the answer to these questions depe!lds
on whether such new activities could be perfonned wlthout enonnous increases in police personnel. In this chapter a recommendation is made for the creation of a new
kind of officer, a "community service officer," who might
be in a position to assume many of these ~asks. The
Commission is inclined to think that broadenmg the role
of the police in this fashion would not distract the police
from 'law enforcement. On the contrary it would contribute to law enforcement by making the police more
active and more valued members of the community. Any
course of action that might enhance the community'S
respect for and sense of identity· with the police deserves
thorough consideration.
.
In this connection, it appears desirable to conslder also
how police departments, as well as in.dividual policeme~,
can broaden their roles. One sugges~10n that the Comm1ssion believes merits attention is the creation of municipal
planning boards on which police commu~ity-planning
experts would sit, along with representatlves of other
city departments. The work of such city departments as
those dealing with housing, parks, welfare, and health
are all related to crime; and often such departments have
law enforcement functions. Also, community planning
is needed since it has a direct bearing on crime, and therefore on police business. The police ofte~ have knowledge
on such subjects as where and how to bUlld parks, schools,

members of minority groups distrust the police, or to
imply that only members of minority groups distrust the
police. A survey of public attitudes toward the police
conducted, at the Commission's request, by the National
Opinion Research Center shows, naturally enough, a
spectrum of opinion. However, the differences in attitude by race are striking. Twenty-three percent of all
white people thought that the police were doing an "excellent" job of enforcing the law, while only 15 percent
of nonwhites held that view. At the opposite end of the
scale, 7 percent of whites thought the police were doing a
"poor" job, as contrasted with '16 percent of nonwhites .
Roughly the same kind of response was obtained to a
question about how well the police protect citizens.
With the questions, "How good a job do the police
do on being respectful to people like yourself?" and "Do
you think the police around your neighborhood are almost all honest, mostly honest, with a few who are corrupt, Ilrf}re they almost all corrupt?", the difference in
response by race was more than striking. It was startling.
Sixty-three percent of whites and 30 percent of nonwhites
thought the police were "almost all honest." One percent of whites and 10 percent of nonwhites thought the
police were "almost all corrupt."
It may be paradoxical that the same people who are
mos~ ,,:ictimized by crime are most hostile to the police,
but It IS not remarkable. In vicw of the history of race
relations in America and of the ghetto conditions in
which most minority-group members live, doubt about
American ideals and resentment against authority are to
be expected among Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and MexicanAmericans. No doubt the police are condemned by the
nature of their work to bear the brunt of such feelings.
H?wever, this is not the heart of the police-community
l"elattons problem. Throughout the country minoritygroup residents have grievances not just against society
as a whole, but specifically against the police. Commission observers watched poli<;emen work in minority-group
neighborhoods in a number of major cities, and the Commission has studied the findings of those who have made
observations in many other cities. Thc,~e observations
indicate that any generalization about how "policemen"

National Opinion Research Center Poll: Affirmative Answers
Do pOlice do "excellent" Job?
White

Do police do "poor" job?
23%

Whlie _ _ 7%

Non-Whlte _ _ _ _ _ 15%

Non-White _ _ _ _ _ _ 16%

Are p~lice "almost all honest"?
Whlte _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 63%

Are police "almost all corrupt"?

Non-Whlte _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .30,%

White _1 %
Non-White _ _ _ 10%
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forcement of departmental discipline; and in the hantreat "minori,ty-group members," 01' vice versa, is almost
sure to be misleading, For example, one Commission dling of citizens' complaints.
o The needs of good community relations and 6f efstudy conducted in a f ;w cities showed that most policefective law enforcement will not necessarily be identical
men treat minority-group citizens in a nondiscriminatory
at all times. For example, restricting the way field intermanner, and received at least as much cooperation and
rogations are carried out could lead, in the short run, to
courtesy from Negroes as from whites,
apprehending fewer criminals; imposing harsh penalties
However, Commission studies also showed, and in this
on officers who verbally abuse minority-group citizens
finding responsible police officials concur, that too many
could temporarily depress departmental morale. Morepolicemen do misunderstand and are indifferent to minority-group aspirations, attitudes, and customs, and that over, profession~lization of the police has meant, to a
considerable extent, improving efficiency by such methods
incidents involving physical or verbal mistreatment of
as decreasing the number of officers 011 foot patrol, reminority-group citimns do occur and do contribute to the
ducing the number of precinct stations and insisting that
resentment against police that some minority-group ~em
patrol officers spend more time on law enforcement duties
bers feel.
and less on maintaining reiations with citizens on the
street. A result of this has been a le~aenillg of the in,
COMMUNITY RELATIONS PROGRAMS
formal contacts between policemen and citizens. Con,·
fiicts of this sort are not easy to resolve, but the attempt
Citizen hostility toward the police is every bit as dis- must be made. While immediate law enforcement conruptive of peace and order, of course, as police indiffer- siderations may take precedence, it should be rememence to or mistreatment of citizens, It is so obvious as bered that sound community relations are, in the long
almost to be a truism that ghetto residents will not obtain run, essential to effective law enforcement.
the police protection they badly want and need until
o Improving community relations involves not only
policemen feel that their presence is welcome and that instituting programs and changing pl'ocedures and practheir problems are understood, However, in the effort . tices, but re-examining fundamental attitudes. The poto achieve this state of affairs, the duty of taking the lice will have to learn to listen pattentIy and understandinitiative clearly devolves on the police, both because they ingly to people who are openly critical of them or hostile
a.~e organized and disciplined and because they are pub- to them, since those people are predsely the ones with
hc servants sworn to protect every part of the community. whom relations need to be improved. Quite evidently,
It is an urgent duty. Social tensions are growing and it is not easy for a man who was brought up to obey the
crime rates are mounting. Police agencies cannot pre- law and to respect law enforcement officers to maintain
serve the public peace and control crime unless the public his poise and equanimity when he is denounced, sneered
participates mort: fully than it now does in law enforce- at, or threatened. However, policemen !rust do just that
ment. Bad cotl.1munity feeling does more than create if police-citizen relationships on the street are to become
tensions and engender actions against the police that in person-to-person encounters rather than the black-versusturn may erpbitter policemen and trigger irrational re- white, oppre~sed-versus-oppressor confrontations they
sponses from them. It stimulates crime.
are.
The Commission believes that a police-community rela- tooooften
The police must adapt themselves to the rapid
tions program is one of the most important functions of change;, in patterns of behavior that are taking place in
any police department in a community with a substan- America. This is a time when traditional ideas and
tial minority population. It believes further that such institutions are being challenged with increasing insistprograms must be organized and administered in accord- ence. The poor want an equal opportunity to earn a
ance with certain principles:
of America's wealth. Minority groups want a final
o A community-relations program is not a public- share
end put to the discrimination they have been subjected to
relations program to "sell the police image" to the people. for centuries. Young people, the fastest growing segIt is not a set of expedients whose purpose is to tranquilment of the population, have more freedom than they
ize for a time an angry neighborhood by, for example,
ever have had. The police must be willing and able to
suddenly promoting a fcw Negro officers in the wake
of a racial disturbance. It is a long-range, full-scaiu effort deal understandingly and constructively with these often
to acquaint the police and the community with each unsettling, even threatening, changes.
other's problems and to stimulate action aimed at solvThe Commission recommends:
ing those problems.
o Community reiations are not the exclusive business Police departments in all large communities should have
of specialized units, but the business of an entire departcommunity-relations machinery consisting of a headment from the chief down. Community relations are
quarters unit that plans and supervises the department'&
not exclusively a matter of special programs, but a matcommunity-relations programs. It should also have
tcr that touches on all aspects of pqlice work. They must
precinct units, responsible to the precinct commander,
play a part in the selection, training, deployment, and
that carry out the programs. Community relations must
promotion of personnel; in the execution of ~e1d procebe both a staff and a line function. Such machinery is a
dures; in staff policymaking and planning; in the en-

matter of the greatest importance in any community that
has a substantial minority population.

»
(

A sta!f comm~nity-relations unit should be commanded
by a htgh-rankmg officer who is responsible directly to
the chie,f an? who sits on the departmental policymaking
board that IS proposed later in this chapter. This unit
sho~~d have. 3; voice in departmental decisions about recrultm~, trammg, promotion, internal discipline, and field
operatIons. It should be actively involved in departmental planning with respect to demonstrations and riots.
It. sho~l~ represent the ~epa~tment in dealing with cityWIde CIvIl nghts and mInonty-group organizations. It
should conduct continuing research into citizens' attitudes toward, o,r conflicts with, the police, and evaluate
the department s performance in the light of its findings.
It should plan and supervise the work of the precinct units,
and for:nulate the community-relations responsibilities
and duties of all .the department's officers and officials.
I~ short, commumty-relations work should have the same
high status, the same strong support from the chief and
the sam~ access to needed resources of manpower, equipment, and money as any other essential police function
Acco.rding high departmental status to the community~
relatIons operation, as has been done in San Francisco
and ~ num?er ~f other departments, has been an important mgredle~t In the success of programs in those cities.
In the precIncts, the units, headed by a lieutenant or at
least, a sergeant, should maintain contacts with neighborhood gr~ups of .all kinds, advise the commander about
commumty-relatIons problems and policies, help individual offic~rs solv~ problems, conduct rollcall training in
commu~llty-.rela~lOns subjects, and provide the headquart~rs umt WIth Information about neighborhood conditIons. An csp~cially important function of pre.nct units
sho';lld be to st~mulate the organization of neighborhood
~VlSOry c~mmlttees that would meet regularly with precm~t offiCIals to discuss problems of conflict between the
pollee and ~e community. If such subjects as the use of
stop-and-frIsk or police policies toward juveniles were
openly and fully ~Iscussed by.representatives of the police
and the commumty, much misunderstanding and mutudl
Citizens' Advisory Committee Meets With Police Officers

ant~pathy

could be avoided. It should be possible for the
pollce to consult wit? community representatives about
the most adva?t~eous ways of achieving certain law
enforcement ~bJectI~es. The. ~t. Louis Police Department
has been a pIoneer m organlzmg such advisory commit. ~ees, and a number of other departments have followed
Its example.
The Commission recommends:
In each police precinct in a minority-group neighborhood there should be a citizens' advisory committee that
meets regularly with police officials to work out solutions
to problems of conflict between the police and the community. I! is crucial that the committees be broadly
representatrve of the community as a whole including
those elements who are critical or aggrieved.'
PERSONNEL CONSIDERATIONS

Two general conditions with respect to police personnel ~ust be met ?efore any department can hope to
do effectIv~ commumtyerelations work. One is that there
be a sufficI~n~ number ,.f. minority-group officers at all
levels of actiVIty and auth)rity. The other is that all officer~ be thoroughly aware of, and trained in, communityrela~ons problems. They ~hould hold to high standards
of faIrness and coolness in '\heir behavior toward citizens.
Many of the recommendations that will be made in this
chapte~'s sections on "Police Personnel" and "Police Organ~atlOn, M~nagement, and Field Operations" are
specI,fically d.eslgn:d to achieve these objectives. However, some dIScussIon of the problems is warranted here.
A ?epartment can show convincingly that it does not
practIce racial discrimination by recruiting minoritygrou~ office~, by assigning them fairly to duties of all
sort~ In all .k~nds of neighborhoods, and by pursuing promotIon p.olIcies that are scrupulously fair to such officers.
If there IS not ~ substa~tiaI percentage of Negro officers
am.ong the. polIcemen m a Negro neighborhood, many
~esld:nts wI~1 reach the conclusion that the neighborhood
IS bemg polIced, not for the purpose of maintaining law
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and order, but for the purpose of maintaining the ghetto's
status quo. They may draw the same conclusion if most
or all of a department's Negro officers are assigned to
patrol Negro neighborhoods, and are rarely seen in white
neighborhoods or performing such duties as criminal investigation or staff work, or teamed in two-man patrols
with white officers. And such policies as not entrusting
Negro officers with command on the "practical" ground
that white officers wiIl not take orders from Negroes wiIl
not go unnoticeil in the community. These policies are
also likely to prove, in the long run, extremely impractical.
Inducing qualified young men from minority groups to
enter police work is not easy in view of the distrust for
the police felt by members of minority groups, and especially by young men. However, it is essential, and some
suggestions about how it can be done are made later in
this chapter. In addition to what the police themselves
can do, it is vitally important that leaders in the Negro
community support and encourage young Negroes to
consider police careers.
Somewhat easier to achieve is the adjustment of screening and training programs so that community-relations
considerations are emphasized in them. Background investigations of arId oral interviews with polic<e candidates, and careful scrutiny of recruits during their probationary period, can do much to insure that prejudiced
or unstable officers are not added to or retained in the
force. Community-relations subjects, such as the psychology of prejudice, the background of the dvil rights
movement and history of the Negro in the United States
should be emphasized in both recruit and inservice training programs. In addition, the community-relations
implications of law enforcement practices like field interrogations ar....i "saturation" patrolling should be stressed in
courses dealing with field techniques. All commanding
and staff officers should be especially trained in community relations, and the community relations performance of an officer should playa major part in the
evaluation of his fitness for promotion.
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cities have seen instances of unambiguous physical abuse:
officers striking handcuffed suspects, for example. They
have heard verbal abuse. They have heard much rudeness. They have reported that office:rs too seldom use
polite forms of address to members of minority groups
or juveniles. If officers are under orders to use, polite
formll of address, the; may use them sarcastically or
sneeringl)', Commission observers have seen a certain
amount of harassment in the use of such orders as "move
on" and "break it up." They have found that the enforcement of minor ordinances such as, for example,
those against drinking in public, is sometimes discriminatory. They have found that in some instances highcrime neighborhoods are used as "punishment" assignments for ineffective or misbehaving officers.
These observers also have found that most officers
handle their rigorous work with considerable coolness.
'rhey have found that there is no pronounced rar.ial
pattern in the kind of behavior just described; the most
discernible tendency is for officers, regardless of race, to
treat "blue collar" citizens, regardless of race, in such a
fashion. However, all such behavior is obviously and
totally reprehensible, and when it is directed against minority-group citizens it is particularly likely to lead, for
quite obvious reasons, to bitterness in the community.
The Commission does not underestimate the provocation
that officers must endure in high-crime neighborhoods,
nor the physical danger they often run. But as O. W.
Wilson, now the Chicago police superintendent, wrote
in his book, "Police Administration":

***

All responsible police officials subscribe to those views,
and departments have regulations prescribing decorous
and courteous behavior by its members, although in
many departments the regulations are too unspecific.
In many places where such regulations are violated with
any frequency, the reason is likely to be an insufficiently
effective system of internal discipline. This problem is
discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

POLICE CONTACTS WITH CITIZENS

THE GRIEVANCES OF CITIZENS

A community's attitude toward the police is influenced
most by the actions of individual officers on the streets.
No community-relations or recruiting or training program
will avail if courteous and coolheaded conduct by policemen in their contacts with citizens is not enforced. Commission observers in high-crime neighborhoods in several

The best way to deal with pCllice misconduct is to
prevent it by effective methods of personnel screening,
training, and supervision. A depa;rtment that clearly ar··
ticulates its community-relations policies and holds its
members to them should receive a minimum of complaints
from citizens. However, there will always be some

citizen complaints, warranted and unwarranted, about
treatment by the police. How such complaints should
be handled has been the subject of perhaps the fiercest
) of the many controversies about the police that have raged
in recent years.
.
Form •.;t machinery within every police department for
the investigation of complaints against police activity or
employees is an absolute necessity. It is also important
that the complainant be personally informed of the results of the investigation and the disposition of the complaint. Every large department has machinery of some
kind for dealing with Ghirgel? of misconduct by its members, whether those charges originate inside or outside
of the department. It typically consists of a board of
high-ranking officers or, in some cases, nonsworn departmental officials, that investigates the facts of alleged
dereliction and makes a recommendation to the departf I
mental administrator. He properly has the authority and
responsibility to take disciplinary action. When this
kind of machinery is fully and fairly used it succeeds
both in disciplining Ipisbehaving officers and deterring
others from misbehaving.
If the complainant remains dissatisfied with the disposition of the case, there are other avenues of appeal
ou tside of the police agency: The local prosecutor; the
courts; elected officials such as councilmen, or the mayor;
the States' attorney general; the U.S. Department of
Justice; and various civil rights or human relations commissions. While all of these are traditional institutions
'. of legal redress they are frequently too formal, awesome,
) or geographically far removed from the often bewildered
citizen. Some of them lack the machinery or resources
to process grievances. Some' can take action only if a
criminal law has been violated. But many of the grievances that constitute acts of misconduct will not qualify
as a basis for criminal action.
In going beyond the established legal procedures, the
Commission finds it unreasonable to single out the police
as the only agency that should be subject to special scrutiny from the outside. The Commission, therefore, does
not recommend the establishment of civilian review
boards in jurisdictions where they do not exist, solely
to review police conduct. The police are only one of
a number of official agencies with whom the public has
contact, and in some cases, because they are the most
visible -and conspicuous representatives of local government, they may be the focus of more attention than they
deserve. Incompetence and mistreatment by housing)
sanitation, health, and welfare officials can be as in-jurious to citizens as mistreatment by the police and
should be equally subject to public scrutiny. These officials, like policemen, are public servants. In view of
the increasing involvement of government officials in the
lives of citizens, adequate procedures for the consideration of such individual grievances as citizens may have
- !Z!
against such officials are essential to effective government.
So far as possible, it is desil:able that such procedures be
,-1 established within the governmental agency involved.
, ;...,;.Y To the extent such procedures are ineffective or fail

(

The officer
must remember that there is no law
against making a policeman angry and that he cannot
charge a man with offending him. Until the citizen acts
overtly in violation of the law, he should take no action
against him, least of all lower himself to the level of the
citizen by berating and demeaning him in a loud and
angry voice. The officer who withstands angry verbal
assaults builds his own character and raises the standards
of the department.

It should be a high-priority objective of all departments
in communities with a substantial minority population to
recruit minority-group officers, and to deploy and promote them fairly. Every officer in such departments
should receive thorough grounding in community-relations subjects. His performance in the field of community relations should be periodically reviewed and
evaluated.
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to inspire general public confidence including the confidence of those who may' have legitimate grievances,
further recourse is essential. The form that such further recourse should take is depeJ;ldent on local needs
and governmental structure.
The Commission recommends:

Every jurisdiction should provide. adequate procedures
for full and fair processing of all citizen grievances and
complaints about the conduct of any public officer or
employee.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDELINES
FOR POLICE ACTION
In view of the importance, complexity, and delicacy of
police work, it is curious that poUce administrators have
seldom attempted to develop and articulate clear policies
aimed at guiding or governing the way policemen exercise
their discretion on the street. Many police depariments
have published "general order" or "duty" or "rules, regulations, and procedures" manuals running to several hundred pages. They deal extensively, and quite properly,
with the personal conduct of officers on and off duty,
with uniform and firearms regulations!1 with the use of
departmental property, with court appearances by officers, with the correct techniques of approaching a building in which a burglary may be in progress. They instruct
an officer about taking a suspect into custody and transporting him to the station, or about dealing with sick or
injured persons, or about handling stray dogs, or about
cooperating with the fire department, or about towing
away abandoned automobiles-with, in short, dozens of
situations in which policemen commonly, or uncommonly,
find themselves. What such manuals almost never discuss are the hard choices policemen must make every day:
whether or not to break up a sidewalk gathering, whether
or not to intervene in a domestic dispute, whether or not
to silence a street-comer speaker, whether or not to stop
and frisk, whether or not to arrest. Yet these decisions are
the heart of police work. How they are made determines
to a large degree the safety of the community, the attitude
of the public toward the police and the substance of court
rulings on police procedures.
No doubt there are several reasons for the failure of the
police to set forth consistent law enforcement policies.
One is that it is an extremely hard thing to do. For example, defining the amount of objectively based suspicion
that justifies a "stop," in such a way that the definition
will be of some help to a patrolman on his beat, takes
much thought and much expertis~: However, it is by no
means impossible. The bulletin of the New York State
Combined Council of Law Enforcement Officials affords
the patrolman practical guidance for his actions, int.luding examples, factual variables, ~nd guiding principles.
In effect, this carries a New York '''stop and frisk" stat.u"
tory provision into the street situations in which it is ad-
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, f:ormulation and Execution of Police Policy

,

ministered. The administrative guidance supplements the
general legislative policy.
Another reason that law enforcement policies are seldom stated is that many of them would tum out to be, if
clearly set forth, highly controversial. For example, if the
police announced publicly that nondisorderly drunks
woul.d be arrested only if they had no home to go to, they
might be accused of discriminatory treatment.
Probably the most pervasive reason that the police do
not articulate policy formally is that they ullually do not
realize that they make policy informally every day. The
police are not accustomed to thinking of themselves as
employees of an agency that much more often enforces
laws admini~.tratively than by invoking the formal criminal
process through arrest. Yet a decision by a policeman to
order a sidewalk gathering to "break it up," or to take a
delinquent youth home rather than arrest him, or to "cool
off" a drunk in a precinct lockup rather than formally
charge him, is an administrative decision. Not only
should policemen be guided by departmental policy in the
makin~ of such delicate decisions, but the people who will
be affected by these decisions-the public-have a right to
be apprised in advance, rather than ex post facto, what
police policy is.

I
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I
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The Commission recommends:
Police departments should develop and enunciate policies
that give police personnel specific guidance for the common situations requiring exercise of police discretion.
Policies should cover such matters, among others, as the
issuance of orders to citizens regarding their movements
or activities, the handling of minor disputes, the safeguarding of the rights of free speech and free assembly,
the selection and use of investigative methods, and the
decision whether or not to arrest in specific situations
involving specific crimes.
The issuance of orders to individuals regarding their
movements, activities, and whereabouts relates particularly to the common police practice of ordering many
street gatherings to "break it up" and "move on." Considerations that mig\ht govern the issuance of such orders
are the time of day, the amount of disturbance the gathering is causing, whethel.' or not the members are intoxicated, whether or not they are unduly obstructing traffic, .
and whether or not they are people known to the police
as offenders or troubltlmakers.
Also involved are cultural considerations that are more
complex. Some people ordinarily conduct their social
lives on the street, particularly if they live in neighborhoods where the housing is dilapidated and overcrowded
and where there are few parks or other recreational facilities. Breaking up such groups, rather than contributing to public order, is likely to have the reverse effect.
Moreover, formulating and executing policy in this field
could make the police more consciolls of neighborhood
problems and could, therefore, make the police more effective servants of the community.

Handling minor disputes is an activity that is regarded
as of small importance by most police administrators.
Yet it occupies a great deal of the time of many POliCe-(,-:-~
men. To the disputants themselves, who are more often'
1
than not law-abiding citizens, the manner in which the .... ,.
police intervene in their affairs is a matter of great importance. Disputes, particularly domestic disputes, as
discussed earlier, are a subject about which it would be
difficult to formulate policy without first engaging in
considerable research. The police should seek to accumulate information about families thai cause repeated
disturbances, to discover whether certain kinds of disturb,
ances are more likely than others to lead to serious assaults
or to homicides, to compile statistics on the typical effects
of having one of the parties swear out a complaint
against the other, to become familiar with the socialservice agencies, if any, to which troubled families can be
referred. For the police to mediate, arbitrate or suppress
I:
each dispute that they encounter as if it were unique-or
as if all disputes were alike-contributes little, in the long
run, either to law 'enforcement or to community service.
I"
Chapter 3 has discussed at some length the intimate
•
street relationships between policemen and juveniles. Be~
cause juveniles frequent the streets so much, because they
t
are usually in groups, because they are sensitive to real or
...'
imagined slights, and because the line between natural
and relatively harmless conduct and threatening or injurious behavior is often hard to draw, the police must
exercise great discretion in dealing w.ith them. Clear
police policies about ways of handling various juvenile o
situations wou!d be of great help .to p~liceme? on the
" 'I.
street. There IS a trend toward artlculatmg poltcy about ~ :
this part of police work. For example, the Chicago Po- ,~,..
lice Department has issued a particulady lucid set of
prescriptions for dealing with juveniles.
Safeguarding the rights of free speech and free assembly has become in recent years an increasingly important
police duty, and one that can, on occasion, divert large
•
numbers of police from patrol or investigative duties.
During 1 month in Philadelphia, for example, there were
15 major demonstrations that needed police protection or
at least police presence. This figure does not include
dozens of street corner meetings and other minor forms
of propagandizing or protest-each of which required
•
the continuous attention of at least one policeman, while
it was underway. These demonstrations were either for
or against police brutality, a strike of California grape
(
pickers, the Pennsylvania divorce laws, rock and roll
music, slum landlords, draft classification examinations,
black power, a movie about the Battle of the Bulge, a
"rape sentencing" bill, equal rights for h:.:mos(~xuals, low
f '
wages at a convalescent home, more post office promoI
tions for Negroes, and the war in Vietnam.
f
Policing demonstrations is a particularly sensitive job,
!, ,
not only because 'of the occasional' difficulty in distinguishing between the legitimate exercise of constitutional
. " .
rights, and trespass or incitement to riot, but because
( 'J •
policemen have views of their own about the issues that
are being vociferously debated. When spontaneous or ~
\'
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surprise demonstrations take place the poHcemen on the
scene have to decide rapidly whether to protect the demonstrators or to put an end to the demonstration in order
to keep order. In such situations they especially need
the guidance of clear policies about which ways of demonstrating are permissible and which are unlawful.
The selection of investigative methods is probably the
most important field in which police policy is needed.
This chapter has already discussed the restrictions that
the courts have placed on police practices, due in part
to the fact that neither police officials nor legislatures
have defined clearly when and how those practices were
appropriate. The chapter has also discussed the effects
on community relations that can result from police insistence on using certain kinds of aggressive law enforcement
techniques in certain neighborhoods. Among police procedures that need definition are surveillance, undercover
techniques, the use of informants, the common vice squad
practices of giving suspects the opportunity to commit
offenses in the presence of policemen, and especially field
interrogation.
Finally, the police should openly acknowledge that,
quite properly, they do not arrest all, or even most, offenders they know of. Among the factors accounting for this
exercise of discretion are the volume of offenses and the
limited resources of the police, the ambiguity of and the
public desire for nonenforcement of many sta,tutes and
ordinances, the reluctance of many victims to complain
and, most important, an entirely' proper con.viction by
policemen that the invocation of criminal sanctions is
too drastic a response to many offenses.
But while the Commission believes strongly that it is
not only appropriate, but necessary, for policemen to
exercise discretion about arrests, it also believes that it is
both inappropriate and unnecessary for the entire burden
·of exercising this discretion to be placed on individual
policemen in tumultuous situations. It is incumbent on
police departments to define as precisely as possible when
arrest is a proper action and when it is not.
THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF POLICE POLICYMAKYNG

\,

J

Some of the advantages the police would gain by taking the responsibility for formulating guidelines are
readily apparent and have been indicated above. It
would. bring the important street decisions, now made
only by patrolmen, up to the level of the chief administrator and his staff, who would formulate policy much
in the way a board of directors serves a corporation.
This would remove from individual policemen some of
the burden of having to make important decisions ad hoc,
in a matter of secQnds. It .would create a body of standards that would help make the supervision and evaluation of the work of individual policemen consistent. It
would help courts understand the issues at stake when
police procedures are challenged and lessen the likelihood
of inappropriate judicial restrictions being placed on police work. Polic'e administrators would then have more
freedom to meet the changing needs of law enforcement.

r

I

Other advantages would be less immediate but no less
important. A commitment to policymaking by the police would compel them to inquire far more deeply than(t~
they have so far into both the social and the technical'\. '
aspects of law enforcement. It would force the police .; t;
to ponder the nature of deterrence and the best ways of
r:.
achieving it. It would suggest expedments with various
techniques of patrol and investigation, and indicate the
kinds of equipment and management Ilystems that might
.
make police work more efficient,including, perhaps, a u '
computerized data bank of policy information that would
permit instant response to queries by line officers and
their supervisors. Policymaking would result in a codification of police expertise that could be used in training
programs and that would be available to all policemen
everywhere. It would involve the police in the programs
of social betterment to which the community as a whole is
dedicated. It would, in short, do much to professionalize
police work in the most meaningful sense of the word.
Finally, recognition by the police and by the community that policymaking is a legitimate and essential part
of the police function would tend to involve the rest of
the community in law enforcement in a more helpful
way. Mayors and city councils are nominally possessed
of the ultimate responsibility for police work, but it is
difficult for tbe,m to exercise their powers to influence
police policy when that policy is informal and inexplicit.
By the same token, prosecutors and judges find it difficult to evaluate how well the police are doing their job
and to help them do it better when police policy is unexpressed. Legislatures will be unable to make informed
statutory policy in the law enforcement field until the po- \~,
lice articulate their problems and their needs. The citi- 1Jpozen gr~evance procedures and the neighborhood advisory
committees that have been recommended in this chapter's section on community relations could be helpful to
the police in the formulation and evaluation of policy.
The Commission has found that a certain kind of isolation from many currents of community life is a serious
police problem. The Commission can imagine no better
way for the police to end that isolation, which inhibits
both Jaw enforcement and service to the communit)r, than
by the police taking the responsibility for formulating
policy and discussing it with the community.

I
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POLICE PERSONNEL
Th\!re is impressive evidence that in many cities there
are too few policemen. The current police-population
ratio of 1.7 policemen per thousand citizens obscures the
many differences from city to city and region to region.
Even"the big-city ratio of 2.3 per thousand is misleading,
for ih San Diego there are 1.07 policemen per thousand
citizens and in Boston 4.04.
There appears to be no correlation between the differ.
ing concentrations of police and the amount of crime
('
committed, or the percentage of known crimes solved, in(i'
.
. •
. I
the vanous cIties.
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At the same time it is apparent that, nationwide, the
number of police has not kept pace with the relocation
',)of the population and the attendant i.illcreases in crime
, and police responsibility. Later in this chapter the Commission recommends, in order to increase the effectiveness of the police, adding community service officers and
staff specialists. That means additional personnel, and
when these new requirements are added to the existing
vacancies in departments throughout the couiltry, it is
apparent that more poFce are needed and that municipalities must face up to the urgency of that need and provide the resources reguired to meet it if crime is to be
controlled. But mere addition of manpower without
accompanying efforts to make the best use of existing
personnel strength might serve only to aggravate the
problem of inefficiency. In many departments police
personnel are being wasted on trivial duties. In others,
increased investment in staff work or more sophisticated
equipment would do more to improve police work than
investment in more men. Switching from two-man to
one-man patrol cars would in some instances free large
numbers of policemen for added patrol or investigative
duties.

of those people whose attitudes toward thl' law differ from
his. Such understanding is not easy to acquire without
the kind of broad general, knowledge that higher. education imparts, and without such understanding a policeman's response to many of the situations he meets is likely
~
to be impulsive or doctrinaire. Police candidates must be
sought in the colleges, and especially among liberal arts
and social science students.
"Quality" also means personnel who represent all sections qf the community that the police serve. It scarcely
needs stating that a college education does not guarantee
that its recipient will be able to deal successfully with people whose ways of thought and action are unfamiliar to
him. As this chapter has also shown, a lack of lmderstanding of the problems, a?d be~avior of minority groups is
common to most pollce departments and is a serious
Ii
I'I
deterrent to effective police work in the often turbulent
neighborhoods where those groups are segregated. And
the relationship between the police and the community is
so personal that every section of the community hasa right
to expect that its aspirations and problems, its hopes and
fears, are fully reflected in its police. A major, and most
urgent, step in the direction of improving police-community relations is recruiting more, many more policemen
The Commission recommends:
from minority groups.
'
There are major obstacles to the recruitment of both
Each municipality, and other jurisdiction responsible for kinds of personnel. Oollege graduates are likely to be
law enforcement, should carefully assess the manpower deterred from a police career by the fact that it traditionneeds of its police agency on the basis of efficient use of all ally and almost univel'sally starts at the bottom. A young
its personnel, and should provide the resources required to mall enters a police department as a uniformed patrol\ meet the need for increase«l personnel if such a need is man and serves in that capacity for a considerable period
I found to exist.
of time-rarely less than 2 years and more often 4 or 5before .becoming eligiblc:.for.promotion. The knowledge
The police personnel need that the Commission has and skill that college educatIOn can provide must receive
found to be almost universal is improved quality. Genrec~gnition at the entry level, through pay, rating, and
erally, law enforcement personnel have met their difficult
an Immediate opportunity to do interesting work before
responsibilities with commendable zeal, determination, massive numbers of college graduates will be attracted to
. t' I
and devotion to duty. However, Commission surveys re- the police.
flect that there is substantial variance in the quality of
On the other hand, recruitment from minority groups
police personnel throughout the United States. The rec- will be all but impossible in the immediate future if rigid
ommendations that have been made earlier in this chapter higher education entry standards are instituted for all
about community relations .and policymaking', and the police jobs. According to a 1966 census report, 78 perones made later about organization and management, are cent of all white males between the ages of 20 and 24 have
. (J
predicated on the sharp improvement of. the quality of completed at least 4 years of high school whHe only 53 perpolice personnel from top to bottom. The Commission cent of nonwhite males have. In the 18-to-19 year age
believes that substantially raising the quality of p~lice group the gap is somewhat greater: 63 percent of white
personnel would inject into police work knowledge, ex- and 37 percent of nonwhite males have completed high
pertise, initiative, and integrity that would contribute school.
importantly to improved crime control.
Seventy percent of all police departments require a
)
The word "quality" is used here in a comprehensive police candidate to have a high school diploma. From
sense. One thing it. means is a high standard of education the point of view of recruiting college graduate and
for policemen. Police work always will demand quick minority group personnel of the requisite quality, this
reflexes, law enforcement know-how and devotion to duty, standard is both too low and too high. In the Commisbut modern police work demands much more than that
sion's view, a promising way t~ attract better personnel, to
as this chapter has shown. A policeman today is poorly utilize them more effectively in controlling crime, and to
I
equipped for his job if he does not understand the legal gain greater understanding of community problems is to
~n\ iss~es involved iri his everyday work, the nature of the allow police candidates to enter departments at three
~) SOCial problems he constantly encounters, the psychology levels of qualification, competence, responsibility, and pay.
j
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The Commission recommends:
Basic police functions, especially in large and medium
sized urban departments, should be divided a~ong three
kinds of officers, here termed the "community service
officer," the "police officer," and the ','police agent."
THE THREE LEVELS OF ENTRY

To entei' a police department as a police agent would
require considerable educational attainment-at least 2
years of college work and preferably a baccalaureate de~
gree in the liberal arts or social sciences. The job of
agent would also pe open to officers who could not make
an academic showing of that kind but who have shown
their capacity for imaginative and responsible police work.
In every department today there are many patrolmen
and detectives who could qualify immediately as agents.
The agent would do whatever basic police jobs were the
most complicated, sensitive, and demanding. He might
be a juvenile officer or a community-relations officer. He
might be in uniform patrolling a high-crime or restless
neighborhood. He might be a career specialist in narcotics, 01' robbery, or homicide investigation. He might
have staff duties. He would be the most knowledgeable
and responsible member of a police team, and would guide
and advise the CSO's and officers with whom he worked.
He would be encouraged to develop innovative proce~
dures and techniques. He would require minimum super~
vision.
The police officer would perform the police duties of
enforcing laws and investigating those crimes that can be
solved by immediate followup investigations or are most
likely to have suspects close to the crime scene. He would
respond to selected called-for services, perfom1 rou,tine patrol, render emergency services, enforce traffic regulations,

and investiga.te traffic accidents. In addition to these responsibilities, the police officer would be an integl'al part
of the team policing plan, working in concert with police ('- \\
agents and CSO's in solving crimes and meeting other po),
lice problems. 1£ he desired to do so he would be helped, ,- (,
by the department to qualify as a police agent.
The Commission visualiZ,es the CSO as a young man,
typically between the ages of 17 and 21, with the aptitude,
integrity and stability necessary to perform police work.
A CSO would be, in effect, an apprentice policemanreplacing the present police cadet. He would work on
(,
the street under close supervision, and in close cooperation
with the police officer and police agent. He would not
have full law enforcement powers or carry arms, neither
would he perform only clerical duties, as many police
cadets do today. He would be a uniformed member of
the working police who performs certain service and investigative duties on the street. He would maintain close
conta.ct with the juveniles in neighborhoods where he
works. He might be available in a neighborhood storefront office or community service center and might use a
radio-dispatched scooter to move around the community.
He would perform the service duties discussed earlier in
this chapter that inner-city residents need so badly and
that law enforcement officers have so little time to perform. He would be an integral part of the police teams
that will be described later in this chapter.
A young man might be accepted as a CSO despite a
minor offense record; otherwise it might be difficult to
recruit membors of minority groups for this position since
Commission studies show that, for the reasons discussed in ( ~ ~ ":
chapters 2 and 3, it is more likely than not that a Negro
~
youth who grows up in a slum 'vvill have such a record. ~.'
He would be expected to qualify as rapidly as possible for
the positions of officer 01' agent. Under the sponsorship
and at the expense of the department, he would continue
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his studies to that end. When he qualified, he would be
prom?ted as S?O? as an opening occurred.
. [\
T~ls new dlV1SI?n of functions should increase the atI & ,_. ,,/ :racttveness of pohce work by making it possible for a cola
\.l
ege grad~at~ to assume the responsible position of agent
j
after a bnef mternship but without long prior service as a
/
1
patrol officer, and fo~ officers and CSO's to become agents
I
as s~n as ther quahfy and vacancies exist. The Oppor,
t~mty to continue WIth education at the expense of and
WIth the help of a police department would surely increase
the attractiveness of police work to members of minorit)T
groups-or to any young men who are unable to further
the~.selves because of insufficient schooling. Creating the
posItions of CSO and agent might do much to solve the
manpo.wer problems of those d~partments that have them,
and might be, as we~l, the fastest way of recruiting large
n~mbers of well-quahfied and experienced minority-group
o cers.. However, it is important to add in the latter
connectIon, that every department should strengthen its
efforts to recruit minority-group police officers and agents
who do not need t~ go through the CSO phase. A department that admits minority-group personnel only at
the CS~ level will merit the charge that it is practici~g a
subtle kind of discrimination.
.i

r-,

ATTRACTING RECRUITS

recrui~ ?l1uch more actively than they now ordinarily do.
RecrUltmg ?~ccrs must set up recruiting stations, address
~Iu:s and CIVIC groups, advertise, answer qucstions make
It n,own far and wide that police work has m:n attrac.tlOns and dpI?ortunities. They should help t~ 01'gam~~ and participate actively ill regional or statewide
recUlbng progra~s. Brief.notices in civil-service journals
about f~rthcommg exammations, or routine press rele~ses . wIll not attract college graduates, members of
rrlln~nty gro~ps, or for that matter other kinds of highquahty candidates in sufficient number.

The Commission recommends:
.As this report. is being written, approximately twot~lrd~ .of the pohce departments in medium-sized and
Police departm<;nts sho~ld recruit far more actively than
bIg cIties a.re below their authorized personnel strength.
On a natlon~l. average, cities are 10 percent below they .now d.o, wI~h specral attention to college campuses
str~ngth. ~hls IS not due principally tOi a shortage of and mnerclty neIghborhoods.
pollce candidates, but to a shortage of Isuccessful ones
~etween 1956 and 1961 success rates on entry examina~ RECRUITMENT STANDARDS
tlon decreased from 30 to 22 percent on :a national aver
,!he stan.dards police departmenttl typically require
age. The Los An?ele~ Department, which has set high
polIce candidates to meet fall under several headings.
standards and mamtams them rigorously accepted less
Every department has detailed and rigidly enforced
than. 3 pe~cent of applicants in 1965. At the same time as
~hYSlcal s~andartls. Ma~y departments insist on prior
a~phcants ~uccess ~ates arc declining, retirement rates lesldence m the commumty for a given length of time
~I e .~hreatemn~ to nse. . This is chiefly because the most Every department demands "good moral character" bu~
rapl mo~ern lllcrease m the size of police departments
many. depa.rtments do no investigating beyond ~ peroccurred Just after the end of the Second World W
sonal mtervlew and a check on whether or not the candiand 20 yea.rs is the typical-though by no means u:~:
date has. an arrest record. Some departments give
vex:sal-p~mod of service that a police department re- psychological tests and many do not. Only about one.
qUIres of Its .officers before ~ey become eligible for enquarter of loc~l departments attempt to screen candi~~ns. To cite Los Angeles again, in 1967 no less ihan dates for emotional
fitness. More than 70 percent of
~erc<;nt of the force will be eligible for retirement
departments require a high school diploma as has been
Takmg mto acco~nt the 5,4 percent rate at which officer~
not.ed; fewe~' than two dozen of the Na~ion's 40,000
~ave le.ft t~7 serv~ce .for all reasons (retirement, resi na- polIce agencies require college credits.
tion, dIsabIlIty, dIsmissal, death) over the last 5 g
From the. point of view of securing recruits of the
h'
years,
the
t
presen aut onzed strength of the Nation's departproper quahty, some of thes~ ~tandards are too rigid,
~ents, and the fact that each year the authorized strength ~ome are too lax. The Comnl1sslOn believes strongly that
mes b~ a.bout 3 percent, the Commission calculates It .shoul~ be the long-range goal of all departments to
that brlngmg all departments up to 1967 a th . d raise their educational standards.
'
'11
u .onze
st rength ~I take 50,000 new policemen.
Tw~ kmds of places that the police for the most part
The Commission recommends:
~ave I~ore~ are the Nation's college campuses and its
~\: mnerclty.nmghborhoods. However, recruitment in these The ultimate ai.m of all police departments should be that
all personnel WIth general enforcement powers have bac,'" places Will not be successful unless. police departments calaureate
degrees.

J
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Beyond question it wiII take many years for a re.form
this sweeping to be fully implemented. It n~ver will be
implemented if a strong movement toward It does not
begin at once. It should be possible, for example, ~or
every depal·tment to insist immediately that al! recrUits,
except community service officers, ?~ve both a high school
diploma and a demonstrated ablhty, measured by appropriate tests, to do college work. Those dep~rtments
that put into effect the division of p.oIice f';1ncbons t~at
the Commission has proposed should Immediately reqUire
arrent candidates to have completed 2 years of college.
As the supply of qualified police candidat:s increases, the
standards can be raised ste}, by step until the goal of a
baccalaureat.e degree for all policemen is reached. No
doubt many police administrators will, at firs! ~Iance,
consider this recommendation of the CommisSion so
radical as to be unattainable. Let them consider the fact
that the median education level for all policemen in the
United States is 12.4 years, which indicates that many
policemen already have done some college work. It IS
this t1'end that the Commission believes should be sharply
accelerated.
Clearly, if college degrees for police officers ~re ~ longrnnge objective, they must be a short-range ob}ectlve. for
police supervisors and administrators, and an ImmedIate
objective for chiefs.
TIll! Commission recommends:

Police departments should take immediate steps to establish a minimum requirement of a baccalaureate degree
(or all supervisory and executive positions.
The long-range objective for high-ra~king offi.ce~s
should be advanced degrees in the law, socIOlogy, criminolo!!)" police or public administration, business managemen~ or some othet' appropriate specialty.
Of equal importance with his education is a polic.c
candidate's aptitude for thc job: His intelligence, h~s
moral character, his emotional stability, his social attitudes. The consequences of putting on the street officers
who however highly educated, are prejudiced, or slow
witt~d, or hot tempered, or timid, or dishonest are too
obvious to require detailed discussion. Thorough p.ersonal screening of police candidates is a clear necessity.
The amount of thoroughness with which local departments screen candidates varies enormously. Some departments screen quite sketchily; others, including thos~ in
many of the biggest cities, make in-depth backg~ound .mvestigations, administer intelligence .te~ts a.nd 1Otel'Vlew
candidates exhaustively. However, It 1.5 fall' to say that
even the most thorough departments do not evaluate
reliably the personal traits and characteristics that contribute to good police work, not ~ecause the.y lack the
desire to do so but because a techmque for do1Og so does
not exist. Clearly. this is a field in which intensive research is needed.

The Commission recommends:

Until reliable tests are devised for identifying and measuring the personal characteristics th3.t contribute to g~d
police work intelligence tests, thorough background m·
vestigations'and personal in~e~views shoul~ be used by all
departments as absolute mimmum. tec~OIques to determine the moral character and the mtellectual and emotional fitness of police candidates.
No doubt many police administrators wiII. t~ink it odd
of the Commission to recommend the rals10g of any
standards at all at a time when so many departments
are below authorized strength. The Commission has considered this question with care. It has found, first, by
observing closely those few dep.artments that now.approach the standa~ds that are be10g proposed, that hlghquality personnel far outperform personnel selected according to traditional standards; there are many places
where if an either/or choice had to be made between
raisin~ recruitment standards and reaching authorized
strength, the prudent choice in terms of performance
would be to raise the standards. It has found, se~on~,
that most of those departments that have already 1O~tI
tuted high standards have had no unusual trouble r~mam
ing at authorized strength because of the attracbve~ess
of working in such departments. It has fo~nd, thl~d,
that most departments have had no experience ~\,Ith
mounting vigorous recruitment programs and owe It to
themselves to attempt such programs.
Furthermore, some police rec1'1litment st~ndards arc
too rigid. The traditional standards rel~tmg t~ age,
height, weight, visual acuity) and pri~r reSidence 10 the
community are deterrents t? t~e recrUltmen~ of able ;ersonnel. Most departments 10SlSt that a recrUlt be bet\\ een
21 and 35. Both limits are arbitrary, and the lower one
undoubtedly keeps out of police work many young m~n,
who arc unwilling to wait 2 or 3 years after gra~uat1Og
from high school to begin their careers. ~s p~hce departments put into effect the recommen?atlOns .01' ed~
cational standards that have been described above, t~IS
will become less of a problem, of cour~e: Mea~wlule
many communities, including such large cities .a~ Chicago,
Minneapolis, and Dallas, have lowered the ~11mmum a~e
without ill effects. That raising the maximum ag? IS
equally appropriate is in~icated by the fa~t that the It ederal Bureau of InvestigatIOn accepts candidates up to the
ageof41.
.
The typical physical requirements f.or recI:u~ts are a
150- to 250-pound weight range, a he~~ht minimum. of
5 feet 8 or 9 inches and at least 20;-40 vlslon.~?ese hmits, too, are arbitrary. A man WIth 20·-100 vls~on, ~or
rectable to 20-20, can be licensed as a c~mme\'cl~l p.~I?t.
Successful athletes come in all sizes. Particularly. In cities
where there is a large Puerto Rican popula~lon, the
height and weight restrictions ke~p out .of pollce w?rk
men who are badly needed. PrIOr reSidency requl.1.ements typically demand that a man live in a commVi~.lty
for at least 6 months before becoming eligible for pOlIce

1(
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work. These are probably the most restrictive requirements of all, for they prevent many police departments
from searching for recru.its; they prevent many young
) men from small rural communities from embarking on
police careers; they prevent, to give a particularly vivid
example of their questionable logic, young men who have
put in a period of service in the military police from continuing in police work in civilian life.
The Commission l'ecomnumds:

Police departmellts and civil service commissions should
reexamine and, if necessaity, modify present recruitment
standards on age, beight, weight, visual acuity, and prior
residence. The appointing authority should place priM
mary emphasis on the education, hackground, character
and personality of a candidate for police service.
POUOE SALARIES

The new division of functions also dictates a reexamination of police salary scales, which in most cases are now
tOl:< low to attract the best qualified recruits, or to keep
the b€~t quaHfied policemen. In small cities the median
annual p;:ty for a patrolman is $4,600; in large cities it is
$5,300. Typically, the maximum salary for nearly all
positions is less than $1,000 over the starting salary. On
the other hand, a special agent of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation begins at $8,421 a year and, if he serves long
enough and well enough, can reach, without promotion
" to a supervisory position, $16,905. No doubt a salary
. scale that high is out of the question at the present time
in many cities, especially small ones. However, every
city should regard it as a standard against which to measure its own potential for attracting able recruits. And
everi' city, even those unable to raise starting minimum
salaries for policemen should earnestly consider raising
the maximums substantially so that police careers will
offer long-term financial inducements. Some big cities
should be able to match the FBI's scale for the position
of agent immediately, (II' in the near future. An. officer's
salary might be $1,000 a year less. A community service
officC!' should receive at least $5,000 a year.

does believe that identical pay scales for employees with
widely differing functions are unfair and unwise.
The Commission recommends:

Salary proposals for each department within local government should be considered on their own merits and
should not be joined with the demands of other depart.
ments within a city.
PROMOTION AND LATERAL BNTRY

Able recruits may be the most pressing police personnel need, but it is not the onl}' one. Better personnni qre
needed throughout most departments. Traditional procedures often inhibit the rapid promotion of able officers
into supervisory or command positions. As has, already
been mentioned, patrolmen must serve a considerable
number of years, usually at least 4 01' 5, before becoming
eligible for promotion. In addition, promotions are
made, more often than not, from a civil service "list" that
is compiled on the exclusive basis of grades scored 01'1
technical written examinations. A list arrived at in such
a fashion takes no account of the evaluation of individual officers by their superiors, of the special qualifications
of certain officers for certain jobs, of the performance records of officers and the awards and commendations (or
reprimands) the}' have received.
The Commission recommends:

Promotion eligibility requirements should stress ability
above seniority. Pl'Omotion "lists" should be compiJed
on the basis not only of scores on technical examinations
but on prior performance, character, educational
achievement and leadership potential.

Most police departments today do not permit CClateral
entry" into command or staff positions by officers from
other departments, 01' by civilians. This is partly because of civil service regulations that have rigid promotion and prior residence provisions, partly because police
pension rights are not movable from department to department, partly because of a traditional police resistance
The Commission recommends:
to "outsiders." One consequence is that America's police
Police salaries must be raised, particularly by increasing personnel are vil·tually frozen into the departments in
maximums. In order to attract college graduates to which they started. An officer whose special skills are in
police service, starting and maximum salaries must be oversupply in his Own department cannot move to a department where those skills arc in demand. An officer
competitive with other professions and occupations that
who
seeks to improve his situation by moving from a
seek the same graduates.
small department where opportuniti(.'s for advancement
In many cities, police salaries arc: tied to the salaries of arc few to a large department where they are numerous
other municipal employees, most often those of firemen. cannot do it, nor can a city officer who would like to work
This practice often aggrieves both policemen and firemen, in a small community follow his inclinations. A departand sometimes provokes hot debates about which kind of ment that cannot fill important jobs adequately from its
public servant has the more arduous or perilous job and own ranks is precluded fr0111 seeking experienced
officers elsewhere.
.) should therefore be the better paid. The Commission has
Even more damaging to the effectiveness of police
no intention of involving itself in ~uch a dispute, but it
work is the failure to usc civilian manpower where it is
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needed. Eleven percent of America's police personnel
is civilian, but the great majority of civilians work as maintenance men, clerks or stenographers, 01' enforce parking
regulations. It is to police staff work that civilians can
make the greatest cont.ribution. Communications, records, information retrieval, research, planning, and labol'atory analysis are vttal parts of police w?l:k. that,. as
often as not, could be performed better by ClVlhans With
spccialized tl'aining than by sworn law enf~rcemen~ officers. And at higher administrative levels, there is a
great need for the development of police careerists with
professional qualifications in the law, in psychology, in sociology, in systems analysis, and in business management.

The Commission rccommends:
Personnel to pel'form all specialized police functions not
involving a need for general enforcement powers should
be selected fol' their talents and abilities without regard
to prior policf! service. Professional policemen should
have the same opportunities as other professionals to seek
employment where they are most needed. The inhibitions that civil 'service regulations, retirement plans and
hiring policies place on lateral entry should be removed.

Although most departments have probationalY periods
for police recruits, over two-thirds limit the time to 6
months 01' less, and few departments effectively use the
~ probationary process. As the performance of each offiY cer becomes more crucla
. l
'
. ord er,
to ~l1all1tel1ance
of SOCial
probation peri(ld observation and rating increases in importance. The limited ability of initial screening procedures to test pel'sonality and tempel'ament makes close
and systemtttizecl observation of new patrolmen imperative. Sometimes probation evaluation is negated by the
chief administrator's lack of authority to dismiss those
who perform marginally and unsatisfactorily, and civil
service requirements are sometimes unduly I'(!,~trictive.

To encourage lateral movement of police personnel, a
nationwide retirement system should be devised that permits the transferring of retirement credits.
(
RECRUIT TRAINING AND EVALUATION

Spurred by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which
dramatized the need, set standards, devised techniques
and provided personnel for police training, the police have
made great strides in the past 30 years in widespread institution of formal recr~it training programs. In 70 percent of the cities over 500,000 population, new recruits
receive at least 8 weeks' training. However, many courses
are unsophisticated and incomplete. Instruction is often
limited to "how to do" and there is far too little discussion
of fundamental principles. The legal limitations on street
policing and the proper use of discretion are rarely
stressed. Recruits receive too little background in the
nature of the community and the role of the police; in two
large departments that offer over 10 weeks of training, less
than 2 days are devoted to police-minority group relations.
Civilian instructors are seldom employed to teach nontechnical or specialized subjects-the criminal law, sociology, the history of the civil rights movement. Only a
small percentage of departments combine classroom work
with formal field training that would acquaint recmits
with everyday street problems. New educative techniques
are seldom used in police academies.

The Commission recommends:

The Commission recommends:
Entering officers should serve probation periods of, prcft'.rably, 18 months and certainly no less than 1 year.
During this period the recruit should be systematically
observed and rated. Chief administrators should have
the sole authority of dismissal during the probati.on
period and should willingly exercise it against unsatisfactory officers.
INSERVICE TRAINING AND EDUCATION

""

Training needs continue throughout a policeman's
career. Laws and procedures change. Policies arc re ..
defined. Techniques are improved. These developments
must be brought to policemen at all levels of responsi~ bility. Most existing programs rely on bulletins or short
)) sessions of instruction at rollcall. Such techniques are
effective only as supplements to annual periods of intensive training during which officers arc relieved fl'om their
ordinary duties for several days of study. Very few departments have such programs. Very few, furthermore,
actively encourage their personnel to continue their studies outside the department by making educational
achievement a pathway to rapid promotion, by gl'anting'
leaves of absence, by helping to pay tuition bills. Very
few departments make training in legal, administl'ative,
or business skills a prerequisite for advancement into supervisory positions.

-

All training programs shouId provide instruction on sub- ((
jects that prepare recruits to exercise discretion properly, .....
and to understand the community, the role of the police,
and what.the criminal justice system can and cannot do.
Professional cducator~ and civilian experts should he
used to teach specialized courses-law and psychology,
for example. Recognized teaching techniques such as
problem-solving seminars should be incorporated into
training programs.
Recruit training programs at least exist in every big
city; small rural departments often p~ov~de recruit~ with
no training at all. By and large tillS IS a question of
money. Training programs are expensive, and they cannot be provided on a local basis for two or three officers at
a time. There is a great need fol' regional police academies financed with State or Federal funds, to train recruits' from small departments. Until such academies are
organi:led, big-city recruit programs might well make room
for a ,certain number of trainees from smaller departments.

r.

The Commission recommends:

Ii
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The Commission r~commellds:

Every general enforcement officer should have at least 1
week of intensive inservice training a year. Every
officer should be given incentives to continue his general
education or acquire special skills outside his department.
POI,ICE ORGANIZATION, !v[ANAGEMENT
AND FIELD OPERATIONS

j

Formal police training programs for recruits in all departments, large and small, should consist of au absolute
minimum of 400 hours of classroom work spread over a
4- to 6-month period so that it can be combined with /'l' ~
carefully selected and supervised field training.
{(
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The problems to be discussed under this heading' arc
necessarily the problems of city police departments. In
a department of less than, say, 50 111en, the problems of

staff work, chains of command, deployment of forces,
and so forth, are seldom complicated. In New York's
28,OOQ·man department they arc much more complicated
than the organization and management problems of a
big corporation. The Commission discussed organization and management with 4 separate advisory panels
and over 250 representatives of police forces and professional organizations; these discussions were supplemented
by a review of police literature, textbouks, and consultant
reports, covering the organization and management of
75 police departments. An out3ide study performed for
the Commission involved even more extensive contacts.
Each study and eve!.'y expert agreed that, with some
notable exceptions, city police forces ~re not well organized and managed. The same two failures were cited
universally as the crucial ones: The failure to develop
career administrators, and the failure to tlse the techniques and acquire the resources that experts on the
subject prescribe.
No one with whom the Commission consulted made
a dramatic: new proposal 01' recommendation, but the
fact that most departments have not adopted recognized
principles of organization and management is, in and of
itself; significant. Since propel' organization and mallagement is a prerequisite for implementation of most
of the other recommendations in this chapter, the
Commission believes that adoption in pmctice of the
l'e('ognized principles of good organization and management is a mattcr of great tI1'gency. In addition, research
into and experimentation with this aspect of police work
arc nol. only, under the circumstances, clearly called for,
but likely to produce important results.

The Commissioll rccolllmcnds:
Eaeh State, through its commission on police standards
(discussed later in the chapter), should provide financial
and technical assis~~nce to departments to conduct surveys and make recommendations 'for improvement and
modernization of their Ol'ganization, management, and
operations.
For police organization, as for large-scale organization
of any kind, the heart of the matter is central contl'ol.
This simple basic principle has extremely complex and
practical implications. Organizationally, it implies that
a chief administl'atol' has available to him thc advice of
staff experts in a variety of subjects, that a sufficient
number of middle managt'rs arc provided fOI' to insure
thnt authority can be delegated without be.'" g dissipated,
and that the lines of communication between the chief
administrat01' and the street arc kept unobstructed. Administratively it implies policyJ11aking and planmaking,
and the ldnd of supervision that guarantees that policies
ancl plans are understood and carded out by every member of the department. Operationally it implies that such
activities as communications and deployment of forces
arc eal'riecl out not on a precinct,.by-precinct but on a
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Captain briefs communications personnel

citywide basis, and that countless kinds of records a
department, or a regional or State agency must keep
(alphabetical name index files, intelligence files, modus
operandi files, wanted criminals files, stolen property files
and many more) are easily accessible to all members of
the departn'Jertt who need them. Overall it implies the
maintenance of departmental integrity by providing that
governmental control over the department is exercise~
only by top-level political executives. through top-le~~l
enforcement officials, and not by neighborhood POlttlcians through precinct officials.

,

DEPARTMENTAL STAFF

In recent years there has been a growing recognition
in city departments, particularly those in th~ biggest
cities, that police work on the street, to be effec~lve, ~ust
be supported by strong staff services. Increasmg cnme
and disorder have led to increasing awareness by the
police of the importance of crime analysis, research and
planning. In order to attract the able recruits they need
and to train them properly, many departments have
begun strengthening the personnel sections of their staffs.
Staff inspection and internal invcstigation have also received more and more attention as the importance of
insuring good performance and rooting out misconduct
has become more and more apparent. However, only
a few departments as yet have made community relations
a staff activity, and even fewer as yet have recognized the
necessity for legal advisers as departmental staff members.
And as a general proposition, it is fair to say that police
staff work almost everywhere, and especially in mediumsized cities, is gi:ven far less attention than it needs and
deserves.
A police force cannot be effective if it is administered
on a day-to-day or crisis-to-crisis basis. It needs plans:
contingency plans about, for example, how to handle
a visit by the President or how to capture an armed des~
peradoholed up in an apartment; operational plans about
how to deploy men in various neighborhoods at various
times of day or how tt:} deal with the problem of apartment burglaries; long-range plans about improving the
quality of personnel, installing new equipment or con-
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The Commission recommends:

Every medium- and large-sized department should ~m
ploy a skilled lawyer full time as its legal adv)s\~r.
Smaller departments should arrange for legal advice (10
a part-time basis.
Little need be said here about staff personnel units; in
view of the recommendations about greatly expanded
recruitment and training programs that have alr~ady been
made in this chapter, the importance of such umts should
be evident. Community relations units have already
been discussed. As for the staff functions of inspection
and internal investigation, they raise the enormously important question of how poJi~e misconduct ca~ most e!fectively be controJled, and WIlJ therefore be discussed m
some. detail below.
The Commission recommends:

Police departments must take ev.:ry possible step to im- (
plement the guiding organizational principle of central \
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However, the Commission does have evidence from its
own studies and from police officials themselves, that in
some cities a significant percentage of policemen assigned
to high-crime areas do tre<!.t citizens with disrespect and,
sometimes, abuse them physically. It further has knowledge that in these same areas ,some policemen are acceptThere is one final, crucial point about' staff to be made. ing bribes from motorists and storekeepers, stealing from
The kind of policymaking that this chapter described burglarized premises or from drunks and receiving kickearlier is clearly impossible without expert police staff backs from tow-truck operators. And it is a matter of
work. Making policy depends on research and analysis public record that in some cities, at this or that time, cerand on legal knowledge. Carrying out policy depends on tain policemen and police officials-and other public
planning, training and efficient supervision.
officials as well-have protected bookmakers, prostitutes,
and narcotics pushers, have operated burglary rings, have
The Commission recommends:
favored politicians or other people with "pull," and have
acted in concert with leaders of organized crime.
Every department in a big or medium-sized city should
In one important respect, the issue is not how many
organize key ranking staff and line personnel into an dishonest or brutal officers there are, but whether there
administrative board similiar in function to a corpora- arc any at all. A small number of such officers can destroy
tion's board vi <lirect9rl1, whose duty would be to assist confidence in the police, confidence that takes many years
the chief and his staff units in developing, enunciating to rebuild even when the misbehavior has been promptly
and enforcing departmental policies and guidelines for weeded out. Moreover, even a small amount of misconthe day. to-day activities of line personnel.
duct can undel'mine the morale and di,scipline of a department. Cliques can grow up that thrive on secrecy and
CONTROLLING POLICE MISCONDUCT
resist reform. Well-behaved officers become corrupted by
the mores of their environment, especially by the unspoken
There is no profession whose members are more fre- rule that often prevails in such situations: an officer must
quently tempted to misbehave, or provided with more not "infonn" on his colleagues. And of course, lawenopportunities to succumb to temptation, than law enforce- forcement suffers. A police department with a reputation
ment. The opportunities arise, on the whole, from the for unfairness cannot promote justice. A police departsimple physical fact that policemen generally work alone ment with a reputation for dishonesty cannot combat
or in pairs, out of sight of their colleagues and superiors. crime effectively.
)The temptations are more various and complicated. A
The blame for corrl\Ption is often shared by the com, chief one is that many people want to do things the law munity as a whole. Poor pay can tempt an officer to acforbids, or do not want to do things the law demands, and cept small favors that eventually bind him to corrupt
are willing to pay money to~ lOr do favors for, policemen practices. Widespread racial prejudice, publicly exfor not enforcing laws. Another is that policemen often pressed, can make it difficult for an officer to control his
are subjected to kinds of verhal abuse, or even to physical own conduct. In some communities there is petty politiindignities, that provoke a desire to respond in kind. A cal interference with such things as shift assignment ancl
complicating factor is that because policemen are not promotions. A lack of policy about the enforcement of
only public servants, but sworn upholders of the law, they antivice laws, for example, and poor supervision give him
are expected to conduct themselves with more honor and too much room for ill-conceived and extemporaneous exmore restraint than most other citizens. Businessmen ercise of discretion. He has daily contact with gamblers
commonly accept Christmas presents, or theater tickets, and other representatives of organized crime, whom the
or expensive lunches, from the comparative strangers they community prefers to beli!'!ve are not wrongdoers. Under
do business with; policemen must not. An ordinary citi- orders to clean up his beae and without specific guidance
zen walking down the street is not held accountable if he as to how to do so under existing legal constraints, he often
replies insultingly to insults addressed to him; a police- justifies his derelictions of duty by telling himself that they
man is.
are the system's fault, not his. He may see gross corrupThere is, of course, no possible way of calculating, or tion or political fixing of cases in the prosecutor's office or
even of guessing, how much police misconduct there is in in the courts. Many times the dishonest officer is merely
America. Policemen are no more likely than citizens of reflecting the ambivalent standards of his community. An
any other kind to misbehave in front of audiences. The ordinary man, he is expected to resist these extraordinary
Commission believes that the corruption at all levels and
pressures.
the widespread use of physical coercion that prevailed in
Nonetheless, police experts agree that every police demany police departments during the era of Prohibition is
partment
has a direct and nontransferable responsibility
largely a thing of the past. It is quite sure that almost all
for
enforcing
proper conduct by its members. There are
departments are headed by honest and honorable officials,
several
ways
of
doing this; some already have been dis•
and that the large majority of working policemen at all
cf\\levels of authority conduct themselv\~s honestly and cussed. If the chief administrator's commitment; to fulfilling these internal enforcement responsibilities is made
('I !. honorably.
control. Specialist staff units for such matters as planning, research, legal advice, and polic~ personnel should
- ,include persons trained in a variety of disciplines and
)should be utilized to develop and improve the policies,
operations, and administration of each police function.

trolling widespread vice activities; budgetary plans, comtl':
munity-relations plans, technological plans, plans of man~
,
other kinds. It needs not only t~ develop new plans b~H fj"-'>-\
I~
to review continually the operatIon of \Olans already 1,n ~:
l
effect and to amend them or discard them when necess'uy.
,. -" ~
To do this kind of planning to best advantage,. a dep~rtment must first engage in research and analYSIS. C.rlme
trends, long-range and short-range, must be studied, as
well as the social conditions associated with them. Experimental projects must be devilled to test novel polic.e
techniques on a limited scale and under control!.ed c0ndltions. Such departments as Chicago, St. Louis, and Los
)!
Angeles already have good sized, expertly staffed researc~,
,"
I "
analysis and planning units, but .e~~n. in those. pl~ces, It
can be said, the enormous posslblhtles of thiS kmd of
police staff work are stilJ largely unexplored.
Of 276 municipal departments that responded to a
1965 survey of the police by the National League of
Cities, only 14 reported that they employed legal advisers and 6 of tho~e reported that the employment was
on a ~art-time basis. Yet the need for continuin.g legal
advice within a department has long been recogmzed by
authorities on the police, and in any case should. now.be
evident to everyone in view of the great interest m pol!ce
practices the courts are evincing. The duties of ~ pohce
legal adviser should be, of course, far more ~xtenslve than
just advising the police, generally or speCifically, ab~ut
permissible field procedures. He could ilmpa1rt tOh.trt~m1ft
ing programs and to duty manua ls more ega sop IS IcaI
tion than they ordinarily possess today. He could be a
It
useful liaison bctween police officials and prosecutors. He {"-~ t. I
could do important work in legislative drafting and lobby- \\:,
\
f
ing, in community relatio.n~ and in t?e department's reo
lationship 'with other mumclpal agencies. He co~ld b~ ~n
extremely helpful participant in .departmental 1l1.qulfles
into misconduct by officers and m such proceedmgs as
might be taken against misbehaving officers.
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clear by actions as well as words, police misbehavior is deterred. The development and enunciation of detailed
police policies would set standards for both performance
and supervision. Better screening and training of police
recruits would help insure that only men of high character
are given a policeman's great responsibilities. The removal of political pressu~e~ from subordinate police officials would make discriminatory law enforcement more
difficult. The assignment of the best, rather than the:
worst, officers to ghetto neighborhoods is a clear necessity.
Some police departments have organized strong internal investigation units to enforce honest behavior by policemen. They have been sparingly used by most police
departments to insure respectful behavior toward citizens
by policemen, except when charges of flagrant brutality
are made. From the point of view of police-community
relations, it is extremely important that policemen be held
to account for rudeness and disrespect as well. If internal
investigation units are not well enough manr,~~d to add
this essential duty to the ones they already have, they
should br, given more men. Furthermore, it should be
definite departmental policy to assign minQrity-group officers to internal investigations, especially since it appears
that it is in the ghettos that policemen most frequently
misbehave.
Most of the existing internal investigation units operate
by the case method-tracking down and bringing to book
individual officers who misbehave. However, they should
be essentially a deterrent or preventive operation. This
means identifying the problems that cause police misconduct and the neighborhoods or situations in which such
misconduct is most likely to occur; devising procedures
that will help solve the problems; patrolling and scrutinizing the neighborhoods, and keeping track of the situations.
Ways must be found to rid police mores of the pervasive
feeling that an allegation of misconduct against one officer
is an attack upon the entire police force and that to report
a corrupt fellow officer is a detriment, rather than a benent, to the department. Finally, an internal investigation
unit should be responsible to a department's chief and to
him alone. By these means it should be possible to bring
police misconduct to an irreducible minimum.
The Commission recommends:

Every department, regardless of size, should have it comprehensive program for maintaining police integrity and
every medium- and large-sized departme.nt should have
a well-manned internal investigation unit responsible
only to the chief administrator. The unit should have
both an investigative and preventive ro'e in controlling
dishonest, unethical, and offensive actions by police
officers.
COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Becau~~ the members of a police force are so widely
dispersed when they are at work the efficiency of police
communications systems is crucial. Rapid response t.o

emergency calls, which this chapter has shown to be an
important factor in crime solution, depends on good communications. So does effective, continuing supervision/
\
of policemen on the streets. The ability of an individua, I.
officer to make decisions accurately is enormously in- ' ;
creased if he can consult in a matter of seconds with his
superiors, or can receive prompt information from the department's records division about such matters as whether
a particular, man or car is wanted, whether a piece
of property is listed as stolen, whether a modus operandi
is typical of a person he suspects of having committed a
crime. All these activities depend not only on communications but on the ability of the department to retrieve
information from its records rapidly.
Communications and 'information retrieval are enormously complicated technological problems, which are
discussed in considerable detail in chapter 11 of this report.
How complicated they are is illustrated by some of the
fact~ about the model central communications system
installed by the Chicago Police Department in 1961. It
centrols more than 1,400 vehicles covering 224 square
miles and serving more than 3,500,000 people; it utilizes
27 radio frequencies and require;; more than 300 people
to operate; it cost $2 million. In the opinion of the Chicago police it was an investment that was well worth
making. A second urgent communications need is cigarette-pack-sized, trammitting-and-receiving radio equipment that foot patrolmen and investigators can carry
easily, and that motorized patrolmen can make use of
when they leave their cars. For radio communicationS(..~_'
of these kinds to be effective, more radio frequencies will
t·
have to be made available to the police in most cities.· "-_.
This problem, too, is discussed in chapter 11.
PATROL ALLOCATION AND TECHNIQUES

Early in the work of the Commission, its Chairman,
then Attorney General of the United States, asked 2,100
law enforcement agencies and 125 colleges offering police
science courses to report any new police techniques for
preventbg or solvin!] crimes that had come to their attention. Many of the 414 replies from police agencies and
33 replies from colleges described field procedures that
were being tried for the first time by some agency or in
some area. None of them described field procedures that
could be said to be completely original.
Preventive patrol-the continued scrutiny of the community by visible and mobile policemen-is universally
thought of as the best method of controlling crime that is
ava:ilable to the police. However, the most effective way
of deploying and employing a department's patrol force is
a subject about which deplorably little is known. Evaluation of differing methods of patrol depends on trying
out those methods over long periods of time and calculatin~ the changes in crime rates and solution rates that
the changes in patrol techniques have produced This sort
of research has scarcely begun in America, partly because("..... 1!'
few police departments have the funds or the personne
\.'
to devise, develop, and test innovative procedures. The "_ '
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~el~ctance to abandon traditional methods of operation
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can put almost twice as many one-man cars on the streets
as two-man cars.
Several cities have successf1.dly used scooters and bicycles for p.a~rol. They are peculiarly adapted to urban
Sthtreet .cohnbdltlons and do provide intimate contact with
e nelg orhood.
. There, are a number of other law enforcement techm~ues that have been tried out in various places and
prove useful in others. The use of dogs I'S
omight
I 1
.
one.
. ~ y camne corps unit existed in 1957; now about 200
clhes ha;e an aggregate of 5PO man-dog teams. These
are ~arhcularly effective for antiburglary patrol in industnal a?d commercial areas and for building searches.
~esearch IS proceeding on the use of dogs for drug detechon. . Ho~eve~, t?e use of dogs for routine patrol,
especI.ally 10 mmonty-group neighborhoods, tends to antagomze the community and may do more harm th
good.
an

u Ifo~es ~as als? ?elayed rese.arch into new methods.
e omm!sslOn has an overall recommendation in
:t; '-.:/,:he fie~d of pol~ce operations, it is that research, in the
f
°brm udf operatIOnal experiments that axe scientifically
1* :
? serve: a~d eva.luated, be conducted by departments
Ii. •. ;!.
I~h conJu.ncbon With universities, research centers and
l,
0
er. prtvate organizations. Meanwhile it is useful to
"
me~tlO.n some of the promising developments in field
11
operatIOns that were reported to the Co
..
It! !!"/\
S· ffi ff
mmlsslon.
II 'V
• c~en Ice orts to maximize the crime-control use of
i
ex~stlOg personnel have commenced in several cities
i
Crtme trends are observed from month to month b ti .
~~:nadyaar~ed byltlocdation within the community, ~nJ b:~
• s a ere. accordingly. Through the use of
computers and .crtme analysis units, a few large de artI· aJl
~ents have radically altered traditional assignmenttand
(.
C' anged ~a.trol allocation as often as hour to hour.
ll.
Other cities have experienced success with special ro~everal departments report success with special surjl
cedures adapted to unusual crime situations. In som~ of
operati?ns. For example, one sheriff employed
veIllance
;,1
~he larger departments, concentrations of street crime
a
lO-man
surveillance squad for 4 months in a conaV~.been
met
by
"tactical
forces"-mobile
patrol
forces
1
II .~
",-or "mg out of headquarters-which are deplo ed 111 ~entra~ed attack on known professional criminals. Dur\'.' v
dIfferent areas of the city at different times
y
109 thiS period, 127 major arrests cleared 236 serious
J
,Anot~er tactic being used is the creatio~ of a fourth offenses and resulted in the recovery of property valued
\1 .
sh1ft w~lch. serves during most of the regular evening and at $300,000.
;
the begmnlOg of the ('arIy morning shifts. These proSurveillance from rooftops in high-crime areas has
.\ I
gra~s get more men on the street at the times when also been successful. So has the use of "decoy autos"
.1. ~ a~d m the places where unusually serious outbreaks of planted by the department and set to emit a radio signal
:t ' \cnme h ave taken place.
when stolen. Su~h autos are equipped ·'with ignition
1 \ .If The lack of knowle~ge about the effectiveness of dif- cu.toff systems, whIch stop the engine after the thief has
1
"~~rent types of patrol IS betrayed by the absence of con- drtven a short distance.
i·:
slstent patrol practices. All but four of 37 cities <of b _
Photographic installations in banks stores homes
~ween 300,000 and··1 million popUlation have walkineg
s~h~ls,
and check-cashing areas have al~o prov{ded con:
i
B7ats. fot: patrolmen, but the number varies from 2 in
vmcmg
evidence
against the perpetrators of crime.
IrmlOgh~ an~ P?oenix to 434 in Baltimore. In con~rearranged.
blockade
plans and observation points
\
gested busmess dlstrtcts and in those high-crime neighborrab.onally deVised by geographic area have been ef!,
hoods where the streets are almost always crowded there
\:
are a number of advantages to foot patrol, on botli law fectively established in many communities.
Spec.ial techniques involving helicopter patrol, antienforcement and community relations grounds despite its
1
expense. Otherwise, in view of the limited ar:a that foot vandahsm and burglar alarms, simultaneous broadcast
I
patrolme~ ~an cover, the expense involved does not networks and closed circuit television arc also being
l @ seem to Justtfr foot patrol. The extreme mobility and explored.
J
cover~ge p~ovlded by motor patrol compels its use, despite
TEAM POLICING
losses 10 neighborhood contact. Resumption of such conI
~act WOUld. occur through the proposed community serv{.!
. In almost all IMge police departments there is a con. ':
Ice officers m the precincts.
sl?~rable amount of orga~izational fragmentation. Traf.
In motor patrol assignment, controversy as to whether
ditIonally and almost universally, patrol and investigative
:~ }'., I!
cars s~ould have one or two men is gradually being re~ol'ces have separate lines of command and tend to be
solved 10 favor of one-man cars. From 1946 to 1964, the
Isolated from one another; often they keep sepamte sets
f
percentage of large cities utilizing only two-man cars
of records; frequently they work different shifts or are
i '
d.r~pped. from 62 to 20 percent. The percentage of all
based in different places so that there is a minimum
Ai
cltles usmg one-man cars exclusively rose from 18 to 41
of• contact
between
patrolmen and detectives. In add'•
•
I
~,
percent. Almost one-half of the smaller cities employ
hon, lOvestlgators are more often than not divided at
one-man c~rs only. Since salaries consume about 90 perboth headquarters and precinct levels into squads--vice,
(~\cent of pohce budgets, one-man cars cut per-car expend irobbery, burglary, fraud, homicide, and so forth-that
',lJ)tures almost in half, which means that a police department
may themselves ke(;p separate records, use separate in-
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formants and remain more or less isolated from each team policing are not dependent on the agent-officer-CSO
other in other ways.
division of functions. They could easily be conducted
At both the staff and the field levels, this overseparatioll with existing personnel.
1
!
of functions, or overspecialization, can have undesirable
',,- ~
results. When intelligence is not centralized and co- CRIME SCENE SEARCH AND LABORATORY WORK
ordinated, staff planning for the purpose of either appreThe Commission has found that the police are not
hending specific criminals, or solving crime problems such
as, for example, an outbreak of burglaries in some neigh- making the most of "their opportunities to obtain and
borhood, is almost impossible. When lines of command analyze physical evidence. They are handicapped by
are kept rigidly separate, it is difficult to bring the full technical lacks. There is a very great lack in police
resources of a department to bear on crime solution.
departments of all sizes of skilled evidence technicians,
The agent-officer-community service officer recom- who can be called upon to search crime scenes not merely
mendation made earlier in this chapter has not only the for fingerprints, but for potentially telltale evidence like
improvement of the quality of police personnel as its ob- footprints, hairs, fibers, or traces of blood or mud. In
jective, but also a change in the way the police work in the one 2,000-man force, for example, there are only 2 techfield. The concept, which might be called "team polic- nicians on each shift. More often than not, perhaps, such
ing," is that all IJalice work, both patrol and criminal in- evidence would not lead directly to the identification of
vestigation, in a given number of city blocks should be a criminal about whom nothing else is known, but it might
under unified command. A "field supervisor" would help greatly to establish a case for or against a suspect.
have under his command a team of agents, officers, and The two chief reasons for the lack of skilled technicians
community service officers. The team would meet at the are that few persons with the requisite science education
beginning of a tour of duty and receive a briefing on have been recruited into police operations, and that few
the current situation in the neighborhood-what crimes training programs for evidence technicians have so far
were unsolved, what suspects were wanted for question- been developed.
The undeveloped state of training in this field also
ing, what kinds of stolen goods to look out for, what
situations were potentially troublesome, and so fotth. On accounts for the fact that many patrolmen and detectives
.1
this basis the members would be assigned to specific areas have no more than a rudimentary idea of how to search
)
or duties. If conditionH warranted it, agents might be as- _ the scene of a crime. The absence of adequate laborasigned to patrol and wear uniforms or plainclothes offi- tory facilities to analyze physical evidence is most acutely
cers might be assigned to investigation. Community felt by smaller departments; most big-city departments (~". .~
service officers might be delegated to help either. In have, or have access to, good laboratories. The establish-' r'
specific investigations or incidents, agents would be given ment of State or regional training programs and crime . _ '
authority over the actions of CSOs and officers. If the laboratories is discussed later in this chapter.
In any case, the Commission strongly believes that it
conditions in the area changed during the tour, if a major
crime was committed or a major disorder erupted, the should be an important goal of the police to develop the
assignments could be promptly changed by the field capacity to make a thorough search of the scene of every
supervisor.
serious crime and to analyze evidence so discovered.
(, 1
Obviously, this proposal does not envision the abandonment of special duties or special squads. An agent RIOT CONTROL
serving as a narcotics, or juvenile, or community-relations
One of the most hazardous and frustrating tasks in
specialist, for example, would almost always cover a
territory policed by several teams, and would be moved policing today is the control of riots. Members of the
into other work only in emergencies. There would still Commission staff studied the police handling of riots in
be a need for squads of officers with special knowledge some detail; they consulted with loca.l police and State
National Guard officials, and convened a 2-day conferof certain kinds of crime.
ence that discussed this problem. -They turned over the
knowledgc they obtained and the conclusions they reached
The Commission recommends:
i
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which, pursuant
I
Police departments should commence experimentation to presidential order, is responsible for the training of
with a team policing concept that envisions those with local police in this field.
The Commission found that most large city departpatrol and investigative duties combining under unified
command with flexible assignments to deal with the ments have developed plans and expertise in this aspect
of police work; but that smaller departments yet have
crime problems in a defined sector.
much to learn. Certain principles arc especially
The Commission believes that team policing would important.
Demonstrations should not be confused with riots.
result in both increased crime solution, and the most
advantageous use of the time and talents of all policemen. Police must not react to disorder in the course of demon- ( "')
It wishes to stress, furthermore, that experiments with strations too quickly or with to() much force. Further-·._;

other reasonable means of apprehension have failed to
prevent the escape of a felony suspect whom the officer
believes presents a serious danger to others.
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COORDINATION AND POOLING OF
POLICE SERVICES
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mor~, they would be greatly helped in their task of preservmg order aD;d protecting constitutional rights if the
leaders of ~rotestmg ~r demonstrating groups discussed, in
advance WIth t?e pollee, the appropriate times and places
for demonstrations and methods of demonstrating. On
the ot~er ?and: strong law enforcement responses in a
true flOt sItua!Ion must occur rapidly, on the basis of
advance planmng and operational coordination.
. .Advance plan'Jing is a necessity and must be conducted
Jomtly between the police and local, State, and Federal
governments. Too few departments have held the drills
and rehearsals that disclose in advance deficiencies in
planning, communications, coordination and chain of
command. Procedures for calling in the National Guard
and al.locatin~ comm~nd responsibility must be worked
. out prIor to rIotous SItuations.
) The tacti.cs chosen ~t the beginning of disordet: may well
. be the cruCIal factor m controlling a riot. The kinds and
extent of police force employed, and equipment involved,
must be tho~~ht out well in advance, taught to personnel
through trammg and constantly reassessed. Procedures
for th~ acquisition aD;d channeling of intelligence must be
esta?hshed so that mformation is centralized and dissemmated to those who need it.
Li.ke any ki~d of crime, riots are best controlled by preve~tIon. ThIS of course involves maintaining proper
poh~e c?ndu~t, but the most important element in preventton IS a CIty government's awareness of and response
to the frustrations of the community.

In most cities police officem receive too little guidance as to when firearms may be drawn and used. Rec.ruit and inservice training should keep officers contmually alert to the legal and moral aspects of the use
of firearms.
The Commission recommends:

comp~ehensi~e.

A
regulation should be formulated by
every chIef admlDlstrator to reflect the basic policy that
"') firearms may be used only when the officer believes his
, life or the life of another is in imminent danger, or when

The machinery o.f law enforcement in this country is
fra~ent~d, co~plIcated and frequently overlapping.
Amefl~a IS. essenttally a nation of small police forces, each
~peratmg mdepend~ntly within the limits of its jurisdict~on. The bo~ndarIes that define and limit police operattons do not hmder the movem~nt of criminals, of course.
They can and do take advantage of ancient political and
geographic boundaries, which often give them sanctuary
from effective police activity.
Ne~ertheless, coordination of activity among police
agencIes, ev~n when the areas they work in are contiguous
or overlappmg, tends to be sporadic and informal to the
extent that it exists at all. This serious obstacle'to law
enforcement is most apparent in the rapidly developing
urb~n ~reas of th~ co~ntry, where the vast majority of the
NatIon s populatIon IS located and where most crimes
occur. In 1960, almost 117 million people, about 70 percent of our population, resided in America's 18,000 cities.
Of thes~, almo~t 11~ million persons, 63 percent of our
populatIon, reSIded m the 212 areas designated by the
~ureau of the Cens~s as Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. Accordmg to FBI reports, approximately 83
percent of the Part I crimes committed in the United
States in 1965 were committed in these SMSA's. These
212 sprawli~~, metropolitan areas comprise 313 counties
and 4,144 cittes, each of which has its own police force.
The majority of these departments are small and have
O?~y limited f~ciliti~s and services. Thus, the responsiblhty for dealmg WIth most of the serious crime in this
count~ is diffused .among a multitude of independent
agenCIes that ?a;e httl~ contact with neighb()ring forces.
. The ~ommisslOn belIeves that the principal method of
Im~rov~ng enforce~ent outside of the large cities is the co?rdmatlOn or poolIng of police services. Coordination
mvolves an agreement between two or more jurisdictions
~o· 'pe~f~rm ce~tain se~ices jointly i usually one of the
JUrISdIctIons wIll prOVIde one or more services for the
~thers. PD?ling occurs when local government jurisdictions consolIdate by merging one jurisdiction or a function thereof, with another jurisdiction ~r function
thereof. Coordination is the more feasible form of law
enforcement cooperation because there are fewer political
01' legal obstacles to achieving it.
In stu~ying how coordination or pooling might improve
the qualIty of law enforcement, the Commission was
guided by two assumptions. First, some pooling could
take place without jeopardizing the independence of local
government. Second, it is desirable to preserve as muC'.h
local gov:rnmental con~rol as is consistent with increasing
the qualIty and quantIty of police service. The Commission further believes that the cost of any program

7
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resulting from the coordination or pooling of police services should be allocated on an equitable basis and that it
is important to the sUCCess of any joint program that it involve the political leadership, as well as the law enforcement officials, of the communities involved.

between a central city and its suburbs, for example, could
improve public information programs that involve the
commuting public.

STAFF SERVICES

The auxiliary services provide technical, special, or supportive services to a law enforcement agency. These include records, communications, detention, laboratory
services, equipment, and buildings. In general they are
the police functions best suited to pooling or coordination
throughout an area. Moreover, along with training, they
are the services most often performed jointly, since the cooperation relates essentially to technical matters. Another
argument for joint performance of such services is that
they are costly and require resources beyond the ability of
most jurisdictions.

Staff services of law enforcement agencies are those
nonline functions and activities that help develop departmental personnel, assist the departments to perform their
basic police responsibilities effectively, and provide meaningful, internal controls. Included in staff services are
recruitment, selection and training of personnel, planning,
organized crime intelligence, purchasing, public information, internal investigation, and staff inspection. All but
the last two funetions can be performed more efficiently
and with improved quality through joint action.
Personnel and Planning.
Many police agencies lack
the necessary resources for recruiting and selecting qualified personnel and for providing the training needed at all
levels of service. The Commission believes that police ac~
tivities related to personnel should be organized on the
basis of areas large enough to support good programs.
Police agencies will benefit from joint recruitment, selection, and training programs. The State should participate
in the programs through setting standards, assisting departments in coordinating recruitment programs, and
making training facilities available.
Although the fulfillment of police responsibilities depends upon the effective use of manpower, relatively few
departments possess the resources and capabilities for providing the sound, continuous planning essential for assigning personnel and evaluating police effectiveness. A
statewide body for police administration service, such as
exists in New York State, or as is proposed in the discussion of standards councils below, could serve as a
clearinghouse of information relative to administrative
and operational problems, needs and suggested solutions.
States should provide modus operandi files and related
services, which have been found useful in Michigan and
California, thereby providing police agencies with access
to areawide crime and modus operandi analyses.
Organized Crime Intelligence, Purchasing and Public
Organized crime intelligence should be
Information.
shared among local, State, and Federal agencies to the extent possible. This is discussed more fully in chapter 7.
Police purchasing should be a function of a centralized
purchasing department of a whole jurisdiction. Volume
buying would lead to lower prices, and purchasing expertise would produce better equipment and better testing and inspection, as has been demonstrated "in Los
Angeles County, Chicago, and in Dade County, Fla.
While mainly a staff aid to the individual police administrator, public information services could be usefully coordinated in many metropolitan areas. A joint program
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jail is generally situated in the midst of a community it
co.uld be the scene of significant programs designed' to
remtegrate offenders into the communl'ty H
' .m law enforcement rather
. owever,
) the p~r~ce .are tramed
than in
rehabIlltatIon, and such programs rarely are in effect.

Turning over jails to qualified correctional agencies appears to be the proper solution for this problem.
Laboratory Services.
Only large departments have
adequate laboratory ,facilities. The shortage of tech-

Fragmentation of Urban Police

(L,

l!

Records and Communications.
Criminal records and
communications systems together provide the mechanisms
by which the police should be able, swiftly and efficiently,
to learn about crimes, to store and retrieve pertinent information, and to deploy personnel effectively. The establishment of an areawide records center is fundamental
to successful police operations, particularly in metropolitan areas comprising several jurisdictions, each with
its own force. The integration at an areawide records
center of basic information collected by many law enforcement agencies would enable inquiring police departments to check only one source rather than several. This
would eliminate duplication of effort and physical faCili-(:"-"" ....
ties, reduce the possibility ,of error, and reduce signifi-.
r
cantly the time needed to conduct an inquiry or search.
In addition, detailed crime analysis and planning studies
now needed to assist departments in deploying their
forces more effectively would become feasible on an
areawide basis.
An areawide communications center can improve the
speed with which citizen requests for service are answered. Duplication of expensive communications facilities can be greatly reduced and existing facilities utilized
more effectively. By integrating and centralizing communications facilities where this is practical, many problems arising out of the limited number of radio frequencies available for police operations would be mitigated if
not eliminated. In this connection, the States should
serve as a coordinating agency and assist law enforcement
agencies in realizing the benefits that would res,ult from
pooling and consolidating records and communications
systems.
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Strength and Distribution
of Police Agencies in
Detroit Metropolitan Region:

The Commission recommends:

Number of Men

States should assume responsibility for assuring that areawide records and communications needs are provided,
Detention.
Chapter 6 of this report discusses in some
C
detail the problem of local jails, which in many commu- r'~
nities are administered by police agencies. Because a (
} .:
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nicians and equipment usually means that city laboratories are unable to help neighboring jurisdictions. An
outstanding exception to this, and an indication of what
,can be accomplished locally, is the Chicago Police Department laboratory, which renders expert free service
to 140 neighboring jurisdictions in addition to free training about crime scene search. The FBI provides excellent free laboratory service to local jurisdictions, and its
local training courses on laboratory techniques and collection and preservation of evidence are widely a~tended,
especially by lUral officers. However, the servlce provided by the national FBI laboratory and by its laboratory training programs cannot alone fulfill national needs.
The Commission recommends:
In every metropolitan area the central city or the State
should provide laboratory facilities for the routine needs
of all the communities in the area. State or multi state
laboratories and the FBI laboratory should continue to
provide the necessary research to make available to all
laboratories more sophisticated means of analysis.
FIELD OPERATIONS

Field operations include, among other things: Criminal investigation, work with juveniles, vice control, and
the use of special task forces. In Suffolk County, N.Y.,
and Dade County, Fla., county investigators can be called
into incorporated municipalities to assist in solution of
crimes. The Kansas City metropolitan squad, organized
to handle major cases, involves cooperation between 29
different agencies at the county, city, and State level.
The Metropol operation in Atlanta, Ga., created a fugitive-apprehension squad that serves 38 different departments in 6 counties. A major-case squad is also operating in the Greater St. Louis area.
The Commission recommends:

beyond the capacity of the smaller jurisdict~on. Areawide
associations of juvcnile offictlrs should diSCUSS common
problems and develop optimum field procedures.
("""'-,
In vice operations, small departments should be able
!
to call in State or county officers. Large city departments
~ if
should brief the surrounding community police agencies
"
about areawide vice and crime conditions except when
there is reason to believe corruption exists in a local department. Action that might be taken in such cases is
discussed in chapter 7.
. .
Mutual-aid agreements should be made amo~g jUrISdictions so that one department can borrow suffiCient personnel from other departments for special needs, such as
policing public events, riots, and ~ivi~ disa~ters. and providing undercover personnel for Vlce mvesbgations. Enabling legislation should give the borrowed officers the
power of arrest and afford th~m the privile~es ~n~ iI?munities possessed by officers .m th~ borro'.":m~ j~rl.sdlc
tion. Special tactical operatIons 111 mulbjurlsdlctIonal
crime situations could also be established.

OBSTACLES TO COORDINATION AND POOLING

To obtain either pooling or coordination of Jaw enforcement, most States must amend their constitutions and
statutes. Without special legislation permitting cooperation, 28 States must comply with home rule provisions
~
that block the exercise of power beyond the limits of a
particular jurisdiction. Sheriffs, for example, are usually
constitutional officers whose common-law powers cannot be removed or restricted without amending State constitutions. Most law enforcement officers are restricted
by provisions that prohibit dual office-holding and bar
'.)OffiCerS in one jurisdiction from serving in another without
' - - appropriate enabling legislation. Even county govern. ments normaIIy have only the powers specifically awarded
to them by a State constitution.
More than one-half of the States do have legislation
permitting intergovernmental agreements, but these are
limited mostly to particular situations and do not cover
1.0
law enforcement pooling. The model act of the Council
of State Governments provides for joint or cooperative activities, as to any existing power of local government but
this act has been adopted in substance by only six States.
What makes the statutory and constitutional obstacles to
coordination and consolidation so difficult to overcome is
the reluctance of citizens to remove them by vote. This
is often due to local pride, fear of higher taxes, or the unwillingness of citizens to take on problems that their community does not have but that neighboring communities
do. Most city-county pooling proposals have been defeated at the polls. Citizens must be made aware that in
many cases the partial consolidation of police service can
result in vastly improved law enforcement for essentially
the same cost.
\

r .-

0

I{

Contract Law Enforcement.
This is an arrangement
that authorizes one governmental jurisdiction to furnish
some or all of its police services to another jurisdiction
for a fee thus broadening the geographical area for han,
h'
Trained investigators from large departments could be dIing common functions. California, where 500 suc 111provided to small departments for followup investigations, tergovernmental agreements exists, is the only State that
and officers in the small departments ,could be trained now employs these contracts on a widespread basis. In
by them in methods of handling preliminary investiga- Los Angeles County, for example, the sheriff provides
tions. Regional squads, manned by qualified officers from complete police service to 29 of the 77 municipalities. .
Contract law enforcement is one of the least compheach or any of a region's jurisdictions, should be formed
to solve major crimes, investigate a series of crimes com- cated ways to achieve pooling of law enforcement servmitted by the same suspect in different communities ices. Although the usual method is county-to-city
within a region, apprehend fugitives, and create blockade. service, provisions exist in the Nation for city-to-county
service and State-to-city service.
plans.
(
In juvenile work, specialists from large departments
Subordinate
Service
Districts.
This
?oolin~
~rrange/~
should train officers in small departments in handling
ment is unique, in that county police operate 111 mcorpojuveniles and should provide operational aid in matters
,,,:>

ments should assist smaller departments in each metropolitan area on major investigations and in specialized
law enforcement functions.

\1 \

L

Each metropolitan. area and each county shouM take
action directed toward the pooling, or consolidation, of
police services through the particular technique that will
provide the most satisfactory law enforcement service
and protection at lowest possible cost.

1

Speciali7.e~, personnel from State or metropolitAn depart-

J

The Commission recommends:

{:

i(

rated as well as in unincorporated areas. Towns, villages,
and boroughs vote to cede law enforcement functions to
the county, and their citizens pay a special tux. Although
)other elements of local government retain their inde.. pendence, subordinate police service districts institute a
contiguous policing jurisdiction that guarantees a consistently higher level of police service. The best examples
of this are in Nassau and Suffolk Counties, Long Island,
N.Y.

1

CONSOLIDATION OR POLICING AGREEMENTS

The ultimate form of jurisdictional consolidation is
metropolitan government, a complete poIitk~1 merger of
a city and its suburbs. This has happened 111 only one
place in the countt'y-Nashville-Dav~dson County, Tenn.
Obviously pooled law enfor~ement IS only one, .all;d not
the chief, purpose of a political refo~ tha~. baSIC 111 .nature. The Commission can only note, m this connecbon,
that police performance and .public suppc~t of t~e police
in Davidson County have Improved sharply smce the
merger. Annexation by a. city of surrounding territory,
for equally broad reasons, can also improve law enforceinent in the annexed areas.
Leaving aside such sweeping reforms, there are w~ys in
which law enforc~ment activities can be pooled Without
necessarily affecting other governmental functions. Two
of the most promising are contract law enforcement and
count.y subordinate service districts.
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IMPLEMENTATION THROUGH STATE
COMMISSIONS ON POLICE STANDARDS

0/_,

Properly constituted and"empowered, a State commis,,-)ion on police standards ca~" be an effective vehicle for im-

proving law enforcement. Without removing contl'al
from local agencies, such a commission can be of great
assistance in establishing adequate personnel selection
standards, establishing and strengthening training prucedures, certifying qualified police officers, coordinatil'lg' recruitment and improving tho organization and operations
of local departments through surveys. They could also
conduct or stimulate research, provide financial aid to participating governmental units and make inspections to determine whether standards are being adhered to. A number of States now have commissions or councils, but most
of them do not have the power either to establish mandatory standards or to give local departments money to help
them comply. This lack of power weakens them seriously.
The Commission recommends:
Police standards commissions should he established in
every State, and empowered to set mandatory requirements and to give financial aid to governmental units for
the implementation of standards.
Chapter 13 of this report proposes the establishment of
State and local planning bodies to upgrade criminal justice. Police standards commissions, appointed by governors and consisting of leading law enforcement officials and perhaps a few laymen from various parts of each
State, could serve in conjunction with such groups. The
task of the commissions should not be conceived in narrow terms. The setting of minimum standards must be
done with sufficient imagination and flexibility to avoid
the rigidity that now characterizes recruitment criteria in
mo~t departments. They must lead the effort to help reform civil service requirements when they are restrictive,
and to develop and implement better methods for screening the personality and attitudes of applicants and assessing their performance on duty.
In training, the commission could marshal the talents
of police science curriculum experts to improve basic
training and continuing training programs. They could
stimulate the development of\a wider selection of course
materials, and they might sponsor programs to train instructors in important subjects such as community relations and control of riots, or in better methods of teaching.
Programs that meet standards should be certified, and attendence at certified programs required.
State commissions could be an effective voice in promoting greater coordination among law enforcement
agencies, among agencies within the administration of
justice, with community groups, and with other units of
governmemt.
Perhaps most important, State commissions could
initiate the research that mU3~ continually test, challenge,
and eva.luate professional techniques and procedures in
order to keep abreast of social and technical change. And
though the task is difficult, they could help develop within
the ranks of law enforcement the vision, inventiveness, and
leadel1lhip that is necessary to meet the complex challenges
facing the police of our cities.
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THE CRIMINAL COURT is the central, crucial institution
in the criminal justice system. It is the part of the system that is the most venerable, the most formally organized, and the most elaborately circumscribed by law
and tradition. It is the institution around which the rest
of the system has developed and to which the rest of the
system is in large measure responsible. It regulates the
flow of the criminal process under governance of the law.
The activities of the police are limited or ~haped by the
rules and procedures of the court. The work of the COi'''
rectional system is determined by the court's sentence.
S.ociety asks much of the criminal court. The court is
expected to meet society's demand that serious offenders
be convicted and punished, and at the same time it is
expected to insure that the innocent and the unfortunate
are not oppressed. It is eipected to control the application of force against the individual by the State, and it is
expected to find which of two conflicting versions of events
is the truth. And so the court is not merely an operating
agency, but one that has a vital educational and symbolic
significance. It is expected to articulate the community'S
most deeply held, most ~herished views ah9ut the relationship of the individual and society. The formality
of the trial and the honor accorded the robed judge
bespeak the symbolic importance of the court and its work.
Here, at the beginning of the Commission's examination of the court and its work, it is important to discuss
some fundamental aspects of the criminal pnocess that
determine what the court can and cannot do and, in
many important respects, what the entire &ystem of
criminal justice can and cannot do.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL FOUNDATIONS OF

THI~

PROCESS

The criminal process is determined by the U.S. and
State constitutions, by statute, by practice, and by court
decision-all of which are built upon the model of the
English common law. These basic sources of law give
structure to the process and limit its methods.
Some constitutional limitations on the criminal court
are based on principles common to most civilized criminal
systems. One is that criminal penalties may be imposed
only in respons~ to a specific act that violates a preexisting

(l.law. The" criminal cour' canno' act agai",' p"'on, oul

of apprehension that they may commit crimes, but only
against persons who have already done so. In othel'
words, thl,l court is primarily an institution for dealing
with specific criminal acts that already have taken
place; only insofar as its handling of criminals can be
cautionary or rehabilitative can it deal with future
criminality.
Furthermore, the basic procedures of the criminal court
must conform to concepts of "due process" that have
grown from English common law seeds. A defendant
must be formally notified of the charge against him and
must have an opportunity to confront witnesses, to present evidence in his own defense, and to have this proof
weighed by an impartial jury under the supervision of an
impartial judge. In addition, due process has come to
incorporate the right of a defendant to be represented by
an attorney. Unquestionably adherence to due process
complicates, and in many instances handicaps, the work
of the courts. They could be more efficient-in the sense
that the likelihood and speed of conviction would be
greater-if the constitutional requirements of due process
were not so demanding. But the law rightly values due
process over efficient process. And by permitting the
accused to challenge its fairness and legality at every
stage of his prosecution, the system provides the occasion
for the law to develop in accordance with changes in
society and !iociety's ideals.
The system also imposes limitations on how the prosecution may prove its case against one accused of crime. It
must establish gUilt beyond a reasonable doubt without
compelling the accused to produce evidence or give testimony. r1'he defendant can refuse to explain his actions
and can refuse to respond to the testimony against him;
he cannot be penalized for doing so. No statement or
confession he makes after his arrest can be used against
him, unless it has been made voluntarily, with knowledge
that he could have remained silent if he had chosen to do
so, and in circumstances that made it possible for him to
exercise that choice freely. He cannot be required by
court order or subpoena to produce private papers or other
personal property that might incriminate him.
In the Federal system, as well as in many States, the
existing rule, now the subject of reconsideration by the
Supreme Court, is that search warrants may be used
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It is not only vital that a criminal code define and grade
offenses in a rational manner, but that the courts enforce e. t in rational ways. Before the criminal courts come (
~an offenders whQ are marginal in the sense that, aIthou~h they are guilty of serious offenses as defined by
the penal code, they may not be habitual and dang~rous
criminals. It is not in the interest of t~e ,c0m.mumty to
treat marginal offenders as hardened crlmma~~, nor does
the law reauire that the courts do so. Frammg statutes
d'n 11 't cannot be used in court. that identify and prescribe for every nuance of huma~
If evidenc.e i.s se.ize I ega y£ I f 'It are not universal; behavior is impossible; a criminal code ha.s no w~y 0
These limitatIOns on proo 0 gUi
. 'nal describing the difference between a petty thief who 1~?~
.
erate effective and humane cnml
many countries op .
b den on the prose- his way to becoming an armed rob~er and a petty t Ie
tems without puttmg so great a ur . .
1
sys .
A > ' ca's adherence to these prmclples not on y who succumbs once to a momentary Impulse. .
Making such distinctions is vital to effective .law en:~r;lex and time-consumiFlg' court procedures
cutlOn.
forceme~t. Therefore the law gives wide ~atlt~de. to
~~~:~~s i~ so~e cases forecloses the proof o~ facts at:;:; olice and prosecutors, in making ar:ests and 10 bn~gmg
Guilt criminals may be set frce ecause
~harges judges in imposing penalties, and correctIona~
~~~~;~ exclusi~nary .rules p~'event th~ i?t'(od~~~;nn~~e: authori~ies in determining how offenders shall be treate
confession or of sClzed eVidence.
rimes
f in rison and when they shall be released on parole. .The
b detected because restrictions on the methods. 0
even e
.
"
1 ,-' t from the attention la!, in short, makes proseculors, judges, ~nd :or:e:tlOnal
investigation insulate cnmma conOuc
authorities personally responsible for .d~alm~ mdlvld~ally
of the p(llice.
. . the with individual offenders, for prescnbmg rIgorous tre~t
Nevertheless these limitations on prosecutIOn are .
ment for dangerous ones, and for giving a.n oppor~umty
d t of two centuries of constitutional developmentflO
pr? uc
Tl
are integral parts of a system or to mend their ways tc those who appear likely to 0 so.
this country'.
ley
f h . "'·d al and the state On the quality of the court and its officers depend both
balancing the interests 0 t e malVI, u
.' 1
the individual's future and the general s~fety.
that has served the Nation well.
In terms of volume most of the cas:s m. the cnmma
courts consist of what are essentially ViolatIOns of Imora~
SUBSTANTIVE CRIMINAl.. LAW
nOrmS or instances of annoying behavior, rather t Ian 0
The substantive criminal law-the stat~tes ~nt ordi- dan erous crime. Almost half of all arrests are on cha~ges
nances that thc criminal justice syGt~m IS ca.e upo~ of d~unkenness, disorderly conduct, vagrancy, gamblmg,
.
to enforce-forbids acts of ma~lY dlffereF\ ~mdsse~nof and minor sexual violations.
Such behavior is generally consid~re? to~ se~lOus to be
d
of injuriousness. A malor part O i l S a
d but its inclusion in the cnmmal JW\t1cc syst~m
u~T~:~:allY accepted prohibi~i~ns against suc~td~~~e~~~~ .
~~7~:e
~uestions deserving examination. For one. thmg
and frightcning acts as homll::1de, ~apeh' ass~u . ' al code is
the investigation and prosecution of such ~ases tl~s up
The lace of these offenses 111 t e cnmm
~~~;, and s~ciety rightly expects the criminal process to police and clogs courts at the expense of their capacity
deal with more threatening crimes. . ~ore?v:r, to t 1..e
protect against them..
. g levels of punHowever, defining, grad 109, and fixm
as for other extent that these offenses involve wllhng Victims, t.h~lr
ll
detection often requires a kind of enfo:cement activity
that is degrading for the police and raises troublesome
.
I d'ffi It Many common 0
•
issues for the courts.
b
SIS tent y I c u , .
t 'b ted to the clanty of legal
In some cities the enfm'!ement of these laws has ee~
,t aile has not con 1'1 u
.
d t
~~!~~~e~~~:i~~S. 'In other instances new situations stram unhappily associate~ with ~oli~e, prosecuto~, :~: aC;~~~
. tion
familiar definitions.
d and venality and corruptIOn, which 10 turn have e
Criteria for distinguishing greater and les.ser t~ra e~hey eral decline in respect for the law. Arrest, convl~ ga g~
de rees of crime also are in need of reexamma. IOn.
n and J'ail or probation rarely reform persons who e d t .
.
.
d they appear to e el
fre;uently determine the severity of the ~u~lshmcn{h:n in these kinds of behaVIOr, nor 0
• • 1
otential
violators.
And
continued
reliance on erlm~n~
issue that can be more signifihcan~ i~ a J~:::~uc~~~~~~ was
~reatment for such offender.s may blunt the ~on;m~~I~h:
the question of whether t e e en
efforts to find more appropriate programs ~o ea WI
o~
cri~~nal~ 30 States and the Federal Government are taking al<;oholic, the homeless man, the compulSive gambler, <
a fres~u look at their substantive crimi,nal codes landt.tarte the sexual deviant.
.
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h
h't Model Penal
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURES

Even within their limitations the courts do not work
perfectly, and never have. Hamlet considered "the law's
delay" to be as deplorable a fe~lture of the human scene
as "the pangs of mispriz'd love," and the works of Charles
Dickens are crammed with descriptions of the law's
abuses, from the bu.mbling beadll~ in "Oliver Twist" to the
unwieldy English Chancery in "Bleak House." For as
long as judges have had the power to determine sentences,
there have been individual judges who have misused that
power by sentencing too leniently or too severely. For as
long as money bail has been used to insure that defendants appear for trial, it has discriminated against poor
defendants. For as long as de feme counsel have had the
right to question and test the criminal process, some
defense counsel have resorted to obfuscation and chicanery. Courts can be only as effective and just as the judges
and prosecutors, counsel and jurors who man them. Protecting the courts against misuse, abuse, or simple operational inefficiency has always been a hard and urgent
problem.
It is an especially hard and urgent problem today, for
in some respects American courts have not kept abreast
of American social and economic changes. The Nation's
court system was designed originally for small, rural communities. The b.asic unit of court organization in most
States remains the county, and about two-thirds of the
counties in this country still are predominantly rural in
nature. But most Americans live in an urban environment, in large communities with highly mobile populations that are being subjected to particular stress. It is the
urban courts that particularly need reform.
In a rural community the parties involved in a criminal
case, the offender, the victim, the attorneys, the judge,
and the jury, often know each other. What the trial
does is to develop specific facts about the offense. In a
city or large suburban community the parties in a case
are likely to be strangers. One result is that prosecutors
and judges seldom know anything at all about a defendant's background, character, or way of life either at
first hand or by hearsay. Moreover, information of
crucial importance to a magistrate when he fixes bail, to
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a prosecutor when he decides upon a charge, to a trial
judge when he pas'$tJs sentence is not always easy to obtain.
Gathering such data requires trained personnel using
time-consuming procedures. In city and suburban courts
today these personnel and procedures are not adequate.
The. problem of (ourts and prosecutors in densely populated cities goes further than the difficulty of obtaining
information about an individual defendant. The populations of many cities are made up of groups that have
little understanding of each other's ways. The law and
cnurt procedures are not understood by, and seem threatening to, many defendants, and many defendants are
not understood by; and seem threatening to, the court
and its officers. Even such simple matters as dress,
speech, and manners can be misinterpreted. A prosecu~
tor or judge with a middle-class background and attitude,
confronted with a poor, uneducated defendant; may often
have no way of judging how the defendant fits into his
own society or culture. He can easily mistake a certain
manner of dress or of speech, alien or repugnant to him,
but ordinary enough in the defendant's world, as an index of moral worthlessness. He can mistake ignorance or
fear of the law as indifference to it. He can mistake the
defendant's resentment against the social evils he lives
with as evidence of criminality. Or conversely, he can
be led to believe by neat dress; a polite and cheerful manner, and a show of humility that a dangerous criminal is
merely an oppressed and misunderstood man.
There is a great need in the city courts for dedicated
and sophisticated defense counsel who can contribute to
the court's and the prosecution's understanding of the
defendant and the defendant's understanding of the system. There is a great need for probation officers with
thorough training and reasonable caseloads who ean prepare searching presentence reports and effectively supervise those offenders who are sentenced to probation. And
there is a great need for judges and prosecutors to become
more knowledgeable about life in the communities from
which many defendants come. These needs have not
been adequately met in most city courts.
The final and most serious problem of urban and subur-·
ban courts is the enormous volume of the crime and
delinquency cases that co~e before them. The traditional methods of court administration have not been
equal to managing huge caseloads. Law enforcement
effectiveness is lost as courts are unable to deal properly
with the defendants brought into them. Sometimes cases
are--and must be-heard and disposed of in a matter of
minutes; in the common categories of drunkenness and
vagrancy, they may be heard and disposed of in seconds.
The reverse side of this situation is that defendants who
demur and demand a more deliberate examination of
their cases often have weeks to wait-in jail if they cannot
post bail-before the court can find time for them.
Partly in order to deal with volume, many CQ1)rts b,~,ve
routinely adopted informal, invisible, administrative procedures for handling offenders. Prosecutors and magistrates dismiss cases; as many as half of those who are
fl.rl·ested arc dismissed early in the process. Prosecutors
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to which conduct that does not pl'oduce demonstrable
harm to others, but is generally c(lll.sidered abhorrent or
immoral, should be made criminal.. Some argue that
lowering the criminal bars against such behavior might
be understood as a license to engage in it. Others main~
taln that the limited tool of the criminal law will work
better against the most dangerous and threatening kinds
of crime if it is confined to the kinds of crime it can deal
with most effectively. Beyond recognizing that criminality and immorality are no!; identical., the Commissiml
has not found itself in a pO!lition to resolve this issue.
However, it does urge the public and legisla~.ures, when
code reform is being considered, to weigh carefully the
kinds of behavior that should be defined as criminal.
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negotiate charges with defense counsel in order to secure
guilty pleas and thus avoid costly, tim~-c?nsuming trials;
in many courts 90 percent of all convIctions result fr?m
the guilty pleas of defendants rather t.han from trIal.
Much negotiation occurs without any judicia! consideration of the facts concerning an offender or his offense.
These circumstances create important problems that the
courts generally have not recognized or dealt with
effectively.
THE LOWER COURTS
In many big cities the congestion that produces both
undue delay and unseemly haste is vividly exemplified in
the lower courts-the courts that dispose of cases that are
typically called "misdemeanors" or "petty offenses," and
that process the first stages of felony cases. The importance of these courts in the prevention or deterrence
of crime is incalculably great, for these are the courts that
process the overwhelming majority of offenders. Although the offenses that are the business of these lower
courts may be "petty" in respect to the amount of damage
they do nnd the fear they inspire, their implication can be
great. Hardened habitual criminals do not suddenly and
unaccountably materialize. Most of them committed,
and were brought to book for, small offenses before they
began to commit big ones. This does not suggest, of
course, that everyone who commits a small offense is likely
to commit a big one.
The criminal justice system has a heavy responsibility,
particularly in cities where so many men are so nearly
anonymous and where the density of population and the
aggravation of social problems produce so much crime
of all kinds, to seek to distinguish hetween those offenders who are dangerous or potentially dangerous and those
who are not. It has an additional responsibility to prevent minor offenders from developing into dangerous
criminals. It is a responsibility that the system is in some
ways badly equipped to fulfill.
The Commission has been shocked bv what it has seen
in some lower courts. It has seen cr~mped and noisy
courtrooms, undignified and perfunctory procedures, and
badly trained personnel. It has seen dedicated people
who are frustrated by huge caseloads, by the lack of opportunity to examine cases carefully, and by the impossibility of devising constructive solutions to the problems
of offenders. It has seen assembly line justice.
A central problem of many lower courts is the gross
disparity between the number of cases and the personnel
and facilities available to deal with them. For example,
until legislation last year increased the number of judges,
the District of Columbia Court of General Sessions had
four judges to process the preliminary stages of more than
1,500 felony cases, 7,500 serious misdemeanor cases, and
38,000 petty offenses and an equal number of traffic
offenses per year. An inevitable consequence of volume
that large is the almost total preoccupation in such a
court with the movement (If cases. The calendar is
long, speed often is substituted· for care, and casually ar·

ranged out-of-court compromise too often is substituted
for adjudication. Inadequate attention tends to be given
to the individual defendant l whether, in protecting his
rights, sifting the facts at trial, deciding the social risk
he presents, or determining how to deal with him after
conviction. The frequent result is futility and failure.
As Dean Edward Barrett recently observed:
Wherever the visitor looks at the system., he finds great
numbers of defendants being processed by harassed and
overworked officials. Police have more cases than the'y
can investigate. Prosecutors walk into courtrooms to
try simple cases as they take their initial looks at the files.
Defense lawyers appear having had no more than time
for hasty conversations with their clients. Judges lace
long calendars with the certain knowledge that their
calendars tomorrow and the next day will be, if anything,
gonger, and so there is no choice but to dispose of the cases.
Suddenly it becomes clear that for most defendants in
the criminal process, there is scant regard for them as
individuals. They are numbers on dockets, faceless ones
to be processed and sent on their way. The gap between
the theory and the reality is enormous.
Very little such observation of the administration of
criminal justice in operation is required to reach the
conclusion that it suffers from basic ills.

There are judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and
other officers in the lower courts who are as capable in
every respect as their counterparts in the more prestigious
courts. The lower courts do not attract such persons
with regularity, however. Judging in the lower courts
is often an arduous, frustrating, and poorly paid job that
wears down the judge. It is no wonder that in most
localities judges in courts of general jurisdiction are more
prominent members of the community and better qualified than their lower court counterparts. In some cities
lower court judges are not even required to be lawyers.
In a number of jurisdictions the State is represented
in the lower court not by the district attorney but by a
special prosecutor or by a police officer. Part-time attorneys are sometimes used as prosecutors to supplement
police officers. In jurisdictions where assistant district
attorneys work in the lower courts, they usually are
younger and less experienced men than the staff of the
felony court. The shift of a prosecutor from a lower
court to a felony trial court is generally regarded as a
promotion. Movement back to the lower courts by experienced men is rare. As a result there often is inadequate early screening of cases that are inappropriate for
p.rosecution, lack of preparation for trials or negotiated
pleas, and littlc prosecutor control over the proceedings.
These inadequacies add to the judge's burdens and increase the likelihood of inadequate attention by the judge
to the processes of adjudication and the goals of
disposition.
In many lower courts defense counsel do not regularly
appear, and counsel is either not provided to a defendant
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who has no funds; or, if counsel is appointed, he is not
compensated. The Commission has seen, in the "bullpens" where lower court defendants often await trial,
defense attorneys demanding from a potential client the
loose change in his pockets or the watch on his wrist as
a condition of representing him. Attorneys of this kind
operate.on a mass production basis, relying on pleas of
guilty to dispose of their caseload. They tend to be
unprepared and to make little effort to protect their
clients' interests. For all these shortcomings, however,
these attorneys do fill a need; defendants probably are
better off with this counsel than they would be if they
were wholly unrepresented.
In most jurisdictions there is no probation service in
the lower courts. Presentence investigations are rare,
although the lower courts can and do impose sentences as
long as several years' imprisonment. While jail sentences of 1, 2, or 3 months are very common, probation
appears to be used less frequently than it is for presumably
more serious offenses in the same jurisdictions.
Every day in large cities hundreds of persons, arrested
for being drunk or disorderly, for vagrancy or petty
gambling, for minor assaults or prostitution, are brought
before the petty offense part of the lower courts. In some
cities these defendants are stood in single file and paraded
before the jUdge. In others, 40 or 50 or more people are
brought before the bench as a group. Almost all plead
guilty, and sentence is imposed in such terms as "30 days
or $30." A large part of the jail population in many
cities is made up of persons jailed in default of the payment of a fine. The offender subjected to this process
emerges from it punished but unchanged. He returns
to the streets, and it is likely that soon the cycle will be
repeated in all its futility.
Those few cases in which the defendant demands a
trial may be inordinately delayed by the unavailability of
judges to try cases. One result of this can be that witnesses, who are grossly undercompensated at rates as low
as 75 cents a day, become weary and disappear. The
courthouse in which the lower court sits is likely to be old,
dirty, and extremely overcrowded. Witnesses, policemen,
lawyers, and defendants mill around halls and courtrooms. Office facilities for clerks and prosecutors are
commonly inadequate.
Study commissions have pointed out the scandal of the
lower criminal courts for over a century. More than 30
years ago the Wickersham Commission concluded that
the best solution to the problem would be the abolition of
these courts. The Commission agrees. While the grading of offenses as feIOl.ies, misdemeanors, and petty offenses is an appropriate way of setting punishments, is
dictated by history and constitutional provisions, and is
necessary for such procedural purposes as grand jury
indictment and jury trial, the Commission doubts that
sepal'ate judicial systems are needed to maintain these
distinctions. A system that treats defendants who are
charged with minor offenses with less dignity and consideration than it treats those who are charged with serious crimes is hard to justify. The unification of these

courts and services may provide a sound way to bring
about long overdue improvement in the standards of the
lower courts. Existing differences in punishment, right
to grand jury .indictment and jury trial, and the like
should be retamed unchanged, but all criminal cases
should be tried by judges of equal status under generally
comparable procedures.
The Commission recommends:

Felonr and misdemeanor courts and their ancillary
agencies-prosecutors, defenders, and probation servo
ices-should be unified.
As an immediate step to meet the needs of the lower
courts, the judicial manpower of these courts should be
increased and their physical facilities should be improved
so that these courts will be able to cope with the volume
of cases coming ~efore them in a dignified and deliberate
way.
Prosecutors, probation officers, and defense counsel
should be provided in courts where these officers are not
found, 01' their numbers are insufficient.
The rural courJ:erpart of the lower criminal court is the
justice of the peace, who continues to exercise at least
some criminal jurisdiction in 35 States. In a majority
of these States his compensation is fixed by a fee assessed
against the parties. In at least three States justices of
the peace receive a fee only if they convict a defendant
and collect from him, a practice held unconstitutional 40
years ago by the Supreme Court. The dangers of the
fee system are illustrated by reports that police receive
kickbacks from justices of the peace for bringing cases to
them. A justice who regularly rules for the defendant
is likely to find that he does not receive cases or fees.
In more than 30 States justices of the peace are not required to be lawyers, and the incompetence with which
many perform their judicial functions has long been
reported.
In recent years a number of States have moved to reform the justices' courts. Illinois has abolished SOme 4,000
fee-system courts and replaced them with circuit courts
aided by 207 salaried magistrates. In 1961 Connecticut
and Maine replaced justices with professional judges.
Del~ware, Florida, and North Carolina have taken steps
agamst the fee system. New York, Mississippi, and Iowa
have sought to attack the problem by requiring justices
to take training courses.
Careful consideration should be given to total abolition of these offices and the transfer of their functions to
district or circuit judges who have full-time professional
standing. In States where it is decided to retain the
office, all justices of the peace should be placed under
central State administration and supervision; they should
be made accountable to a State judicial officer and be re,
qui red to maintain records of their activities. Justices
should be salaried and all fines and fees should go to
the State treasury. The fee system should be replaced and
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local government foreclosed from considering criminal
justice a prime source of revenue. All justices ~hould be
required to be fully trained in the law and in their
duties, and their level of competence should be maintained by continuing training.
The large number of j1.\stices in many States impedes
reform. In many places positions arc unfilled or the
incumbent is inactive and performs little judicial business. Where they are retained, State!'. should substantially
reduce the number of justices.
The V.S. Senate Judiciary Committee :s considering
legislation to reform the office of V.S. commissioner, a
position comparable to the justices of the peace in the
State court systems. Commissioners possess authority to
issue arrest and search warrants, arraign' defendants on
complaints, fix bail, hold preiiminary hearings in felony
cases, and in certain Federal reservations to try petty
offenses. There are approximately 700 commissioners
throughout the country, barely 1 percent of whom could
be considered full-time officers. About one-third are not
attorneys, yet there is no existing training program. With
the exception of a few commissioners who serve in national parks, commissioners are compensated on a fee
basis. As in the case of State justices of the peace the
choice. appears to be either to abolish the office and transfer its functions to professional full-time judges, as has
been done in a V.S. District Court in Michigan, or to
improve the quality and increase the responsibilities of
these officers, placing them on a salary basis and training
thf~m for the job.
'. ,
The Commission recommends:

The States and Federal Government should enact
legislation to abolish or overhaul the justice of the peace
and V.S. commissioner systems.
THE INITIAL STAGES OF A CRIMINAL CASE
The criminal process disposes of most of its cases without trial. Chapter 4 discusses the frequent use by
policemen of their discretion not to arrest certain offenders. Prosecutors exercise discretion in a similar fashion.
They do not charge all arrested suspects, they frequently
have wide choices of what offense they will charge, and
they often move to dismiss charges they have already
made. Beyond this the overwhelming majority of cases
are disposed of by pleas of guilty. Often those pleas are·
the result of negotiations between prosecutors and defendants or their attorneys. Guilty pleas may be obtained in
exchange for a reduction of charges or for agreed··upon
sentencing recommendations. In many instances it is the
prosecutor who, in effect, determines or heavily influences
the sentence a defendant receives.
Much of the criminal process is administrative rather
than' judicial. There are good reasons for this. The
most readily apparent is the enormous number of cases
that come into the process, especially in the Nation's

o
metropolitan areas. If a substantial percentage of them
were not dropped or carried to negotiated conclusions administratively, justice would be not merely slowed down;
it would be stopped. A second reason is that the facts
in most cases are not in dispute. The suspect 'either
clearly did or clearly did not do what he is ,accused of having dOlle. In these cases a trial, which is a careful and
expensive procedure for determining disputed facts,
should not be needed.
Finally, subjecting all offenders to the full criminal
process is inappropriate. It is inappropriate because, as
already noted, the substantive criminal law is in many
respects inappropriate. In defining crimes there is no
way to avoid including some acts that fall near the line
between legal and illegal conduct, thus including some
offenders who violate the law under circumstances that
do not seem to call for the invocation of criminal sanctions. It is inappropriate because placing a criminal
stigma on an offender may in many instances make him
more, rather than less likely to commit future crimes. It
is inappropriate because effective correctional methods for
reintegrating certain types of offenders into their communities often are either not available or are unknown.
As Judge Charles Breitel has written-
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If every policeman, every prosecutor, every court, and
every post-sentence agency performed his or its responsibility in strict accordance with rules of law, precisely and
narrowly laid down, the criminal law would be ordered
but intolerable.

Because many important decisions are, and must be,
made in that part of the criminal process that is essentially administrative-outside the formal court procedures-it is essential that ,administrative procedures be
visible and structured. Today many administrative decisions are made hastily and haphazardly. Most of them
are made on the basis of insufficient information about
the offense, the offender, his needs, or the community
and correctional treatment programs that are available
to him. They often are made invisibly, unguided by explicit statutes, judicial rules, or administrative policies,
and are not subjected to public, or in most cases judicial,
scrutiny.
When such decisions are made before the charge, defense counsel arc seldom involved. When guilt.y pleas are
negotiated, there, is often a pretense in court that they
have not been. There is no way of knowing how many
decisions have been made accurately and how many inaccurately, how many dangerous offenders have been
treated with excessive leniency, how many marginal ones
with excessive harshness. Since these decisions are rarely
arrived at on the basis of carefully worked-out policies or
by the use of systematic procedures and are rarely reviewed more than perfunctorily after they have been
made, it is surely safe to assume that many mistakes are
made.
This section discusses ways in which the wholly desirable objectives of early diversion of some cases from the
criminal process, and disposition of many cases through
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a broader range of alternatives in the criminal process
c~ be reached fairly, efficiently and openly in the pre~
tnal stage. Three particularly important events take
pla~e during the pretrial stage: the conditions under
whIch a ~efendant may. be released pending trial are set
~y a magIstrate; a speCIfic charge against the defendant
IS mad~, u~ually by a prosecutor; and a plea of guilty or
not guIlty IS entered by the defendant.
.

Beyond this, ~valuati.ng a defendant's reliability in
terms. o~ d?ll~ts IS so difficult that, perhaps inevitably,
most JunsdlCtions have come to use what might be called
~ st~ndard crime-pricing system. On the theory that the
l~kehhood of a defendant's appearance depends on the
size of the penalty he faces and therefore on the seriousness .of a charge against hini, bail rates are often preordamed by stationhouse or judicial schedules: so and so
many dollars for such and such a crime. The effect of
PRETRIAL RELEASE
standard rates and their disparity from place to place is
. One-half or more of the defendants who are brought t? leave out of consideration not only the important quesn~to a police or magistrate's court are released or con- ~lOn of a defendant'~ financial means but also the equally
Victed and sentenced within 24 hours of their arrest. The Important o~es of hiS background, character, and ties to
the commuruty.
.
cases of the. remainder, including all those against whom
Although
bail
is
recognized in the law solely as a
the accusation of a serious crime can be maintained
await final disposition for days or weeks or sometime~ ~ethod of insur~ng the defendant's appearance at trial,
~onths, dependi~g on me prosecutor's caseload, the grav- Judges.often us~ It ~s a way of keeping in jail persons they
Ity and c?mplexlty of the case, and the condition of the fear wIll commit cnmes if released before trial. In addi~ion to. its. being of dubious legality, this procedure is
calendar m the court that will hear it.
meffectlve
m many instances. Professional criminals or
The magistrate i~ empowered to decide whether or not
such defendan~s wil~ ~e released pending trial. The im- members of organized criminal syndicates have little diffiportance of thiS deCISion to any defendant is obvious. A ~ulty in posting bail, although, since crime is their way of
r~leased. defen~an~ is one who can live with and support hfe, they are clearly dangerous.
If a satisfactory solution could be found to the problem
~s famlly~ mal!1tam his ties to his community, and busy
hlmsel~ With hiS own defense by searching for witnesses of the r~la!ively sD?alI percentage of defendants who preand eVidence and by keeping in close touch with his law- sent a slgmficant nsk of flight or criminal conduct before
trial, the Commission would be prepared to recommend
yer. An imprisoned defendant is subjected to the squalor
Idleness, and possibly criminalizing effects of jail. H~ t~at ~oney bail be totally discarded. Finding that solumay be confined f?r something he did not do; some jailed tion IS not easy. Empowering magistrates to jail defenddefendants are ultimately acquitted. He may be confined ants they believe to be dangerous might well create more
w~iIe presume~ .innocent only to be freed when found of a problem than the imposition of money bail in the
guIlty; many JaIled defendants, after they have been light of the difficulty of predicting dangerousness. 'Such a
conVicted, are placed on probation rather than impris- system also might raise issues under State and Federal
oned. T~e c?mmunity also relies on the magistrate constitutional grants of a right to bail, issues that have
for protection ~hen he makes his decision about releasing not been determined by the Supreme Court.
A partial solution for the problem would be to provide
a defendant. If a released defendant fails to appear for
trial, the law is flouted. If a released defendant ~ommi:ts an accelerated trial process fur presumably high-risk defendants. In Philadelphia, for example, a special calcrimes, the community is endangered.
endar
for defendants charged with crimes of violence has
The device that is used in most magistrates' courts to
recently
been set up; such defendants are to come to trial
resolve these complicated issues is money bail in an amount
no
more
than 30 days after indictment. It is still too early
fixed by the magistrate; a defendant without access to
that amount of money is remanded to jail. The ordinary to know whether and how much this lessens the likelihood
that released defendants will commit dangerous acts, but
method defendants use to furnish bail is to pay a fee
other studies have shown that the risks are closely related
commonly from 5 to 10 percent of the full amount of th~
to the length of time that elapses before trial. The use
bail, to a bail bondsman, who posts a bond for the full
of conditions and restrictions shart of detention to control
amo~nt wi~h the court. By and large, money bail is an
potentially dangerous persom may provide an adequate
~nf~lr ~n~ meffective device. Its glaring weakness is that
and more clearly permissible approach and should be
It. dlscnmmates against poor defendants, thus running tried.
directly counter to the law's avowed purpose of treating
In any case, money bail should be imposed only when
all defendants equally. A study in New York where the
reasonable alternatives are not available. This prebondsman's fee is 5 percent, showed that 25' percent of
supposes an information-gathering technique that can
~rreste? persons were unable to furnish bail of $500promptly provide a magistrate with an array of facts
I.e:, raise $2~; 45 percent failed at $1,500; 63 percent
about a ?efendant's history, circumstances, problems, and
~alled a~ $2,:.>00. A massive side effect of money bail
way of hfe. The Vera Institute of Justice in New York
IS that I~ costs taxpayers millions of dollars a year. A
h~s been a pioneer in devising such a technique. The Incommumty spends from $3 to $9 a day to house feed
stitute
prepared a short standard form on which pertinent
and guard a jailed defendant.
'
,
facts about a defendant were entered. Employees of the
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wanted for another crime, and he can decide on that basis
whether to use summons rather than arrest for minor offenses. This procedure has permitted the broader use
of the summons in cases of petty theft, breach of the peace,
minor assault, and other offenses, when the defendant can
properly identify himself.

criminal court's probation department now questi~n defendants as they await their appearance before the Judge,
and fill out the form. Often they check by telephone the
facts they are given with the defendant's family or ne~gh
bors or employer. The entire procedure can take as httl.e
as 20 minutes, and by the time the defendant mak7s hiS
court appearance, the judge knows enough ab.o~t him to
make an informed decision about whether bail IS appropriate or whether the defendant can be .releas~d on h!s
own recognizance, that of a me~ber of hiS. family, ?r hiS
lawyer's. Since the Vera Institute establIshed thiS approach, more than a hundred other jurisdictions have
adopted the same or similar techniques.

The Commission recommends:

Each community should establish procedures to enable
and encourage police departments to release, in appropriate classes of cases, as many arrested persons as possible promptly after arrest upon issuance of a citation
or summons requiring subsequent appearance.

The Commission recommends:

THE DIVERSION OF CASES BEFORE CHARGE

Bail projects should be undertaken at the State, COU?ty,
and local levels to furnish judicial officers with suffiCient
information to permit the pretrial release without financial condition of all but that small portion of defendants
who present a high risk of flight or dangerous acts prior
to trial.
The Federal Bail Refonn Act of 1966 may serve as a
helpful guide for States considering comprehensive legislation. The act states a presumption in favor of the release of defendants upon their promise to return, or on an
unsecured bond. Judges are authorized to place nonmonetary conditions upon release, such as assigning the
defendant to the custody of a person or organization to
supervise him, restricting his travel, association or place
of abode, or placing him in partial custody .so that he
may work during the day and be confined at mg~t.
.
The act contemplates the gathering and cOl1Slde.ratI?n
by the judge of information concerning th~ ball ~Isk
presented and provides rational standards agamst ,:hlch
the facts may be measured. Procedures are establIshed
for the speedy review and appeal of bail .decisions. .Special provisions for capital cases and ball for c~nvlcted
persons pending appeal permit the judge to ?orislde.l' ~x
plicitly the dangerousness of the pers~n. In decldl?g
whether to release the offender. The cnmmal penalties
for a defendant's failure to appear also are strengthened
by the act.
The Commission recommends:

Each State should enact comprehensive bail reform legislation after the pattern set by the Federal Bail Reform
Act of 1966.
A number of recent projects have sought to gain the
:speedy release of arrested persons and, in limited classes
of cases, to dispense with the arrest altogether by use
of a summons or citation. Early release and summons
projects reduce the time between arrest and release,
avoiding the situation in some cities where several days
may pass after arrest before a defendant gets before. a
judge who sets bail. Since 1964 the New York PolIce

J

Vera staff member interviews defendant.

Department with the assistance of the Vera Insti.tute of
Justice has operated a stationhou~e summons project for
relatively minor crimil~al cases. (sln:ple assault, pett~ larceny, malicious miscluef) wluch IS. to be expanded to
..
major misdemeanors and some felomes..
This project, which has been followed 111 other CltIe~,
does not eliminate arrest. Rather, the arre~ted perso?- IS
brought to the precinct station where, afte.r l~entIfi.catlOn,
booking, search, questioning, and fingerprmtm?, hiS community ties are investigated, much as they I111ght be for
purposes of bail. If the defenda~t is found to be. a go?d
risk the precinct officer is authOrIzed to release h.lm With
a citation or summons directing him to appear 111 COUl:t
at a later date. In addition to the. advantages of ball
reform this procedure saves substantial police time and
has sh~wn economies in the operation of lockup and detention facilities.
Beyond stationhouse release there has been an effort to
displace arrest in appropriate cases by greater ~se of
summons or citations by police in the street. :r~llS p:ocedure, now frequently used for traffic .01' a~mlmstratIve
violations has been expanded to certa1l1 mmor offenses
that do ~ot call for booking and in-custody investigation. An experimental project in Contra Costa Co~nty,
Calif., suggests the potential of this procedure. Usmg a
computer-based police identification network, an offic~r
can find out in a minute or less whether the defendant IS

The limited statistics available indicate that approximately one-half of those arrested are dismissed by the police, a prosecutor, or a magistrate at an early stage of
the case. Some of these persons are released because
they did not commit the acts they were originally suspected of having committed, or cannot be proved to have
committed them" or committed them on legally defensible
grounds. The police can arrest on "probable cause,"
while conviction requires proof "beyond a reasonable
doubt." Therefore, some justified arrests cannot lead to
prosecution and conviction.
However, others who are released probably did commit the offenses for which they were arrested. In some
instances offenders who could and should be convicted
are released simply because of an overload of work, or
inadequate investigation in the prosecutor's office. In
other cases the police, or more often prosecutors, have exercised the discretion that is traditionally theirs to decline
to prosecute offenders whose conduct appears to deviate
from patterns of law-abiding c'onduct, or who present
clear medical, mental, or social problems that can be
better dealt with outside the criminal process than
within it. First offenders are often dealt with in this
way. So are persons whose offenses arise from drinking
or mental problems, if the 'Offenses are minor. So are
many cases of assault or theft within families or among
friends, of passing checks with insufficient funds, of shoplifting when restitution is made, of statutory rape when
both boy and girl are young, of automobile theft by teenagers for the purpose of joyriding.
The Commission regards th,~ exercise of discretion by
prosecutors as necessary and desirable. However, it has
found that more often than not prosecutors exercise their
discretion under circumstances and in ways that make
unwise decisions all too likely. The has.te and tumult of
the lower courts in large cities have beelt desc'ribed. In
addition to having generally unfa:vorable working conditions, prosecutors suffer from sevelral other handicaps.
One is the lack of sufficient information on which to
base their decisions. A prosecutor wh'O bases his estimate
of the provability of a case on a one-page police report
can easily dismiss strong cases and press cases that ulti-

mately prove to have little foundation. A prosecutor
with no background information about an offender can
easily mistake a dangerous person with a plausible manner 'or story for a marginal offender. Or, in the absence
of background information, he can operate on rule-ofthumb policies-for example, all family assault cases
should be dismissed, or all automobile theft cases should
be prosecuted. A prosecutor with littie knowledge of the
treatment programs and facilities in the community can
either dismiss or prosecute a case that might better be
referred to another agency.
Another want, particularly felt by young, inexperienced assistants in large offices, is the lack of clearly stated
standards to guide them in making decisions. Standards
should pertain to such matters as the circumstances that
properly can be considered mitigating or aggravating, or
the kinds of offenses that should be most vigorously prosecuted in view of the community's law enforcement needs.
In large offices where no such standards are devised and
communicated, it is unlikely that assistants will charge or
dismiss in the same manner.
A third deterrent to the systematic making of charge
decisions is the lack of established procedures for arriving
at them. Procedures, in this sense, does not mean an
elaborate and cumbersome apparatus for transacting business that should be done with a considerable amount of
speed and informality. It means setting forth the separate steps that a prosecutor should take before making a
charge decision, and indicating when he should take them.
Clearly, before a prosecutor decides whether to charge or
dismiss in any case that is not'elementary, he should review
the case file and discover whether there is sufficient evidence to justify a charge and whether more evidence and
witnesses than the police have uncovered are available.
He should confer with defense counsel in doubtful cases.
Prosecutors often fail to do such things not so much because they lack time as because no one requires them to.
Greater involvement of court probation departments and
the availability of probation officers for consultation with
the prosecutor and defense counsel at this stage of the proceedings could provide this link. When discretion not to
charge is exercised in felony cases, the prosecutor's disposition of the case and the underlying reasons should be
reduced to writing and filed with the court.
Prosecutors deal with many offenders who clearly need
some kind of treatment or supervision, but for whom the
full force of criminal sanctions is excessive; yet they usually lack alternatives other than charging or dismissing.
In 1110st localities programs and agencies that can provide
such treatment and supervision are scarce or altogether
lacking, and in many places where they exist, there are
no regular- procedures for the court, prosecutors, and defense counsel to take advantage of them.
Procedures are needed to identify and divert fr0111 the
criminal process mentally disordered or deficient persons.
Not all members of this group are legally insane or incompetent to stand trial under traditional legal definitions.
The question of how to treat such offenders cannot be
satisfactorily resolved by recourse to the definitions of
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forensic psychiatry. While recogmzmg the importance
of the long-standing controversies over the definitions
of criminal responsibility, insanity, and competence to
stand trial, the Commission does not believe it has a substantial contribution to make to their resolution. .It is
more fruitful to discuss, not who can be tried and convicted' as a matter of law, but how the officers of the
administration of criminal justice should deal with people
who present special needs and problems. In common
prosecutorial practice this question is, and the Commission believes should be, decided on the basis of the kind of
correctional program that appears to be most appropriate
for a particular offender. The Commission believes that,
if an individual is to be given special therapeutic treatment, he should be diverted as soon as possible from the
criminal process. It believes further that screening procedures capable of identifying mentally disordered or deficient offenders as early in the process as possible can be
improved by training law enforcement and court officers
to be more sensitive to signs of mental abnormality and
by making specialized diagnostic referral services morc
readily available to the police and the courts.
The Commission recommends:

Prosecutors should endeavor to make discriminating
,:Iarge decisions, assuring that offenders who merit
i'.:riminal sanctions are not released and that other offenders are either released or diverted to noncriminal
methods of treatment and control by:
Establishment of explicit policies fur the dismissal
or informal disposition of the cases of certain marginal offenders.
Early identification and diversion to other community resources of those offenders in need of treatment, for whom full criminal disposition does not
appear required.
In some communities a beginning has been made in
providing alternatives other than charge or outright dismissal. In several cities the police or prosecutors conduct
hearings at which the attempt is made to settle disputes,
to arrange restitution or damages, to calm family quarrels, and to obtain promises to keep the peace in the future.
In some places the judge participates in this process, and
there are procedures to place defendants u,nder informal
probation supervision without conviction. The laws of
at least five States and the provisions of the Model Sentencing Act specifically provide for such dispositions, and
they appear to be used in other places without specific
statutory authority.
Alternative ways of disposing of criminal cases that involve close sl,upervision or institutional commitment without conviction, call for protections from their abuse,
protections that should be roughly comparable to those of
the criminal law. Experience with civil procedures for
the commitment of the mentally ill, for so-calied sexual
psychopaths, and for similar groups demonstrates that
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there are dangers of such programs developing in ways potentially more oppressive than those foreclosed by the
careful traditional protections of the criminal law. When'
the alternative noncriminal disposition involves institutionalization or prolonged or intrusive supervision of the
offender in the community, the disposition should be reviewed by the court.
The effect of these recommendations might well be to
alter the responsibilities of the prosecutor and defense
counsel and require more effort on their part early in the
case. But these procedures also would result in the early
elimination of many cases from the process and thus relieve the system from some of its caseload burden without
sa~rificing the proper ad::ninistration of justice. The additional investment of manpower and talent would not appear as great as that required to make existing practice
work with equal effectiveness.
Of course, implementation of this recommendation is
heavily dependent on the availability to the prosecutor,
defense counsel, and the courts of adequate factual information on offenders and of appropriate facilities and
programs in the community for the diagnosis and management of offenders who are diverted. Community programs are discussed in chapters 3 and 6 of this report.
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THE NEGOTIATED PLEA OF GUILTY

Most defendants who are convicted-as many as 90 percent in some jurisdictions-are not tried. They plead
guilty, often as the result of negotiations about the charge
or the sentence. It is almost impossible to generalize
about the extent to which pleas are negotiated or
about the ways in which they are negotiated, so much
does practice vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. A
plea negotiation can be, and often is in a minor case, a
hurried conversation in a courthouse hallway. In grave
cases it can be a series of elaborate conferences over the
course of weeks in which facts are thoroughly discussed
and alternatives carefully explored. Most oftnn the negotiations are between a prosecutor and defel1se counsel,
but sometimes a magistrate or a police officer or the defendant himself is involved. In some courts there are no
plea negotiations at all. There almost never are negotiations in the cases of petty offenders. And, of course,
many guilty pleas are not the result of negotiations. The
two generalizations that can be made are that when plea
negotiations are conducted, they usually are conducted informally and out of sight, and that the issue in a plea
negotiation always is how much leniency an offender will
be given in return for a plea of guilty.
Through his power over the charge the prosecutor-has
great influence on the sentence. Usually a prosecutor
has considerable latitude as to what to charge. Some sets
of facts can be characterized as either felonies 01' misdemeanors, or as crimes in the first, second, or third degree. Some defendants can with equal appropriateness
be charged with one crime or with several related crimes.
The forgery of the endorsement and the negotiation of a
check may be charged as one offense; or the forging,
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uttering, and possession of the check may be charged as
three distinct crimes. Misdemeanors typically carry'
lighter penalties than felonies, and misdemeanants are
typically sentenced by different judges than felons. The
degree of a crime determines the maximum and sometimes the minimum penalty that can be imposed, and
occasionally whether an offender may be granted probation or parole. If a defendant is convicted on more than
one count, a judge can decide to have the sentences run
concurrently or consecutively.
A distorting aspect of charge decisions is that the prose:'
cutor, because of lack of information and contact with
defense counsel before charge, may be under pressure to
make the most serious possible charge. This leaves him
freedom to reduce the charge later, if the facts are not as
damning as they might be, and places him in an advantageous position for negotiating with defense counsel on
a plea of guilty.
Beyond the prosecutor's influence on the sentence by
his power over the charge, he is, in many courts,
empowered or even required to make sentencing recommendations. Much more often than not such recommendations are given great weight by judges. Sometimes
prosecutors are able to see to it that specific cases come
before specific judges. Since some judges habitually
sentence more leniently than others, this consideration
can be an important factor in plea negotiations. In some
cases there is a tacit or explicit agreement by the judge to
the bargain, and in extreme cases the judge may participate in its negotiation.
The negotiated guilty plea serves important functions.
As a practical matter, many courts could not sustain the
burden of having to try all cases coming before them.
The quality of justice in all cases would suffer if overloaded courts were faced with a great increase in the
number of trials. Tremendous investments of time, talent, and money, all of which are in short supply and can
be better used elsewhere, would be necessary if all cases
were tried. It would be a serious mistake, however, to
assume that the guilty plea is no more than a means of
disposing of criminal cases at minimal cost. It relieves
both the defendant and the prosecution of the inevitable
risks and uncertainties of trial. It imports a degree of
certainty and flexibility into a rigid, yet frequently erratic
system. The guilty plea is used to mitigate the harshness
of mandatory sentencing provisions and to fix a punishment that more accurately reflects the specific circumstances of the case than otherwise would be possible under
inadequate penal codes. It is frequently called upon to
serve important law enforcement needs by agreements
through which leniency is exchanged for information, assistance, and testimony about other serious offenders.
At the same time the negotiated plea of guilty can be
subject to serious abuses. In hard-pressed courts, where
judges and prosecutors are unable to deal effectively with
all cases presented to them, dangerous offenders may be
able to manipulatl~ the system to obtain unjustifiably
lenient treatment. There are also real dangers that excessive rewards will be offered to induce pleas or that pros-

ecutors will threaten to seek a harsh sentence if the defendant does not plead guilty. Such practices place
unacceptable burdens on the defendant who legitimately
insists upon his right to trial. They present the greatest
potential abuse when the sentencing judge becomes involved in the process as a party to the negotiations) as in
some places he does.
Plea negotiations can be conducted fairly and openly,
can be consistent with sound law enforcement policy, and
can bring a worthwhile flexibility to the disposition of
offenders. But some courts are able to deal with their
caseloads without reliance on guilty pleas, and in other
courts, particularly single judge courts, it may not be
feasible to introduce the safeguards that are necessary for
the negotiated plea system to operate fairly and effectively.
The Commission's recommendations are directed primarily, therefore, to those jurisdictions where plea negotiations are ordinary occurrences. In many of those
jurisdictions it is desirable for judges and prosecutors to
reexamine existing practices.
Negotiations should be more careful and thorough,
broader, and preferably held early in the proceedings. It
does not contribute to the soundness of the practice when
negotiations are held on the eve of trial or in the public
atmosphere of the courtroom hallway.
Prosecutors should be available to defense counsel from
the beginning of the case for the purpose of discussing
the possibility of a disposition by plea of guilty. Except
in the most petty cases, such discussion should be had with
counsel rather than directly with the defendant. These
discussions should thoroughly assess the facts underlying
the prosecution's case, consider information on the offender's background and correctional needs, and explore all
available correctional alternatives as well as review the
charge to which the plea will be entered. To a much
greater extent than at present the facilities of the probation department and other referral and diagnostic services
should be available to the parties. In some instances it
may be desirable to have a full presentence report pre.
pared so the negotiating parties as well as the reviewing'
judge can assess the agreed disposition, although in many
cases less elaborate methods of factfinding should suffice.
While the emphasis should be on correctional and law
enforcement considerations, the prosecutor properly may
take account of the defendant's cooperation, testimony
agaillst other criminals, and similar factOl's.
The defendant should be able to include in the discussions, and cover within the disposition, all specific crimes,
charged or not, that could be charged within the jurisdiction of the court. This discussion should involve the full
and frank exchange of information, and appropriate provision should be made to insure that a defendant's statements and information disclosed are not used against him
in the event of a trial. Defense counsel should painstakingly explain to the defendant the terms of the agree-.
ment and the alternatives open to him.
An obvious problem is insuring that the defendant
receives from the judge the sentence he has bargained
for with the prosecutor, Under existing practice the fact
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that negotiations have occurred is commonly denied on Provision should be made that when a judge rejects an
the record, and so is the explicit or tacit expectation that agreement, trial and all further proceedings in the case
the judge will impose the agreed punishment. The are referred, if possible, to another judge. The return of
Commission believes that this is undesirable and that the the parties to the same judge with a renegotiated plea
agreed disposition should be openly acknowledged and would tend to increase the likelihood of his becoming, in
fully presented to the judge for review before the plea is practical effect, a party to the negotiations.
entered. A desirable change might be that before the
The Commission recommends:
plea is finally entered, the judge would indicate whether
the disposition is acceptable to him and will be followed.
Should the judge feel the need for more information or If a negotiated agreement to plead guilty is reached,
study, the plea may be entered conditionally, and if'a care should be taken by prosecutor and defense counsel
more severe sentence is to be imposed, the defendant to state explicitly all its terms.
should have an opportunity to withdraw his plea.
Inevitably the judge plays a part in the negotiated Upon the plea of guilty in open court the terms of the
guilty plea. His role is a delicate one, for it is important agreeme'nt shouid be fully stated on the record and, in
that he carefully examine the agreed disposition, and it serious or complicated cases, reduced to writing.
is equally important that he not undermine his. judicial
role by becoming excessively involved in the negotiations
A plea negotiation is fundamentally a negotiation about
themselves. The judge's function is to insure the appro- the correctional disposition of a case and is, therefore, a
priateness of the correctional disposition reached by the matter of moment to the community as well as to the
parties and to guard against any tendency of the prosecu- defendant. If the offense is a serious one, a plea bargain
tor to overcharge or to be excessively lenient.
should be founded on the kind of information, fully shared
The judge should satisfy himself and insure that the between the parties, that probation departments develop
. record indicates that there is a factual basis for the plea, for presentence reports. In the District of Columbia the
that the defendant understands the charge and the con- defender's office has an experimental project, in many
sequences of his plea, and where there has been an agree- respects resembling a probation service, for evaluatment on sentence that the agreed disp03ition appears ing defendants and developing correctional plans for
within the reasonable range of sentencing appropriate- them. Such a service might well be one means of s~
ness. In cases involving dangerous offenders or career curing the full information that is needed in order to
criminals, the judge should be satisfied that the agreement dispose of serious offenders effectively, as well as a means
adequately protects the public interest.
for developing the less complete information that would
The judge should weigh the agreed disposition against be adequate fOl' arriving at dispositional decisions about
standards similar to those that would be applied on im- minor ofl'endN';l.
position of sentence afwr a trial: The defendant's need
At the same time subtle and difficult questions are
fot correctional treatment; the circumstances of the
presented
in some cases by an approach calling for full
case; the defendant's cooperation; and the requirements
sharing
of
information. Defense counsel may well posof law enforcement. The court should be apprised of
sess
information
adverse to his client, and the prosecutor
all information concerning the offense, including appromay
have
erroneous
information which defense counsel
priate investigative reports, grand jury minutes, and all
knows
paints
an
unjustifiably
favorable picture of his
information and diagnostic reports concerning the offender. If the agreed sentence appears within the rea- client. For example, an apparent conflict exists between
sonable range of what would be an appropriate sentence the need for a frank exchange of information with the
after trial, it should satisfy the need to deal effectively prosecutor and counseI'1l obligation to act only in ways
with the serious offender, and at the same time not be an favorable to his client. Obviously all exchanges of inimproper inducement to the defendant to surrender his formation must be explicitly authorized by the defendant,
right to a trial. The judge's role is not that of one of and if conflicts are likely, the problem is one to be conthe parties to the negotiation, but that of an independent sidered by defendant and counsel before consent is given.
examiner to verify that the defendant's plea is the re- While the consent of the client simplifies some aspects
sult of an intelligent and knowing choice and not based of this problem, it is clear that the expansion of discovery
and the sharing of information early in the case will
on misapprehension or the product of coercion.
Since this approach contemplates that the judge will create new professional responsibilities for both prosecuassess and indicate acceptance of the agreement before tors and defense counsel. Experience may provide guides
the plea is entered, provision must be made for those for some of the problems presented, other norms may
cases in which he finds the agreement unacceptable and be provided by such efforts as those of the American Bar
in which the case, therefore, is set for trial. In such in- Association redefinition of the canons of professional
stances the judge's participation as arbiter at the trial ethics or the consideration of the role of counsel by the
would be complicated by his participation during the ABA Special Project on Minimum Standards for the Adplea proceedings and the knowledge he obtained then. ministration of Criminal Justice.
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The Commission recommends:

and a draft of a .Model Code of Pre-Arraignment Proce-
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Prosecutors and defense counsel should in appropriate
ca:es s~are information they secure independently at .all
mts m the pro~ess ~~en such sharing appeal's likely to
~d to early dlsposlbon. Defender agencies should
a o~t program~ through which background data, diag.
nosbc mformatlOn, and correctional planning for offend.
ers can be developed early in the process.
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COURT PROCEEDINGS
This chapter's emphasis on the pretrial administrative
as~ects of the Court process does hot imply that the tri~i is
~mlI~portant. The cases decided at trial are only a small
raction of the total of cases, but they are most important
t~ thl~ process because they set standards for the conduct
o a ~ases. The trial decides the hard legal issues
and reVIews and rules on claims of official abuse Tri
roced~res have evolved over ct21turies and in 'gener~1
.avle plOven that they can resolve disputed cases effec
tive y.
Unlike the administrative proceedings in the pretrial
stage, court proceedings are continually being studied by
lawyers and are now receiving intensive scrutiny from
other groups. The Judicial Conference of the United
St~te~ sponsors continuing studies of the Federal Rules of
~nmmal ~rocedure, proposed rules of evidence in crimmal
cases
. . d'
. m the Federal courts, and the hab eas corpus
J~ns Ictton of. those courts. The American Bar Associatl~n~ t~r~ugh Its s;ctions ?n criminal law and judicial admmlsb~tlOn and I~S .Spec~al Project on Minimum Standards,fOl the Adtmmstratlon of Criminal Justice, is conductll1g ?roadly.based studies that relate to many major
,~rcas of mterest I~ the criminal law and court administrat~on. T?c Annencan Law Institute has sponsored intensive studies that have produced the Model Penal Code
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dur~. The National Conference of Commissioners on

Umf~~ .State ~aws has drafted several model State stat-

ut~h e~mg ~lt? problems of criminal administration.

e . ommlsslon has tried to avoid duplicating the

ex~ausbve work o~ these responsible professional organi-

zabons. Lat~r thIS chapter will treat some aspects of
court proceedmgs under the headings of jurors and wit- .
~esses and c?urt s.cheduling, management and organization. !he dlscuss~on here will be limited to a few points
of particular publIc concern.
THE NEWS MEDIA AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

. Newspaper, t:l~visio?, and rac;\o reporting arc essentl~1 to the a~mmlstratlOn of justice. Reporting maintams the publIc knowledge, review, and support so neces..

~ary .cor the proper functioning of the courts. Critical
mqUlry and reports by the metiia on the operation of the
courts c~n 'prev~nt ab,:,ses and promote improvements in
~he ad~mlstrabon of Justice. On the other hand, a fair
Jury trIal can be hel~ only if the evidence is presented in
the courtroom, not !Il the press, and jurors do not come
to their task prejudiced by publicity.
Two. recent cases decided by the Supreme Court have
d~amatlzed how prejudicial publicity can endanger a fair
tnal. In the Sheppard case a murder trial was turned into
what one court described as a "Roman circus" by an overzealous press and an overtolerant judge. In the Estes
c~se the Cou~t found that the presence of television and
~~~Il ~a.meras I~ the courtroom during trial destroyed the
JUf:hc.lal seremty and calm" necessary for a fair trial.
Whll: u.nrestrained newsgathering in the courtroom
can prejudIce the actual conduct of a trial a more serious
threat to fairness is release to the press b~ police, prosecu.to;s, or. defense. counsel of inaccurate or legally inad~lss\ble mformabon. Increasing attention has been
gIVen to regulation by law enforcement agencies and the
courts of such statements. The Department of Justice
and tl!e New York ~ity Police Department, among others,
ha~e Issued. regulations and standards identifying types
?f mfor~ation that should not be disclosed to the press
In pretnal statements by law enforcement officers.
Thou?'htful and constructive studies by a committee of the
Amen~a~ Bar Ass~ciation Project on Minimum Standards
for ?rurunal J~sti~e and ~y th~ American Newspaper
PublIshers ASSOCiation have Identified the issues that must
be faced in placing limitations on statements to the press.
The Commission recognizes that the guarantces of both
free l?rCss and f~ir trial!l1ust be scrupUlously preserved and
that mdeed eaCH sllstams thc othcr in a most fundamental
sense. To avoid abuscs which might affect fair trial ad~erscly) l:easonable regulations with respect to release of
mfOlmation should be adopted and enforced by administrative discipline within police departments by professional discipline with respcct to prosccutors ~nd defense
c.ounsel, and in limited instances by the courts. In addition, courts should firmly control 01' prohibit those news
gathering activities in the courthouse that detract from
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After a case has begun, neither the prosecutol' nor
defense counsel has legal power to compel the appearance
of witnesses for pretrial examination. In civil cases depositions a'.1d other examinations of witnesses before trial
have been widdy and successfully used, but in criminal
cases their use has been limited in most jurisdictions to
situations in which a witness may be unavailable to testify
at trial and his testimony must be preserved, ProSllcutors frequently can convince witnesses to cooper:He by
assertion of the prestige of their office, although in some
places subpoenas and grand jury process are used for these
purposes without legal authority, Expanded availability
of depositions would provide for both sides a legitimate
method to make these examinations which are so important to propel' trial preparation,
The Commission has not made a detailed study of
the complex specific issues raised in framing l'ules of discovery in criminal cases, It cOlllmends to the States the
efforts of the Judicial Confcrence of the United Stntes)
the American Bar AssociGl.tion special project, and those
States that have moved forward in this area, It generally favors the expansion of pretrial discovery and
depositions in criminal cases to ensllre the fairness and
accuracy of trial and pretrial dispositions, The Commission rrcognizes that in certain cases, particularly those
involving the national security, espionage, organized
crime, 01' dangerously viok'nt ofi'endel's who might intimidate witnesses, discovery must be limited, In most cases
expanded mutual discovNY by til(' State within constitutional limits is desirable,

.(

the dignity of a judicial proceeding or threaten to prejudice the fairness of a trial, while permitting legitimate,
nondisruptive newsgathering,

The Commission recommends:
Police, prosecutors, bar associations, and courts should
issue regulations and standards as to the kinds of information that properly may be released to the news media
about pending criminal cases by police officers, prosecutors, and defense counsel. These regulations and
standards should be designed to minimize prejudici.'l.1
statements by the media before or during trial, while
safeguarding legitimate reporting on matters of public
interest,
JUDICIALLY SUPlmVISED DIscovmw

The relatively informal exchanges of information between the prosecution and the d('fense proposed earlier in
this chapter are intended primarily for the case that will
be disposed of before trial, although their usefulness for
the fully litigated case is apparent. In addition to such
procedures, there has been, in recent years, increasing
interest in and expansion of the procedures for formal
discovery of evidence before trial. Over the past generation broad discovery, by examination of witnesses and
evidence, has become commonplace in civil cases, but
its utilization ill criminal cases has been slowed by fears
that pretrial disclosure of the Government's case would

lead to perjur~ and threats to witnesses, and that undue
disclosure of confidential criminal HIes would impede ongoing investigations, The defendant's privilege against
testifying forecloses the full mutuality of discovery by
both sides that exists in civil cases and could place an
unfair additional burden on the prosecution,
Several States, particularly Califol'nia and Minnesota,
have been experimenting with expanded discovery in
criminal cases, Within the year the Federal courts have
adoptee! new rules providing freer disclosure to a defendant of his own statements; his testimony before a
grand jurYi medical, scientific, ane! expert witness reports:
and tangible evidence in the possession of thc GovC'rnment, In California the defendant also may obtain tl1l'
names and statements of witnesses upon application, In
many jurisdictions, however, the right of discovery in
criminal cases is extremc1)' rcstricted 01' nonexistent.
There also has been expansion within constitutional
limits of the prosecution's right to discovery of the defendant's evidence, In a number of States the defendant.
by statute 01' Illlc, must disclose in advance whether he
will assert particular defenses, such as insanity 01' an alibi,
what witnesses he will call, and what physic~l evidence
he will present. The Government in Great Britain is
seeking legislation requiring the defendant to give notice
of alibi defenses, Under the revised Federal rules th('
court may make the defendant's discovery of the Government's case conditional upon his own disclosure of
physical evidence and scientific reports,

HADEAS CORPUS AND FINALITY

1

There has been a rapid growth in the numbcl' of petitions for habeas corpus and similat, relief filed in the
Federal courts between the 1940's, when a few hundred
petitions were filed each year, and 1965 whell 5,786
mached the courts, OUI' system is unique in the extent
1.0 which a person convicted at trial can continue to
challenge his conviction in a series of appcals ancl collateral attacks in the nature of habeas corpus in the State
and Fedeml courts, Frequently this proccdure is the
only way he can obtain judid:ll consic\el'ation of substantial constitutional infirmities in the process by which
he was convicted, The availability of such a rcmedy is
embodied in thc Constitution and is hasic to OUl' system
of law,
The vast increase in the numbel' of pctitions, including
a large proportion of frivolous petitions; public exaspel'ution about cases in which punishmcnt is postponed, sometimes for many years, because of successive hearings; the
resulting sense of friction between thc State and Federal
COUl'ts--all have reinforced the need for reevaluation of
the use and administration of the writ. A result has been
new Fedcrallegislation r,nd cxtensive studies 'by the Judicial Conference of the United States, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws) and a
committee of the American Hal' Association Project on
Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice,

The issues raised arc complex and highly technical in
several respects, In large part the increase in the number of petitions for habeas corpus is a reflection of the
expanding interpretation the courts have given to constitutional stat~dards applied to the criminal pt'ocese, As
standards change, the number of cases in which these issues
can be raised by habeas corpus grows apace, In addition, the court rules govl!rning such petitions have been
Iibel'alized to permit gre::lti!l' recourse to the writ,
Finalit)" the conclusivt: ellJ of a case, is desirable, but
so is providing a man in prison 01' under sentence of death
ever), opportunity to press his claim that he i~ wrongfully
held, This is complicated by the nature of the Vederal
system, which in certain circumstances makes it possible
for a single Fedel'al district judge to sit in review of State
court actions and decisions that have been considered and
approved by the full supreme court of a Sta~c,
A partial answer to the great number of habeas corpus
proceedings is the improvement of tdals, This means
not only insuring that constitutional rights arc protected
but that the protection is fully documented on the record,
Judges should take pains to insure that constitutional
issues present in the case are confronted and decided,
A more important partial solution lies in the improvement of State procedUl'es for dealing with postconviction
claims, Much of the criticism of current practice is based
on the sense that Federal courts are becoming' involved to
an excessive degree in State criminal proceedings, But
frequently when the Federal district court holds a hearing
on such a petition, it is bccause there is no available procedure through which the prisoncl' can obtain relief in
the State co Ul'tS , Far fewer than half of the States now
have satisfactory postconviction procedures by statute 01'
'judicial rule, Most of the remainder rely on a faulty and
antiquated system of i1l-clcfined common law remedies
that fall far sholt of the protection available in Federal
<'-"Durts and of thai: which is constituticliall), required, In
a recent Supreme Court decision, Mr, Justice Brennan,
after noting the considerable drop in Federal applications
f!'Olll State prisoners in a State that enacted a modern
postconviction relief act, dcscribed succinctly the attributes of such a law:

The /Jrocedure should be swift and simple and easil'}'
invoked, It should be sufficiently com/Jrehellsive to
embrace all federal constitutional claims, * * * [I]t
should eschew rigid and technical doctrilles of forfeiture,
waiver, or default, * * * It should jJrovide for full fact
hearings to resolve disputed factual issues, and for compilation of a record 1.0 enable Iv'deral courts to determine
the sufficiency of those hearings, * * .X- It should /Jrovide for decisions sup/Jortcd b" ojlinions, or factfindings
and conclusions of law, which disclose the grollnds elf
decision and the rcsolutioll of disputed facts, Case v,
Nebraska, 381 U,S, 336, 346 (1965),
Another pressing nced is the more freqnent provision
of legal counsel to pl'isoners seeking release on habcas
corpus. Lcgal assistance and advice fol' all prisoners seck·
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ing them should be supplen,(!nted by the assignment of
counsel for prisoners with i!ubstantial claims to present to
the court. The assignmclJt of counsel in appropriate
cases would tend to curtail worthless petitions, since petitions an attorney refused to sign would carry less weight
in court. It would also unearth worthy claims that now
are not presented or clearly articulated because of the ignorance of the inmate. Programs in Kansas, Wyoming,
and Pennsylvania offer models for providing legal advice
in prisons through law professors and students, as well
as through practicing lawyers.
The Commission recommends:

\

States that do not have procedures that provide adequate postconvidion remedies should enact legislation or
establish rules that do p,:ovide a single, simple remedy for
all claimf' of deprivati<.. of constitutional right. These
procedures should provide for the assistance of counsel.
Petitions should be decided on their merits rather than
upon procedural technicalities.
APPEALS BY THE PROSECUTION

,

In every jurisdiction in this country the right of the
prosecution to appeal from an adverse ruling by a court
is more limited than the comparable right of the defendant. The argument against retrying a man who has convinced a court of the merit of his cause has led to double
jeopardy clauses in the Federal Constitution and the constitutir:ms of 45 States. The same argument inhibits appeals that, if successful, would result;11 just such a retrial.
But in 111·)st States and the Federal system these considerations do not forbid all appeals by th~ prosecution, particularly those from pretrial rulings that arc made before jeopardy attaches in the constitutional sense. Developments
in the law, particularly the growth of search and seizure
law and exclusionary rules governing confessions, call for
a re~:ramination of the adequacy of the prosecution's right
to appeal.
Under common practice motions for the sUt-pression of
evidence are required to be made before trial when possible. These motions are likely to become more frequent
as a result of recent court· decisions, and in an increased
number of cases the prosecution will be blocked by a pretrial order suppressing evidence or a statement. Frequently the prosect~tion cannot successfully proceed to
trial without the suppressed evidence. Yet in only a few
States does the prosecution have the right to appeal from
the grant of such orders, and in th& Federal courts the
right to apPt;!al applies only to narcotics cases.
Not only does the absence of a right of appeal preclude
successful prosecution in many cases, including important cases involving organized crime, narcotics, and major
thefts, but it has distinctly undesirable effects upon the
development of law and practice. The law of search and
seizure and confessions today is highly uncertain. This
uncertainty is compounded by lower court rulings that

restrict police conduct ye" cannot be tested on appeal,
and by inconsistent lower court decisions that can be
resolved only on an appeal sought by the defendant.
When the prosecution is not permitted an appeal, law
enforcement officers faced with restrictive rulings they
feel are erwneous have available two courses, each of
which is undesirable: They can foIlow .:he lower court
decision and abandon the practice, in which case an
authoritative decision by an appellate court never can
be obtained; or they can continue the practice, hoping
that in a future case a trial court will sustain it and that. a
defendant by appealing will give the higher court an opportunity to resolve the pdnt. The first choicfl is undesirable because it resuhs in the a.bandonment of what may
be legitimate police practice merely because there is no
way of testing it in the appellate courts. The second
choice is equally undesirable for it puts the police in the
position of deciding which court decisions they will accept
and which they "".iII not.
A more general right of the prosecution to appeal from
adverse pretrial rulings is desirable. Controls may be
needed to insure that appeals are taken only from rulings
'of significant importance and that the accused's right to
a speedy trial is ·preserved by requirements of diligent
processing of such appeals.

\
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and local levels, the problem is greater in State courts
and grand jury investigations. The creation of interagency communication procedures where none now exist
and the improvement of existing procedures are most
important if grants of immunity are to be intelligently
made. The Attorney General or other chief law enforcement officer must be in a position to ascertain whether
other investigations are pending if he is to have the perspective necessary for him to choose which investigation is
most important to t' i .... overall administration of justice.
Filing with the court a notice of the grant of immunity
would reduce the possibility of abuse of authority by
prosecutors as well as the danger of hidden immunization for corrupt purposes.
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The Commission recommends:

.1

1
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A general witness immunity statute should be enacted at
Federal and State levels, providing immunity sufficiently
broad to assure compulsion of testimony. Immunity
should. be granted only with the prior approval of the
jurisdiction's chief prosecuting officer. Efforts to coor·
dinate Federal, State, and local immunity grants should
be made to prevent interference with concurrent
investigations.
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PERJURY

The Commission recommends: ..
Congress and the States should enact statutes giving the
prosecution the right to appeal from the graJ'lt of all pretrial motions to suppress evidence or confessi9ns.
IMMl!NITY

A grand jury subpoena can compel the attendance of a
witness and the production of books and records, but the
grand jury has no power to compel a witness to testify or
to inspect private books and records if their owner demurs.
However, it is constitutionally permissible under proper
conditions to displace a witness's privilege against selfincrimination with a grant of'immunity from criminal
prosecution. On the Federal level immunity is available
only in prosecutions under specific statutes, such as those
dealing with narcotics, antitrust, and Communications
Act violations. Some States follow a similat' pattern,
while others have enacted general immunity statutes permitting the prosecution to grant immunity in any criminal case.
Immunity provisions are particularly neccs~ary to secure testimony in cases of official corruption, and the
special need for the power to grant irnmunity in organized
crime cases is discussed in chapter 7.
One serious danger, in the light of court decisio:ns with
respect to the application of immunity given by one jurisdiction to prosecutions in other jurisdictions, is that the
grant of immunity to a witness in one proceeding wiII
interfere with investigations elsewhere. Since facilities
for communication between elements of the Federal
Government are better developed than those at State
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Tne criminal law must offer more effective deterrents
against false sta~ements. The integrity of the trial depends on the power to compel truthful testimony and to
punish falsehood. Immunity can be an effective prosecutive weapon only if the immunized witness then testifies truthfully. Perjury statutes provide criminal penalties for false testimony under oath, but the infrequency
of their use and the difficulty of securing convictions in
perjury cases has limited the effectiveness of this criminal
sanction.
Perjury has always been widespread; according to
Pollock and Maitland's standard history of English law,
"our ancestors perjured themselves with in.punity." The
requirements for proof in perjury cases are complicated
by special common law rules of evidence, particularly
the two-witness rule and its corollary, the direct evidence
rule.. In esst'nce the former requires that the falsity of the
testimony of the defendant charged with perjury be established by more than the uncorroborated oath of one
witness, and the latter that circumstantial evidence, no
matter how persuasive, will not alone support a conviction for perjury. There are, in addition to the direct evidence rule, decisions which hold that contradictory statements under oath may not be the subject matter of a
perjury prosecution without additional proof of the falsity
of one of toe statements. Dissatisfaction has led to
changes by statute in $,Ome jurisdictions; however, the
common law rule prevails in Federal proceedings and in
a number of States. These restrictive evidentiary rules
are an unwarranted obstacle to securing legitimate perjury convictions.
There is no apparent reason for the distinction between

perjury and other crimes. Sound prosecutive discretion,
proof beyond a reasonable doubt to a judge and jury,
and the other traditional safeguards applicable to every
criminal case provide adequate protection against the
unwarranted charge and conviction of perjury.
The Commission recommends:
Congress and the States should abolish the rigid twowitness and direct evidence rules in perjury prosecutions
although maintaining the requirement of proving an
intentional false statement.
SENTENCING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
There is no decision in the criminal process that is as
complicated and difficult as the one made by the sentencing judge. A sentence prescribes punishment, but it
also should be the foundation of an attempt to rehabilitate
the offender, to insure that he does not endanger the
community, and to deter others from similar crimes in
the future. Often these objectives are mutually inconsistent, and the sentencing judge must choose one at the
expense of the others. A man who has committed murder in a moment of extreme emotion may require no
correctional program and may present no signific<lnt
threat to the general safety, but few judges would be
likely to respond to an offense so heinous by suspending
the offender's sentence or granting him probation.
The difficulty of making such important choices is
compounded by the fact that a sentence is in large part a
prediction. It tries to predict how an offender wlll behave
under certain circumstances and how other potential
offenders will behave. BMt judges do not have much
predictive data to guide them. Very little is yet known
about how different kinds of individuals ~Je likely to
react to correctional programs or about the deterrent
effects of the criminal process. In some courts judges
are not even given information that could be gathered
about an offender's background and character. Wise and
fair sentencing requires intuition, insight, and imagination; at present it is less a science than an art. In the
final analysis good sentencing depends on good judges.
At the same time greater efforts must be made to improve our understanding of how different types of oA'enders respond to differing kinds of correctional treatment.
The court information system proposed in chapter 11 of
this report would provide for the systematic gathering and
analysis of sentencing and correctional data for large
numbers of offenders that are necessary tp improve the
predictive value of the sentencing decision. This information system might provide a basis for identifying factors
that are and arc not particularly relevant to sentencing.
Judges have only limited opportunity to observe other
judges at work. More complete data on sentencing practices would enable judges to compare the sentences they
impose with the way other judges have treated similar
offenses or of£enders and with the results of their own
previous sentencing predictions.
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yearn betWf~en the earliest possible date for granting .of
parole and the maximum sentence, the dangers of unfaIrThe sometimes rigid, but ;more often extremely flexible ness to individual prisoners are evident.
Finally, few sentencing codes set forth criteria for disframework within which a sentencing judge operates is
the sentencing code, the statutory provisions that prescribe tinguishing between the occasional and the aggravated or
the penalties he can impose for each particular crime. repeated offender. A clear definition of the circumstances
In most places sentencing codes have been enacted piece- under which, for example, it is appropriate to impose
meal over many years, and the grading of offenses in capital punishment or an extended prison term or to grant
terms of seriousness is replete with anomalies and probation would help guide sentencing judges.
About half the States are now undertaking projects to
inconsistencies.
The Oregon Penal Code contains 466 penalties that revise their penal laws and sentencing codes. Upon recan be imposed for one or more of 1,413 offenses. A commendation of President Johnson in his 1966 crime
recent study of the Colorado statutes disclosed that a message, Congress has authorized th~ establishm~~t of a
person convicted of first-degree murder must serve 10 special commission to study and revise the provlSlons of
years before becoming eligible for parole, while a person the United States Code defining and fixing the punishconvicted of a lesser degree of the same offense must ment for Federal crimes.
The American Law Institute in its Model Penal Code
serve 15 or more years; stealing a dog is punishable by
10 years' imprisollment, while killing a dog carries a takes an imaginative and constructive approach to shnmaximum of 6 months. Und,,_ Federal law, armed bank plifying and standardizing the grading of offenses for:senrobbery is punishable by fine, probation, or any prison tencing purposes. It reduces all crimes to three grades
term up to 25 years, but in cases involving armed robbery of felony and two grades of misdemeanor. Each grade
of a post office, the judge is limited to granting proba- carries a maximum penalty, most of which are shorter
than those now prevalent in the States. The maximum
tion or imposing a 25-year prison sentence,
The most obvious effect of these anomaHe~ and incon- can be extended by the judge if the offense is an especially
sistencies is that sometimes judges are compelled to atrocious one or the offender is an especially dangerous
choose between equally unwise alternatives. In the ex- one by clearly defined standards. The discretion to grant
ample of armed robbery of a post office, most judges probation is allowed to the judge except in capital cases.
would choose probation rather than 25 years in prison for The judge may set a minimum term of imprisonment that
all offenders but the most desperate ones, though un- for all but the most serious felonies cannot exceed 3 years,
doubtedly the interests both of the community and many and that for any felony must be for at least 1 year.
offenders would be served if shorter prison terms were Beyond these limits correctional auth~rities have discrepermissible. A less obvious effect is that prosecutors, sur- tion to grant parole. Und(:r the code Judges are granted
veying an inconsistent penal code, sometimes choose a flexibility to impose a sentence that fits the circumsta~ces
charge that carries the penalty they think should be im- of a specific case, and parole boards are allowed to review
posed rather than the charge that most accurately fits reasonably soon after the correctional process has. begun,
the facts of the offense. For example, the Michigan the judge's prediction about how the offender Will react
Penal Code made burglary at night so much graver an to treatment.
The Model Penal Code also contains sentencing crioffense than burglary by day that, in the wOTds of
one big-city prosecutor, "You'd think all our burglaries teria, as does- the Model Sentencing Act drafted by the
Council of Judges of the National Council on Crime and
occurred at high noon."
Another defect in some sentencing codes is that cer· Delinquency. For example, the Model Penal C.od~'s
tain offenses carry mandatory minimum sentences of great criteria for probation, which are drawn upon heavily 111
severitv and forbid the granting of probation or parole. the recently revised New York State penal law, declare
These 'offenses vary from State to State, although armed that an offender's probable dangerousness, his need for
robbery and the sale of narcotics are two that often are treatment and the seriousness of his offense are grounds
treated in this way. It sometimes happens, when a .mar- for withholding probation. The code then lists 11
ginal offender has committed such an offense, that a judge grounds for the granting of probation, incl.uding the relawho feels the mandatory penalty is completely inappro- tive mildness of the offense, thc provocatIOn offered the
offender, the involvement of the victim in the offense; the
priate dismisses the case or acquits the offender.
A more common defect than mandatory minimums is character of the offender, and the hardship Impmonment
extremely high maximums. For many offenses in most would impose on the offender or his dependents .• Both
States judges are allowed to choose penalties that range the model code and the model act seek to establish crifrom probation to prison terms of 20 to 25 years. Few teria identifying the persistent, habitual, or hardened
other countries allow judges that much leeway, and pri~on criminal. Framing statut0ry sentencing standards is a
sentences in America are, as a general rule, longer than compli-::ated and laborious undertaking on which there
those elsewhere. High maximum sentences also put a still is much work to be done. Standards for many sengreat strain on the correctional system. Paroie hoards fre- tencing decisions camnot yet be articulated. H~wever, it
quently have broad discretion as to how much of his is an undertaking of great importance, and contmued exsentence a prisoner serves. When there is a gap of many peritnentation is like!ly to produce valuable results.

SENTENCING STATUTES

The Commission recommends:
States should reexamine the sentencing provisions of
) their penal codes with a view to simplifying the grading
of offenses, and to removing mandatory minimum prison
terms, long maximum prison terms, and ineligibility for
probation and parole. In cases of persistent habitual
offenders or dangerous criminals, judges should have express authority to impose extended prison tf!rms. Sentencing codes should include criteria desigr <!d to help
judges exercise their discretion in accordance with clearly
stated standards.
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

As the abolition or the retention of the death penalty
is being widely debated in the States, it is appropriate to
point out several aspects of its administration that bear
on the issue.
The most salient characteristic of capital punishment is
that it is infrequently applied. During 1966 only 1 person
was executed in the United States; the trend over the last
36 years shows a continual decline in the number of executions, from a high of 200 in 1935 to last year's low of
one. Furthermore, aU available data indicate that judges,
juries, and governors are b®coming increasingly reluctant
to impose, or authorize the carrying out of a death sentence. Only 67 persons were sentenced to death by the
courts in 1965, a decline of 31 from the previous year,
and 62 prisoners were reprieved from their death sentences. In a few States in which the penalty exists on the
\ statute books, there has not been an execution in decades.
The decline in the application of the death penalty
parallels a substantial decline in public support for capital
punishment. The most recent Gallup Poll, conducted in
1966, revealed that less than half of those interviewed
favored retaining the death penalty. In the last 3 years,
5 States either totally abolished capital punishment or
severely limited its use, thus bringing to 13 the number of
States which have effectively repealed capital punishment. Great Britain experimentally suspe11dcd the death
penalty for 5 years in 1965. The trend toward abolition
has not been uniform, however. Capital punishment was,
abolished in Delaware in 1958 but restored in 1961. And
in 1966 a constitutional amendment abolishing capital
punishment was rejected by the voters in Colorado. In
1965 the Canadian Parliament rejected a move to abolish
the death sentence.
It is impossible to say with certainty whether capital
punishment significantly reduces the incidence of heinous
crimes. The most complete study on the subject, based
on a comparison of homicide rates in capital and noncapital jurisdictions, concluded that there is no discernible
correlation between the availability of the death penalty
and the homicide rate. This study also revealed that
there was no significant difference between the two kinds
of States in the safety of policemen. Another study of
27 States indicated that the availability of the death
sentence had no effect on the rate of assaults and murder$
of prison guards.

Whatever views one may have on the efficacy of the
death penalty as a deterrent, it clearly has an undesirable
impact on the administration of criminal justice. Capital
cases take longer to litigate at the trial level ; the selection
of a jury often requires several days, and each objection
or point of law requires inordinate deliberation because
of the irreversible consequences of error. In addition,
the inherent sensationalism of a trial for life distorts the
factfinding process and increases the danger that public
sentiment will be aroused for the defendant, regardless
of his guilt of the crime charged. This distortion is not
restricted to the trial level. As Mr. Justice Jackson
noted: "When the penalty is death * * * [appellate]
judges are tempted to strain the evidence and even in
close cases, the law, in order to give a doubtfully condemned man another chance."
Furthermore, the imposition of a death sentence is but
the first stage of a protracted process of appeals, collateral
attacks, and petitions for executive clemency. At the
end of 1965 there were 331 prisoners awaiting execution
in the United States, and since then this number undoubtedly has increased. These prisoners then were
under sentence for an average of 30.8 months, and the
average time between imposition and execution was almost 4 years. The spectacle of men living on death row
for years while their lawyers pursue appellate and collateral remedies tarnishes our image of humane and
expeditious justice. But no one seriously proposes to
limit the right of a condemned man to have errors at
his trial corrected or to obtain the mercy of the executive.
Finally there is evidence that the imposition of the
death sentence and the exercise of dispensing power by
the courts and the executive follow discriminatory patterns. The death sentence is disproportionately imposed
and carried O''lt on the poor, the Negro, and the members
of unpopular groups.
SorlIe members of the Commission favor the abolition of
capital punishment, while other members favCJor its retention. Some would support its abolition if more adequate
safeguards against the release of dangerous offen.ders were
devised. All members of the Commission agree tha,t the
present situation in the administration of the death penalty in many States is intolerable for the reasons stated
above.
The Commission recommends:
The question whether capital punishment is an appropriate sanction is a policy decision to be made by each
State. Where it is retained, the types of offenses for
which it is available should be strictly limited, and the
law should be enforced in an eve~handed and nondiscriminatory manner, with procedures for review of death
sentences that are fair and expeditious. When a State
finds that it cannot administer the penalty in such a manner, or that the death penalty is being imposed but not
carried into effect, the penalty should be abandoned.

1
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SENTENCING PROCEDURES

Although the criminal trial on the issue of guilt is a
strictly formal procedure, the determination of what is to
be done with a convicted offender is often a rather informal one. A judge, when he sentences, needs facts
about the offender and his offense. Both will be absent
in those many instances when conviction has resulted
from a plea of guilty and the court lacks, or has inadequate facilities for preparing, presentence reports. The
judge then must rely on the necessarily incomplete and
biased oral statements of the prosecutor, defense counsel,
and defendant. Such statements may be supplemented
by a "rapsheet," a 1-page record of the offender's prior
crimhtal involvements.
In most felony courts presentence reports are prepared,
but they are of uneven quality and usefulness. One almost universal problem is that the probation officers who
prepare them have more work than they can effectively
do. They often have as many as 100 offenders on probation to supervise, besides preparing reports. Another
problem is that the pay, recruitment, and training standards. for probation officers are often low, and the officers
are not equipped to evaluate the information they receive
in the course of their investigations.
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Probation Officer interviews inmate
lor presentence report.

Most misdemeanor court:! do not require presentence
reports. In the case of the majority of misdemeanants
full field investigations by trained probation officers may (',
not be called for. However, some relevant information
should be provided to the sentencillg judge, perhaps no
more than is obtained by the use of the kind of short
form that was described in this chapter's discussion of
bail.
Many misdemeanor courts have no probation services
at all. In such courts a sentence of probation is in effect
an unconditional release, except that the offender can be
later jailed for his offense if a violation of his probation
comes to the attention of tile ~ourt as the result of his
being arrested on another ch.d.[·pe. This has led to the
paradoxical situation that a ornaller proportion of misdp.meanor offenders receive probation than do felony
offenders, who have committed more serious crimes.
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The Commission recommends:

All courts, felony and misdemeanor, should have probation services. Standards for the recruitment and training of probation officers should be set by the States, and
the funds necessary to implement this recommendation
should be provided by the States to those local courts
that cannot finance probation services for themselves.
All courts should require presentence reports for all
offenders, whether those reports result from full field
investigations by probation officers or, in the case of
minor offenders, from the use of short forms.
Fairness to the defendant requires that he be given a (
reasonable opportunity to present information to the court
and to contest the accuracy of important factual statements in the presentence report or other material presented to the court. Gossip often finds its way into presentence reports, and without disclosure there is often no
way of counteracting its effects. The issue ..... hether the
presentence report itself should be disclosed to the defendant and his counsel has been the subject of considera..
ble debate, and disclosure at the present time is generally
a matter of judicial discretion, although in five States disclosure is required by statute.
In many cases information clearly could be disclosed
without substantial likelihood of harm; yet there can be
circumstances in which the particularly confidential nature of the source of the information may preclude its disclosure, or in which disclosure of a statement would be
halmful to rehabilitation. Presentence reports sometimes
rely upon the records of social, welfare, and juvenile agencies that are required to keep their records confidential;
such agencies might stop providing information if disclosure were compelled. In other cases the person who provided certain information might be easily identified by the
offender and.~ if the information is unfavorable, that
person might be endangered. However, the experience
of the courts where disclosure is a matter of routine indicates that such problems can be solved by the proper
exercise of judicial discretion.

--

The Commission recommends:
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In the absence of compelling reasons for nondisclosure
of special information, the defendant and his counsel
should be permitted to examine the entire presentence
report.
Sentencing judges make important correctional decisions, but few have received training in correctional
theories and practices. One technique for acquainting
judges with correctional theory and with the programs
and facilities that are available to treat various kinds of
offenders is the judicial sentencing institute.
Judicial sentencing institutes are meetings of trial judges
at which they have an opportunity to discuss, frequ!'!ntly
with participation by correctional authorities, legal
scholars, and persons from other relevant disciplines, the
problems and standards for imposing sentence. A Federal program was founded with congressional authority
in 1959 at a time when concern with disparity of sentencing was intensified by changes in sentencing codes that
gave greater discretionary alternatives to judges. Over
the past 7 years 16 institutes have been conducted, and
the judges of all Federal circuits have had an opportunity
to participate in at least one. The progi''':.mS have varied
and have dealt with such subjects as disparity, the identification of dangerous offenders, and the use of presentence
reports. Often visits to correctional institutions are included during which judges become more familiar with
the programs and facilities offered. Some State institutes
") have followed the Federal pattern. In California institutes have studied b9th standards for commitment to correctional institutions and the policies of the adult correctional authority in regard to tenn setting and parole eligibility. In other States, such as New York, the subject of
sentencing is one of the items considered at a broader
annual judicial meeting.
The Commission recommends:
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Every State should organize amll finance regular judicial
institutes or conferences at which judges meet with
other judges and with correctional authorities to discuss
sentencing standards and learn about available correctional programs and facilities.
In 10 States sentences are fixed by juries rather than
by judges, Data indicate that this is a poor practice.
Jurors do not and cannot have the expertise to assess rationally the correctional needs of offenders; and juries,
because of their size and their position of being half in
and half out 'of the court systeln, are inappropriate recipients of sentencing information.
The extent of the failings of jury sentencing w,ci'e vividly revealed in a recent survey by the Atlanta Crime
Commission, which showed that in that cilly for some
o.fl'enses first offenders received more sev(!re sentences on
the average than hardened recidivists.

The Commission

re~'ommends:

Jury sentencing in noncapital cases should be abolished.
SENTENCING DISPARITY

That different judges sentence differently is, and always
has been, a major and justified complaint against the
courts, Mr, Justice Jackson, when he was Attorney
General of the 'f.;qited States, stated:
It is ob1liously repugnant to one's sense of justice that
the judgment meted out to an offender should depend in
large part on a purely fortuitous circumstance; namely,
the personality of the particular judge before whom the
case .happens to come lor disposition.

Several of the recommendations in this section of the
chapter would tend to reduce disparity. The enactment
'Of statutory criteria for sentencing, together with programs to educate judges in sentencing and correctional
methods, would enable them to sentence on the basis of
more uniform standards. Two devices, sentencing councils and appellate review of sentences, are particularly
designed to reduce disparity.
The sentencing council consists of several judges of a
multijudge court who meet periodically to discuss .sentences to be imposed in pending cases. Sentencing councils are in use on a regUlar basis in at least three U.S. district courts. Foremost among their advantages is the
opportunity they give for disctl§sion of sentencing attitudes. From such a discussion a consensus on sentencing
standards may emerge. The council provides occasion
also for full consideration of available sentencing alternatives. The ultimate responsibility for determining sentence rests with the judge to whom the case is assigned,
although the discussion and need to state reasons for a
sentence tend to restrain the imposition of unreasonably
severe or lenient sentences. The sentencing council in
the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan has produced changes from the sentencing judge's
initial recommendation in slightly over 40 percent of the
cases considered, and the number of cases in which sentences were made more severe was approximately equal
to the number in which they were reduced.
Appellate review of senten.tes affords the occasion for a
systematic and continuous examination of sentencing
policy by an appellate court. Authority for appellate review of legally imposed sentences has been expressly
granted by the legislatures of 12 States and by Congress
for the military courts. In addition, the appellate courts
of a few States have construed their laws to grant such
authority. However, in at least 31 States and the Federal
system sentencing power is vested solely with the trial
judge.
Appellate review would encourage the development of
unifOlm and considered sentencing policies within a jurisdiction. It leads both the trial court and the appellate
court to give sustained and explicit consideration to the
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to weigh the relative abilities.~f the candid~~es. Interest
in and experience with pohtlCs are ~uahtl~s thll;t may
contribute to a judge's effectiveness m settlmg disputes
and dealing with people who appear before the court.
But judicial appointments should be made on grounds
otller than partisanship, and sitting judge~ should be free
from political obligations. Indeed there IS reason t~ believe that the elective method discourage;; the candidacy
of good potential judges. ~nd sometim'e~ subjects those
who do run to undue pohtIcal pressures m the performance of their office.
. .
In general, the Commission favors the appom~ve
The Commission recommends:
method for the selection of judges over the elective
Procedures for avoiding and correcting excessiv.e, inade- method, although it recognizes that in some special si~ua
quate, or disparate sentences should be deVised and tions the elective method presents advantages, espeCially
in diverse urban communities where the election of judges
instituted.
may insure that all groups in the con:~unity ~re represented in the judiciary. The C~mmlsslon behe,:es that
OFFICERS OF JUSTICE
far more important; than the chOIce between electIve and
appointive system:t, however, is the existence in the .selecJUDGES
tion system of an effective p~oc~~ure for the scr.eenmg ~
The quality of the judiciary in large measur~ det~rmines potential candidates for the Judlclary on the basiS of their
the quality of justice. It is the judge who ~fles dl~pute~ personal and professional qualifications for office. The
cases and who supervises and reviews negotiated dispOSI- group that performs tllis screening function should be
tions. Through sentencing the judge determine~ the established by law, should be directly responsible to the
treatment given to an offender. Through the exe~clse ~f appointbg authority, and should be caref,!lly selec~ed to
his administrative power over his court he determmes Its insure that its membership is representative and IS not
efficiency, fairness, and effectiveness. No procedural or drawn from an unduly narrow segment of the bar or the
administrative reforms will help the courts, and no re- community.
.
organizational plan will avail unless judges have the highThe Commillsion believes that the best selection system
est qualifications, are fully trained and competent, and for judges is a merit selection plan generally of the type
have high standards of performance.
used successfully in Missouri for so~e 25 years, an~ l~ng
supported in principle by the Amer~can Bar Asso~latlo~
Selection of Judges. Methods for the selection of and the American Judicature Society. The. ~lSS0~fl
judges vary from jurisdiction to jur~sdiction, and some type plan is now in use with a number, of varlatl~ns ~n
States use different methods of selection for upper court some 10 States. Its basic approach is also embodied m
judges than for lower court judges. In 11 St~tes judg~s the procedures used by the may?r of the city o~ Ne,,:
are appointed either by the Governor or the legislature; In York to appoint criminal court Judges. The Mlssoufl
some of these States they are first appointed and then must plan is characterized by four elements:
run for election on their records; in 15 States they are
1. The nomination of a panel of judicial candielected without partY' labels, and in 19 States they are
dates
by a nonpartisan commission composed of conelected on a partisan, basis. In a number of States there
scientious,
qualified laymen and lawyers..
.
is a professional or nonpartisan screening proces~ that de2.
The
requirement
that
the
~xecutlve appOInt
velops an identified group of professionally quahfied perjudges only from the panel submltted by the comsons from which all nominations or appointments are
mission.
made or Mat reviews proposed nominations or appoint3. The review of the appointment ~y ~e vot;rs
men~ for professional competence. Sometimes this procafter
a short probationary term of servIce m which
ess is required by State constitution or statute; sometimes
the only qlllestion is whether the judge's record warit is informal. Sometimes it is employed for all judges,
rants his l'e:tention in office.
sometimes only for certain kinds of judges. It is em4. Periodic review of the appointment at the end
ployed least often in the States in which judges are elected
of each term of offic!: by the voters in which the onl;y
in partisan contests.
question is whether the judge's record warrants hlS
The elective process, particularly if judges are elected
continued retention in office.
as candidates of political parties, has not proven an effecAnother way to remove judges from un~ue politi~l
tive system for choosing persons to fill an offi~e ~s. reinfluence
and. to increase their independence IS t~ prOVide
moved from daily political pressures as the JudiCiary
lengthy
tenure.
Yet in a number of States th~ Judges of
should be. Selection of candidates tends to be dictat.ed to
an e'f,cessive degree by party considerations and other fac- major criminal trial courts must seek reelection as fretors unrelated to the candidates' qualifications for office, quently as every 4 years. Federal judges hold offi~e for
and the electoral process gives the voters little opportunity life during good behavior, and in many States they Sit to a

fixed retirement age, or for a term of from 10 to 14 years.
Under both of these approaches gilving long tenure, generally high judicial standards haVe! been maintained. It
is important that there be liberal plrovisions for tpe dignified retirement of judges at a fixed age to ensure the continuing capacity of the judiciary. MallY States and the
Federal Government have authoriz(~d the continued service of vigorous retired judges, enabli:ng the full use of their
experience while making room fOf' the appointment of
younger judges.

justification for p:articular sen~ences. I~ provi?es a workable means of correcting unjust and lll-considered sentences, particularly those !n which .the puni~hment imposed is grossly inapproprlate. While there IS room for
difference of opinion as to whether the appellate court
should have authl:>rity to increase as well as decrease sentences appealed by the def?ndant, the Com~ission favors
such authority. A comffilttee of the Ame~lcan Bar Association special project has proposed detailed standards
for appellate review procedures.

The Commission recommends:

Judicial tenure in major trial courts Ishould be for a term
of 10 years or more, with appropriate provisions to facilitate retirement of judges at a predetermined age.

..

Seminar of National College of State Trial Judges

Control and Supervision. Long tenure for judges makes
the maintenance of high standards of judicial performance crucial. It requires that there be administrative
methods of dealing speedily and appropriately with judicial incompetence or misbehavior. In most States the
only available methods are impeachment or recall, which
are both cumbersome and far too severe to be invoked in
most cases. A particular problem is excusing physically
or mentally incapacitated judges from their duties without publicly humiliating them. Recently California and
Texas, among other States, have set up within the judicial
department commissions charged with examining judicial
conduct and taking necessary action. These commissions
rely heavily upon informal conferences and discussions
calculated to appeal to an individual judge's sense of
status and his self-motivation. In California over a 4-year
period this comm.ission has removed 26 judges and has
been instrumental in the retirement or resignation of a
, number more, yet only one recommendation for removal
was contested in the State supreme court. The Subcommittee on Improvements in Judicial Machinery of
the Senate Judiciary Committee has held hearings on
proposals to create similar machinery in the Federal system, as well as to improve procedures for tilt) compulsory
retirement of physically or mentally disabled judges. In
New York a Court on the Judiciary has been established
to hear complaints of judicial misconduct.
The Commission recommends:

States should establish commissions on judicial conduct
taking the approach used in California and Texas.
States should review their statutes governing the retirement of physically or mentally incapacitated judges to
insure that the judiciary can require the retirement with
dignity of judges unable to bear the burdens of office.
l'ROSECUTORS
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Judicial Education. Courts, particul.arly the courts that
try felonies, are typically both civil and criminal, and
the judges in them preside over both civil and criminal
cases. Naturally many judges are civil, not criminal,
lawyers.
A recent survey showed that only iabout one-half of
newly selected judges have any prior (:ourtroom experience and that few of them have any background in
criminal cases. Such judges need guidallce in the conduct
of trials; yet they seldom have opportunities to watch
experienced judges at work and to learn from their performance. Such judges also need guidance in the substantive criminal law, in corrections and sentencing, and
in administration and management.
In some States judicial conference!!, seminars, and
institutes have been used successfully to train sitting
judges. National programs, such as those sponsored by
the National College of State Trial Judges established by
the American Bar Association, and the Institute for Judicial Administration have been made available f.or newly
appointed judges. The Commission Ul'ges expansion of
programs for the training of judges, investment of more
effort in curriculum development, and experimentation
with procedures making participation in continuing programs mandatory.
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Judicial careers tend to be long. Available data indicate that they average over 25 years. For a careE:r of such
length a period of apprenticeship or preservice training
appears appropriate. The Judicial Conferenc(~ of the
United States directs its training programs particularly at
newly appointed judges, as does the National College of
State Trial Judges. After election or appointment judges
might well be required to spend their first months in fulltime formal training programs and in sitting with experienced judges.
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The prosecutor's discretion to decide what charge to
bring against, and what disposition to recommend for, an
offender is indicative of his crucial position in the law
enforcement system. The prosecutor is particularly
able to influence police operations. He affects the development of legal rules by his arguments in court. He
can help bring about needed reform by pressing for
changes in bail practices, for example, or in procedlm~s
for the appointment of counsel. Except for the judge h\~
.is the most influential court official.
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Prosecutor sums up.

Yet many prosecutors in this country are part-time
officers. They generally are elected or selected on a
partisan political basis and serve for relatively short terms.
In many places the office traditionally has been a steppings tone to higher political office or the bench. Prosecutors in most places are so poorly paid that they must,
and are expected to, engage in private law practice. This
creates inevitable conflicts between the demands of the
office and of private practice. It can lead to undesirable
potential conflicts of interest in dealings with other attorneys, judges, and members of the community. As the
participation of defense counsel in criminal cases grows,
the need to improve the quality of the prosecution becomes increasingly urgent.
The Commission recommends:

Localities should revise salary structures so that district
attorneys and assistants devote full time to their office
without outside practice. The effort should be to raise
the quality of the office so that highly talented lawyers
will seek it. In smaller jurisdictions, where the case·
load does not just:fy a full·time criminal prosecutor,
consideration should be given to use of prosecutors rep·
resenting larger districts, in place of county or town
attorneys. Assistants should be hired on a nonpartisan
basis.
There are real advantages in the politically oriented
selection and noncareer tenure of prosecutors. They ensure that the office will be responsive to the dominant
law enforcement views of the community. The elective
process provides the prosecutor with an independent political base. But these same factors can interfere with the
full development of the prosecutor as more than a vigorous courtroom advocate for the State. Political considerations make some prosecutors overly sensitive to what is
safe, expedient, and in conformity with law enforcement
views that are popular, rather than carefully thought out.

1

In some places, including some of our largest cities, unusuallv able district attorneys have surmounted this pattern a'nd have developed highly professional career offices, manned by attorneys of long experience and broad
outlook, in which careful attention is given to the development of sound prosecutive policies. These examples
show that the elective system can provide competent, professional prosecutors if those who control the process of
selection strive for these qualities.
The training of a prosecutor is generally limited to
his legal education and whatever courtroom experience
he has had. While this may meet the need for the courtroom and trial aspects of the job, it dOGS not necessarily
prepare the man for his administrative and law enforcement functions. Many young assistant district attorneys
are appointed without specialized knowledge of the criminal law or experience in court or in the investigative
and discretionary parts of their work. The U.S. Department of Justice and the National District Attorneys As ..
sociation recently have started programs to train prosecutors. Both preservice and continuing education arC
needed, and it will require a concerted effort by the States
and localities to ensure the broadest possible participation
in them.
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The Commission recommends:

The Federal Government, States, and district attorneys'
offices, with assistance from law schools and professional
organizations, should develop curricula and programs
for the preservice and inservice training of prosecutors
and should require the broadest possible participation
in such programs by prosecutors.
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STATE COORDINATION

The office of prosecutor traditionally has been a local
position. Prosecutors are elected on county, city, or district lines and in most places are effectively independent
of all State and local officials. Closer communication
among prosecutors' offices and greater involvement by
the State government in their operations would help
to raise the general level of operation toward that of the
most efficient and successful offices. It would lead to
more uniform policies within the State concerning both
law enforcement and procedure. Personnel training,
standards on the selection, tenure, compensation, and
outside practice of assistants could be the subjects of
statewide policies, and State assistance could more easily
be made available to implement these policieil.
Small local offices are unable to maintain on a con·
tinuing basis specialized manpower and technical facilities
or special investigatory personnel. A. State-level office
could make available a pool of manpower to provide trial
counsel to local offices during unusual or peak periods
of activity or for unusually difficult cases. Greater Statelev~l coordination would foster the exchange of intelligenceJ information and provide a clearinghouse for files,
records, statistics, and other data. Such an office could
also become a statewide center for research in pr.oblems

The Commission recommends:
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of criminal law administratiok., either through its own
staff or through links with State universities or law
schools. A State office could develop a State plan for improved law enforcement and be a channel for Federal
assistance to State criminal justice.
The concept of creating greater State government responsibility for local law enforcement, particularly prosecutors, is not a new one. The Wickersham Commission
called for increased authority in the State attorney general,
and in the 35 years since that recommendation some steps
in this direction have been taken in a few States, notably
California and Alaska.
In 1952 the American Bar Association and the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws proposed a Model State Department of Justice Act
designed to clarify and strengthen the role of the State
attorney general, to encourage cooperation among law
enforcement officers and to provide general supervision
over prosecution within the State. The prevailing pattern, however, is that while most State attorneys general
do possess some formal authority to coordinate local law
enforcement activity, in most States this authority is not
c.xercised, and even in those States where some coordination is attempted much more should be done.
Progress toward a more coherent law enforcement
organh:ation is beset by difficulties, but the need to move
in this direction is compelling. County prosecutorial
lines that made little sense in the 1930's often make no
sense today. The growth of our enormous urban complexes transcending even county lines, the rapid mobility
of the modern day criminal and the increased incidence
of organized criminal activity make the need for coordination of prosecutorial efforts greater today than it was
30 years ago.

)

States should strengthen the coordination of local prose.
cution by enhancing the authority of the State attorney
general or some other appropriafe statewide officer and
by establishing a State council of prosecutors comprising
all local prosecutors under the leadership of the attorney
general.
The attorney general is the appropriate officer to as.
sume responsibility in OIganizing the council, which
could simply be a group which meets periodically to exchange views, although it would be preferable if it eQuId
grow to have a real policymaking function.
Creation of such a council would insure participation
of local prosecutors in the State programs. Since the
district attorneys are independently elected officials it
would be desirable if the decisions affecting the exercise
of their office were the result of collegial discussions of
local prosecutors in which all participate. The council
could also have the advantage of allaying the fears of
local prosecutors that thei!r authority is being subverted
by a central, powf'rful State officer. Cooperation and
implementation become less formidable problems when

decisions represent the consensus of those who must carry
them out at the operating level. Most important, use
of the council in setting statewide standards would insure their relevance to local operating conditions. The
policies set by the State officer are likely to have greater
pertinence and impact on local practice if developed with
the participation of a group of seasoned practitioners.
It'might be the function of the attorney general's
office to bring continuity of effort that a sporadically
meeting council cannot and to provide a research staff
to suggest areas in which statewide standards, programs
and policies are needed.
DEFENSE COUNSEL

A man standing alone cannot defend himself adequately against a criminal charge. As observed many
years ago by Mr. Justice Sutherland:
The right to be heard would be, in many cases, of little
avail if it did not comprehend the right to be heard by
counsel. Even the intelligent and educated layman has
small and sometimes no skill in the science of law. If
charged .with crime, he is incapable, generally, of determining for himself whether the indictment is good or bad.
He is unfamiliar with the rules of evidence. Left without
the aid of counsel he may be put on trial without a proper
charge, and convicted upon incompetent evidence, or
evidence irrelevant to the issue or otherwise inadmissible.
He lacks both the skill and knowledge adequately to prepare his defense, even though he have a perfect one. He
requires the guiding hand of counsel at every step in the
proceedings against him. Without it, though he be not
guilty, he faces the danger of conviction because he does
not know how to establish his innocence. Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45,69 (1932).

This long-recognized principle is being increasingly incorporated into everyday practice. Under recent landmark decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, particularly
Gideon v. Wainright, all felony defendants now must be
afforded counsel at trial and on appeal. Most communities have begun to provide this assistance. Under the recent decision in Miranda v. Arizona, counsel must be
made available to arrested persons held in custody if the
results of police questioning are to be admissible in court.
Several States, including some of the most populous, have
enacted statutes providing for counsel to be appointed and
compensated in misdemeanor, habeas corpus, and juvenile
cases. Existing programs to provide counsel through defender offices, coordinated assignment plans and neighborhood legal services are showing how the need for counsel can best be met and doubtless will lead to more and
expanded programs throughout the country. Defendants
are becoming more aware of the importance of counsel
and quicker to demand that they be given this assistance
when they are unable to secure it for themselves. The
recommendations earlier in this chapter regarding pn~
charge conference, plea negotiation and early factfinding
will, if implemented, increase the number of lawyers
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needed. Nor does the need fol' a lawyer tenninate after
sentence, for the appellate process and the collateral proceedings that may follow it are uniquely the province of
the law-trained man, able to deal with technical legal
issues with an advocate's specia'J skill.
The provision of counsel entails costs beyond the expense of paying for their services. Counsel can be expected to require that the court deal deliberatively with
his client i in many respects lawyers complicate the process.
A court that has been adjudging men guilty and fixing
their punishments in a matter of a few minutes is unlikely
to be able to continue to do so when the accused persons
before it are represented by lawyers. Defense counsel will
demand compliance with the rules of evidence and make
motions for discovery and suppression of evidence.
Sometimes they will seek delay for tactical advantages,
cast doubt on a truthful witnesR, or challenge legitimate
proof.
However, the Commission believes that the burdens
counsel may impose upon the system are burdens that too
long have been avoided and must be borne if there is to be
an effective adversary system. The role of the defense
counsel, serving as a prod, vigorously challenging existing practice, is an important benefit to the operation of
the administration of ju.stice. While in many cases the
presence of a lawyer will be a factor contributing to delay,
in some cases defense counsel will press the courts to early
consideration of matters that eventually have to be considered, and in some instances early consideration may
result in foreshortened proceedings. The costs of counsel can be minimized by finner controls on delay and by
simplified procedures i they probably cannot be eliminated.
However, they are clearly worth paying.
The Commission recommends:

The objective to be md as quickly as possible is to provide counsel to every criminal defendant who faces a
significant penalty, if he cannot afford to provide counsel himself. This should apply to cases classified as misdemeanors as well as to those classified as felonies.
Counsel should be provided early in the proceedings and
certainly no later than the first judicial appearance.
The services of counsel should be available after conviction through appeal, and in collateral attack proceedings when the issues are not frivolous. The immediate
minimum, until it becomes possible to provide the foregoing, is that all criminal defendants who are in danger
of substantial loss of liberty shall be provided with
counsel.
The criminal trial process is not the only one in which
a person may be deprived of his liberty. The revocation
of probation and parole presents an equal threat, and
though the legal issues in such proceedings are seldom
complicated, the factual issues may be. The special proceedings in the juvenile court are discussed in chapter 3
of this report. A child facing confinement in a penal institution, or other coercive treatment, is even less able to
represent himself than an adult.

Use of defenders encourages specialized knowledge, while
assigned counsel systems can help to broaden the participation and interest of the bar in criminal law and the
operation of the courts. The National Defender Project of the National Legal Aid and Defender Association
has gained substantial experience in helping' communities weigh the local factors that may favor one approach
01' the other.
The Commission recognizes the usefulness
of either approach.

(

The Commission recommends:

All jurisdictions that have not already done so should
move from random assignment of defense counsel by
judges to a coordinated assigned counsel system or a
defender system.

The Commission recommends:

Legal assistance should be provided in parole and probation revocation proceedings, in juvenile delinquency proceedings if there is a possibility of coercive disposition
and in all legal processes that threaten the respondent
with a substantial loss of liberty.
Methods of Providing Counsel. Two basic methods
are uscd to provide defense counsel to the indigent in this
country. In systems for assigned counsel an individual attorney is selected by the court to represent a particular
defendant. Under a defender system all defendants requiring counsel are represented either by a public official,
usually known as the Public Defender, or by a private
agency such as a legal aid society. The majority of jurisdictions use an assigned counsel approach, although many
urban courts with heavy caseloads have instituted defender systems. A number of considerations may favor
one or the other of these systems, and in many places there
is a successful combination of the two.
There are clear disadvantages to reliance on the most
common assignment system: the appointment of counsel
by the judge from among lawyers he happens to know or
who happen to be in the courtroom. This leads to an
unfair allocation of cases and sometimes, when assigned
counsel receive compensation from the state, it is seriously
abused. Assignment does not have to take this fm,'m,
however. Under coordinated assigned counsel systems
counsel are selected by an agency using a systematic approach to insure the even and broad use of all available
competent counsel. The Houston Legal Foundation
sponsors a coordinated assigned counsel system that calls
upon all attorneys in the county. They are assigned by
means of a complex computer system to the jobs for
which they ace best suited: trial counsel, assisting counsel,
or appellate counsel. The assignment of counsel can be
coordinated with a program to train lawyers, to increase
their skills, and to provide them with specialized investigative or referral assistance.
Where there is a high volume of cases, a defender's office
may produce significant savings in cost and efficiency,
while in rural areas an assigned counsel, part-time defender, or regional defender may be more appropriate.

The costs of providing these services are already high
and will become much higher. In all but a few States
some provision exists for compensating assigned defense
counsel, but in most places heavy reliance is still placed
on the donated services of lawyers. Lawyers have traditionally perfom1ed these services as an obligation of
thch' profession. The Commission hopes they will continue to: but it does not believe that donated servi.ces alone
can provide a sound basis for a counsel system. Present
State and local government appropriations for counsel
now are less than $20 million annually, more than half of
which is provided by three States. A moderate estimate
of what counsel services may soon cost nationwide might
well run in excess of $100 million a year.
The Commission recommends:

ices resembling those available to a modern and wellequipped probation office. Referral services for medical,
educational, or vocational assistance increase the potential for diagnosis and planning for the needs of the accused. Sooial investigation, diagnosis, and planning call
for the efforts of persons from many disciplines, of which
the law is but one. There is a need to expand available
legal manpower, and at the same time to bring other talents into the effort.
Legal ManjJowe1'. Clearly the most vexing question
in connection with,increased provision of defense counsel
is: Where will all the lawyers come from? It would be
foolish to pretend that they will come, in sufficient numbers, from anywhere for many years. The shortage of
criminal lawyers, which is already severe, is likely to become more acute in the immediate future. Some of the
reasons for this shol'tagecan be found in the very nature
of criminal law practice, with its generaJly meagre economic rewards and limited security. Most criminal defendants can pay only a small fee, if any, and only the organized 01' professional criminal can provide the steady
business of a prosperous civil clientele. Counsel for the
defense must expect to lose more cases than he wins, not
for any reason related to his legal capabilities but because,
as a matter of statistics, most defendants whose cases are
not dropped early in the process are in fact found guilty.
Men with enough dedication and self-assurance to accept
repeated defeats without coming to doubt the value of
their efforts are no easier to find in the bar than anywhere
else.
Public Defender interviews client.

Each State should finance assigned counsel and defender
systems on a regular and statewide basis.
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An Expanded Role for Counsel. It seems likely that
as counsel becomes more involved in criminal cases on a
regular basis, he will be called upon to do more things.
It has been noted that the criminal charge frequently is
but one of the difficulties that confront persons charged
under the criminal law. Lawyers participating in pl'Ograms to counsel prisoners have discovered that many of
those consulting them are more ,nterested in and more in
need of help with their civil law difficulties than they are
with theil' criminal cases. Frequently they confront a
whole complex of problems involving employment, housing, consumer credit, and family status. Projects in the
District of Columbia have demonstrated the useful role
defense counsel can play, when supported with adequate
facilities, in the development of a program for the reintegration of the offender into a law-abiding community.
When planned by the defense, such a program can begin
before conviction and be part of the defendant's own response to the case, rather than a regimen imposed on him
as a form of punishment. Many of these functions could
be performed by people who are not lawyers. Defense
counsel needs ready access to a number of auxiliary serv-
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AU but the most eminent crir.ninallawyers are bound to
spend much of their working lives in overcrowded, physicany unpleasant courts, dealing with people who have
committed questionable acts, and attempting to put the
best possible construction on those acts. It is not the sort
of working environment that most people choose. Finally,
the professional status of the criminal lawyer tends to be
low. To some extent the criminal lawyer is identified unjUstifiably in the pu.blic eye with the client he represents.
Indeed some criminal lawyers are in fact house counsel
for criminal groups engaged in gambling, prostitution,
and narcotics. The reprehensible conduct of the few
sometimes leads the public to see honest, competent prac~
titioners as "mouthpieces" also. Furthermore, in nearly
every large city a private defense bar of low lcgal and
dubious ethical quality can be found. Few in number,
these lawyers typically carry large caseloads and in many
cities dominate the practice in routine cases. They frequent courthouse conidors, bondsmen's offices, and police
stations for clients, and rely not on legal knowledge but
on their capacity to manipulate the system. Their low
repute often accurately reflects the quality of the services
they render. This public image of the criminal lawyer is
a serious obstacle to the attraction of able young lawyers,
and reputable and seasoned practitioners as well, to the
criminal law.
Undcr these circumstances it is tempting to put aside
the problem of recruiting more and better criminal lawyers as an insoluble one. That, in effect, is what society
has done for many years. Now it is no longer possible to
do so. The movement to provide every defendant with
counsel is powerful and irreversible. Furthermore, the
very strength and inexorability of this movement contribute importantly to solving the manpower problem,
As more defender systems arc set up, more interesting' jobs
will be open to young men who would like to practice the
criminal law as either a prelude to a career in other legal
specialties or as a career in itself. Such jobs will not carry
with them the "mouthpiece" stigma. As more coordinated assif!ned counsel systems are set up, more lawyers
fr,om otheir specialties will gain experience in the criminal
law.
The Office of Economic Opportunity's program of
neaghborhood legal assistance has been valuable. A defender system like Minnesota's, which pays county defenders on a part-time basis to defend indigent clients,
and a.Bows them to represent paying clients as well, promises to be an effective way of attracting able lawyers to
the criminal law.
The law schools, too, in recent years have strengthened
their criminal law faculties and curricula, and have introduced undergraduate and graduate programs for involving students ih criminal practice. About one-half of
the Jaw schools have developed clinical programs in which
law students work for legal aid and defender agencies
under the supervision of faculty and agency lawyers. In
some of these programs the student's experience is drawn
upon in the classroom study of criminal procedure. In at

L

least nine States, third-year law students are pennitted by
law to represent indigent defendants charged with mis- ~
demeanors at trial. This provides an opportunity for law
schools in those States to give their students invaluable ",' (:
training under proper supervision while at the same time
improving the quality of representation previously available in those courts and relieving the manpower shortage. Similar programs for the use of law students in the
prosecution of cases in the lower courts of Massachusetts
are now being instituted by Harvard and Boston University law schools.
(:
A summer internship program in Wisconsin provides a
sr,~all number of law students with int«;nsive working experience in penitentiaries, with parole and probation
supervisors, and with metropolitan police departments.
The legal problems they encounter are evaluated during
a third-year criminal law seminar. Three graduate internship prO~l'ams, leading to master's degrees, are used to
train lawyers. Two of them concentrate on defenders and
trial attorneys and the third on training police legal advisers. They are aimed at producing a group of specialists. The Commission heartily commends such programs
and urges that law schools that have not yet adopted them
do so.
(,
Criminal law training for all members of the bal' is
particularly importa.nt because of the large number of
lawyers who are called from their noncriminal practices
to serve as appointtld counsel. A national manual for
def'llnse attorneys, which is to be annotated for use in each
State, is being prepared by the Joint Committee on Continuing Legal Education, the American College of Trial
Lawyers, and the National Legal Aid and Defender Association. In some States brief training programs in
criminal practice have been developed by local 01' State
bar aS50ciations; this example might well be followed
elsewhere. Another activity the organized bar could
undertake with profit is to develop and promulgate standards of competence in the criminal law and of the ethics
'Of criminal practice. The Commission urges that programs such as these, which have already bet'ln devised and
are beginning to be put into effect, be greatly accelerated.
While the many existing programs represent important
progress, the Commission docs not believe either that they
are sufficient or that they even approach all that can and
must be done to provide the enormously expanded pool '0£
criminal lawyers required to meet the country's needs.
To begin with, the financial incentives must be made
much greater. Defenders are usually paid less than prosecutors, and many prosecutors are badly paid. 1n one of
the most prestigious district attorney's offices in the country, New York County's, it takes an assistant 5 years
to reach the salary he could rea'4h after a year or so with
a successful law firm. This kind of financial sacrifice i~
too much to ask of a talented young man with a family
to support and no private means. Prosecutors' salaries
should be raised, and defenders' salaries should be as high If
as prosecutors'.
\
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The Commission beiieves that law firms and leaders of
th; ~ar have a crucial role to pl~y in meeting the need for
c]tlrnmal lawyers. At present, many able and energetic
l:aw school graduates who would othenvise be interested
lare deterred from going into criminal work because they
are concerned that, unless they get on the "ladder" in a
sllccessful civil practice firm early, they will not be hired
by lIuch firms or their progress in the finns will be impeded. Both because the bar aa a whole has a professional
obligation to strengthen criminal practice and because
young men with breadth of e1!perience can contribute
greatly to the work of any firm, the Commission believes
law firms should not discourage:; prospective associates
from a 2- to 5-year stint of defense or prosecution work
and should be willing to grant leaves of absence to those
of.its. young la:wyCl's who would like to spend a period in
crlmmal Fl'acbce and then return. In addition (\t course
it is essential that law firms make lawyers a~aiIable t~
handle assigned cases, or to assist a defender's office.
It seems appropriate that criminal defense work should
attract a high proportion of young lawyers. Even with
~ubst~ntiall~ gre~~er governmental support, compensation
In thiS area IS unlikely to be competitive with other kinds
of practice, although the e~ perience in understanding the
proble~s of our.society, in negotiation, and in tryi1.1g cases
makes It attractive and valuable for young lawfers. The
Commission does not believe that only lawyers with
many years of criminal practice can handle important
cases. The infusion of yo\mg lawyers; likely t~ make
greater demands on the slistem, has already been shown
tn have had a healthy effect on the system's operations.
And having in the successful law firms lIalumni" of criminal practice will help to give the leaders of the bar .11
greater sense of stake in the continuing improvement of
criminal administration.
To make the best use of those lawyers who are available
for defense work, it is obviously desirable to seek to use
persons who are not members of the bar for many of the
tasks involved in defense work. This would include factual investigation and exploring such alternative forms of
treatment as may be available in lieu of the defendant's
running the full course of the criminal system. Residents
of the poor neighborhoods, knowledgeable abou~ the
problems that are part of the background of particular
criminal cases, and about the people connected with
those cases, are a promising source of manpower for such
jobs. A number of the Neighborhood Legal Services
offices financed by the Office of Economic Opportunity
are experimenting with the use of such personnel.
The Commission does not believe that the:se suggestions
ueady exhaust the possibilities. It docs believe that there
is sufficient: imagination and freedom of action in the
American bar to devise ways, orthodox or unorthodox, for
meeting the critical need for manpower in this field.
Indeed, the country's estimate of the capabilit>, and responsibility of the bar may well be influenced by how well
it perfcrms this task.
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COURT SCHEDULING, MANAGEMENT
AND ORGANIZATION
From the beginning of the criminal process to its end,
from police work to correctional work, there is a tension
between efficiency-protecting the community from
crime-and fairness-protecting the rights of individuals.
If these opposing pulls are not kept in balance, the ptocess
tends to become either excessively arbitrary, perfunctory,
and hasty or excessively deliberate, cumbersome, and
dilatory. Every year both pressures are becoming
stronger, and the effect of this on the courts is especially
'conspicuous. The volume of criminal cases is growing,
and so cases have to be pUf,~led through crowded courts.
Decisions requiring inten'cntion of defense counsel at
early stages of the process are becoming more rigorous,
and so the deliberation with which cases must be considered is becoming greater.
The Commission is well aware that the preponderant,
though not the entire, stress of the r!~cQmmendatiQns it h~
made for greater participation by counsel, for more careful procedures, and for fuller illfonnation relating to precharge decisions and plea negotiations is in a direction
t.hat will !llow the pro.:ess down. A chief purpose of this
section is to discuss ways in which the countervailing pull
can be strengthened, in which the process can be kept
moving in the f&..::e of rising volume.

That all too often now it does not move is dear. There
are courts in which the normal lapse of time between a
preliminary hearing and action 'by a .grand. jury .is 3
months, and in which penic'~11 charged wlth senous cnmes
normally await trial for over a year. Such co~rts make a
mockery of bail decisions. It is clearly unfair to a defendant to jail him for months without trial; it is cl~arly
unfair to the community for a defendant charged wlth a
serious crime to be at large for months without, trial.
Important cases are lost in such courts by attrition. Delay for the sake of delay is often in the interest of a defendant who is guilty and free on bail. If his counsel is allowed to procrastinate by making untenable motions and
demanding repeated continuances, the process can be
worn down to a point at which witnesses become forgetful
or elusive, and 'he prosecutor may become so anxious
to dispose of the c~~e that he dismisses th~ charge
or reduces it excessively in return for a plea of guilty.
Such delay undennines the law's deterrent efl'ect by demonstrating that justice is not swift and cen-a.:,,D but slow
and faltering.
In general, the clourts in which these condit1.ons exist are
the overcrowded urban courts. Traditionaily, the management of a court's calendar-the schedule of what
cases are to be heard on a given day-is in the hands <:if
the judge. In a court with a small caseloacl a judge has
little difficulty in keeping track of every case and every
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defendant. He can remember what motions he has heard
and how he ruled on them, how many continuances he
has granted and for what reasons, which defendants are
in jail and which are not. He can resist the pressure to
delay that is brought to bear on him by ddense counsel
for tactical reasons, or by a prosecutor who has been slow
to assemble his case. With no mDr~ than a sketchy set
of records he can manage his calendar.- fairly and efficiently. In a badly congested court a judge, however
elaborate and faithfully kept his rl~cords are and however fair and efficient he is, oft{;n cannot manage his
calendar. And dividing courts into "parts"-an arraignment part, a motions part, a number of trial parts-may
increase the efficiency of individual judges by confining
them to one judicial function at a time, but does not necessarily move cases through the process more promptly.
Involving several judges in a case can make the case
harder to keep track of. In order for crowded courts to
manage their calendars well, they must confonn to
agreed-upon standards of perfonnance, use up-to-date
administrative and technological techniqueg, and b~ sub=
ject to central supervision.
A MODEL TIMETABLE

(,

A rigid advance schedule for the processing of a case
is patently unfeasible. There ~!re too many variables.

Sometimes motions to suppress require that the legality
of an arrest be examined at length; an elaborate search
for evidence is justified; lawyer!! have conflicting engagements; witnesses fail to appear; a trial must be put
off because another trial has been unexpectedly prolonged
and there is no judge or courtroom.
Making allowance for needed flexibility, however, it
ils possible to establish standards that emphasize the
court's ability to deal efficiently with its business, that
distinguish between needless and necessary delay, and
that provide a reference for court management.
In the report of the Commission's administration of
justice task force, a model timetable is set forth in detail.
It is shown in graphic form below and it is not intended,
of course, to eliminate any traditional procedures from
the process. It is not intended to suggest that every case
is the same as every other case or to remove from judges,
prosecutors, or d~fense counsel any of the discref!on it is
necessary for them to have. The Commission believes it is
a fair and reasonable set of guidelines against which
courts can measure their present performance. It proposes mW! ;,'num intervals between specific steps in the
process, fol' example, that the preliminary hearing follow
the initial appearance by not more than 3 days for jailed
defendants and 7 days for released defendants. It proposes that the p':!riod from arrest to trial of felony cases be
not more than 4 months and that the period from trial to

Preplrilion for Trill

Model Timetable for Felony Cases
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Arrest to First Judicial Appearance.

Many States and the
Federal courts require appearance "without unnecessary delay."
Depending 011 the circllmstances, a few hours-or less-may be
regarded as "unnecessary delay." Compliance with this stand~rd may require extension of court operating hours and the
continual availability of a magistrate.

First Judicial Appearance to Arraignment.

Standards here are
complicated because: (a) a shorter period is aPPfopri!Jte for de-
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fendants in jail than for those released; (b) pr$liminar3' hearings
are waived in many cases and the formality and usefulness of
the hearing varies; (c) formal charge in some cases is by grand
jury indictment, while in others by prosecutvr's informationusually the right to indictment c,an be waivlld by the defendant;
and (d) in many jurisdictions proceedings through prelimjnary
hearing in felony cases are in one court while grand jury charge
and subsequent proceedings are in another. While in all cases

these steps should take no more than 17 days, in most cases it
sliould be possible to accomplish them in substaTltially less -iime.

Arraignment to Trial.

(1:
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Many 01 the increasing nllmber of motions require the judge to hear and decide factual issues. Discovery orders may require time for the aS$lrmbling and screening
01 documents. The rec,:mmended standard wOllld allow slightly
more than 5 weeks lor th~se steps and would allow a totill 01 9
weeks betwetll arraigllmellt and tn·al. Where complicated mo-

tions arc not involved, the period belore trial should be shortened.

Trial to Sentence.

During this perioci
gation should be compleoled.

II

presentence investi-

Sentence to Appellate Review.

This standard is based on the
time periods 01 the proposed Unilorm Rules of Federal Appellate
Procedure_ Many jurisdictions lVould have to change existing
records to meet
praclices concerning printing and preparation
tllis standard.
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appellate decision be within 5 months-that, in short, the
entire process take no more than 9 months. In chapter
11 of this report an experimental computer simulation of
the workload of an existing court is described. This
effort indicates the feasibility of the time standards described in the model timetable and shows the usefulness
of this approach as part of an analysis of court operations.
Court administrators should collect regularly reported
information on the time the courts are taking to dispose
of cases and should measure this experience against the
standards. Delay may be met by a variety of measures
including assignment of additional judges; calling extra
or longer sessions of courts; special priorities for criminal
cases; the public reporting of courts experiencing special
delay; and, particularly when excessive delay is experienced between arraignment and trial, by the establishment
of special parts and calendars in which partkularly vigorous efforts may be made to deal with stalled cases.
Establishment of the ti.netable by a court or court system
can be by local rule, by calendar order, or, where rulemaking power is totally lacking, by legislation.

(;I

The Commission recommends:

Courts and eourt systems should establish standards for
the completion of the various stages of criminal cases.
These standards should be designed to be within the
cap&hilities of deliberate court consideration of cases,
yet also should ensure that the disposition of cases shall
be expeditious. Where existing court facilities are inadequate to enable cases to be disposed of in. a reasonably
short time, th(" need for greater resources and reform of
procedures is demonstrated.
TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT

A requisite for the implementation of a timetable is
that courts know at all times what the cases before them
are and at what stages they are. In an age when new
management techniques and business machines have
revolutionized many business and government operations,
the courts' business procedures have remained in most
places very much like those of a former age. The use
of multiple long-hand entries, cumbersome dockets, and
ine.fficient filing and indexing systems with limited retrieval capacity persists in many courts because thn
volume of cases has not been so great as to cause the
system to break down. Increasing urbanization has
placed great new pressures upon these courts, however,
and has highlighted the inadequacy and obsolescence of
the business methods used.
In some of the largest cities the volume of criminal
court business has reached a point at which the use
of computers and automatic business mat.:hines is being
instituted to maintain an orderly flow of clerical business.
While there does not yet appear to be a pressing need
for the use of such elaborate equipment in medium
sized cities, many of their courts do need to reorganize
and modernizp, their manual clerical methods through
better fonns, filing systems, and indexing and schedul-
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ing methods. Modern technical management holds
promise for enabling these courts to perfonn their job
more qukkly and cheaply by improving the retrieval of
infonuation, the scheduling of cases, and the maintenance
of :records.
The Commission urges courts and court administrators to seek the advice and assistance of experts in business management and business machine systems in an
effort to develop plans and fonus for more e.fficient court
business systems.
CENTRAL SUPERVISION AND PROFESSIONAL
ADMINISTRATION

For cases to move expeditiously through a court with
many judges and thousands of cases, it is necessary that
all the cases and all the judges be centrally supervised.
Central supervision of cases makes it possible to keep
track of the status of every case, to shift cases from on("
judge to another according to their various caseloads,
to set up special calendars for cases that inherently demafia prompt action or that haVe fallen behind the
normal schedule. Central supervision of judges makes
it possnble to assign judges appropriatelY, to set 'Up 'work
and vacation schedules that all judges are expected to
conform to, and to press dilatory judges to act more
speedily.
Of course, the supervision of calendars and judges is a
judicial function. It could be perfonued by a court's
chief justice, or by a small administrative committee of
judges, or by an administrative judge appointed for this
purpose. Whatever form central supervision takes, large
and complicated courts need the services of professional
administrators to assist the judges charged with administration. Some thirty States have provided for an administrative office to aid the judiciary by collecting judicial statistics, managing fiscal affairs, supervising court
personnel, and performing duties in connection with the
assignment of judges and scheduling of cases. In many
of these States, however, the functions of this office are
limited, and its potential has not yet been realized. By
bringing men into courts with ~raining and a primary
interest i.n management, techniques of court management
will be improved. Court administration is a developing
field in which a clear understanding of techniques is
evolving. There is a need for more experimentation and
increased use of promising methods for ordering the
business of the courts.
The Commission recommends:

States should provide for clear administrative responsibility within courts and should ensure that professional
court administrators are available to ar;l>lst the judges
in their management functions.
JURORS AND WITNESSES

A problem closely related to the administration of the
courts is the treatment of citizens whose primary contact
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with the criminal courts is as jurors or witnesses. For
many law-abiding citizens this experience with the courts
fonus the basis for their impression of the fairness, sensitivity, and e.fficiency of the system. The successful prosecution of criminals depends upon citizens reporting crimes
to the police and being willing to appear as witnesses at
trial. Whether the jury system works depends on the
willingness of citizens to serve. Yet in many places negative attitudes toward the administration of justice are
reinforced by citizens' experiences as witnesses or jurors.
Physical facilities for waiting witnesses and jurors as a
rule are inadequate or nonexistent, with the result that
these persons must spend long periods standing in hallways or sitting in the back of courtrooms. Little consideration is generally given to the convenience of witnesses, who are required to appear on a number of occasions only to learn, after a long wait in court, that the
case is adjourned or disposed of a~d that their appearance
was not necessary.
Witness and juror fees are extr@mely modest. In one
urban court witnesses receive 75 cents a day and in the
Federal system jurors receive $4 a day. This economic
sacrifice by wage earners and small businessmen cannot
be justified as a duty of citizenship or on any other
ground. Particular plOblems are posed by policemen
who frequently are called upon as witnesses. Often they
must appear on their own time, and In their case delay
has a direct effect upon law enforcement in the field.

COURT REORGANlzA.TION

While in some States successful court l'efonn has created
courts able to meet new demands, in many States the
entire court structure continues to reflect an earlier age.
There is a multiplicity of trial courts without coherent
and centralized administrative management. Jurisdictional lines are unnecessarily complex and confusing.
Each court and each judge withi.n the court constitute a
distinct administrative unit, moving at its own pace and
in its own way. In a number of States courts not responsible to a statewide system nor subject to its management
continue to be viewed as a so~rce of local revenue, and
criminal justice is seen as a profitmaking activity.
Modern management and e.fficiency can be promoted
by putting all courts and judges within a State under a
single, central administration with provision for the shifting and allocation of judicial and administrative manpower to meet changing requirements.
For this to be effective the: judiciary mU3t be given
rulemaking power oVer the methods used to handle its
business. It is important that men continuously and intimately involved with court prc)cedures be responsible for
court rules. Legislatures cannot deal with the technical
problems of court management lind procedure effectively.
In most States the rulemaking power is lodged in the
,Supreme Court, a judicial confer.ence, or some other body
.of judges.
The Commission recommends:

The Commission recommends:

States should reexamine their court structure and organiThe Federal and State Governments should improve
physical facilities and compensation for witnesses and
jurors, expand the use of scheduling and witness call
systems to reduce unnecessary appearances and waiting,
and, except in calles where there is to be an immediate
hearing On the arrest or charge, substitute sworn statements for the appearance of the arresting police officer at
the initial court appearance.

~ation and create a single, unific:d system of courts subject till central administrative management within the
judiciary. The Commission ur~,es States that have not

yet reformed their court system!> to draw upon the experience of those States and organizations that have
made advances in this area. 'Central administration
within the judiciary should have 'the power to make rules
and shift manpower to meet ch~lnging requirements.
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"CORRECTIONS," AMERICA'S prisons, jails, juvenile training schools, and probation and parole machinery, is the
part of the criminal justice system that the public sees
i,'~
least of and knows leas~ about. It seldom gets into the
news unless there is a jail break, a prison riot, or a sensational scandal involving corruption or brutality in an institution or by an official. The institutions in which
about a third of the corrections population lives are
situated for t~e most part in remote rural areas, or in the
basements of. police stations or courthc;i.ises. The other
two-thirds of the corrections population are on probation
and parole, arid so are widely, and on the whole invisibly,
dispen1ed in the community. Corrections is not only hard
to see; traditionally, society has been reluctant to look at
,, ,-- 1"-:\ it. Many of the people, juvenile and adult, with whom
\
! corrections deals :are the most troublesome and troubling
"_. members of society: The misfits and the failures, the unrespectable and the irresponsible. Society has been well
content to keep them out of sight.
Its invisibility belies the system's size, complexity, and
crucial importance to the control of crime. Corrections
consists of scores of different kinds of institutions and programs of the utmost diversity in approach, facilities, and
quality. On any given day it is responsible for approximately 1.3 million offenders. In the course of a year it
handles nearly 2.5 million admissions, and spends over a
billion dollars doing so. If it could restore all or even most
of
these people to the community as responsible citizens,
it
America's crime rate would drop significantly. For as
it is today, a substantial percentage of offenders become
recidivists; they go on to commit more, and as chapter 11
shows, often more serious crimes.
For a great many offenders, then, corrections does
not correct. Indeed, experts are increasingly coming to
feel that the cc;mditions under which many offenders are
handled, particularly in institutions, are often a positive
detriment to rehabilitation.
Life in many institutions is at best barren and futile, at
worst unspeakably brutal and degrading. To be sure, the
offenders in such institutions are incapacitated from compo

mitting further crimes while serving their sentences, but
the conditions in which they live are the poorest possible
preparation for their successful reentry into society, and
often merely reinforce in them a pattern of manipulation
or destrqctiveness.
'These conditions ,'\re to a great extent the result of
a drastic shortage of resources together with widespread
ignorance as to how to use the resources available.
Moreover, corrections by its very nature must always
work at the "end of the line" 'Of the criminal justice system, with those whose problems have overtaxed the resources of other systems.
However, there are hopeful signs that far-reaching
changes can be made in present conditions. The Commission found, in the course of its work, a number of imaginative and qedicated people at work in corrections. It found
a few systems where their impact, and enlightened judicial
and legislative correctional policies, had already made a
marked difference; a few experimental programs whose
results in terms of reduced recidivism were dramatic. A
start has been made in developing methods of classification that will permit more discriminating selection of
techniques to treat particular types· pf offenders. But
many of the new ideas, while supported by logic and some
liXperience, are yet to be scientifically evaluated. Nevertheless, the potential for change is great.
As a foundation for its work, the Commission decided
that a comprehensive, nationwide survey of correctional
operations should be undertaken. Relevant information
existed in bits and pieces around the country, but there
was no overall picture of American corrections. The
structure of probation and parole programs, institutions,
theories, :md procedures that together make up corrections is extremely complex and diverse. A few jurisdictions have relatively small probation caseloads, an integrated system of institutions, well-trained staffs, and a
variety of experimental programs. Others consist of several autonomous and antiquated county jails, a state
training school for juveniles, and a huge prison farm
where conviclts toil under the surveillance of trusties armed
with shotguns.
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It was necessary for the Commission to survey all of the
disparate segments of the system so th~t its analysis and
recommendations would not simply perpetuate the existing state of fragmented and inadequate knowledge. The
Commission, therefore, in collaboration with the Office of
Law Enforcement Assistance, arranged for the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, an independent,
nationwide group with long experience in. the corrections
field, to undertake th,;: necessary survey. The detailed
report of this survey is presented in the corrections task
force volume.
BACKGROUND OF CORRECTIONS TODAY
The survey gave the first accurate national picture of
the number of offenders under correctional authority on
an average day: 1.3 million (table 1). This total is so
much larger than had ever before been estimated that it
has startled even those familiar with the field. It overtaxes the facilities, programs, and personnel of the correctional system badly. Moreover~ if present trends in
arrests and convictions continue, the system 10 years from
now will be facing even more extreme pressures. The
juvenile system, because of the rapid increase in the number of young people in the population, will be the most
hard pressed. Adult probation and parole treatment will
also suffer, because of the trend toward probation or early
parole rather than prolonged confinement. In recent
years, adult institutional commitments have been leveling
off.

who are mentally disordered, guard against the smuggling
and use of narcotics, provide instruction and supervision
for the mentally retarded, and handle the dangerous and
intricate problem of sexual deviance-all within a locked
and artificial world.
Beneath the diversities, certain characteristics predominate. A great majority of offenders are male. Most
of them are young: in the age range between 16 and 30.
The life histories of most of them document the ways in
which the social and economic :factors discussed in chapters 2 and 3 contribute to crime and delinquency. Education is as good a barometer as any of the likelihood of
success in modem urban society; as figure 1 shows, a high
proportion of offenders are seve:rely handicapped educationally. Many of them have dropped out of school.
Offenders also tend to have unstable work records and,
as shown by figure 2, a lack of vocational skill.
A large proportion come from backgrounds of poverty,
and many are members of groups that suffer economic and
social disadvantage. Material failure, then, in a culture
firmly griented toward material snccess; is the most common denominator of offenders. Some have been automatically excluded from economic and social opportunity;
some have been disqualified by lack of native abilities;
some may simply not have tried hard enough. Many, too,
have failed in their relationships 'With their families and
friends. Offenders, adult or juvelnile, usually have little
self-esteem, and for some it is only when they are undergoing correction that they get a flirst glimmering of their
personal worth.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF OFFENDERS

Offenders thcmselves differ strikingly. Some seem irrevocably committed to criminal careers; others subscribe
to quite conventional va lues; still others, probably the
majority, are aimless and uncommitted to goals of any
kind. Many are disturbed and frustrated youths.
Many others are alcoholics, narcotics addicts, victims of
senility, and sex deviants. This diversity poses immense
problems for correctional officials, for in most places the
many special offender groups must be managed within
large, general-purpose programs. The superintendent
of an institution must meet the challcnge of especially hostile and violent inmates, respond appropriately to those
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CORRECTIONAL ADMINISTRATION
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Table 1.-Average Daily Population in Corrections
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Years of School Completed

Figure 1

differences between male and female occupalional employment patterns.

The differences among offendelrs do not account for
the most salient differences amon@[ correctional facilities
and procedures. These can be tralced, rather, to historical development, administrative fragmentation, and divergent and unreconciled purposes; and theories.
Table 2 shows the diversity of American corrections
with respect to size and cost.
The Federal Government, all 50 States, the District of
Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, most
of the country's 3,047 counties, and all except the smallest
cities engage in correctional activities-if only maintaining a primitive jail in which to lock up overnight those who are "drunk and disorderly." Each level
of government typically acts independently of the others.
The Federal Government has no direct control over
State corrections. The States usually have responsibility
for prisons and parole programs, but probation is frequently tied to court administration as a county or municipal
function. Counties do not have jurisdiction over the
jails operated by cities and towns.
Responsibility for the administration of corrections is
div.ided not only among levels of government, but also
within single jurisdictions. There has been a strong historic tendency for juvenile and adult corrections to fol··
low separate paths. Public support for rehabilitative

p rcent male, data for males were used to eliminate the effects of substantial

Source: U.S, Department of Labor, Manpower Administration Office of M
_ _ _O_f_ Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
'
anpower Policy, EvalUation, and Research, based on data from U.S. Department
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programs first developed in connection with juveniles.
Today, progressive programs for adults resemble progressive programs for juveniles, but more often than not they
are administered separately to the detriment of overall
planning and of continuity of programing for offcnder~.
The ambiguity and awkwardness resulting from thIS
division is nowhere more apparent than in the handling
of older adolescent and young adult offenders, who often
defy precise classification and are dealt with maladroitly
by both the juvenile and the adult correctional systems.
Much the same is true of the historical barriers that
exist between institutional and community programs.
Par~le and probation sexvices have often held themselves
aioof from jails and prisons, and they are frequently run
entirely separately. One result often is that the transition between the wayan offender is handled in an institution and his supClvision in the community is irrationally
abrupt. And of course there are also vast differences
in many places between programs in such misdemeanant
institutions as jails and workhouses, ,and those in State
prisonc and training schools.
THE PERSONNEL OF CORRECTIONS

More than 121,000 people were employed in corrections in 1965. Only a small proportion of correctional
smff had treatment and rehabilitation as their primary
function. Twenty-four thousand, or 20 percent of the
staff, were probation and parole officers working in the
community, and educators, social workers, psychologists,
and psychiatrists working in institutions. By contrast, 80

percent of correctional manpower had major responsibility for such functions as custody and maintenance.
Correctional agencies across the country face acute (:"'('.;......
shortages of qualified manpower, especially in positions
'".0 /I...
charged with responsibility for treatment and rehabilitation. Thousands of additional staff are required now
to achieve minimum standards for effective treatment
and control. Many more thousands will be needed in the
next decad .. ,
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HISTORY AND THEORY

The oldest part of the correctional apparatus is institutional confinement. Until ~he middle of the 18th
century, execution and such corporal punishments as
flogging and pilIdrying were the principal means by which
society dealt with offenders. Their replacement by imprisonment arose from both the growing spirit of
humanitarianism that accompanied the "Enlightenment"
in Western Europe, and the effect of the philosophy of
utiiitatianism developed in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries. Criminals were no longer seen as men and
women possessed by evil demons that had to be exorcised
by corporal punishment or death. They were persons
who had deliberately chosen to violate the Jaw because
it gave them pleasure or profit.
Imprisonment was seen on the one hand as a punitive
sanction to deter lawbreaking by making it painful rather
than pleasant. On the other hand, unlike corporal
punishment and execution, it gave an offender an oppor-
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tunity to reflect in s01itude over his wrong choices and
to mend his ways. Not incidentalI}'.• of course, incarcera)) tion also prevented an offender from committing further
1
harm against the community, which corporal punishment
short of execution did not.
Many legacies of these philo~ophical developments
run through corrections today. The)1 can be seen in much
prison architecture for adult felons, gdm and fortresslikel
with tier upon tier of individual cells arranged chiefly
with a view to security. They can be seen. in the daily
regimen of many such institutions, too, though in most
cases this has been mitigated by later correctio::al movements. The wide gulf between inmates and staff in many
prisons, maintained by restrictions on "fraternization,"
rules 'of address, and constant rollcalls and inspections,
is part of this. Impersonality extends to dress, restrictions on conversation with other prisoners, and the
way in which prisoners are marched in groups from
cells to dining hall to shop. Cells are usually small and
bare, with prisonerI'! locked into them at night and out of
them-and into shops, recreation rooms, or simply hallways-cluring the day. Juvenile training schools, though
their architecture and their ruutine are far less forbidding,
too often emphasiz'J in subtle ways that restraint is their
primary purpose and treatment a casual afterthought.
A prisoner under this sort of regimen is expected to Cldo
his own time" aloof from staff and other inmates, and his
release may often be accelerated or postponed according
to his good or bad behavior in this peculiar institutional
setting rather than his preparedness to enter the world
) outside. Many institutions, especially those for juveniles
have counselors, teachers, and chaplains whose charge
it is to aid in the process of rehabilitation, but their
limited role and number typically make significant rehabilitative etforts impossible. Shops and farms or other
work activities too often ate operated primarily because
of their value to the state and conducted in a fashion
useless for instl'ul;l:jon in skilIs and habits needed to succeed in the community.
This model o! corrections has further inadequacies.
With offenders of all kinds confined together and handled
indiscriminately without close staff contact, a special inmate culture may develop that is deleterious to everyone,
and espi!cially the juvenile, who is exposed for the first
time to it. Certain inmates-often the most aggressiveassume control over the others with tacit staff consent; in
some adult institutions this situation ih forn1alized through
the use (.{ "trusties" -sometimes armed-to carry the burden of close supexvisiop Rackets, violence, conuption,
coerced homosexuality, and other abuses may exist without staff intexvention. The physical inadequacy of the
older prisons has been compounded in most cases
by severe overcrowding. At best, however, their construction is unsuited to mo~t rehabilitative programs. It
is difficult to hold group counseling sessions when there
are no rooms of a size hetween cells and the dining hall;
difficult; t.o release prisoners during the day to settle themselves into regular jobs in the community when the nearest

town is miles away; difficult more generally to promote
self-discipline and responsible independence in an institution architecturally dedic:.ated to intimate and constant
authoritarian control.
These conditions have given rise to a whole series of
changes, beginning as long ago as the latter part of the
19th century. Authorities in most jurisdictions began to
realize that :mere restraint could not accomplish the purpose of corrections, and that many of the features of
prison life actually intensified the problems of offenders.
The resulting determination to undertake more posi~ive
efforts at reformation was accompanied by the recognition that motivation 'Was more than a matter of rational
choice between good and evil, and that psychological
treatmt;nt might thus be a necessary part of corrections.
It was also recognized that the useful occupation of prisoners in shops, farms, classes, and recreation would ease
institutional tensions and contribute to an atmosphere less
detrimental to rehabilitation.
The refonn model reshaped all roles in the correctional
system. No longer was the offender regarded as a
morally deficient person, to be controlled by a keeper.
Instead he became, for some purposes at least; a "patient."
The -:.,id rule---"Let the punishment fit the crime"-was
replaced by a new maxim-ClLet the treatment fit the
needs of the individual offend!!r."
On the reform model was built a far more complex
approach to corrections than had existed before. This
new approach began with and has gained most ground
with juveniles, who had previously been imprisoned indiscriminately with adults, but now began to be treated
separately. A wide range of sexvices was to be p.rovided:
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lation is still employed on vast fanTIs raising cosh crops
under conditions scarcely distinguishable from slavery.
Flogging is still practiced in at least one place as disciI00 k'1Il,~ 0 k"
pline even for such 0 ff enses as "
over
r~ -:
carelessness in harvesting. But a more pervasive eVIl 13
idleness; this is especially destructive where ther~ are
no industries, no educational programs, no recreatIOnal
facilities-only aimless loitering in corridors 'or yards.
Where it has come, the process of refonn has not always been smooth. Those in the field have sometimes
lacked the inclination, and have almost always lacked the
resources, to evaluate their new programs carefully.
There has been a tendency for the correctional field to
adopt new or seemingly new programs in an impulsive,
sometimes faddish manner, only to replace them later with
some more recent innovation. Much supposed progress
. Iar movement. "New" apreally has been on Iy elrcu
proaches turn out to be devices tried elsewhere under a
different name. The advance guard of corrections in
one jurisdiction may be stressing individual and family
therapy; in another, vocational training and job placement; and in still another, group treatment relying upon
Boys' training school
the influence of fellow offenders to accomplish rehabilitation. Frustration in achieving clear results sometimes
Education; vocational training; religious guidance; and leads officials to drop one approach and move on to a
eventually psychotherapy in its various f?nns: Pris?n completely new onep or to add treatment methods one
schools and counselors would help some: prlson mdustrles on the other without clearly distinguishing their purposes.
would accllstom others to the beneficial effects of regular
Correction of offenders has also labored under what
empioyment -is again~t the.i~regular gains of c.rime .. The is comin!! to be seen as a fundamental deficiency in ap,
main focus was on the individual-on correctmg him.
proach. 0 All of the past phases in the evolution of c?rThe new ideais led to the development of different rections accounted for criminal and delinquent behaVIOr
kinds of institutions. Medium-security prisons were primarily on the basis of some form of defect within the
built that had fences rather than walls and guard towers,
individual offender. The idea of being possessed by devrooms rather than cells, locked doors and windows rather
ils was replaced with the idea of psychological disability.
than bars. Minimum-security facilities showed even
greater departures: Schools where offenders lived in cot- Until recently refonners have tended to ignore the evitages, forestry camps and fanns where they lived in ba.r- dence that crime and delinquency are symptoms of the
racks without locks and worked without armed surveil- disorganization of the community as well as of individual
lance. Facilities were created for women, for youths, for personalities, and that community institutions-:t?rou~h
reception and diagnosis, for prerelease and post release extending or denying their resources-have a crltlcal mguid,mce, for medical and psychiatric treatment, for fluence in determining the success or failure of an in'llcoholics, for addicts, for sexual psychopaths, and for dividualoffender.
The responsibility for community treatment and suothers.
pervision
has been entrusted mainly to probation and
Some of the reforms have been notable. The Federal
As noted, these programs handle far
parole
services.
prison system and se\'eral State systems have taken leaderoff<.mders
than
do institutions. Probation-supermore
ship in bringing about many of the changes discussed
vision
in
the
community
in lieu of imprisonment-was
later in this chapter-from such important atmosphere
first
established
for
juveniles
almost a century ago, and is
changes as dining facilities with small tables to modern
now
at
-least
superficially
available
for both juveniles and
prison industries and programed learning. The progadult
felons
in
a
majority
of
States.
Very little probation
ress that these reforms have made has not been unifonn
or free from complications, however. The old build- service is available to misdemeanants.
Parole, the postincarceration equivalent of rrobation,
ings were built in the stoutest fashion, and it has been difdating
from about the same period, is also Widely used
ficult to secure their replacement. Today there are 25
for
juveniles
and felons, but seldom for misdemean~n~s.
prisons in the United States over a hundred years old.
Often probation and parole are separately adnunJsOld methods and evils have been perpetuated as well as
old architecture. In some States juveniles are still jailed tered, probation as a service to th.e courts an~ parole as
with adults. In a few, the bulk of the corrections popu- a part of State correctional agencies. Probation officers
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typically spend much time preparing sentencing reports for judges in addition to supervising offenders.
Parole officers perform like functions for parole boards in
providing infonnation relative to decisions to grant or revoke parole.
Supervision consists basically of a combination of surveillance and counseling, drawing partly upon the methods identified with social casework, but distinguished by
the need to enforce authoritative limits and standards of
behavior. Offenders are put on probation or released
on parole subject to certain conditions: That they stay
out of trouble; that they maintain regular employment or
stay in school; that they not drink or use narcotics; and
usually that they obtain permission for such steps as getting married, changing jobs or residence, or leaving the
jurisdiction. The probation or parole officer's first duty
is to "keep track" of his cases and see that they comply
with these conditions. Often he has little time even for
this function.
If this were the whole of the job, it still would not be
easy to accomplish in most jurisdictions. But in fact
probation and parole supervision aims at much more.
An officer is expected to offer counseling and guidance
and to help in getting a job or in straightening out family
difficulties. In practice he is almost always too pressed
to Ido this well. Probation and parole supervision typically consists of a 10- or I5-minute interview on,ce or twice
a month, during which the officer questions and admonishes his charge, refers him to an employment agency
or a public health clinic, and makes notations for the reports he must file. The great pressures on these officers
make it difficult for them to exercise evenly and knowledgeably the tremendous discretion they have in recommending the revocation or continuation of community
treatment when offenders under their supervision get
into trouble.
There are, of course, many exceptions to this picture,
some of them very impressive-experiments with small
caseloads of offenders classified on the basis of need and
given carefully prescribed treatment, and with agencies
that use teams of caseworkers and have specialized services
such as psychiatric treatment, legal advice, job placement,
and remedial tutoring.
The challenge facing parole and probation officers is
increased by the growing sense that the efforts of correctional officials should be direct~d toward both the offender and the community institutions-school, work, religion,
and recreation-with which he must effect a reconciliation if he is to avoid further crimes. It is of iittle use to
improve the reading skills and motivation of a juvenile
offender if the community school system will not receive
him when he is placed on parole, or if it cannot provide
usable instruction for him. It makes little sense for a
correctional institution to offer vocational training if an
offender cannot find related work when he returns to the
community, The process of repairing defects in the individual must be combined with the opening of opportu-

nities for satisfying participation in community life,
opportunities that lead toward legitimate success and
away from illicit and destructive ways of life. For most
offenders, however, the doors to legitimate opportunity
are hard to find and harder to open.
There is a growing arpreciation within the field of the
irrationality that runs through much of correctional practice today: Of having such sharp lines between institutional and community treatment, between juvenile and
adult programs, between local jails and State prisons; of
spending so much on custody and so little on rehabilitation; of focusing so heavily on security during incarceration and so little on supervision to protect the community once an offender is returned to it.
While recent public opinion polls show increasing public sympathy with rehabilitative goals, conflict and uncertainty about the theories behind and the goals of corrections have impaired broad support for needed experiments
and changes. Correctional treatment designed to meet
the offender's needs is often (although not always) less
burdensome and unpleasant than traditional forms of
treatment. Thus, rehabilitation efforts may to some extent conflict with the deterrent goal of the criminal system
and, if treatment is in the community instead of in prison,
with the goal of incapacitating the offender from committing further crime. But the issue is not simply whether
new correctional methods amount to "coddling." A major goal of corrections is to make the community safer by
preventing the offender's return to crime upon his release.
COMMUNITY-BASED CORRECTIONS
With two-thirds of the total corrections caseload under
probation or parole supf,rvision today, the central question
is no longer whether to handle offenders in the community
but ho~ to do so safely and successfully. Clearly, there is a
need to incarcerate those criminals who are dangerous
until they no longer are a threat to the community. However, for the large bulk of offenders, particularly the youthful, the first or the minor offender, institutional commitments can cause more problems than they solve.
Institutions tend to isolate offenders from sodety, both
physically and psychologically, cutting them off from
schools, jobs, families, and other supportive influences and
increasing the probability that the label of criminal will be
indelibly impressed upon them. The goal of reintegration
is likely to be furthered much more readily by working
with offenders in the community than by incarceration.
Additionally other goals are met. One is economy. In
1965 it cost, on the average, about $3,600 a year to keep
a youngster in a !laining school, while it cost less than
one-tenth that amount to keep him on probation. Even
allowing fol' the substantial improvements in salaries and
personnel needed to make community programs more
effective, they are less costly. This is especially true when
construction costs, which now run up to $20,000 for each
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bed in a children's institution, are included. The differential becomes even greater if the costs of welfare for the
families of the incarcerated, as well as the loss of taxable
income, are included.
Various studies have sought to measure the success of
community treatment. One summary analysis of 15 different studies of probation outcomes indicates that from
60 to 90 percent of the probationers studied completed
terms without revocation. In another study, undertaken
in California, 11,638 .ldult probationers who were granted
probation during 1956 to 1958 were followed up after 7
years. Of this group almost 72 percent completed their
probation terms without revocation.
These findings were not obtained under controlled conditions, nor were they supported by data that distinguished
among the types of offenders who succeeded or among
the types of services that were rendered. But they are
the product of a variety of probation services administered at different times and places and provide some evidence that well planned and administered community
programs can be successful in reducing recidivism. These
findings, combined with the data from the national survey of corrections showing that probation and parole services are characteristically poorly staffed and often poorly
administered, suggest that improvement in the quality
of community treatment should be a major goal.

THE "EEB :FOR INCREASED MANPOWER

also may mean that many minor and first-time offenders,
who would be more suitably and economically dealt with
in the community, are instead institutionalized. And lack
of supervision, particularly through parole, means that the
community is being exposed to unnecessary risks and that
offenders are going without assistance in reestablishing
themselves in jobs and schools.

f

o

A prpbation officer meets with a 16-year-old bov who
~ months prev~ously was placed on probation fo~; I;lil:vmg stolen a car; ,' The boy begins to talk. He explains
that he -pegan to "slip into the wrong crowd" a year
or so a.fter his stepfather died. He says that it would
help him to talk about it. But there is no time' the
waiting room is full, and the boy is not schedul~d to
come back for another 15-minute conference until
next month.
o A parole ~fficer feels that a 29-year-old man, on parole
after servmg 3 years for burglary, is heading for
tl'Oubl? He frequently is absent from his job,and
there IS a report of his hanging around a bar with a
bad reputation. The parole officer thinks that now is
a critical time to straighten things out-before it is
too late. He tries unsuccessfully two or three times
to reach his man by telephone, and considers going
out to look for him. He decides against it. He is
already far behind in dictating "revocations" on
parolees who have failed and are being returned to
prison,
\ 0 A young, enthusiastic probation officer goes to see
,
his supervisor and presents a plan for "something differe~t," a group counseling session to operate three
evenmgs a week for juvenile probationers and their
parents. The supervisor tells him to forget it.
"Y:ou,ve got more than you can handle now getting
up presentence reports for the judge. Besides, we
don't have any extra budget for a psychiatrist to help
out."

The Commission rec9mmends:
Parole and probation services should be available in all
jurisdictions for felons, juveniles, and those adult misdemeanants who need or can profit from community
treatment.
If a prisoner serves his term without having been
paroled, in most places he is released into the community
without any guidance or supervision. But in the Federal
system, and in several States, when an inmate is released
before his maximum term because of good behavior, he
is subject to supervision in the community for a period
equivalent to his "good time credit." He is released to a
parole officer under the same conditions as an inmate who
is paroled, and he can be returned to prison to serve out
his sentence if he violates those conditions.

INSURING AVAILABILITY OF PROBATION AND
PAROLE

SUPERV~SION

The Commission recommends:

The Commission's survey 'Of corrections disclosed that Every State should provide that offenders who are not (
there are still a significant number of jurisdictions that paroled receive adequate supervision after release unlack probation or parole facilities of any sort for misde- . less it is determined to be unnecessary in a specific case.
meanant offenders. Of the 250 counties studied in the
national corrections survey, one-third provided no probation service at all. Institutionalization and outright reMeeting with probation officer
lease on suspended sentence without supervision are the
only alternatives in such jurisdictions. Most misdemeanants are released from local institutions and jails without
parole; information obtained in the survey from a sample
of 212 local jails indicated that 131 of them (62 percent)
had no parole procedure. In the other 81, only 8 percent
of the inmates were in fact released on parole; thus 92
percent were simply discharged at the expiration of their
sentences.
All States appear to have community supervision. faciltties for juvenile offenders and adult felons:
but in some jurisdictions these are no more than
nominal. Many small juvenile courts, for example, rely
almost entirely on release on suspended sentence in lieu
of probation supervision, and their judges attempt to
keep a check on those released as best they can, often with
the assistance of the local police.
These inadequacies can have serious consequences.
Lack of community treatment facilities for misdemeanants and juveniles means the neglect of one of the most
important lines of defense against serious crimes, since
many persons with juvenile or misdemeanant records
graduate to graver offenses. Lack of probation facilities

The statistics from the national surv~y of corrections
! make clear the vastness of the community treatment task
.' ',. and the inadequacy of the-resources available to accomplis~ i~. They do not convey the everyday problems and
frustatlOns that result from that disparity. These take man? forms. For example:
-

- ;,

In these situations the offender is denied the counseli?g and supervision that are the main objects of proba~Ion and parole. Because the probation or parole officer
IS too overworked to provide these services the offender
is left on his own. If he does not succeed: he loses and
the community loses.
On the basis of information gathered in the corrections
Burvey, it is possible to form a general picture of the magnitude of need for additional probation and parole officers
iif they are simply to carry on orthodox supervision at the
caseload levels widely accepted as the maximum possible.
Figure 3 o.n the followi~g page shows th\! average present
caseload sizes of probatlOn officers. The findings of the
survey are alarming:

.,.,.
-d-#

.;1

o

In the juvenile field there is an immediate need to
increase the number of probation and parole officers
from the present 7,706 to approximately 13,800. This

manpower pool would mean caseloads of 35 offenders
per officer, and would permit additional time for the
hundreds of thousands of diagnostic investigati~ns
needed each year by juvenile courts. It is estimated'
that a total of 23~OOO officers will be required by 1975
to carry out the functions essential to community treaiment of Juveniles.
o For adult felons there is an immediate need for almost three times the number of probation and parole
offiCf!rs currently employed. This estimate again is
based on an average case load size of 35, for while
adult probation and parole caseloads have typically
been somewhat larger than those of juvenile systems,
this difference is' more a reflection of historical factors
than one justified by a difference in need. On thisbasis, too, population projections point to a requirement of a -total of 23,000 officers in 1975.
o The need for officers for Illisdemeanants is staggering;
15,400 officers are needed as against 1,944 currently
employed. The number needed in 1975 is estimated
at 22,000. This forecast, unlike those fo!.' adult felony
and juvenile officers, is based upon needs for officers to
supervise only the rather modest proportion of the misdemeanant group that could be aided in the community, plus others to provide minimal screening and
classification services for the roughly 5 million persons
referred to the lower courts each year. Many of the
latter, particularly alcoholics, could be diverted from
the criminal justice system if identified in time.

The Commission recommends:
All jurisdictions should exami.ne their need for probation
and parole officers on the basi's of an average ratio of 35
offenders per o11icer, and make an immediate start toward
recruiting additional officers on the basis of that examination.
Standards for average caseload size serve a useful purpose in estimating the magnitude of present and future
needs for probation and parole officers. But in operation
there is no single optimum caseload size. Indeed, in the
Commission's opinion, it wouIe! be a mistake to approach
the problem of upgrading community treatrneut solely in
terms of strengthening orthodox supervision to bring caseload sizes down to universal maximum standards. Such
an approach would ignore the need for specialized caseloads to deal differently with particular typ('~ r-f offenders, and for changes in the standard procedure that results
in an offender being supervised by only one officer.
Furthermore many of the answers to manpower needs
must be found outside the mold of the existing system.
There is, for example, great promise in employing subprofessionals and volunteers in community corrections.
Much work performed today by probation and parole
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CaselClads of Probation Officers
Source: National Corrections Survey

Probation Officers with 0-50 cases are responsible for:

I

r

Probation OHicers with 71-100 ~ases are responsible for::

Figure 3

P,.,[,ation OHicers with over 1GD cases are respomsible for:

Probation OHicers with 51-70 cases are responsible for:

officers could be effectively handled by persons without
graduate training in social work or the behavioral sciences. In fact, organizing teams of workers within which
the tasks of investigating, monitoring, helping, and guiding offenders are divided in a logical manner, would
pennit more specialized and individualized attention.
To the extent possible, subprofessionals should be preThe use of subprofessionals and volunteers could signifipared for career advancement within the corrections field.
cantly reduce the need for fully trained officers.
Citizen volunteers have been used with apparent sucThe Commission recommends:
cess by some probation departments. Royal Oak, Mich.,
for example, has utilized volunteers for 6 years and claims ,Probation and parole services should make use of vola high succeS!l rtlte for the probationers who have re- unteers and subprofessional aides in demonstration
ceived supervision. The General Board of Christian So- projects and regular programs.
cial Concerns of the Methodist Church, the North American Judges At,sociation, and the National Council on MOBILIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Crime and Delinquency have launched "Project Misdemeanant," a program to encourage other communities to
Basic changes also must be made in what probation
develop programs similar to that in Royal Oak. By 1966, and parole officers do. They usually are trained in case75 communities in over 30 States had expressed interest, work techniques and know how to cOllnsd and supervise
and a number of other such programs were operating or individuals, but they are seldom skilled in or oriented to
were in the developmental stage.
the tasks required in mobilizing community institutions to
The State parole agency in Texas uses volunteers as help 'Offenders. Much of the assistance that pJrObationers
assistants to parole officers. Volunteers contact parolees and parolees need can come only from institutions in the
upon release and help arrange jobs for them or secure community-help from the schools in s:aining the educatheir readmission into school. Thereafter volunteers are tion necessary for employment; help from employment
available to counsel parolees in any problems they may services and vocational tmining facilities in getting jobs;
have or simply to serve as the kind of successful friends help in finding housing, solving domestj;~ difficulties,
whom many offenders have never known. The work of and taking care of medical disabilities.
the volunteers is closely supervised by professionOlI parole
As chapter 3 has pointed out with respect to juveniles,
officers, to whom they go for guidance when there are many offenders, are, at the time of their offenses, already
signs of trouble.
rejects and failures in home, school, work, and leisureThe use of paid, subprofessional aides in probation and time activities. Once theY' become officially labeled
parole is also promising. Such people, if properly criminal or delinquent, and particularly once they have
trained and supervised, could, for example, collect and been institutionalized and their community and family ties
verify information about offenders, work that now takes have been broken, their estrangement from thlcse primary
up much of the time that probation and parole officers institutions increases, and their sense of powerlessness to
could be spending in counseling and arranging com- succeed in legitimate ways is accentuated. In many
munity services for offenders.
cases, society reacts to their criminality by walling them
Subprofessionals could provide positive ben.efits off from the help they most need if they are to tum away
beyond that of meeting manpower shortages. People from criminality.
who have themselves experienced problems and come
There are many specific barriers to reentry. Perhaps
from backgrounds like those of offenders often can help the most damaging are those limiting employment opporthem in ways professional caseworkers cannot. Contact tunity. The inability of ex-offenders to obtain the bondwith a person who has overcome handicaps and is liv- ing needed for certain kinds of employment; licensing
ing successfully in the community could mean a great restrictions that deny them access to certain kinds of work;
deal more to an offender than conventional advice and and outright ineligibility for many forms of employment.
guidance.
The rituals surrounding the banishment of a lawbreaker

are very potent, but there are no rituals to remove from
him the label of offender when he seeks to reenter the
community.
Even stronger than these formal restrictions are the
informal pressures operating throughout the community
to "lock out" the person who carries a criminal stigma.
Those who profess to believe in rehabilitation often personally shun ex-offenders who seek to return to school,
find work, or join recreation groups. Of course, this fear
is in some cases legitimate. But when it is not, there is
rarely any official assurance to minimize it. There is
usually no conference with the parole or probation officer
at which a job applicant's background and problems are
discussed, or means worked out to enable employers to
consult the officer if problems result.
If corrections is to succeed in mobilizing varied community resources to deal more effectively with offenders,
it must significantly change its way of operating. Probation and parole officers today direct their energies primarily toward the offender rather than the social environment with which he must come to terms.
Although it is important that present skills in working
with individual offenders be retained and improved,
much is to be gained by developing new work styles that
reach out to community resources and relate them to the
needs of the caseload. The officer of the future must be
a link bl'!tween the offender and community institutions;
a mediator when there is trouble on the job or in school;
an advocate of the offender when bureaucratic policies
act irrationa.lly to screen him out; a shaper and developer
of new jobs, training, recreation, and ,jther institutional
resources.
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The Commission recommends:

.;r •

Probation and parole officials should develop new
methods and skills to aid in rdntegrating offenders
\ through active intervention on their behalf with com. munity institutions.
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A number of changes will be necessary if community
corrections is to do this. A basic one is in the internal
organization and management of many probation and
parole agencies.
,
Few departments have expanded their concept of programing beyond the basic relationship between an officer
and an offender. The resources of staff and of community agencies typically are made available to an offender through the officer to whose caseload he is
assigned. There must be more direct relationships between offenders and persons who can help them to find
success in legitimate ways.
Instead of giving a single officer total responsibility for
an offender, the system needs to draw many persons into
the task-teachers, vocational counselors, friends, family
members, and employers. The aim must be to change the
context of an offender's life as well as his personal orientation to the world around him. " Most probation and parole
agencies should reexamine their policies and operating
procedures: how they assign cases, how they use the time
of officers, and how they relate to the surrounding
community.
The Youth Services Bureau recommended in chapter
3 as an alternative to adjudicatory treatment of delin-
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quents can both serve and be selved by community correctional programs. Such bur'!aus could constitute a
v:a.luable point of referral for probationers and parolees.
Corrections, on the other hand) could provide important
assistance to the Youth Servic(!!s Bureaus through diagnosis and investigation, and th,;ough provision of special
treatment services not involving coercion.
SERVICE PURCHASE

,
I

If community institutions C~In' be encouraged to develop policies and operating prol.:edures to help offenders,
and to allocate a larger share of resources to them, their
chances for success in the community will be greatly increased. Usually, however, a pmbation or parole officer
has no means to encourage community institutiolls to extend this sort of help.
The Vocational Rehabilitation Administration of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare has pioneered in the development of a meth,od for helping handicapped persons overcome personal problems that stand
in the way of self-sufficient perfomlance in the community. This method, called service purchase, provides
counselors with funds that they can use to obtain psychological, vocational, educational, medical, and other services for their clients when the counselors' own agencies
cannot provide them. This approach would, in many
places, be a valuable tool in reintegration of the offender.
The ability to obtain a period of on-the-job training. for
example, might well be a critical factor in moving an offender recently released from prison away from his earlier
pattern of illegitimate associations and activities.
The Commission recommends:

Substantial service-purcl,ase funds should be made
available to probation and parole agencies Cor use in
meeting imperative needs of individual offenders that
cannot otherwise be met.
SPECIAL COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

One of the most disappointing experiments in corrections was conducted several years ago in California. The
caseloads of some parole officers were greatly reduced to
allow more intensive contact. Methods of parole supervision remained static; caseworkers simply had more time
to devote to their usual duties of checking on progress
in school or work, briefly interviewing parolees, and interceding occasionally in family or personal problems.
The performance of parolees in avoiding further trouble
with the law did not improve.
Substantial improvement did occur, however, when
in a subsequent experiment parolees were divided into
subgroups according to their special characteristics, and

assigned to different kinds of officers who used ~ifferent
methods. This result has been confirmed and eh·.borated
by an impressive line of research over the past several' rI
years. It was the basis for an innovativ~ communi~y \
program that has attracted nationa.l atte.ntlOn. In ,th!S
experiment, the community treatment project of the Cahfornia Youth Authorit.y, juvenile court commitments from
Sacramento and San Joaquin Counties were first screened
to eliminate those offenders-about 25 percent of the
boys and 5 to 10 percent of the girls-for whom insti~u
tionalization was deemed mandatory. From the remain~
ing cases, assignments were divided randomly between the
community project and the regular institutional programs.
The youthful offenders assigned to the community
treatment project were placed in caseloads of 10 to 12
per officer. Treatment methods were tailored to meet
the individual needs of each youth. They included a
wide variety of personal and group counseling, family
therapy, tutoring for the marginal or expelled student,
occasional short-term confinement to provide essential
disciplinary controls, and an increased use of foster homes
and group homes.
A principal goal has been to determine the effectiveness of different kinds of treatment for different kinds of
delinquents. Current results include striking differences
in the responses to differentiated treatment. As the reSearch data accumulate, important clues as to who should
and should not be institutionalized are emerging, as well
'as insights in the specific kinds of. treatment and control {{,'
required for particular offenders.
\
After approximately 5 y~ars of experimentation, the
community treatment project reports that only 28 percent
of the experimental group have been subject to parole
revocation, as against 52 percent of the comparable con~
trol group who were incarcerated. The results have been
so encouraging that the California Youth Authority has
launched modified versions of the project in highdelinquency areas in Los Angeles (including Watts), Oakland, and San Francisco. By 1966, these communi~y programs were handling a youth popUlation of approximately 600, larger than the capacity of an institution, thus
saving some 7 to 8 millions of dollars of construction funds
plus the difference in costs between institutional and community treatment.
The Commission recommends:
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most conventwna
«How do you get out?" you invariably hear some version of «Be good. Do what you are told. Behave your,
self." If one asks a youth in a group treatment program,
«How do you get out?" one hears, "I have to help myself
with my problems," or "'when my group thinks I have
been helped."
This implies a basic difference in the
social system of organization, including staff roles and
functions. In the large institution the youth perceives
getting out in terms of the problem of meeting the institutional need for conformity. In the group treatment
program the youth sees getting out in terms of his solutions
to his own problems, or how that is perceived by other
youths in the group.

During the P~ovo experiment, for example, all boys
were employed by the city during the summer. They
put in a fuI! day's work on the city streets, the golf courses,
the cemetery-wherever they were n,eeded. They were
paid 50 cents an hour. After work they all returned to
the program headquarters to meet as a group. At 7 in
the evening they wete free to return home.
The daily group sessions were built around the techniques of "guided group interaction." Ali group mem- ,
bers, not staff alone, were responsible for defining and
addressing difficult questions. Such programs seek to
discover how much responsibility for their own lives
offenders can take and how to reward them for responsible behavior, The basic assumption is that change, if
it is to occur, must be shared with others. It is reasoned
that if a youth can see others changing and receiving
support for doing so, he is more likely to change himself.
Because these programs are located in the community,
the problems with which the participants struggle are not
the artificial ones of institutional life but the real ones of
living with family, friends, school, work, and leisure-time
activity. The available evidence indicates that these programs are achieving higher success rates than the institutional alternatives, and at a substantially lower cost.
Another effort to find alternatives to institutions is the
program of the New York State Division for Youth.
This agency, which is independent of the State training
schools and prisons, deals with the offenders served by
both. Originally developed to subsidize delinquency prevention programs, it moved into the direct-service field
about 5 years ago. For the more delinquent youth, several programs that are replications of the original Highfields model have been developed. For the younger or
more immature youth, who needs to be removed from
inadequate home or community situ<l.tions, the ~\gency
provides a series of small forestry camp operations, which
combine work with schooling and group counseling.
, And for the youth who needs support in his efforts to
obtain emancipation from a poor home environment,
there are residential centers within the cities. The program provides shelter, group guidance, and supportive
counseling by a small staff, but it relies primarily on the
educational and employment resources of the community.
The Commission recommends:

r

The Highfields project has been a model for similar
programs elsewhere: The Turrel Residential Center and
Essexfields in New Jersey; Pine Hills in Provo, Utah; and
other programs in San Francisco and Los Angeles, in Kentucky and New York. The California community treatment project, which was discussed above, is partly based
on the Highfields approach. The Provo"Essexfields, and
San Francisco versions, unlike Highfields, permit the boys
to live at home. Program activity centers on gainful
·I). employment in the community, classroom studies, and
, daily group meetings. The regi~en is rigorous.
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Caseloads for different types of offenders should vary in
size and in type and intensity of treatment. Classification and assignment of offenders should be made according to their needs and problems.
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In recent years, too, a number of imaginative programs
have been developed that offer a middle ground between
the often nominal supervision in the community provided

by probation services and confin!!went in an institution.
Some of them involve part-time residential supervision of
offenders in small centers situated in thei~ own communities. A significant element of some programs has
been a resea.rch project t~ evaluate the effectiveness of the
programs. These projects bring t()gether in an extremely
useful way practitio'uers interested in trying new methods
and researchers concerned with increasing knowledge.
The prototype for several experimental programs was
launched at Highfields, N.J., in 1950. The Highfields
program limits its population to 20 boys, aged 16 and 17,
who are assigned directly from the juvenile court as a
condition of probation. It operates on the premise that
corrections has its major impact on an offender during
the first 3 or 4 months of contact. The inmates work
during the day at a nearby psychiatric institution; in the
evening they participate in group counseling sessions.
They are given as much responsibility for their own
futures as the staff feels they can manage. Youths who
do not respond favorably are transferred elsewhere, but
those who do remain must confront their own and each
other's problems, and participate actively in solving them.
For example, the boys are not usually released until
their peers feel they are ready for freedom in the community. Robert Weber, who studied some 160 programs
for juveniles immediately prior to the Commission's work,
reported:
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Correctional authorities should develop more extensive
community programs providing special, intensive treatment as an alternative to institutionalization Cor both
ju\'enile and adult offenders.

CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
On an average day in 1965, as table 3 shows, there
were some 426,000 persons in correctional institutions.
Whatever the differences in type and quality among cor-
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Table 3.-Daily Average Number of Inmates in
American Correctional Institutions in 1965
Instltutions primarily lor adults:

~f~t~r~lrrs~I~~~~~: .•__::.::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::: ::::::: 2~~:

m

Local jails and workhouses ••••••• _•••••••••••••• _••••••••••••••••••••• 141,303

Tota.!,•••••• _•.•••••••••••••• _._ •• _•• _••••••••• _••••••.•• _•• _••••••• 362,900
Institutions primarily for j'uveniles:
Public training schoo s•••••••••..•••.••••••• _•••.••• _._ ••• ___ ••• ___ ._. I 43,636
local/'uvenile institutions •• _•• _••• __ •••••• ___ ••• __ ••••••••••••• __ •••••• 6,024
Deten ion homes ••• __ ._ •••••• _._ •••••••••••• _•••• _•••••• _••• _••• _..... 13,113
Total..._._ •••••••••• _•..•••••••.••••••.•••.•.••.•• _••••• _......... 62,773
Grand totaL •.••••• _•• _•••••.•••• _•••• _._ •••• __ ._ •• ___ ._ •••• _•• _•• _ 425,673
I Includes 1,247 Juvenite and Youthful offenders in Federal Bureau of Prisons institutions,
SOURCES: National Survey of Corrections and U,S, Department of Justice, Bureau of
Prisons, "Statistical Tables, Fiscal Year 1965" p. 2.

punishment and deterrence. They also prevent the
dangerous offender from committing further crimes in
the community during the term of his sentence. And, by
keeping him apart from the conditions of community life
and subjecting him to a special environment that can be
artificially controlled 24 hours a d~y, they sometimes afford opportunities for rehabilitative treatment that cannot
be duplicated in the community.
On the other hand, an artificial environment that works
against self-reliance and self-control often complicates
and makes more difficult the reintegration of offenders
into free society. Sometimes institutions foster conspicuously deleterious conditions-idleness, corruption, brutality, and moral deterioration.
There are many ways in which the advantages of institutionall:l,ation can be exploited and the disadvantages
minimized. For many offenders, institutionalization can
be an extremely valuable prelude to community treatment. For a few, those who must be incapacitated for
society's protection if not their own, it is the only possible
alternative.

rectional institutions-from huge maximum-security
prisons to open forestry camps without guards or fences,
from short-term detention homes for juveniles to penitentiaries where men spend most of their lives, from institutions of brutal or stultifying routine to those with a
variety of rehabilitative programs-there remains an inherent sameness about places where people are kept
against their will.
It arises partly from restraint per se, whether symbolized
by walls and guns or by the myriad more subtle inhibitions
on personal liberty. It arises from the isolation of the
institutional community from the outside world and from
the alienation and apart ness of the inmate society. It is
fed by the strangeness of living apart from families, with
no choice about place of residence, selection of intimate
associates, or type of occupation-all crucial values that
are taken for granted in the world outside.
These restraints have both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand they serve the function of

The Commission's national survey of corrections and
other studies showed it how far many jurisdictions stm
were from optimal uses of institutions. It was disturbed
to find that much planning for institutional construction,
and t/le attitudes of many officials concerned, indicated
that these conditions were not likely to be radically
changed in the future.
The Commission believes that there is, therefore, value
in setting forth, in the form of a "model," the changes
that it sees as necessary for ~ost correctional institutions.

Youth conservation camp

Men's prison
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A MODEL FOR INSTITUTIONS
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There will, of course, continue to be sp~Cial offender problems that must be dealt with in other kinds of institutions.
') But in general new institutions should be of the sort represented by the model, and old institutions should as far
as possible be modified to incorporate its concepts.
The model institut~on would be relatively small, and
located as close as possible to the areas from which it draws
its inmates, probably in 01' near a city rather than in a rem~te location. While it might have a few high-security
umts for short-term getention under unusual circum,stances, difficult and dangerous inmates would be sent to
other institutions for longer confinement.
Architecturally, the model institution would resemble
as much as possible a normal residential setting. Rooms,
for example, would have doors rather than bars. Inmates
would eat at small tables in an ,informal atmosphere.
There would be classrooms, recreation facilities, dayrooms, and perhaps a shop and library.
In the main, h~w;~er, education, vocational training, Group counseling at prerelease guidance center
and other such activities would be carried on in the community, or would draw into the institution communityThe Commission recommends:
based ~esources. In this sense the model would operate
much hke such programs as the Highfields and Essexfields Federal and State governments should finance the establishment of model, small-unit correctional institutions
projects. Its staff, like probation and parole officers
wou~d be active. in arranging for participation by offend~ for flexible, community-oriented treatment.
ers m commumty activities and in guiding and counseling them.
COLLABORATIVE INSTITUTIONS
Some ~ffenders ~ight .be released after an initial period
Even in institutions committed to longer term custody,
of detentIOn for diagnOSIs and intensive treatment. The
model institution would permit correctional officials to many. steps can b; taken short of this model to improve
capacity to contnbute to the reintegration of offenders.
I invoke short-term detention--overnight or for a few
days-as a sanction or discipline, or to head off an of- The most fundamental of these changes may be summed
fender fr~m p~osp~cti~e trouble. Even if initial screening up as the e~tablishment of a collaborative regime in which
and claSSIficatIOn mdlcated that long-term incarceration staff and mmates work together toward rehabilitative
~as called for, and an offender was, therefore, confined goals, and unnecessary conflict between the two groups is
m another facility, the community-based institution could avoided.
I?stituti~nal .communities in which persons are kept
serve as a halfway house or prerelease center to ease his
transition to community life. It could indeed se~e as agamst thClr wIll tend to generate tension and conflict
the base for a network of separate group homes and ?etween. the inmates and the staff. The task of preparresidential centers to be used for some offenders as a mg the mm.ate for reintegration into the community becomes lost m elaborate forms of competition, in covert
final step before complete release.
The prototype proposed here, if followed widely, would and corrupting reciprocities between guards and inmate
help shift the focus of correctional efforts from temporary leaders, and in forced maintenance of passivity on the
part of inmates. This encourages anger toward-and yet
banishment of offenders to a carefully devised combinacomplete dependence on-institutional authority.
tio~ of control and treatment. If supported by sufficiently
The collaborative approach seeks to reverse this too
fleXible laws and policies, it would permit institutional common pattern. The custodial staff for example is
. d a~ having great potential for" counseling funcrestraint to be used only for as long as necessary, and in r;cogmze
carefully graduated degree rather than as a relatively tions, both mformally with individual inmates and in
blind and inflexible process.
organized group discussions. Administrators and busi. ~ fi~al advantage of the concept suggested here is that ness staff likewise have been brought into the role of
mstlt~tions t.hat ~re ~mall, close to metropolitan areas, cou,nselors and assigned rehabilitative functions in some
and. highly diversified m their programs provide excellent programs. This collaborative style of management is
settings for research and experimentation and can serve more readily achieved if the institution staff is augmented
as proving grounds for needed innovations. Not only are by persons from.the free community with whom inmates
can ident~fy. This involves recruiting outsiders who can
they accessible to university and other research centers
help
the mmate to develop motivation for needed vocabut their size and freedom from restrictions foster a c1i~
tional,
avocational, and other self-improvement goals.
) mate friendly to inquiry and to the implementatio~ of
and subprofessional aides can be as useful in
Volunteers
changes suggested by it.
institutions as in community-based corrections.
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174Another important dimension of the coJlaborative concept is the involvement of offenders themselves in treatment functions. Group counseling sessions, for example,
provide opportunities for inmates to help each. other,
through hard and insistent demands for honesty m selfexamination, demands that cannot be made with equal
force and insight by staff, whose members have not had
I)ersonal experience in the world of criminal activity. The
ioosening of inmate-to-slaff and of inmate-to-inmate communication tends to reduce the inmate politician's power.
Moreover, the "rat" complex, which brings great social
stigma and physical danger to an inmate who cooperat~s with staff in traditional institutions, is greatly
diminished.
A delicate balance is involved between giving inmates
a meaningful role to play in the life of the institution, and
allowing them to usurp authority that should only be carried by staff. The line is still bei.ng fash!oned in n?ost
institutions today, and more expenence wIll be reqUIred
to decide where it lies in specific areas such as assignment
of inmates to job, work, and living units and decisions
involving discipline and security.
The Commission recommends:
All institutions should be run to the greatest possible
extent with rehabilitation a joint responsibility of staff
and inmates. Training of correctional managers and
staff should reflect this mode of operation.
EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING

It has been noted that the majority of offenders are
severely handicapped by educational deficiencies from
succeeding in a labor market that increasingly demands
at least a high school education.
The society of delinquents and criminals is especially
seductive to those unable to find legitimate pathways to
success and self-esteem. Failure is cumulative in the
typical case. Poor performance and small reward in the
early school years lead to failing and dropping out at the
high school level. This, in turn, makes entry into the
world of work doubtful. Lack of specific skills is aggravated by inability to cope with time schedules and the
standards of diligence and conformity required in most
jobs.
Traditional work and vocational training programs
within correctional institutions have not effectively solved
such problems. A major difficulty in such programs today is the lack of incentives for achievement, which resl.l;lts in low motivation on the part of inmate trainees.
Immediate rewards for efficient learning are small. Such
long-term rewards as improved employability seem distant and unreal. In fact they often are unreal in the
most practical sense that ex-offenders cannot secure the
jobs for which they were trained in prisons and juvenile
institutions.

fined for misbehavior and so do not earn many points
if they choose to be lazy or indifferent.
This program makes a determined effort to simulate the
problems and conditions of life in the outside world. For
example, the boys must use earned points to pay rent
for especially attractive sleeping quarters or to purchase
more desirable meals than those routinely offered. They
may also purchase a variety of small items from a commissary or a mail-order catalog. Meals and visits to relatives are paid for with points; 'special recreationill eql.1ip~
ment and courses can also be purchased withpbints.
Points may be.earIled by work., completion of pr()grahied
COllfS.eS, ol'good behavior. Stlch incentive programs go
far toward stimulating inmates to take responsibility for
their own lives, They create opportunities for learning
how to deal with the very problems they will encounter
in the community.
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Recent experiments in special education for students
from culturally deprived neighborhoods have provi.ded
both insights and methods that can be transplanted i~tO
correctional programs, It is noteworthy that most. mmates have had experic:nce in the schools of poor neighborhoods. They have achieved far less academically
than their intelligence test scores indicate they can
achieve. The way to help them to learn is to make learning a rewarding experience and thus overcome the sense
of failure and humiliation they have come to feel as a
result of past performances in school.
One of the most promising approaches to this problem is the use of programed learning techniques. Special .(
texts and machines present the material to be learned in
small units. The student must master each part before
he proceeds to the next. He goes at his own pace. It
then becomes possible to use a variety of incentives and
rewards for achievement. Programed instruction is discussed further in Chapter 11.
During the past few years there have been several experimental applications of programed instruction to correctional education, The most significant work has
taken place in two centers. The Draper Youth Center,
a reformatory-type institution in Alabama, has co~bine?
proaramed learning with efforts to change the SOCial cltma~ of the institution. Inmates who progress well in
their studies are enlisted in a service corps to help other
inmates, College students from nearby Auburn University have been recruited to work in this program. Although no scientific evaluation has been made, informal
reports show highly accelerated educational and vocational progress, as well as an apparent reduction in
recidivism, on the part of those who participated in the
special program,
At the National Training School for Boys, a Federal
institution in Washington, D.C., a whole "programed
environment" for rehabilitative learning has been created.
The inmates have a wide range of choice as to how to
't"tht
occupy t hemseIves, an d are rewar dd
e 'm" pom
s
a are
equivalent to money. They have a variety of opportunities to "spend" these points, but they may also be

,.

The Commission recommends:
Correctional institutions should upgrade educational and
vocational training programs, extending them to all inmates who can profit from them. They should experiment with special techniques such as programed
instruction.
The greatest need is at the elementary and secondary
level; more than half of adult inmates have not completed
elementary school. However, enrichment of programs
is much needed at all stages, including college-level
courses. Opportunity for bringing the resources of nearby universities into correctional institutions in new and
creative ways is great, and is largely unexploited. But it
is noteworthy that a "prison college" 'vas recently started
in San Quentin by the University of California and the
Institute for Policy Studies of the District of Columbia.
There are about 6,000 academic and vocational teach-
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eJ:S' now employed in the Nation's correctional institutions.
It is estimated that an additional 10,700 persons are
needed immediately to develop effective academic and vocational programs. In order to close this gap, which is
expanding rapidly, substantial subsidies are needed to
recruit needed specialists and to provide them with the
training required to make them effective in their complex
and challenging task.
. . The

Commissiot~recommends:.

States ShOldd, with Federalsupportl establish immediate
programs to recruit and train academic and vocational
ins~!'Uctors to work in correctional institutions.
CORRECTIONAL INDUSTRIES

Vocational training can in many cases be best carried
out in conjunction with operating prison industries.
Work programs for prisoners were first established for
"sturdy beggars" in 16th-century Europe, and were a
dominant feature of American reformatories and penitentiaries from the outset. Typically, however, penal
work programs have been repetitious drudgery, providing
little incentive for diligent or enthusiastic performance.
In some instances institutions have been and still are required to be self-supporting or even to show a profit;
and work (generally agriculture) is carried on typically
without reg lrd for the offender, under conditions that
have long since been displaced in the rest of society.
During periods when unemployment was extensive in
the outside community and private businesses could not
sell their goods, political pressures mounted to prevent
prisons from engaging in enterprises seen as competitive.
This culminated during the Great Depression in a variety
of State and Federal laws designed to restrict the use of
prison labor.
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n,eginning in 1929, with the passage of the HawesCooper Act, the sale of prison-made goods was gradually
restricted by Federal and State legislation. Today there
are severe constraints upon the development of industrial
work programs within correctional institutions. This fact,
combined with a frequent attitude of suspicion and
resistance on the part of organized labor and business interests, has made idleness a prevailing characteristic of
most American prisons ane jails.
In the absence of good industrial programs, maintenanc.e and work details are usually so heavily overmanned
that offenders do not learn from them the habit of working independently and ,·;:th dispatch.
Prison-made goods tend to be inferior in design and
workmanship to those available from private enterprise.
Delivery has been unreliable, and, despite the availability
of cheap prison labor, the products frequently cost more
than simila:r items that are privately produced. This
is the result of many factors, including the smail size of
prison shops, the lack of strong administrative support for
industrial programs, and the dearth of imaginative and
aggressive sales operations.
One of the first requirements for the promotion of more
realistic and competitive correctional industries is a
clear recognition on the part of the public that gross idleness in penal institutions works a serious detriment to the
larger society. As has been noted, work skills are badly
needed by many offenders. These skills are best developed under realistic conditions of production. Useful jobs cannot be learned in an environment of indolence
and·iethargy. Moreover, it is tremendously wasteful to
support thousands of persons with no return of goods or
services. Of course, increasing the productivity of prison
industries would be futile if action also were not taken to
increase the market for prison-made goods or, at the very
least, increase the current percentage of the State-use
market which is now the principal outlet for those goods.

The most extensive and successful use of prison industries is found in the Federal prisons. In 1965 Federal
prisoners assigned to industry shops earned an average of
$40 per month, according to their skill and productivity, primarily on a piece-rate basi~. The industries
also paid the cost of vocational training programs in the
Federal prisons. The staff includes employment placement officers who help procure postrelease jobs for
prisoners. In some cases industries and vocational training are supported by private businesses and labor unions
and tied to job placement upon release. The Federal
system offers a model for the development of prison industries programs in the States, although most States
would be unable to duplicate its features without financial
assistance from the Federal Government or cooperative
arrangements with each other.
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The Commission recommends:

-,

-.1

States should work together and with the Federal Hovernment to institute modern correctional industries
programs aimed at rehabHitation of offenders though
instilling good work habits and methods. State and
Federal laws restricting the sale of prison-made products
should be modified or repealed.
Strong and informed administrative support in State
correctional programs will be required to upgrade services and to adopt the pr~ctices of private industry. Labor
organizations and business firms could be of inestimable .~:,{
help in advising and guiding the development of new '1
programs, and in neutralizing opposition to them.
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PARTIAL RELEASE AND FURLOUGH PROGRAMS

Even within the limitations of most existing institutions,
there are a number of means by which the transition from
institution to community can be made less abrupt, and
the resources of community institutions drawn upon to
help in rehabilitation. Short-term furloughs from institutions have been used most extensively in Mississippi and
Michigan, each of which has rep0rted less than 1 percent
failure to return, Juvenile institutions have used such
procedures successfully, though parsimoniously, at familygathering times, such as Christmas, Thanksgiving, weddings, and funerals. Furloughs are useful in helping to
prevent the deterioration of family ties and in allowing
offenders to try newly learned skills, and test the insights
they have developed in counseling experiences.
The most striking increase in temporary release from
institutions in recent years has been in work-release programs. Introduced in Wisconsin institutions for misdemeanants over 4{) years ago, their use spread slowly until
large-scale extension to adult ielons began in North Carolina in 1959. Favorable experience there led to workrelease programs for felons in the early 1960's in South
Carolina, Maryland, and other States in rapid succession,
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dnd to work-release provisions for Federal prisoners under
the Prisoner Rehabilitation Act of 1965.
Despite difficulties inherent in lack of experience in administering them, work-release programs have been highly
successful. In North Carolina, where inmates are eligible for work release when they have served a relatively
small portion of their sentences, cancellation of work release for serious misbehavior-generally abscondinghas occurred in only 15 percent of the cases. Revocation has been lower in the Federal system, where prisoners
usually enter work release approximately 6 months before
their expected parole date.
With their earnings the work-release prisoners usually
pay for their transportation to and from their work, and
meet incidental expenses as well. They buy necessary
work clothes and tools and pay union fees and income
taxes. In some places they have also reimbursed the
State for room and board. With the surplus above these
expenses they can send money to dependents, pay fines
and debts arising from their preprison activities, and
save funds to use once they return to the community.
The Federal correctional system h;lS been a leader in
the establishment of special prerelease, guidance centersresidential facilities where prisoners stay prior to parole
and which help them arrange jobs and. other contacts and
adjust to reentry into the community. The same principles, on a less formal basis, are reflected in the halfway
houses established by a number of State and local jurisdictions, often in cooperation with private agencies.
A number of work releasees and residents of prerelease
guidance centers attend school part time or full time in
addition to or instead of working. This arrangement
sometimes is called study release. Particularly appropriate for juvenile and youthful offenders, it is highly developed at several State establishments resembling the
Federal prerelease guidance centers. The New York
State Division of Youth, for example, has several centers
consistin~ of selected apartments within large apartment
buildings, which serve primarily as alternatives to traditional commitment.
All of the programs described here suggest that crime
control can be increased by making the transition from
confinement in a correctional institution to freedom in
the community a gradual, closely supervised process.
This process of graduated release permits offenders to
cope with their many postrelease problems in manageable
steps, rather than trying to develop satisfactory home relationships, employment, and leisure-time activity all at
once upon release. It also permits staff to initiate early
and continuing assessment of progress under actual
stresses of life.
The Commission recommends:
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'} Leaving training school on day-time work release

Graduated release and furlough programs should be expanded. They should be accompanied by guidance and
coordinated with community treatment services.
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lockup. In 1965, over 100,000 juveniles were confined
in adult institutions. Presumably most of them were
there because no separate juvenile detention facilities
existed. Nonetheless, it is clearly undesirable that
juveniles be confined with adults.
Even more undesirable is placing abandoned, neglected, or runaway juveniles in detention, a practice pursued in many conmlUnities that do not have shelter facilities under their welfare departments.

and social workers are concentrated in the larger facilities,
leaving the great bulk of institutions without any.at all.
Since many misdemeanants go on to commit subsequent. offenses, and many "graduate" i~t.o felons, the generallack of rehabilitative programs is cntlcal.
In a few misdemeanant institutions promising steps
have been taken to correct the deficiency. The St. Paul,
Minn., workhouse has in the last 8 years substantiall~ improved its work and educational programs. ProfeSSional
staff is augmented by volunteers. Counseling an -t ~est
ing services for men under 21 years of a~e are prov!~ed
through funding by the Office of Economic Opportumty.
A work and school release program has been initiated.
Since the inception of the release program, a high p~opor
tion of the inmates involved appear to have adjusted
successfully.
MuItnomah County, Oreg. (Portland), is among the
jurisdictions that have established special facilities as an
adjunct to their county jails. Multnomah's program
serves offenders who are sentenced for more than 60 days,
apply for transfer and are accepted after case hi~tory reLOCAL JAILS AND MISDEMEANANT INSTITUTIONS
view and psychological testing. The program mcludes
work, counseling, tutoring by college student volunteers,
No part of corrections is weaker than the ~ocal facilities
cOITective surgery, and dentistry. Work release has ~en
that handle persons awaiting trial and servmg short senadded
recently. Since December 1, 1963, when it recelv:d
tences. Because their inmates do not seem to present
its
first
inmates, over 500 have been released. The reCida clear danger to society, the response to their ~eeds. has
usually been one of indifference. Because their cnmes ivism rete has been estimated at less than 20 percent.
The population includes all categories of misdeme~nan~s,
are c~nsidered petty and the sentences they serve are
relatively s~ort, the corrections. system gives. ~:m .low including skid row alcoholics and felons who ordmanly
status. Many local jails and misdemeanant mst~tutlO~s would serve prison sentences.
.
are administered by the police or cou:lty sheriffs, .a~thon
San Diego, Calif., has established five camps to which
ties whose experience and main concern are m ,?,ther prisoners se~tenced to the county j.ail are transferred a~ter
fields. Most facilities lack well-developed rec.reatlq~al screening. .Men are sent to parucular camps acc~rdm.g
and counseling programs, sometimes even medical serv- to their needs. One camp accepts only younger pnsoners
ices. The first offender, the innocent awaiting trhl, some- and has a specially trained staff selected for its ability to
times juveniles and women are imprisoned with confirmed train and counsel younger otfenders.
criminals, drunks, and the mentally disturbed o~ re~r~ed.
. Such projects illustrate the progress that can b.e. m~de
A large majority of the 215 misdemeanant institutIOns by implementing reforms directed toward rehabilitatIOn
examined in detail in the Commission's survey of cor- of offenders; they indicate that many of the measures rerections have few, if any, rehabilitative programs. Less quiredin institutions for juveniles and adult felo~s are
than ~ percent of the staff perfonn rehabilitative duties, also applicable to the misdemeanant system. It IS not
and some of these work only part time. It would not be feasible in most States, however, to expect t.h~t advanc.es
uncommon to find a s~,.gie psychologist--or none at alI- such as these will be made as long as local Jails and misfor several thousand inmates (table 4). Most teachers demeanant institutions are administered separately from
the rest of corrections.

Table 4.-Distribution of Personnel in Jails and
Local Correctional Institutions, 1965
Number
Social workers or counselors _____ -------------------- -----

~~~~~~\~~:~~~~~iE:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1~~

1~

Ratio of
staff to
inmates

1;rz~2
1;m~31
1U0
38

Vocational
teachers __ -----------------------------------14, M~1
Custodialofficers________________________________________
Administrative and supportive s~rvices..------------------- ___3:.,7_0_1_ _ _: _
Total. __________________________________ ._________
19,195
1:7
SOURCE: National Survey of Corrections.

The Commission recommends:

t

Separate detention facilities should be provided for juveniles. All jurisdictions should have shelter facilities
outside the correctional system for abandoned, neglected,
or runaway cbildren.
A special problem exists in the handling of persons
awaiting trial or appeal. The implementation of bail reforms p.roposed in chapter 5 wou.ld go far toward alleviating the' 'present situation in most jurisdictions, where large
numbers of persons presenting no particular danger to the
community are imprisoned pending trial, often to be released on probation afterwards. There will, of course,
continue to be persons who require pretrial custody.
However, in large cities they might still feasibly be hOllsed
01' handled separately from adjudicated offenders.
The Commission recommends:
Wherever possible, persons awaiting trial should be
housed and handled separately from offenders.
CORRECTIONAL DECISIONMAKING

The Commission recommends:
Local jails and misdemeanant iIl"titutions should be integrated into State correctional systems .• They sho~l~
not be operated by law enforcement agencies. Re~ablh
tative programs and other reforms should be instituted.
The national survey found that in 93 percent of the
country's juvenile court juris'dictions, covering 44 perc~nt
of the population, there is no place for. t?e pretr,.al
detention of juveniles other than a county Jall or polace
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The preceding discussion has been about the range of
correctional treatment. There is another issue in corrections that has not been touched on-the range of decisions made by correctional personnel and the problems
created by the great discretion they exercise. Most of
these questions are old ones, but they have become acute
with the widening of treatment alternatives and the growing advocacy of greater flexibility in choosing among
them.
During the period when restraint was the dominant
response to crime, there were only two major statuses to
differentiate: In prison being punished and out of prison
after having served a sentence. Concern for accurate
factfindlng and procedural safeguards was therefore
focused on adjudication.
Today, however, an offender may be sentenced for an
indeterminate length of time, with his release depending
on the decision of correctional authorities. He may be
referred to any of a wide variety of facilities or treatments
on the basis of screening by correctional authorities. And
he may be subjected to special discipline or punishment on
the basis of determinations from which he has no appeal.

More numerous alternatives also create decision-making problems from the standpoint of effectiveness. Most
correctional decisionmaking is to some degree handicapped by the following deficiencies:
First, important data often are not available, data
which are essential to the making of sound decisions. In
determining whether or not to grant parole for example,
decisions usually are based on scanty information collected at the time the offender was committed to the institution. Information on changes that have occurred during confinement is usuaIly either not available or
inadequate.
Second, information that is available may be irrelevant
to the outcomes which determine whether the decision
was sound. It is characteristic of any decision making
process that those involved often are not aware of the particular bits of information they employ in arriving at a
judgment. Moreover, the information they do use may,
by empirical standards, be unrelated to the judgment being made. The question of relevance cannot be answered
by argument but only by careful research.
By withholding certain items 'of information from the
directors of juvenile institutions in England, for example,
one study found that prognosis of inmate performance
could often be improved. Apparently certain items of
information tended to mislead the officials because they
attached greater weight to them than was warranted.
A final and related pl'obl(,ID is that the volume of information often overloads human capacity for analysis
and utilization. The sheer number of offenders under
correctional supervision is staggering and is growing rapidly each year. Adequate disposition of these offenders
may require tens or hundreds of items of information on
each offender at each step in the correctional cycle. The
potential of computerized information systems as an aid
to meeting this problem is discussed in chapter 11.
DISTINGUISHING DEGREES OF DANGEROUSNESS AND
DETERMINING OPTIMAL DISPOSITION FOR
DIFFERENT OFFENDERS

A core responsibility found in all phasp-s of the conectiona I process is the requirement of gathering and analyzing that information about the offender that will provide
an adequate basis on which to predicate the series of
correctional decisions.
Whether the decision be to invoke the judicial process,
to choose between probation 01' imprisonment, to select
the appropriate degree of security in a correctional institution, to detennine the timing for release from incarceration or the necessity for revocation of parole, the judicial
and administrative decisionmakers are concerned with
very similar issues.
These issues include:
(1) The extent or degree of threat to the public posed
by the individual. Significant clues will be provided by
the nature of the present offense, and the length of any
prior record;
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(2) The extent or degree of an individual's commit- are pathological in a particular way but because they are
ment to criminal or delinquent values, and the nature of different from the numerically dominant inmate group.
his response to any earlier correctional programs;
For example, female offenders, especially juveniles, have (
(3) The kind of personal stability and responsibility mainly been provided only with in:;.dequate imitations of \
evidenced in his employment record, residential patterns, the institutional programs used for males, despite factual
and family support history;
evidence that their needs and their involvements in crimi( 4) The kind of personal deficiencies apparent, in- nal activity are strikingly different. Older adolescents
cluding educational and vocational training needs;
and young adults often are not served well by either the
(5) The personal, psychological characteristics of the adult or juvenile system of corrections.
It would seem obvious that offenders are as different
offender that determine how he perceives the world and
his relationship to it.
from each other as are people in the general population.
A few correctional research programs are seeking to test Those who are highly skilled and persistent at maniputhe way in which these personal dimensions can be sub- lating and hoodwinking persons in authority must be
jected to objective analyses and used as the basis for pre- handled firmly if change is to occur. Others need redicting the probable response to alternative correctional assurance about their importance as human beings more
programs. Some progress is evident in both statistical and than they need firm limits on their behavior. Still others
psychological research experiments.
require practical assistance in getting a job or securing
Central to such evaluation is the necessity for identify- needed train~ng, rather than psychological help of any
ing those dangerous or habitual offenders who pose a kind. And there are those who need no help at all; they
serious threat to the community's safety. They include have experienced a legal sanction and will manage ably
those offenders whose personal instability is so gross as to enough in the community thereafter with only pererupt periodically in violent and assaultive behavior, and functory contact with authority.
Special offender groups such as alcoholics, derelicts,
those individuals whose long-term exposure to criminal
influences has produced a thoroughgoing commitment to those with psychological prohlems, narcotics addicts,
criminal values that is resistive of superficial efforts to 'gifted people with high IQ's and female offenders may
effect change.
also require very distinct kinds of services that can be
For these persons the still primitive state of treatment provided most effectively and efficiently through specialmethodologies can only offer a period of confinement ized treatment. Promising experiments with this kind of
followed by the kind of parole supervision that will pro- classification have occurred in New York and
vide the requisite control.
Pennsylvania.
Clearly indicated is the need for an improved capability
The problems of special offender groups should be ap- ('.
in the information gathering and analysis process and proached through efforts to classify and handle them
continued experimental development to improve the pre- separately wherever this will achieve either improvement
dictive power of the information gathered. These needs in their treatment or alleviation of the conditions under
point to increased manpower and the training requisite which other inmates are handled. This will require in
fer the development of sophistication and skill in the in- many cases-particularly for local misdemeanant sysvestigative-diagnostic process.
tems-that jurisdictions join together, as a number are
Paralleling these general needs is the need for pro- now beginning to do, in operating joint facilities and
fessional clinical personnel to assist in the evaluation of programs for special offender groups, or alternatively that
the bizarre acting, seriously disturbed, and mentally de- they contract with neighboring facilities to handle such
ficient offenders, and to provide consultation and advice persons.
to the line staff who must deal on a day-to-day basis with
The Commission recommends:
this special group.
Improved correctional decisionmaking requires not
only hettel' information and personnel but also a wider Screening and diagnostic resources should be strengthrange of alternative facilities and programs. These are ened, with Federal support, at every point of significant
particularly needed when dealing with disturbed 01' dan- decision. Jurisdictions should classify and assign olfenders according to the~r needs and problems, giving sepagerous offendem.
rate
treatment to all. special offender groups when this
Penal institutions tend to be a kind of catch basin for
is
d~sirable. They should join together to operate joint
a myriad of human problems not resolved elsewhere.
regional facilities or make use of neighboring facilities on
Correctional staff must deal not only with offenders as
a contract basis where necessary to achieve these ends.
such, but with offenders who also are alcoholic, mentally
ill or deficient, addicted to narcotics, or driven by psyUnder such a pattern, the Federal Government would
chological pressures to commit sexually deviant acts. be in a particularly advantageous position to undertake
The implications of these conditions for needed treatment the handling of small groups of special offenders who reresources at:e sobering indeed, if they are faced realisti- quire highly specialized or long-term treatment. Maxically.
mum security prisoners and those serving life sentences,
It is true, moreover, that some categories of offenders are among the groups that could be handled away from
require special treatment and control, not because they local communities.
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IMPROVING PAROLE DECISIONS
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A particularly critical area of correctional decisionmaking is that which surrounds the granting of parole.
Chapter 5 has suggested a number of improvements in
sentencing procedures. Unlike sentencing, which has
tra~IitiomiIly been a judicial function, the parole decision
is a:dministrative. It is made by cori'ectional author:ities
or by a special parole board, usually composed of laymen.
While many parole officials are extremely able and
knowledgeable, some still are merely political appointees
without training and many serve only on a part-time
basis. Such a situation is incompatible with the development of the kind of exper:tisenecessary to make a deCision
which is as complex and impor:tant as that made by a
sentencing judge.

The Commission recommends:
Parole J:-,oardsshouldbe appointed solely on the basis of
competence and should rr'ceive training and orientation
in their task. They should be required to serve full time
aod should be compensated accordingly.

so that parole officials will know who succeeded and who
failed to adopt law abiding ways.
CONCERN FOR THE RIGHTS OF OFFENDERS

As the line betweeninstitutional an.d community treatment becomes increasingly blurred, problems6fachieving
fairness in decisions relating to release will proliferate.
Partial release to the community for work or study, placement in a prerelease residential unit-these are only some
of many ways of gradually shifting an offender
from life in an institution to life in the community. Given
the many shades of gray along that transition route, and
the present rapid invention of new variations on the
theme, it is increasingly difficult to determine when the
shift actually has been made-indeed this is the very
point of such correctional strategy.
But many questions arise relative to the decisions that
are made as the offender moves away from the institution.
These questions become even more acute if it is
decided that he should move part or all of the way back.
This area of decisions has for a considerable time been
the province of parole boards, but such new procedures
as work furloughs and educational leaves sometimes place
the decisions in the hands of institution officials.
These developments have increased the need to insure that adequate procedures are present to safeguard
the rights of offenders. Already such fomlal decisions
as pa:role revocation are coming to be seen as requiring
legal representation. of offenders-as the Commission recommends in chapter 5. Less formalized decisionsassignment to particular facilities and treatment program~, return of halfway-house residents to confinement
before rather than after trouble-present greater
difficulties.
On the one hand, such decisions can vitally affect the
lives of offenders, and there is danger that they may be
made on the basis of inadequate or incorrect information,
or through prejudice. On the other hand, serious problems would be presented by subjecting these and similar
actions to all of the traditional legal procedures associated
with judicial due process requirements. The law has yet
to define limits and standards in this area. But correctional authorities should t2.1\e immediate steps to insure
that there are adequate safeguards by providing forhearing procedures, review of decisions by persons removed
from the immediate situation, explicit poiicy guidelines
and standards, and adequate records to support decisions.
Offenders should always have administrative recourse
for grievances against officials, and the adequacy of this
recourse should be subject to review by some external
authority.

Parole boards should concentrate on developing and
monitoring policy guidelines within which decisions about
individual cases could be made fairly and consistently.
Where the workload is heavy, boards should review the
actions of professional hearing officers rather than attempting to carry on all hearings themselves.
In the main, both juvenile and adult releasing authorities must depend on their staffs for information about
persons being considered for release. The quality of
staff available to releasing authorities is, therefore, a
crucial determinant in effective decisionmaking. Staff
must be able to develop and assemble vital information
and present it in such a way as to establish its relevance to
the decision. Far too typically, the pattern is for an overworked caseworker to attempt to gather information on a
prisoner from meager institutional records. Institution
officials sometimes form their impressions primarily in
terms of whether an individual was docile during confinement, rather than on the basis of his readiness for release into the community.
Another problem arises from the fact that the information on offenders often is fitted into a highly stereotyped
format. The repetitious character of parole hearings,
coupled with the sameness of reporting style and jargon,
make it very difficult for board members to understand
the individual aspects of a given case and to assess them
wisely.
It seems especially important that research and experimentation should be undertaken to develop improved inThe Commission recommends:
formation for use in making parole decisions and to
discover better ways of presenting that information. CorrectiQnal agencies should develop explicit standurds
There should be a flow of information on the perform- and administrative procedures to enable those under
ance in the community of offenders previously released, correctional control to test the fairness of key decisions
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Elements of a Modern Correctional System

Figure 4
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'affecting them. These procedures should inclJlde
gathering and recording facts and providing for independent monitoring and review of the actions of
) correctional staff.
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The correctional programs of the United States cannot
perform their assigned work by mere tinkering with faulty
machinery. A substantial upgrading of services and a
new orientation of the enterprise toward integration of
offenders into community life is needed.
To achieve this end, there must be new divisions of
labor, cooperative arrangements between governments,
and a better balance between institutional and community programs. There must be a wide variety of techniques for controlling and treating offenders, and arrangements that allow these techniques to be 'used flexibly and
interchangeably. A strategy of search and validation
must be substituted for the present random methods of
detennining how correctional resources should be used.
Figure 4 depicts the operational elements of a modern correctional system as recommended by the Commission.
Such pervasive changes will require strong and decisive
action. The following points out where responsibility for
taking action rests and notes the cost and consequences of
inaction.
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RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACTION: ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

"

Certain principles should govern correctional operations:
(1) Correctional operations should be located as close
as possible to the homes of the offenders.
(2) Reciprocal arrangements between governments
should be developed to permit flexible use of resources. Regional sharing of institutional facilities and community programs should be greatly
increased.
(3) Large governmental ,:,nits should take responsibility for a variety of forms of indirect service to
smaller and less financially able units, helping them
to develop and strengthen their correctional
services.
The Federal Government should assume a large share
of responsibility for providing impetus and direction to
needed changes. It should take increasing responsibility
fol' helping to upgrade the correctional programs of State
and local governments. Ultimately, Federal authorities
might provide only those direct services which cannot be
operated effectively and economically by State and local
gover:1ments.
The Federal Government can stimulate action by providing financial and other assistance to State and local
governments. Federal financial support can be of
crucial importance in developing the capacity to secure,
analyze, and disseminate information on the treatment
that is most successful with different classiHcations of of-

fenders; in assisting State and local agencies to recruit and
train the many kinds of personnel needed to staff new
programs; in providing funds for needed research and
demonstration, and curriculum development projects.
State and local activities should reflect the principles
outlined above. Some counties and metropolitan areas
are sufficiently large to develop comprehensive correctional services of their own. In such cases, the State
role might be similar to the Federal role indicated aboveproviding stimulus for change. Primarily, however, the
State governments themselves should develop and administer correctional services, involving local governments
as much as possible and decentralizing operations through
regional offices. No single pattern of organization will
fit the varied conditions that exist; needs in the correctional field are a challenge to imaginative inter-governmental problem solving.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACTION: NONGOVERNMENTAL ROLE

A sizable number of nongovernmental organizations
operate nationally to improve correctional practices.
Among them are the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, the American Correctional Association, the
National Association of Training Schools, the Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training, and
various affiliated groups. These entities, operating independently of vested interests and of the limitations imposed by public office, have an opportunity to play a
most important role in bringing about needed changes in
corrections. They can carry out surveys in States and
localities, provide consulting services, and help with i"esearch and information exchange. Above all, they can
inform the public about needs and problems and mobilize
the grassroots support required for major change. Public
funds should be made available to help private agencies
perform these functions, but it is imperative that they
maintain a perspective from outside the system in order to
be incisive critics and monitors of its operations.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF HIGHER EDUCATION

At present, university curricula generally ignore the
field of corrections. Correctional concerns tend to be invisible to students and faculty at both the undergraduate
and graduate level, despite the fact that many disciplines
and professions-psychology, sociology, public administration, law, and social work, among others-have legitimate responsibilities in this area. Universities have an indispensable role to play in filling the knowledge gap that
exists throughout corrections. However, two hazards
should be avoided: Heavily vocational programs which
purport to answer questions about how to perform correctional functions without addressing the complexities of
what and why and thus further isolate corrections from
the university community; and conversely the reluctance
of scholars to address the specific problems faced by those
charged with the perplexing task of controlling and
rehabilitating offenders.
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Funds from Federal, State and local governments and
private foundations are specifically needed for research;
for fellowships and stipends to promising students and to
\
.' those employed in corrections who want further univer.... ., sity training; and for sustained support for internships
alid field placement programs developed with correctional
agencies.
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The Commission recommends:
Universities and c:olleges should, with governmental
and private parti<:ipation and support, develop more
courses and launch more research studies and projects
on' the problems of contemporary corrections.
CONSEQUENCES OJ! INACTION

It would be sat.isfying to have available a quantitative
statement of the costs and consequences over the
decades ahead of continuing the present faltering correctional system, and of the gains that could be achieved
through implementation of the recommended changes.
How much reduction of crime and delinquency could be
achieved over 5) 10, or 20 years? When would the econ-

,
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omies implicit in more effective handli:ng of offenders
equal or surpass the increased cost of a renovated correctional system? What would be the cost to the Nation, in
human lives and suffering as well as in dollars, of inaction
in the face of such critical conditions?
It is impossible to answer such questions in quantitative
terms. The cost oi' additional personnel and facilities
can be estimated roughly, but there is at present no solid
basis in experience for predicting the impact of a changed
correctional system.
However, the ineffectiveness of the present system
is not really a subject of controversy. The directions of
change-toward the community, toward differential
handling of offenders, toward a coherent organization of
services-are supported by a combination of objective
evidence and informed opinion.
The costs of action are substantial. But the costs of inaction are immensely greater. Inaction would mean, in
effect, that the Nation would continue to avoid, rather
than. confront, one of its most critical social problems; that
it would accept for the next generation a huge, if now
immeasureable, burden of wasted and destructive lives.
Decisive action, on the other hand, could make a difference that would really matter within our time.
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Chapter 7

\ Organized Crime
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ORGANIZED CRIME is a society that seeks to operate outsidethe control of the American people and their governments. 'It invcilves thousands of criminals, working
within 'structures as complex as those of any large corporation, subject to laws more rigidly enforced than those
of legitimate govern!nents. Its actions are not impulsive
but rather the re~ult of intricate conspiracies, carried on
over many years and aimed at gaining control over whole
: fields of activity in order to amass huge profits.
, The core of organized crime activity is the supplying
of illegal goods and services-gambling, loan sharking,
narcotics, and other forms of vice-to countless numbers
of citizen customers. But organized crime is also extensively and deeply involved in legitimate business and in
labor unIons. Here it employs illegitimate methodsmonopolization, terrorism, extortion, tax evasion-to
,drive out or control lawful ownership and leadership and
to exact illegal profits from the public. And to carry'
on its many activities secure from governmental interference, organized crime corrupts public officials.
Robert F. Kennedy, when he was Attorney General,
illustrated its power simply and vividly. He testified
before a Senate subcommittee in 1963 that the physical
protection of witnesses who had cooperated with the
Federal Government in organized crime cases often required that those witnesses change their appearances,
change their names, or even leave the country. When
the government of a powerful country is unable to protect its friends from its enemies by means less extreme
than obliterating their identities, surely it is being seriously
challenged; if not threatened.
What organized crime wants is money and power.
What makes it different from law-abiding organizations
and individuals with those same objectives is that the
ethical and moral standards the criminals adhere to, the
laws and regulations they obey, the procedures they use,
are private a.nd secret ones that they devise themselves,
change when they see fit, and administer summar.ily and
invisibly. Organized crime affects the lives of millions of
Americans, but because it desperately preserves its invisibility ma.ny, perhaps most, Americans are not aware how
they are affected, or even that they are affected at all.
The price of a loaf of bread may go up one cent as the result of an organized crime conspiracy, but a housewife has
no way of knowing why she is paying more. If organized
criminals paid income tax on every cent of their vast earn-

Fruits of one gambler's operation--$2.4 million

ings everybody's tax bill would go down, but no one
knows how much.
But to discuss the impact of organized crime in terms
of whatever direct, personal, everyday effect it has on
individuals is to miss most of the point. Most individuals
are not affected, in this sense, very much. Much of the
money organized crime accumulates comes from innumerable petty transactions: 50-cent bets, $3-a-month
private garbage collection services, quarters dropped into
racketeer-owned jukeboxes, or small price rises resulting
from protection rackets. A one-cent-a-Ioaf rise in bread
may annoy housewives, but it certainly does not
impoverish them.
Sometimes organized crime's activities do not directly
affect individuals at all. Smuggled cigarettes in a vending machine cost consumers no more than tax-paid cigarettes, but they enrich the leaders of organized crime.
Sometimes these activities actually reduce prices for a
short period of time, as can happen when organized
crime, in an attempt to take over an industry, starts a
price war againsl legitimate businessmen. Even when
organized crime engages in a large transaction, individuals may not be directly affected. A large sum of money
can be diverted from a union pension fund to finance a
business venture without immediate and direct effect
upon the individual members of the union.
It is organized crime's accumulation of money, not the
individual transactions by which the money is accumulated" that has a great and threatening impact on America. A quarter in a jukebox means nothing and results
in nothing. But millions of quarters in thousands of jukeboxes can provide both a strong motive for murder and
the means to commit murder with impunity. Organized
crime exists by virtue of the power it purchases with its
money. The millions of dollars it can invest in narcotics
or use for layoff money give it power over the lives of
thousands of people and over the quality of life in whole
neighborhoods. The millions of dollars it can throw
into the legitimate economic system give it power to.manipulate the price of shares on the stock market, to raise
or lower the price of retail merchandise, to determine
whether entire industries are union or nonunion, to make
it easier or harder for businessmen to continue in business.
The millions of dollars it can spend on corrupting public officials may give it power to maim or murder 'people
inside or outside the organization with impunity, to ex-
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was cOllmon knowledge, he moved around New York
conspicuously and unashamedly, perhaps ostracized by
some people but more often accepted, greeted by jour- I;
nalists, recognized by children, ~ccorded all the freedoms \,
rf a prosperous and successful man. On a society that
treats such a man in s!lch a manner, organized crime has
had an impact.
And yet the public remains indifferent. Few Americans seem to comprehend how the pbenomenon of orrratJized crime affects t,heir lives. They do not see how
gambling with bookmakers, or borrowing money from
loan sharks, forwards the interests of great criminal cartels. Businessmen looking for labor harmony or nonunion status through irregular channels rationalize away
ally suspicions that organized crime is thereby spreading
its influence. When an ambitious political candidate
accepts substantial cash contributions from unknown
sources, he suspects but dismisses the fact that organized
crime will dictate some of his actions when he assumes
office.
Pres;dent Johnson asked the Commission to detennine
why organized crime has been expanding c!;;spite the
Nation's best efforts to prevent it. The Commission
drew upon the small group of enforcement personnel and
other knowledgeable persons who deal with organized
crime. Federal agencies provided extensive material.
But because so little study and research have been done
in this field, we also secured the assistance of sociologists,
systems analysts, political scientists, economists, and
lawyers. America's limited response to organized crime
is illustrated by the fact that, for several of these disci- i('
plines, our call for assistance resulted in their first concentrated examination of organized crime.
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State tax official with smuggled cigarettes

tort money from businessmen, to conduct businesses in
such fields as liquor, meat, or drugs without regard to
administrative regulations, to avoid payment of income
taxes, or to secure public works contracts without competitive bidding.
The purpose of organized crime is not competition with
visible, legal government but nullification of it. When
organized crime ,Jlaces an official in public office, it nullifies the political process. When it bribes a police official,
it nullifies law enforcement.
There is another, more subtle, way in which organized
crime has an im pact on American life. Consider the
fonner way of life of Frank Costello, a man who has repeatedly been called a leader of organized crime. He
lived in an expensive apartment on t~e corner of 720
Street and Central Park West in New York. He was
often seen dining in well-known restaurants in the company of judges, public officials, and prominent businessmen. Every morning he was shaved in the barbershop of
the Waldorf Astori~ Hotel. On many weekends he
played golf at a country club on the fashionable North
Shore of Long Island. In short, though his reputation
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THE TYPES OF ORGANIZED CRIMINAL
ACTIVITIES
CATERING TO PUBLIC DEMANDS

Organized criminal groups participate in any illegal
activity that offers maximum profit at minimum risk of
law enforcement interference. They offer goods and
services that millions of Americans desire even though
declared illegal by their legislatures.
Gambling.
Law enforcement officials agree almost
unanimously that gambling is the greatest source of revenue for organized crime. It ranges from lotteries, such
as "numbers" or "bolita," to off-track horse betting, bets
on sporting events, large dice games and illegal casinos.
In large cities where organized criminal groups exist, very
few of the gambling operators are independent of a large
organization. Anyone whose independent operation becomes successful is likely to receive a visit from an organization representative who convinces the independent,
through fear or promise of greater profit, to share his
revenue with the organization.
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Most large-city gambling is established or controlled
by organized crime members through elaborate hierarchies. Money is filtered from the small operator who
takes the customer's bet, through persons who pick up
money and slips, to second-echelon figures in charge of
particular districts, and then into one of several main offices. The profits that eventually accrue to organization
leaders move through channels so complex that even
persons who work in the betting operation do not know
or canpot prove the identity of the leader. Increasing
use of the telephone for lottery and sports betting has
facilitated systems in which the bookmaker may not know
the identity of the second-echelon person to whom he calls
in the day's bets. Organization not only creates greater
efficiency and enlarges markets, it also provides a systematized method of corrupting the law enforcement process
by centralizing procedures for the payment of graft.
Organization is also necessary to prevent severe losses.
More money may be bet on one horse or one number
with a small operator than he could pay df if that horse
or that number should win. The operator will have to
hedge by betting some money himself on that horse or
that number. This so-called "layoff" betting is accomplished through a network of local, regional, and national
layoff men, who take bets from gambling operations.
There is no accurate way of ascertaining organized
crime's gross revenue from gambling in the United States.
Estimates of the annual int.:!ke have varied from $7 to
$50 billion. Legal betting at racetracks reaches a gross
annual figure of almost $5 billion, and most enforcement
officials believe that illegal wagering on horse races, lotteries, and sporting events totals at least $20 billion each
year. Analysis of organized criminal betting operations
indicates that the profit is as high as one-third of gross
revenue-or $6 to $7 billion each year. While the Commission cannot judge the accuracy of' these figures, even
the most conservative estimates place substantial capital in
the hands of organized crime leaders.

loan, and the repayment potential. The classic "6-for-5"
loan, 20 percent a week, is common with small borrowers. Payments may be due by a certain hour on a
certain day and even a few minutes' default may result
in a rise in interest rates. The lender is more interested
in perpetuating interest payments than collecting principal; and force, or threats of force of the most brutal
kind, are used to effect interest collection, eliminate pm·
test when interest rates are raised, and prevent the beleaguered borrower from reporting the activity to enforcement officials. No reliable estimates exist of the
gross revenue from organized loan sharking; but profit
margins are higher than for gambling operations, and
many officials classify the business in the multi-billiondollar range.

Loan Sharking.
In the view of most law enforcement
officials loan sharking, the lending of money at higher
rates than the legally prescribed limit, is the second
largest source of revenue for organized crime. Gambling profits provide the initial capital for loan-shark
operations.
No comprehensive analysis has ever been made of what
kinds of customers loan sharks have, or of how much or
how often each kind borrows. Enforcement officials and
other investigators do have some information. Gamblers
borrow to pay gambling losses; narcotics users borrow to
purchase heroin. Some small businessmen borrow from
loan sharks when legitimate credit channels are closed.
The same men who take bets from employees in mass employment industries also serve at times as loan sharks,
whose money enables the employees to payoff their
gamb)ing debts or meet household needs.
Interest rates vary from 1 to 150 percent a week, according to the relationship between the lender and borrower, the intended use of the money, the size of the

Other Goods and Services.
Prostitution and bootlegging play a small and declining role in organized
crime's operations. Production of illegal alcohol is a
risky business. The destruction of stills and supplies by
law enforcement officers dupng the initial stages means
the loss of heavy initial investment capital. Prostitution
is difficult to organize and discipline is hard to maintain.
Several important convictions of organized crime figures
in prostitution cases in the 1930's and 1940's :made the
criminal executives wary of further participation.

Narcotics.
The sale of narcotics is organized like a
legitimate importing~wholesaling-retailing business. The
distribution of heroin, for example, requires movement
of the drug through four or five levels between the importer and the street peddler. Many enforcement officials believe that the severity of mandatory Federal narcotics penalties has caused organized criminals to restrict
their activities to importing and wholesak distribution.
They stay away from smaller-scale wholesale transactions
or dealing at the retail level. Transactions with addicts
are handled by independent narcotics pushers using drugs
imported by organized crime.
The large amounts of cash and the internati<;mal connections necessary for large, long-tenn heroin supplies
can be provided only by organized crime. Conservative
estimates of the number of addicts in the Nation and
the average daily expenditure for :leroin indicate that the
gross heroin trade is $350 million annually, of which $21
million are probably profits to the importer and distributor. Most of this profit goes to organized crime groups
in those few cities in which almost all heroin consumption
occurs.

BUSINESS AND LABOR INTERESTS

Infiltration of Legitimate Business.
To have a legitimate business enables the racket executive to acquire respectability in the community and to establish a source
of funds that appears legal and upon which just enough
taxes can be paid to avoid income tax prosecution. Organized crime invests the profit it has made from illegal
service activities in a variety of businesses throughout the
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There is a disturbing lack of interest on the part of some
legitimate business concerns regar~ing the i~e.ntity ot the
persons with whom they deal . . Thls lackadarsrcal attl~ude
is conducive to the perpetratron of frauds and the mfiltration and subversion of legitimate businesses by the
organized criminal element.

Because business ownership is so easily concealed, it
is difficult to detennine all the types of businesses that
organized crime has penetrated. Of the 75 or so racket
leaders who met at Apalachin, N.Y., in 1957, at leasty
were in the coin-operated machine industry, 16 were 10
the gannent industry, 10 owned grocery stores, 17 owned
bars or restaurants, 11 were in the olive oil and cheese
business and 9 were in the construction business. Others
were in~olved in automobile agencies, coal companies,
entertainment funeral homes, ownership of horses and
race tlracks, lin~n and laundry enterprises, trucking, waterfront activities, and bakeries.
Today, the kinds of production and service industr~es
and businesses that organized crime controls or has 10vested in range from accounting firm,s to yeast manufacturing. One criminal syndicate alone h~s .real estate
interests with an estimated value of $300 mdhon. In a
few instances, racketeers control nationwide manufacturing and service industries with known and respected brand
names.
Control of business concerns has usually been acquired
through one of four metho~s: ( 1) investi?g concea}e?
profits acquired from gambhng and other dlegal actlvlties; (2) accepting business interests in paym~nt of the
owner's gambling debts; (3) foreclosing on usunous loans:
and (4) using various fonns of extortion.
.
Acquisition of legitimate businesses is a.Iso acc?mplIshed
in more sophisticated ways. One organized cnme group
offered to lend money to a business on condition that a
racketeer be appointed to the company's board of directors and that a nominee for the lenders be given first
option to purchase if there were any outside sale of the
company's stock. Control of certain brokerage houses
was secured through foreclosure of usurious loans, and
the businesses then used to promote the sale of fraudulent
stock, involving losses of more than $2 million to the
public.
.
Criminal groups also satisfy defaulted loans by tak10g
over businesses, hiring professional arsonists to burn
buildings and contents, and collecting on the fire insurance. Another tactic was illustrated in the recent bankruptcy of a meatpacking firm in which control was secured
as payment for gambling debts. With the original owners
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country. To succeed in such ventures, it uses ~ccount
ants, attorneys, and business .consul~ants, who 10 some
instances work exclusively on lts affairs. Too often, because of the reciprocal benefits involved in organized
crime's dealings with the business world, or .bec~~se of
fear, the legitimate sector of societ~ ~elps the l~legltlJ:nate
sector. The Illinois Crime Commlsslon, after 1Ovestigating one service industry in Chicago, stated:

7

rema1010g in nominal management positions, extensive
product orders were placed through established line~ of
credit, and the goods were immediately sold .at low 'p~ces
before the suppliers were ·paid. The organized cnI~ll~al
group made a quick profit of three-quarters of a mlllIon
dollars by pocketing the receipts from sale of the pr~ducts
ordered and placing the firm in bankruptcy Wlthout
paying the suppliers.
Too little is known about the effects on the economy of
organized crime's entry into the business world, b~t the
examples above indicate the harm done to. the pu~lic and
at least suggest how criminal ca~els can ~nderm1Oe free
competition. The ordinary bus1Oess~an lS hard. pressed
to compete with a syndicate enterpnse. From lt~ gambling and other illegal revenue--on most of whlch no
taxes are paid-the criminal group alw~ys has a ready
source of cash with which to enter any bus1Oess .. Thro~gh
union connections, the business run by orgamzed .cnme
either prevents unionization or secures ':sweetheart" contracts from existing unions. These tactlcs are .used e~ec
tively in combination. In one ci~y, orgamzed. cnme
gained a monopoly in garbage collectl?n by preserv10g the
business's nonunion status and by us10g cash reserves to
offset temporary losses incurred when the criminal group
lowered prices to drive competitors out of busin~ss. .
Strong-arm tactics are used to enforce unfair b.usmess
policy and to obtain customers. A res.taura~t ch~1O controlled by organized crime used the gUlse of q~abty control" to insure that individua.1 restaurant franchlse holders
bought products only from o~her sy?dicate-o~ned b~si
nesses. In one city, every busmess With a p~rtlcular kmd
of waste product useful in another line of 10dustry sold
that product to a syndicate-.c?ntrolled .business at onethird the price offered by legitimate bus~ness.
..
The cumulative effect of the infiltratIOn of legltlmate
business in America cannot be measured. Lawenforcement officials agree that entry into legitimate business is
continually increasing and that it has not decreased organized crime's control over gambling, usury and other
profitable, low-risk criminal enterprises.
Labor Racketeering.
Control of labor supply and infiltration of labor unions by organized crinle prevent
unionization of some industries, provide opportunities for
stealing from union funds and extorting money by threats
of possible labor strife, and provide funds from .the enormous union pension and welfare systems for busmess ventures controlled by organized criminals. Union control
also may enhance other illegal activities. Truck~ng, COllstruction and waterfront shipping entrepreneurs, 10 return
for assurance that business operations will not be interrupted by labor discord, countenance gambling, l~an
sharking and pilferage on company property. Orgamzed
criminals either direct these activities or grant "concessions" to others in return for a percentage of the profits.
Some of organized crime's effects on labor union affairs,
particularly in the abuse of pension and welfare funds,
were disclosed in investigations by Senator John McClel-
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lan's committee. In one case, almost immediately after
receiving a license as an insurance broker, the son of a
major organized crime figure in New York City was
chosen as the broker for a number of such funds, with
significant commissions to be earned and made available
for distribution to "silent partners." The youthful
broker's only explanation for his success was that he had
advertised in the classified telephone directory.
In New York City, early in 1966, the head of one
organized crime group was revealed to be a partner in a
labor relations consulting firm. One client of the firm,
a nationally prominent builder, said he did not oppose
unions but that better and cheaper houses could be
built without them. The question of why a legitimate
businessman would seek the services of an untrained consultant with a criminal record to handle his labor relations was not answered.
LOCATION OF ORGANIZED CRIME
ACTIVITIES
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Organized criminal groups are known to operate in
all sections of the Nation. In response to a Commission
survey of 71 cities, the police departments in 80 percent
of the cities with over 1 million residents, in 20 percent
of the cities with a population between one-half million
and a million, in 20 percent of the cities with between
250,000 and 500,000 population, and in over 50 percent
of the cities between 100,000 and 250,000, indicated
that organized criminal groups exist in their cities.
In some instances Federal agency intelligence indicated
the presence of organized crime where local reports denied it. Of the nine cities not responding to the Commission survey, six are known to Federal agencies to have
extensive organized crime problems. Where the existence
of organized crime was acknowledged, all police departments indicated that the criminal group would continue
even though a top leader died or was incarcerated.
Organized crime in small cities is more difficult to
assess. Law enforcement personnel are aware of many
instances in which local racket figures controlled crime
in a slnaller city and received aid from and paid tribute to
organized criminal groups located in a nearby large
city. In one Eastern town, for example, the local
racket figure combined with outside organized criminal
groups to establish horse and numbers gambling grossing $1.3 million annually, an organized dice game drawing customers from four states and having an employee
payroll of $350,000 annually, and a still capable of producing $4 million worth of alcohol each year. The town's
population was less than 100,000. Organized crime
cannot be seen as merely a big-city problem.

tion of the prohibition era. All available .data indicate
that organized crime flourishes only where it has corrupted local officials. As the scope and variety of organized crime's activities have expanded, its need to
involve public officials at every level of local government
has grown. And as government regulation expands into
more and more areas of private and business activity, the
power to corrupt likewise affords the corrupter more control over matters affecting the everyday life of each
citizen.
Contrast, for example, the way governmental action
in contract procurement or zoning functions today with
the way it functioned only a few years ago. The potential hann of corruption is greater today if only because
the scope of governmental activity is greater. In different places at different times, organized crime has
corrupted police officials, prosecutors, legislators, judges,
regulatory agency officials, mayors, councilmen, and other
pubiic officials, whose legitimate exercise of duties would
block organized crime and whose illegal exercise of duties
helps it.
Neutralizing local law enforcement is central to organized crime's operations. What can the public do if no
one investigates the investigators, and the political figures
are neutralized by their alliance with organized crime?
Anyone reporting corrupt activities may merely be telling
his story to the corrupted; in a recent "investigation" of
widespread corruption, the prosecutor announced that
any citizen coming forward with evidence of payments
to public officials to secure government action would be
prosecuted for participating in such unlawful conduct.
In recent years some local governments have been
dominated by criminal groups. Today, no large city is
completely controlled by organized crime, but in many
there is a considerable degree of corruption.
Organized crime currently is directing its efforts to corrupt law enforcement at the chief or at least middle-level
supervisory officials. The corrupt political execu~ive
who ties the hands of police officials who want to act
against organized crime is even more effective for organized crime's purposes. To secure political power organized crime tries by bribes or political contributions to
corrupt the nonoffice-holding political leaders to whom
judges, mayors, prosecuting attorneys, and correctional
officials may be responsive.
It is impossible to detennine how extensive the corruption of public officials by organized crime has been.
We do know that there must be more vigila~ce against
such corruption, and we know that there must be better
ways for the public to communicate infonnation about
corruption to appropriate governmental personnel.
MEMBERSHIP AND ORGANIZATION
OF CRIMINAL CARTELS

CORRUPTION OF THE ENFORCEMENT
AND POLITICAL SYSTEMS

(

Today's corruption is less visible, more subtle and therefore more difficult to detect and assess than the corrup-

Some law enforcement officials define organized crime
as those groups engaged in gambling, or narcotics pushing, or loan sharking, or with illegal business or labor interests. This is useful to the extent that it eliminates
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certain other criminal groups from consideration, such as
youth gangs, pickpocket rings, and professional criminal
groups who may also commit many types of crimes, but
whose groups are ad hoc. But when law enforcement
officials focus exclusively on the crime instead of the organization, their target is likely to be the lowest-level criminals who commit the visible crimes. This has little effect
on the organization.
The Commission believes that before a strategy to combat organized crime's threat to America can be developed,
that threat must be assessed by a close examination of organized crime's distinctive characteristics and methods of
operation.
NATIONAL SCOPE OF ORGANIZED CRIME

,

In 1951 the Kefauver committee declared that a nationwide crime syndicate known as the Mafia operated
in many large cities and that the leaders of the Mafia usually controlled the most lucrative rackets in their cities.
In 1957, 20 of organized crime's top leaders were convicted (later reversed on appeal) of a criminal charge
arising from a meeting at Apalachin, N.Y. At the sentencing the judge stated that they had sought to corrupt
and infiltrate the political mainstreams of the country,
that t.hey had led double lives of crime and respeci.c.~i1ity,
and that their probation reports read "like a tale of
horrors."
Today the core of organized crime in the United States
consists of 24 groups operating as criminal cartels in large
cities across the Nation. Their membership is exclusively
Italian, they are in frequent communication with each
other, and their smooth functioning is insured by a national body of overseers. To date, only the Federal Bureau of Investigation has been able to document fully
the national scope of these groups, and FBI intelligence
indicates that the organization as a whole has changed
its name from the Mafia to La Cosa Nostra.
In 1966 J. Edgar Hoover told a House of Representatives Appropriations Subcommittee:
La Cosa No()stra is the largest organization of the crimin(ll
underworld in this country, very closely organized and
strictly disciplined. They have committed almost every
crime under the sun . . .
La Cosa Nostra is a criminal fraternity whose membership is Italian either by birth or national origin, and it
has been found to control major racket activities in many
of our larger metropolitan areas, often workhg in concert with criminals representing other ethnic backgrounds.
It operates on a nationwide basis, with international implicatkms, and until recent years it carried on its activities
with almost complete secrecy. It functions as a criminal
cartel, adhering to its own body of "law" and "justice"
and, in so doing, thwarts and usurps the authority of
legally constituted judicial bodies . . .

In individual cities, the local core group may also be
known as the "outfit," the "syndicate," or the "mob."
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These 24 groups work with and control other racket
groups, whose leaders are of various ethnic derivations.
In addition, the thousands of employees who perform '
the street-level functions of organized crime's gambling, {
usury, and other iIIegaJ activities represent a cross section "of the Nation's population groups.
The present confederation of organized crime groups
arose after Prohibition, during which Italian, German,
Irish, and Jewish groups had competed with one another
in racket operations. The Italian groups were successful
in switching their enterprises from prostitution and bootlegging to gambling, extortion, and other illegal activities.
They consolidated their power through murder and
violence.
Today, members of the 24 core groups reside and are
active in the States ShOW1l1 on the map. The scope and
effect of their criminal operations and penetration of
legitimate businesses vary from area to area. The wealthiest and most influential core groups operate in States
including New York, New Jersey, Illinois, Florida, Louisiana, Nevada, Michigan, and Rhode Island. Not shown
on the map are many States in which members of core
groups control criminal activity even though they do not
reside there. For example, a variety of illegal activities
in New England is controlled from Rhode Island.
R~cognition of the common ethnic tie of the 5,000 or
more members of organized crime's core groups is essential to understanding the structure of these groups today.
Some have been concerned that past identification of
Cosa Nostra's ethnic character has reflected on ItalianAmericans generally. This false implication was eloquently refuted by one of the Nation's outstanding experts
on organized crime, Sgt. Ralph Salerno of the New York
City Police Department. When an Italian-American
racketeer complained to him, "Why does it have to be
one of your own kind that hurts you?", Sgt. Salerno
answered:

heritage and culture-and you are the traitor to that
heritage and culture which I am proud to be part of.

Organized crime in its totality thus consists of these
24· groups allied with other racket enterprises to form a
loose confederation operating in large and small cities.
In the core groups, because of their permanency of form,
strength of organization and ability to control other racketeer operations, resides the power that organized crime
has in America today.
INTERNAL STRUCTURE
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I'm not your kind and you're not my kind. My manners,
morals and mores are not yours. The only thing we
have i~ common is that we both spring from an Italian
i
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States in which Organized Crime Core Group Members
Both Reside and Operate
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Each of the 24 groups is known as a "family," with
membership varying from as many as 700 men to as few as
20. Most cities with organized crime have only one
family; New York City has five. Each family can participate in the full range of activities in which organized
crime generally is known to engage. Family organization
is rationally designed with an integrated set of positions
geared to maximize profits. Like any large corporation,
the organization functions regardless of personnel
changes, and no individual-not even the leader-is indispensable. If he dies or goes to jail, busin('"s goes on.
The hierarchical structure of the families resembles that
of the Mafia groups that have operated for almost a
century on the island of Sicily. Each family is headed
by one man, the "boss," whose primary functions are
maintaining order and maximizing profits. Subject only
to the possibility of being overruled by the national advisory group, which will be discussed below, his authority
in all matters relatin~ to his family is absolute.
Beneath each boss is an "underboss," the vice president
or deputy director of the family. He collects information
for the boss; he relays messages to him and passes his
instructions down to his own underlings. In the absence
of the boss, the underboss acts for him.
On the same level as the underboss, but operating in a
staff capacity, is the consigliere, who is a counselor, or
adviser. Often an elder member oE the family who has
partially retired from a career in crime, he gives advice
to family members, including the boss and llnderboss, and
thereby enjoys considerable influence and power.
Below the level of the underboss are the capo regime,
some of whom serve as buffers between the top members
of the family and the lower-echelon personnel. To maintain their insulation from the police, the leaders of the
hierarchy (particularly the boss) avoid direct communication with the workers. All commands, information,
complaints, and money flow back and forth through a
trusted go-between. A caporegima fulfilling this buffer
capacity. however, unlike the underooss, does not make
decisions or assume any of the authority of his boss.
Other capo regime serve as chiefs of operating units.
The number of men supervised in each unit varies with
the size and activities of particular families. Often the
caporegima has one or two associates who work closely
with him, carrying orders, information, and money to
the men who belong to his unit. From a business stand-

point, the caporegima is analogous to plant supervisor
or sales manager.
The lowest level "members" of a family are the soldati,
the soldiers or "button" men who report to the caporegime. A soldier may operate a particular illicit enterprise (e.g., a loan-sharking operation, a dice game, a
lottery, a bookmaking operation, a smuggling operation,
or a vending machine company) on a commission basis, or
he may "own" the enterprise and pay a portion of its
profit to the organization, in return for the right to operate. Partnerships are common between two or more
soldiers and between soldiers and men higher up in the
hierarchy. Some soldiers and most upper-echelon family
members have interests in more than one business.
Beneath the soldiers in the hierarchy are large numbers of employees and commission agents who are not
members of the family and not necessarily of Italian
descent. These are the people who do most of the actual
work in the various enterprises. They have no buffers
or other insulation from law enforcement. They take
bets, drive trucks, answer telephones, sell narcotics, tend
the stills, work in the legitimate businesses. For example,
in a major lottery business that operated in Negro neighborhoods in Chicago, the workers were Negroes; the
bankers for the lottery were Japanese-Americans; but the
game, including the banking operation, was licensed, for
a fee, by a family member.
The structure and activities of a typical family are
shown in the chart on the following page.
There are at least two aspects of organized crime that
characterize it as a unique form of criminal activity.
The first is the element of corruption. The second is the
element of enforcement, which is necessary for the mainten·ance of both internal discipline and the regularity of
business transactions. In the hierarchy of organized
crime there are positions for people fulfilling both of
these functions. But neither is essential to the long-term
operation of other types of criminal groups. The members of a pickpocket troupe or check-passing ring, for example, are likely to take punitive action against any
member who nolds out more. than his share of the spoils,
or betrays the group to the police; but they do not recruit
or train for a well-established position of "enforcer."
Organized crime groups, on the other hand, are believed to contain one or more fixed positions for "enforcers," whose duty it is to maintain organizational
integrity by arranging for the maiming and killing of
recalcitrant members. And there is a position for a
"corrupter," whose function is to establish relationships
with those public officials and other influential persons
whose assistance is necessary to achieve the organization's
goals. By including these positions within its organization, each criminal cartel, or "family," becomes a
government as well as a business.
The highest ruling body of the 24 families is the "commission." This body serves as a combination legislature,
supreme court, board of directors;und arbitration board;
its principal functions are judicial. Family members
look to the commission as the ultimate authority on or-
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An Organized Crime Family

Boss
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Consigliere
(Counselor)

Underboss

~
Caporegima
(Lieutenant)

Caporegima

Caporegima
Caporegima

(Lieutenant)

(Lieutenant)

Caporegima

(Lieutenant)

(Lieutenant)

Soldiers
(Members grouped under
Lieutenants)
Through threats. assault.
and murder. enforce discipline
Cbrruptlon: Police
over members. non-members and
Exercising Control in
and Public Officials --- fronts on orders from leacl r.
- - Multi-State Area
With and through non-member
associates and fronts-participate
In. control or Influence

(r----------------------)
Legltlm.te Indultry
Food Products
Realty
Restaurants
Garbage Disposal
Produce
Garment Manufacturing
Bars and Taverns
Waterfront
Securities
Labor Unions
Vending Machines
Others
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lIIeg.' Acllvltles
Gambling (Numbers, Policy,
Dice, Bookmaking)
Narcotics
Loansharking
Labor Racketeering
Extortion
Alcohol
Others
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ganizational and jurisdi~tional disputes. It is c~~posed
of the bosses of the Nation's most powerful familIes but
has authority over all 24. The composition of the com': ,it ~z,~, ~ission ~aries from 9 to 12 men. Ac~~rding tb ~urrent
".':. It¥
miormatlon, there. are presently 9 famIbe~ repres~nted, 5
;'
from New York CIty and 1 each from PhIladelphIa, Buff;
falo, Detroit, and Chicago.
11
The commission is not a. representative legislative
11
assembly or an elected judicial body. Members of this
ji
council do not regard each other as equals. Those with '
;~ ()
long tenure on the commission and those who head large
:1
families, or possess' unusual wealth" exercise greater authority and receive utmost respect. The balance of power
on this nationwide council rests with the leaders of New
York's 5 families. They have always served on the commission and consider New York as at least the unofficial
headquarters of the entireorganization.
In recent years organized crime has become increasingly diversified and sophisticated. One consequence appears to be significant organizational restructuring. As in
any organization, authority in organized crime may derive either from rank based on incumbency in a high position. or from expertise based on possession of technical
knowledge and skill. Traditionally, organized crime
groups, like totalitarian governments, have maintained
discipline through the unthinking acceptance of orders by .
underlings who have respected the rank of their superiors.
However,since 1931, organized crime has.gained power
and respectability by moving out ofbooiIegg~ng and, prostitution and into gambling, usury, and control of legiti,..
mate business. Its need for expertise, based on technical knowledge and skill, has increased. Currently both
the structure and operation of illicit enterprises reveal
some indecision brought about by attempting to follow
both patterns at the same time. Organized crime's "experts" are not fungible, or interchangeable, like the "soldiers" and street workers, and ·as· experts are included
within an organization, discipline and structure inevitably
assume new foIms. It may be awareness of these facts
that is leading many family members to send ~eir sons to
universities to learn business administration skills.
As the bosses realize that the)' cr);\1not handle the complicated problem~ of business a1-::d finance alone, their
()
authority will be delegated. Decisl~,nmaking will be decentralized, and individual freedom of action will tend
to increase. New problems of discipline and authority
may occur if greater emphasis on expertise within the
ranks denies unskilled members of the families an opportunity to. rise to positions of leadership. The unthinking
o
acceptance of rank authority may be difficult to maintain
when experts are placed above long-term, loyal soldiers.
Primarily because of fear of infiltration by law enforcement, many of the families have not admitted newmembers for several years. That fact plus the increasing·
employment of personnel with specialized and expert
functions may blur the lines between membership and
nonmembership. In organized crime, internal rebellion
) would not take the form of strikes and picketing. It
would bring a new wave of internal violence.
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CODE OF CONDUCT

The leaders of the'various organized crime families
acquire their positions of power and maintain them with
the assistance of a code of conduct that, like the hierarchical structure of the families, is very similar to the Sicilian
Mafia's code-and just as effective. The code stipulates
that underlings should not interfere with the leaders'
interests and should not seek protection from the police.
They should be "standup guys" who go to prison in order
that the bosses may amass fortunes: The code gives the
leaders exploitative authoritarian power over everyone in
the organization. Loyalty; honor, respect, absolute obedience-these are inculcated in family members through
ritualistic initiation and customs within the organization, through material rewards, and through violence.
Though underlings are forbidden to "inform" to the outside world, the family boss learns of deviance within the
organization through an elaborate system of internal infQrmants. Despite prescribed mechanisms for peaceful
settlement of disputes between family members, the boss

"Family" 4iscipline
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himself may order the execution of any family member
for any reason.
The code not only preserves leadership authority but
also makes it extremely difficult for law enforcement to
cultivate informants and maintain them within the organization.
NEED FOR GREATER KNOWLEDGE OF ORGANIZATION
AND STRUCTURE
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Although law enforcement has uncovered the skeletal
organi:lation of organized crime families, much greater
knowledge is needed about the structure and operations
of these organizations. For example, very little is known
about the many functions performed by the men occupying the formally established positions in the organizations. In private business identifying a person as a "vice
president" is meaningless unless one knows his duties. In
addition to his formal obligations, the corporate officer
may have important informal roles such as expediter or
troubleshooter.
More successful law enforcement measures against the
organized crim'e families will be possible only when the
entire range of informal and formal roles for each position is ascertained. Answers to crucial questions must be
found: While it is known that "money-movers" are employed to insure maximum use of family capital, how
does money move from lower-echelon workers to top
leaders? How is that money spread among illicit activities and into legitimate business? What are the specific
methods by which public officials are corrupted? What
roles do corrupted officials play? What informal roles
have been devised for successful continuation of each of
the ilIicit el)terprises, such as gambling and usury? Only
through the answers to questions such as these will society
be able to understand precisely how organized crime
maintains a coherent, efficient organization with a permanency of form that survives changes in working and
"
leadership personnel.
THE NATION'S EFFORTS TO CONTROL
ORGANIZED CRIME
Investigation
and prosecution of organized
criminal
•
::J
groups m the 20th century has seldom proceeded on a
continuous, institutionalized basis. Public interest and
demands. for action have reached high
" levels sporadically,
but, untt! recently, spurts of concentrated law enforcement activity have been followed by decreasing interest
and application of resources.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The foothold that organized crime has gained in our
society can be partly explained by the belated recognition
on the part of the people and their governments of the
need for specialized efforts in law enforcement to counter
the enterprises and tactics of organized crime. A few
law enforcement officials became concerned with the
illicit enterprises of Mafia-type groups in the United
States near the close of the 19th century. Sustained ef-

"

forts at investigation were abruptly terminated by the
murders of two police officers, one from New Orleans
and one from New York City. The multimillion-dollar .
bootlegging business in the Prohibition era of the 1920's (
produced intensive investigations by the Treasury Depart,
ment and the conviction of Chicago racket leader Al
Capone.
In the 1930's, the special racket group of Thomas E.
Dewey in New York City secured the conviction of
several prominent racketeers, including the late Lucky
Luciano, the syndicate leader whose organizational
genius made him the father of today's confederation of
organized crime families. In the early 1940's, FBI investigation of a million-dollar extortion plot in the moving picture industry resulted in the conviction of several
racket leaders, including the Chicago family boss who
was then a member of organized crime's national council.
After World War II there was little national interest
in the problem until 1950, when the U.S. Attorney General convened a national conference on· organized crime.
This conference made several recommendations concerning investigative and prosecutive needs. Several weeks
later the well-publicized hearings of the Senate Special
Committee under Senator Kefauver began. The Kefauver committee heard over 800 witnesses from nearly
every state and temporarily aroused the concern of many
communities. There was a brief series of local investiJ!.ations in cities where the Senate committee had expo~ed
organized crime operations and public corruption, but
law enforcement generally failed to develop the investigative and prosecutive ullits necessary to root out the (
activities of the criminal cartels.
..
In 1957 the discovery of the meeting in Apalachin,
N.Y., of at least 75 criminal cartel leaders from every
section of the Nation aroused national interest again.
This interest was further stimulated by disclosures in the
hearings of Senator McClellan's Select Senate Committee investigating organized crime's infiltration of labor
and business. A concerted Federal enforcement response
developed in the 1950's, and special, institutionalized efforts on the local level have been growing slowly since
that time.
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In 1958, after Apalachin, an Attorney General's Special
Group on Organized Crime was created in the Department of Justice witll regional offices from which
intelligence information was gathered and grand jury proceedings conducted, concerning the Apalachin conferees.
After trial and reversal of the convictions of 20 of these
conferees for conspiring to obstruct justice, the group's
functions were assumed by the existing OCR Section.
In September 1960, the Federal Bureau of Investigation began to supply the' OCR Section with regular intelligence reports on 400 of the Nation's organized crime
figures. But with only 17 attorneys and minimal intelligence information from other Federal agencies, the section
could not adequately fulfill its functions, which included
coordinating all Federal law enforcement activities against
organized crime, accumulating and correlating all necessary data, initiating and supervising investigations,
formulating general prosecutive polici~s, and as~isting the
Federal prosecuting attorneys throughout the country.
In 1961, the OCR Section expanded its organized crime
program to unprecedented proportions. In the next 3
years, regular intelligence reports were secured from 26
separate Federal agencies, the number of attorneys was
nearly quadrupled, and convictions increased. Indicative of the cooperation during this enforcement effort wasthe pooling of information from several Federal agencies

,
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This is a diagram of an interstate gambling operation that
the FBI destroyed. Gamblers based in Brookl,m con)" trolled lottery operations not only in Brooklyn, but in
Manhattan and Newark, New Jersey. The Newark
"work" (cash and gambling records) went first to a secret
location on Va rick Street in Manhattan and then, together with the Manhattan "work", to the Brooklyn base
where it was processed.
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FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT

Following the Kefauver hearings, the Department
of Justice commenced a concerted drive against the
leading racket figures identified in the hearings. Federal
prosecutors throughout the Nation were encouraged to
initiate investigations and prosecutions of such persons.
As a result, a number of high level organized crime participants were convicted of Federal law violations'.
Under authority of the immigration statutes, the Department was successful in effecting the deportation of other
racketeers. In 1954, the Justice Department formed an
Organized Crime and Racketeering (OCR) Section to
encourage the continuation of these prosecutive efforts.
Efforts to institutionalize an antiracketeering intelligence
program were hindered by a lack of coordination and interest by some Federal investigative agencies.

for investigative leads in income tax cases. Over 60 percent of the convictions secured between 1961 and July
1965 resulted from tax investigations conducted by the
Internal Revenue Service. Several high-level members
of organized crime families in New York City were convicted through the efforts of the Federal Bureau of
Narcotics.
The FBI was responsible for convictions of organized
crime figures in New York City, Chicago, and elsewhere.
Enactment of statutes giving the FBI jurisdiction in interstate gambling cases resulted in disruption, by investigation and prosecution, of major interstate gambling operations, including "lay-off" betting, which is essential to the
success of local gambling businesses.
In 1965, a number of factors slowed the momentum of
the organized crime drive. A Senate committee uncovered a few isolated instances of wiretapping and electronic
surveillance by Treasury ·Department agents, and some
officials began to question whether special emphasis upon
organized crime in tax enforcement was appropriate or
fair. The Department of Justice was accused of extensively using illegal electronic surveillance in investigations
of racketeer influence in Las Vegas casinos. Federal prosecutors in some large cities demanded independence from
OCR Section attorneys and prosecutive policies. Attacks
appeared in the press on the intensity and tactics of the
Federal investigative and prosecutive efforts. A high rate
of turnover among OCR Section attorneys meant discontinuity of effort and reduced personnel by nearly 25 percent.
This combination of adverse circumstances apparently
led the OCR Section to believe that it could no longer
expect the high degree of cooperation it had received from
some Federal investigative agencies, and the intensity of
its efforts diminished. In May 1966, however, President
Johnson directed Federal enforcement officials to review
th~ status of the national program against organized
crime. He restated his determination to continue and
accelerate the program. In a White House memorandum he called upon the appropriate agencies and departments to coordinate their activities and cooperate to
the utmost with the Department of Justice.
STATE AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
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The Commission made a survey of 71 cities to determine the extent of State and local law enforcement
against organized crime. The survey revealed that only
12 of the 19 cities that acknowledged having organized
crime have specialized units within the police department
to investigate that activity. In only 6 of those 19 cities
are prosecutors specially assigned to work on organized
crime. Only 3 of the 43 police departments that answered that they had no organized crime in their area
had created units to gather inteliigence concerning the
possibility of its existence. One of the three, -Los Angeles,
has a 55-man unit that gathers int(~Iligence information
to prevent the expansion of organized crime.
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At present, well-developed organized crime investigation u\1its and effective intelligence programs exist within
police and prosecutive agencies in only a handful of
jurisdictions. , There is, however, some evidence that
local police and prosecutors are becoming more aware of
the threat of organized <;rime. For example, in Philadelphia, both the police department and the prosecutor
have created units to work exclusively in this area. In
the Bronx County prosecutor's office responsibility for
antiracketeering work has been centralized. The New
England State Police Compact is a first step toward
regional confrontations of organized crime. In addi.tion
to provisions for mutual assistance in a number of areas
and for coordination of command training, the compact
provides for a centralization of organized crime data
to which all members contribute and from which all draw.
This system should reduce current duplication and permit
a better coordinated attack upon organized crime.
In 1956 the Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit was
established in California. This was the first step toward
the development of a network for the exchange of data
concerning people active in organized crime. The LEIU
has since expanded to more than 1.50 members throughout the Nation. It maintains a central file in California,
and information is available to its members on request.
The effectiveness of these State and local efforts is
difficult to assess. But only New York and California
have developed continuing State programs that have
produced a series of convictions against major figures in
organized crime. Coordinated police activity has substantially aided this process. On the local level, Chicago
and New York City, where the organized crime problem
is the most severe, appear to be the only cities in which
large, firmly established police intelligence units continue
to develop major cases against members of the criminal
cartels.
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CRIME COMMISSIONS

Among the most effective vehicles for providing public
information on organized crime are the crime investigating commissions, which exist in a number of States.
When established without having to rely on continuing
governmental financial support and the resulting potential
political pressures, the private crime commission has frequently rendered major service in exposing organized
crime and corruption and arousing public interest. The
Chicago Crime Commission and the Metropolitan Crime
Commission of New Orleans have played major roles in
informing the citizens within their jurisdictions of the
menace of organized crime and have fulfilled substantial
educational, investigative, and legislative functions.
Where a governmentally sponsored nonpartisan crime
commission is created, as with the New York State Temporary Commission on Investigation, significant benefits
have resulted. Established shortly after the Apalachin
meeting, it has through a senes of public hearings exposed
organized crime and corruption. Recent loan-shark
hearings prompted legislative action to make prosecution
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of such offenders less difficult. The Illinois Crime Commission, through public hearings and the efforts of its
own investigators, continually exposes organized criminal (
activity. A governmental commission in California detailed thle operations of criminal cartels in that State in
the early 1950's and recommended action that subsequently proved effective.
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LlMITATIO,'1S ON CONTROL EFFORTS

Efforts to curb the growth of organized crime in
America have not been successful. It is helpful in devising CJ. program for the future to examine the problems
encountered in attempting to combat organized crime.
Difficulties in Obtaining Proof.
As described above,
criminal cartels have organized their groups and operations to insulate their higher echelon personnel from law
enforcement and regulatory agencies. Every measure
has been taken to insure that governmental investigation,
no matter how intensive, will be unable to secure live
witnesses, the sine qua non of prosecution. Street workers, who are not members of organized crime families,
cannot prove the identities of the upper-level personnel.
If workers are arrested for gambling or other iIIicit activities, the fear instilled in them by the code of nondisclosure
prevents their telling even the little they rpay know. The
organization provides money and food for families of
incarcerated workers; this helps to keep the workers
loyal. Lawyers provided by the cartels for arrested employees preserve the interests of the organization ahead ('
of those of the particular defendant.
Usually, when a crime is committed, the public calls
the police, but the police have to ferret out even the
existence of organized crime. The many Americans who
are compliant "victims" have no incentive to report the
illicit operations. The millions of people who gamble
illegally are willing customers who do not wish to see their
supplier destroyed. Even the true victims of organized
crime, such as those succumbing to extortion, are too
afraid to infoml law enforcement officials. Some misguided citizens think there is social stigma in the role of
"informer," and this tends to prevent reporting and
cooperating with police.'
,
Law enforcement ml.'.y be able to develop informants,
blJt organized crime uses torture and murder to destroy
the particular prosecution at hand and to deter others
from cooperating with police agencies. Informants who
do furnish intelligence to the police often wish to remain
anonymous and are unwilling to testify publicly. Other
informants are valuable on a long-range basis and cannot
be used in public trials. Even when a prosecution witness testifies against family members, the criminal organization often tries, sometimes successfully, to bribe or
threaten jury members or judges.
Documentary evidence is equally difficult to obtain.
Bookmakers at the street level keep no detailed records.
Main offices of gambling enterprises can be moved often
enough to keep anyone from getting sufficient evidence
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for a search warrant for a particular location. Mechanical devices are used that prevent even t~e telephone,
company from knowing about telephone calls. And
even if an enforcement agent has a search warrant, there
are easy ways to destroy written material while the agent
fulfills the legal requirements of knocking on the door,
announcing his identity and purpose, and waiting a reasonable time for a response before breaking into the room.

Agencies do not cooperate with .;,;ach other in preparing
cases, and they do not exchange information with each
other. Enforcement officers do not trust each other for
they are sensi,tive to organized crime's ability to corrupt
law enforcement. Agencies have not developed strategies to overcome these problems and to insure that needed
data can be effectively transferred.

No State or local law enforcement
Lack of Resources.
agency is adequately staffed to deal successfully with the
problems of breaking down criminal organizations. Just
one major organized crime case may take 2 to 3 years to
develop and then several more years to complete through
prosecution and appeal. Cases may require several manyears of investigative resources. The percentage of investigations that result in arrests is quite low. Requests'
for increased budgets in government are usually granted
only upon a showing of success; i.e., a high number of
arrests. An effective organized crime investigative effort
may not be able to produce such statistics without years
of intelligence gathering, and the drive for statistics may
di~ert investigative energy to meaningless low-level gamblmg arrests that have little effect on the criminal organiz~tions. Even with these known problems, the 01'gamzed crime units of all but a few city police departments
are staffed by less than 10 men, and only 6 prosecutors'
offices have assigned assistants to work exclusively or
particularly in organized crime cases.
Effective investigation and prosecution of organized
crime require extensive experience. As noted in chapter 5, assistant prosecutors rarely stay in a district attorney's office for more than a few years, if that long. On
the investigative level, with the exception of some Federal
agencies, assignment to the organized crime intelligence
unit may be only a step in an officer's career. The most
proficient people are likely to be promoted out of the
unit into supervisory positions, and their replacements
must then start the difficult job of acquiring the skills
f?r the pecul~a! demands. of organized crime investigatIon. In addItion, few umts have any personnel with the
necessary accounting and legal knowledge.

IntelFailure to Develop Strategic Intelligence.
ligence deals with all of the things that should be
known before initiating a course of action. In the context of organized crime there are two basic types of intelligence information: tactical and strategic. Tactical
intelligence is tli'e information obtained for specific organized crime prosecutions. Strategic intelligence is the
information regarding the capabilities, intentions, and vulnerabilities of organized crime groups. For example, the
body of knowledge built up by the FBI concerning the
structure, membership, activities, and purposes of La
Cosa Nostra represents significant strategic intelligence.
At present, most law enforcement agencies gather organized crime intelligence information with prosecution as
the immediate objective. This tactical focus has not
been accompanied by deVelopment of the full potential
for strategic intelligence. That failure accounts for the
gaps in knowledge, described above, concerning the ways
in which criminal cartels organize and operate as a business.. Prosecution based merely upon individual violations that come to the attention of law enforcement may
result in someone's incarceration, but the criminal organization simply places someone else in the vacated position.
A body of strategic intelligence information would enable agencies to predict what directions organized crime
might take, which industries it might try to penetrate,
and how it might infiltrate. Law enforcement and regulatory agencies could then develop plans to destroy the
organizational framework and coherence of the criminal
cartels. Comprehensive strategic planning, however,
even with an expanded intelligence effort, will not be
possible until relevant disciplines, such as economics, political science, sociology, and operations research, begin
to study organized crime intensively.

Lack of Coordination.
Local police are hampered by
their limited geographical jurisdiction, and law enforcement has not responded by developing sufficient coordination among the agencies. One gambling operation
may range through several police jurisdictions; if only one
agency is involved in the investigation, it may be unable
to d~tect key elements of the illegal enterprise. The potential for Federal-local cooperation was illustrated in the
past 3 years in Chicago. With search warrant affidavits
signed by FBI agents and based on FBI information Chicago police have arrested almost 1,000 gambling d~fend
ants and seized money and wagering paraphernalia valued
at approximately $400,000. The monthly gross of gambling sites so raided exceeded $87'2 million. Unfortunately, such instances of sustained intensity are extremely
rare.

Failure to Use Available Sanctions.
Gambling is the
largest source of revenue for the criminal cartels, but the
members of organized crime know they can operate free
of significant punishment. Street workers have little reason to be deterred from joining the ranks of criminal organizations by fear of long jail sentences or large fines.
Judges are reluctant to jail bookmakers and lottery operators. Even when offenders are convicted, the sentences
are often very light. Fines are paid by the organization
and considered a business expense.
And in other organized crime activity, when manage"
ment level figures are convicted, too frequently the sentences imposed are not commensurate with the status of
the offender.
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Lack of Public and Political Commitment.
The public demands action only sporadically, as intennittent, sensational disclosures reveal intolerable violence and corruption caused by organized crime. Without sustained
public pressure, political office seekers and office holders
have little incentive to address themselves to combatting
organized crime. A drive against organized crime usually uncovers political corruption; this means that,a crusading mayor or district attorney makes many political
enemies. The vicious cycle perpetuates itself. Politicians will not act unless the public so demands; but much
of the urban public wants the services provided by organized crime and does not wish to disrupt the system that
provides those services. And much of the public does not
see or understand the effects of organized crime in
society.

A NATIONAL STRATEGY AGAINST
ORGANIZED CRIME
Law enforcement's way of fighting organized crime has
been primitive compared to \)rganized crime's way of
operating. Law enforcement must use m.ethodsat least
as efficient as organized crime's. The public and law
enforcement must make a full-scale commitment to destroy the power of organized crime groups. The Commission's program indicates ways to implement that
commitment.
PROOF OF CRIMINAL VIOLATION

.··6
trary termination of a grand jury by supervisory judges
constitutes a danger to successful completion of an investigation.
The Commission recommends:
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At least one investigative grand jury should be impaneled annually in each jurisdiction that has major
organized crime activity.
If a grand jury shows the court that its business is unfinished at the end of a normal term, the court should
extend that tenn a reasonable time in order to allow the
grand jury to complete pending investigations. Judicial,
dismissal of' grand juries with unfinished business should
be appealable by the prosecutor and provision made for
suspension of such dismissal orders during the appeal.
The automatic convening of these grand juries would
force less than diligent investigators and prosecutors to
explain their inaction. The grand jury should also haw'
recourse when not satisfied with such explanations.

Perjury.
Many prosecutors believe that the incidence
of perjury is higher in organized crime cases than in
routine criminal matters. Immunity can be an effective
prosecutive weapon only if the immunized witness then
testifies truthfully. The present special proof requirements in perjury cases, detailed in chapter 5, inhibit prosecutors from seeking perjury indictments and lead to much
lower conviction rates for perjury than for other crimes.
Lessening of rigid proof requirements in perjury prosecutions would strengthen the deterrent value of perjury laws
and present a greater incentive for truthful testimony.

The Commission recommends:

The Commission recommends:

The grand jury should have the statutory right of appeal
to an appropriate executive official, such as an attorney
general or governor, to Jreplace local prosecutors or
investigators with special counselor special investigators
appointed only in relation to matters that they or the
F,Tand jury deem appropriate for investigation.

When a grand jury terminates, it should be permitted
The previous section has described the difficulties thaI
law enforcement agend~s meet in trying to prove the par- by law to file public reports regarding organized crime
ticipation of organized crime family members in criminal conditions in the community.
acts. Although earlier studies indicated a need for new
A general immunity statute as proposed in
substantive criminal laws, the Commission believes that Immunity.
on the Federal level, and in most State jurisdictions where chapter 5 on the courts is essential in organized crime inorganized crime exists, the major problem relates to mat- vestigations and prosecutions. There is evidence to inditers of proof rather than inadequacy of substantive crimi- cate that the availability of immunity can overcome the
nallaws, as the latter-for the most part-are reasonably wall of silence that so often defeats the efforts of law enadequate to deal with organized crime activity. The laws forcement to obtain live witnesses in organized crime
of conspiracy have provided an effective substantive tool cases. Since the activities of criminal groups involve such'
with which to confront the criminal groups. From a legal a broad scope of criminal violations, immunity ,provisions
standpoint, organized crime continues to grow because of covering this breadth of illicit actions are necessary to sedefects in the evidence-gathering process. Under present cure the testimony of uncooperative or criminally involved
procedures, too few witnesses have been produced to prove witnesses. Once granted immunity from prosecution
the link between criminal group members and the illicit, based upon their testimony, such witnesses must testify
before the grand jury and at trial, or face jail for contempt',
activities that they sponsor.
of court.
Grand Juries.
A compulsory process is necessary to
Federal, State, and local coordination of immunity
obtain essential testimony or material. This is most read- grants, and approval by the jurisdiction's chief law enily accomplished by an investigative grand jury or an forcementofficel' before immunity is granted, are crucial
altcrnate mechanism through which the attenda:nce of in organized crime investigations. Otherwise, without
witnesses and production of books and records can be or- such coordination and approval, or through corruption
dered. Such grand juries must stay in session long of officials, one jurisdiction might grant immunity to
enough to allow for the unusually long time required to someone about to be arrested or indicted in another jurisbuild an organized crime case. The possibility of arbi- diction.

A general witness immunity statute should be enacted at
Federal and State levels, providing immunity sufficiently
broad to assure compulsion of testimony. Immun~ty
should be granted only with the prior approval of tbe
jurisdiction's chief prosecuting officer. Efforts to coordinate Federal, State, and local immunity grants should
be made to prevent interference with existing investigations.

Congress and the States should abolish the rigid twowitness and direct-evidence rules in perjury prosecutions,
but retain the requirement of proving an intentional
false statement.
WIRETAPPING AND EAVESDROPPING
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In connection with the problems of securing evidence
against organized crime, the Commission considered
issues relating to electronic surveillance, including wiretapping and "bugging"-the secret installation of
mechanical devices at spccific locations to receive and
transmit conversations .
Significance to Law Enforcement.
The grea.t majority of law enforcement officials believe that the evidence necessary to bring criminal sanctions to bear
consistently on the higher echelons of organized crime
will not be obtained without the aid of electronic surveillance techniques. They maintain these techniques are
indispensable to develop adequate strategic intelligence
concerning organized crime, to set up specific investigations, to develop witnesses, to corroborate their testimony,
and to serveas substitutes for them-each a necessary step
in the evidence-gathering process in organized crime
investigations and prosecutions.
As previously noted, the organizational structure and
operational methods employed by organized crime have
created unique problems for law enforcement. Highrankiug organized crime figures are protected by layers of
insulation from direct participation in criminal acts, and'
a rigid code of discipline inhibits the development of informants against them. A soldier in a family can complete his entir.e crime career without ever asso<,:iating
directly with ~is boss. Thus, he is umible, even if willing,

to link the boss directly to any criminal activity in which
he may have engaged for their mutual benefit. Agents
and employees of an organized crime family, even when
granted immunity from prosecution, cannot implicate thl'
highest level figures, since frequently they have neither
spoken to, nor even f.een them.
Members of the underworld, who have legitimate
reason to fear that their meetings might be bugged or
their telephones tapped, have continued to meet and to
make relatively free use of the telephone-for communication is essential to the operation of any business enterprise. In legitimate business this is accomplished with
written and oral exchanges. In organized crime enterprises, howevp.r, the possibility of loss or seizure of an incriminating document demands a minimum of written
communication. Because of the varied character of
organized criminal enterprises, the large numbers of persons employed in them, and frequently the distances
separating elements of the organization, the telephone
remains an essential vehicle for communication. While
discussions of business matter'S are held on a face-to-face
basis whenever possible, they are never conducted in the
presence of strangers. Thus, the content of these conversations, including the planning of new illegal activity,
and transmission of policy decisions or operating instructions for existing enterprises, cannot be detected. The
extreme scrutiny to which, potential members are subjected and the necessity for them to engage in criminal
activity have precluded law enforcement infiltration of
organized crime groups.
District Attorney Frank S. Hogan, whose New York
County office has been acknowledged for over 27 years
as one of the country's most outstanding, has testified that
electronic surveillance is:
the single most valuable weapon in law enforcement's
fight against organized crime . .. It has permitted us
to undertake major investigations of organized crime.
Without it, and I confine myself to top figures in the
underworld, my own office could not h~ve convicted
Charles' "Lucky" Luciano, Jimmy Hines, Louis "Lepke"
Buchalter, Jacob "Gurrah" Shapiro, Joseph "Socks"
Lanza, George Scalise, Frank Erickson, John "Dio"
Dioguardi, and Frank Carbo ...

Over the years New York has faced one of the Nation's
most aggravated organized crime problems. Only in
New York have law enforcement officials achieved some
level of continuous success in bringing prosecutions
against organized crime. For over 20 years, New York
has authorized wiretapping on court order. Since 1957,
bugging has been similarly authorized. Wiretapping was
the mainstay of the New York attack against organized
crime until Federal court decisions intervened. Recently
chief reliance in some offices has been placed on bugging,
where the infonnation is to be used in court. Law enforcement officials believe that the successes achieved in
some parts of the State are attributable primarily to a
combination of dedicated and competent personnel and
adequate legal tools; and that the failure to do more
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in New York has resulted primarily from the failure to
commit additional resources of time and men. The
debilitating effect of corruption, political influence, and
incompetence, underscored by the New York State Commission of Investigation, must also be noted.
In New York at one time, Court supervision of law
enforcement's use of electronic surveillance was sometimes perfunctory, but the picture has changed substantially under the impact of pretrial adversary hearings
on motions to suppress electronically seized evidence.
Fifteen years ago there was evidence of abuse by lowrank policemen. Legislative and administrative controls,
however, have apparently been successful in curtailing its
incidence.
The Threat to Privacy.
In a democratic society privacy of communication is essentilll if citizens are to think
and act creatively and constructively. Fear or suspicion
that one's speech is being monitored by a stranger, even
without the reality of such activity, can have a seriously
inhibiting effect upon the willingness to voice critical
and constructive ideas. When dissent from the popular
view is discouraged, intellectual controversy is smothered, the process for testing new concepts and ideas is
hindered and desirable change is slowed. External restraints, of which electronic surveillance is but one possibility, are thus repugnant to citizens of such a society.
Today, in addition to some law enforcement agents,
numerous private persons are utilizing these techniques.
They are employed to acquire evidence for domestic relations cases, to carry on industrial espionage and counterespionage, to assist in preparing for civil litigation, and
for personnel investigations, among others. Technological advances have produced remarkably sophisticated
devices, of which the electronic cocktail olive is illustrative, and continuing price reductions have expanded their
markets. Nor has man's ingenuity in the development
of surveillance equipment been exhausted with the design
and manufacture of electronic devices for wiretapping or
for eavesdropping within buildings or vehicles. Parabolic microphones that pick up conversations held in
the open at distances of hundreds of feet are available
commercially, an' ,me progress has been made toward
utilizing the laser beam to pick up conversations within
a room by focusing upon the glass of a convenient window. Progress in microzdniaturizing electronic components has resulted in the production of equipment. of
extremely small size. Because it can detect what is said
anywhere-not just on the telephone-bugging presents
especially serious threats to privacy.
Detection of surveillance devices is difficult, particularly where an installation is accomplished by a skilled
agent. Isolated instances where equipment is discovered
in operation therefore do not adequately reflect the volume of such· activity; the effectiveness of electronic surveillance depends in part upon investigators who do not
discuss their activities. The current confusion over the
legality of electronic surveillance compounds the assessment problem since many agents feel their conduct may
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be held unlawful and are unwilling to report their activities. It is presently impossible to estimate with any
accuracy the volume of electronic surveillance conducted
today. The Commission is impressed, however, with the
opinions of knowledgeable persons that the incidence of
electronic surveillance is already substantial and increasing at a rapid rate.
Present Law and Practice.
In 1928 the U.S. Supreme
Court decided that evidence obtained by wiretapping a
defendant's telephone at a point outside the defendant's
premises was admissible in a Federal criminal prosecution.
The Court found no unconstitutional search and seizure
under the Fourth Amendment. Enactment of Section
605 of the Federal Communications Act in 1934 precluded interception and disclosure of wire communications. The Department of Justice has interpreted this
section to permit interception so long as no disclosure of
the content outside the Department is made. Thus,
wiretapping may presently be conducted by a Federal
agent,. but the results may not be used in court. When
police officers wiretap and disclose the information obtained, in accordance with State procedure, they are in
violation of Federal law.
Law enforcement experience with bugging has been
much more recent and more limited than the use of the
traditional wiretap. The legal situation with respect to
bugging is also different. The regulation of the national
telephone communication network falls within recognized
national powers, while legislation attempting to authorize
the placing of electronic equipment even under a warrant (
system would break new and uncharted ground. At the
prese~t time there is no Federal legislation explicitly
dealing with bugging. Since the decision of the Supreme
Court in Silverman v. United States, 365 U.S. 505 (1961),
use of bugging equipment that involves an unauthorized
physical entry into a constitutionally protected private
area violates the Fourth Amendment, and evidence thus
obtained is inadmissible. If eavesdropping is unaccompanied by such a trespass, or i( the communication is recorded with the consent of one of the parties, no such
prohibition applies.
The confusion that has arisen inhibits cooperation
between State and Federal law enforcement agencies because of the fear that information secured in one investigation will legally pollute another. For example, in New
York City prosecutors refuse to divulge the contents of
wi~e communications intercepted pursuant to State court
orders because of the Federal proscription but do utilize
evidence obtained by bugging pursuant to court order.
In other section,S of New York State, however, prm~ecutors
continue to introduce both wiretapping and eavesdropping evidence at trial.
Despite the dear Federal prohibition against disclosure
of wiretap information no Federal prosecutions of State
officers have rn:cn undertaken, although prosecutions of
Stat€' officers under State laws have occurred.

One of the most serious c(;msequences of the present
state of the law is that private parties and some law eni forcem~nt officers are invading the privacy of many citi, zens wlthout control from the courts and reasonable
legislative standards. While the Federal prohibition is a
partial deterrent against divulgence, it has no effect on
interception, and the lack of prosecutive action against
violators has substantially reduced respect for the law.
. The present ~tat~s ?f the law with respect to wiretappmg and buggmg IS mtolerable. It serves the interests
neither of privacy nor of law enforcement. One way or
the other, the present controversy with respect to electronic surveillance must be resolved.
The Commission recommends:

Congress should enact legislation dealing specifically
with wiretapping and bugging.
All members of the Commission agree on the difficulty
of striking the balance between Jaw enforcement
benefits from the use of electronic surveillance and the
threat to privacy its use may entail. Further, striking this
bala~ce presents important constitutional questions now
pendmg before the U.S. Supreme Court in People v.
Berger, and any congressional action should await the
outcome of that case.
All members of the Commission believe that if authority
to employ these techniques is granted it must be granted
only with stringent limitations. One form of detailed
regulatory statute that has been suggested to the Commission is outlined in the appendix to the Commission's
organized crime task force volume. All private use
of electro~ic surveillance should be placed under rigid
control, or It should be outlawed.
A majority of the members of the Commission believe
that legislation should be enacted granting carefully drcumscribed authority for electronic surveillance to law
enforcement officers to the extent it may be consistent with
the decision of the Supreme Court in People v. Berger,
and, further, that the availability of such specific authority
would significantly' reduce the incentive for, and, the
incidenee of, improper electronic surveillance. '
The other members of the Commission have serious
doubts about the desirahility of such authority and believe
that without the kind of searching inquiry that would
result from further congressional consideration of electronic sl'rveiIIance, particularly of the problems of bugginp,', there is insufficient basis to strike this balance against
the interests of privacy.
Matters affecting the national security not involving
criminal prosecution are outside the' Commission's mandate, and nothing in this discussion is intended to affect
the existing powers to protect that interest.
SENTENCING

Criminal statutes do not now authorize greater punishment when the violation was committed as part of an

()rganized crime business. The Model Senteucing Act
creates a separate category for such violations. It provides for 30 years' commitment of any felony offender
who is so dangerous that the public must be protected
from him and whose felony was committed as part of a
continuing criminal activity in concert with one or more
persons. The Model Penal Code also contains separate
provisions for heavier sentences of defendants connected
with organized crime.
The Commission recommends:

Federal and State legislation should be enacted to provide for extended prison terms where the evidence, presentence report, or sentence hearing shows that a felony
was committf:d as part of a continuing illegal business in
which the convicted offender occupied a supervisory or
other management position.
This will make it possible to distinguish, for example,
between the streetworker in a gambling operation and an
office supervisor or higher management person.
There must be some kind of supervision over those
trial judges who, because of corruption, political considera.tions, or lack of knowledge, tend to mete out light
sentences in cases involving organized crime management
personnel. Consideration should therefore be given to
allowing the prosecution the right of appeal regarding
sentences of persons in, management positions in an
organized crime activity or group. Constitutional requirements for such an appeUate procedure must first be
carefully explored.
APPEALS FROM SUPPRESSION ORDERS

The Commission's recommendation in chapter 5 that
prosecutors be permitted to appeal trial court orders suppressing evidence is particularly important in organized
crime cases, where so much investigative and prosecutive
time has been expended, and where evidence gathering,
is extremely difficult. Allowing appeals would also
help overcome corrupt judicial actions. In gambling
cases, particularly, arbitrary rejection of evidence uncovered in a search· is one method by which corrupt
judg,es perform their services for organized crime.
PROTECTION OF WITNESSES

No jurisdiction has made adequate provision for protecting witnesses in organized crime cases from reprisal.
In the few instances where guards are provided, resources
require their withdrawal shortly after the particular trial
terminates. On a case-to-case basis, governments have
helped witnesses find jobs in other sections of the country
or have even helped them to emigrate. The difficulty of
obtaining witnesses because of the fear of reprisal could
be countered somewhat if governments had established
systems for protecting cooperative witnesses.
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The Commission recommends:

The Federal Government should establish residential
facilities for the protection of witnesses desiring such
assistance during the pendency of organized crime
litigation.
After trial, the witness should be permitted to remain
at the facility so long as he needs to be protected. The
Federal Government should establish regular procedures
to help Federal and local witnesses who fear organized
crime reprisal, to find jobs and places to live in other
parts of the country, and to preserve their anonymity
from organized crime groups.
INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION UNITS

State and Local Manpower.
There is, as described
above, minimal concentrated Jaw enforcement activity
directed at Qrganized crime. Only a few cities have established potice intelIigence and prosecutoria] units
specifically for developing organized crime cases. Legal
tools such as electronic surveillance and :immunity will
be of limited use unless an adequate body of trained and
expert investigators and prosecutors exists to use those
tools properly.
The Commission recommends:

Every attorney general in States where organized crime
exists should form in his office a unit of attorneys and
investigators to gather information and assist in prosecution regarding this criminal activity.
Investigators should include those with the special
skills, such as accounting and undercover operations,
crucial to organized crime matters. Members of the
State police could be assigned to this unit. In ]ocal areas
where it appears :that the jurisdiction's Jaw enforcement
agencies are not adequately combatting organized crime,
State police should conduct investigations, make arrests,
or conduct searches upon request of any branch of the
'Ioca] government. This should be done without the
knowledge of local officials if, because of apparent corruption, it is necessary. The State police should cooperate
with and seek advice from the State attorney general's
special unit. For local enforcement,
The Commission recommends:

Police departments in every major city should have a
special intelligence unit solely to ferret out organized
criminal activity and to coJlect information regarding
the possible entry of criminal cartels into the area's criminal operatioEls.
Staffing needs will depend on local conditions, but the
inteIligence programs should have a priority rating that
insures assignment of adequate personnel. Perhaps the
enormous amount of manpower devoted to petty vice con-

ditions should be reduced and the investigative personnel
for organized crime cases increased. Criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of the units, other than mere num- (~
bers of arrests, mus~ be developed.
,
The background of potential intelligence unit members
should be investigated extensively and only the most talented and trustworthy assigned to those units. Salary
levels should be such that membership in the unit could
be a career in itself.
One of the duties of the police legal advisers recommended in chapter 4 should be consultation with the intelligence unit. Special training programs should be
used to teac.h the necessary skills involved in organized
crime investigative work.
Because of the special skills and extensive time involved
in organized crime cases, prosecution thereof requires
concentrated efforts.

Coordinated Effort Against Organized Crime

The Commission recommends:

Commitment of Political Leaders

Commitment of Political Leaders

26 Federal Investigative Agencies

Local Police Special Units

Federal Prosocutors' Units

Local Prosecutors' Units

Federal Regulatory Agencies

Government Crime Commissions

Joint Congressional Investigative Committee

Grand Jury Reports

Federal Groups _ _ _ __

_ _ Local Groups

The prosecutor's office in every major city should have
sufficiient manpower assigned full time to organized crime
cases. Such personnel should have the power to initiate
organized crime investigations and to conduct the
investigative grand juries recommended above.
Speciial training in these legal tactics should be provided;
the prosecutors should work closely with the police units.
Development and dissemination of intelligence.
Since
the activities of organized crime overlap individual police (
jurisdictions, the various Jaw enforcement agencies must
share information and coordinate their plans.
On the Federalleve], enforcement agencies are furnishing a large amount of intelligence to the Organized Crime
and Racketeering (OCR) Section in the Department of
Justice. But there is no central place where a strategic
intelligence system regarding organized crime groups is
being developed to coordinate an integrated Federal plan
for enforcement and regulatory agencies.

Organized Crime

(,

State Groups

Private Groups

Commitment of Political Leaders

Commitment of Citizens

State Police Investigations

Private Crime Commissions

State Attorney General Intelligence Units

Press and News Media

State and Regional Intelligence Groups

Social Scientists

State Prosecutors' Units

Private Trade Associations

\

The Commission recommends:

The Federal Government should create a central computerized office into which each Federal agency would
feed all of its organized crime intelligence.
Intelligence information in the OCR Section is now ref:orded manually in a card catalog. Much information,
such as that discovered in grand jury proceedings, has not
been incorporated because of limited resources. Many
Federal agencies do not submit information on a case until
it has been completed. A central office in the Department of Justice should have proper recording facilities and should analyze intelligence information fed to it
by all relevant Federal agencies keeping current with
events. A pool. of information experts from the FBI,
Secret Service, Central Intelligence Agency and other de- ('
partments. and private companies should help build the .

State Regulatory Agencies
Government Crime Commissions

...
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system, w?ich would employ punch cards, tapes, and other
modern mformation storage and retrieval techniques.
Each a.gency, of course, would maintain its own files,
but bemg able to draw upon the capability of the
central computer would eliminate duplication of effort
?nd ~ustify the cost of the new operation. A strategic
mtell~gence system necessary to satisfy investigative, prosecutive, and regulatory needs must have specialists in
economics, sociology, business administration, operations
research, and other disciplines, as well as those trained in
law enforcement.
.Since
. organized crime crosses State lines' the Commission recommends the creation of regional organizatio~s, such as that established by the New England State
PolIce Compact. Large States could develop statewide
~yste~s, such as exists in New York, as well as participate
In regional compacts.
These systems should permit and encourage greater
exchange of information among Federal, State, and local
agencies. Currently, infonnation sharing proceeds on a
personal basis; i.e., information is given officers who,
through personal contact with agents of the disseminator, have proved their trustworthiness.
Perhaps a centr.al security system should be developed
(like the miIitalY system), in which one who has been
cleared to receive information and who demonstrates a
need for it can obtain information, whether or not the disseminator and recipient are personally acquainted.
Standards for clearance should be established, and any
agency with available manpower could conduct the investigation of potential recipients of information.
Sharing information on other than a person-to-person
basis of mutual trust wiIl be a delicate, evolutionary process. Preservation of the secrecy of each confidential informant's identity is an absolute requirement for any successful intelligence-gathering agency. Law enforcement
agents are loath to make information available when its
source could be guessed or inferred. However, great
amounts of intelligence can be shared without revealing
the possible identity of the informant, and information
sharing by means of a mechanical, central security system
would still be of great value.
'
The proposed organized crime intelligence program of
the New York State Identification and Intelligence System
illustrates one way to solve the problem of keeping the
source of information secret. By that system the agency
that commits information to central storage would be
allowed to choose what other agencies may draw upon
those particular data.

crime conditions. Legislative proposals to combat organized crime also result from the hearings of these committees.

Federal Law Enforcement.
The Attorney General
should continue to be the focal point of the Federal enforcement ~rive against organized crime. The Organized Crime and Racketeering (OCR) Section is the coordinating and policymaking body within the Department
of Justice. The Commission believes that greater centralization of the Federal effort is desirable and possible.
Experience in some areas has shown that an effective
partnership can be built between OCR Section attorneys
and prosecutors in the 94 U.S. Attorneys' offices throughout the Nation. Such cooperation should be the rule for
the organized crime program, which should not be the
exclusive province of either the OCR Section or the U.S.
Attorneys.
Different responsibilities within the Federal agencies
have produced investigators with special skills and talents.
The expertise of these agents should be used by organizing them into investigative teams that work exclusively
on organized crime matters under the direction of the
OCR Section.

The Commission recommends:

States that have organized crime groups in operation
should create and finance organized crime investigation
commissions with independent, permanent status, with
an adequate staff of investigators, and with subpoena
power. Such commissions should hold hearings and
furnish periodic reports to the legislature, Governor, and
law enforcement officials.
Independent citizen crime commissions in metropolitan
areas can provide enlightened resistance to the growth of
organized crime and to the formation of aIIiances between
it and politics. A citizen crime commission can give reliable and determined community leadership to assess the
local government's efl'ort to control organized crime. It
can provide impartial public education, marshal public
support for government agencies that have committed resources to special organized crime drives, monitor judicial
and law enforcement performance, organize public responses, and enlist business cooperation against infiltration by organized crime.

The Commission recommends:

The staff of the OCR Section should be greatly increased,
and the section should have final authority for decisionmaking in its relationship with U.S. Attorneys I1n
organized crime cases.
The Federal Government could also do much to assist
and coordinate the work of State and local organized
crime enforcement. There is very little such assistance
at present.

The Commission r.ecommends:
Joseph Valachi testifying before Senator
McClellan's Investigations Subcommittee

(,

Legislative Investigations.
To give necessary impetus
to a continuing drive against organized crime, the public
must be constantly informed of its manifestations and
influences. The changing nature of organized criminal
activities also requires that legislators constantly analyze
needs for new substantive and procedural provisions.

The Commission recommends:

A technical assistance program should be launched
wherein local jurisdictions can request the help of experienced Federal prosecutol'S from the OCR Section.
The Department of Justice, .through the FBI and the
OCR Section, should conduct organized crime training
sessions for State and local law enforcement officers.

~.

This training could supplement the extensive general
enforcement sessions now conducted by the FBI and the
narcotics enforcement training offered by the Federal
Bureau of Narcotics. The proposed training would COrlcentrate on the development. of special investigative and
prosecutive techniques necessary in organized crime
investigations.
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The Commission recommends:

The Department of Justice should give financial assistance to encourage the development of efficient systems for regional intelligence gathering, collection and
dissemination. By financial assistance and provisions
of security clearance, the Department should also sponsor
and encourage research by the many relevant disciplines
regarding the nature, development, activit.ies, and
organization of these special criminal groups.

In view of the additional responsibilities cast upon the
OCR Section by these recommendations, perhaps its status should be raised to a division-level operation which
would be headed by an Assistant Attorney General appointed by the President.
These recommendations for the OCR Section would
not remove .any of the existing responsibility of Federal
investigating agencies.
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Citizens and business groups should organize permanent
citizen crime commissions to combat organized crime.
Financial contributions should be solicited to maintain
at least a full-time executive director and a part-time
staff.

At this time there are not enough citizen crime commissions functioning effectively in the Nation. A national coordinating headquarters could be established in
Washington, D,C., to encourage and guide the creation
The Commission l'et-'ommends:
of new commissions and to provide services to improve
existing ones. Private foundation funds should be sought
A permanent joint congressional committee on organized to help establish and administer the headquarters.
crime should be created.
It would provide channels fpr communication among
citizen crime commissions, between such commissions and
A permanent committee would focus the interest of national agencies of government, and between crime comthose members of Congress who have in the past displayed missions and mutual interest associations iiuch as the Interconcern with the problem, and would involve a greater national Association of Chiefs of Police, the National Disnumber of legislators than at present. It could mean that trict Attorneys Association, the National Council on
there would be a larger staff to concentrate on the prob- Crime and Delinquency, and others. Such a headquarlem and to permit consideration of the implications ters could give concerned citizens in any community the
of any new legislation for organized crime. In addition, technical assistance necessary for initiating a crime comthe creation of such a committee would place the prestige mission. In addition to making training personnel availof the U.S. Congress behind the proposition that orga- able for short-term assignments with local commissions,
nized crime is a national problem of the highest priority.
a headquarters could establish formal procedures for
training professionals in crime commission management.
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CRIME INVESTIGATING COMMISSIONS
A national headquarters could also motivate States and
communities to undertCl.l;.c reforms in their criminal jusCrime investigating commissions financed by State governments, such as in New York and Illinois, have proved tice systems and to deal with other community problems
to be effective for informing the public about organized unrelated to organized crime.
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Law enfr..rcement is not the only weapon that governments have to control organized crime. Regulatory activity can have a great effect. One means to diminish
organized crime's influence on politics, for example, would
be legislation subjecting political contributions and expenditures to greater public visibility and providing incentives for wider citizen contributions to State and local political activity. Tax regulations could be devised to require disclosure of hidden, or beneficial, owners of partnerships and corporations that. do not have public ownership.
Government at various levels has not explored the
regulatory devices available to thwart the activities of
criminal groups, especially in the area of infiltration of.
legitimate business. These techniques are especially
valuable because they require a less rigid standard of
proof of violation than the guilt-beyond-a-reasonabledoubt requirement of criminal law. Regulatory agencies also have powers of inspection not afforded to law
enforcement. State income tax enforcement could be
directed at organized crime's businesses. Food inspectors
could uncover regulatory violations in organized crime's
restaurant and food processing businesses. Liquor authorities could close premises of organized crime-owned
bars in which illicit activities constantly occur. Civil proceedings could stop unfair trade practices and antitrust
violations by organized crime businesses. Trade associations could alert companies to organized crime's presence
and tactics and stimulate action by private business.
The Commission recommends:
Groups should be created within the Federal and State
departments of justice 1:0 develop strategies and enlist
regulatory action against businesses infiltrated by
organized crime.
Private business associa.tions should develop strategies to
prevent and uncover organized crime's illegal and unfair
business tactics.
NEWS MEDIA

citizen complaints and information about organized crime
and corruption.
Information obtained in this way could be forwarded
to Federal, State, or local law enforcement officials, or to
all of them, at the direction of the agency. Names of
sources should be kept confidential if the citizen so requests or if the agency deems it necessary.

The Commission recommends:
All newspapers in major metropolitan areas where organized crime exists should designate a highly competent
reporter for full-time work and writing concerning organized criminal activities, the corruption caused by it,
and governmental efforts to control it. Newspapers in
smaller communities dominated by organized crime
should fulfill their responsibility to inform the public of
the nature and consequence of these conditions.

(I.
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PARTICIPATION BY LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEADERS

Enforcement against organized crime and accompanying public corruption proceeds with required intensity
only when the political leaders in Federal, State, and local
governments provide aggressive leadership. They are
the only persons who can secure the resources that law
enforcement needs. They are the only ones who can
assure police officials that no illegal activity or participating person is to be protected from proper enforcement
action. They are the only ones who can insure that persons cooperating with organized criminal groups are not
appointed to public office. They are the only ones who
can provide for effective monitoring of regulatory action
to expose irregular practices or favors given to businesses
dominated by criminal groups. They are the ones who
can provide full backing for a police chief who institutes
internal inspection, promotion and other practices,
as recommended in chapter 4, for controlling police
corruption.
Mayors, Governors, and the President of the United
States must be given adequate information concerning
organized crime conditions. Dissemination of incomplete
or unevaluated inteIHgence about individuals would present grave civil liberties problems. However, government
leaders must be made aware of the particular activities of
organized crime groups.

10
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The above program is not intended as a series of independent proposals. It represents an integrated package
requiring combined action by the American people, its
governments and its businesses. Organized crime succeeds only insofar as the Nation permits it to succeed.
Because of the magnitude of the problem, the various
branches of government cannot act with success individually. Each must help ·the other. Laws and procedures are of no avail without pr<?per enforcement
machinery. Prevention fails unless citizens, individually
and through organizations, devise solutions and encourage
their elected representatives. Regulation must accomplish what criminal law enforcement cannot. Above all,
the endeavor to break the structure and power of organized crime-an endeavor that the Commission firmly
believes can succeed-requires a commitment of the pub-

lic far beyond that which now exists. Action must replace
words i k~owledge must replace fascination. Only when
the American people and their governments develop the
will can law enforcement and other agencies find the
way.
In many ways organized crime is the most sinister kind
of crime in America. The men who control it have become rich and powerful by encouraging the needy to
ga~ble, by luring the troubled to destroy themselves with
drugs, by extorting the profits of honest and hardworking
businessmen, by colIecting usury from those in financial
plight, by maiming or murdering those who oppose them,
by bribing those who are sWOrn to destroy them. Organized crime is not merely a few preying upon a few. In
a very real sense it is dedicated to subverting not only
American institutions, but the very decency and integrity
that are the most cherished attributes of a free society.
As the leaders of Cosa Nostra and their racketeering
allies pursue their conspiracy unmolested, in open and
continuous defiance of the law, they preach a sermon that
alI too many Americans heed: The government is for sale i
lawlessness is the road to wealth; honesty is a pitfalI and
morality a trap for suckers.
The extraordinary thing about organized crime is that
America has tolerated it for so long.
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The Commission recommends:
Enforcement officials should provide regular briefings to
leaders at all levels of government con,cerning organized
crime conditions within the jurisdiction.

-
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In recent years, the American press has become more
concerned about organized crime. Some metropolitan
newspapers report organized crime activity on a continuing basis, and a few employ investigative reporters whose
exclusive concern is organized crime. The television industry, as well, has accepted a responsibility for informing the American citizen of the magnitude of the problem.
In some parts of the country revelations in local newspapers have stimulated governmental action and political
reform. Especially in smaller communities, the independence of the press may be the public's only hope of
finding out about organized crime. Public officials concerned about organized crime are encouraged to act when
comprehensive newspaper reporting has alerted and enlisted community support.

The briefings should be supplemented by written reports further describing those conditions as well as current
governmental action to combat them. Reports of conditions should also be furnished periodically by the Federal Government to State and local jurisdictions, and by
State governments to local jurisdictions. Reports should
be withheld from jurisdictions where corruption is apparent and knowledge by a corrupt official of the information in the report could compromise enforcement efforts.
Public fears of reporting organized crime conditions to
apparently corrupt police and governmental personnel
must also be met directly. Jf an independent agency for
accepting citizen grievances, such as is suggested in chapter 13, is established, it should be charged with accepting
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Chapter 8

II

Narcotics and Drug Abuse
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IN 1962 A White House Conference on Narcotic and
Drug Abuse was convened in recognition of the fact that
drug traffic and abuse were growing and critical national
concerns. Large quantities of drugs were moving in
illicit traffic despite the best efforts of law enforcement
agencies. Addition to the familiar opiates, especially in
big-city ghettos, was widespread. New stimulant, depressant, and hallucinogenic drugs, many of them under
loose legal controls, were coming into wide misuse, often
by students. The informed public was becoming increasingly aware of the social and economic damage of illicit
drug (aking.
Organized criminals engaged in drug traffic were making high profits. Drug addicts, to support their habits,
were stealing millions of dollars worth of property every
year and contributing to the public's fear of robbery and
burglary. The police, the courts, the jails and prisons,
and social-service agendes of all kinds were devoting
great amounts of time, money and manpower to attempts
to control drug abuse. Worst of all, thousands of human
lives were being wasted.
Some methods of medical treatment, at least for cipiatedependent persons, were being tried, but the results were
generally impermanent; relapse was more frequent than
cure. The established cycle for such persons was arrest,
confinement with or without treatment, release, an'd then
arrest again. And the cause of all of this, the drug-prone
personality and the drug-taking urge, lay hidden somewhere in the conditions of modem urban life and in the
complexities of mental disorder.
Responsibility for the drug abuse problem was not at
all clear. Was it a Federal or a State matter? Was it a
police problem or a medical one? If, as seemed evident,
it was a combination of all of these, which agencies or
people should be doing what? The Conference did not
answer these questions, but it did bring to them a sense
of national importance and commitment.
The President's Advisory Commission on Narcotic and
Drug Abuse was created in 1963 to translate this commitment into a program of action. The Commission's
final report, iS~'ued in November of that year, set forth
a strategy designed to improve the control of drug traffic
and the treatment of drug users. The 25 recommendations of that report have been the basis for most of the
subsequent Federal activity in this field. Many of them,
notahly those pertaining to civil commitment for narcotic

addicts and the need for Federal controls on the distribution of nonnarcotic drugs, have been or are in the process
of being implemented.
This Commission has not and could not have undertaken to duplicate the comprehensive study and report
on drug abuse so recently completed by another Presidential Commission. Yet any study of law enforcement
and the administration of criminal justice must of necessity include some reference to drug abuse and its
associated problems. In the course of the discussion in
this chapter, recommendations are made where thf'!Y seem
clearly advisable. In many instances these recommendations parallel ones made by the 1963 Commission.
There have been major innovations in legal procedures
and medical techniques during the last few years. There
are new Federal and State laws and programs designed
to provide treatment both for narcotic addicts charged
with or convicted of crime, and for those who come to the
attention of public authorities without criminal charge.
These laws and programs signify that the Nation's approach to narcotic addiction has changed fundamentally.
They are a creative effort to treat the person who is
dependent on drugs.
Careful implementation, evaluation, and coordination
of the new programs, some of which ar~ not yet in operation, will be absolutely essential.
These are among
today's first needs.
New ide:l:; are only a first step.
Unless the programs they lead to are provicled with sufficient money and manpower and are competently administered, no improvement in drug abuse problems can
be expected.
THE DRUGS AND THEIR REGULATION
The drugs liable to abuse are usually put into the two
classifications of "narcotics" and "dangerous drugs," and
the people who abuse them are usually called "addicts"
and "users." The terms have been used carelessly and
have gathered around them many subjective associations.
Some precision is necessary if they are to be used as
instruments of analysis.
ADDICTION

There is no settled definition of addiction. Sociologists
speak of "assimilation into a special life style of drug
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taking." Doctors speak of "physical dependence," an
alteration in the central nervous system that results in
painful sickness when use of the drug is abruptly discontinued; of "psychological or psychic dependence," an
emotional desire, craving or compulsion to obtain and
rxperience the drug; and of "tolerance," a physical adjustment to the drug that results in successive doses
producing smaller effects and, therefore, in a tendency to
increase doses. Statutes speak of habitual use; of loss of
the power of self-control respecting the drug; and of
effects detrimental to the individual or potentially harmful to the public morals, safety, health or welfare.
Some drugs are addicting, and some persons are addicted, by one definition but not by another. The World
lfealth Organization Expert Committee .on AddictionProducing Drugs .has recommended that the term "drug
dependence," with a modifying phrase linking it to a
particular type of drug, be used in place of the term
"addiction." But "addiction" seems too deeply imbedded in the popular vocabulary to be expunged. Most
frequently; it connotes physical dependence, resulting
from excessive usc of certain drugs. However, it should
be noted that one can become physically dependent on
substances, notably alcohol, that are not considered part
'of the drug abuse problem. It should be noted also .that
psychic or emotional dependence can develop to any
substances, not only drugs, that affect consciousness and
that people usc for escape, adjustment or simple pleasure.
NARCOTICS

The dictionary defines a "narcotic" as a substance that
induces sleep, dulls the senses, or relieves pain. In law,
however, it has been given an artificial meaning. It docs
not refer, as might be expected, to one class of drugs,
each having similar chemical properties or pharmacological effects. It is applied rather to a number of different
classes of drugs that have been grouped together for
purposes of legal control. Under the Federal laws, narcotics include the opiates and cocaine. Under most
State statutes, marihuana is also a narcotic.
The OJJiates.
These drugs have a highly technical
legal definition, but for purposes of this chapter they may
be taken to include opium, morphine, their derivatives
and compounds and their synthetic equivalents. The
opiates have great medical value. They differ widely in
their uses, effects, and addiction potential. The most
common are morphine and codeine. The former is a
principal drug in the relief of pain, the latter in the treatment of cough. Many opiates are prescribed for use in
approved medical settings. While the misuse or illicit
use (drug "abuse" includes both) of some of these drugs
has presented serious problems for State and Federal enforcement agencies, public concern as to the opiates is
focused primarily on heroin, a morphine derivative.
This is the chief drug of addiction in the United States.
The effect of any drug depends on many variables,
not the least of which are the mood and expectation of
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the taker. Drug effects are therefore best expressed in
terms of probable outcomes. The discussion here is
selective rather than exhaustive. With these provisos,
it may be said that heroin is a depressant. It relieves
anxiety and tension and diminishes the sex, hunger, and
other primary drives. It may also produce drowsiness
and cause inability to concentrate, apathy, and lessened
physical activity. It can impair mental and physical
performance. Repeated and prolonged administration
will certainly lead to tolerance and physical dependence.
This process is set in motion by the first dose. An
overdose may lead to respiratory failure, coma and death.
With dosages to which a person is tolerant, permanent
organic dama~e does not occur. However, secondary
effects, arising from the preoccupation of a person with
the drug, may include personal neglect and malnutrition.
The ritual of the American addict is to inject the drug
intravenously with a needle, and infections and abscesses
may be caused by the use of unsterile equipment. Euphoria is an effect often associated with heroin, often
reflecting the relief a particular individual gets from
chronic anxiety. Among the symptoms of the withdrawal
sickness, which reaches peak intensity in 24-48 hours,
arc muscle aches, cramps, and nausea.
The Bureau of Narcotics maintains a name file of
active opiate addicts. As of December 31, 1965, there
were 52,793 heroin addicts (out of a total of 57,199 opiate
addicts) listed. Most of the names in the file are of
persons arrested by .State and local police agencies and
i'eported voluntarily to the Bureau on a form the Bureau
provides for this purpose. Thus the inclusion of a person's name in the file depends in large measure on his
coming to the attention of the police, being recognized
and classified as an addict, and being reported. There
is some uncertainty at each step. Moreover some police
agencies; and many health and medical agencies, do not
participate in the voluntary reporting system. There is
also no place in the system for persons who use opiates
without becoming addicted. For these reasons many
people feel that the Bureau's file does not present a complete statistical picture of opiate use in this country. Indeed the Bureau makes no claims of infallibility for the
reporting system. It is intended as a device for arriving at a workable estimate of the extent and concentration of opiate addiction. The Commissioner of Narcotics has testified numerous times that the Bureau's
figures arc only approximations. The State of California is another s()urce for statistics on drug addiction;
it maintains a file of addicts-users in the State.
It should also be noted that other estimates of the
present addict population, some of which cite figures as
high as 200,000, are without a solid statistical foundation.
More than' one-half the known heroin addicts are in
New York. Most of the others are in California, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, Maryland, Pennsylvania,
Texas, and the District of Columbia. In the States
where heroin addiction exists on a large scale, it is an
urban problem. Within the cities it is largely found in
areas with low average incomes, poor housing, and high
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delinquency. The addict himself is likely to be male,
between the ages of 21 and 30, poorly educated and
unskilled, and a member of a disadvant~~ged ethnic
minority group.
The cost of heroin to the addict fluctuates over time
and from place to place. So does the quality of the drug.
Five dollars is a commonly reported price for a single
"bag" or packet of heroin. The substance purchased
ranges in purity from 1 to about 30 percent, the remainder consisting of natural impurities, and adulterants such
as lactose and mannitol. Usually the addict does not
know the strength of the doses he buys. Today, however,
the drug available on the street is generally so far diluted
that the typical addict does not develop profound physical
dependence, and therefore does not suffer serious withdrawal symptoms.
The basic Federal control law, the Harrison Narcotic
Act of 1914, is a tax statute. It is administered by the
Bureau of Narcotics, an agency of the Treasury Department. The statute imposes a tax upon the manufacture or importation of all narcotic drugs. Payment of
the tax is evidenced by stamps affixed to the drug containers. The statute authorizes transfers of narcotics
in the original containers by and to persons who have
registered with the Treasury Department and paid certain occupational taxes ranging from $1 to $24 a year.
Official order forms must be used in completing these
transactions. There is an exception for the physician
acting in the course of his professional practice. Unauthorized possession under the statute is a criminal offense, whether or not the drug is intended for personal
use. Unauthorized sale or purchase is a criminal
offense. Unauthorized importation is made punishable
by a separate Federal statute. Unauthorized possession
and sale are also criminal acts under the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act, the control statute in effect in most States.
Heroin occupies a special place in the narcotics laws.
It is an illegal drug in the sense that it may not be lawfully imported or manufactured under any circumstances, and it is not available for use in medical
practice. All the heroin that reaches the American user
is smuggled into the country from abroad, the Middle
East being the reputed primary point of origin. All
heroin transactions, and any possession of heroin, are
therefore criminal. This is not because heroin has evil
properties not shared by the other opiates. Indeed,
while it is more potent and somewhat more rapid in its
action, heroin does not differ in any significant pharmacological effect from morphine. It would appear that
heroin is outlawed because of its special attractiveness to
addicts and because it serves no known medical purpose
not served as well or better by other drugs.
Cocuinc.
This drug is included as a narcotic under
Federal and other laws but, unlike the opiates, it is a
poweriul stimulant and does not create tolerance or
physical dependence. It is derived from the leaves of
the cllca plant cultivated extensively in parts of South
America. At. present it is not the major drug of abuse
that it once was.

Marihuana.
This is a preparation made from the
flowering tops of the female hemp plant. This plant
often is found growing wild, or it can be cultivated, in
any temperate or semitl'Opical climate, including the
United States. Most of the marihuana that reaches
American users comes from Mexico. There it is cut,
dried, and pulverized and then smuggled across the border, either loose or compressed in brick form. It is commonly converted into cigarettes and consumed by smoking. Other derivatives of the hemp plant, such as hashish, which are more potent than marihuana, are rarely
found in the United States.
Marihuana has no established and certainly no indispensable medk'll use. Its effects are rather complicated,
combining both stimulation and depression. Much of
its effect depends on the personality of the user. The
drug may induce exaltation, joyousness and hilarity, and
disconnected ideas; 01' it may induce quietude or reveries.
In the inexperienced taker it may induce panic. Or,
on~ state may follow the other. Confused perceptions
of space and time and hallucinations in sharp color may
occur; the person's complex intellectual and motor functions may be impaired. These effects may follow within
minutes of the time the drug is taken. The influence
usually wears off within a few hours but may last much
longer in the case of a toxic dose. The immediate physiological effects may include nausea andvomitin~, but
there are no lasting physicaJ. effects, and fa~a~ities have
not been noted. Tolerance is very slight if it develops
at all. Physical dependence does not develop.
There is no reliable estimate of the prevalence of ~ari~
huana use. To the limited extent that police activit.y is
an accurate measure, use appears to be increasing. Bulk
seizures of marihuana by Federal enforcement authorities totaled 5,641 ki~ograms in 1965 as against 1,871 kilograms in 1960. Bureau of Narcotics arrests for marihuana offenses about doubled over the same period of
time. So did the number of arrests by California
authorities.
Marihuana use apparently cuts across a larger segment
of the general population than does opiate use, but again
adequate studies are lacking. An impressionistic view,
based on scattered reports, is that use is both frequent
and increasing in depressed urban areas, academic and
artistic communities, and among young professional persons. There are many reports of widespread use on
campuses, but estimates that 20 percent or more of certain
college populations have used the drug cannot be verified
or refuted.
Marihmma is much cheaper than .heroin. The director
of the Vice Control Division, Chicago Police Department,
testified in 1966 that the price of marihuana in Chicago
was roughly 50 to 75 cent for a single cigarette, roughly
$25 for a can the size of a tobacco tin, and from $85 to
$125 a pound. Prices tend to be lower nearer the
Mexican source.
The Federal law controlling marihuana is a tax statute,
enacted in 1937 and enforced by the Bureau of Narcotics.
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On its face the statut~ authorizes marihuana transactions
between persons, such as importers, wholesalers, physicians, i).nd others, who have paid certain occupational
and transfer taxes. But in fact, since there is no accepted
medical use of marihuana, only a handful of people are
registered under the law, and for all practical purposes the
drug is illegal. Unauthorized possession, which in this
context means possession under almost any circumstance,
is a criminal act under Federal tax law. Sale or purchase
of marihuana are also criminal offenses under this statute.
Importation is made punishable by a separate statute.
Possession and sale are also offenses under the Uniform
Narcotic Drug Act, which controls marihuana in most
States.
DA'NGEROUS DRUGS

The term "dangerous drugs" commonly refers to three
classes of nonnarcotic drugs that are habit-forming 01'
have a potential for <l.buse because of their stimuiant,
depressant or hallucinogenic effect. Central nervous sys·
tern stimulants and depressants are widely used in medical
practice and are not considered dangerous when taken in
ordinary therapeutic doses under medical direction .. They
are available on prescription. Drugs in the hallucinogenic
class have not yet been proven safe for medical purposes
and are not legally available in drugstores. Their sole
legitir.. ate use at present is by qualified researchers in connection with investigations reported to and authorized by
the Food and Drug Administration. There is an exception in th" :ase of peyote, the use of which is authorized
in connection with religious ceremonies of the Native
American Church.
THE STIMULANTS

The most widely used and abusrd of the stimulants are
the amphetamines, which are known generally as "pcp
pills." They bear chemical names such as amphetamine
sulfate or dextroamphetamine sulfate and particular nicknames such as "bennies" or "dexies" (after trade names of
the two drugs). There are dozens of amphetamine preparations in the market. They are prescribed and apparently are medically effective for relief of fatigue, for control of overweight, and in the treatment of mental
disorder.
The amphetamines cause wakefulness and have the
capacity to elevate mood and to induce a state of wellbeing and elation. This is probably the basis of their
medical value. It is also the likely reason for their abuse.
Tolerance develops with the use of amphetamines.
This permits gradual and progressive increases in dosage.
Too large a dose or too sudden an increase in dose, however, may produce bizarre mental effects such as delusions
or hallucinations. These effects are more likely if the
drug is injected intravenously in diluted powder form
than if it is taken orally in tablet form. Nervousness and
insomnia are milder symptoms of abuse. Physical dependence does not deveiop.
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THE DEPRESSANTS
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The same publication cited as dangers of LSD: ( 1 )
Prolonged psychosis; (2) acting out of character dis:,P.
orders and homosexual impulses; (3) suicidal inclina~
';;".'
tions; (4) activation of previously latent psychosis; and
/
(5) reappearance of the drug's effects weeks or even
months after use. It was reported that between March
and December of 1965 a total of 65 persons suffering from
acute psychosis induced by LSD were admitted to
Bellevue Hospital in New York.
The only legal producer of LSD ceased manufacture
in April 1966, and turned over its entire supply of the
drug to the Federal Government. A few closely monitored experimental· projects involving LSD are still in
progress.
Peyote is the hallucinogenic substance obtained from
the button-shaped growths of a cactus plant found growing wild in the arid regions of Mexico. Mescaline is a
natural alkaloid, which occurs in the same plant. These
drugs have appeared in capsule and liquid form and as
a powder that can be dissolved in water.
Psilocybin is a substance extracted from a mushroom
fungus. It appears in liquid and powder form.
Different degrees of tolerance to the hallucinogens are
reported. Physical dependence apparently does not
develop.
There is no reliable statistical information on thE) prevalence of dangerous drug abuse. However, there are indications of widespread and increasing abuse. The former
Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration,
for example, has testified that enough raw material was
produced in 1962 to make over 9 billion doses of barbiturates
and amphetamines combined, and he estimated
College LSD party
that one-half of these ended up in the bootleg market.
ing a trip." A recent publication of the Medical Society There is no simiiar estimate of the proportion of the more
of the County of New York described such a trip as than 1 million pounds of tranquilizer drugs produced
each year that fail into the hands of drug abusers, but the
follows:
figure certainly IS high. A spreading use of the hallucinoAfter the cubes, containing 100-600 meg. [a micro- gens has undoubtedly been caused in part by the activigram is one-millionth of a gram] each, are ingested a ties and advertising of groups formed for the very purstartling series of events occurs with marked individual pose of promoting experience in these drugs. These
variation. All senses appear sharpened and brightened; groups, or cults, have made broad and appealing claims
vivid panoramic visual hallucinations of fantastic bright- in regard to the capacity of the hallucinogens to expand
ness and depth are experienced as well as hy/Jeracusis [ab- the power of the mind to understand self, love, God, and
normal acuteness of hearing]. Senses blend 'and become the universe. They are likely to understate the dangers
diffused so that sounds are felt, colors tasted; and fixed that line the route to such mystical experiences. Whatobjects pulsate and breathe. Depersonalization also oc- ever the other causes, cases of dangerous drug abuse
curs frequently so that the individual loses ego identity; coming to the attention of school and medical authorities
he feels he is living with his environment in a feeling of and police officials have been steadily increasing in
unity with other beings, animals, inanimate objects and number.
The prices of illicit dangerous drugs vary sharply in
the universe in general. The body image is often distorted
so that faces, including the user's, assume bizarre propor- time and place. Some approximate ranges of reported
tions and the limbs may appear extraordinarily short or price are f:-om $0.10 to $1 for an amphetamine or barbielongated. The user is enveloped by a sense of isolation turate tablet, from $1 to $10 for a sugar cube saturated
and often is dominated by feelings of paranoia and fear. with LSD, and from $0.01 to $0.50 for a peyote button.
If large doses aro ingested (over 700 mcg.) confusion and All of these prices represent significant profits to the
delirium frequently ensue. During LSD use, repressed seller.
material may be unmasked which is difficult for the inA series of Federal enactments that proved inadequate
dividual to handle. Duration of the experience is usually to deal with the traffic in dangerous drugs has given way
4 to 12 hours but it may last for days.
to the Drug Abuse Control Amendments of 1965. The
.",'

The most widely 'Used and abused of the depressant .
drugs are the barbiturates. These are known generally
as "goofballs." They have chemical names, such as pentobarbital sodium and secobarbital sodium, and particular
nicknames, such as "nimbies" and "seccy" (after trade
names of the two drugs). There are more than 25 barbiturates marketed for clinical use. They are apparently
useful because of their sedative, hypnotic, or anesthetic
actions and are most commonly prescribed to produce
sleep and to relieve tension and anxiety.
A person can develop tolerance to barbiturates, enabling him to ingest increasing quantities of the drug up
to a limit that varies with the individual. Chronic administration of amounts in excess of the ordinary daily
dose will lea.d to physical dependence, resulting, upon
withdrawal of the drug, in a sickness marked at peak
intensity by convulsions and a delirium, resembling alcoholic delirium tremens or a major psychotic episode.
Excessive doses may also result in i~pairment of judgment, loss of emotional control, staggering, slurred speech,
tremor, and occasionally coma and death. Barbiturates
are a major suicidal agent. They are also reported, like
the amphetamines, to be implicated in assaultive acts and
automobile accidents.
Among the other depressants involved in the drug abuse
problem are a number of sedative and tranquilizing drugs,
introduced since 1950, that are chemically unrelated to
the barbiturates, but similar in effect. The best known
of these are meprobamate (Miltown, Equanil), glutethimide (Doriden), ethinamate (Valmid), ethchlorvynol
(Placidyl), methyprylon (Noludar), and chlordiazepoxide (Librium). There is strong evidence that abuse of
these agents may lead to drug intoxication and physical
dependence. Suicide by overdose, and deaths during
withdrawal from some of the drugs, have also been
reported.
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THE HALLUCINOGENS

Hallucinogenic, or psychedelic, drugs and the controversy that surrounds them have recently aroused the
attention of the mass media and the public. This is
certainly due in part to the increasing incidence of their
use on college campuses. It may also be' due to the
emergence of new substances, such as LSD, many times
more potent than such older hallucinogens as peyote and
mescaline. All these drugs have the capacity to produce
altered states of consciousness. Generally they are taken
orally.
LSD, the most potent of the halludnogens, is a synthetic
drug made by a chemical process; lysergic acid is the
main component in the chemical conversion. Minute
amounts of the drug are capable of producing extreme
effects. It is udually deposited on sugar ~;ubes in liquid
form, although recently it has been found frequently in
pill form. Swallowing such a cube or pill is called "tak-
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statute became effectiVe February 1, 1966, and is now the
principal Federal law in the field. It limits manufacture, .
sale, and distribution of any controlled drug to certain
designated classes of persons, such as registered wholesale
druggists and licensed physicians. It requires that inventories be taken and records of rcceipts and dispositions be
maintained. It places restrictions on the refilling of presCriptIOns. Criminal penalties are provided for violations, induding manufacture, sale, or distribution by
unauthorized persons. The first offense is a misdemeanor i the second, a felony. Possession of drugs for
personal use is not an offense under this statute.
All of the amphetamines and the barbiturates are controlled by specific language in the statute. In addition,
any other drug with potential for abuse because of its
depressant, stimulant, or hallucinogenic effect may be
placed under control by designation. Some 22 other drugs
have bcen so designated, including all of the hallucinogens
and 3 of the tranquilizers discussed above. The statute is
enforced by the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control, a newly
created agency within the Food and Drug Administration.
Almost all Stated have some statutory scheme for controlling at least some of the dangerous drugs, but there is
complete lack of uniformity in this legislation.
It is obvious that the increasing use of drugs, including
particularly those like LSD with great potential for harm,
presents a serious challenge to the Nation.

even perfect and total enforcement of th!; drug laws could
prevent abuse of this kind.
By multiplying the number of known addicts by an
average daily dose, the Federal enforcement agencies have
arrived at the very rough estimate that 1,500 kilograms
(1 kilo=2.2 pounds) of heroin a year are smuggled into
the United States. On the average, less than one-tenth
of this amount is seized by all enforcement agencies combined. The principal foreign sources are thought to be
Turkey and to a much lesser extent Mexico and the Far
East. In Turkey, the poppy is cultivated legally, and
its opium (heroin is a refined product of opium) is an
important export co;:nmodity; but a substantial part of
the ~nnual crop is Jliverted by the farmer from the government monopol:/ to the black market, where it brings
double the price. . In Mexico the cultivation of the opium
poppy is itself illicit. It takes place in remote and mountainous terrain.
Raw opium diverted in Turkey is converted to morphine
base at points near its source, reducing its bulk by a factor
of 10, and then forwarded to clandestine chemical laboratories, mostly in France, for processing into heroin. The
finished product is then smuggled into the United States,
either directly or indirectly through Canada or Mexico,
and proceeds on its course to the consumer. The heroin
becomes less pure and more expensive as it moves through
the illicit channels of distribution. The same 10 kilos of
opium, which are purchased from the Turkish farmer
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The Commission recommends:
Research should be undertaken devoted to early action
on the further development of a sound and effective
framework of regulatory and criminal laws with respect
to dangerous drugs. In addition, research and educational programs concerning the effects of such drugs
should be undertaken.

Harvesting opium in Turkey

ENFORCEMENT

1

Drug enforcement is a question of finding the drugs and
the people in the illicit traffic. Both tasks are formidable.

I

THE DRUGS

Different enforcement considerations are presented by
the opiates (meaning heroin for purposes of this section)
and marihuana on the one hand, and the dangerous drugs
on the other. To get the former into the country requires
an illegal act of smuggling, and their possession a.nd sale
in virtually every circumstance are criminal offenses over
which the State and Federal governments have concurrent
jurisdiction. The dangerous drugs for the most part enter
the illicit market by way of diversion from domestic supplies. Simple possession of these drugs is not an offense
under any Federal statute. Under State law it mayor
may not be an offense, depending on the State and the
drug involved. It should also be noted that not all abuse
of dangerous drugs stems from an illicit traffic. Abuse
may occur, for example, if a dose of barbiturates greater
than that called for in a legal prescription is taken. Not
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at the black-market price of roughly $350, and which are
sufficient to produce roughly one kilo of pure (in this
context about 85 percent) heroin, reach the American
addict as thousands of doses of substance containing 1 to
30 percent heroin and costing $225,000 or more.
The estimated 1,500 kilograms of heroin iIlegalIy entering the country each year represent less than one-half
of 1 percent of the licit opium production in the world,
and an even smaller fraction of the combined licit and
illicit production. The problem is thus how to block a
small flow from a vast supply. To do this, the Bureau of
Narcotics maintains 12 posts of duty in 3 overseas districts.
Nineteen agents were assigned to these posts at the end of
fiscal 1966. They work with authorities in the host
country in attempting to locate and seize illicit opium and
heroin supplies destined for the United States. This
effort has had considerable success. In 1965, for example, the agents assisted in 82 investigations, which res~lted in the seizur~ of 888 kilograms of raw opium, 128
kIlograms of morphme base, and 84 kilograms of heroin.
But the effort has obvious limitations. It is somewhat
like trying to dam a river at its widest point with much too
little material.
One method of smuggling heroin
The Bureau of Cl!stom~ maintains a force at ports and
along land borders to protect the revenue and to detect customs seizures of illicit drugs resulted from prior
and preven.t ~muggling of contraband, including illicit information received from informants.
Once heroin enters the country unless it is seized
drugs. ThIS IS not solely an enforcemc, '. task. Many
~ui~kly
in the ha??s of the courier, the job of finding it in
nonenforcement personnel such as examiners, verifiers,
and appraisers of merchandise are involved. Also in the sIgmficant quantItIes becomes even more difficult. This
is because it is broken up into smaller lots and diluted
?onenforceme~t category, although they playa vital role
as
it moves through the channels of distribution. En111 the suppressIOn of smuggling, arc the inspectors, some
forcement
against the upper echelons of the traffic is the
2,600 of whom were on the customs rolls at the end of
business of the Bureau of Narcotics, which at the end of
fisc~l 196.6. These m~n handle the inspection of persons,
thClr vehIcles, and theIr effects arriving from abroad. In fiscal 1966 had a force of 278 agents stationed in 13 dis1965 more than 180 million persons and 53 million tricts in the country. Lower echelons of the traffic are
vehicles and trains arrived in the United States. Ob- targets for State and local narcotics enforcement. An
viously nothing more than a cursory inspection of most accurate total of the personnel engaged in narcotics enof them was possible'. Such inspections arc not well forcement in all States and localities is not available but
?esigned to uncover illicit drugs, which are generally smail the number would probably exceed a thousand. 'Frequently n~rcotics enforcement is part of the responsibility
III bulk and cleverly ,concealed, but they often do lead to
significant seizures and probably deter countless smug- of local VIce control squads. Federal agents seized 156
kilograms of illicit opiates and cocaine in the internal
gling violations.
T~e custo~s. enforcement arm is the Customs Agency tr~ffic in 1965, 95 kilos of heroin coming in a single
SerVIce. ThIS IS composed of: (1) Customs port investi- SClzure. No accurate total is available for illicit narcotic
gators and customs enforcement officers. There were seizures by all States and muni'cipal agencies.
Mftfty-of the considerations noted above are applicable
492 such men on duty at the end of fiscal 1966. They
to
the enforcement of the marihuana laws. More than
conduct vessel and aircraft searches (more than 99,000
5,600
kilograms were seized by Federal authorities in
vessels and 210,000 aircraft arrived in the United States
in 1965), perform uniformed patrol in marked vehicles 1965, the majority of it by the Bureau of Customs at
and carry out plainclothes assignments and sUIveillances points of entry along the Mexican border.
Serious Federal enforcement of the drug abuse conat airports, piers, and border crossing points. (2) Custrol
amendments is just beginning. A Bureau of Drug
toms agents. These men, 276 of whom were assigned at
the end of fiscal 1966, are the top-echelon criminal inves- Abuse Control has recently been established within the
tigator~ within the Bureau. They develop intelligence Food and Drug Administration. It now has 200 agents
and eVIdence concerning violations of the criminal statutes ass~gned to 9 ~eld offices. It hopes to have 500 agents
assIgned by 19,0. State and local enforcement is hanwithin customs enforcement jurisdiction.
by the narcotic units or vice control squads.
dled
Some 65 kilograms of heroin and other illicit narcotics
~fhe illicit traffic in depressant and stimulant drugs is
excluding marihuana were seized at ports and borders
qUIte new, and how it operates is only partially underin fiscal 1966. Approximately one-half of all 1966 stood. It appears to be fed mainly by diversions from
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On the west coast the traffic is in heroin of Mexican
the chain of legitimate drug distribution. Diversions
are known to have occurred at all points in the chain from origin and is carried on largely by independent operators.
the manufacture of the basic chemicals to delivery of the The actual smuggling is often done by persons hired for
finished dosage forms of the drug to the consumer. this purpose by the operators.
Large quantities of the basic depressan.t and stimulant
The marihuana trade resembles the heroin traffic on
powders have been ordered from chemIcal brokers and the west coast. Occasionally the same people are indealers by persons using fictitious names, indkating firms volved, but they are not likely to be major racketeers, or
engaged in research. In some cases, involving diversions to have dominant positions in the underworld.
of millions of capsules over periods of a few months, drugs
Not enough of the people in the dangerous drug traffic
have been sold directly to illegal peddlers by manufac- have been caught to form v.llid judgments about the
turers of the dosage form. In other cases dru;~ have been traffic's personnel. It appears, that unregistered manudiverted by salesmen of manufacturing or wholesale firms, facturers and wholesalers and bulk peddlers are key
sometimes through the medium of fictitiou:. drugstores. figures. It has been alleged, but not proved, that traffickAgain millions of tablets have been involved. Unlawful ing in these dru.,gs has become an activity of organized
sales by retail pharmacists and by physicians have oc- cnme. Certainly the profits are there in the case of the
curred. So, of course, have larcenies from plants and depressant and stimulant drugs. The hallucinogenic
thefts from interstate shipments. Apparently unregis- drug traffic appears to be less profit oriented than others.
tered drug manufacturers (whose product duplicates the
genuine article in substance) and drug .counterfeiters THE TECHNIQUE
(whose product duplicates the genuine article in appearThe objectives of law enforcement are to reach the
ance only) are also major sources of illicit drugs. Fraudulent means of obtaining drugs, such as forging highest possible sources of drug supply and to seize the
greatest possible quantity of illicit drugs before use.
prescriptions, are also practiced.
The hallucinogens are not available for legitimate dis- These are difficult goals, given the fact that drug transtribution. In some cases the drugs are smuggled across actions are always consensual. There are no complainthe Mexican border. In other cases the raw materials ing witnesses or victims; there are only sellers and willing
are present in large supply in this country, and supplies buyers. The enforcement officer must therefore initiate
of peyote have reputedly been obtained by placing an cases. He must find and take up positions along the
order with a "cactus company" in Texas. LSD, while , illicit traffic lanes. The standard technique for doing
it may be produced by a relatively simple chemical process this is undercover investigation during which an officer
(the raw materials are also under Federal controls), is assumes another identity for the purpose of gathering
thought to come frequently from foreign sources, both evidence or making a "buy" of evidence. The use of
legal and illegal. The problems of dett:cting this drug informants to obtain leads and to arrange introductions
are special ones. I t is colorless, tasteless, odorless; one is also standard and essential. An informant mayor
two-hundred and eighty thousandth of an ounce IS may not be a person facing criminal charges. If he is
not, he may supply information out of motives of revenge
enough to cause the characteristic effects.
or monetary reward. More typically the informant is
THE PEOPLE
under charges and is induced to give information in return for a "break" in the criminal process such as a reducThose involved in illicit drug traffic are either suppliers
tion of those charges. Frequently he will make it a condior consumers. They range from the organized crime boss
tion of cooperation that his identity remain confidential.
who organizes 50-kilo heroin shipments, to the college
The payoff in enforcement is the "big case" against the
student who smokes a single marihuana cigarette.
major violator with executive rank in the traffic. This
The opiate traffic on the east coast is in heroin of
man is hard to identify and harder to implicate with legal
European origin and is hierarchical in structure. The
evidence. He has a shield of people in front of him, and
importers, top members of the criminal cartels more
by not handling drugs himself he removes his liability tOi
fully described m chapter 7 of this report dealing
prosecution under laws that prohibit possession, sale, 01'
with organized crime, do not handle and probably do
other such acts. The conspiracy laws are the most useful
not ever see a shipment of heroin. Their role is superweapon against such a person, and over thc years many
visOlY and financial. Fear of retribution, whicb can be
important convictions have been obtained under these
swift and final, and a code of silence protect them from
laws on evidence developed by the Bureau of Narcotics
exposure. Through persons working under their direcand the Bureau of Customs.
tion the heroin is distributed to high-level wholesalers,
who are also members of the cartels. Beyond this point THE RESULTS
the traffic breaks out of the hands of the organized crime
element and becomes increasingly diffuse. Low-level
1udgments about enforcement results are hard to make.
wholesalers are at the next echelon; they are on the Experience with the opiate laws has been the longest.
neighborhood level. Retailers, street peddlers (who are There are persuasive reasons to believe that enforcement
often themselves addicts) and addicts round out the of these laws has caused a significant reduction in the
system.
flow of these drugs. The best evidence is the high priCle,
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low quality, and limited availability of heroin today as
contrasted with the former easy availability of cheap
and potent heroin. Arguments based on comparisons
of the number of addicts in the generai popUlation at
different points in time are difficult to assess because of
the uncertainties in the estimates being compared. However, there is a widespread conviction that the incidence of
addiction in the general population has declined since
the enactment and enforcement of the narcotic control
laws.
The brunt of enforcement has fallen heavily on the user
and the addict. In cases handled by the Bureau of Narcotics, whose activities are directed against international
and interstate traffickers, more than 40 percent of the
defendants prosecuted are addicts. However, these
addicts almost invariably are also peddlers, who are
charged with sale rather tha.n mere possession. It is fair
to assume that the percentage of addicts among the
defendants prosecuted by State and local drug enforcement agencies is even higher. The enforcement emphasis on the addict is due to his constant exposure to surveillance and arrest and his potential value as an informant.

More customs enforcement is not a simple formula for
progress. To begin with, it must be understood that
illegal importations of drugs can never be completely
blocked. The measures necessary to achieve or even
approach this goal, routine body searches being one
obvious example, would be so strict and would involve
such a burden on the movement of innocent persons and
goods that they would never be tolerated. Moreover,
the demand and the profits being what they are in the
drug traffic, there will always be people willing to take
whatever risks are necessary to pass the customs barrier.
These conditions make the impact qf any enforcement
buildup hard to determine in advance. Nevertheless the
ports and borders are the neck of the illicit traffic, and it
is at these pointe; that the Commission believes a commitment of more men would achieve the most. Illicit drugs
regularly arrive at these points in significant quantities
and in the hands of people who, while not at the highest,
are at least not at the lowest level of the traffic. More
frequent interceptions of both the drugs and the people
could reasonably be expected if the capacity to enforce
customs laws was increased. Other important benefits,
in the form of larger revenue collections and the suppression of smuggling generally, would also follow.
Three separate studies of the manpower needs of cus"
toms enforcement operations have been made within the
last 5 years. Each has arrived independently at the same
recommendation: That the enforcement staff be increased
by a total of about 600 positions. ,But only a small fraction of this total has, in fact, been authorized. In the
meantime the overall custom~ workload, from which the
enforcement workload is naturally derived, has increased
by 5 or 10 percent a yeal', a rate exceeding every advance
estimate. The need for more enforcement staff is thus
more urgent now than ever.

The Commission also believes that increases in the nonenforcement personnel of the Bureau of Customs are
necessary. In the decade between 1955 and 1965 the
number of people entering the United States increased by
50 percent, the number of aircraft by almost 100 percent.
During the same period the number of inspectors who
examine incoming passengers and their baggage increased
only 4 percent.
Examination today is, therefore, less
common and less effective. This is but one example of
how much faster than its manpower the cllsto.ms workload has grown. The inspection force should be augmented. If a sufficient number of new positions were
created, not only could regular inspections be improved
but greater customs coverage of military shipments might
also be possible. In addition, roving inspection teams
might be formed and used on a random basis to double or
triple the inspection strength at particular ports of entry
for short periods of time.
Mail examination is another customs activity that suffers from budgetary and manpower limitations. In 1965
only 5.5 percent of 47.6 million foreign mail packages
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were examined. The Commissioner of Customs testified
in 1966 that the rate of examination should be at least 10
percent to insure against the smuggling of illicit drugs
and other contraband and to protect the revenues. He
estimated that 60 additional employees, at a cost of about
$450,000, could be expected to return between $6 and $8
million annually in duty collections. The Commission
believes the addition of these employees would be a sound
investment and would offer at least potentially valuable
law enforcement benefits.
The Commission recommends:

The enforcement and related staff of the Bureau of
Customs should be materially increased.
There are no convenient devices, such as the rate of
incoming persons or merchandise, to measure the workload of the Bureau of Narcotics. The need for more
funds and more staff is thus hard to document. Yet the
simple fact is that the Bureau has numerous complex
tasks to perform. It bears the major Federal responsibility for suppression of traffic in illicit narcotics and
marihuana. It assists foreign enforcement authorities
within their own countries. It assists in training local enforcement personnel in this country. It not only enforces the penal statutes relating to narcotics and
marihuana but also administers the laws relating to the
legitimate importation, manufacture, and distribution of
these drugs. The Commission believes that the Bureau's
force of some 300 agents, spread across 10 foreign countries and throughout the United States, is not sufficient.
It certainly does not enable the Bureau to divert personnel
from the business of making arrests, seizing drugs, and
obtaining convictions, to the work of intelligence. Yet
given the pyramidal structure of the illicit drug traffic and
the limited exposure of those at the top, intelligence
;lctivity has a vital place in the enforcement effort.
'The Commission recommends:

The enforcement staff of the Bureau of Narcotics should
be materially increased. Some part of the added perSOllnel should be used to design and execute a long-range
intelligence effort aimed at the upper echelons of the
illicit drug traffic.
The Commission also notes that the Federal Government undertook responsibility in respect to dangerous
drugs with the enactment of the Drug Abuse Control
Amendments of 1965. It is essential that adequate resources be provided to the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control
to enable it to carry out these responsibilities.
In enacting the 1965, Drug Abuse Control Amendments, Congress sought to control the traffic in dangerous drugs predominantly by a system of registration, inspection, and recordkeeping. The amendments apply to
drugs in intrastate as well as interstate commerce. Thus,
once a drug has been placed under control of the amend-

ments, State law cannot exempt from regulation even
intrastate commerce in that drug.
Existing State laws dealing with dangerous drugs are
strikingly dissimilar. In some States there are none at all.
In some States nonmedical distribution and possession
are criminal offenses, but there are no recordkeeping or
other regulatory provisions. In others a version of the
Model State Barbiturate Act, or legislation patterned after
the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act, is in effect. In still
others dangerous drugs are controlled like any other prescription legend drugs. Some State statutes list particular drugs. Others give an enforcement agency authority
to designate drugs having certain characteristics.
The Commission believes that effective control of traffic
in dangerous drugs requires a joint Federal-State effort.
Such an effort, in turn, requires common State and Federal regulatory provisions. With such provisions there
could be a pooling of strength and a division of responsibility. A Model State Drug Abuse Control Act is now
being distributed to the States by the Food and Drug
Administration. Under this act, which automatically
subjects a drug to State control upon its designation under
the Federal law, State and Federal authorities could immediately combine to control the drug. With common
record keeping provisions, State authorities could concentrate their inspections on retailers, and Federal authorities,
on wholesalers.
The Model State Act as drafted is flexible enough to
permit States to control drugs not regulated by Federal
law and to insert their own provisions respecting possession, penalties, licensing, etc.
The Commission recommends:

(

other retail drug outlets, some 9,000 hospitals and clinics,
some 8,000 dispensing practitioners, and some 2,000 research facilities. The Commission simply does not believe
that a proper and productive audit of such a mass of
records is possible without, at the very least, a provision
requiring the records to be segregated or kept in
some other manner permitting rapid identification and
inspection.
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The Commission recommends:

( 'f

The recordkeeping provisions of the 1965 amendments
should be amended to require that records must be segregated or kept in some other manner that enables them to
be promptly identified and inspected.
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DRUG ABUSE AND CRIME

r

Drug addicts are crime-prone persons. This fact is not
open to serious dispute, but to determine its meaning is
another matter. Analysis is best restricted to heroin because of the applicable laws, because of the information
available, and because drugs with addiction liability present the clearest issues. In order to obtain an accurate
idea of the drug-crime relationship, it is necessary to make
a clear distinction between the drug offenses and the nondrug offenses committed by addicts.
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DRUG OFFENSES
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Addiction itself is not a crime. It never has been
under Federal law, and a State law maki:ng it one was
struck down as unconsitutional by the 19S2 decision of
the Supreme Court in Robinson v. California. It does
not follow, however, that a state of addiction can be
maintained without running afoul of thp criminal law.
On the contrary, the involvement of an addict with the
police is almost inevitable. By definition, an addict has
a constant need for drugs, which obviously must be pur..
chased and possessed before they can be consumed. Purchase and possession, with certain exceptions not relevant
in the case of an addict, are criminal offenses under
both Federal and State law. So is sale, to which many
addicts turn to provide financial support for their habits.
In many States, the nonmedical use of opiates is punishable, as is the possession of paraphernalia such as needles
and syringes designed for such use. In other States,
vagrancy statutes make it punishable for a known or
convicted addict to consort with other known addicts
or to be present in <1. place where illicit drugs are found.
Thus, the addict lives in almost perpetual violation of
one or several criminal laws, and this gives him a special
status not shared by other criminal offenders. Together
with the fact that he must have continuous contact with
other people in order to obtain drugs, it also gives him a
special exposure to police action and arrest, and, in areas
where the addiction rate is high, a special place in police
statistics and crime rate computations.

i

Those States which do not already have adequate legislation should adopt a model State .Jrug abuse control
act similar to the Federal Drug Abuse Control Amendments of 1965.

( 'I

The recordkeeping and inspection provisions of the
1965 amendments are at the heart of the Federal dangerous drug regulatory scheme. They are designed to serve
several purposes: To furnish information regarding the
extent of the dangerous drug problem and the points in
the chain of distribution where diversions of drugs occur;
to facilitate the detection of violations; and to deter violations. Yet at present the 1965 amendments specifically
state:

c

No separate records, nor set form or forms for any of the
foregoing records (of manufacture, receipt, and disposition), shall be required as long as records containing
the required information are available.

There are about 6,000 establishments, including 1,000
manufacturers and 2,400 wholesalers, which are required
to register and keep records under the amendments. In
addition, there are about 73,000 other establishments that
are required to maintain records but not required to register. This group includes some 54,000 pharmacies or
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NONDRUO OFFENSES

The nondrug offenses in which the h~r?in ad.dict
typically becomes involved are of the fund-ralsmg ~anety.
Assaultive or violent acts, contrary to popular ~ehef, ~re
the exception rather than the rule for the herom addict,
whose drug has a ~alming and depressant effect.
Illicit drugs, as already noted, ar~ expensive. . Records
compiled by the New York City pohce are sufficient proof
of this. In May 1965, a total of 991 .admitted users of
heroin were arrested in New York City. The average
daily cost of heroin to thes~ users was $14.34. In December of that year, the 1,271 heroin users arrested s~ent a
daily average of $14.04. The price of the drug IS not
uniform in time or place; it differs in Ne\~ York and Los
Angeles and fluctuates everywhere accordmg: to the supply available on the stre~t. :But it)s. never low enough
to permit the typical addict to obtam It by lawful means.
So he turns to crime, most commonly to the theft of
property. Stolen pl'operty cannot be converte? at full
value especially by an addict who needs to dispose of
it quickly. It is said that bet~een ~3 and $5 in m,'!rchandise must be stolen to real1ze $1 m cash.
The mathematics of this are alarming. Assuming that
each of the heroin addicts in New York City, whose names
were on file with the Bureau of Narcotics at the end of
1965, spent $15 a day for his drug, and that in each c~se
the $15 represented the net cash proceed.s after conversIOn
of stolen property worth $50, the addicts would be responsible each year for the theft of property valued at
many millions of dollars in New York City alone. This
amount would of course, have to be adjusted to take into
account the addicts who are in jail or hospitalized; those
who obtain the price of heroin either through lawful
means 01' by prostitution, selling of drugs, tl:efts of cash,
01' any other method which does not ~eqUlre the conversion of stolen property; and the addicts who are. unknown to the authorities. The impact of these adJustments might be enormous but it cannot be accurately
measured.
The projected totals are. so impressiv~ that they lead
one into the easy assumption that addicts must be ~e
sponsible for most crimes against property where add~c
tion is widespread. But this assumption cannot so easliy
be verified.
Records compiled by the New York City Police D~
partment indicate that 11.1 percent of those arrested m
1965 for those felonies against property most often committed by addicts were admitted drug (mostly heroin)
users. The comparable figure for 1964 was 12.5 percent;
for 1963 it was 11.7 percent. The involvement of admitted drug users in arr,ests for selected felonies against
the person was much lower-on the order of ~ percent.
The 1965 figure for the involvement of admitted dru.g
users in arrests for petit larceny was 9.8 percent. It IS
impossible to judge what any of these figures might have
been if they had reflected involvement in nondrug offenses
of actual instead of admitted drug users.
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For the fiscal years 1956-65 inclusive, an average of
8 percent of all persons committed to F.ederal prisons a~d
other penal institutions had an admitted drug (agam
mostly heroin) use history. On the ?ther hand, the
New York City Department of CorrectIOns ~eports that
surveys taken of its average 1966 populatIOn (about
10,000 persons) show that almost 40 percent had an
admitted history of drug use.
As of December 31 , 1966, there were 4,385 persons
identified as users of heroin in the FBI's "Careers m
Crime Program"-a computeriz«;d. record of ~riminal
histories. This data is based on cnmmal fingerprmt cards
submitted by local and Federal agencies.
The 4,385 people who were identified as heroin users
had an average criminal career (the span of years between the first and last arrest) of 12 years during which
they averaged 10 arrests. Six of these arrests on an
average were for offenses other than narcotics. Of the
total arrests accumulated by heroin users in the property
crime and violent crime categories, 26 percent were
arrests for violent crimes and 74 percent arrests for
property crimes. On the other hand, all criminal offenders in the program (over 150,000) averaged 23
percent arrests for violent crimes and 77 perc~nt for
property crimes. Seventy-two percent of all herom users
had an arrest for some other criminal act prior to their
first narcotic arrest.
The simple truth is that the extent of the addi~t's or
drug user's responsibility for all nondrug offenses IS unknown. Obviously it is great, particularly in New Yor~
City, with its heavy concentration of users; but ther~ IS
no reliable data to assess properly the common assertIOn
that drug users or addicts arc responsible for 50 percent
of all crime.
More broadly, the Commission's examination of the
evidence on the causal connection between drug use and
crime has not enabled it to make definitive estimates on
this important issue. Since there is much. crime in cities
where drug use is not thought to be a ~aJ~' problem,. to
commit resources against abuse solely I1l the~xpectatlOn
of producing a dramatic redu~tion i~ crime ma~ be t~
invite disappointment.
Whl!e. cn~e reductIOn .IS
one result to be. hoped for in ehmmatmg drug abuse, ItS
elimination and the treatment of its victims are humane
and worthy social objectives in themselves.
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PENALTIES
Since early in the century we have built our drug
control policies around the twin judgments th~t drug
abuse was an evil to be suppressed and that thiS could
most effectively be done by the application of crimin~l
enforcement and penal sanctions. Since then, one traditional response to an increase In drug abuse has been .to
increase the penalties for drug offenses. The premise
has been that the more certain and severe the punishment,
the more it would serve as a deterrent. Typically this
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response has taken the form of mandatory minimum
terms of imprisonment, increasing in severity with repeated offenses, and provisions making the drug offender
ineligible for suspension of sentence, probation, and
parole.
Federal law was changed twice during the last decade.
In 1951, following the post-World War II upsurge in
reported addiction, mandatory minimum sentences were
intronuced for all narcotic and marihuana offenses, 2
years for the first offense, 5 years for the second, and 10
years for third and subsequent offenses. At the same
time, suspension of sentence and probation were prohibited for second offenders. In 1956 the' mandatory
minimum sentences were raised to 5 years for the first
and 10 years for the second and subsequent offenses of
unlawful sale or importation. They remained at 2, 5,
and 10 years for the offense of unlawful possession. Suspension of sentence, probation, and parole were prohibited for all but the first offense of unlawful possession.
Many State criminal codes contain compar~ble, though
not identical, penalty p'rovisions.
In support of existing mandatory minimum sentences
for narcotics violations, it has been suggested that the high
price and low quality of the heroin available on the street
and the fact that serious physical dependence on the drug
has become a rarity are evidence that there are fewer
people willing to face the ~'isk of more severe penalties.
On the other hand, with respect to heroin, it has been
noted that these trcnds preceded the pattern of mandatory
minimum sentence provisions. And despite the applica..
tion of such sanctions to marihuana, the use of and traffic
in that drug appear to be increasing.
Since the evidence as to the effects of mandatory minimum sentences is inconclusive, the Commission believes
that the arguments against such provisions, which appear
in chapter 5, are a firmer basis upon which to rest its
judgment in this case.
Within any classification of offenses, differences exist
in both the circumstances and nature of the illegal conduct and in the offenders. Mandatory provisions deprive
judges and corrcctional authorities of the ability to base
their judgments on the seriousness of the violations and
the particular characteristics and potential for rehabilitation of the offender.
There is a broad consensus among judges and correctional authorities that discretion should be restored. A
1964 policy statement of the Advisory Council of Judges
and repeated testimony by officials of the Bureau of
Prisons and Board of Parole are expressions of this
consensus.
Application of the mandatory minimums has had spme
measurable reSl.llts. The first of these has been a substantial increase in the percentage of the Federal prison
population serving sentences for narcotic and marihuana
offenses. At the close of fiscal 1965 there were 3,998
drug-law violators confined in all Federal institutions.
This number represented 17.9 percent of all persons confined. The average sentence being served by the drug-law
violators was 87.6 months, and 75.5 percent of them were

ineligible for parole. These figures compare with the
2,017 drug-law violators confined at the close of fiscal
1950, comprising 11.2 percent of all persons confined at
that time. The 1950 violators were all eligible for parole,
and while average sentence data is not available for that
year, it would be safe to estimate that sentences averaged
much less than one-half of 87.6 months.
Some differential handling of narcotic addicts after conviction is permitted by the civil commitment laws discussed below, which bypass the penalty provisions. Other
devices in the present law also permit some distinctions to
be made among drug offenders. First offenders charged
with unlawful possession under Federal law arc eligible
for suspended sentence, probation, and parole. Persons
under the age of 22 are eligible for indeterminate sentencing under the Federal Youth Corrections Act. Some
State laws distinguish mere possession from possession with
intent to sell and provide separate penalties for the two
offenses. Informal practices also are common, such as
reduction of charge by the prosecutor (whose discretion
is not circumscribed by the law) to avoid the mandatory
minimum sentence provided for the greater offense.
In its recommendations on mandatory minimums, the
President's 1963 Advisory Commission sought to avoid
the evils of treating all narcotics and marihuana offenders
'
alike by dividing offenses into four groups:

o

o

o

o

The smuggling or sale of large quantities of narcotics
or the possession of large quantities for sale. 'This
would subject the offender to mandatory minimum
sentences. Probation, suspension of sentence, and
parole would be denied. '
'
The smuggling or sale of small quantities of narcotics,
or the possession of small quantities for sale. This
would subject the offender to some measure of imprisonment but not to any mandatory minimum terms.
Suspension of sentence would not be available but
parole would.
The possession of narcotics without intent to sell. The
sentencing judge would have full discretion as to these
offenses.
All marihuana' offenses. The sentencing judge would
have full discretion.

This Commission believes that these gradations as to
the seriousness of offense are sound in principle~ But, for
the reasons set forth above and in the discussion in chapter 5 on sentencing, it does not believe they should bc
rigidified into legislation. Rather, judges and correctional officials should be relied on to take account of the
nature of the offense and the record and status of the
offender in making their decisions.

The Cl:mmission recommends:
State and Federal drug laws should give a large enough
measure of discretion to the courts and cOl'l'ectional authorities to enable them to deal flexibly with violators,
taking account of the nature and seriousness o.~ the offense, the prior record of the offender and other relevant
circumstances.
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It should be noted that parole rights have already been
reinstated for Federal marihuana violators by a provision
of the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act of 1966.
In submitting the foregoing recommendations, the
Commission also wishes to record its concurrence in the
view of the Bureau of Narcotics that long terms of imprisonment for major drug violators are esse~ti~l. The
Commission is opposed only to features of eXlstmg laws
that deny to judges and correctional officials !he ~exibility
to deal with the infinitely varied types of vlOlatlOns and
offenders in accordance with facts of each case rather
than pursuant to prescribed rigid rules.
MARIHUANA

,

In addition to suggesting that the penalties provided
for narcotics and marihuana offenses be made more
flexible the Commission would like to comment specially
on marihuana because of questions that have been raised
concerning the appropriateness of the substantive law
applicable to this drug.
The basic Federal control statute, the Marihuana Tax
Act, was enacted in 1937 with the stated objectives of
making marihuana dealings visible to public scrutiny,
raising revenue, and rendering difficult the acquisition of
marihuana for nonmedical purposes (the drug has no
recognized medical val ue) and noncommercial use (t?e
plant from which the drug comes has some commerclal
value in the production of seed and hemp). At the
heart of the act are provisions requiring that all persons
with a legitimate reason for handling marihuana register
and pay an occupational tax, requiring that all marillUana transactions be recorded on official forms provided
by the Treasury Department, subjecting transfers to. a r~g
il'tered per~on to a tax of $1 an ounce, and subJectmg
transfers to an unregistered person to a prohibitive tax of
$100 an ounce. Under the Uniform Narcotic Drug Act
in force in most States, marihuana is defined and controlled as a narcotic drug.
The act raises an insignificant amount of revenue and
exposes an insignificant number of marihuana transactions
to public view, since only a handful of people are registered under the act. It has become, in effect, solely a
criminal law imposing sanctions upon persons who sell,
acquire, or possess marihuana.
Marihuana was placed under a prohibition scheme of
control because of its harmful effects and its claimed
association with violent behavior and crime. Another reason now advanced in support of the marihuana
regulations is that the drug is a steppingstone or forerunner to the use of addicting drugs, particularly heroin.
The law has come under attack on all counts, and the
points made against it deserve a hearing.

ments by other responsible authorities. The 1962 report
of the President's Ad Hoc Panel on Drug Abuse found the
evidence inadequate to substantiate the reputation of
)marihuana for inciting people to antisocial acts. The
.' famous Mayor's Committee on Marihuana, appointed by
Mayor La Guardia to study the marihuana situation in
New York City, did not observe any aggression in subjects
to whom marihuana was given. In addition there are
several studies of persons who were both confessed marihuana users and convicted criminals, and these reach the
conclusion that a positive relation between use and crime
cannot be established.
One likely hypothesis is that, given the accepted tendency of marihuana to release inhibitions, the effect of the
drug will depend on the individual and the circumstances.
It might, but certainly will not necessarily or inevitably,
lead to aggressive behavior or crime. The response will
depend more on the individual than the drug. This
hypothesis is consistent with the evidence that marihuana
does not alter the basic personality structure.

Marihuana does not. A withdrawal sickness appears
when use of the opiates is discontinued. No such symptoms are associated with marihuana. The desired dose of
opia.tes tends to increase over time, ?ut this is not true of '-- >
manhuana. Both can lead to psychlc dependence, but s o - Ii:
can almost any substance that alters the state of consciousness.
The Medical Society of the County of New York has
classified marihuana as a mild hallucinogen, and this is
probably as good a description as any, although hallucina~
tions are only one of many effects the drug can produce.
It can impair judgment and memory; it can cause anXlety,
confusion, or disorientation; and it can induce temporary
psychotic episodes in predisposed people. Any hallucinogenic drug, and many of the other dangerous drugs,
can do the same. Marihuana is probably less likely to
produce these effects than such moderately potent hallucinogens as peyote, mescaline, and hashish (another derivC,
ative of the plant from which marihuana comes), and
much less likely to do so than the potent hallucinogen
LSD.
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MARIHUANA AS A PRELUDE TO ADDICTING DRUGS

I ,

MARIHUANA, CRIME, AND VIOLENCE

Here differences of opinion are absolute and the claims
are beyond reconciliation. One view is that marihuana is
a major cause of crime and violence. Another is that
marihuana has no association with crime and only a marginal relation to violence.
Proponents of the first view rely in part on reports connecting marihuana users with crime. One such repo;t
by the district attorney of New Orleans was referred to 10
the hearings on the 1937 act. It found that 125 of 45?
men convicted of major crimes in 1930 were regular manhuana users. Approximately one-half the murderers (an
unstated number) and a fifth of those tried for larceny,
robbery, and assault (again an unstated number)
were regular users. However, the main reliance is on
case files of enforcement agencies. Excerpts from these
files have been used to demonstrate a marihuana-crime
causal relation. The validity of such a demoustration
involves three assumptions which are questioned by opponents of the present law: (1) The defendant was a
marihuana user. Usually this can be determined only by
the defendant's own statement or by his possession of the
drug at the time of arrest. (2) He was under the influence of marihuana when he committed the criminal act.
Again a statement, perhaps a self-serving one, is most
often the source of the information. Chemical tests of
blood, urine, and the like will not detect marihuana.
(3) Tile influence of the marihuana caused the crime in
the sense that it would not have been committed
otherwise.
Those who hold the opposite view cannot prove their
case, either.. They can only point to the prevailing J,ack
TnE EFFECTS
of evidence. Many have done so. The Medical Society
Marihuana is equated in law with the opiates, but the of the County of New 't ork has stated flatly that there is
abuse characteristics of the two have almost nothing in no evidence that marihuana use is associated with crimes (
common. The opiates produce physical dependence. of violence in this country. There are many similar state-
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The charge that marihuana "leads" to the use of addicting drugs needs to be critically examined. There is
evidence that a majority of the heroin users who
come to the attention of public authorities have, in fact,.
had some prior experience with marihuana. But this does
not mean that one leads to the other in the sense that
marihuana has an intrinsic quality that creates a heroin
liability. There are too many marihuana users who do
,'not graduate to heroin, and too many heroin addicts with
no known prior marihuana use, to support such a theory.
Moreover there i5 no scientific basis for such a theory.
The basic text on pharmacology, Goodman and Gilman,
The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics (Macmillan
1960) states quite explicitly that marihuana habituation
does not lead to th~ use of heroin.
The most reasonable hypothesis here is 'that some people
who are predisposed to marihuana are also predisposed
to heroin use. It may also be the case that through the
use of marihuana a person forms the personal associations
that later expose him to heroin.
The amount of literature on marihuana is massive. It
runs to several thousand articles in medical journals and
other publications. Many of these are in foreign languages and reflect the experience of other countries with
the use of the drug and with other substances derived
from the hemp plant. The relevance of this material to
our own problem has never been determined. Indeed,
with the possible «7xception of the 1944 LaGuardia report,
no careful and detailed analysis of the American experience seems to have been attempted. Basic research
has been almost nonexistent, probably because the principal active ingredient in marihuana has only recently
been isolated and synthesized. Yet the Commission believes that enough information exists to warrant careful
\ study of our present marihuana laws and the propositions
) on which th,ey are based.

The Commission recommends:
The National Institute of Mental Health should devise
and execute a plan of research, to be carried on both on
an intramural and extramural basis, covering all aspects
of marihuana use.
The research should identify existing gaps 111 our
knowledge of marihuana. A systematic review of the
literature will be necessary. The plan should provide for
an intensive examination of the important medical and
social aspects of marihuana use. It should provide for
surveys of the extent of marihuana use and of the nature
of such use, i.p.., occasional, periodic, or habitual. It
should provide for studies of the pharmacology of
marihuana and of its immediate and long-term effects. It
might also provide for animal studies. The relation of
marihuana use to aggressive behavior and crime should
certainly be a subject of study. So should the relation
between marihuana and the use of other drugs. The
Commission of course does not wish to imply that the need
for research is confined to marihuana. Much remains to
be learned, for example, about the potential uses and
dangers of hallucinogenic drugs.
'
TREATMENT
Until quite recently treatment opportunities for opiate
addicts were largely restricted to the two Federal narcotic
hospitals at Lexington, Ky., and Fort Worth, Tex. Within the past decade, numerous new programs for the treatment of addiction have been dcweloped. However, there
are virtually no programs for the treatment of users of the
other dangerous drugs.
LEXINGTON AND FORT WORTH

The Public Health Service hospitals were established,
in 1935 and 1938 respectively, for the primary purpose of
providing treatment to Federal prisoners who were
addicted to narcotic drugs.
Voluntary patients, who
make up almost one-half the hospital population. at any
given time, are admitted on a space-available basis after
Federal prisoners have been accommodated. Since 1935
there have been more than 80,000 admissions of addictpatients to the two hospitals. The constructed capacity
of Lexington is 1,042 beds and of Fort Worth 777 beds.
After withdrawal of the drug and psychiatric evaluation, a wide range of serv.ices is available to the patient.
These are mainly designed to develop and improve functional skills and to accustom the patient to a stable environment. The recommended length of stay for a
voluntary patient is 5 months, but most check out much
sooner against medical advice. The hospital authorities
are powerless to prevent this.
There is no effective aftercare 01' supervision in the
community, except in the cas'c of a prisoner-patient who
is granted parole. The relapse rate is high, but therc is
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Doctor and jJatients at U.S. hospital, Lexington
growing evidence that it is not as high as the 94-percent
rate f;und in one short-term followup study. Much
depends on whether relapse .is. t~ken to mcan return, to
drugs once during a period 01 tUlle or t~ refer ~o the dIU~
slat~ls of the patient at the end of a penod of tUlle. One
,
) f'0 II,
recent
long-term (1 2
-year
0\\ up, using the sccond
method of classification, found that, although 90 of the
100 heroin addicts studied had returned to drug usc .at
of tllelll were drug-free in the commumty
some t·line, "6
t
0 h
at the time of death or last contact. Amon? the 3 w ~
were considered to have made the best adJu~t~ent, the
average length of abstinence was 7 years. Slgl1lfican~;~
the b'est outcomes were found among those. ~vho
undergone some form of compulsory supel'\'lSlon after
dischargc.
THE CALIFORNIA REHAUlLlTATION CENTER

'1'1·' f cI'I'lty operated b), the California Youth and
a
,
AdllitliS Corre(,tions
Agency, was est~b I'IS IleeI '111 1961 •
1'.1:05t admissions arc of addicted nllsdemeana~ts anc~
felons convicted in California courts and committed b)
order of the court.
.
.
The program involves a combination of II1I~atlCnt and
outpatient'treatment. The addicts arc rcqlllfed to remain on inpatient status for at least 6 m~nths, ~lthOl~gh
the avcrage is clost' to 15 months. Dunng tillS penod
they arc 'divided into 60-patient units for purpose of

treatment. Work therapy, vocational courses, and a full
academic course through high school also arc. offered:
Upon release to outpatient sta~us, t~e. patients arc
supervised by caseworkers wit~l speCial trammg and smal~
caseloads. Patients arc chemically tested for the presence
of drugs five times a month, both on a regular. and a
surprise basis, for at least the first 6 months. Faliure?f
the test or other indications of relapse to drugs results m
return to the institution. A halfway hous.e, the Par,k~'a);
Center, provides guidance for those makm? a malgma
adjustment in the community. The patlCnt becomes
eligible for final discharge after 3 drug-free years as an
outpatient.
.
0
The capacity of the Rehabilitation Center IS 2,30
patients. Between September 15, 1961, and Dec~mber
31, 1965, there were 5,300 admissions. Duri?g thiS p~
iod 3 243 persons were transferred to outpatlCnt statu"
~ltho~gh many were returned to the center, 1,700 persons
. 'd on sllch status as of December 31, 1965;
remame
27 persons had been finally discharged.
NEW YORK STATE I'I1.0GRAM

Bet\\'een the effective date of the Metcalf-Volker Act,
January 1, ]963, ami June 30, 1966, .therc .wer~ 6,79~
..
of' ,aeldl'cts to treatment Ul1lts
mamtamed
acImissions
.
. .b).
the State Department of Mcntal Hyglenc. Th~ m~Jont~,
of these were persons who chose treatment m heu of

prosecution for a crime. The treatment units are located
started on daily doses of methadone, a synthetic opiate
in six State hospitals having a total of 555 beds for
that is itself addicting. The daily doses are gradually
addict-patients; they could handle over 2,200 addicts a
and finally become stable. The median stable
increased
'car. Both inpatie~t and outpatient phases of treatment
dose is 100 milligrams per day. This phase of the prowere provided.
"
A new and more co~~rehensive program for the treat- gram lasts about 5 weeks. It is followed by release to the
ment and prcvention of addiction is now planned in New outpatient phases of the trea'ttnent. These involve supportive contacts with the hospital staff and hopefully
York under legislation prissed in 1966 and administered
lead
the patient to a secure and responsible position in
by a new agency, the State Narcotic Control Commission.
Facilities will be greatly expanded, as indicated by a $75 society. Many of the outpatients are, in fact, employed
million appropriation for\ capital construction. The or in school. No attempt has yet been made to withdraw any outpatient from methadone.
Commission is authorized, at'nong other things, to conduct
As used in the maintenance program, the methadone is
basic, clinical, and statistical \research; to operate rehabilitation and aftcrcare centcrs:; and to establish a unified dissolved in fruit juice and taken orally under supervision.
It is always dispensed from a hospital pharmacy, and the
.
·
\ .
program 0 f ed ucatlOn,
preve~tlon,
carc, an d commul11ty
outpatients are required to return each day for their doses.
referral.
\
No prescriptions have been given to patients for the pl1\'\,
SYNAN ON
chase of methadone at drug stores. The patients must
also give daily urine samples for analysis.
According to the sponsors of the maintenance proThis is a private antiaddictio society founded in 1958.
The central location is in San a Monica, but there arc gram, methadone given in adequate doses blocks the
other installations inside and outside California. The euphoric effects of heroin and does not itself produce
organization is made up and I anaged entirely by ex- euphoria, sedation, or distortion of behavior. The patients allegedly remain alert and functionally nonnal.
addicts, aided by a volunteer me ical staff. Membership
The question being tested here is whether an opiate
is voluntary and not always avai~able. The addict who
drug,
regularly administered as part of a medical proseeks admission must first be sClieened by a committee.
Once admitted, his compulsion to' take drugs is countered gram, can contribute to the rehabilitatio'" of a heroin adby "attack" therapy and group pressure. If he docs not dict. The emphasis is on drawing the IKtient out of the
respond, he can be expelled. If he docs, he can move addict community and away from a career of crime and
upward to levels of responsibility within the society, per- into new social attitudes and relationships. The social
haps to an executive position. Some members return to rehabilitation of the addict is seen as a more important
:he community; others become permanent Synanon resi- treatment goal than the medical cure of addiction itself.
The results of the methadone maintenance research are
dcnts. As of March 1964, according to its officers, there
fragmentary. No final jUdgments about its suitability as
were 400 drug-free persons affiliated with Synanon.
treatment or as a public health approach arc yet possible.
DAYTOP LODGE
CYCLAZOCINE TREATMENT

This is a voluntary program serving addicts placed
on probation by the local COl1\'ts in Brooklyn, N.Y. It
rescmbles Synanon in approach, but is supported by a
Federal grant and is under court sponsorship. Its capacity, presently 25 addicts, is being expanded.
METHADONE MAINTENANCE

This method involves daily administration of a new
drug, cyclazocine, which is a long-acting opiate antagonist and blocks thl.; effects of heroin. The drug is not
itself a narcotic. This treatment has been tried, with
urinalysis to detect heroin usc, on a pilot basis in New
York.

This is an experimentalmeth6d of treatment for heroin PAROLE
addiction. Its principal sponsors are Drs. Vincent P.
Dole and Marie Nyswander. They began their program
Parole' is of course not a medical technique, but it may
of research in January ]964, at the Rockefeller University
Hospital in New York City. Subsequently treatment fairly be classified as a form of treatment insofar as it is
units were established at Manhattan General and other used to overcome a person's dependence on drugs. SevNew York hospitals. Patients arc admitted on a volun- eral parole projects, with specially trained staffs carrying'
tary but selcctive basis. Motivation and a pas: record of small case loads. are in operation. The theory is that a
treatment failures arc among the important selection parole agency, with its authority over the addict, is ideally
criteria. The patients are free to leave the program at situated to arrange and coordinate' his adjustments in the
any time. Of the 108 heroin addicts admitted prior to community. Frequent contact and 'ntensive supervision
February 1, 1966, 10 I WCI e sti II in the program on that arc necessaI'}'. The outpatient phase of the California
date. The othl'r 7 had been dismissed from the progl'am.
rehabilitation program mentioned above is a special
The first phase of the trcatment involves hospitalizaparole project in mcthod, if not in name. The prototype
tion and withdrawal from heroin. The patient is then
of such a project, ho\\'ever, was developed in New York.
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The 1960 final report of the Special Narcotic Project
of the New York State Division of Parole described the
results of a study of 344 addict-parolees supervised between 1956 and 1959. Of the total number supervised,
119 offenders had never been declared delinquent, and
another 36 had been declared delinquent for reasons not
related to drug usc. Thus 155, or 45 percent, were
found to be abstinent. A followup study of the same
project parolees reported that, by the end of 1962, the
abstinence rate had fallen to 32 percent. The median
length of supervision of the 344 addict-parolees was 15
months in 1962, as against 8 months in 1959. The New
York project now operates as the Narcotic Treatment
Bureau. As of December 1966, there were 22 parole officers in the Bureau with an average caseload of 30 parolees.
Treatment of narcotic addiction is by no means a certain or perfected medical art. The most remarkable
feature of the treatment programs men~ioned above, and
these represent only a sample, is their diversity of method.
Ca;cful and cominuing evaluation of these programs,
which has often been absent in the past, is imperative.
There is great need for better standards for measuring
the outcome of treatment. To think only in terms of
"cure" is not very meaningful in the C2$e of a chronic
illness such as addiction. There is little knowledge about
why a good outcome is achieved for one addict but not
another, by one method but not another. More trained
personnel are desperately needed. Methods of treatment
for abusers of nonopiate drugs must be developf!d, and
there is a general need for research effort in the whole
area of personality disorder, of which drug abuse is u~;.l
ally a symptom. New facilities will certainly be needed.
The $15 million for each of the next 3 years authorized
by the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act of 1966 for
grants to State and local governments is a Dare minimum.
States with drug abuse problems but without specialized
treatment programs must initiate such programs. Hospitals and medical schools must devote more attention to
drug abuse. This is the beginning of what needs to
be done.
Two subjects associated with treatment deserve particular mention. One is civil commitment; the other is' the
use of drugs in medical practice.
CIVIL COMMITMENT
The enactment of laws authorizing or compelling commitment of drug addicts for purposes of treatment has
been the most important development in recent years in
the drug abuse field. This trend has broad public acceptance; peljhaps it has even assumed the proportions of a
movement. In candor it must be said that commitment
of addicts began as an experiment, born less out of an
established body of medical and scientific knowledge than
out of a sense of frustration with orthodox procedures
and a demand for new approaches. There was growing
awareness that drug addiction was a medical illness and

that a clearer distinction, which would make some allowance for the quality of compulsion in addiction, should
be made between addicts and other offenders.
California was the first State to initiate new procedures (
enacting a Civil Addict Commitment Law in 1961. Ne~
York followed with the Metcalf-Volker Act in 1962 but
this legislation was revised and broadened in 1966. 'Also
in 1966 a Federal commitment law, the Narcotic Addict
Rehabilitation Act, was enacted. These statutes represent the most significant legislation in the field.
The results are still too fragmentary, and experience
still too limited, to permit anything more than tentative
judgments. A process of trial and error still lies ahead.
The Commission therefore considers it imperative that
the tre;:tment programs be flexible enough to follow each
promi~· g idea and technique as it emerges. Most of all,
it is essential that the commitment laws be construed and
executed to serve the purpose for which they were intended and by which alone they can be justified. This
purpose is treatment in fact and not merely confinement
with the pretense of treatment.
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THE TYPES OF CIVIL COMMITMENT

The expression "civil commitment" is misleading. The
fact is that these commitments usually take place at some
point during a criminal proceeding. They are denominated "civil" because they suspend that criminal proceeding and because they do not result in penal confinement.
Civil commitment is generally understood to mean
court-ordered confinement in a special treatment facility, ('
followed by release to outpatient status under supervision
in the community, with provision for final discharge if the
patient abstains from drugs and for return to confinement
if he relapses. The total commitment is for an indeterminate period not to exceed a prescribed maximum term.
The confinement phase usually entails withdrawal of
drugs and therapy designed to overcome psychic dependence. The outpatient phase ge~lerally includes a variety
of supportive services plus some form of periodic testing
for the use of drugs.
At least four types of civil commitment can be
identified:
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1. Commitment on request of noncriminal addicts, i.e.,
those who are neither cha.rged with crime nor under
sentence after conviction of crime. Both State laws and
the Federal law offer this with the proviso that the addict
must subject himself to a prescribed maximum term.
2. Involuntary commitment of noncriminal addicts.
There is provision for this type in the California law (it
has produced only a small minority of the admissions since
1961), the recent New York law, and the Federal law.
Under each, the addict is entitled to a jury trial on the
issue of addiction.
3. Commitment on request or consent of criminal addicts, i.e., those charged with crime but not yet convicted
and those who have been both charged and convicted. ( ... I
The New York and Federal laws provide for this type .
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during the preconviction stage of the proceeding only.
The California law does not provide for it at all.
, 4. Involuntary commitment of criminal addicts. All
Ihree laws contain provision for involuntary postconvic"
tion commitment. None contains provision for involuntary preconviction commitment.

D The period of time within which the addict must exercise his election to undergo treatment. Under the
Federal commitment law, the eligible addict must act
within 5 days of being advised by the court of his
right to elect. Thus the opportunity to consult with
counsel is doubtful, and coercion to forego valid defenses is possible.

THE

D The inflexible term of commitment. Under both the
Fede,' and the New York laws, the term of commitment is for a period not to exceed 3 years. A person facing a charge carrying an average or expected
sentence in excess of 3 years would probably be induced to elect treatment, whereas a person having the
same 01' greater need for treatment, but facing a
shorter sentence, would probably elect a trial. Thus
the worst offenders would be channeled into the commitment program.
D The fact that a mere showing of addiction is sufficient
basis for commitment. No existing law makes it a
condition of commitment that a relation between the
addiction and crime charged be shown. The addict
is not even required to establish that his addiction
existed at the time of tht! alleged crime. Thus an
addict may be relieved of his obligation to answer a
criminal charge, even though his addiction was entirely
unrelated to that charge.

'.RGUMENTS PRO AND CON

The involuntary commitment of noncriminal addicts
and the voluntary commitment of criminal addicts are
controversial and raise difficult issuc~.
The most heated debate centers on the involuntary
commitment of the addict who is not accused of crime.
Its proponents compare it to the practices of involuntarily
committing the mentally ill, or isolating persons with
serious contagious diseases; they argue that the add~ct is
both a health risk to himself and a crime risk to others;
they point to the evidence that addiction is spread by
social contact with addicts rather than by the recruiting
efforts of peddlers. These premises, buttressed by the
right of a St:\te to protect the general health and welfare
of its citizens, lead them to the conclusion that commitment for treatment offers the maximum benefit to the individual and the minimum risk to society. Its opponents
dispute both the premises and the conclusions. They
contend that at the very least there should be a specific
finding that the person to be committed is reasonably
likely to commit dangerous acts; that mere proof of addiction is not a su:fficient showing that a person is dangerous
,to himself or others; and that, in any event, the commit'ment is a subterfuge-it holds out the promise of a known
method of treatment, or a reasonable prospect of cure,
which does not exist.
These questions are not easily resolved. However, the
Commission believes that involuntary civil commitment
offers sufficient promise to warrant a fail' test. But it
must not become the civil equivalent of imprisonment.
The programs must offer the best possible treatment, including new techniques as they become available, and the
duration of the commitment, either within 01' outside an
institution, must be no longer than is reasonably
necessary.
Another group of issues is raised by voluntary commitment to treatment, before conviction, of addicts charged
with crimes. The claimed advantages of snch a commitment are that the addict can receive immediate treatment
and avoid the stigma of criminal conviction. The eligible
addict is given the choice of proceeding to trial or being
committed. If he elects commitment, the criminal case
is suspended pending the completion of treatment.
The objection in principle to this form of commitment is that a defendant, even though mentally competent in a legal sense, can avoid trial simply by asserting
the fact of his addiction in a preliminary proceeding.
Thus, so contend the critics, the ultimate issue of guilt or
innocence is never 'reached at all.
. ') In practice there are further objections. These relate
to:

1

D The provisions that exclude certain addicts from treatment. The Federal act, for example, makes all of
the following classes of addicts ineligible for commitment to treatment before conviction: Those charged
with crimes of violence; those charged with unlawfully
importing or selling a narcotic drug; those against
whom a prior felony charge is pending; those with two
or more felony convictions; and those who have been
civilly committed because of narcotic addiction on
three or more occasions. Some of these exclusions do
not appear advisable. Addicts charged with sale of
drugs should be eligible for L"eatment if the primary
purpose of sale was to suppqrt their addiction. Likewise two prior felony convictions seem an arbitrary
basis for exclusion, especially since prior drug felonies
are counted. Finally, a history of past treatment failure is not a valid reason to exclude an addict from
present treatment. Addiction is a long process and
relapse is predictable. Limited treatment goals are the
only realistic ones, and the vital question to ask in
measuring success is not whether the addict has completely abstained but whether he has improved in the
sense of being less dependent on drugs or using them
less frequently. The fact of prior relapse says little
about present treatment prospects. The Commission
believes that, where laws exist permitting voluntary
commitment of addicts who have been charged with
but not convicted of crime, judges should have broad
discretion to admit addicts to treatment. Only those
who are dangerous or habitual criminals aside frow
their addiction should be excluded.
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MEDICAL PRACTICE AND ADDICTION
What limits does the law set on the right of a physician
to prescribe or administer narcotic drugs to a narcotic
;addict? This short question raises issues that have been
warmly debated for a long time--issues that are not resolved by referenc\; to the general proposition that the
statutory and regulatory measures for the ~ontrol of n~r
cotic drugs are not intended to interfere with the ad~m
istration of such drugs in legitimate medical pr~cbce.
The important issues are: How and by whom IS. the
concept of legitimate medical practice ?efined and given
content? Does legitimate medical practice mean the ~~e
thing as that practice accepted and followed by a maJor~ty
of doctors in the community or as that approved by officIal
spokesmen of the medical profession? If so, and if a?verse legal consequences attend any depart~re fx:om legitimate medical practice, how can new medical Id~as and
techniques safely be developed? What allowance IS made
for the good faith of a doctor who departs from st~ndard
t.reatment procedures while acting in what he considers to
be the best interests of his patient?
Some background is necessary to put these issues into
perspective. The Harrison Narcotic Ac~ of 1914 regulates the distribution of narcotics. It reqUIres those wh~se
usual business involves transactions in narcotic drugs (meluding physicians) to regist:r and p~y an occupational
tax, and it imposes a commodity tax, eVidenced by. stamps,
on all narcotics manufactured. It further reqUIres that
all narcotics be distributed and transferred in original
stamped packages, pursuant to order forms pro~ided by
the Treasury Department. Failure to c~mply With these
provisions is a criminal offense. SpeCifically exe~~ted
from the operations of the act, however, are prescl'lptlons
'issued by a physician "for legitimat~ medical uses" an?
distribution of drugs to a patient "m the course of hiS
professional practice only." The very obvi~us but v~ry
important point to note here is that the medlcal'pr~ctlce
exemption is part of a criminal statute. A preSCl'lptlOn of
drugs that falls outside this exemption is much more t?an
a professional mistake on the part of a doctor. It IS a
...
prosecutable offellse..
The American Medical ASSOCiatIOn has adopted and
issued several statements on the use of narcotics in medical
practice. The most recent, which .appeared in 1963, a~d
is currently in the process of reVISIon, was pre~ared m
collaboration with the National Research Council of the
National Academy of Sciences. It may be summarized
as follows:

o

o

Continued administration of drugs for the maintenance of addiction is not a bona fide attempt at cure.
In other words withdrawal of the drug must be accomplished before the rehabilitation phase of the treatment
can begin.
Withdrawal is most easily carri('d out in a drug-free
environment, in specialized wards or installations for
narcotic addicts. Under certain circumstances withdrawal may be carried out. in other institutional. settings, such as psychiatric wards of general hospitals.

D Withdrawal on an ambulatory basis (outside an institution) is, as a general matter, medically unsound _
and not recommended on the basis of present(
I
knowledge.
,
f
D Ambulatory clinic plans (dispensing drugs to outpatient addicts through clinics established for that
purpose) or any other form of ambulatory maintcnance (giving stable doses to outpatient addicts) are
also -medically unsound on the basis of present
knowledge.
D It is proper ethical practice, after consultation and subI(
ject to keeping adequate records, to administer narcotics over a prolonged period to patients with chronic
incurable and painful conditions, when reasonable
alternate procedures have failed, or to maintain an
aged or infirm addict, when withdrawal wo~l~ be
dangerous to life. Finally it is ethical to admmlst~r
maintenance doses generally of methadone, a synthetic
narcotic to an addict who is awaiting admission to a
narcotic' facility, and to administer limited an~
diminishing doses to an addict during a process ot
withdraw;·!'
D Research on the problems of narcotics addiction is
absolutely necessary and present concepts are open to
revision based on the results of such research.
The AMA-NRC statement touches on areas of active controversy-maintt'r.am,c, elinic plans, and ambulatory treatment. The Bureau of Narcotics act.:epts it
as the authoritative definit!on of leg!ti~ate medical prac~ (
tice against which all medical practtce IS to be measured.
However there is a small but vocal minority, composed of \.,
reputabl: men within the medical profession, who do not
consider it either authoritative or complete. At least
some of these men do not regard withdrawal of the addict
from drugs as the first, perhaps not even as the ultimate,
treatment objective. Some would p~rmit addicts co c~n
tinue on stable doses of narcotics, either by means of a
clir,ic arrangement or in some other medical setting.
The Commission has no doubt that the AMA-NRC
1963 statement was an accurate expression of the consensus of medical opinion about treatment. It has .be~n
given the explicit approval of the Bureau of Nar~otlcs. m
a widely distributed pamphlet. Whatever the situation
might have been before 1963, there is now no reas~n. for
any confusion or apprehension on the part of phYSICians
about their legal right to treat addict-patients in most
circumstances that are likely to arise.
One dilemma remains. It is equally felt by the medical
profession and by agencies charged with enforcement of
narcotic statutes. That dilemma is: What action 13 to
be taken in regard to the physician who departs, or is suspected of having departed, from the AMA:-~RC standards concerning the dispensing and prescrIption of nar~
cotic drugs? Such a physician might have acted without
the pretense of treatment, or a bona fide physician-~atient
..... 1:
relationship in which case he would clearly have VIOlated (
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faith following what he considered to be the best course
of treatment for his patient. Should he then be subject
. . to a criminal investigation? One visit from an agen.t of
(
) the Bureau of Narcotics might well be enough to cause
0\'- him to discontinue his method of practice. It might ~\Iso
deter other physicians and discourage new treatment ideas
and approaches.
While the AMA-NRC statement leaves room for research looking to the revision of present treatment concepts, the Commission does not believe that this alone
provides sufficient guidance. Who is to know where re-·
search begins and ends? How many patients may be
involved and for how long? Can techniques that have
been tried before, and perhaps failed, be tried again?
Who is to judge the qualifications of the researcher and
the controls built into the program? These plainly do not
seem appropriate questions for enforcement agencies, and
yet the answers may detel'lnine whether there has been a
violation of the laws that those agencies enforce.
The Commission believes that the ultimate resolution of
these problems depends on closer cooperation and liaison
between the medical profession and law enforcement.
Some new measures of cooperation are already in effect.
In 1965, for example, a national body was formed for the
purposes of keeping current the standards of ethical medical practice with relation to narcotics and narcotic addicts
and acting in an advisory capacity to the Bureau of Narcotics. This body is composed of the membership of the
1
Committee on Problems of Drug Dependence, National
Academy of Sciences~National Research Council, and of
C
the Committee on Alcoholism and Drug Addiction, Amer\. ,/. ican Medi~al Assochiation Coubncil on Mental Healbth,
meeting jomtly. T ere must e f requent contacts e~
tween this body and the Bureau. In accordance with the
AMA-NRC 1963 recommendation, responsible medical
bodies should also be established in each State to collaborate in the investigation of physicians under question
concerning alleged irregularities in prescribing or dispensing narcotics. Questions concerning the proper limits of
f
medical research could also be referred to these bodies.
The Commission further believes that, as recommended
by the President's Advisory Commission on Narcotic and
Drug Abuse in 1963, consideration should be given to
,..
clarification of the Bureau of Narcotics regulation which
states that a prescription for narcotics "not in the course
of professional treatment but for the purpose of providing
the user with narcotics sufficient to keep him comfortable
by maintaining his customary use" is an unlawful act subject to the penalties of the Federal narcotics laws. This
regulation is ambiguous, makes no allowance for research,
and has caused much unnecessary misunderstailding.
The inescapable fact is that medical science has not
come very far or very fast in this extremely puzzling field.
The need for expanded research is fundamental. It is in
the interest of both the medical profession and good law
enforcement that no obstacles be put in the way of such
research.
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EDUCATION
In 1963 the President's Advisory Commission on Narcotic and Drug Abuse found that public and professional
education in the field was inadequate. It found the problem clouded by misconceptions and distorted by persistent
fallacies. Unfortunately thes£ conclusions are as valid
today as they were 3 years agv. Misinformation about
drugs and their effects is still prevalent, and the measures taken by the Federal Government to correct them
are still limited, fragmented, and sporadic. The National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information
within the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
collects and disseminates information, but drug abuse is
only one of its many concerns, and its audience is
largely made up of researchers and other specialists.
Similarly, the educational efforts of the Bureau of Narcotics and the Bureau of Drug Abuse Control, while well
intended and well executed, are not on the necessary scale.
There is a clear present need for a single agency, having a
specific mandate for education, to prepare and distribute
a broad range of materials, from pamphlets to films, suitable for presentation to target segments of the public, such
as college students. The materials must above all be
factual.
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Th" Commission recommends:
A core of educational and informational materials should
be developed by '(he National Institute of Mental Health.
This same recommendation was made by the 1963
Commission. Since that time a Center for Studies on
Narcotics and Drug Abuse has been established within
NIMH. This unit might be the appropriate one to
charge with the major Federal responsibility for educa~
tion. Wherever the responsibility is placed, it should
be discharged with the cooperation of other Federal agencies, State and local agencies, universities, and private
organizations. Adequate staff and funding should be provided on a priority basis.
The urgent need for a Federal response in education
produced at least one hopeful start in 1966. A program
to increase understanding of drug problems on college
campuses has been undertaken by the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators under a contract with the Bureau of Drug Abuse Contro!' Regional
seminars will be held for the benefit of campus officials.
Written materials will be prepared and disseminated, and
methods of communicating effectively with students will
be explored. This is a useful, but only a very preliminary
step. It is aimed at college students only. Moreover the
work will end when the contract expires in 1967. The
Federal responsibility for education will not expire at
the same time.
The Commission believes that the educational function
must be given continuing and central direction by a single
agency.
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Chapter 9

Drunkenness tJffenses

TWO MILLION ARRESTS in 1965 --one of every three arrests in America-were for the offense of public drunkenness. The great volume of these arrests places an extremely heavy load on the operations of the criminal
justice system. It burdens police, clogs lower criminal
Courts and crowds penal institutions throughout the
United States.
Because of the sheer size of the problem and because of
doubts that have recently been raised about the efficacy of
handling drunkenness within the system of criminal justice, the Commission sought to reexamine present methods
of treating drunkennefis offenders and to explore promising
alternatives. It was not in a position to undertake a comprehensive study of the complex medical, social, and
public health problems of drunkenness.
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DRUNKENNESS LAWS

,

Drunkenness is punishable under a variety of laws, generally describing the offense as being "drunk in a public
place," often without providing a precise definition of
drunkenness itself. Some laws include as a condition that
the offender is "unable to care for his own safety."
In some jurisdictions there are no laws prohibiting
drunkenness, but any dnll1kenness that causes a breach of
the peace is punishable. In Georgia and Alabama, for
example, drunkenness that is manifested by boisterous 01'
indecent conduct, or loud and profane discourse, is a
crime. Other jurisdictions apply disorderly conduct statutes to those who are drunk in public. In Chicago, for
example, the police, having no drunkenness law to enforce, use a disorderly conduct statute to arrest nondisorderly inebriates. Some jurisdictions permit police to
make public drunkenness arrests under both State laws
and local ordinances.
The laws provide maximul1l jail sentences ranging
from 5 days to 6 months; the most common maximum
sentence is 30 days. In some States an ofl'ender convicted
of "habitual drunkenness" may be punished by a 2-year
sentence of imprisonment.

number are a wide variety of ofl'enders-the rowdy college
boy; the weekend inebriate; the homeless, often unelllployed single man. How many ofl'enders fall into these
and other categories is not known. l\'either is it known
how many of the offenders are alcoholics in the medical
sense of being dependent on alcohol. There is strong
evidence, howe\'er, that a large number of those who are
arrested have a lengthy history of prior drunkenness arrests, and that a disproportionate number in\'ol\'e poor
persons who live in slums. In 1964 in the city of Los
Angeles about one-fifth of all persons arrested for drunkenness accounted for two-thirds of the total number of
arrests for that offense. Some of the repeaters were
arrested as many as 18 times in that year.
A review of chronic oll'ender cases reveals that a large
number of persons ha\'e, in short installments, spent many
years of their lives in jail. In 1957 the Committee on
Prisons, Probation and Parole in the District of Columbia
studied six chronic offenders and found that they had been
al'l'ested for drunkenness a total 0f 1,409 times and had
served a total of 125 years in penal institutions. A recent
article in a Syracuse, N.Y., newspaper illustrates the point
even more succinctly:
H ____ F _____ ,69, ap/)cared in Police Court for the 277th
time on a public intoxication chargc. F _____ , who has
served 16 ycars in tlte Jamesville Penitentiary in short
terms on the charge, was returned there for a 6-month
sentence.

The great majority of repeaters live on "skid row"--a
dilapidated area found in most large and medium-size
cities in the United States. On skid row substandard hotels and roominghouses are intermingled with numerous
tavel'I1s, pawn shops., cheap cafeterias, employment agencies that specializ' in jobs for the unskilled, and religious
missions that provide free meals after a service. Many of
the residents-including the chronic drunkenness offenders-arc homeless, penniless, and beset with acute personal
problems.
THE ARREST OF THE DRUNKENNESS OFFENDER

THE OFFENDERS

The two million arrests for drunkenness each year involve both sporadic and regular drinkers. Among the

The police do not arrest everyone who is under the influence of alcohol. Sometimes they will help all inebriate
home. It is when he appears to have no home or family
233
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ties that he is most likely to be arrested and taken to the
local jail.
One policeman assigned to a skid row precinct in a
large eastern city recently described how he decided whom
to arrest:

I

l

,

I see a guy who's been hanging around,. a guy who's been
picked up before or been making trouble. I stop him.
Sometimes he can convince me he's got a job today or got
something to do. He'll show me a slip showing he's supposed to go to the blood bank, or to work. I let him go.
But if it seems to me that he's got nothing to do but drink,
then I bring him in.

Drunkenness arrest practices vary from place to place.
Some police departments strictly enforce drunkenness
statutes, while other departments are known to be more
tolerant. In fact, the number of arrests in a city may be
related less to the amount of public drunkenness than to
police policy. Some of the wide variations in police
practices can be seen in the table below that compares
drunkenness arrests by two police departments known to
be guided by policies of strict enforcement (Atlanta, Ga.,
and Washington, D.C.) to arrests by a department that
is considered more tolerant (St. Louis, Mo.) .
In some large and medium-size cities, police departments have "bum squads" that cruise skid rows and border
areas to apprehend inebriates who appear unable to care
for their own safety, or who are likely to annoy others.
Such wholesale arrests sometimes include homeless people
who are not intoxicated.
OPERATION OF THE CRIMINAL

After serving a brief sentence, the chronic offender is
released, more likely than not to !.'etum to his former
haunts on skid row, with no money, no job and no plans.
pften he is rearrested within a matter of days or hours.
In a memorandum of law submitted in a recent case
of a homeless alcoholic, defense counsel noted that his
client had been arrested 31 times in a period of 4 months
and 6 days. Counsel maintained that "it is fair to conclude [in view of three commitments during that period
of time] that he must have been arrested once out of every
two days that he appeared on the public streets of the Distri.. _ of Columbia."

The drunken behavior of some of the inmates is an added
hazard. It is questionable whether greater safety is
achieved for the individual who is arrested for his safe~,r
keeping.
l

...

The chronic alcoholic offen.der generally suffers from
a variety of ailments and is often in danger of serious
medical complications, but medical care is rarely provided
in the tank; and it is difficult to detect or to diagnose serious illness since it often resembles intoxication. Occasionally, chronic offenders become ill during pretrial
detention and die without having received adequate medical attention.
If the offender can afford bail, he usually obtains release
after he sobers up. In many jurisdictions an offender
is pelmitted to forfeit bail routinely by not appearing in
court. Thus, if the arrested person has the few dollars
required, he can avoid prosecution; if he has no money,
as is usually the case, he must appear in court.
Drunkenness offenders are generally brought before a
judge the morning after their arrest, sometimes appearing
in groups of 15 or 20. Rarely are the normal procedural
or due process safeguards applied to these cases. Usually
defendants are processed through the court system with
haste and either released or sentenced to several days or
weeks in jail. In some cities only those offenders who
request it are jailed. In others chronic offenders, who are
likely to be alcoholics, are generally sent to jail.
When a defendant serves a short sentence, he is fed,
sheltered, and given access to avaiIablerecreational f~~i.li-r' ,
ties. In i~ost institutions th~n: is such a .lack of faclhhe~
, ...
and financial resources that It IS not pOSSible to do more'~ .." '
Austin MacCormick, a former New York City Commissioner of Corrections, noted recently:

EVALUATION OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM
EFFECT ON THE OFFENDER

The criminal justice system appears ineffective to deter
drunkenness or to meet the problems of the chronic alcoholic offender. What the system usually does accomplish
is to remove the drunk from public view, detoxify
him, and provide him with food, shelter, emergency medical service, and a brief period of forced sobriety. As
presently constituted, the system is not in a position to
meet his underlying medical and social problems.
EFFECT ON THE SYSTEM OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

SYSTEM AFTER ARREST

Following arrest, the drunk is usually placed in a barren
cell called a "tank," where he is detained for at least a
few hours. The tanks in some cities can hold as many as
200 people, while others hold only 1 or 2. One report
described the conditions found in a tank in this way:
Although he may have been picked up for his own protection, the offender is placed in a cell, which may frequently hold as many as 40-50 men where there is no
room to sit or lie down, where sanitary facilities and
ventilation are inadequate and a stench of vomit and
urine is prevalent.

The appallingly poor quality of most of the county jails
in the United States is so well known that it is JITobably
not necessary to discuss this point at any great length.
The fact that the majority of all convicted alcoholics go
to these illstitutions, however, makes it imperat;ive that
the public, and particularly those thoughtful citiz,ens who
are interested in the treatment of alcoholics, never be
allowed to forget that our county jails are a disgrace to
the country * * * and that they have a destructive rather
than a beneficial effect not only on alcoholics who are
committed to them but also on those others who ,are convicted of the most petty offenses.
I

Comparison of Drunkenness Arrests in Three Cities
Percentaae of all arrests
accounled for by:

Number of arrests (1965)
Population
(1965 estimatas)

r\~}g:~~:~o~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

802,000
699,000
522,000

•
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Drunkenness
arrests

44,792
2,445
48,835

Disorderly
conduct and
vaarancy arrests
21,338
5, 994 1
22,379

All arrests

86,464
44,701
92,965

Drunk arrests

Drunk.
~isorderly,
arJd vaarancy
arrests

- - -76.5
----51.8
5.5
52.5

I

Including drunkenness within the system of criminal
lustice seriously burdens and distorts its operations. Because the police often do not arrest the intoxicated person who has a home, there is in arrest practices an
inherent discrimination against the homeless and the
poor. Due process safeguards are often considered unnecessary or futile. The defendant may not be warned
of his rights or permitted to make a telephone call. And
although coordination, breath, or blood tests to determine
intoxication are common practice in "driving-while-intoxicated" cases, they are virtually nonexistent in common drunk cases. Yet, without the use of such chemical
tests, it is often difficult to determine whether the individual is intoxicated or suffering from a serious illness
t.hat has symptoms similar to intoxication.
The handling of drunkenness cases in court hardly
reflects the standards of fairness that are the basis of our
system of criminal justice. One major reason is that
counsel is rarely present. Drunkenness cases often involve complex factual and medical issues. Cross-examination could be conducted on "observations" of a
police officer such as "bloodshot" and "glassy" eyes,
"staggering gait," "odor" of alcohol on defendant's
breath. The testimony of an expert medical witness
on behalf of the defendant could be elicited.
The extent of police time allotted to handling drunkenness offenders varies from city to city and from precinct to precinct. In most cities a great deal of time is
jpent. The inebriate must be taken into custody, trans-

18.
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ported to jail, booked, detained, clothed, fed,' sheltered,
and transported to court. In some jurisdictions, police
officers must wait, often for hours, to testify in court.
There is a commensurate burden on the urban courts.
Notwithstanding the fact that an overwh~lming caseload
often leads judges to dispose of scores of drunkenness
cases in minutes, they represent a significant drain on
court time which is needed for felony and serious misdemeanor cases. More subtly, drunkenness cases impair the dignity of the criminal process in lower courts,
which are forced to handle defendants so casually and
to apply criminal sanctions with so little apparent effect.
In correctional systems, too, resources are diverted from
serious offenders. After court appearance, some offenders are sent to short-term penal institutions, many of
which are already overcrowded. Correctional authorities estimate that one-half the entire misdemeanant population is comprised of drunkenness offenders. In one
city it was reported that 95 percent of short-term prisoners were drunkenness offenders.
LINES FOR ACTION
The sheer size of the drunkenness problem in relation to the very limited knowledge about causes and
treatment makes it impossible to speak in terms of "solutions." There are, however, some important and promising lines that the Commission believes should be
explored.
TREATING DRUNKENNESS AS NONCRIMINAL

The Commission seriously doubts that drunkenness
alone (as distinguished from disorderly conduct) should
continue to be treated as a crime. Most of the experts
with whom the Commission discussed this matter, including many in law enforcement, thought that it should not
be a crime. The application of disorderly conduct statutes would be sufficient to protect the public against
criminal behavior stemmin1! from intoxication. This was
the view of the Presidene~ Commission on Crime in the
District of Columbia, which recommended that the Dis ..
trict of Columbia drunkenness law "be amended to require :specific kinds of offensive conduct in addition to
drunkenness. "
Perhaps the strongest barrier to making such a change
i<; that there presently are no clear alternatives for taking into custody and treating those who are now arrested
as drunks. The Commission believes that current efforts
to find such alternatives to treatment within the criminal
system should be expanded. For example, if adequate
public health facilities for detoxification are developed,
civil legislation could be enacted authorizing the police
to pick up those drunks who refuse to or are unable to
cooperate-if, indeed, such specific authorization is necessary. Such legislation could expressly sanction a period
of detention and allow the individual to be released from
a public health facility-only when. he is sober.
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in need of "drying out." They also have "inpatient
programs," in w~ich patients are given high protein
- 'lleals with vitamin and mineral supplements and approriate medication to alleviate alcohol withdrawal symptoms. Bath and laundry facilities are available, as are
basic clothing and limited recreational facilities. Regularly scheduled Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, film
showings, work projects, group therapy, and lectures are
part of the program. During their stay patients are
counseled by social workers and other staff members.
The police might also bring to such a center intoxicated
persons charged with a variety of petty offenses apart
from drunkenness, with violations of administrative codes,
and with such felony offenses as driving while intoxicated,
assault, and larceny. If the police planned to prosecute
the case, a summons could be left with the offender to
appear in court at a later date. If an intoxicated defendant was charged with committing a felony, the police
could make an individual determination as to the most
appropriate detention facility. If he seemed likely to
appear in court he might be taken to the detoxification
facility. Otherwise, he would presumably be taken to the
local jail, unless there were adequate detention facilities
on the premises of the detoxification center.

. I
.. I

The Commission recommends:

Drunkenness should not in itself be a criminal offense.
Disorderly and other cl'iminal conduct accompanied by
drunkenness should remain punishable as separate
crimes. The implementation of this recommendation
requires the development of adequate civil detoxification procedures.
Among those seekin(5 alternatives to processing drunkenness cases through the criminal system are the Vera
Institute of Justice in New York City and the South End
Center for Alcoholics and Unattached Persons in Boston
The Vera Institute has recently undertaken a project t~
explore the feasibility of using personnel other than the
police to pick up drunks. Included in the study is an
attempt to determine what percentage of drunks will
come to a treatment facility voluntarily. The Vera program would circumvent the criminal process by establishing a system within a public health framework to care for'
the immediate and long-range needs of the skid row
inebriate.
The Boston program, which has received funds from
the Office of Economic Opportunity, provides an alternative tl() the police-correctional handling of the homeless
alcoholic. Staff personnel of the Boston South End Center have approached homeless inebriates in skid row and
offered them assistance. An official of the program estimates that 80 percent of the people approached in this
way responded willingly. The center screens and evaluates the cases and refers homeless alcoholics to appropriate community facilities. In the past year it has
handled the cases of over 900 homeless alcoholics.
The importance of developing an alternative to treating
drunkenness within the criminal system is underlined by
court decisions in two Federal circuits holding that

alcoholics cannot be convicted for drunkenness. Emter
v. District of Columb"ia, 361 F.21 50 (D.C. Cir. 1966);
Driver v. Hinnant, 356 F.2d 761 (4th Cir. 1966). Pursuant to the Easter decision, alcoholics are no longer being
convicted of public drunkenness in Washington, D.C.

AFTERCARE PROGRAMS

There is little reason to believe that the chronic offender
will change a life pattern of drinking after a few days of
sobriety and care at a public health unit. The detoxification unit should therefore be supplemented by a network

DETOXIFICATION CENTERS

:Jew St. Louis DtJtoxification Center

An alternate approach to present methods of handling
drunkenness offenders after arrest and a prerequisite to
taking drunkenness out of the criminal system is the establishment of civil detoxification centers. The' detoxification center would replace the police station as an
initial detention unit for inebriates. Under the authority
of civil legislation, the inebriate would be brought to this
public health facility by the police and detained there
until sober. Thereafter, the decision to continue treatment should be left to the individual. Experience in New
Y?r~ and Boston indicates that some alcoholics may be
wlIImg to accept treatment beyond the initial "sobering
up" period. The center should include such medical
services as physical examinations, an emergency-care unit
for the treatment of acutely intoxicated persons, and
transportation to a hospital, if advanced medical care
seems necessary.

of coordinated "aftercare" facilities. Such a program
might well begin with the mobilization of existing community resources. Alcoholics Anonymous programs, locally based missions, hospitals, mental health agencies,
outpatient centers, employment counseling, and other
social service programs should be coordinated and used
by the staff of the detoxification center for referral purposes. It is well recognized amon~: authorities that homeless alcoholics cannot be treated without supportive residential housing, which ca.n be used as a base from which
to reintegrate them into society. Therefore, the network
of aftercare facilities should be expanded to include halfway houses, community shelters, and other forms of public
housing.
The Commission recommends:

Communities should coordinate and extend aftercare
resources, including supportive residential housing.
The success of aftercare facilities will depend upon the
ability of the detoxification unit to diagnose problems adequately and to make appropriate referrals. A diagnostic
unit attached to, or used by, the detoxification unit could
formulate treatment plans by conducting a thorough
medical and social evaluation of every patient. Diagnostic work should include assistance to the patient and
his family in obtaining counseling for economic, marital,
or employment problems. Subsequent referrals to appropriate agencies will be crucial to the success of the overall
treatment plan. The diagnostic unit, through referral to
a job and housing service, might also assist the patient in
moving out of the deteriorating environment of skid row.
Philadelphia has already established a diagnostic and relocation center, which offers diagnostic, recreational,
therapeutic, vocational counseling, and housing relocation
services, including tr2:.ining in social and occupational
skills.
RESEARCH

With over five million alcoholics in the country, alcoholism is the Nation's fourth largest health problem. Research aimed at developing new methods and facilities for
treating alcoholics should be given the priority cailed for
by the scope of the need.
The Commission recommends:

Research by private and governmental agencies into
alcoholism, the problems of alcoholics, and methods of
treatment, should be expanded.

The Commission recommends:

Communities should establish detoxification units as part
of comprehensive treatment programs.
The Department of Justice has recently provided funds
to establish detoxification centers as demonstration projects in St. Louis and Washington, D.C. The St. I:.ouis
center is already in fl:l1I operation; plans for the Washington center are unde~ way. Both units have sufficient{
facilities to house for a period of a few days those who are
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The application of funds for research purposes app:;~rs
to be an appropriate supplement to the proposed detoxification and treatment units. Consideration should be
given to providing further legislation on the Federal level
for the promotion of the necessary coordinated treatment
programs. Only through such a joint commitment will
the burdens of the present system, which fall on both the
criminal system and the drunkenness offender, be
alleviated.

~ -~~~--------~--------------------

Chapter 10
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THE ASSASSINATION OF President John F. Kennedy
with a mail-order rifle offered a grim and tragic illustration of what can result when firearms are easily available
to anyone in the United States. The Commission strongly
believes that the increasing violence in every section of
the Nation compels an effort to control possession and
sale of the many kinds of firearms that contribute to
that violence.
During 1963, 4,760 persons were murderee! by firearms.
During 1965, 5,600 murders, 34,700 aggravated assaults
and the vast majority of the 613,400 armed robberies were
committed by means of firearms. All but 10 of the 278
law enforcement officers mu.rdered during the period
1960-65 were killed with firearms. And statistics, of
course, cannot even indicate the personal tragedy each
of these offenses caused.
The issue of firearms control has been debated heatedly
throughout the country in the past few years. ~:fany millions of the estimated 50 million privately owned guns in
the United States belong to hunters, gun collectors, and
other sportsmen. Their representative organizations resist controls o\'er the present easy accessibility of rifles and
shotguns. Many other millons of firearms-pistols, revolvers, rifles, and shotguns-are owned by citizens determined to protect their families from criminal attack
and their property from loss to burglars. In a nationwide
sampling conducted for the Commission by the National
Opinion Research Center, 37 percent of the persons interviewed said that they kept firearms in the household
to protect themselves. Some citizens who fear assault
and robbery in the streets of our cities carry firearms about
for self-protection. ~1any of these firearms owners
contend that control over the purchase and possession of
flrearms conflicts with the need and right to defend
thelllselves, their families, and their property.
Although the Commission believes that controls at all
levels of government must be strengthened in order to
reduce the probability that potential criminal offenders
will acquire firearms, it agrees that the interests of persons desiring such weapons for legitimate purposes must
be preserved as much as possible. No system of control,
of course, can guarantee that society will be safe from
the misllse of firearms, but the Commission is convinced
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that a strengthened system can make an important contribution tu reducing the danger of crime in the United
States.
EXISTING FIREARJI1S CONTROL LAWS

Regulation of firearms in the United States is based
upon three Federal laws, various kinds of State legislation,
and a large number of local ordinances.
The first of the Federalla\\'s, the National Firearms Act
of 1934, applies to mac.hine guns, short-barreled and
sawed-off rifles and shotguns, muffiers and silencers, ancl
concealable firearms-not including pistols. The 1934
act requires that possessors register all of these weapons
and devices with the Treasury Department, and it imposes
annual taxes on firearms manufacturers, importers, and
dealers. Taxes ranging from $5 to $200 are also imposed on the transfer of registered weapons and other
equipment.
The Federal Firearms Act of 1938 requires the licensing of all manufacturers and dealers who use the facilities
of interstate or foreign commerce. It prohibits the knowing transportation of firearms in interstate commerce to, 01'
receipt by, any person who has been convicted of a
felony, 01' who is a fugitive from justice. The law requires that most kinds of firearms imported into 01' manufactlll'ed in the United States bear serial numbers, and it
prohibits the interstate transportation of stolen firearms,
01' those with mutilated serial numbers.
The 1938 law
also prohibits the licensed manufacturers and dealers from
transporting firearms into States in violation of State
laws requiring a permit to purchase firearms.
The third Federal law regulating firearms is the Mutual
Security Act of 1954, which authorizes the President to
regulate the export and import of firearms. Administration of the act has been delegated to the Department of
State.
The Department of Defense, which formerly disposed
of its surplus firearms through commercial and other
private channels, suspended all such sales several months
ago. It is now considering the advisability of destroying
sllI'plus or obsolete weapons in the future.

The arsenal of a sniper who killed 12 people
4
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though. necessary. When automobiles became so numerous that they posed a serious physical threat to society,
comprehensive registration was felt to be essential.
A final failing in the present system of control is the
ease with which extremely low-priced, and therefore
widely available, surplus weapons are brought into the
United States from foreign countries. At the present
time it is estimated that at least 1 miJlion such weapons
are reaching the civilian rnarket each year. During the
recent hearings of the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile
Delinquency, law enforcement officials testified that foreign imports accounted for a significant percentage of the
total number of firearms coming into their possession as
a result of having been used in the commission of crimes.
The figures ranged from a low of 18 percent in Washington, D.C., to a high of 80 percent in Atlanta, Ga.
The limited statutory framework within which the
State Department must operate prevents any effective
control over the importation of firearms. If the import
in question does not involve machineguns, sawed-off shotguns, or the other weapons covered by the 1934 National
Firearms Act, each transactio" is approved routinely, as
long as the dealer is a bona b,.e businessman engaged in
a bona fide business transaction.

There is a wide diversity in the purpose and scope of
State gun control laws:
Twenty-five States require a license to sell handguns
at retail, 8 require a permit (or the equivalent) to purchase a handgun, 11 require a waiting period between
purchase and delivery of a handgun, 1 requires a license
to possess a handgun, 29 require a license to carry a
handgun, 19 prohibit the carrying of a conc:alecl h~nd
gun, 18 require a license to carry a handgun m a vehIcle,
22 prohibit the carrying of a loaded firearm in a vehicle,
and 4- Stales require the registration of fireanTIs.
New York State's Sullivan law is the most stringent
firearms control regulation in the United States. The
laws of several States require that anyone carrying concealable firearms have a license, but the Sullivan law
prohibits anyone from keeping a pistol 01' revolver in his
home 01' place of business without a license. Further,
no one may even purchase a pistol or revolver until he
has obtained either a license to po~sess or a license to
carry such a weapon. The New York law docs not require a license to possess or carry rifles and shotguns, but
docs state that they cannot be carried in an automobile
01' a public place when loaded.
Tn addition to the State laws, there are many county,
city, town, and village ordinances that require licenses
for the possession or purchase of fireanTIs.

PUBLIC OPINION ABOUT FIREARMS CONTROL

LIMl1'ED EFFECTIVENESS OF PRESENT LAWS

I
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At first glance, the combined regulatory machinery established by these firearms laws may appear to provide
sufficient control. This appearance is misleading. A
1%6 Federal Bureau of Tnvestigation survey of the chief
administrators of police departments in 10 large cities
discluses that all but one believe that the easy accessibility
of firearms is a serious law enforcement problem.
On the Federal level, the statutes do little to control
the retail and mail-order sale of handguns, rifles, and
shotguns. The provision of the Federal Fil'earm~ Act of
1938 prohibiting Federal licensees from transportmg fireanllS into States in violation of State laws requiring a
permit to purchase firearms has an extremely limited effect. Only eight States have enacted pem1it laws. If
there arc local ordinances within a State, but no State
law, the Federal provision does not apply. .The prohibition against transport of fireanns to, or n!cclpt by, felons
01' fugitives applies only to direct interstate shipment and
docs not prevent such persons from buying firearms locally
after they have been transported from another State.
Despite the Federal laws, therefore, practically anyonethe convicted criminal, the mental incompetent, or the
habitual drunkard-can purchase firearms simply by ordering them in those States that have few controls.
Strict controls by one State or city are nullified when
a potential criminal can secure a firearm merely by going
into a neighboring jurisdiction with lax controls, or
none at all. While infonnation is sparse, there are
strong indications that mail-order houses and other out-ofState sources provide a substantial number of guns to

Federal agents seize 300 tons of guns in a single raid.

those who commit crimes. One study by the Massachusetts State Police showed that 87 percent of concealable
fireanns used during the commission of crimes in Massachusetts in a recent year were obtained from sources
outside the State.
In order to prevent criminal use of firearms, the
police must have some way of following weapons into
the hands of the ultimate consumer. But only in four
States do police agencies have a method of determining
who owns firearms and where they are located. The requirement that each person register firearms-·a tool
available to law enforcement in almost every industrial
nation in the world-has been compared with the State
cont.rol of automobiles and drivers. At a time when
there were very few automobiles, registration was not

Public opinion on the subject of firearms control has
been samp'.ed several times in the last few years by the
Gallup Poll. According to the 1966 poll, a substantial
majority of persons interviewed-67 percent-said they
favored "a law which would require a person to obtain a
police permit before he 01; she could buy a gun." Even
when the same question was put to firearms owners, a majority"":"56 percent-indicated that they favored police
permits to purchm,e guns.
A second question asked by the Gallup Poll was directed to the problem of guns and juveniles. "Which
of these three plans would you prefer for the use of guns
by persons under the age of 18-forbid their use completely; put strict regulations on their use; or continue
as at present with few regulations?" In response, 2'1 percent of those questioned and 17 percent of firearms owners
said they favored completelY forbidding the use of guns
by persons under 18 j :i5 percent of all persons and 59
percent of gun owners said they favored strict regulation j
and 15 percent of all persons and 22 percent of the gun
owners wanted to continue as at present.
On the question of outlawing- all handguns except for
police use (a question last asked in 1959) 59 percent of
the sample were in favor and 35 percent \\'ere opposed.
THE CONTROVERSY ABOUT FIREARMS CONTROL

While the majority of the public favors reasonable
firearms control, the National Rifle Association and other
citizen groups have provided an effective legislative lobby
to represent those hunters, gun collectors, ancl other persons who oppose additional regulation. Many arguments
arc offered by this opposition.

The most emotional position-one this Commission
must reject outright-is that licensing and registration
provisions for handguns, rifles, and shotguns would disarm the public and thus render it easy prey for violent
criminals, or an invading or subversive enemy. In fact,
all proposals for regulation would pennit householders
and shopkeepers to continue to possess firearms. Licensing and registration for the legitimate firearms owner
would merely add a small measure of inconvenience to the
presently largely unregulated mail-order and over-thecounter sales of firearms. It is this inconvenience that
appears to be the underlying reason for the oppnsition
to more firearms control. Opponents suggest that laws
calling for registration would penalize the law-abiding
citizen, who would comply-while not touching criminals
who would not comrily. They thus conclude that such
laws do not address themselves to the real problem of
firearms misuse.
Those supporting stricter control of firearms agree that
many potential criminal offenders will obtain firearms
even with additional laws. But they point to the conclusion of the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile Delinquency, which found that criminals, for the most part,
purchase their firearms through the mails or in retail
stores, rather than stealing them. One police chief from
a large western city told an FBI survey that, after permissive State legislation had preempted local controls,
there were "several instances of homicide committed
within 30 minutes of the time a short firearm was purchased by a person who would not have been granted a
pennit to purchase one under the fonner legislation."
During the first year's operation of a Philadelphia ordinance requiring a permit to obtain a firearm, 73 convicted persons were prohibited from purchasing fireanns
in the city. Federal Bureau of Investigation statistics
demonstrate that a higher proportion of homicides are
committed with firearms in those arcas where fireanns
regulations arc lax, than in those areas where there are
more stringent controls. In Dallas, Tex., and Phoenix,
Ariz., firearms regulations are fairly weak. In Dallas in
1963, 72 percent of homicides were committed with firearms; in Phoenix 65.9 percent were committed with firearms. In Chicago, where regulations are more strict, 46.4
percent of the homicides were committed with firearms.
In New York City, with the most stringent gun controls of
any major city in the United States, only about 25 percent
of the homicides are committed with firearms.
Opponents of additional controls contend that firearms are dangerous only if misused and that the appcr,priate legal remedy is to punish illegal use of firearmsnot to hamper ownership. Supporters of control argue
that it is not enough to rely on the detenent effect of
punishing the wrongdoer after the act to prevent others
fr0111 misusing guns. They maintain that firearms should
be kept out of the hantls of those who intend to use them
wrongfully.
Opponents of firearms control legislation also rely upon
the Second Amendment's guarantee of "the right to bear
arms." The Second Amendment, in its entirety, states:
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A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security
of a free State, the right of the p£ople to keep and bear
Arms, shall not be infringed.

The U.S. Supreme Court and lower Federal courts have
cons: ;tently interpreted this Amendment only as a prohi;,.""m against Federal interference with State militia
and not as a guarantee of an individual's right to keep
or carry firearms. The argument that the Second
Amendment prohibits State or Federal regulation of
citi7.en ownership of firearms has no validity what~oever.
COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

Since laws, as they now stand, do not accomplish the
purposes of firearms control, the Cemmission believes
that all States and the Federal Government should act
to strengthen them. Any legislative scheme should maximize the possibility of keeping firearms out of the hands
of potential criminal offenders, while at, the same time
affording citizens ample opportunity to purchase such
weapons for legitimate purposes.
It is appropriate to ban absolutely the sale of those
weapons no citizen has a justifiable reason for owning.
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mitted or who threaten to commit violent crime. Law
enforcement officers should know where each gun is and
who owns it.

The Commission recommends:

Federal and State Governments should enaet legislation
outlawing transportation and private possession of mili- (
tary-type firearms such as bazookas, machine :;ons,
mortars, and antitank guns.

The Commission recommends:

Each State should require the registration of all handguns, rifles, and shotguns. If, after 5 years, some States
still have not enacted such laws, Congress should pass a
Federal firearms registration act applicable to those
States.

In addition, dangerous or potentially dangerous perRons should be prohibited from purchasing firearms.
The Commission recommends:

States should enuct laws prohibiting certain categories
of persons, such as habitual drunkards, drug addicts,
mental incompetents, persons with a history of mental
disturbance, and persons convicted of certain offenses,
from buying, owning, or possessing firearms.

Government regulation to prevent those with criminal
purposes from purchasing firearms cannot be effective
as long as mail-order sales and retail sales to persons
living outsiae the seller's State are not controlled. It is
essential, also, to reduce and to regulate the importation
',.into the United States of large numbers of cheap firearms. Since sporting weapons such as rifles and shotguns apparently present less danger of criminal use than
do handguns, control over the latter should be more
stringent. A truly effective system of regulation requires
a meshing of State and Federal action.

Prevention of crime and apprehension of criminals
would be enhanced if each firearm were registered with a
governmental jurisdiction. A record of ownership would
aid the police in tracing and locating those who have comA gun display in a retail chainstore
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The Commission recommends:

Each State should require a person to obtain a permit
before he can either possess or carry a handgun.
Through licensing provisions, Federal law should prohibit maH.-or.der and other .interstate sales of handguns
and should regulat'.: such sales of rifles and shotguns.
Federal legislation to implement these goals should
prohibit the interstate shipment of handgu.ns except between federally licensed importers, manufacturers, and
dealers. A Federal licensee . should also be prohibited
from selling handguns to an individual not living in the
State of the seller. The interstate shipment of shotguns
and rifles should be delayed a sufficient time for law enforcement authorities in the buyer's hometown to examine
his sworn statement concerning age and other factors affecting his eligibility to purchase such a weapon, and the
consent of these authorities should be required before th~
well.pon may be shipped. Antique dealers could continue
to operate under reasonable regulations. States may also
want to prohibit firearms sales to persons under a certain
age, such as 18 or 21, or require parental approval for
firearms registration in a minor's name. .
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Chapter 11

II

Science and Technology

THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL revolution that
has so radically changed most of American society during
the past few decades has had surprisingly little impact
upon the 'criminal justice system. In an age when many
executives in government and industry, faced with decisionmaking problems, ask the scientific and technical
community for independent suggestions on possible
alternatives and for objective analyses of possible consequences of their actions, the public officials responsible
for establishing and administering the criminal law-the
legislators, police, prosecutors, lawyers, judges, and corrections officials-have almost no communication with
the scientific and technical community.
More than two hundred thousand scientists and engineers are helping to solve military problems, but only a
handful are helping to control the crimes that injure or
frighten millions of Americans each year. Even small
businesses employ modern technological devices and systerns, but the Nation's courts are almost a:; close to the
quill pen era as they are to the age of electronic data
processing. The police, with crime laboratories and radio
networks, made early use of technology, but most police
departments could have been equipped SO or 40 years
ago as well as they are today. Hospitals and clinics draw

0 To identify the proh,lems, immediate and long term,
that technology :'"',,ost likely to help solve, and to suggest the kinds of research and development needed.
0 To identify and describe crime control problems in a
form susceptible to quantitative analysis.
0 To point out the kinds of important data on crime
control and the criminal justice system that are lacking, unreliable or otherwise unusable, and to propose
means of correcting such deficiencies.
o To analyze problems in crime assessment, police,
courts, and corrections as an aid to the Commission
and its other task forces.
o To suggest organizational formats within which technological devices and systems can be developed, field
tested, and rendered useful.
.
With a scope so broad, and limited time and manpower,
only a few problems could be studied in detail. The task
force gave major attention to computer technology, information systems, communications engineering, and systems
analysis, since these appeared to offer the greatest unrea!ized potentials for systemwide improvement. Within
the criminal justice system, the greatest potential for immediate improvement by technological innovation appeared to be in police operations, and so the task force
looked particularly hard at the police and somewhat less
hard at courts and corrections. Some of the results are
presented here and detailed in the task force report. The
results included:

heavily upon the most recent developments in engineering and medical science, but the overwhelming majority
of reformatories, jails and prisons are, technologically
speaking, a century or more in the past.
This lack of contact between criminal justice and science and technology is true even in the Federal Govern- '-0 .A compilation of field data examining certain relationment, where, as recently as 1965, the Justice Department
ships between. police patrol operations and the apprehension of criminals.
was the only Cabinet department with no share of the
roughly $15 billion i"ederal research and development 0 A proposal for improving police responsi.veness to calls
budget.
at minimum cost.
In order to help bring scientific knowledge and tech- 0 A program that could dramatically reduce police
radio frequency congestion.
niques to bear on the problems of criminal justice, the 0
A research and development program for developl'ng
Commission, in collaboration with the Office of Law Ena semiautomatic fingerprint recognition capability, to
forcement Assistance, established' task force on scireplace the present system which cannot regularly
trace a criminal with less than a full set of prints.
ence and technology in April 1966. The task force was
given the job of showing how the resources of science 0 Studies examining possible alternative alarm systems,
and technology might be used to solve the problems of
nonlethal weapons, and other technological innovations for police operations.
crime. In the subsequent months, the task force sought:
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PoLice officer and scientific consultants check robbery
data on large-s.cale computer.
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tions are conducted. However, not all technologica~l innovations can be postponed until these evaluation!; are
completed. Judgment must identify where technology
appears to offer the greatest promise. This may involve
some wasted effort, but the urgency of crime control warrants the risk of some waste.
Introduction of appropriate technology is often hindered by budgets, which not very helpfully distinguish
between "equipment" and "personnel" rather than between functions such as "general-purpose police patrol"
and "investigation of homicide." For example, since a
two-man car on continuous patrol costs about $100,000
per year, it would be surprising if patrol operations could
not be significantly improved by a capital investment exceeding the current $3,000 per car. But such an investment might severely strain the equipment budget, and
might be passed up, even if it could result in a much larger
saving in personnel costs. Dollars could be allocated
more
rationally by making use of the program budgeting
These results are only illustrations of the potential contechniques
now being used by the Federal Government.
tributions of science and technology to crime controL
Because of the enormous range of technological possiThey must be developed in detail for each local situation,
and they suggest many other opportunities .. As illust~a bilities, it is essential to begin not with technology but
tions, however, they appear to offer suffiCIent promIse with problems. Technological efforts can then be COllof the potential benefits from science and technology to centrated where they are most likely to be productive.
Systems analysis has been used most successfully in fields
warrant major further work immediately.
Modern technology can provide many new devices to like national defense and mass transportation to deterimprove the operations of .criminal j~stice agencies, and mine where technological resources can most usefully be
particularly to help the l?ohce deter cnm~ an~ apprehend directed over a broad field of concern. These techcriminals. It is far eaSIer, however, to Imagme and de- niques and approaches can be usefully applied to the
velop devices than to choose the ones in which to invest problems of crime control, relating alternative means to
necessarily limited equipment budgets. Technology can desired ends. Because of the importance of this apindeed fill most reasonable requests and can thereby pro- proach, the task force has illustrated how systems analysis
vide considerable help to law enforcement. We must still might be applied in a small number of cases: To reduce
decide what device~ we want relative to thi~ price we are courtroom delay, to speed police response to a call, and
willing to pay in dollars, invasion of privacy, and other to examine the overall criminal justice system in an insocial costs. It is technically feasible, for example, to cut tegrated way.
Because the task force on science and technology
auto theft drastically by putting a radio transmitter in
every car in America and tracking all cars continuou~ly. brought a new viewpoint and analytical and quantitaBut this might cost a billion dollars and, even more Im- tive techniques to the subject matter, the Commission
portant, create an intolerable environment of unendi,ng encouraged it to examine some of the basic. problems
surveillance. Science can provide' the capability, but the of crime and crime control not within the traditional
public as a whole must participate in the value discussion boundaries of science and technology. As a result, a
o£ whether or not the capability is worth its financial and number of ideas and conceptions were uncovered that
social costs.
provided significant new insights into the problems with
Furthermore no one can say what 1110st devices or syswhich the Commission dealt. One of several possible extems will do ab~ut crime; little is known of what anything
amples c~n serve to illustrate this point. Although it is
will do about crime. The effect of this or that device
upon crime will be speculative until careful field evalua- common knowledge that the number of arrests made each

o

A procedure for reducing certain unnecessary delays
in moving criminal cases through the court~ ..
o An examination of how programed learnmg techniques can be used in the rehabilitation of young
offenders.
o A review of the application of statistical techniques
to decisions about treatment of convicted criminals.
o Methods for making auto theft more difficult, which
automobile manufacturers have agreed to incorporate
into the design of future models.
o An exploratory attempt to apply syste~s analysis to
the overall criminal justice system, whIch produced
several highly suggestive but still tentative results. .
o An outline, but not' . (i' t..:-:>d design, of a national m£onnation system £01 :~~'h; ....:.1: justice agencies.
o A proposal for a national research and development
program.
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By Patrol - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The police control crime primarily by apprehending
criminals and by posing a convincing threat of apprehension. The apprehension process (figure 1) begins either
with t~e detection of a cri~e by patrol or by a. report to
the polIce, followed by the dIspatch of police to the scene.
T~en come search, investigation, interroga~on, data gathenng, suspect checkouts and arrest, sometimes followed
by mo~e investigation and assistance in prosecution.
The pohce ~eld operations centering around apprehension
are closely tied to technology. Automobiles radios crime
laboratori~s, scient~fic i~vestigation, and poiice we~ponry
are essenttal techmcal aIds to the operations of a modern
police force.
Science and technology can improve the capabilities of
the p?~ice in the apprehension process. However, many
promlsmg developments are inhibited by the lack of data
on just what situations confront the police, and by the
l~ck of syst~matic studies of police patrol and apprehensIon operations. A number of studies have been undertaken in the past, but much more potential lies in the
use of new analysis techniques and the opportunities for
computer processing of the data. To try to illustrate
some of these potentials, the task force undertook a
limited first-hand study of police operations. It then
con~ucted an il~ustrative ·cost-effectiveness analysis comparmg alternatIve means of reducing response time.
These st~die~ are summarized in this se~tion, followed by
a.n exammatlOn of the sequence of stages in the apprehensIOn process--<ietection, communication to police, police
command and control and communications evidence
gathering by fingerprints and analysis by cri:ne laboratories-to identify some of the scientific and technological
contributions to each.

The purpose of this study, conducted with the Los Angeles Police Department, was to identify and assess the inPOLICE OPERATIONS
fluence of various factors in the apprehension process on
the solution of crimes. The study was essentially an
. of records: Reports of calls for" service, patrol
Of all criminal justice agencies, the police traditionally analYSIS
have had the closest ties to science and technology, but field activity, crimes, detective investigations, arrests, and
they have called on scientific resources primarily to help" other case clearances. Data were collected on time dein the solution of specific serious crimes, rather than for lays within the communications-dispatching center and
.
assistance in solving general problems of policing. The response time in the fi'eld.
Of the total of 1,905 crimes examined in the study, 25
task force focused its efforts on some illustrative applications of science and technology to the broad problems of percent (482) resulted in arrests or other clearances.
Seventy percent of the cleared cases were cleared by arpolice operations.

Figure 1

By Alarms
Witnesses

year in the United States for nontraffic offenses is very
large (the FBI ~stimates exceed 6 million), it has never
') been known what percentage of the population is
an-ested. This percentage depends strongly on the
proportion of arrests that are of persons never before arrested. This proportion is difficult to estimate because
of the incompleteness of arrest records. A mathematical
analysis performed by the task force used a conservative
estimate-one new offender in eight arrests-and indicated tentatively that about 40 percent of the male
children living in the United States today will be arrested for a non traffic offense sometime in their lives.
The proportion is even higher for boys living in a city.
If sustained by additional data, these startling results
refute the common notion that most people never encounter the criminai justice system, and only a small class
of "criminals" do. Although this statistic and many like
it are vital to understanding how the system operates,
there are no estimates, however tentative, of many such
numbers. Reasonable estimates of the numbers connected with crime and the criminal justice system are
necessary for a systematic analysis of crime control.
Virtually all the efforts of the Commission have been
hampered by the pervasive lack of adequate objective
information about crime and the possible effects of various
techniques for crime control. Each year, judges in this
country pass roughly 2 million sentences. Almost all
sentencing decisions are made with little or no information
on the likely effect of the sentence on future criminal
behavior. About 200,000 policemen spend half of their
\ time on "preventive" .patrol. Yet, no police chief can
obtain even a rough estimate of how much crime is thereby "prevented." The factfinding, analytical, and experimental methods of science offer one approach to identifying some of the important questions and developing the
required information.
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rests, 90 percent of which were made by the patrol force.
Table 1.-Relation Between Response Time and
More than half the arrests were made within 8 hours of
Arrests
the crime, and almost two-thirds of the arrests were made
Avera.o
Average
Avera,~
within the first week of the crime.
Type of call
communlca· field re·
comLlned
tion center spanse time
The most significant factor in clearance is whether or
time
time
(traveltime) (minutes)
not a suspect is named in the crime re~rt. As shown in
(minutes) (minutes)
figure 2 if a suspect is neither known .'to the victim nor
Emergency
Crime uncleared .....
1. 92
4038
6.30
arrested at the scene of the crime, the chances of ever ar---Arrest
made
........
1.11
3.00
4.11
resting him are slim. Of the 482 cleared cases, 63 perCrime uncleared ....
3.84
14.00
7.84
cent involved "named suspects." Of these, about half in- Nonemergcncy
but IIrgent.
Arrest made ........
2.61
2.71
volved suspects actually known to the victim, about 30
5.32
percent were on-the-scene arrests by ,patrol officers and All other nonemergency Crime uncleared .....
7.25
112.94
, 20.19
another 20 percent by store security officers. The maArrest made ........
5.64
4.56
10.20
jority of the crime cases, a total of 1,556 (82 percent), inI Very small sample.
volved suspects not named in the crime report. Of these,
2 Reflects high proportion of "take report" calls.
1,375 (88 percent) were not cleared. Most of the cleared
cases with unknown suspects were cleared because of an
The Commission recommends:
on-the-scene arrest, initiated either by radio call or by
field observation. These results suggested examining the Similar studies exploring the detaiJed characteristics of
importance of rapid response in catching the suspect at crimes, arrests, and field investigation practices should
the scene.
be undertaken in large metropolitan police departments.
Froin table 1, the overall police response time for
emergency calls is seen to average 6.3 m~nutes for those
Among the matters to be considered, as shown by the
cases involving crimes subsequently pot cleareq. The Los Angeles study, are:
average is only 4.1 minutes for cases' in which the police
('
were able to make an arrest. A similar difference . 0 Criteria for priority of dispatching of patrol cars.
exists for the calls classified as nonemergency. Thus, for
o Design and tests of sets of criteria for emergency
response.
Los Angeles, lin the ·basis of these data, short response
time correlates with ability to make an arrest.
o Assessing in more detail the effects of response time. I
A similar picture results when the probability of arrest o Sampling incoming calls and following them through
activities into the field.
.
is related to response time. When response time was 1
minute, 62 percent of the cases ended in arrest. When all o Use of equipment, such as portable recording device's, (
to simplify data collection by the investigating officer.,,~
case5 with response time under 16 minutes were grouped
together, only 44 percent led to arrest. The correlation
This kind of factual study could also be extremely valubetween arrest and response time may be a cause-andeffect relationship, or it may have developed through able in determining the effects on iater stages in the
some third factor to which both arrest and response time criminal process of the questioning of suspects, warning
are related. More carefully controlled tests than were them as to their rights, and introducing counsel into the
possible in the time available are needed to establish. a situation.
"
definitive causal relation.
Clearance of Crimes \'11th Named and Unnamed SUlpecll.
1,905 crimes

Total Clearance Rate = 25%

Uncleared
(1,375 cases)

Named SUlpecl1
(349 cases)
Clearance Rate = 88%

Unnamed SUlpecl1
(1,556 cases)
Clearance Rate = 12%

Details

Item

Components 01 response time
Geography ....................... The city is a 10· by 10·mile square.
Rate of call receipt I .............. 40 calls per hour or ap~roximately 350,000 calls per
year are handled by t e police telephone complaint
clerks.
Rate of police mobilll unit dispatch •. 30 one·man mobile units are disp.tched per hour.

-

,

Table 3.-Resources Associated With Time Delays
i·n the Apprehension Process

Table 2.-Description of Hypothetical City

Total mobile force ................ 40 one·man patrol cars.

Reseurces

Time until detection ........... : .......... Police patrol unit, sensors, alarms, public's
response.
Time from detection until attempt is made Police ca IIboxes, police radio network, com·
to transmit messaae to police dispatcher.
man carrier telephone, automatic alarm
and ~ssoclated communications.

Speed of mobil~ forco ............. 25 m.p.h.

Incoming message queue waitinl time ..... Telephone operators.
Control center response time. ". .......... Police--~-------------control center internal operations.

Public telephone distribution ...... 1,000 distributed uniformly throughout city.
Patrol time at crime scene......... 30 minutes average.

Field force response time.... ............. Patrol unit, car·location devices.

Number of cal! complaint clerks .... 20r3.

lateral equipment for the communications center. For
this case, automating the command center is seen to be
the most attractive alternative. If there are only two
complaint clerks, aflding a third is the next most desirable
step. As is shown m table 4, adding a fourth would not
be desirable.
Among the conclusions about the hypothetical city that
may be drawn from detailed analysis of the sort illustrated
are:

This might be typical for a city of about 500,000 population.
Considers only mobile units aSSigned to patrol functions independent of special detective
forces and supervisory vehicles.
I
I

have a population of about 50P,000 and be comparable in
population dens~ty to Atlanta· or Indianapolis.
In the analysis, time delays·in the apprehension process were related to' system resources (table 3), and costs
were associated with eaeh resource. The analysis computes the time reduction and costs associated with various
o Automatic car-locator systems costing $100,000 or less
means of reducing response time. The improvements
per year to operate would decrease the system delay at
were measured in seconds of delay saved per dollar.
The results of the analysis are summarized in table 4.
lea:>t twice as much as a comparable investment in
In the first column the delays caused by each activity are
additional patrol units.
identified. For example, the patrol mobility delay is the o Since telephone waiting time is very sensitive to load,
time from the termination of the dispatch order to arrival
an additional complaint clerk would be warranted in
at the scene of the crime. The basic operating unit asso. places where the clerks are now busy.
ciated with this activity is a onc-man patrol car (col. 2). . 0 Since the hypothetical city already has public callboxes,
The number of such units already in use is 40 (col. 3).
the incremental value of additional ones would be low.
The amount of this delay is 216 seconds (col. 4:). If one
The
effectiveness of call boxes is relatively large, so
additional unit \vcrc added, response time \vould decrease
.that
cities
that now keep their callboxes locked should
by 4 seconds (col. 5) . The patrol unit is expected to be
open them to the public.
used 264,000 times a year (col. 6). The cost of an addio Random detection of crimes by patrolling cars is an
tional unit is $50,000 per year (col. 7). Multiplying the
infrequent event, except in the case of stolen cars. A
delay saved per call per additional unit (col. 5) by the
policeman
might expect to observe a street robbery
frequency of use (col. 6) and: dividing by the cost of the
additional unit (col. 7), one obtains the number of seconce every 14 years.
onds saved per dollar, 21.1 seconds (col. 8).
These results apply directly only to the hypothetical city
Employing this technique, one can evaluate the changes
in other compoll:ents such as the complaint clerk, puhlic just described but they suggest what might be learned
c<l.llbox, automatic car locator, and computer and col- from similar analyses iri real cities.

I

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF RESPONSE TIME IN
A HYPOTHETICAL ClTY

Figure 2

On the basis of the correlation between response time
and arrests, and because officials desire rapid response to
create an impression of effective police presence as well
as to aid in ap1?rehension, the task force examined means
of reducing response time. In particular, an analysis was
conducted to detennine how to get the greatest reduction
in response time per dollar of cost. This analysis was accomplished by making a mathematical model of the apprehension process in a hypothetical city. Although the
numerical values used in this example, being based on
averages from several large cities, typify a major city in
the United States, any police department would in practice have to use data developed for its specific case.
The hypothetical city is assumed to cover 100 square
miles and to have the police force, telephone system, and (
other variables shown in table 2. A city this size would '\

j

Table 4.-Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Delay Reduction in Hypothetical City
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Number of
units currently
allocated

Public access delay ..................... Public callbox .........................

N
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Basic unit

•

"ff Patrol mobility delay ....................
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Seconds of
delay saved Frequency of costler year
per call per use (calls/year) of a ditional
unit
additional unit
installed
(7)
(6)
(5)

Seconds of
delay saved
per dollar
allocated
(8)

-------

1,000
2
3

96
7.2
.042

0.0475

10,000

$50

7.158
.042

350,400
350,400

35,000
35.000

,

Computer and related hardware for com·
mand and control center.

0

120

90

264,000

200, 000

. Automati.: car locator system ......... '

0

20

18

264,000

100,000

l·man patrol car ......................

40

216

4

264,000

9.5

----71.7
.42

119
47.5

50,000 1----2-1.1-
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telephone companies should print on each telephone number disc the number of the police department serving
tbat telephone's location.

are not recommended. Accessible street emergency communication facilities, discussed below, can serve ~a.ny of
the same functions, and can be developed muc more
readily.

COMMAND AND CONTROL

COMMUNICATIONS TO THE POLICE

Burglary suspect triggers hidden camera and alarm.
DETECTION BY ALARMS AND SURVEiLLANCE DEVICES

Devices for sounding an alert with no human inte;ention would have 'advantages both as a det~rn:nt 0
and in facilitating the response tlo
. Many devices are available: silver-tape e ectrlc a.a . '
ressure and acoustic sensors, radar, and. ultrasomc, 10frared and ultraviolet beams. These devices c~n protect
unatt~nded premises from intrusion ~y detectmg movement in a room or motion across a penmeter.
False alarms are a problem for any alarm system.. In
.
. DC'
Washmgton,
. ., 10 1965" 4450 alarms wereS'receIVed
by the polke; 98 percent of them were false.
10ce a n .
"
I
t
k
s
an
average
of
about
3O
swering (::'.::1. ialse a arm a e
d b t half
minutes and since patrol cars tend to sp~n a ou .
their time answering calls, this was approximately eqUivalent to full-time duty of one patrol car.
. d I
New low-cost private alarm systems are be10gd e~eo ed :nd may become widely installed. These .evlces
automatically send prerecorded
to the police. As a consequence, the pohce s ou exct'a significant increase in the number .of fal~e ala~s.
prevent this increase from seriously
pollce
o erations police departments should estab.hsh mmlm~m
for direct-calling alarm installatIOns. h
ins ection should be required to assure that tea arm
is mechanically and electrically re!iabl: (usuall
.
problem) that its installation .IS not. su
a seriOUS,
d Jecd
to simple accidental failure as from ?low~ng wm , an
that it is not subject to accidental trlggenng by the oc-

~riminals

,

c~n

~o
st~ndards
its~f

a~ 1O~ld:!.

mes.sage~ dll~ctly

dISl~ptln?
O~-slte
~O!

b

'11
t
k
cupants.
Various kinds of street alarm ?r s~rvel ance ne wor s
have been proposed to detect cnme 10 the streets. ~?e
proposals range from si~ple pus~button alarms to s~~ lSticated pattern-recognizmg deVices th~t ~etect cr::r~!
"help" Other sensors include closed-circUit. TV ca .
(fed ~o a console at the police station), sImple mlcr~
p hones and magnetic sensors triggered by specially code
d eVlces
. ' carn'ed by l'nd'lviduals . To explore these dsugges.
t·
the task force has examined several system eSlgns.
Ions, automatic systems cost over.$1 ml'11'Ion per square
The
'1 far too much for most communit~es. Furthermore,
ml e, may pose an insoluble false-alarm prohiem an d so
they

The apprehension process can respond only aft~r it g.ets
a call, and a number of things can be done to m.odlfY. ex~st
ing street communications equipme?t to make It easIer or
a victim or a witness to reach the pohce.
The victim of a robber careful enough to steal t~e last
dime cannot now use the public telephone. Pubhc t~l~
phones can be adapted so that the operator ~an be reac e
without using money, as was demonstrated 10 a rec~nt test
in Hartford, Conn. The Bel~ :rele~hone System IS now
planning to extend this capablhty widely..
lIb
Most major cities have a network of pollce ca. oxes
that are usually inconspicuous and locked. Washmgton,
D.C. has 920 such boxes, or about one every one-f~urth
'1 ' D ring World War II these boxes· were pa1Ote.d
mlde.
and ,
blue
w
' and made available
. to the pubbc
re , hl'tUe
in case of air raids and other emergencies.

,.
i ..

(,
f

I
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The Commission recommends:
Police callboxes should be designated "publi~ emergenc~
callboxes," should be better marked and hghted, an
should be left unlocked.
The false-alarm rate for such callboxes w~uld probably
be far less than from a mechanical a~arm~ smce a J?Otential prankster would have to reveal hiS vOIce. WhIle elx.
·th a police callbox may not tum out to }f.!
penence WI
•
fi d
t esti
full comparable, one metropohtan r~ epartmen
mares the false alarm rate for calls received over the telephone to be less than 3 percent, far less ~han the fals~
alarm rate for an automatic or a mechamcally-actuate
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alarm.
d'
I h e
In trying to call the police from an or ma~ te :p. o~ ,
a erson may be bewildered by the many pollc: Junsd,.cti!s and the various telephone numbers associated .;Ith
them. In the Los Angeles area alone, th~re are 50 dl erent telephone numbers that reach pollce depa;~ents
within Los Angeles County. It should be POSSI e. to
have a single telephone number to. reach the police
direcdy. England has such a Universal emergency
number.

!

and time stamps can improve a center's performance under heavy load. In some centers, the same person serves
as the complaint clerk and the dispatcher; in others, the
functions are separated. Some centers have a dispatcher
handling part of a city; others have several dispatchers
all handling ca])s for the whole city. Such differences,
which can affect performance significantly under critical
loads, have evidently evolved more from tradition and
physical restrictions than as the result of planning. Each
of the different possible configurations can be experimentally measured, both in operating centers and under
laboratory control in a simulation laboratory. In this
manner, standard and emergency plans and procedures
can be tested, decision rules can be evaluated, and training and experience can be provided police officers under
simulated extreme conditions.
In a riot or other general emergency, the communications center must transform a police department from a
loose cnlJection of independent units to a cohesive, coordinated force. Means must be provided to collect and
r'isplay, rapidly and continuously, all the varieties of
tactical inte)]jgence relating to the location of events and
the disposition of forces. The communications center
staff must be headed by a commander who can assimilate
this information and who has the authority to command
the available forces. Contingency plans for situations
that might arise must be developed and ~tored in a readily
accessible form. These plans can be tested in a simulation laboratory. .

Once a call reaches the police, the facts must be sent
to the police officers who will respond. This linkage
occurs in the police communications center, which performs what the military calls the command-and-control
function. Military analysts have given extensive attention to this function.
The communications center's role has increased as the
telephone has become the common access to the police,
and as more police officers have been equipped with radios. Even though the communications center is the
nerve center controlling the minute-by-minute deployment of the police force, it has received surprisingly Iittle attention. It is often squeezed into a spare corner of
police headquarters unrler the command of a sergeant or
a patrolman. It operat<!s with obsolete or poorly designed
equipment a.nd procedures that have tended to evolve
by chance ra.ther than through careful design. A notable
exception is Chicago, which invested $2 million in modernizing its center in 1961.
When a person calls the police, a complaint clerk takes
the call, decides on the police reaction and its priority,
passes the :information to a radio dispatcher who then
disp,atches a car. This gathering, evaluating, and disseminating of information normally takes from 1 to 5 minutes, and occupies 20-50 percent of the total response
The Commission recommends:
time. It can take much longer during periods of intense
congestion.
A v:-rsatile laboratory for continuing simulation of communications center operations) looking primarily toward
Immediate Improvements.
Even before considering t:hanges in operating procedu:res and arrangements,
major new technology, improving such simple aspects of should be established with Federal ~support.
command and control as floor layouts, design of head.
In adsets and microphones, and location of control switches Computer-Assisted Command and Control.
dition to operating changes, introduction of modern
Chicago Police Department's communications center

l.,

. The Commission recommends:
Wherever practical, a single police telephone. number
should be established, at least within a metropolItan a~a
and eventually over the entire Unite~ States, ~ompara. e
to the telephone company's long-distance mformatlon
number.

q

i

Th' is difficult but feasible with existing telephone
. t ~~ng centers' it appears praLdcal with the new
systems being installed by
(
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technology can make a significant contribution. The entire police command-and-control function should be subjected to a basic reexamination taking full account of the
promising new technological opportunities offered by
computers and communications links. The review should
not begin with the new technology, however; it should
begin by considering questions of when, where, and how
to usc the police patrol force, and how to respond to various types of routine and emergency situations. It should
examine on paper and by experiment the extent to which
preventive patrol deters crime, how forces should be allocated by time and by geography, optimum patrol tactics,
appropriate conditions for conspicuousness and for covertness, how to respond i.o riots, and many other questions.
The patrol operation will then be able to benefit markedly
from computel' assistance-much more than from merely
automating current procedures.
It is poss\ble to describe the general outlines of a computer-assisted command-and.. control system. In such a
system, depicted in figure 3, telephone calls to the
police are still answered by a complaint clerk, now a "controller." He enters the type of incident, the address, and
a priority code into a keyboard connected to a computer.
The controllel' can specify what the situation requires:
whether a one- cr two-man car should be sent, whether
two vehicles should respond, etc. The rest is then
automatic.
The computer maintains records of street-address locations and the location and availability of each patrol car,
and finds thl) best car to respond to the call. It prepares
a dispatching order that is automatically sent to the
selected car as a computer-generated voice message or by
some digital data link lauch as teletype. If the patrol officer does not acknowledge the message within, say, 10 seconds, a second car can be sent on the call.
The dispatch orders, the status of the patrol cars, events
in progress, and other basic control information can be
displayed by the computer to command officers, who can
always countermand the computer-originated orders.
Tbey can concentrate on the unusual while the computer
automatically handles the routine.
Since response time depends primarily on a car's distance from the call, automatic car-location devices could
be tied directly to the computer, so that it could dispatch
the closest car. An analysis shows that even a crude system with accuracies of only about ~ mile radius would
ordinarily serve the purpose.
Burglar and other alarms could be linked directly to the
computer. If an alann went off, the computer, knowing
the alarm's location, could immediately dispatch the appropriate car without the controller's intervention.
A computer-assisted command-and-control system offers many new possibilities for the deployment of a patrol
force. As the crime pattern in a city changes hour by
hour, its patrol force could be redeployed to respond to it.
As parts of the city are stripped of patrolmen by calledfor services, other units could be assigned as backup. Under a riot or other emergency situation, contingency plans
could be programed so that appropriate l.mits would be
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deployed to the emergency, and adequate backup maintained. With all information on calls stored in the computer, complete analysis of the operations of the patrol d"
force could be conducted regularly to aid in assigning \
forces in response to changing crime patterns.
I t is estimated that the total operating cost of such a
system for a 100-car city would range from $500 to $2,000
per car for new equipment, $200,000 to $400,000 per year
for computer rental, a similar amount for computer personnel, plus $500,000 to $2 million for control-center
equipment and design. In measuring the impact of the
cost' of these itenls on a police budget, it is relevant to
note that a two-man patrol beat costs about $100,000 per
year.

}i
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A Possible Computer-Assisted Police Command-Control System.
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The Commission recommends:

..\

An experimental program to develop a computer-assisted
command-and-control system should be established with
Federal support.
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A great deal of andysis and experimentation should
precede and accompany the implementation of this proposal. Many possible equipment combinations will have
to be weighed, basic organizational and procedural questions will have to be examined. The following programs
should be undertaken to implement the system:
D Two or three large cities should be funded for a detailed study of their patrol operations in order to determine how they would use a computer-assisted
command-and-control system.
D As part of the effort, an extensive reexamination of the
communications systems should be undertaken to insure that channels are available, and to assess the utility
of car locators and mobile teletype.
D Based on the results of the studies, one of the cities
should be selected for installation of a prototype
system.
D As the new system is developed, it should first be used
in simulated operation in parallel with the manual
system, then with a manual backup, and finally, take
over control.
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The development process wiII need continual modification and testing and should be guided by an organization
experienced in the development of large computer-based
systems.
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POLICE RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

All dispatch messages must go from the communications center to the mobile patrol force by radio. The
most troublesome problem in police radio communications is the critical shortage of radio frequencies available
to the police community. A police officer who needs help
should not have to wait for a clear frequency. In the
Chicago metropolitan area, for example, 38 separate
suburban cities with 350 patrol cars must share one frequency. This congestion results in excessive delays and
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under use of the police force while patrol officers or dispatchers wait to gain the air. In addition, in emergency
situations that require mutual support, neighboring police
departments cannot communicate because their radios
operate on different frequencies.

The Commission recommends:
Frequencies should be shared through the development
of larger and more integrated police mobile radio networks.
With sharing of frequencies, each user, when its demand peaks, could use any available capacity, a basic
concept employed in telephone and electric-power networks. For instance, if each of two departments uses its
private channel 50 percent of the time, then each one
finds a busy signal half the time. If they were to share
their two channels, a user would find both channels busy
only 35 percent of the time. If four such users were to
group together, then all channels would be busy less than
20 percent of the time. If their demands peak at different times, then the advantages are even greater.
The relationship between the Federal Communications
Commission and the police and other public safety users
must be altered so that the FCC no longer receives a separate request from each individual public safety user.

The Commission reco.mmends:
The FCC should require metropolitan areas to submit
coordinated requests for additional frequencies, with the
manner in which action on a local level is coordinated
left to the disci"et!on of local governments.
In suburban communities coordination is likely to wrne
about by police agencies in different jurisdictions sharing
frequencies: Core cities may be large enough to be able
to develop efficient mobile radio networks for their own
use, sharing their own public safety frequencies to balance
the peak loads, since schoolbuses, highway maintenance
trucks, police cars, etc., have radio demands that peak
at different times. With the gradual creation of coordinated networks, the FCC will be in a position to require
projection of future needs so that radio frequencies can
be allocated more rationally in the future.

The Commission recommends:
Greater use should be made of multichannel radio
trunks.
Generally, individual stations (patrol cars, dispatchers)
will have to be reached by transmissions coded to trigger
a particular receiver on whatever frequency is open at the
time, instead of monitoring a single frequency. Selective
coding minimizes the present system's inflexible dependence on frequency, but enables the individual user to retain its independence while using the system. It is evi-
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dent that these techniques will increase the cost of the
mobile radio network. The networks will be less wasteful
of radio frequencies, more flexible in use, and more costly
to implement than the many small individual networks {
now existing. Federal Government encouragement in "
the form of financial support may be necessary.
In addition, frequency space is available in most areas
within the VHF TV band between TV stations, and especially within the underloaded UHF TV band. One
TV channel can provide over 100 radio channels, but
represents only a small loss (2 percent for one UHF channel) to the TV community.
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other structures, mobile receivers could produce distorModern computer technology can make feasible the
tions that result in teletype errors. While digital links search of a file of even millions of prints with a single
could save bandwidth, the need for extra transmissions to latent print. Such a development would also contribute
eliminate teletype errors could substantially reduce much to more efficient positive identification. The FBI, the
of that saving. Further investigation of this problem is New York State Identification and Intelligence System,
needed.
, and several industrial organizations have already initiated
studies on aspects of the fingerprint recognition problem.
FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION
Completely automatic recognition capability is desired
eventually, but semiautomatic operation-a trained operEffective police work dr,aws on fingerprint identifica- ator working in conjunction with a machine-appears to
tion capability both to apprehend those who leave what be the more feasible approach with current technology.
are called latent prints at the scene of a crime and to Developing the search capability wou)d take several years
identify positively persons held in custody.
and be relatively costly.
Positive identification of persons already held is made
hy searching files structured around a 10-print classificaThe Commission recommends:
tion system, since all 10 prints can be obtained from such
persons. Manual techniques of lO-print classification and Two studies leading to the development of a semiautosearch have been used for more than 50 years, and are matic fingerprint recognition system should be under.
limited primarily by the time a search takes. Technical taken: A basic study of classification techniques and a
advances here would both speed up police identification utility study to as&css the value of a latent print-searching
and reduce the costs uf the present classification and capability.
searching procedure.
The classification study should develop statistical data
Unfortunately, the structure of most present files precludes tracing an unknown offender who has left less than on the information contained in fingerprints (e.g., the
a full set of prints. Once a suspect has been taken into variations in ridge counts from core to delta for ulnar
custody, his fingerprints can be compared with even a sin- loops) and ultimately should establish a search procedure
gle print recovered from the scene of the crime. By the based on these data. The utility study should be consame token, a single print can be matched against com- ducted for the purpose of estimating how many more arplete prints of a short list of likely suspects. But the proc- rests a few selected law enforcement agencies might have
ess is now entirely manual and so time consuming that made if they had had a latent fingerprint capability. If
it cannot be used to check less than a full set of prints an effective procedure is developed and its utility demonstrated, these studies should be folIowed by an equipment
against a national file or even a substantial local file of
development program.
previous offenders. Most large police departments maintain a specially organized file of single fingerprints of CRIME LABORATORIES
several thousand persistent criminals. Only a small percentage of offenders are in such a file, and only a small
The crime laboratory has been the oldest and strongpercentage of the searches are successful.
est link between science and technology and criminal
justice. Because of this tradition, and because the best
laboratories, such as the FBI's, are weI! advanced, the
science and technology task force did not devote major
attention to criminalistics. There are some excellent
laboratories in key locations around the country. However, the great majority of police department laboratories
have only minimal equipment and lack highly skilled
personnel able to use the modern equipment now being developed and produced by the instrumentation industry. Techniques such as neutron activation analysis
and mass spectrometry permit the identificati(;u of ever
smalIer pieces of material evidence. Voice prints and
photographic developments will expand the ubility to
detect and apprehend crimi~als. To bring these advances
more directly into police operations, improvement 111
crime laboratories must proceed in two directions:
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The Commission recommends:
The FCC should develop plans for allocating portions of
the TV spectrum to police use.
Communications must be maintained with foot patrolmen and with police officers who have left their cars.
Police officials are unanimous in their desire for small
portable radios so that patrolmen can call for assistance
in any emergency and so that supervisors can maintain
closer contact with those they supervise and make more
effective use of the entire police force.
Miniaturized transceivers for the officer away from his
car and for the foot patrolman would have similar features. Because portable sets will be limited by transmitter power output, both will require base stations-the
car for one and probably the precinct house for the other.
Large-scale production economies can produce a minia- (
turized unit at a low cost, perhaps under $150.
\,,,.

The Commission recommends:
The Federal Government should assume the leadership
in initiating portable-radio development programs and
consider guaranteeing the sale of the first production lots
of perhaps 20,000 units.
Such a program would automatically create a standardized portable police radio. A modest standardization
program for car radios would add considerable flexibility
to a police department's choice of radio suppliers. Gross
standardization of size, mounting brackets, receptacles,
and control heads can and should be accomplished immediately, and should go far to make it possible to use
the products of different manufacturers interchangeably.
More detailed standardization of radio equipment is
less obviously useful for it q:mld serve to inhibit manufacturers from improving thei.r product. Certain obYlous
electronic features that involve system compatibility, such
as selective codes to trigger receivers, should be standardized as early as practicable.
Teletypes or other digital data links to and from police
cars could remove a large part of the normal voice traffic
and also provide a paper copy of the message to the car. (
Because radio signals tend to bounce off buildings and ,
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Establishment of laboratories to serve the combined
needs of police departments in metropolitan areas.
Expansion of research activities in major existing and
in new laboratories.
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tion of public reaction to the use of various nonlethal
weapons under various circumstances would be an essential part of research into this subject.
ALLOCATION OF POLICE PATROL RESOURCES

The need for the regional laboratories follows nat:'rally
from the increasing expense of facilities and the increasing demand for individuals of superior technical competence. The research is needed to speed the application
of new instrumentation possibilities.
NONLETHAL WEAPONS

A patrol officer, in meeting the diverse criminal situations he must face, has a limited range of weaponryeither the short-range nightstick or the potentially lethal
handgun. If an officer feels that his life is threatened,
he may have to shoot, with the attendant risk that the
suspect or innocent bystanders may be killed. If a suitable nonlethal weapon were made available, it could supplement the officer's present arsenal and possibly serve
as a replacement for the handgun.
In the past 100 years, 180 New York City 'policemen
have been killed while apprehending suspects. A study
of these 180 cases revealed that in evelY instance the combat range was 21 feet or less and that in most cases it
was 10 feet or less. Since 1960, 96 percent of the murders of police officers have been with firearms, and of
those 78 percent were with handguns. Thus, in most
emergency situations, the officer does not have an opportunity to make a careful weapon selection-nonlethal or
lethal-and he should have the services of one weapon
or a combined weapon. The weapon should be immecliately available and ready for instant use.

For a norilethal weapon to be an acceptable replacement for a halldgun, it must incapacitate its victim at
least as fa~t as a gun. Even then there might be opposition to it. A criminal knowing that he cannot be killed
might act more aggressively than he would facing a gun.
The qualities that must be sought in a general purpose
nonlethal weapon are almost immediate incapacitation
and little risk of pennanent injury to the individual who
is the target. Survey of a wide range of possibilities leads
to the conclusion that these requirements are incompatible
with current technology. For example, darts have been
used to inject tranquilizing drugs into animals. However,
the drugs presently available offer too great a risk, because
of the close correspondence between the dose required to
incapacitate quickly and a lethal dose. No nonlethal
weapon is presently available that could serve as a replacement for the handgun, but a continuing effort to achieve
such a weapon should be pursued. In this connection the
products of military research should be continually
examined for possible applicability.
When a nonlethal weapon is considered as a supplement
to the policeman's gun, the requirements for immediate
incapacitation can be relaxed. Supplemental nonlethal
weapons, such as tear gas or CS gas dispensers in various
forms, might be used in circumstances in which an officer's
life was not threatened, but it would be necessary for
police departments to set careful guidelines specifying the
circumstances under which they could be used. Evalua-

All police departments have the problem of allocating
patl")! forces-how many men to assign to each. shift and
to each precinct. Most departments assign: men equally
to all shifts, which simplifies scheduling but is ·an inefficient use of manpower. Some departments use a formula
that weights the previous year's reported crimes, radio
calls, population, etc., for each precinct and then assign
the patrol force proportionately to the precinct's weighted
score. For example, if there were 1,000 crimes in precinct A and 600 crimes in precinct B, this procedure might
sugges~ transferring officers from precinct B to precinct A.
But the -::onditions in precinct B might be more conducive
to deterring crime. If an additional officer in precinct B
could suppress 50 crimes whereas one in precinct A could
suppress only 10 crimes, then it might be desirable to
transfer an officer from A to B.
Estimating this relative effectiveness of a police officer
is, of course, extremely difficult, since the number of assigned officers is only one of many factors influencing the
crime rate. It is, however, important to develop such an
estimate to make efficient use of the police force. Statistical techniques, such as regression analysis, should be used
to develop such estimates. Even though the final determination of the effect of an officer on crime must come
from controlled experiments in the field, the experiments
should be preceded by preliminary analysis so that the
experiments can be more productive of both infonnation
and crime reduction.
An inherent difficulty of most statistical analysis is its
inability to distinguish between cause and effect. For
example, in many police precincts, additional officers are
assigned as crime increases. Because the. additional crime
causes additional manpower allocations, the two may appear positively correlated. But this certainly does not
permit the blind conclusion that the additional police
cause the additional crime. Thus, any results must be
used with caution, checking the predictions against actual
observations before acting on the results.
The task force undertook a preliminary analysis based
on limited data contained in the statistical digests of the
Los Angeles Police Department from 1955 to 1965. The
standard statistical procedures of regression analysis were
used to predict the number of reported serious crimes in
each of the department's divisions as a function of the
n1lmber of patrol officers assigned to the division to get
an (!stimate of the change in the number of serious crimes
associated with the reallocation of a patrolman from one
division to another.
In the regression analysis for each division, an attempt was made to factor out the effects due to changes
in the population, simple time trends resulting from
changing characteristics of the population, as well as
the. number of patrol officers assigned. This model

could be improved by adding such variables as median
education level of the inhabitants, median income, and
by replacing total population with population by age
groups, when data become available.
In 4 of the 11 divisions, most of the changes in the
numbers of crimes could be accounted for. In these 4,
there were differences in the relative effectiveness of assigned patrolmen, suggesting that a shift of officers might
have led to a net decrease in crime. To detennine the
feasibility of this and other related techniques, further
theoretical development and trials in actual operations
are needed. Several such approaches should be tried to
develop methodologies that can be applied by other police
departments.

The Commission recommends:
Police departments should undertake data collection and
experimentation programs to develop appropriate statistical procedures for manpower allocation.
COURT OPERATIONS
It is a basic precept of our society that justice should
not be administered with one eye on the clock and the
other on the checkbook. But it is too often the fact that
justice in the United States is rationed because of the
limited resources at its disposal. At the same time, justice
is effectively denied because of inordinate delays between
arrest and final disposition. Science and technology can
help to achieve the most efficient use of the available
resources, provided always that it is recognized that the
ends of justice must be served first.
The task force has focused its attention on the
processing of defendants through a court, with special
emphasis on the reduction of delay. Various solutions
to the problem of delay have been suggested by judges,
lawyers, and court administrators. Whether or not these
solutions would indeed reduce delay can or r be determined after they have been put into effect. In order
to make preliminary tests of some alternatives without
disrupting the operating courts, the task force examined
the feasibility of computer simulation techniques for experimenting with various modifications in court procedures.
Because the enorlTIOUS variety of court systems in the
Nation differ in organization and procedure, no single
model will serve to represent them all. The approach
taken therefore was to test thc feasibility of simulating one
of these systems, a court in the District of Columbia. The
steps followed were:

( 1) describing in detail the organization and structure
of the court system for processing felony defendants;
(2) analyzing the available data on felony defendants
to determine whether delay occurs and to identify
when and where it occurs;
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(3) developing a computer simulation of the processing system that could be used to study possible
modifications of the system.
TIME DELAY IN A DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COURT

The time delay problem was approached by analyzing in
detail the data on 1,550 felony defendants whose cases
commenced bY.filing of indictment or information in the
District Court of the District of Columbia in 1965. The
time periods that these defendants were in the court system were compared with the timetable presented in chapter 5. The timetable recommends a maximum of 4
months between initial appearance and final trial dispo,
sition with a maximum of 14 days from initial appearance
to formal charge. Measured against the recommended
timetable and evaluated in terms of best estimates of actual court and attorney time, appreciable delays do exist.
(See figure 4.) For example, one-half of the defendants who pleaded guilty or were dismissed were in the
court system longer than 4 months. The defendants who
went to trial took a median time of over 5 months from
initial appearance to conviction or acquittal. At least a
month passed before a grand jury indictment in one-half
the cases. Contrary to generally held beliefs, motions
were not the main cause of delays. Only one-half of the
defendants filed one or more motions; one-half of these
were filed more than 40 days after arraignment.
Experienced lawyers have pointed out that most of
the steps in the actual processing of defendants in the
District Court require very little actual court time: The
initial hearing for a defendant takes only a few minutes;
a preliminary hearing usually takes between 15 and 30
minutes; a grand jury can hear, deliberate and vote on
the average case in less than 30 minutes; arraignment
takes a few minutes; most motions can be heard in 10
minutes. A guilty plea takes as much court time as it
takes a defendant to answer a dozen questions. The court
time spent on a defendant who pleads guilty (apprl\:~i
mately one-half of the felony defendants) probably totals
less than 1 hour, yet the median time from initial appear-
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ance to disposition is 4 months. The data im;licated that
one-third of the time was spent waiting for return of the
grand jury indictment. After arraignment on the indictment, additional time is required for the preparation of
the necessary papers. But for the average case, the actual
time devoted to this process is a few days at the most,
not weeks or months.
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF A DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COURT

To study the impact of alternative methods of alleviating the delay in the processing of felony cases, the task
force developed a computer simulation of the court processing activity. The simulation permitted experimentation with the court operating procedures with no disruption to the actual court operation.
The model was validated by using the 1965 felony data
cited above. In 1965, one grand jury was sitting and an
average of five district court judges were assigned to the
criminal part of the court. Under these conditions, the
simulatio~ faithfully reflected the actual court operation:
In both there was a median time of approximately 6 weeks
between initial presentment and the return of an indictment, and 14 weeks from arraignment to beginning of
trial.
Most of the time prior to arraignment was spent waiting at the Grand Jury Division for indictment (5 out of
7 weeks). By simulating the system with a second grand
jury sitting part of the time, the wait for indictment was
reduced from 35 days to less than 1 day, resulting in a
median tim~ of approximately 2 weeks from initial presentment to return of the indictment. Thus, it appears
that for a cost of probably less than $50,000 per year for
the additional grand jury and associated support resources, the delay from presentment to return of indictment could be reduced by 70 percent. The total delay
would be reduced by 25 percent, since the time from arraignment to trial would be unchanged. By requiring
motions to be filed and heard within 17 days and increasing the Grand Jury Division resources, without increas-
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ing the number of district court judges, the median time improving the allocation of resources and for e:;,amirling
from arraignment to trial could be reduced from 15 to 9 some of the consequences of modification in operating
weeks. Most felony cases can be properly prepared in procedures. Rehabilitation calls primarily for knowl9 weeks. The resulting median total time from initial edge at the frontiers of the behavioral sdences. The task
presentment to trial disposition could then be 3 months force has looked into one area of educational technology,
compared to over 5 months observed in 1965. The above programed learning, to assess its potential for improving
analyses indicate that the timetable of the Administration vocational skills.
of J~stice Task Force is practical. More generally, simulatIOn has been found an effective tool for examining PROGRAMED LEARNING TO AID P.EHABIUTATION
reallocation of existing resources or efficient allocation of
Many delinquent careers are associated with failure in
additioool resources.
school.
It is a short route from academic failure to
An additional example of the use of the simulation is in
examination of the possible consequences of changes in dropping out of school to idleness and unemployment to
defendants' behavior resulting from changes in court entry into a spiraling criminal career. Some dropouts
procedure. It has been argued that one effect of the fail because they cannot adapt to a classroom social situaBail Reform Act will be to reduce the number of guilty tion. If there were some alternative way of educating
them, they might find a rewarding place in the community
ple~.. The impact of various possible reductions of guilty
pleas on time in the court system can be tested in the and refrain from crime.
Programed .learning offers one such opportunity. In
simulation. For example, if the Act had been in effect
programed
learning, currently being conducted with pubin 1965, and if it had resulted in reducing the number
of defendants who pleaded guilty from 55 percent to 35 lished booklets in at least two corx-ectional institutions, and
percent, then the median times from presentment to trial experimentally with computers at several research centers,
disposition would have increased approximately 2 weeks, the student works through the educational material on
or 10 percent. The additional judge and attorney reo his own, testing his understanding at frequent intervals.
sources required to maintain their current schedule or the Whenever his responses exhibit lack of comprehension, he
new time table could be determined through the is diverted back to correct his deficiency. He works at his
own pace, he checks his own performance, and he can do
simulation.
An important immeasurable factor not accounted for is most of this alone.
One study at Draper Correctional Center in Alabama
the' effect of changes in processing on the actions of defendants and court officials. The human in the system found that students completed one academic year of
adapts to his environment and any changes made to it. schoolwork in 200 hours of work with programed-learning
The model assumes the various changes made will not materials. The average cost per academic year 01 adaffect the feedback process. For this reason, before any vancement was under $400. Based on the expected conchanges can be seriously proposed, the results of the simu- tribution of each year's schooling to future earnings, the
lation must first be thoroughly analyzed and discussed in discounted future taxes from that year's schooling would
be about $800, more than enough to cover the cost of
detail with the court officers.
education, without considering the thousands of dollars of
criminal-career costs saved and, most important, providThe Commission recommends:
ing a chance for a fuller life.
The simulation techniques developed should be extended
About 70 percent of the first class of graduates from the
to several large urban areas as pilot studies with Federal Draper vocational school were two-time losers-men who
support to determine their applicability to other court had previOiJsly been jailed, released, and jailed again. Of
systems and to develop them in further detail.
the 78 youthful offenders who have graduated from this
school (which began about 2 years ago) and who have
been paroled and placed in jobs, only four have been reCORRECTIONS OPERATIONS
turned to prison for committing new crimes and six for
technical violations of parole conditions. Compared to
The subject matter of corrections comprises three kinds the usual one-third to two-thirds rate of return to prison,
of problems: Techniques for the rehabilitation of offend- a return rate of between one-seventh and one-eighth is
ers, decisions about what treatment to apply to each remarkable. These figures are the result of only a preindividual, and means of maintaining custody of prisoners. liminary field test of programed aids to instruction at corCC!nventional alarms and surveillance devices can in- rectional institutions. Much more careful and thorough
crease security and reduce the costs of holding offenders experimentation is needed before drawing definite conwho cannot or should not be released into the community. clusions about how much recidivism can be reduced.
Information systems and statistical analysis of the informaProgramed learning appears to have significant advantion they contain can provide better and more complete tages for educating the identified problem children who
information about individual offenders and treatment find their way into correctional institutions, and also for
possibilities in order to find the most suitable treatments. crime-prone populations in the community. Its use should
Systems analysis will make it possible to study means for be encouraged, and further evaluated in controlled cir-
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cumstances, using conventional teachers or even fellow
inmates for supervision. The shortage of adequate programed learning texts, especially in vocational subjects
relevant to local job opportunities, is the primary limitation on more dfective and wider use of the technique.
The development of programed learning materials should
be subsidized by the Federal Government.
STATISTICAl. TECHNIQUES TO AID DECISIONS

Tho desirability of developing statistical data to estimate the effects of different sentences and correctional
treatment on different types of offenders has been noted
in chapters 5 and 6. Information concerning the likelihood that the individual will return to crime is essential.
Just as important as the evaluation of the ind~vidl\als
being treated in a correctional system is the evaluation
of the treatment itself. Without objective evaluation of
methods of treatment, it is difficult, if not impossible, to
make rational choices about the kinds of treatment programs that should be developed or about the people to
whom they should be applied.
Most of the available information about such questions
is in one of two forms: "rules of thumb" that have
evolved out of experience and are justified or rationalized
in large part on the basis of anecdotal histories of operations, and statistical tabulations of operations in which
there was neither a control group nor an adequate characterization of tho experimental group.
There is a need to correlate both individual characteristics and type of treatment to recidivism as measured
by further commission of crimes, arrests, and commitments. Judges and corrections officials need information
that will help them decide what treatment to prescribe.
They need to know the differential ~ffects of various kinds
of treatment on various kinds of individuals. Statistical
analyses of large numbers of criminai-career histories will
be required to provide these needed correlations.

The Commission recommends:
Statistical aids for helping in sentencing and selection of
proper treatment of individuals under correctional supervision should be developed.
In addition to assisting in treatment selec.tion, statistical
techniques of experiment design must play an important
rolo in correctional program development, testing, evaluation, and planning. Of all the behavioral areas, offender
rehabilitation offers perhaps the bf!st opportunity for
reasonably careful experimental control to determine the
effects of actions taken. There should be an expanded
use of careful, controlled evaluation in the development
of correctional programs. Program development should
be preceded by careful studies of the specific correctional
objectives, and testing should be conducted by personnel
qualified in the behav1ural sciences and in statistical
analysis.

REDUCING CRIMINAL OPPORTUNITIES
Everyone has an obligation to others as well as to himself not to invite crime. Banks, supermarkets, and other
businesses take steps to make it more difficult to pass
bogus checks; shop and home owners protect against burglary and theft by the use of concealment, alarms, and
locks; individuals take precautions such as not carrying
large amounts of cash.
There are two important techniques for reducing criminal opportunities: hardening the targets of crime, and
inhibiting potential criminals. Automobile design modication to make the car less vulnerable to theft is an example of hardening a target, and street lighting an
example of an inhibitor.
INCREASING THE DIFFICULTY OF AUTO THEFT

Auto theft is costly. About 28 percent of the inhabitants of Federal prisons are there following conviction of
interstate auto theft under the Dyer Act. In California
alone, auto thefts cost the criminal justice system over
$60 million yearly. Even mOle important, auto thefts
are primarily juvenile acts. Although only 21 percent
of all arrests for non traffic offences in 1965 were of individuals under 18 years of age, 63 percent of auto
theft arrests were of persons under 18. Auto theft represents the start of many criminal careers. In an FBI sample of juvenile auto theft offenders, 41 percent had no
prior arrest record. Many of the juveniles who steal
automobiles are incompetent drivers and frequently damage the vehicle or injure themselves or others.
Many thefts occur simply because a boy sees an unlocked automobile. The FBI reports that 42 percent
of the autos stolen had keys in their ignitions or their
ignitions unlocked. Even of those stolen when the ignitions were locked, at least 20 percent were stolen merely
by shorting the ignition with tools as simple as paper clips
or tinfoil. In one city, the change in the Chevrolet lock
(eliminating the unlocked "off" position) in 1965 resulted in about 50 percent fewer 1965 Chevrolets stolen
than the previous year's model.
These findings suggest that the easy opportunity to
take a car may contribute significantly to auto theft and
that thefts by the relatively casual or marginal offender
would be reducible by making theft more difficult than
merely starting the car. Educational campaigns advising drivers to lock their cars are important, but their
effect is difficult to sustain. A more fundamental change
in the ignition system and other automobile components
is needed. Many possibilities exist. Spring-ejection locks
can prevent the driver from leaving the key in the ignition; sturdier housings can enclose the ignition terminals;
heavier metal cables can surround the ignition wires;
steering wheel locking devices can be used, as is done on
several foreign cars. In 1960, the Federal Republic of
Germany made the following a part of the highway code:
"Passenger cars, stationwagons, and motorcycles should

be equipped with an adequate safety device against unauthorized use of vehicles. The locking of the doors and
removal of the ignition key are not regarded as safety
measures within the meaning of the preceding sentf'nce."
This problem has been discussed by Commission and
Department of Justice representatives with the four major
automobile manufacturers and they have indicated their
desire to develop and install devices to increase the security
of their products. These will include making the ignition system connector cable much more difficult to remove from the ignition lock, increasing the ignition key
combinations, and locating the ignition system in less
accessible places. These basic improvements will be
made in some 1968 models. One manufacturer is testing
an arrangement that will help reduce the possibility of
leaving the key in the ignition lock in an unattended
parked car and hopes to install such a device in the 1969
model~ at the latest.
Although the above steps will contribute to the reduction of auto thefts, the following additional improvements
should be carefully considered:

o

A steering column or transmission lock that immobilizes the car when the gearshift lever is put into the
proper position and the key removed. With this type
of lock, starting an engine by shorting the ignition
does not permit the car to be driven away.
D Coupling the above lock with an ignition system that
causes the driver to remove the key from the ignition.
This can be done by a spring-loaded lock or key
that pushes the key out; or by requiring the key to
be not only turned, but also pulled out of the ignition
in order to stop the engine; or by attaching a buzzer
that goes off if the key is left in the ignition when the
engine is turned off.

Although the automobile manufacturers are best able
to integrate such devices into the design of their vehicles,
it is desirable that some Federal agency work with them
to establish minimum requirements on the actual implementation. This responsibility could well be assigned to
the National Highway Safety Agency as part of its program to establish safety standards for automobiles.

Unfortuuately, existing studies do not present definitive
conclusions as to the effects of lighting on crime. In
1956, the central business district of Flint, Mich., was relit. Six-thousand-lumen incandescent lights were replaced with 20,OOO-lumen mUltiple fluorescent brackettype lights. A study conducted over a 6-month period
indicated that there was a 60 percent reduction in the
number of all felonies and misdemeanors, and an 80 percent reduction in larcenies. However, there was, at the
same time, an increase in police surveillance in the area.
Since the experiment was not adequately controlled, the
effects of patrol and relighting are confounded, so that
any conclusions on the effects of street lighting alone
must be considered only tentative.
In New York City, four police precincts designated as
high crime areas were converted from incandescent lighting to mercury vapor lighting. The rate of nighttime
crimes dropped by 4·9 percent after the installation of the
lights. After over 80 percent of the city street lighting
was modernized over a period of four yearn at a cost of
$58 million, the total number of felonies in the city increased by approximately 43 percent. Due to the extreme
difficulty of assessing the effects of the numerous other
variables, it is virtually impossible to determine what the
felony rate would have been if the lights had not been
installed.
The only results it is possible to reach now are:
D There is no conclusive evidence that improved lighting would have a lasting or significant impact on crime
rates, although there are strong suggestions that it
might.
D Improved street lighting wi!! reduce some types of
crimes in some areas, i.e., given a light and dark
street to commit a crime, a criminal will normally
choose the dark street.
D Improved street lighting accompanied by increased
police patrol can reduce crime rates in an area.
D When new lighting programs are instituted, police departments should be encouraged to maintain records
of crimes in the relighted and adjoining areas. With
information on past, present, and projected crime
rates and on other relevant variables, it may be possible
to assess better the impact of lighting on crime.

REMOVING THE COVER OF DARKNESS

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Improved street lighting is frequently advocated by
the police and by highway departments as an important
tool for combatting crime. Its proponents assume that
adequate street lighting will, first, deter certain types of
street crimes by increasing the offender's risk of being detected and, second, enhance the probability of apprehending the offender. These assumptions are fortified
by the general sense of security that the individual feels
when streets are brightly lit. The police and the public
alike frequently remark that they have no proof that improved street lighting reduces crime, but the public does
feel safer.

THE USEFULNESS AND LIMITATIONS OF
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The criminal justice system is an enormous complex of
operations. Subjecting such a system to scientific investigation normally involves making changes in its operations
in order to observe the effects directly. Whenever practical, this kind of controlled experimentation is clearly
the best kind. But experimentation inside a system is
often impractical and even undesirable, not only because
the costs could be prohibitive, but because normal opera-
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tions are frequently too critical to be disrupted. Instead,
the scientist may be able to formulate a mathematical
description or "model" of the system in order to illuminate
the relationships among its parts. Systems analysis involves construction and manipulation of such mathematical models in order to find out how better to organize and
operate the real-life systems they represent. It is desirable
to conduct such analyses of the criminal justice system
for several reasons:

o
o
o

They develop an explicit description of the criminal
justice system and its operating modes so that the system's underlying assumptions are revealed.
They provide a vehicle for simulated experimentation in those instances in whkh "live" experimentation
is unfeasible.
They identify the data that must be obtained if essential calculations are to be made of the con3equences
of proposed changes.

These advantages must be considered in light of a sober
appreciation of what cannot be done by constructing and
using models. The cause-and-effect relationships in the
real world of criminal justice are so complex and so
intricately interwoven that any mathematical description
of them is bound to be a gross simplification. At the
present time, even the most basic relationships are poorly
understood, and the available data contribute little to
further understanding. Moreover, in so dynamic a system, the causal relationships themselves are constantly
changing and will change further as increased understanding changes people's behavior. Clearly,a system of this
magnitude and complexity cannot be studied in detail
even descriptively, much less analytically, in a few months
by a few people. However, sufficient benefits have accrued from similar analyses conducted on equally complex
systems, such as air traffic systems and national economies,
to warrant probes in this direction. The State of Califor-

nia has already supported a pioneering study of this sort
at the Space General Corp. The task force further
developed these approaches in order to lay a foundation
on which additional analytical development could be
based and also to identify the primary data needs.
Among the capabilities provided by models is the ability
to conduct cost-effectiveness analyses. These analyses,
applied with particular success in the Department of Defense, provide a means for determining which of several
alternative courses of action will provide maximum effectiveness for a given cost, or minimum cost for a given
effectiveness. There are many different measures of both
cost and effectiveness applicable to crime control programs. Numerical costs include direct dollar costs of
operating the criminal justice system, as well as indirect
costs such as lost income of offenders who are
denied good jobs. Numeric.al measures of 'effectiveness
include reductions in the rates of the various crimes.
Nonquantibtive considerations such as justice, individuai
liberty, ri!!,hts of privacy, and freedom from fear of victimization are of vital concern, but are beyond the realm
of numerical treatment. The techniques of analysis can
be brought to bear only on those parts of crime and
criminal justice that are amenable to quaritification, and
these measurable values must always be considered in
relation to what are frequently more important, often unquantifiable values in making any decisions about modification of police, court, or corrections operations. The
cost-effectiveness approach does not force a quantification
of unmeasurable human values. Rather, it sets out those
implications that are quantifiable, and thereby permits a
sharper focus on the critical value questions of social
policy by the legislator and the administrator.
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A CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM MODEL

f!

The first step in developing a model of the criminal
justice system is describing in detail the events that occur
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as offenders aT'! processed through the system. This
description is then translated into computer language so
that numerical values can be attached to the various
aspects of the system and the results analyzed as desired.
The resulting model can be used to calculate what
happens to arrested offenders as they flow through the
court and corrections subsystems, An example using Index crimes in the United States is shown in figure 5.
The diagram presents an estimate of the costs incurred at
each stage and the number of people traveling each route
through the system.
At some of the processing stages, offenders can be released, dismissed, acquitted, discharged, or otherwise returned to the general population. When this happens,
there is a chance of their being rearrested for some new
crime and reprocessed through the criminal justice
system.
The feedback nature of the model enables it to trace
criminal careers. Thus, one product of such a model is
a compilation of lifetime criminal career patt~rns from
data that describe the chances that an offender of a particular age will be 'arrested, charged, tried, dismissed, rearrested, etc.
Any analysis of the criminal justice system is hampered
by a lack of appropriate data. Data on the extent of
crime, costs of operations, recidivism characteristics, arrest rates, parole violations, etc., are either not complete,
not gathered or of questionable accuracy. The task force
culled available sources for information, and often had to
rely on approximations or on extrapolations of data characteristic of specific jurisdictions. Because of the gaps
in the data, any numerical results must be viewed as tentative. Numerical results are presented to illustrate the
potential uses of the analysis and to give impetus to the
collection of proper datafor use in more definitive studies.

SOME SPECIFIC ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATIONS

With sufficient effort, an adequately complete and detailed model could be developed from the rudimentary,
generalized model shown in figure 6. It would permit
examination of such questions as:

o

The effects upon court and correctional caseloarls and
operating costs of a 10 percent increase in police clearance rates.
o The effects upon court and correctional costs and
workloads of providing counsel to all those arrested .
o The effects upon costs and arrest rates in a particular
,state of instituting a given community treatment progrl!-rn for certain sentenced offenders.
o The projected workloads and operating costs of police,
courts, and corrections for the next 5 years.
o The effects upon recidivism and associated costs of
statistical techniques that permit sentencing judges to
prescribe optimum treatment programs.
However, such analyses require a completeness and
detail of description that will take many years of research
to develop and will always have elements of uncertainty.
As an illustration of the approach, the science and technology task force formulated a preliminary model to
examine several issues with existing data, or, where none
were available, with hypothetical data.
Criminal Justice Costs of Index Crimes in the United
States.
Basic to any evaluation of proposed changes
in the criminal justice system is knowledge of the current costs of the system. These costs include both the
dollar costs and the intangible social costs. The task
force was, of necessity, restricted to dollar costs. In
fact, not even all of the dollar costs can be considered.
This examination omits consideration of the indirect
dollar costs, which include items such as lost incomes of
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Criminal Justice System Model
with Estimates of Flow of Offenders
and Direct Operating Costs
for Index Crimes in the United States
in 1965.
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witnesses and defendants, lawyers' fees, etc. Rather, it
is restricted to costs directly .incurred by criminal justice
agencies.
Fixed and variable costs are allocated to each offense
of each type on the baRis of estimates, some of them necessarily arbitrary (e.g., allocation of patrol force time to
index crimes) , of the division of time and effort by police,
courts, and corrections. Because of the necessary imperfections in the cost estimat.es, the percentage distribution
of costs among the various Index crimes, and especially
the dollar costs, should not be taken as definitive.
Given the time it takes to process an offender at each
stage, and the associated costs, it is possible to calculate
the direct costs of processing cases in the system by crime
type. Figure 6 shows how these costs are attributable
to each of the 1965 Index crimes in the United States.
It can be seen that the property crimes of burglary, larceny of $50 and over, and auto theft, which account for
87 percent of the Index crimes, also account for the bulk
(81 percent) of the system costs for Index crimes. In figure 6, the system costs for each kind of Index crime are
attributed to the major cost components. The results
show that corrections accounts for a large portion of the
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total cost in cases of murder and nonnegligent manslaughter (81 percent), forcible rape (42 percent), and
robbery (42 percent), where police clearance rates are
high. For property crimes, which have lower clearance (
rates; police costs are a much larger proportion of the
total costs.
Figure 6 shows how these system costs for Index climes
are distributed among the major system components.
The processing of juveniles, from courts through corr.ections, is shown separately in the diagram. The police
account for the bulk of the costs, 67 percent. Correc~
tional programs (including probation) are the next largest, accounting for 20 percent.
In table 5 these system costs are presented as the cost per
individual crime. The Index crimes other than willful
homicide cost the criminal justice system directly about
$750 (aside from the social costs of the crime itself and
any subsidiary indirect costs). The cost per offender
arrested, however, is about $3,000, since there are about
one-fourth as many reported arrests as reported Index
crimes.
Another costing approach would omit the large
amounts of police costs charged to the offenders, and

Table 5,-To~al 1965 U,S, Criminal Justice System Costs for Index Crimes 1
Tota I system
costs (millions
01 dc,lIars)

Crime type

9,853

4,900

9,400

22,470

1,300

14,300

Robll,ery ••..••••.....•••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

140

118,920

1,200

54,300

Aggravated assaulL __ •••...•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

190

206,700

920

108,000

-- - - -9,400
1,800

Burglary

39%

$820,000,000
1,173,200 Reported Crimes
Police Cost 72%
Juvenile Processing Cost 11%
Court Cost 1%
Corrections Cost 16%

Robbery

1,173.,200

700

266,000

3,IJO

14,000

762,400

660

144,000

3,500

11,900

Auto theIL .••••..•••..•..•••..••.•...•••..•.••••••••••••••..•••••

370

486,600

760

131,000

2,800

11,000

All Index crimes •.•.•..•••.••••••••.•••.•• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••

2,097

2,780,140

750

727,000

2,900

112,200

I

100 percent 01 detective lorce costs and 25 percent 01 patrol lorce costs and court and correcti.ons costs were allocated to Index crimes,
on Index crimes with the lirst index crime arrest occurring at age 16 lor the Indicated crime.
..
Based on distribution 01 lirst arrests matched to distribution 01 arrests 01 individuals under 18 given in the 1965 Unllorm Crime Reports,

charge them instead as fixed costs of the system. If offenders are charged only with the costs of the detective
time spent on the differen.t types of Index crimes, then
the cost per offender arrested is cut to about $1,000.
Another important cost is the cost of permitting a person to enter a life of crime. This cost is measured by the

Costs Attributed to Major Cost Components

1%

Police Cost

$29,000,000
22,470 Reported Crimes
Police Cost 39%
Juvenile Processing Cost 14%
Cou rt Cost 5%
Corrections Cost 42%

24%

$500,000,000
762,400 Reported Crimes
Police Cost 76%
Juvenile Processing Cost 8%
Court Cost 1%
Corrections Cost 15%

$48,000,000
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Police Cost 10%
J'Jvenile Processing Cost 1%
Court Cost 8%
Correc.tions Cost 81%

67%

Corrections Cost

20%'/

Juvenile Processing Cost
I:.
y
{

Court Cost
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Non-negligent
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13, SOO
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9%

$190,000,000
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Police Cost 54%
Juvenile Processing Cost 8%
Court Cost 4%
Corrections Cost 34%

.----

500

3

I
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82Q

I
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Estimated Criminal Justice System Direct Operating Costs
for United States Index Crimes in 1965. Figure 6
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total cost to the criminal justice system over the life of
the offender for processing him, or the criminal-career
cost. The costs accumulate to about $12,000 per indivitlual, despite the relatively low costs per single crime,
and demonstrate the value of an investment in preventive
programs that would avert criminal careers.
Escalation of Criminal Careers.
The model can also
be used to examine. the differences between the types of
crimes for whieh first offenders are arrested and those for
which repeaters are arrested. An example of such an
examination is shown in table 6. The results are tabulated according to the order of "seriousness" used by the
FBI in its procedure of listing only the most "serious" offense in its statistics in cases of simultaneous multiple
offenses. A typical distribution of 1,000 first arrests for
i.ndex offenses was taken. . The criminal careers of these
1,000 individuals were then simulated by cycling through
the model, taking the probabilities of rearrest over time,
and the distribution among the Index crimes of each group
of rearrested persons, broken down according to the crime
for which they were rearrested. The simulation showed
an eventual accumulation of 3,010 subsequent arrests.
These include a greater proportion of the more serious
offenses than the 1,000 original offenses. For example,
homicides, rapes, and robberies were several times more
prevalent among the rearrests than among the first arrem. The less seriDus Index crimes of larceny and auto
theft, on the other hand, became less prevalent.
This analysis, though only exemplary, raises questions
about why successive arrests apparently are for more serious crimes. It may be due to the aging of the individuals,
to the development of antisocial attitudes, or possibly to
reactions to treatment by the criminal justice system.
Th.is analysis suggests the seriousness, in terms of escalating criminal conduct, of the problem of recidivism. A
question to be explored is whether the rearrest probabilities increase or decrease and the serious crimes become
more nr less prevalent for those who are processed further through the system. Any differences may be the re-
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Table 6.-Average Distribution of First Arrests and
Lifetime Rearrests for Index Crime Offenders
First arresls
Offense

Number I

Lifetime rearresls

Percenl
of tolal

Number

0.2
.6
3.3
3.2
25.2
51.8
15.7

34
68
458
194
1,196
739
321

--- --- --Willful homicide .•••••••••.
Forcible rape .............
Robbery ................
Aggravlled assaull ........
Burglary ...
• ...
La rceny of $50 and over ••
Aulo Ihell.. ..............
TolaL ..............

l

6
33
32
252
518
157

-----1,000
100.0
3,010

Percent
of total

Percent
chanae In
proportion
of total

1.1
2.3
15.2
6.4
39.7
24,6
10.7

100.0

+4SO
+280
+<60
+100
+60
-SO
-30
~.

-- --------

I The dislribution of Ihe I. ClIO lsi arrests Is based on the distribution of arresls 01
individuals under 18 given In Ihe 1965 Unilorm Crime Reports.

suIt of differences among individuals who reach the various stages or it may be the result of the treatment itself.
Unfortunately, data to examine such basic quesions do
not now exist; but the questions are sufficiently important
to warrant an intensive effort to collect the data, and
ultimately, after hypotheses are developed, to conduct
appropriate controlled experiments.
DATA NEEDS

As a result of experience with the system model, it
has been possible to identify many specific inadequacies
in the published data concerning criine and the criminal
justice system. These deficiencies fall under two main
headings. First, mut'l of the published data are incomplete, inconsistent, and inaccurate. For example, different criminal justice agencies report their operations in
inconsistent units: The police report "arrests," the courts
report "cases," and corrections ClS"encies report "offenders." Information from different jurisdictions often has
different underlying interpretations. In some jurisdictions, stealing from parking meters is burglary, while in
others it is larceny. These problems have long troubled
criminologists as well as the operating agencies that collect and use the data.
The second class of deficiencies in existing data includes t1-)e vast number of instances in which no data
at all are available. We know much too little about how
variol.;S actions of the criminal justice system affect the
number and types of crimes committed by different classes
of offenders. It is necessary to collect data on recidivisli.
(rearrest probabilities, reconviction probabilities, etc.) by
type of crime and by offender treatment. It is important
to know how recidivism varies with how far a person
travels through the criminal processes (diEcharged on
arrest, prosecution dropped, put on probation, paroled,
etc.). This information needs to be correlated with age,
crime type, and other relevant variables. While collecting and processing such a large aniount of data is clearly
a difficult task, it is well within the capabilities of tociay's
technology and will be considerably aided by the development of a national criminal justice infonnation system.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
THE NEED FOR BETTER INFORMATION CAPABILITIES

access to certain criminal records after a specified
period of good conduct.
D Federal, ~t?te, and local budgeting-collecting uniJ fonn statIstics on agency operations and workloads,
providing a basis for estimating personnel needs and
for optimum allocation of men and dollars.
D Research-providing a collection of anonymous criminal histories to find out how best to interrupt a developing criminal career and to achieve a better understanding of how to control crime.
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The importance of having complete and timely infonnation about crimes and offenders available at the right place
and the right time has been demonstrated throughout
this chapter and, indeed, throughout this report. With
timely infonnation, a police officer could know that he
should hold an arrested shoplifter ).·'r having committed
anned robbery elsewhere. With a more detailed back«..
gl'Ound on how certain kinds of offenders respond to
correctional treatment, a judge could more intelligently
sentence a second offender. With better projections of
next year's workload, a State budget office would know
whether and \'{here to budget for additional parole officers.
Modern infonnation technology now permits a massive
assault on these problems at a level never before conceivable. Computers have been used to solve related problems in such diverse fields as continental air defense,
production scheduling, airline reservations, and corporate
management. Modern computer and communications
technology permits many users, each sitting in his own
office, to have immediate remote access to large computer-based, central data banks. Each user can add
information to a central file to be shared by the others.
Access can be restricted so that only specified users can
get certain information.
,.~ ..,.
Criminal justice could benefit dramatically from com- (
r'
puter-based information systems, and development of a \;,~_.
network designed specifically for its operations could start
immediately. Such systems can aid in the following
functions:

r

o

Statistical information-data on crimes, on criminal
caree~s, and on the activities of criminal justice

agencIes.

Table 7.-Users of Files in an Integrated National
Criminal Justice Information System
Type of file
Inquiry

A PROGRAM FOR AN INTEGRATED NATIONAL
INFORMATION SYSTEM

Person. I information
Statistics
Directory I

Required

Registry •

Minutes..... HourL...... Days........... Weeks.

response time.
An integrated national infonnation system is needed
to serve the combined needs at the National, State, reNationaL ...... Police.. .... All crimin.1
No file kept.... Crimin.1 justice
glOnal and metropolitan or county levels of the police,
justice
agenCies, research
.,encies.
projects, Govern.
courts, and correction agencies, and of the public and
ment public
information offices.
the research community. Each of these agencies has inf~nnation needed by others; an infonnation system pro- Stale ...............same .........same..... Courts and cor· .....same... _..... ..
rections only.
Vides a means for collecting it, analyzing it, and dissemiLocal. .......... _..•same........ .same...........same...........s.me......... ..
nating it to those who need it. Each can be kept in close
I Index ~f record information as to formal contacts wilh criminal justice agencies
communication with the others, and information trans- kept
2 CollectIon of related back,round materials (probation reports educational records etc)
by some Stales.
"
.
ferred by voice, by teletype, or computer to computer.
Since law enforcement is primarily a local and State
function, the overall program must be geared to the circumstances and requirements of local and State agencies; AN IMMEDIATE-RESPONSE IN~UIRY SYSTEM
and, wherever practical, the files should be located at
A police officer frequently needs to know, within a
these levels. Even the specifications and procedures of
, the national system must confonn to local needs, and matter of minutes, whether individuals, or vehicles or
other property, are wanted within his jurisdiction or else':should be developed by people familiar with them.
whe~.
Separate statewide inquiry systems could provide
. Table 7, on the following page, depicts a possible strucimmediate
infonnation on stolen property and persons
ture for a national ~ntegrated criminal justice information
wanted
within
the State. An automobile recovered with
system. The system contains three kinds of files:
its own license plates could be checked against the State in
D Inquiry file-a centralized list of wanted people and which .it is registered. For other property and for perstolen property that a police officer can check for sons, such an inquiry would theoretically have to be adimmediate response.
dressed to every State, requiring each State to implement
D Personal information-information about individuals its own system and calling for complex communications
with crimim1.i records.
to every other State. A second alternative would be to
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D Police patrol-enabling a police officer to check rapidly
the identification of people and property against a
central "wanted" file.
D Crime investigation-providing a police officer or detective with supporting infonnation files such as crime
patterns, modus operandi, criminal associates, and perhaps in the future the abilit.y to match latent fi:'1gerprints from a crime scene against a central fingerprint
file.
D Police deployment-altering police deployment in response to changing patterns of crime on an hourly,
daily, seasonal or emergency basis.
D Sentencing and correctional decisions-providing more
complete history of an offender and his reactions to
prior correctional actions; statistical estimates of the
effects of different kinds of treatment on different kinds
of offenders.
D Development of correctional programs-analyzing
complete case records to evaluate the effectiveness of
different programs.
D Protection of individual rights-assuring that arrest
records include court disposition, thereby presenting
a fairer picture to the police and to judges; restricting
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establish a limited number of regional systems centralizing new technology can create both more useful information
information within each region. The regions could be and greater individual protection. On the basis of the
( - ')
interconnected into a national system or could be kept limited examination it was possible to undertake>
separate, accepting the penalty of losing track of people or
The Commission recommends:
~,
property that cross the regional boundaries. A third
alternative is to establish a single national repository to Personal criminal-record information should be orgawhich any State may address inquiries, and into which nized as follows:
every State places information.
A national inquiry file (the National Crime InformaThere should be a national law enforcement directory
tion Center-NCIC) is now being established by the FBI.
that records an individual's arrests for serious crimes,
This file will contain records of all cars reported stolen
the disposition of each case, and all subsequent formal
for more than 24 hours, all persons wanted for extraditable
contacts with criminal justice agencies related to those
offenses, stolen guns, and all stolen identifiable property
arrests. Access should be limited to criminal justice
valued at over $1,000. This file will be maintained on a
agencies.
computer, with terminals initially connected to 15 police
There should be State law enforcement directories
agencies, and with plans to include all States eventually.
similar to the national directory, but including less
Any agency with a terminal can enter a record into the
serious offenses.
file or inquire whether a person or property in custody is
States should consider criminal justice registries that
listed in the file. It will receive an answer seconds later.
could record some ancillary factual information (e.g.,
The utility of a fully interconnected national inquiry
education and employment records, probation refile depends on the need for interstate and interregional
ports) of individuals listed in their State directories.
communications and on the need to provide an inquiry
This information must be protected even more carecapability for those States that do not establish their own
fully than the idormation in the directories, and
files. If such a need should be established, analyses conwould be accessible only to court or corrections officers.
ducted by the science and technology task force indicate
that a single central computer is more economical than inNo further background information other than the facts
terconnecting separate regional computers. This result
follows from the fact that computer processing and stor- about formal contacts with criminal justice agencies,
age costfi are much greater than communications costs. which are matters of record, should be maintained in
I t is important that the States, in assessing their own needs the national directory. Any detailed background inforand developing their own computer facilities, and the FBI mation would have to come from the individual agencies
in operating the NCIC, seek to develop information that noted in the directory record. This requirement may
will provide a basis for a sound decision on the needs for pose some added inco~venience in collecting complete histories and in conducting research on crl'rninal careers.
and the form of a national inquiry system.
However, the potential dangers inherent in a massive
HANDLING PERSONAL INFORMATION
central dossier outweigh these disadvantages.
The security of the directory, as with all personal inThe most delicate part of any criminal justice informa- formation files, must be carefully protected. Techniques
tion system is the record of previously arrested people and such as auditing users, computer programs and operators,
accompanying information about them. Such informa- and encoding of files and transmissions should be used to
tion is valuable in making prosecution, sentencing, and assure that the information is used only for legitimate
correctional decisions. But whenever government records criminal justice requirements.
contain derogatory personal information, they create seriThe national directory would be similar to a current
ous public policy problems:
FBI service. Today, when a police department sends
o The record may contain incomplete or incorrect in- fingerprints to Washington, they are checked against a
file of 16 million fingerprints of previously arrested and
formation.
o The information may fall into the wrong hands and be fingerprinted individuals. The police department the?
gets positive identification of the individual, and hiS
used to intimidate or embarrass.
o The information may be retained long after it has lost criminal record or "rap sheet." The process is conducted
its usefulness and serves only to harass ex-offenders, through the mail and takes about two weeks. About 1,000
or its mere existence may diminish an offender's belief fingerprint clerks at the FBI process about 23,000 such
fingerprint records each day.
in the possibility of redemption.
The rap sheet contains a record of all arrests that lead to
Heretofore, the inherent inefficiencies of manual files the submission of fingerprints to the FBI. It is also supcontaining millions of names have provided a built-in posed to contain the court disposition following each
protection. Accessibility will be greatly enhanced by arrest, but this information fails to appear in 35 percent .
putting the files in a computer, so that the protection af- of the cases. A police department has no strong incentive
forded by inefficiency will diminish, and special attention for reporting dispositions after the positive identification
must be directed at protecting privacy. However, the has been established. Some system of incentives should
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be developed to assure that court dispositions are recorded.
In addition, an individual should be able to learn the con, tents of his record and have access to a procedure to
) expunge clearly mistaken arrests, as in cases of mistaken
identity or unfounded charge.
The FBI maintains a record until it learns of an individual's death, or until his 75th birthday has passed and
he has not been arrested in the previous 10 years. It may
be retained even longer because of the difficulty of cleaning out the files. Earlier purging---either destroying the
record or piUtting it in a secure file to which only the most
serious crimes would warrant access-would not only increast} efficiency but reduce the stigma of a stale arrest.
A witness at congressional hearings claimed that "the
Christian notion of the possibility of redemption is incomprehensible to the computer." By a policy of early purging of the files, computers permit restoring the notion of
redemption to the existing manual files.
The primary entry into the directory would continue to
be by means of fingerprints, using the present manual
techniques until future automated techniques are developed. In the future, it may be possible to add latent
fingerprints and repeating offender "profile" entries capable of being searched by name, personal appearance, or
modus operandi.
A majority of States today maintain State identification
bureaus similar to the FBI service. These States would
presumably continue to maintain their bureaus until there
was a more rapidly responding national directory. A
number would choose to continue this service in a form
,modeled after the proposed national directory, particu'Iarly in order to maintain criminal records below the
threshold of seriousness of the national directory.
Some States might choose to establish State registries
that record supplementary information, such as references to school history, employment history, juvenile as
well as adult offenses, aptitude-test results, etc., to aid
in preparing probation reports and in selecting correctional treatment. Each State would have to decide for itself what information it wants to retain, recognizing that
as more information is included, the potential danger
of misuse and the need for limiting access increase.
COMPILING STATISTICAL INFORMATION

During the Commission's investigations, the inadequacy of the available data on crime and on the
criminal justice system has become very clear. Statistical
information is needed in order to assess the magnitude
of the crime problem in the United States and to measure
the effectiveness of programs for prevention, enforcement,
and correction. The problems of incompleteness, inconsistency, and unreliability of the current data, as well
as the outstanding data needs, have been discussed in
chapter 2 and in this chapter.

The Commission recommends:
') A National Criminal Justice Statistics Center should }y.;
established in the Department of Justice. The Center

should be responsible for the colJ.ection, analysis, and dissemination of two basic kinds .of data:
Those characterizing criminal careers, derived from
carefully drawn samples of anonymous offenders.
Those on crime and the system's response to it, as reported by the criminal justice agencies at all levels.
In addition, the Center would serve as a central focus
for other statistics related to the crime problem, such as
costs of crime, census data, and victim surveys. It would
have to work in close coordination with the FBI's Uniform
Crime Reports Section, the Children's Bureau of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the
Federal Bureau of Prisons; and other existing agencies
with continuing responsibility for collecting and reporting related statistics. It would combine their information into an integrated picture of crime and criminal
justice.
A major task of the Center would be to solicit the cooperation of criminal justice agencies to assure that they
compile and submit complete and accurate statistics. The
continuing efforts of the FBI to upgrade police statistical
reporting have shown how important and difficult this
task is. To gain cooperation of local agencies, it would
be necessary, first, to establish an understanding of the usefulness of statistics as an operational and management
tool, and, second, to create a strong national organization
able to collect, process, analyze, interpret, and disseminate
the information, and ready to pay the collection costs.
The lessons inherent in the collapse in 1945 of the national judicial statistics program-which was manned by
one person 10 percent of his timc-'lrge that the effort
be well supported when it is undertaken.
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOOICAL RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
On the basis of the work of the Science and Technology Task Force described in this chapter and in the report
of the task force, the Commission believes that science
and technology can make a significant contribution to
better understanding of the nature of crime and of the
l'T'erations of the criminal justice system, and to the design and developme~t of valuable technological devices
and systems.
The Federal Government should take the initiative in
organizing and sustaining a science and technology research and development program. Whether it be equipment development, field experimentation, data collection,
or analytical studies, the limited budgets of individual
State and local criminal justice agencies cannot provide
the necessary investment. Furthermore, the results will
be of nationwide benefit. Thus, the Federal Government
should support a major science and technology research
and development program relating to all areas of criminal
justice.
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The program should introduce science and technology
to criminal justice. The Federal Government should
sponsor research, development, test, and evaluation
(RDT&E) projects at the local and State levels, especially
supporting those widely useful projects that no single
agency could support alone. The Government should
help criminal justice agencies get the technical support
they need to incorporate the results of these projects into
their operations. To infuse science and technology directly into day-to-day activities, operations research
groups should be established in the larger criminal justice
agencies. Finally, to provide the basic fund of knowledge, a major science and technology program should be
established in one of the research institutes described in
chapters 12 and 13 below. The President's Science Advisory Committee has reviewed and supports these recommendations.
RDT&E PROGRAM

The Commission recommends:
The Federal Government should sponsor a science and
technology RDT&E program with three primary components: systems analysis, field experimentation, and
equipment-system development.
The systems analysis studies should include development of mathematical models of the criminal justice system and appropriate compunent parts, and collection of
th~ data needed to apply these models to improving opel'ations. The projects to be undertaken should include:

o
o
o

o
o

cies draw on local technical res1turces such as consultants
profession.al societies" and manufacturers, and would hel~
the agenCIes to assess the products received.

These areas, again, are only suggestive; many more may
be rliscovered by the criminal justice agencies themselves
in their process of self-examination and innovation.
A number of basic kinds of equipment should be developed for general use by criminal justice agencies. Some
of the promising possibilities include:

o
o
o
o

OPERATIONS RESEARCH GROUPS WITHIN CRIMINAL
JUSTICE AGENCIES

.A~ an ~mp.ortant mechanism for innovation, the large
crlmmal Justice agencies, and especially large police departmen~, should ~stablish small operations research
f:!!r?ups WIth pro~essIOnal~y trained scientists, mathematiCians, and engmeers, mcluding at least one person
compe~ent in ~tatistics. The group would analyze the
operations, deSIgn and evaluate experiments and provide
general technical assistance. Such groups' have pro ed
extremely va~uable to industry, government, and the ~1i
t~ry: ~~rtamly each of the 21 police departments 4
s enffs forces, and 12 State police forces with more than
1,000 employees could benefit significantly from such a
group.

Computer-assisted police command and control facility.
Semiautomatic fingerprint system.
Inexpensive portable radio for foot patrolmen and
for patrolmen operating away from their car radios.
Automatic patrol car locator.

The RDT&E program would have to be developed in
detail by the office administering it. The program would
have to be housed in an agency that was sympathetic
to research and development, and could attract the highcaliber scientific staff needed to manage the program.
The program would inevitably require technical guidance of a breadth and quality exceeding that which could
be expected of any internal technical staff. Advisory eommittees comprising scientists and criminal justice offidals
would be needed to review proposals in specific subject
areas. In many cases, another government office will be
the best choice to manage a specific project; the Army
Materiel Command might direct the development of a
portable radio, for example. Nonprofit or even profitmaking contractors, as used by the Department of Defense, might furnish broad technical guidance.

J
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The Commission recommends:
The Fede~al Government should encourage and support
th~ ~stab~lsh~ent of operations research staffs in lar e
crImmal JustIce agencies.

.Pr?bably the most important single mechanism for
brmgmg the resources of science and technology to bear

TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND ESTABLISHMENT OF

Controlled experiments examining various police patrol concepts, such as statistical techniques for allocation of patrol forces, various random patrol patterns,
saturation patrolling, etc.
Laboratory simulation of various police command and
control systems and procedures.
Statistical analysis relating recidivism to offender characteristics and to correctional treatment possibilities.

As the Federal Government plays a more important
role in aiding criminal justice agencies to share in the
products of modern technology, it will become necessary
to help them use it effectively. To this end, there will be
a need for centralized establishment of technical standards (for radios, computer codes, etc.) and for provision
of technical assistance and guidance.

c '\
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The Commission recommends:
A Federal agency should he assigned to coordinate the
establishment of standards for equipment to be used by
criminal justice agencies, and to provide those agencies
technical assistance.
This organization should be an adjunct to an existing
Federal agency already technically strong ~,nd familiar
with standardization problems. The National Bureau of
Standards is one such agency. It could organize committees of users and manufacturers to agree on equipment and communication standards. It would be a
center with growing competence in criminal justice
equipment problems, and would be staffed by scientists
and engineers in the most relevant technologies-electronics, computer sciences, operations research, chemistry,
etc. The organization would help criminal justice agen-

g

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
IN A RESEARCH INSTITUTE

EQUIPMENT STANDARDS

Model of a State criminal justice system.
Apprehension studies in a police department.
Computer simulation of court precessing of cases.

These studies are only extensions of the initial efforts
undertaken by the science and technology task force.
As the program develops, new problem areas in which
systems analysis can be usefully applied will appear, and
some of them may turn out to be more productive than
the ,ones already identified.
Fieid experimentation should be conducted by operating criminal justice agencies in conjunction with individuals or groups competent in experimental research.
Many operating innovations are possible, and these should
be evaluated in actual use both to test their value and to
assess their possible side effects. The experimental projects to be undertaken should include:

o
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on th.e proble~ns of crime would be the establishment of
a major. p~estlgious science and technology research program wlthin one of the research institutes discussed in
c~a~te:s 12 and 13. The program would create inter,?sclphnary ~eams ?f mathematicians, computer scientIsts, electromcs engmeers, physicists biologists and th
t
I . .
"
0
er
na ~ra sClCntlst~, and would require psychologists, soci?IO~ISts, economists, and lawyers on these teams. The
mstltute and the program must be significant enough t~
a~tract the b~st. sci~ntists available, and to this end, the
?Ire~tor of thIs. InstItute must himself have a background
m sClenc~ and techno~ogy or have the respect of scientists.
Because It would be difficult to attract such a staff into the
Federal. Go~ernment, the institute should be established
by a umverslty, ~ gr?up of universities, or an independent
nonprofit. organIZatIOn, and should be within a major
metrop?htan .area. . The institute would have to establish
close tIes With neIghboring criminal justice agencies
that would :eceive the benefit of serving as experimental laboratones
for
.
" such an institute . The r esearc h progra~, m~~ht reqUIre, m order to bring together the necessa~ cnt.lcal mass" of competent staff, an annual budget
which mI~ht reach $5 million, funded with at least a 3year lead time to assure continuity.

The Commission recommends:
A. m.ajor scientific and technological research program
wlthm a research institute should be created and supported by the Federal Government.
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Chapter 12
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Research-Instrulllent for Reforlll
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The Commission has found and discussed throughout
this report many needs of law enforcement and the administration of criminal justice. But what it has found
to be the greatest need is the need to know.
America has learned the uses of exploration and discovery and knowledge in shaping and controlling its
physical environment, in protecting its health, in furthering its national security, and in countless 'Other areas.
The startling advances in the physical and biological sciences are products of an intellectual revolution that substituted the painful and plodding quest for knowledge
for the comforting acceptance of received notions. The
Nation has invested billions of dollars and the best minds
at its disposal in this quest for scientific discovery. The
returns from this investment are dramatically apparent
in the reduction of disease, the development of new weapons, the availability of goods, the rise in living standards,
and the conquest of space.
But this revolution of scientific discovery has largely bypassed the problems of crime and crime control. Writing for the Boston Crime Survey in 1927 Felix Frankfurter observed that the subject was "overlaid with shibboleths and cliches" and that it was essential to "separate
the known from the unknown, to divorce fact from assumption, to strip biases of every sort of their authority."
The statement is no less true today.
Few domestic social problems more seriously threaten
our welfare or exact a greater toll on our resources. But
society has relied primarily on traditional answers and has
looked almost exclusively to common sense and hunch for
needed changes. The Nation spends more than $4 billion annually on the criminal justice system alone. Yet
the expenditure for the kinds 'Of descriptive, operational,
and evaluative research that are the obvious prerequisites
for a rational program of crime control is negligible. Almost every industry makes a significant investment in research each year. Approximately 15 percent of the Defense Department's annual budget is allocated to research.
While different fields call for different levels of research,
it is worth. noting that research commands only a small
fraction of 1 percent of the total expenditure for crime
control. There is probably no subject of comparable
Legal aid research project-University of Chicago Center
for Studies in Criminal Justice

concern to which the Nation is devoting so many resources
and so much effort with so little knowledge of what it is
doing.
It is true, of course, that many kinds of knowledge
about crime must await better understanding of social
behavior. It is also true that research will never provide
the final answers to many of the vexing questions .about
crime. Decisions as to the activities that should be made
criminal, as to the limits there should be on search and
seizure, or as to the proper scope of the right to counsel,
cannot be made solely on the basis of research data .
Those decisions involve weighing the importance of fairness and privacy and freedom-values that cannot be
scientifically analyzed. But when research cannot, in itself, provide final answers, it can provide data crucial to
making informed policy judgments.
There is virtually no subject connected with crime or
criminal justice into which further research is unnecessary. The Commission was able to explore many of these
subjects in connection with its work, and to develop the
data that underlie the recommendations made in this
report. Many of its projects sought to open up new
areas of knowledge; many drew on the prior work of
scholars, governmental agencies, and private organizations. Crime is a continuing and urgent reality with
which we must deal as effectively as we can. We cannot
await final answers. The alternatives are not whether
to act or not, but whether to act wisely or unwisely.
Some Commission research has served to mark out
paths along which further exploration should proceed.
The pilot survey of criminal victims shows a great potential for discovering the extent and the nature of unreported
crime. Such surveys should be conducted on a continuing basis, so their usefulness can be tested further. The
Commission's studies of police-community relations were
as extensive as any previously undertaken, but, of course,
this extremely complicated and crucial subject deserves
and requ.ires continuing study. The science and technology task force's study of the relationship between
police response time and the apprehension of suspects has
suggested the value of changing various proceduI"~s so as
to reduce response time, but it remains for thp police to
apply this analysis to their specific situations, to experiment with the suggested changes and to discover what
happens in practice.
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Naturally, in the course of its studies t~e Commission
discovered many areas it had neither the tIme nor the resources to explore, although it was clear that there was a
vital need that they be explored. For example, the
effects on law enforcement and crime of legal restrictions
on such police practices as interrogation and search and
seizure are not known; ways of testing those effects accurately must be developed. There is no presen~ t:chnique for measuring the deterrent effects on cru~llnal
activity of the imposition, removal or change of sanctIons;
such a technique is badly needed.
It would obviously be futile to attempt to catalog all
the kinds of research that are needed. We do not even
know all the questions that need to be asked. But we do
know many of them and we also know that planning and
organizing the search for knowledge is a matter of highest
importance.
PLANNING AND ORGANIZING RESEARCH
Research is many kinds of activity. It is gathering and
analyzing facts. It is conducting and evaluating ope.rational experiments. It is devisin~ methods for. tes~mg
the effects of change. It is searchmg for the motIvatIons
of human behavior. Obviously there is a need here for
a wide variety of talents. Sociologists, lawyers, economists, psychiatrists, psychologists, physical scientists, engineers statisticians mathematicians-all these and more
"
are needed.
There is likewise opportunity for a WI'de
variety of organizations and instit.ut~ons: Too ~ittle is
known about the various uses and !ImItatIons of dIfferent
methods of organizing for research to permit the prescrip-

expression of that inertia has been the failure of most
police, court,and correctional officials to reccignize how
little they know and how important to America it is for
i them to know more.
Doubtless many of them have been
so busy merely keeping abreast of their day-to-day work
that they have had no time for contemplation and study.
Doubtless some, who are aware of the need, have looked
at the system's limited resources and have concluded that
trying to fill that need was hopeless. But beyond these
real and formidable 'Obstacles there is in die criminal justice system a reluctance to face hard facts, a resistance to
innovation, a suspiciorl of "outsiders," a fear of the kind
of criticism that objective appraisal may lead to thaI;,
until they are overcome, will make significant programs
of research difficult, if not impossible, to plan "'.nd
organize.
.
The Commission is well aware .that no recommendation' it can make will overcome reluctance, resistance,
suspicion, and fear; it is well aware. of how little mere
adjuration and exhortation are likely to accomplish; it is
well aware that many mayors, Governors and legislators,
to whom the system is responsible and. to whom it must
look for leadership and funds, have been no more eager
to face this problem than police, courts, or correctional
officials have been; it is well aware that. the scholarly
community has been slow to interest itself in the problems
of crime and criminal justice, and to offer its skills and
services. It can only note that some of the operating
agencies that have recognized their responsibility for research have found ways of improving their effectiveness.
All too few have accepted this responsibility.

tion of anyone mold for future reseal'ch e~orts. Indeed
it is essential that such efforts take many dIfferent forms.
RESEARCH BY OPERATING AGENCIES

There is no activity, technique, program~ or adm~nis
trative structure in the criminal justice system that IS so
perfect it does not need to be systematically scrutinized,
evaluated, and experimented with. Police patr?l ~nd
police investigation, personnel structures, con:mumca~lOn '
systems and information systems, commumty relatlO~s
programs and internal investigation programs; court bUSIness methods and court organization, plea bargaining aQ,d
ways of providing defense c~unsel" the ;selec~ion of prosecutors and the training of Judges; pnson mdus~IY p~o
grams and prison design, halfway houses and Juv,emle
training schools, parole decisions and parole techmques
are a few 'Of the hundreds of subjects that should be
,
studied.
Operating agencies should obvious~y :concern themselves with this kind of research. But It IS clear that the
criminal justice system does not have the means to c?nduct research entirely on its own. Few people workmg
in any part of the system at the p~e~ent time have the
scholarly training to use the. SOphI.StICated x:nethods of
gathering and analyzing facts, mv~ntmg expenmen~, and
using controls that research reqUl~es. .~he system s. administrators must call upon the umverSItIes, foun.datlons,
social service agencies, lUld industrial corporatIons for
help-must ope~ their doors and reveal their secrets.
Chapter 1 mentioned the inertia of the criminal justice
system, its slowness to make even those changes that eve.ryone agrees are necessary. Perhaps the most damagmg

The Commission recommends:

t.
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Criminal justice agencies such as State court and correctional systems and large police departments should
develop their own research units, staffed by specialists
and drawing on the advice and assistance of leading
scholars and experts in relevant fields.
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Participant-observer meets with youth group. on Chicago's North Side.
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radically new modes of action, and to conduct long-range
research which might lead to basic alterations in the structure and functioning 'Of operating instituti'Ons.
The independent research which has been done in the
past; has been centered in law schools and sociology departments of universities. Much of it has been the work
of professors working alone or with 'One or a few graduate
students. This form of research' has produced significant
contributions to our learning and 'will continue to be a
major source of new data and new ideas, but there are
large areas where it is inadequate. Since the complexities of crime cut acr'Oss many disciplines, and many projects require a group of people working together, it is important that there be some collaborative, organized research projects and centers. Individual scholars can add
to our knowledge of the causes 'Of various kinds of criminal behavior. But t'O develop a comprehensive plan for
combating organized crime, for e:mmple, it would be helpful to bring together economist~, sociologists, and lawyers.
In recent years a few departments or centers specifically for the study of crime and criminal justice have developed at universities. Such centers bring together persons from' a number of relevant fields for collaborative
research. One promising example is the Center for Studies in Criminal Justice at the,University of Chicag'O, recently funded by the Ford Foundation. Its projects
draw on the work of scholars from law, S'Ociology, psy-
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Of course, there is no sharp line between the kind of
research that operating agencies can do, and the, kind
that is more appropriately the responsibility of independent researchers. Often the line is blurred, as when a researcher lIses a police department -or a court or a prison
as a'subject for a research study, and what is learned is
of direct benefit to the agency. The Vera Institute's bail
study in the N ew York City courts is an excellent example.
On the other hand, many of the problems of crime and
crime control require research not directly related to
day-to-day operati'Ons of the criminal justice system.
This is 'Obviously true of such subjects as the relationship
between crime and poverty, the impact of organized crime
on the economy, the scope of unreported crimes, or the
nature and extent of gambling, t'O 'Offer but four 'Of a multitude of possible examples. Whatever the nature 'Of the
.) inquiry, those outside the system generally have a greater
" freedom to question long accepted assumptions, to explore
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chiatry, and other fields. Its advisory committee includes
police officials, judges, and correctional officials. Its
projects include studies of deterrence, alternative methods
of treatment of offenders, legal aid for jail inmates and
slum dwellers, and compensation for victims of crimes of
violence. Other criminal research centers include those
at the University of California, Georgetown University,
and the University of Pennsylvania.
Some criminal research activity has developed outside
of the university framework. The Vera Institute has
launched <\ broadly conceived research program in New
York City, which includes studies of police questioning,
night courts, and drunkenness. The American Bar
Foundation has completed several programs of research
into the administration of criminal justice, and has begun
others. The California Institute for the Study of Crime
and Delinquency works closely with correctional agencies
in the State but was designed to be "free from both the
constraints 'Of political government and institutions of
higher learning," and to "bridge the gap between the interests of crime control administrators and those of academic researchers." The National Council on Crime and
Delinquency has sponsored significant amounts of research, in addition to disseminating work of othyrs.
The Commission believes that institutions for organized
research in this field are of great significance and that
more private and governmental financial support should
be provided for this purpose, though not to the exclusion
of other efforts.
The Commission recommends:

Substantial public and private funds should be provided
for a number of criminal research institutes in various
parts of the country.
Some of the institutes might be expansions of existing
research centers. They should be sufficiently wellfinanced so they can attract highly qualified persons from
the:! social and natural sciences, the law, business administration and psychiatry, to work together and with criminal
justice agencies. Some of their work should be directed
at practical problems facing operating agencies and major
policy issues facing legislators. In addition, there should
be opportunity for broader inquiry, including challenges to
the basic assumptions of any part of the present system of
justice. They could study such especially puzzling forms
of criminal activity as white collar crime, professional
crime and organized crime. They could study the need
for and the effects of controversial police procedures.
While these institutes should not be controlled or dominated by the Federal Government, they could play an
important role in providing ideas and data to the Department of Justice in connection with State and local
aid programs described in chapter 13, and in evaluating
innovative proposals suggested for Federal support.
Most of these institutes should be at universities since it
seems likely, at least in the foreseeable future, that the
leading scholars in this field would prefer to work in a
university setting. The ability to draw on faculty and
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Such an institute could be set up jointly by a number
of universitif's, as was the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Its continuing financing could be drawn from a
number of foundations and, particularly, from business
corporations.
Other forms of independent institutes are possible. For
example, an institute that had the application of science
and technology to criminal administration as one of its
primary concerns might be established in affiliation with
one of the present, nonprofit scientific corporations that
undertake military research for the Government.
The Commission recognizes that in view of the dearth
of skilled and interested researchers in this field, such institutes cannot be set up ove~night. However, it urges
that immediate steps be taken to set up one or two without
delay and that as soon as possible no less than four be
established in different parts of the country.
A substantial part of the funding of these institutes
should come from private sources. But whatever form
these institutes take, and ideally they should take a variety
of different forms, major support by the Federal Government would be essential, at least in the beginning. Chapter 13 proposes such support as part of the overall Federal program. For the institutes to attract the best people
and to be effective in their work it is essential that Federal
funds be provided on a basis that does not impair the independent administration of the research program.
Of course, even if several institutes were set up, their
work should constitute only part of the research activity
in this field. Work by indivi~ual scholars, by existing and
new privately financed centers, will still be necessary, and
adequate financing for these efforts is no less essential than
for the institutes.
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Patrol observation-American Bar Foundation Survey

students of law, architecture, medical, and business
schools, and social and physical science departments would
provide a broad base for the institute's work. A univer..
sity-based institute would be in a favorable position to
train the research personnel that criminal justice agencies
need so badly. And it could, through special seminars or
degree courses, provide administrators and specialists
from the agencies with a broader understanding of the
whole problem of crime and its control and the advantages to be gained from research. Through its ties to the
university, the institute would promote the infusion of the
results and attitudes of research into the professional
training of lawyers, policemen, and correctional workers.
The Commission finds persuasive the suggestion that
has been made to it that one of these institutes should be
independent of any single university and should not rely
on Federal financial support except as "seed money."
When the establishment of an institute of criminology in
New York City was under study, the bar association committee that considered the matter concluded:

i

The very idea of such a criminology center or institute,
if it is to justify its reason for being, is that it be not subordinated to thec professional, vocational, or even educational, objectives of institutions or organizations seeking
or serving other and narrower or broader goals in the community. It is for that reason that the Committee found
itself in complete agreement with its reporter that the
kind of criminological center or institute contemplated
should, as a matter of strong preference, not be associated
with ary particular university, professional school, governmental or private organization devoted to other purposes,
or committed to any narrow professional purpose or particular (lvil or amelioration in the administration of the
criminal law. Breitel, Foreword to Radzinowicz, The {
Need for Criminology, p. vii (1965).
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The Commission recommends:

Universities, foundations, and other private groups
should expand their efforts in the field of criminal
research. Federal, State, and local governments should
make increased funds available for the benefit of individuals or groups with promising research programs and
the ability to execute them.
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The Commission believes it essential that some national
body act as a focus for research efforts in the field of crime
and its control, stimulating vitally needed projec';s, providing more effective communication between those doing research, and disseminating what is learned. Thus,
where a police department experiments with important
new techniques, someone should be concerned that the
effects of these techniques are scientifically evaluated, and
that other police departments find out what is learned.
If a city court judge is considering methods for reducing
delay, there should be some place he can check to see what

has been tried elsewhere and with what success. If whole
areas of crucial importance such as drug abuse, police misconduct, or white-collar crime continue to be shrouded in
darkness, someone should have responsibility for seeing
that money and talent are mustered to seek data and make
proposals.
The need for stimulation, coordination, and dissemination is now met only in a limited, fragmentary, and often
haphazard way. In view of the enormous increase in
research activity and the variety of research organizations
envisaged in this report, it seems desirable that there be a
Federal agency with overall responsibility for research.
This agency should not displace private and governmental
agencies seeking to perform this function, but by collaborating with them, should seek to insure as broad and
effective a program of research and dissemination as possible. It should serVe as a clearinghouse of research and
information for the benefit of Federal, State, and local
agencies and private institutions.
While there are some obvious advantages to having this
agency in the Department of Justice, the Commission believes that the long-range goal should be to establish an
independent agency-a National Foundation for Criminal Research. Like the National Science Foundation, it
should be financed by an annual appropriation from Congress. Its independent status would insure its freedom
from the pressures and immediate needs of any Federal
agency responsible for criminal administration. Such independence would also make it more attractive to leading
scholars in the field, on whom its success would depend.
The Commission recommends:

A National Foundation for Criminal Research should be
established as an independent agency.
The Commission recognizes that to establish a National
Foundation for Criminal Research at the same time that
the new aid program proposed in' chapter 13 is being
developed, would present a serious risk of confusion and
competition for already scarce research personnel. It is
essential that the new Justice Department program embody a major research component, if it is not simply to
perpetuate present failures in many areas. This is particularly important at the outset when difficult decisions
must be made about what meets the standards ju,stifying
Federal aid. There is too little research now being done
in this field and very few skilled researchers to do it.
Furthermore, the establishment of a National Foundation
for Criminal Research presents organization and funding
problems which the Commission has not fully explored.
Therefore, it may be desirable to defer the establishment
.of such a foundation until the proposed new Justice Dcpartment agency is established. In that event, one of the
early responsibilities of this agency should be to develop
detailed plans for an independent foundation and to work
toward its establishment.

,
"Together we must chart a national strategy against crime"
PRESIDENT JOHNSON ADDRESSING FIRST MEETING OF' STATE
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PLANNING COMMITTEES, OCTOBER 1966
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AMERICA CAN CO],;'fROL CRIME. This report has tried to
say how. It has shown that crirne flourishes where the
conditions of life are the worst, and that therefore the
foundation of a national strategy against crime is an
unremitting national effort for social justice. Reducing
poverty, discrimination, ignorance, diseas{' and urban
blight, and the anger, cynicism or despair t.hose conditions
can inspire, is one great step toward reducing crime. It
is not the task, indeed it is not within the competence, of
a Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration
of Justice to make detailed proposals about housing or
education or civil rights, unemployment or welfare or
health. However, it is the Commission's clear and urgent
duty to stress that forceful action in these fields is essential to crime prevention, and to adjure the officials of
every agency of criminal justice-policemen, prosecutors,
judges, correctional authorities-to associate themselves
\ with and labor for the success of programs that will
improve the quaiity of American life.
This report has shown that most criminal careers
begin in youth, and that therefore programs that will reduce juvenile d~linqu.ency and keep delinquerats and
youthful offenders from settling into lives of crime are indispensable parts of a national strategy. It has shown
that the formal criminal process, arrest to trial to punishment, seldom protects the community from offenders of
certain kinds and that therefore, the criminal justice system and the community must jointly seek alternative ways
of treating them. It has shown that treatment in the
community might also return to constructive life many
offenders who quite appropriately have been subjected to
formal process.
This report has pointed out that legislatures and, by
extension, the public, despite their well-founded alarm
about crime, have not provided the wherewithal for the
criminal justice system to do what it could and should
do. It has identified the system's major needs as better
qualified, better trained manpowp.r; more modern equipment and management; closer cooperation among its
functional parts and among its many and varied jurisdictions; 2nd, of course, the money without which farreaching and enduring improvements are impossible.
Finally, this report has emphasized again and again
that improved law enforcement and criminal administration is more than a matter of giving additional
resources to police departments, courts, and correctional

systems. Resources are not ends. They are means, the
means through which the agencies of criminal justice can
seek solutions to the problems of preventing and controlling crime. Many of those solutions have not yet
been found. We need to know much more about crime.
A national strategy against crime must be in large part a
strategy 'Of search.
WHAT STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
CAN DO
Almost every recommendation in this report is a recommendation to State or local governments, the governments
that by and large administer criminal justice in America.
A special difficulty of writing the report has been finding
terms general enough to describe criminal administration
in 50 States and thousands of local communities, and at
the same time specific enough to be helpful. The Commission is acutely aware that the report does not discuss
many distinctive local conditions and problems, that its
descriptions often are quite broad, that no one of its
recommendations applies with equal force to every locality, that, indeed, some of its recommendations do not
apply at all to some localities.
On the whole the report concentrates on cities, for
that is where crime is most prevalent, most feared, and
most difficult to control. On the whole the report dwells
on the criminal justice system's deficiencies and failures,
since prescribing remedies was what the Commission was
organized to do. Some States and cities are doing much
to improve criminal administration; their work is the basis
for many of the report's recommendations. Finally, because the report is a national report, it is not and cannot
be a detailed manual of instructions that police departments, courts and correctional systems need only to follow
step by step in order to solve their problems. It is of
necessity a general guide that suggests lines along which
local agencies can act.
PLANNING-THE FIRST STEP

A State or local government that undertakes to improve
its criminal administration should begin by constructing,
if it has not already done so, formal machinery for planning. Significant refornl is not to be achieved overnight
by a stroke of a pen; it is the product of thought and
preparation. No experienced and responsible State or
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city official needs to be told that. The Commission's
point is not the elementary one that each individual action
against crime should be planned, but that all of a State's
or u city's actions against crime should be planned together, by a single body. The police, the courts, the correctional system and the noncriminal agencies of the
community must plan their actions against crime jointly
if they are to make real headway.
The relationships among the parts of the criminal
justice system and between the system and the community's other institutions, governmental and nongovernmental, are so intimate and intricate that a change
anywhere may be felt everywhere. Putting into effect the
Commission's recommendation for three entry "tracks"
in police departments could involve the rewriting of civil
service regulations, the revision of standard police field
procedures, the adjustment of city budgets, possibly the
passage of enablinf~ legislation. A reform like organizing
a Youth Services Bureau to which the police and the
juvenile courts, and parents and school official:; ::\<; well,
could refer young people will require an enormous
amount of plann.ing. Such a bureau wiII have to work
closely with the community's other youth-serving agencies.
It will affect the case loads of juvenile courts, probation
services and detention facilities. It will raise legal issues
of protecting the rights of the young people referred to.it.
It could be attached to a local or State government in a
variety of ways. It could offer many different kinds of
service. It could be staffed by many different kinds of
people. It could be financed in many different ways.
Most of the recommendations in this report raise similar
problems. Later in this chapter a large-scale program of
Federal support for State and local agencies is proposed.
If this program is adopted, States and cities will need
plans in order to secure their share of Federal funds.
Furthermore, concerted and systematic planning is not
only a necessary prelude to action. It is a spur to action.
The best way to interest the community in the problems
of crime i', to engage members of it in planning. The
best way to mobilize the community against crime is
to lay before it a set of practical and coherent plans.
This report often has had occasion to use the word "isolation" to describe certain aspects of the relationship between the criminal justice system and the community.
State and city planning agencies could do much to end
that isolation.
The Commission recommends:

In eve'ty State and every city, an agency, or one or more
officia'/s, should be specifically responsible for planning
improvements in crime prevention and control and
encouraging their implementation.
It is impossible, of course, to prescribe in a national
r~port the precise forms that State or city planning agen-

Cles should take. No two States have identical constitutions or penal codes or crime problems. State-city re-

lationships vary from State to State, and often within
States according to the size of cities. County governments have more or less power, depending on the State.
Municipal government takes many forms. However,
there are certain principles that are universally applicable.
First, much of the planning for action against crime will
have to be done at the State level. Every State operates
a court system and a corrections system, and has responsibility for certain aspects of law enforcement. State
legislatures, as a rule, control local finances. The States
are in the best position to encourage or require the coordination or pooling of activities that is so vitally necessary in metropolitan areas and among rural counties,
Many States have units, some independent and some a
part of the Governor's office, that are actively engaged in
planning in the field of juvenile delinquency.
In addition, a number of Governors have responded
to the President's suggestion in March 1966, that they
establish State planning committees to maintain contact 'with this Commission during its life and with other
interested Federal agencies, to appraise the needs of their
State criminal systems, and to put into effect those proposals of the Commission that they find to be worthwhile.
The Commission urges all Governors to establish similar
committees.
Second, much of the planning will have to be done at
the municipal level. The problems of the police and,
to a certain extent, of the jails and the lower courts are
typically city problems. Welfare, education, housing, fire
prevention, recreation, sanitation, urban renewal, and a
multitude of other functions that are closely connected
with crime and criminal justice are also the responsibility
of cities. In some cities members of the mayor's or the
city manager's staff, or advisory or interdepartmental
committees, coordinate the city's anticrime activities; in
most cities there is as yet little planning or coordination.
Third, close collaboration between State and city planning units is obviously essential. Representatives of a
State's major cities should serve on the State body, and
staff members of the State body should be available to
the city bodies for information and advice, Money, manpower, and expertise are in too short supply to be squandered in activities that duplicate or overlap each other
and, conversely, when there is no collaboration there is
always a risk that some important field of action will be
overlooked.
Fourth, however much the structure and composition
of planning units vary from place to place, all units
should include both officials of the criminal justice system and citizens from other professions. Plans to im~
prove criminal administration will be impossible to put
into effect if those responsible for criminal administration do not help to make them. On the other hand, as
this report has repeatedly stressed, crime prevention is
the task of the community as a whole and, as it has also
stressed, all parts of the criminal justice system can benefit
from the special knowledge and points of view of those
outside it. Business and civic leaders, lawyers, school

and welfare officials, persons familiar with the problems
of slum dwellers, and members of the academic commui nity are among those who might be members of planning
I boards, or who might work with such boards as advisers
or consultants.
Fifth and finally, planning boards must have suffident
authority and prestige, and staffs large enough and able
enough, to permit them to furnish strong and imaginative
leadership in making plans and seeing them through.
The first thing any planning unit will have to do is to
gather and analyze facts: Statistics about crime and the
costs and caseloads of the criminal justice system; knowledge about the programs and procedures being used in
its own jurisdiction, and about those that have proved
successful elsewhere; data about the social conditions that
appear to be linked with crime; information about potentially helpful individuals and organizations in the
community.
In few States or cities has information of these kinds
been compiled systematically. Gathering facts will be an
invaluable process for any planning body, not only because of the importance of the facts themselves, but also
because they will have to be gathered from people and
organizations experienced in crime ,revention and criminal administration: Judges, correctional officials, police
officials, prosecutors, defense counsel, youth workers, universities, foundat.ions, civic organizations, service clubs,
neighborhood groups.
Those people and organizations can be combined into
a network of support for the changes the planning body
will propose. Such a network will be able to do much to
overcome resistance to change, or fear of it, inside and
outside the criminal justice system, by showing how
changes can be made carefully and practically.
On the basis of the facts it gather!., the planning body
wiII be able to appraise objectively and frankly the needs
of its State or city and the resources that are available
for meeting those needs. It would ask, for example,
whether in its jurisdiction police training is adequate;

whether the lower and juvenile courts are failing in any
of the ways cited by the Commission; whether the correctional system is beginning to make fundamental improvements of the sort the Commission has found are widely
needed.
It will discover needs that can be met rapidly by putting into effect programs that have succeeded in other
places; for example, bail reform projects, systems for the
assignment of defense counsel to indigents, police standards commissions, rehabilitation programs in jails, sentencing institutes for judges. An excellent model of how
much a planning body can do is the work of the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia,
which undertook a comprehensive study of the criminal
justice system and other agencies concerned with crime
and delinquency in the District, and made detailed recommendations for change.
The one caution about planning bodies the Commission
feels it must make is that they not serve as an excuse for
postponing changes that can be made immediately. For
example, most police departments could immediately add
legal advisers to their staffs, Dr launch police-community
relations programs. In many cities there is no question
about whether more prosecutors and probation officers are
needed in the lower courts; they clearly are and they
should be provided at once. Sentencing, councils could
be organized with no more effort than it would take for
a number of judges to arrange to meet regularly. Other
recommendations that one jurisdiction or another could
put into effect at once, without elaborate planning, will
be found in the pages of this report. Simple changes that
can be made immediately should be, not only because
justice demands it, but because making them will contribute to creating a climate in which complicated, longrange reform will be feasible.
MAJOR LINES FOR STATE AND LOCAL ACTION
MONEY

New York State and local officials plan the application of
technology to criminal justice information needs.
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The most urgent need of the agencies of criminal
justice in the States and cities is money with which to
finance the multitude of improvements they must make.
As is set forth in the next section of this chapter, the Commission believes that Federal financial support of improved criminal administration in the States and cities
is necessary and appropriate. But even more essential is
an increase in State support. Plans for change must
include realistic estimates of financial requirements and
persuasive showings of the gains that can be achieved by
spending more on criminal administration.
A central task of planning bodies and the network of
agencies and individuals working with them will be to
mobilize support, within legislatures and by the public,
for spending money on innovation and reform. The collaboration of police, prosecutors, correctional officials, and
others involved in the agencies of justice is crucial in this,
for they know best how vital the need for greater resources
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is, and how little is accomplished by identifying scapegoats
or resorting to simplistic answers as' solutions to the complic;:oted problems of crime and criminal justice.
PERSONNEL

The Commission has found that many of the agencies
of justice are understaffed. Giving them the added manpower they need is a matter of high priority for pmtection of public safety and of the rights of individuals accused of crime. But even more essential is a dramatic
improvement in the quality of personnel throughout the
system. Establishment of standard-setting bodies, such
as police standards commissions that exist in several
States, is one approach to this problem. Better and more
numerous training programs are another. State and city
planning groups must consider to what extent each oper·
ating agency can and should provide its own training and
to what extent metropolitan, statewide, or regional programs should be developed instead.
If the agencies of justice are to recruit and retain the
able, well-educated people they badly need, they will have
to offer them higher pay and challenging and satisfying
work. For example, it is clear to the Commission that
until the single recruitment and promotion "track" that
now prevails in all police forces is abandoned, upgrading
of the police will be extremely difficult. Thus, one of the
first and most difficult tasks of planning bodies will be to
.. consider major changes in the personnel structures of the
agencies of justice..
PROGRi\MS TO MEET NEW NEEDS.

This report has described how modern urban life has
burdened the criminal justice system with a range of almost entirely new problems. It has attempted fo suggest promising ways of dealing with them. For example,
it outlines a model for future development in corrections
that predicates treatment on a new kind of facility: A
small institution, located in the community it serves, that
can be used flexibly for short-tenn incarceration and as
a base for intensive community treatment. It has prol~osed police communications centers that take advantage
of modern technology. It has de~cribed how necessary
it is, in the interest of preventing delinquency, for the community to reassess the current practices of schools, welfare departments, and housing officials, particularly in
poor neighborhoods. It has proposed, as a new alternative to criminal disposition for less serious juvenile offenders, Youth Services Bureaus that would provide them
with a variety of treatment services and keep' them from
being grouped with serious crin'Iinals. It has proposed
greatly strengthened community relations programs to
improve respect for law and inctea~e police effectiveness
in the highest crime neighborhoods of America's cities.
In addition, broader methods of meeting problems presented by the increasing complexity and anonymity of
life in large urban areas are obviously important. Thus,
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some cities may wish to consider developing procedures
or agencies-of which the ombudsman, which has proved
useful in a number of other countries, is only one possible
model-to assist citizens in understanding and dealing
with the many official agencies that affect their lives.
These are only a few important examples of the many
new services the Commission recommends that State and
.
local planning bodies develop.
In many instances establishing new programs will be
costly. The Commission is therefore recommending that
the emphasis of proposed Federal financial' aid be placed
on innovation. The Commission further recommends
that State and local governments carefully consider the
feasibility and desirability of devoting to new progr~ms
increasing proportions of the funds allocated to cnme
control.
ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES OF AGENCIES OF JUSTICE

An important matter for planning units and operating
agencies to consider is how the police, the courts, and
corrections can improve their organization and their
operations. Since there are throughout the Nation
many examples to draw on, and since legislative action
often will not be required, early and substantial improvements can be made. Such of the Commission's proposals as those for regularizing the procedures in pretrial disposition of cases and in sentencing; for providing clearer guidance by poliCe chiefs to field officers
on such matters as the making of arrests in domestic disputes, drunkenness and civil disturbartl;e situations; and (
for developing a "collaborative" regime within prisons,
can be considered almost at once, and acted upon without
legislative action and, in many instances, without significant increases in spending.
The success of such changes in the States or cities where
they have been made should greatly help the agencies
in States and cities where they have not been made to act
promptly. Planning bodies and other State and local
groups may find themselves chiefly providing support,
encouragement and continuing pressure for change. In
some cases it may be desirable for State or local agencies
to obtain suggestions fmm recognized professional or
governmental groups sUlCh as the International Association of Chiefs of Police or the Bureau of Prisons as one
means of identifying specific needs and possible ways of
meeting them.

Federal and local prison officials jJlan new facilities.
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new gun control laws; amending existing laws to aid in
organized crime prosecutions; changing legal disabilities
of fonner prisoners; and enacting controls over dangerous drugs that are uniform with Federal law.
More general and fundamental reevaluation is also
called for. A number of State legislatures, including those
in lJIinois, California, and New York, have recently com.
pleted 01' are now engaged in major revisions of their
criminal codes. For States that have not yet addressed this
problem, the carefully formulated ·provisions of the
American Law Institute's Model Penal Code serve as a
valuable starting point. In many places there are bar
associations and ather groups with continuing interest in
law revision; de;, 1'h- ;lUch groups should be in~olved in the
planning process. Governors and State legislatures
should also give stro:lg consideration to appointing law
revision commissions comparable to that established by the
Congress for review of all Federal criminal statutes.

LAW REFORM

While many improvements in the system of criminal
justice do not require legislative action other than the
appropriation of funds, others do require new laws or
changes in existing laws. Proposals for court reorganization may even require constitutional change. Therefore,
at an early stage in their work, planning bodies should
appraise the needs for legislative change. Legislative (."
changes could include such diverse actions as enacting .

WHAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN DO
Although day-by. day criminal administration is
primarily a State and local responsibility, the Federal
G?ver~ment'~ contribution to the national effort against
cnme IS cruCial. The Federal Government carries much
\ of the load of financing and administering the great social
;' programs that are America's best hope of preventing

crime and delinquency, and various of its branches conT
cern themselves actively with such specific criminal
problems as preventing juvenile delinquency, and treating
dnlg addiction and alcoholism.
The Federal Government has the direct responsibility
for enforcing major criminal statutes against, among
other things, kidnapping, bank robbery, racketeering,
smuggling, counterfeiting, drug abuse and tax evasion. It
ha,s ~ number of law enforcement agencies, a system of
cnmmal courts and a large correctional establishment.
Some of the Commission's recommendations, notably
those concerning organized crime, drug abuse, fireanns
control and the pooling of correctional facilities and of
police radio frequencies, are addressed in part to thc
Federal Government.
The Federal Government has for many years provided
information, advice and training to State and local law
enforcement agencies. These services have been extremely
important. In many towns and counties, for example,
the Federal Bureau of Investigation's on·site training
programs for police officers and sheriffs are the only systematic training programs available. The Department
of Justice, under the Law Enforcement Assistance Act of
1965, has begun to give State and city agencies financial
grants for research, for planning, and for demonstration
projects.
The Commission wants not only to endorse warmly,
Federal participation in the effort to reduce delinquenc;:
and crime, but to urge that it be intensified and accelerated. It believes further that the Federal Government can make a dramatic new contribution to the
national effort against crime by greatly expanding its
support of the agencies of justice in the States and in the
cities.
FEDERAL PREVENTION PROGRAMS

The Federal Government is already doing much in the
field of delinquency prevention. An Office of Juvenile
Delinquency and Youth Development, which funds re.
search and demonstration projects by both governmental
and nongovernmental State and local agencies, is an im.
portant part of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare. The office is supporting project~. to give only
a few examples, aimed at providing job training and
opportunities to delinquents; enabling school dropouts to
continue their education; controlling the behavior of
youthful gangs; involving young people in community
action; devising alternatives to juvenile court referral and
finding ways to give delinquents the support and counseling they do not get from their families. The same Depart111ent's Children's Bureau has for years given technical
aid to police and juvenile court personnel. The Vocational Rehabilitation Administration in the Department
has recently developed job training programs specifically
designed for delinquent young people. The Commission
is convinced that effort. like these arc of great immediate,
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and even greater potential, value, and urges that they be
strengthened.
Other Federal programs of greater scope work against
delinquency and crime by improving education and employment prospects for the poor and attacking slum
conditions, associated with crime. Such work and job
training programs as the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the
Job Corps, the Youth Opportunity Centers, and Manpower Development and Training Act programs provide
trC\ining, counseling, and work opportunities essential to
break the pattern of unemployability that underlies so
much of crime today. The Elementary and Secondary
Education Act programs and the Head Start work with
preschool children are aimed at readying disadvantaged
children for school, improving the quality of slum education and preventing dropping out. Community act.ion
programs and the new Model Cities Program are concerned with strengthening the social and physical structure of inner cities, and thus ultimately with delinquency
and crime prevention. As chapter 1 of this report has
pointed out, a community's most enduring protection
against crime is to right the wrongs and cure the illnesses
that tempt men to harm their neighbors.
AN EXPANDED FEDERAL EFFORT

In the field of law enforcement and administration of
justice the Federal contribution is still quite small, particularly in respect to the support it gives the States and
cities, which bear most of the load of criminal administration. The present level of Federal support provides only
a tiny portion of the resources the States and cities need
to put into effect the changes this report recommends.
The Commission has considered carefully whether or not
the Federal Government should provide more support
for such programs. It has concluded that the Federal
Government should. In reaching this conclusion it ha~
been persuaded, first, by the fact that crime is a national,
as well as a State and local, phenomenon; it often does not
respect geographical boundaries. The FBI has demonstrated the high mobility of many criminals. Failure of
the criminal justice institutions in one State may endanger
the citizens of others. The Federal Government has
already taken much responsibility in such fields as education and welfare, employment and job training, housing
and mental health, which bear directly on crime and its
prevention. As Presidef't J()hnson stated in his 1966
Crime Message to Congre~s:
Crimtl does not obsavtl neat, jllrisdictionallintls between
city, State, and Federal Go·vernments . ... To improve
in one field we must improve in all. To imjJTove in one
part of the country we must imjJrove in ali/Jarts.

Second, simply in terms of economy of effort and of
feasibility, there are important needs that individual
jurisdictions cannot or should not meet alone. Research

.

is a most important instance. Careful experimentation
with and evaluation of police patrol methods, for example, or delinquency prevention programs, means assembling and organizing teams of specialists. They can best
be marshaled with the help of the Federal Government.
It is also important to make available the sorts of information that every jurisdiction in the Nation needs access
to every day: wanted person and stolen property lists,
and fingerprint files, for example.
Furthermore, the
Federal Government can do much to stimulate pooling
of resources and services among local jurisdictions.
Third, most local communities today are hard-pressed
just to improve their agencies of justice and other facilities at a rate that will meet increases in population and
in crime. They cannot spare funds for experimental or
innovative programs or plan beyond the emergencies
of the day. Federal collaboration can give State and
local agencies an opportunity to gain on crime rather than
barely stay abreast of it, by making funds, research, and
technical assistance available and thereby encouraging
changes that in time may make criminal administration
more effective and more fair.
The Federal program the Commission visualizes is a
large one. During the past fiscal year the Federal Government spent a total of about $20 million on research
into crime and delinquency, and another $7 million,
under the Law Enforcement Assistance Act, on research
and demonstration projects by local agencies of justice.
The Commission is not in a position to weigh against
each other all the demands for funds that are made upon ('
the Federal Government. And so it cannot recommend "
the expenditure of a specific number of dollars a year on
the program it proposes. However, it does see the program as one on which several hundred million dollars annually could be pr.ofitably spent over the next decade. If
this report has not conveyed the message that sweeping
and costly changes in criminal administration must be
made throughout the country in order to effect a significant reduction in crime, then it has not expressed what the
Commission strongly believes.
The Commis~ion's final conclusion about a Federal
anticrime program is that the major responsibility for
administering it should lie with the Department of Justice,
and that the official who administers it for the Attorney
General should be a Presidential appointee, with all the
status and prestige that inheres i.n such an office. In the
Department of Justice alone among Federal agencies
there is a large existing pool of practical knowledge about
the police, the courts and the correctional system. The
Federal Bureau of Prisons and the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, each of which is already expanding its own
support of State and local agencies, are parts of the
Department of Justice. The Department of Justice has
a Criminal Division, one of whose most important sections is concerned with organized crime and racketeering.
It has the recently established Office of Criminal .Justice,
which has concentrated on criminal reform. Many of
the research and demonstration portions of the Com-
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mission's program are already authorized under the Law
Enforcement Assistance Act, which is administered by
the Depa.rtm~nt of Justice. If it is given the money and
) the men It w1l1 need, the Department of Justice can take
the lead in the Nation's efforts against crime.
In proposing a major Federal program against crime,
the Commission is mindful of the special importance of
avoiding any invasion of State and local responsibility
for law enforcement and criminal ju~tice, and its recommendation is based on its judgment that Federal support and collaboration of the sort outlined below are consis~ent with scrupulous' respect for-and indeed strengthenmg of-that responsibility.

The program of Federal support that the Commission recommends would meet eight major needs:
(1) State and local planning.
(2) Education and training of criminal justke personnel.
(3) ~urveys and advisory services concerning organization and operation of criminal justice agencies.
( 4) Development of coordinated national information
systems.
( 5) Development of a limited number of demonstration
programs in agencies of justice.
(6) Scientific and technological research and development.
(7) Institutes for research and training personnel.
(8) Grants-in-aid for operational innovations.
STATE AND LOCAL PLANNING

The Commission believes that the process of State and
local planning outlined in the preceding section of this
chapter should be a prerequisite for the receipt of Federal
support for action programs. It believes further that
~uch planning should itself receive Federal support, and
It recommends that planning grants be made available for
this purpose. The Department of Justice has already
~ade grant~ of up to $25,000 to a number of State plannmg committees formed du.ring the past year. It is
clear that. planning support in considerably larger
amounts Will be necessary if States and cities are to conduct a careful assessment of their needs and of wavs to
meet them.
E[)UCATION AND TRAINING

This report has emphasized many times the critical
importance of improved education and training in making
the agencies of criminal justice fairer and more effective.
The Federal Government is already involved to a limited
degree in providing or supporting education and trainin cr
f~r some .cr.iminal justice personnel. The FBI provide~
: ?Irect tram~ng of police officers at its academy in Wash, mgton and m the field. The DeparLnent of Justice's new

La-:v Enforcement Assistance program has supported
~ohce c~rflculum development and training demonstration proJects; the Department of Health, Education, and
~elfare has done some research on education and training
m the fields of juvenile corrections mental health and
delinquency prevention; and the Department of Labor
has recently initiated in a few large cities programs under
the Manpower Development and Training Act to help
prepare young men from slum areas for police work.
The ~om~is~ion believes th~t Federal financial support
to provide trammg and education for State and local criminal justice personnel should be substantially increased.
Such support might take several forms. In the field of
medicine forgivable loans have been used to help defray
the costs of college education and to provide an incentive
for ~u~ther work in the field. Another plan would be to
su~sldlze salary payments to personnel on leave for training or longer ~tudy programs, or to their interim replacements. CUrrIculum development programs like those
conducted by the National Science Foundation are also
much needed if those from different parts of the criminal
justice system are to be jointly instructed in such subjects
as, for example, the treatment of juveniles or the problems
of parolees.
A seminar for police chiefs, sponsored by the Office of
Law Enforcement Assistance and held at the Harvard
Business School in the summer of 1966, exposed the chiefs
to the methods and insights of modern business administration in a way that they felt was invaluable, and created
new interest in the managerial problems of the police
among professors at the school. Such advanced programs
hold great promise for breaking down the isolation in
which many criminal justice agencies now operate.
Some examples of badly needed and promising
programs for education and training are:

Police

o

State police standards commission programs to establish minimum recruitment and training standards, and
to provide training, particularly through the establishment of regional academies or programs for mediumand small-size communities.
o Graduate training in law and business administration
for police executives through degree courses or special
insti tu tes.
o Curriculum development and training for instructors
in police academies and police training programs.
o Special training programs in such critical problems
as organized crime, riot control,. police-community
relations, correctional supervision of offenders being
treated in the community, the use by police and juvenile court intake personnel of social agencies in the
community.
o ~rograms to encourage college education for police in
hberal arts and sciences, including scholarship and
loan support, and curriculum development to guide
college police-science programs away from narrow
vocational concentration.
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Administration 0/ Justice
o Special programs to educate and train judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel for indigents.
o Orientation in correctional and noncriminal disposi. tions for prosecutors and judges.
D Training for court administrators.
Corrections
o Education and training of rehabilitative personnel,
including teachers, counsellors, and mental health
personnel.
o Training custodial personnel for rehabilitative roles.
o Education and orientation of personnel for research
and evaluation in experimental treatment methods.
As these examples indicate, it is proposed that Federal
aid in this area would be directed toward meeting special
needs: Training new types of personnel, developing programs if none now exist, and encouraging the acquisition of advanced skills.
SURVEYS OF ORGANIZATION AND OPERATIONS

Many criminal justice agencies willing to consider making changes are not sure what their needs are or how their
practices compare to the best practice of the field. They
need experienced advice about how to put changes into
effect. State and local officials whom the Commission has
consulted have pointed out that ineffectual administration can negate I?therwise promising attempts to increase
effectiveness agal.n&t~~rime, and have urged that the Federal program help .with this problem.
Management studies already have a long history in law
enforcement. Organizations like the IACP and the Public Administration Service have conducted them since the
1920's. The Children's Bureau has provided specialized
assistance to many of the Nation's juvenile courts. In
corrections, the Bureau of Prisons provides increasingly
extensive consulting services to local authorities, having
recently set up a special office to do so. The Justicr Department's new Office of Criminal Justice has been able,
with a relatively small amount of explanation and advice,
to help stimulate local bail reform efforts. These valuable
services have touched but a few of the thousands of
agencies that could benefit by surveys and expert advice.
The Commission does not believe that the Federal Government itself should provide the staff to conduct studies
or advise the very large number of local agencies that
might wish such services. Federal assistance should be
aimed instead at developing State or regional bodies with
the skills to perform these services. In addition, the Federal Government could contract with private groups to
conduct surveys and studies. Advice and studies by expert groups could become a valuable adjunct to the continuing work of State and local planning bodies. For
example, they could assist police agencies that desire to
reorganize their community relations programs, or correctional age'1cies ~eeking to establish halfway hOllses. In

include court, probation, prison, and parole statistics on
such information as numbers and dispositions of cases
.time intervals, and costs. Complementing such dat~
}vould be special intensive surveys-of crime victims or
insurance claims, for example-designed to ascertain
more accurately the patterns of crime.
There are at present no centralized crime statistics apart
from the UC~, although for many years it has been generally agreed In the field that the absence of information
?n all aspects of the criminal system has seriously impeded
Important research.
Correlation of comprehensive
~tatistics with surveys and other new methods for analyzmg.facts a?out crime .is i',"por~ant not only to develop a
natIOnal pICture of CrIme s serIousness, but to provide a
gauge by which police and other agencies can accurately
determine the effect of their efforts on the amount of
cr~~e. The victimization survey undertaken by the Commission has shown the feasibility and usefulness of such
surveys, in combination with UCR data, as the basis for
statistical indices as comprehensive as those prepared by
the Federal Government in the labor and agricultural
fields.

such cases, the studies might be a forerunner to more
substantial grant-in-aid support.
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Another way in which the Federal Government can
collaborate with State and local criminal justice systems is
by helping to improve the collection and transmission of
information needed by the police, courts, and corrections
agencies in their day-to-day work. The FBI already
makes much important data available to local police
agencies from its fingerprint files. The National Crime
Information Center, now being developed by the FBI,
will provide instantaneous response to computer inquiry
by local agencies for information on stolen automobiles,
wanted persons, certain identifiable types of stolen property, and the like.
In addition to this "hot" information, data on offenders needed by prosecutors, courts and correctional authorities should be collected and made centrally available.
As is further discussed in chapter 11 on science and
technology, the goal should be to develop an index
drawn from the records of the criminal justice agencies
across the country. With such an index a sentencing
judge, for example, could learn where information might
be found bearing on an offender's response to treatment
in other jurisdictions. Disclosure of the information itself
would remain, as at present, entirely within the discretion and control of the individual agency that held it.
This would help avoid the dangers of developing national
"dossiers," but would greatly speed collection of data for (
making decisions on disposition of cases-a major source
of present delays and injustice.
At the State and local levels, enforcement activities
against organized crime groups are for the most part
nonexistent or primitive, as chapter 7 of this report has
shown. A principal need in this field is an effective system for receiving, analyzing, storing, and disseminating
intelligence information. Many of organized crime's
activities are national in scope, and even its small operations usually spill across city, county, and State lines. If
investigators and prosecutors in separate jurisdictions are
to make any headway at all against organized crime, they
must work together; especially they must share information. Th\!re should be within the Department of Justice
a computerized, central organized crime intelligence system that handles information from all over the country.
This system should be the center of a federally supported
network of State and regional intelligence systems, such
as those now being developed in New York and in the
New England States.
In addition to informat;on needed for operations, there
should be available on a centralized basis statistical information on the criminal justice system itself. This is
needed for assessing requirements and effectiveness.
The FBI's Uniform Cri~e Reports service should be ('~
closely coordinated with this program, which also would
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The Federal administering agency should be authorized
to ~nance in a few places major demonstration projects
deSigned to ~how all cities and States how much major
changes can Improve the system of criminal justice. For
example, support could be provided to a police force that
'~as prepared, on the basis of an organization study, to
~ake fundamental personnel, management, and operatIo~al changes; or. to ~ State or ~ity wishing to plan for
entirely new combmatlOns of service between communitybased correctional institutions and noncriminal agencies.
The demonstration project authorization should also be
broad enough to support cooperative programs under
which various jurisdictions share needed services such as
police dispatching or short-term detention facilities, or
even totally pooled police services.
In the earlier stages of the Federal program, these few
major projects could serve as the primary laboratories
for research and training, and the experience ~ained
through them would provide a reference point for much
of the work done by States and local communities under
operational grants-in-aid. Thus, there should be special
authorization for the systematic dissemination of the
results of demonstration proiects and for brin~ing Statf'
and local officials from other areas together to see model
programs in operation.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Chapter 11 of this report has shown that the skills and
techniques of science and technology, which have so radically altered much of modern life, have been largely untapped by the criminal justice system. One extremeh.
.lseful approach to innovation is the questioning, analyti'-

cal,. experimental. approach of science. Systems analysis,
which has contrIbuted significantly to such large-scale
government programs as national defense and mass transportation, can be used to study criminal justice operations
an~ to help agency officials choose promising courses of
actIOn.
Modern technology can make many specific contributions to criminal administration. The most significant
will come from the use of computers to collect and analyze
the masses of data the system needs to understand the
crime control process. Other important contributions
may come, for example, from:

o Flexible radio networks and portable two-way radios
for patrol officers;
o Computer assisted command-and-control systems for
rapid and efficient dispatching of patrol forces;
o Advanced fingerprint recognition systems;
o Innovations for the police patrol car such as mobile
o
o

!eletypewriters, tape recorders for recording questionmg, and automatic car position locators;
Alarms and surveillance systems for homes businesses
.
'
an d prIsons;
Cr~mi~alistics techniques such as voice prints, neutron
~ctlVatlOn. analysis and other modern laboratory
mstrumentation.

The Federal Government must take the lead in the
effort to focus the capabilities of science and technology
on the criminal justice system.
It can sponsor and support a continuing research and
development program on a scale greater than any individual agency could undertake alone. Such a program
will benefit all agencies.
It should .stimulate th~ industrial development, at
reasonable prIces, of the kmds of equipment all agencies
need. A useful technique might be to guarantee the sale
of first production runs.
It s?ould ~rovide f~nds that will enable criminal justice
agencies to hIre techmcally trained people and to establish
internal operations research units.
It should support scientific research into criminal administration that uses the agencies as real-life laboratories.
RESEARCH

The need for research of all kinds has been discllssed
in chapter 12. There should be Federal support for
specific research projects by individual scholars, and by
universities or research organizations. In many instances
such projects should be carried out in conjunction with
large police departments, correctional institutions, or other
operating agencies. In addition t:> such project grants,
the Commission believes the Federal Government should
provide support for a number of institutes specifically
dedicated to research into crime and criminal justice.
Such institutes would bring together top scholars from
the social and natural sciences, law, social work, business administration and psychiatry, and would be able
to deal with the criminal justice system, from prevention
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to corrections, as a whole. Presumably ~ost ?~ these
research institutes would be located at umverslt!eS, although, as noted in chapter 12, one or more nught be
independent.
. f
h
These institutes would serve as the foundatIOn or t e
other parts of the Federal program described here,. both
in the substance of the research they undertook and In the
availability of their staff members as top-le~el cons.ultants.
They could provide trai~ing, th~o~gh specIal semma~ ?r
degree cour~es, for semor admlmstrato~s and speclahst
personnel. They could undertake sttld~e(~ of the effectiveness of various education and trammg programs.
They could provide much of the data needed to conduct
organization and operations studies, and seck and test
new techniques for implementation., They could take
major responsibility for analyzing data developed by the
national information systems and they would propose and
evaluate important new demonstration programs and
provide consulting services.

can put men on the moon. Howeve:, specialists alon.e
cannot control crime. Crime is a socIal problem tha~ IS .
interwoven with almost every aspect of American hfe {
controlling it involves changing the way schools are run.
and classes are taught, the way cities are planned and
houses are built, the way businesses are managed and
workers are hired. Crime is a kind of human behavior; controlling it means changing t~e minds and hear~s
of men. Controlling crime is the busmess of ever~ AmerIcan institution. Controlling crime is the busmess of
every American.

(

)

The citizen's responsibility runs far deeper than cooperating with officials and guarding against crime, of
fourse. Mucp morl': important is a proper respect for the
,aw and for its official representatives. People who sneer
at policemen; people who "cut corners" in their tax
returns; landlords who violate housing codes; parents
who set bad examples by their own disrespect for the
law, or who wink at their children's minor offenses contribute to crime. Delinquents-and adult crimin~ls as
well-often try to justify their actions by saying that the
only difference between them and "resp"ctable citizens"
is that they were unlucky enough to be caught.
PARTICIPATION BY INDUSTRY, RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS,

HOW INDIVIDUALS CAN HELP TO REDUCE CRIME

That every American should cooperate fully with .officers of justice is obvious. The police cannot solve crIn;tes
that are not reported to them! th.e. courts ~annot admInister justice fairly and surely If cItIzens WIll not serve as
witnesses and jurors. In an earlier society the peace was
kept, for the most part, not by officials but by the whol.e
community. Constables were citizens who served t~elr
GRANT-IN-AID SUPPORT .FOR NEW PROGRAMS
commun:'y in turn and magistrates were local. sqUIres.
That society no longer exists except, perhaps, In a f,:w
In addition to the forms of support described above? a
remote rural areas. But the complexity and. anonym~ty
major part of the Federa~progr~m should be grants-mof
modem urban life, the existence of profeSSIOnal pohce
aid for a broad range of Ipnovatlve State and local profortes
and other institutions whose official duty it is to deal
grams. The standards of this part of the program sh.ould
with crime must not disguise the need-far greater today
preclude continuing support for such normal op~ratIonal
expenses as those for basic personnel compensatIOn, r?u- than in th~ village societil.~ of the past~for c~tizens to
report all crimes or suspicious incidents ~mm~dlately; to ~ ..
tine equipment like police cars, or replacement of physI~al
facilities like jails and courthouses. Suppor.t wo~ld lO- cooperate with police investigations of CrIme; In short, tOI
stead be given to major innovations i~ operatIOns, mclud- "get involved."
\
ing especially the coordination of s.er:lces .among the parts
The Chicago Police Department has had mu~h succ~ss
of' the system of criminal admml5tratJOn and among with "Operation Crime-Stop," a formal campaIgn to mvolve citizens. A special police emergency number that
agencies in different jurisdictions.
The possibilities for such programs are as. '~ide as the connects callers directly to a dispatcher has been estabrange of innovations State and local authontIes propose lished and widely publicized. Citizens are urged to report suspiciou!l occurrences and are given official. co~
to undertake. They might include:
.
mendation
when they do report or help the pohc~ .10
o New r olice operations such as the ~to.refront Comm~
.
other
ways.
Washington, D.C., and several other cItIes
.nity Service. Officer jJrogran:; sophIsticated com~.u~l
have
similar
programs.
In some cities taxi drivers ~nd
cations equipment; and regional labOl'ato~ faclhtl:~.
o Constructio~ and operation of ·new corrections faClh- other citizens with radios in their vehicles <l.re organlz~d
ties to serve as a nucleus for community-based to assist the police by transmitting informatIon useful m
;l.l)J)rehe-nding offenders. Undcr some State st~tutes
programs.
. .
o Temporary salary support for J.lew speClahzed person- active concealment of a felony is itself an offense as It was
nel such as computer experts, court management spe- at common law. Even if there are no .special pr~grams
ciaiists, and cla<sification or treatment expcrts for 01' penalties, every citizen should recognize that he IS duty
bound to assist the police.
correctional facilities.
People c.an do much to insure ~heir own saf~ty and
The Commission is confident that this eight-point prothat of their families and be!on~mgs by reducmg th.e
"Tam if fully imlJlemented, will do much to bring crime
opportunities for crime~ Many crimes would not occur If
"under' control.
individuals had pr01Jer locks on their doors and wi~dows
and enough lighting to discourage prowlers, a~d If they
WHAt CITIZENS AND THEIR ORGANIZATIONS took such simple preventive action as not letting newspapers or milk bottles accumulat~ a~ ~ sign that a house
CAN DO
is unoccupied. K·eys left in the IgnitIOn or an unlocked
Given enough time and money, specialists can do dra- ignition account for more than 42 percent of thecars(
matic things. They can prolong human life. They can
that are stolen.
make deserts bloom. They can split the atom. They

A1IID OTHER PRIVATE GROUPS
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As members of groups and organizations outside the
official agencies of justice, citizens can play even a greater
part than they can as individuals in helping to reduce
crime. Private businesses, welfare agencies and foundations, civic organizations, and universities can contribute
much toward impelling official agencies to reform themselves and toward helping them do it. There are some
impressive examples of what such groups can do when
they turn their attention to crime.
In Chicago and New York the YMCA and other agencies supported by contributions pioneered the concept of
"detached workers" for juvenile gangs. Research projects conducted by the Vera Institute of Justice in New
York sparked the bail reform movement. and the Institute is now exploring new ways of handling drunks. Law
khools a.nd bar associations have led the developmeqt
of legal aId and defender programs. Church groups in St.
Louis and Chicago opened the first halfway houses for
released prisoners. The student service organization at
Harvard University was one of the first groups to run
regu:ar programs to. teach prison inmates. Such projects mdlcate that pnvate groups have a growing interest
and involvement in crime problems, but they still do far
less about crime than about such matters as health, education or recreation .

General Electric computer programing course for Atlanta
inmates

ing around ignition cables to prevent "jumping"; and
steering column or transmission locks. Automobile manufacturers have alread;- assured the Commission that they
will incorporate such device~ in future models.
The same sort of effort is needed on ~,uch problems as
making alarm systems less expensive and less susceptible to
false alarms. Alteration of telephone equipment to permit free dialing to the police from public telephones,
adoption of a uniform police number, and development
of equipment that would automatically record the location from which the call is made are other examples of
how private business could contribute to reducing crime.
There are several noteworthy recent examples of successful programs in which business, industry and organized labor have collaborated with correctional authorities. For example, at the Federal penitentiary at
Danbury, Conn., the Dictograph Corp. trains in the penitentiary and then employs, on work release or parole,
microsoldering technicians for hearing aid manufacture'
IBM trains key punch operators, programers and system~
analyst~ hiring some itself while others are employed
elsewhere; and the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union has established a program to train sewing machine repairmen on machines furnished by several local
companies, and provides a card to graduates enabling
.
them to find employment upon release.
BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, AND LABOR UNIONS
The experience of the Bureau of Prisons with these
Business and industry are in a particularly favorable programs indicates that there is a vast, largely untapped
position to help the criminal justice system. They have willingness on the part of business and labor to cooperate
the financial and technical resoui'ces that are essential in employment programs in corrections. This bodes well
both for developing new equipment to modernize law en-t, for the success of the growing number of work-release
forcement and justice, and for devising means to pro- programs in various States, and represents an encollraging
tect against crime. The jobs they can provide can do change from industry's and labor's traditional hostility
toward prison industries, expressed in restrictive State
much to prevent delinquency and reintegrate offenders
and Federal laws on prison industry activities. If eminto society.
ployers overcome their reluctance to hire and unions to
The Commission's task force on science and tech- admit persons with arrest or conviction records, and if
nolngy explored a number of the important ways in irrational prohibitions on licensing such persons for occuwhich industry might apply technological innovations to pations and trades are removed, correctional agencies will
protecting lives and property from crime. It discussed have much more chance to succeed in their task.
with the automobile industry, for example, such new ways
The cooperation of business and labor is also essential
.to co~bat auto theft as ignitions that buzz when a key to make jobs available to young people from slum areas
)5 left 10 a turned-off lock, or expel the key; special shield- and to help give them the skills and attitudes necessary
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Roman Catholic protectory for delinquent boys, Lincolndale, N.Y.

crime. Private groups can identify needs and problems
that have not been officially recognized and undertake
programs that would be too experimental or controversial(
for public agencies.
"
There are, of course, distinct discouragements to work '
by private social agencies in the criminal area. Usually
progress is very difficult to achieve. Those who need to
be helped are often hostile, someti~es d~~gerous, an~
seldom promise to be truly outstandmg Citizens even If
rehabilitated.
It is net surprising, then, that most private agenc~es,
with very limited resources, have concentrated on servmg
persons whose problems are less intractable than those. of
the delinquent or criminal. But the extent to WhICh
official agencies even some antipoverty programs, continue to shun pe~ple with criminal records emphasizes the
importance of attention to the criminal ~rea by priv~te
agencies that can better afford than offiCial ones to I'lS~
the failures that are a necessary consequence of expenmental work.

tion is now publishing a series of volumes reflecting an
intensive lO-year study of law enforcement and criminal
justice in three States, most of it completely new and of
great importance.
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
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for successful integration into working life. Several comRELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS
panies have run programs for the Job ~orps; many more
have provided jobs through the Neighborhood Youth
The important contribution churches, s~nagogues, ~nd
Corps and the Youth Opportunity Centers, programs of other reIiaious institutions can make to cnme preventlOn
f
the Department of Labor. But here, as with employment is eviden;' They are leading exponents and guardians
of offenders, much more can be done through less formal, of the commUl.ity's moral and ethical standards. They
entirely private initiative. Chambers of commerce, labor have the ability to understand and teach in their largest
union locals, and service clubs are logical bases for com- context the great principles of honesty and honor, of community programs to advise young people about employ- passion and charity, of respect an~ rever.ence ~hat underment and place them in j o b s . .
.
lie not only the Nation's laws bnt Its.e~tlre be mg. Th~y .. -'~
Individual employers, too, can contnbute substantially have the power to move men's Spll'lts and sW;,J.y thelr{
to crime prevention through special programs to tr~in minds.
.
and hire young people who have had some trouble with
They have the power, too, to do many practical things.
the law. There arc obvious risks, though many can be Many religious institutions have. Inner-city churches
offset through bonding-arranged perhaps with G~v:rn have done valuable work with youth gangs and released
ment guarantees. However much recruitment, trammg, offenders. A particularly noteworthy contribution has
and employment programs for delinquents and ex-con- been made by the Faith Opportunities Project ~f the <?hivicts may cost, the priee cannot possibly be as great as t~at cago Conference on Religion and Race.. ThiS proJ:ct,
paid for the almost total failure, up to now, to brmg partially financed by the Office of EconomIC Oppo~tUnIty,
c" ':lals and potential criminals back into the working makes a point of finding deserting fathers, particularly
those who have deserted because they are unemployed,
world.
finding them jobs, and returning ther:1. to their fam~Iies.
PRIVATE AGENCIES AND FOUNDATIONS
~. ~
During one 6-month period 2,500 familIes were reUnIted,
......
'"lnd 89 percent of them remained that way for at least
Private social service agencies and foundations, con·
cerned with counseling, health and welfare aid, have long 90 days.
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carried major responsibility for delinquency prevention.
Professional associations such as the International Association of Chiefs of Police, the National Council on Crime
and Delinquency, the ABA and local bar associatiom,
the American Law Institute, aT'd others have led for many
years the attempt to raise standards and rationalize the
criminal justice system. In recent years a number of
private organizations like the Ford Foundation have supported research and demonstration projects in various
parts of the criminal area, bridging the gap between
agencies active in the field and those that concentrate on
planning and standard setting. Work of all these sorts is
vitally necessary for comprehensive progress in reducing

. '"

COMMUNITY AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The most dramatic example in the country of a citizens'
group that has addressed itself forcefully and successfully
to the problems of crime and crimi.nal justice is the AntiCrime Crusade in Indianapolis. In 1962, the day after
a 90-year-old woman h,-1 been hit on the head and
robbed on the street, 30 Indianapolis women, representing a cross section of the community, r~et :to devi~e ways
of making the streets safer. The organIzatIOn, whIch has
no dues, no membership cards, no minutes and no bylaws,
now involve, some 50,000 women, in 14 divisio"ns. It( ....
has stimulated the ci~y to improve street lighting. It,
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Women of Anti-Crime Crusade m Indianapolis work
with polite.

has secured jobs for young people, helped school dropouts return to school, involved thousands of adolescents
in volunteer work for social service agencies and clinics.
It has organized campaigns for cleaning up the slums.
It has sponsored police recruits. It has observed the
operation of the courts and publicized their shortcomings.
It has helped parole officers with their work. It has campaigned for pay raises for policemen and formed block
clubs to improve slum neighborhoods. This list is only a
, random selection of the crusade's activities, and only an
'indication of what concerned citizens can do.
Every group in a community can do something about
crime or criminal justice. PTA's and other school groups,
for example, could concentrate on the school's role in delinquency prevention and reintegration of offenders; volunteer parents could promote closer contact with slum
parents, lead field trips and other activities to compensate
for culturally deprived backgrounds, tutor in remedial
work, and serve as teacher aides. Suburban groups might
pair with those in the inner city for such projects. Hospitals could join together to institute narcotics programs and
treatment centers for drunkenness offenders. Businessmen's groups would be well suited to conducting employment programs. Neighborhood clubs and settlement
houses have set up recreation programs and a wide range
of other services. All of these efforts must be greatly
strengthened, an endeavor that will require increased
financial support by government and private foundations.
Bar associations and other professional groups have an
important role in encouraging legislatures and official
agencies to implement changes such as those recommended by this report. A special bar association group
in Illinois, for example, drew up that State's pioneering
new criminal code. The IACP has been active in promoting police standards and training councils. The National Council of Juvenile Court Judges has promoted
reforms in juvenile justice. The Amel kan Bar Founda-

Higher education has played an uneven part in criminal justice. A iew law schools have engaged for years in
research, and ir, representation of indigent defenders;
their professors have been responsible for a major share
of modern criminal legislation and much of the informed
criticism of the criminal process. On the other hand,
until recently little emphasis was given to preparing students to practice criminal law. Universities like the
University of California at Berkeley and Michigan State
University have had police science departments for several decades, but they have existed too much in isolation
from the rest of the academic community. The same
thing is to a large extent true of teaching and research in
the corrections field.
All operating agencies of justice urgently need the close
contact witI. academic thought that could be achieved
through use of faculty consultants; seminars and institutes to analyze current problems and innovations;
advanced training programs for judges, police administrators, and correctional officers; and more operational
research projects and surveys conducted in conjunction
with agencies of justice.
CONCLUSION
At its end, as at its beginning, this report on crime and
criminal justice in America must insist that there are no
easy answers. The complexity and the magnitude of
the task of controlling crime and improving criminal
justice is indicated by the more than 200 specific recommendations for action, and the many hundreds of suggestions for action, that this report contains. These
recommendations and suggestions are addressed to cities,
to States, to the Federal Government; to individual citizens and their organizations; to policemen, to prosecutors, to judges, to correctional authorities, and to the
al{l'Ocies for which these officials work. Taken together
these recommendat;ons and suggestions express the Commission's deep conviction that if America is to meet the
chailenge of crime it must do more, far more, than it is
doing now. It must welcome new ideas and risk new
actions. It must spend time and money. It must resist
those who point to scapegoats, who use facile slogans
about crime by habit or for selfish ends. It must recognize that the government of a free society is obliged to
act not only effectively but fairly. It must seek know)edge and admit mistakes.
Controlling crime in America is an endeavor that will
be slow and hard and costly. But America can control
crime if it will.
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The Commission's study of the nature, volume, and
trends of crime in America' reveals at many points the
need to develop additional and improved information
and understanding about crime. To assist each city
administration and agency of justice in insuring that
its citizens are being informed of the full rate of crime
in their community, the Commission recommends that
cities and police departments that have not already done
so adopt centralized procedures for handling reports of

crime from citizens and establish the staff controls necessary to make such procedures effective. To promote a
clearer public understandi.lg of the differences between
crimes of violence and property crimes, the Commission
recommends that the trend in the FBI's Uniform Crime
Reports toward separate treatment of these crime categories be carried further and that the present Index of
reported crime be broken into wholly two separate parts.
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The most effective way to prevent crime is to assure aU
citizens full opportunity to participate in the benefits and
responsibilities of society. Especially in .inner cities,
achievement of this goal will require extensive overhauling and strengthening of the social institutions influential
in making young people strong members of the community-schools, employment, the family, religious institutions, housing, welfare, and others. Careful planning
and evaluation and enormous increases in money and
personnel are needed to expand existing programs of
promise and to develop additional approaches.
Such efforts are especially crucial for those youths, now
too often overlooked, who have already demonstrated
delinquent tendencies. The community must not wait
until such tendencies manifest themselves in serious criminal acts. Measures short of formal adjudication can help
such youths find their way to appropriate assistance programs, and minimize the reinforcing and stigmatizing
effects of full criminal treatment. For this purpose
Youth Services Bureaus should be established to coordinate and provide needed programs. The bureaus should
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accept both delinquents and nondelinquents but devote
special resources to intensive treatment of delinquents.
The formal juvenile justice system should concentrate
on those cases in which a need for coercive court authority has been demonstrated. Proceedings in these more
serious cases must be characterized by safeguards commonly accepted as necessary to protect persons subject to
coercive state authority, including counsel, confrontation
of complainants, and exclusion of improper e.vidence. At
all stages in the juvenile justice system, there is need for
greater clarification and regularization in the exercise of
discretion. Detention pending court determination, for
example, must be based on clearly articulated standards
and reduced to a minimum. The police in their dealings .
with juveniles should attempt to divert cases from the .
criminal process wherever appropriate and without coercive stationhouse adjustment procedures. In exercising
discretion the police should also observe the most scrupulous standards of procedural fairness and personal
im partiali ty.
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Divide functions and personnel entry and promotion lines among three kinds of officers _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Assess manpower needs and provide more personnel if required
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Recruit more actively, especially on college campuses and in inner cities
109
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110
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'supervision and discipline, all aim at making the police
more effective in high-crime areas. Increased effectiveness also requires that law enforcement irr,prove its
facilities and techniques of management-particularly
that it utilize manpower more efficiently, modernize communications and records, and formulate more explicit
policy guidelines governing areas of police discretion.
The pooling of services and functions by police forces in
each metropolitan area can improve efficiency and
effectiveness.
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Provide areawide communications and records coordination
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COURT5--CHAPTER 5
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A number of important reforms are necessary to enable and educate counsel. Better procedures are needed to
courts to operate with the dignity and effectivenes~ many remove judges from political influence and supervise
now lack. Substantial changes in the processmg of their performance. Several Commission recommendacriminal cases and increases in the number and caliber tions are aimed at strengthening prosecutors' offices, and
of judges, lawyers arid administrators are essential to encouraging better' formation of policy guidelines and
fairer and more effective justice. To rationalize proce- procedures for the exercist~ of discretion. State govdun~:) in the crucial and often neglected pretrial stage,
ernments should take a more vigorous role in coordinatbail practices must be reformed; guilty plea negotiation ing local prosecution through stronger State attorneys
regularized; and discovery expanded. Early diversion of general and the creation of State councils of prosecutors.
appropriate cases to noncriminal treatment should be
Court structures should be reformed to unify felony
enc~)Uraged. Sentencing reforms-such as revision of and misdemeanor courts, overha.ul or abolish the justice
criminal codes, improved fact-gathering, sentencing coun- of the peace system, and provide firm, central adminiscils and institutes for judges-are needed to promote trative responsibility within the courts. The procedures
consistent and informed decisions.
used by the courts to monitor and schedule their work
The right of defendants to counsel must be extended
and defense counsel's role broadened. Improvements should be modernized and professional talent brought to
must be made in the methods used to select, compensate, the administration of courts.
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Court Scheduling, Management, 2nd Organization
Centralize administrative responsibility
Institute timetable for completion of criminal cases
Utilize experts in business management and business machine systems
Improve facilities and compensation for witnesses and jurors
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Initial Stages of a Criminal Case
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134
Improve decisions on which defendants should and which should not be charged
Insure fair and visible negotiated guilty pleas'---_______________________-'-_136
Develop and share dispositional information early in case _____________________ 137

Court Proceedings

Establish standards for publicity in criminal cases:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 138
140
140

Sentencing Policies and Procedures

Revise sentenCing provisions of penal codes __________________________143

Consider whether to retain capital punishment
Establish probation services in all courts for presentence investigation of every offender
Permit defense counsel broader access to presentence reports
Expand sentencing institutes and conferences
Abolish jury sentencing in noncapital cases
Institute procedures for promoting just and uniform sentencing

143
144

145
145

145
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Officers of Justice

. _______________________ 14-6
Improve selection of judges through better screemng:
Provide judicial tenure of at least 10 years.
147
147
Expand programs for training judges
---------------------------

The wholesale strengthening of community treatment of
offenders and much greater commitment of resources to
their rehabilitation -are the main lines where action is
needed to make correctional treatment more effective in
reducing recidivism. Correctional programs of the future
should be built around small centers, located in the communities they serve. These would be better suited than
present faCilities for flexible treatment, combining the
short-term commitment sufficient for most offenders with
a variety of partial release or community corrections programs in which job training, educational, and counseling
services would be provided or coordinated by the center's
staff. Careful screening and classification of offenders
is essential so that handling can be individualized to suit
the needs in each case. So, too, is greater emphasis on

evaluation of the effect of various programs on different
offenders.
Much can be done to advance corrections toward such
goals with existing facilities, but l'!orge increases in skilled
diagnostic, rehabilitation, and research personnel are
needed immediately. A new regime should be inaugurated in institutions to involve all staff, and encourage
inmates to collaborate as much as possible, in rehabilitation. Prison industries must give more meaningful work
experience. Counseling, education, and vocational training programs for inmates must be strengthened. Greater
use should be made of release for work and education,
of halfway houses, and of similar programs to ease the
offender's reintegration in society.

Community-Based Corrections

138
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Unify felony and misdemeanor courts' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 129
Increase judicial manpower and modernize physical facilities. _________-,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-129
129
Provide prosecutors, defense counsel, and probation officers in courts now lacking them
130
Abolish or overhaul State justice of the peace and U.S. commissioner systems_ _ _ _ _ _ _._______

Expand pretrial discovery by defense and prosecution
Provide single, simple State postconviction procedure
Extend prosecution's right to appeal from pretrial rulings suppressing evidence or confessions
Enact general witness immunity statutes and coordinate immunity grants under them
Eliminate special standards of proof in perjury cases

Establish commissions on judicial conduct with power to discipline or require retirement...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _147
Institute salary and selection refonns for prosecutors
148
Coordinate local prosecutors through State attorneys general and prosecutor's councils
149
Establish programs for training prosecutors
_148
Extend early provision of counsel for indigents
150
Institute State-financed~ coordinated assigned cou~selor defender systems
. 15l
Expand training programs for defense counsel
151
Create single, unified State court systems _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _157

The Lower Courts

Establish bail projectss-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, - - - - - - - - - -.....132
Enact comprehensive State bail reform legislation _________________________ 132
Establish station house release and summons procedures ______________________ 13,3
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Make parole and probation supervision available for all offenders
Provide for mandatory supervision of released offenders not paroled
Increase number of probation and parole officers
Use volunteers and subprofessional aides
Develop new methods tlJ_reintegrate offenders by mobilizing community institutions
Make funds available to purchase services otherwise unobtainable for offenders
Vary caseload size and treatment according to offender heeds
Develop more intensive community treatment programs as alternative to institutionalization

166
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167
168
169
170
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Correctional Institutions
Establish with State and Federal funds ~mall-unit institutions in cities for community-oriented treatment
Operate institu.tions with joint responsibility of staff and inmates for reha:bilitation
Upgrade education and vocational training for inmates
Establish State programs to recruit and train instructors
Improve prison industries through joint State programs and Federal assistance
Expand graduated release and furlough programs
Integrate local jails and misdemeanant institutions with State corrections
Provide separate detention facilities for juveniles
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House and h::lndle persons awaiting trial separately from convIcts .
.
. . . .
Provide separate treatment to special offender groups, through poolmg or shanng among JurlSdlctlons,______ 180
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Correctional Decisi,onmaklng
Strengthen diagnostic and screening resources
•.
. '
Appoint parole boards solely on basis of merit, providing training ~nd re~~trlng full-~Ime ~,ervlce
Develop standards and procedures to insure fairness to offenders m declSlons afi'ectmg them,_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Research r;id Training

Improv' " Ii . ersity researeh and training in corrections, _____________________
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NARCOTICS AND DRUG ABUSE--CHAPTER 8

180
181
181

The growing problem of narcotics and drug abuse in this
country must be attacked by strengthening all approaches: Law enforcement, rehabilitation and treatment
of drug users, and public education on the dangers involved. This is partly a matter of increased resources,
such as for customs control; for the Bureau of Narcotics

185

(especially to strengthen its long-range intelligence) ; and
for expansion of treatment. There is also need for intensified resea.rch, and for careful implementation, evaluation, and coordination of the many new and promising
lprograms for control.

Enforcement

Increase staffs of Bureaus of Customs and Narcotics _________________________ 220

ORGANIZED CRIME-CHAPTER 7
Success in combating organized crime will require a
greater commitment of resources and im~ginat.ion. at
all levels of government, directed toward mvestigatlon
and prosecution and also toward attacking criminal syndicates through regulatory laws. ~ c~rdinated net~ork
of investigative and prosecutive umts IS needed, provided
with legal tools necessary for gathering evidence-includ-

Adopt State drug abuse control legislation
Amend Federal drug abuse control law to strengthen recordkeeping provisions
Revise sentencing laws to give adequate flexibility

;-

ing investigating grand juries and the power t~ grant
witnesses immunity. Investigation must be carned out
with a broader focus than merely the prosecution of
individual cases; research for building longer range plans
should draw on sociologists, economists, and experts from
other disciplines.
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Research and Education
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Esro.blish Federal residential facilities to protect witnesses_______________________ 204

DRUNKENNESS--CHAPTER 9
Present efforts to find alternative~ to treatment of
drunkenness within the criminal system should be pursued
vigorously. One of the most promising possibilities is the
construction of detoxification centers with medical services

Eliminate criminal.treatment of drunkeness when not accompanied by disorderly or 'otherwise unlawful conduct __ 236
236
Establish civil detoxification centers
Coordinate and extend aftercare programs _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2,37

Investigation and Prosecution Units
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Assign special prosecutorial manpower to organized crime cases
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C~'eate computerized central Federal intelligence office _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Expand staff of Organized Crime and Racketeering (OCR) Section in U.S. Justice Department
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206
Provide Federal assistance for development of State and regional intelligence systems._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Encourage research
207
Create pennanent joint congressional committee on organized crime
Establish penn anent State and citizens crime commissions,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 207

Form organized crime intelligence units in offices of State attorneys general and local police departments
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Expand research

CONTROL OF FIREARMS--CHAPTER 10
The increasing violence in the Nation demands that governments at all levels strengthen control of possession
and sale of the fireanns that contribute to that violence.
Additional laws requiring registration of firearms and
permits for those who possess or carry them, prohibiting

Noncriminal Controls

208
Use existing regulatory authority against businesses controlled by organized crime.e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
208
Encourage private business groups to prevent and uncover criminal business tactics_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Increase news coverage on organized crime~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 208
Brief local government officials regularly on organized crime, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 208

and therapy for short-tenn detention. A network of
aftercare facilities and services should also be established
to which referrals could be made after diagnosis at a
detoxification center.
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their sale to and possession by certain potentially dangerous persons, and preventing transportation and sale of
military-type weapons are needed. Such restrictions
would not need to interfere with legitimate sporting or
antique collecting interests.

Enact laws prohibiting transportation and possession of military-type weapons_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....242
Prohibit potentially dangerous persons from acquiring fireanns .
242
Require registration of handguns, rifles, and shotguns
243
Require pennit for possessing or carrying a handgun
243
Prohibit interstate sale of handguns and regulate such sales of other fireanns
243
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SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY-CHAPTER 11
The potential contributions of sdence and technology
in the field of law enforcement and criminal justice have
scarcely been tapped; a strong research program to develop them is necessary. This progr:am should be
initiated through Federal support. It should cover both
basic research studies and systems analysis, and development of specific technological innovations. The Commission's task force on science and technology explored a

A NATIONAL STRATEGY-CHAPTER 13

number of specific areas where seience might make a
contribution, particularly in increasing law enforcement
effectiveness. It found a number of lines for improving
police response-time for apprehension of criminals.
Coordinated information. systems covering immediateresponse inquiries, law enforcement criminal records information,_ and statistics on criminal justice agency
operations should be established.

t

,:

Police Operations

Undertake studies in large police departments of crimes, arrests, and operation,l;.s_____________ 248
Permit public access to police callboxe::>..5._______________________ .______ 250
Establish single, uniform police telephone number:__________________._ _ _ _ __ 250
Establish laboratory for simulation of communications center operations, ______________--"251
Develop computer-assisted command-and-control systems_______________________&.252
Develop police radio networks,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 254:
Require metropolitan areas to coordinate requests to FCC for additional frequenciesi___________254
,
Make greater use of multichannel radio trunks--'-________________________ 254
Consider allocating portions of TV spectrum to police use______________~._____~254
Establish Federal project to underwrite initial costs of new radio equipment. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~254
Initiate research on new fingerprint recognition system ________________________ 255
Undertake experiments to improve statistical procedures for manpower allocation.____________ 257
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Court Operations

Expand pilot use of simulation studies of court systemsi _________________________ 259
Correctional Operations

Develop statistical aids for sentencing and treatment.t___________________________ 260
Information Systems

Establish criminal information systems,___________ .____________________ 268
Esmblish National Criminal Justice Statistics Center_ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 269
General Federal Research and Assistance

Sponsor science and technology research and development ptogram _________________ 270
Coordinate establishment of equipment standardsi __________________________ 270
Provide technical assistance to criminal justice agencies ______________________-'"270
Support operations research staffs in large criminal justice agencies ______________________271
Support scientific and technological research in research institutc ____________________ 271

RESEARCH--CHAPTER 12
Expanded research is essential for preventing crime
and improving the effectiveness of criminal justice.
It must be conducted by operating agencies; universities,
foundations, and research corporations; private industry;
and government institutes. It must attempt a more com-

plete assessment of the volume, nature, and causes of
crime. It must look more carefully at the way the criminal justice system operates. Change need not wait upon
the gaining of such knowledge; only through innovation
and evaluation of operations can most of it be obtained.

Organize research units in criminal justice agenciesi_________________________....275
Give public and private support to criminal research instituks in various parts of the country
Expand research efforts of universities, foundations, and other private groups
Provide funds to individuals and organizations with promising research programs
Establish a National Foundation for Criminal Research.

276
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The ~omm~.ssion's recommendations must be implementea through a strategy for change involving all levels
of government, private groups, and every American citizen. Control of crime requires three very basic emphases: Preventing delinquency before it ever becomes
a matter for the criminal justice system to deal with;
providing the agencies of justice with adequate x:esources;
and pushing forward the search for better knowledge
about crime and how best to handle it.
Control of crime and improvement of criminal justice
are basically State and local concerns. Governments at
this level must begin by planning the changes needed:

gathering facts, setting priorities, and mobilizing resources
needed for action. But legislatures-and the publicmust also be willing to spend a great deal more to secure
safety and justice. And officials and citizens must be
willing" to undertake often difficult reforms. The role of
the Federal Government must be to lead and coordinate
change through providing financial and technical assistance and support of research. Private groups and individuals can )~i~ in-indeed lead-the process of change,
through activities ranging from doing volunteer work to
c~l~ploy~ng rel;ased offenders. And the support of every
citizen IS crUCial to all other progress in controlling
. crime..

?stablish agency or. officials in every State and city responsible for planning and encouraging
Improvements in criminal justicc-----___________________________
280
Initiate 8-point Federal support program
285
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF INDIVIDUAL COMMISSION MEMBERS

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MISS BLATT
Godlessness as a basic cause of
crime and religion as a basic cure . ..~'

N •••

Thorough as the Commission's studies have been and
comprehensive as its valuable recommendations are, its
report seems deficient to me in that it neglects to recognize godlessness as a basic cause of crime and religion
as a basic cure.
.
The report acknowledges the necessity for activating
religious institutions in the war on crime, and it mentions some of the excellent work religious groups have
done in youth work and along similar lines.
But nowhere does the rep(ll't mention the Ten Commandments which underlie oui' Juclaeo-Christian culture.
Nor does it mention the God who created all of us, who
gave us the Ten Commandments, who enforces a law
higher than ours and who administers the ultimate justice.
Admittedly, it would not be within the province of the
Commissi~n to recommend how to combat the godlessness so prevalent today and so basically at the root of so
much of. our crime pr~blem. Nor could the Commission
properly outline how religion, as a moral force distinct
from an institutional group, could help control crime.
But just as the report recognizes the obvious relationship
of poverty and ignorance and discrimination to an increas-

ing crime rate, it should recognize that man's alienation
from his God has also been a crime-inducing factor.
It is true that the all too frequent unwillingness of many
religious groups and of many presumably religious individuals to live by and not just to profess the moral precepts common to all religions has all too frequently blunted
the effectiveness of religion in preventing crime. Nevertheless, properly used, religion is a real weapon: In my
personal opinion, it is the best weapon. And It should
be used.
My feeling is that we unquestionably should, as the
Commission suggests, improve family life and the school
system and every other human institution. In so doing
we will undoubtedly help prevent crime.
To do these things, however, without renewing and
revitalizing religious life, won't be enough.
Somehow or other we must restore to every citizen's
everyday living that same belief in God's love and justice
which was characteristic of our countrymen in an earlier
and less crime-ridden period of our history.
We were a God-fearing people at one time, and proud
of it. We must be that again if we expect to see the crime
rate substantially reduced.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF DR. BREWSTER, JUDGE BREITEL, MRS. STUART, AND MR. YOUNG
Despite our strong feelings that the Commission and
its staff have done an outstanding job in a very limited
period of time' with some of the most difficult problems
that our Nation faces, we feel compelled to note that the
Commission has not confronted many major unanswered
questions about narcotics and dangerous drugs. This is
one field in which an openminded, questioning inquiry is
necessary. This is one field in which reliance upon assumptions, emotional biases, and the acceptance of traditional viewpoints is most dangerous. Many persons concerned with the problem have for years been questioning
whether the criminalization of narcotics and marihuana
distribution has not served to defeat the objective of controlling and perhaps eliminating drug abuse and the crime
associated with it. The gnawing question to which there
has never been a satisfactory answer is whether this policy
of criminalization, which raises the cost and increases the
difficulty of obtaining drugs, does in fact make the drug
user a proselytizer of others in order that he may obtain

the funds to acquire his own drugs. There is also the
unusually difficult question of whether the compulsion of
the addict to obtain drugs and the moneys to purchase
them causes him to commit collateral crime that otherwise he might not c.ommit.
In this important area the Commission has been
unable to face the fundamental questions. Instead, for
reasons that are quite understandable but in our view
not justifiable, it assumes that the laws and the traditional methods of enforcement which have obtained for
over 50 years, are the only proper ways in which to meet
the problem. It makes this assumption at a time when
the use of narcotics and other drugs may have become
intensified, and all 'of the moral, economic, and criminal
law problems associated with these vices may be greater
than ever.
That the Commission and its staff were capable of
openminded imaginative analysis in other difficult areas
is demonstrated by the way the report deals with such

c

matters as the assessment of crime and the application
of scientific thinking and methods to solving problems of
criminal justice. These successes, and the objective
analysis of the operations of criminal justke :":gencies
generally, make all the more contrasting the Uommission's failure to have the staff explore an equally new
approach to narcotics and drugs. There is no field' in
which the problems and failures frighten Americans more.
We recognize that there were practical limitations,
apart from the short time the Commission was given to
do its work. It is not easy to question the views of the
many National ar!d State law enforcement agencies of
high quality and experience, which have been struggling heroically with the problem along traditional lines
for over a half century. It is also difficult to attempt
to raise anew questions that were, or should have been,
explored by another Presidential commission limited to
this problem, which concluded its work only 3 years ago.
It is particularly difficult to remove from one's 'own mind
and from the minds of others the idea that, because there
is correlation of events, one must be the cause of the
other. But the fact-the obvious fact-that so many
criminals are also users of narcotics or marihuana, and
that there has been an escalation in the use and the
amount and kind of drugs, does not necessarily mean
that drug abuse is a cause 'of crime. It is difficult to

persuade people that they should at least consider
whether both are simply the effects of common causes-that delinquents resort both to drugs and to crime for
more deep-seated reasons than that the one causes the
other.
We feel impelled to make these remarks because, while
we do not know the answers or have the data to disprove what we believe to be the unproven presuppositions of the traditional approach, we are convinced that
the time must come when this Nation will have to consider from entirely new and unbiased viewpoints the
associated but distinguishable problems involving narcotics, marihuana, hallucinogens, and other dangerous
drugs. The time will come when we will have to determine causal relations and consider the possibility that
traditional method; of law enforcement produce more
rather than less crime, particularly of a collateral character. We have done as much in providing new app).;:;aches in the field of corrections and, more recently, in
the field of bail reform. We first question~d and then
proved that traditional approaches were producing exactly the reverse of what had been the design. The
present report is so hospitable to the broadest kind of
research that we can hope that there will be opportunity
to reevaluate the present bases of our drug laws.

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OF MESSRS. JAWORSKI, MALONE, PQWELL, AND STOREY
We have joined our fellow members of the Commission
in this report and in commending it to the American people. This supplemental statement is submitted in support of the report for the purpose of opening
up for discussion-and perhaps for further study and
action--areas which were not considered explicitly in the
report itself. These relate to the difficult and perplexing
problems arising from certain of the constitutionallimitations upon our system of criminal justice.
CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS

The limitations with which we are primarily concerned
arise from the Fifth and Sixth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States as they have been interpreted
by the Supreme Court in recent years. The rights guaranteed by these amendments, and other provisions of the
Bill of Rights, are dear to all Americans and long have
been recognized as cornerstones of a system deliberately
designed to protect the individual from oppressive government action. As they apply to persons accused of crime,
they extend equally to the accused whether he is innocent
or guilty. It is fundamental in oui' concept of the Constitution that these basic rights shall be protected whether
or not this sometimes results in the acquittal of the guilty.
We do not suggest a departure from these underlying
principles. But there is a serious question, now being in-

creasingly posed by jurists and scholars, l whether some
of these rights have been interpreted and enlarged by
Court decision to the point where they now seriously
affect the delicate balance between the rights of the individual and those of society. Or, putting the question
differently, whether the scales have tilted in favor of the
accused and against law enforcement and the public
further than the best interest of the country permits.
It is concern with this question which prompts us to
express these additional views. As the people of our
country must ultimately decide where this balance is to
be struck, it is important to encourage a wider understanding qf the problem and its implications.
In 1963 Chief Judge Lumbard of the Court of Appeals
of the Second Circuit warned:
[W]e are in danger of a grievous imbalance in the administration of criminal justice * * *.
In the past forty years there have been two distinct
trends in the administration of criminal justice. The
first has been to strengthen the rights of the individual;
and the second, which is perhaps a corollary of the first,
is to limit the powers of law enforcement agencies. Most
of us would agree that the development of individual
1 See Friendly, The Bill 0/ RilAt• .. a Code 0/ Criminal Pracedure, 53 Calif.
L. Rev. 929 (1965); Schaefer, Police Interr"Gation and the Privile,. A,ain.t Self·
Incrimination. 61 N: .. 11.L. Rev. 506 (1966); TraynQr, The Devils a/ Due Prace.,.
in Criminal Detoc/ion, Detention and Trial, 33 U. Chi. L. Rev. 657 (1966).
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rights was long overdue; most of us would agree that
there should be further clarification of individual rights,
/Jarticuiarly for indigent defendants. At the same time
we must face the facts about indifferent tlnd faltering law
enforcement in this country. We must adopt measures
which will give enforcement agencies proper means for
doing their jobs. In my opinion, these two efforts must
go forward simultaneously.2

The trends referred to by Judge Lumbard have had
their major impact upon law enforcement since 1961 as
a result of far-reaching decisions of the Supreme Court
which have indeed effected a "revolution in state criminal
procedure." 3
THE COURT's DIFFICULT ROLE

The strong emotions engendered by these decisions,
for and against both them and the Court, bave inhibited
rational dissourse as to their actual effect upon law
enforcement. There has been unfair-and even destructive-criticism of the Court itself. Many have failed to
draw the line, fundamental in a democratic society, between the right to discuss and analyze the effect 'Of particular decisions, and the duty to support and defend the
judicial'}', and particularly the Supreme Court, as an
institution essential to freedom. Moreover, during' the
early period of the Court's restraint with respect to State
action, there were many examples of gross injustice in
the State courts and of indefensible inaction on the part
of State legislatures. In short, there was often a pressing
need for action due to neglect elsewhere, and many of
the great decisions undoubtedly brought on by such
neglect have been warmly welcomed.
Whatever the reason, the trend of decisions strikingly
has been towards strengthening the rights of accused
persons and limiting the powers of law enforcement.
It is a trend which has accelerated rapidly at a time when
the nation is deeply concerned with its apparent inability
to dp.al successfully with the problem of crime. We think
the results must be taken into account in any mobilization
of society's resources to confront this problem.
THE ACCUSATORY SYSTEM

In any attempt to assess the effect of this trend upon
law enforcement it is necessary to keep in mind the essential characteristics of our criminal system. Unlike systems in many civilized countries, ours is "accusatory"
in the sense that innocence is presumed and the burden lies on the State to prove in a public trial the guilt
of the accused beyond reasonable doubt. The accused
has the right to a jury trial, and-in most if not all
States-the added protection that a guilty verdict must
be unanimous.
2 Lumbard, The Admini.slration 0/ Criminal Judice: Some Problrms and Tlleir
ResolutIon, 49 A.B.A.J. 840 (1963). Judge Lumbard io chairman 01 the American

Oar Association's Criminal Justice Project.
3 George, Constitutional Limitations on Euidence in Criminal Cases 3 (19661.
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Other characteristics which have marked our system
include the requirements of probable cause for arrest,
prompt arraignment before a judicial officer, indictment
or presentment to a grand jury, confrontation with accusors and witnesses, reasonable bail, the limitation on
unreasonable searches and seizures, and habeas corpus.
Argument and controversy have swirled around the
interpretation and application of many 'of these rights.
The drawing of a line between the obvious need for police to have reasonable time to investigate and the right
of an accused to a prompt arraignment occasioned one
of the most intense controversies. 4
There also has been serious dissatisfaction with the
abuse of habeas corpus and especially the flood of petitions resulting from decisions broadening the power of
Federal courts to review alleged denials of constitutional
rights in State courts.v No other country affords convicted persons such elaborate and multiple opportunities
for reconsideration of adjudication of guilt. o
Another constitutional limitation, affecting criminal
trials and now being increasingly questioned,1 requires
that a conviction be set aside automatically whenevp.r
material evidence obtained in violation of the Bill of
Rights was received at the trial. The purpose of the
rule is not related to relevance, truth or reliability, for
the evidence in question may in fact be the most relevant
and reliable that possibly could be 'Obtained. Rather,
the reason 'lssigned for the peremptory exclusion is that
there is no other effective method of deterring improper
action by law enforcement personnel.

Although the full meaning of the code of conduct prescribed by Miranda remains for future case-by-case delineation, there can be little doubt that its effect upon
police interrogation and the use of confessions will drastically change procedures long considered by law enforcement officials to be indispensable to the effectiv~
functioning of our system. Indeed, one of the great
State chief justices has described the situation as a
"mounting crisis" in the constitution21l rules that "reach
out to govern police interrogation." 10

(~
(

;

THE FATE OF POLICE INTERROGATIONS

If the majority opinion in Miranda is implemented in
its full sweep, it could mean the virtual elimination of
pretrial interrogation of suspects-on the street, at the
scene of a crime, and in the station house-because there
would then be no such interrogation without the presence
of counsel unless the person detained, howsoever briefly,
waives this right. Indeed, there are many who now agree
with Justice Walter V. Schaefer who recently wrote:
The privilege against self-incrimination as presently interpreted precludes the effective questioning of persons
suspected of crime. n

I

In Crooker v. California, the Court recognized that an
absolute right to counsel during interrogation would
"preclude police questioning-fair as well as unfair * * *." 12 Mr. Justice Jackson, familiar with the duty
and practice of the trial bar, perceptively said:

ESCOBEDO AND MIRANDA

But the broadened rights and resulting restraints upon
law enforcement which have had the greatest impact
are th'Ose derived from the Fifth Amendment privilege
against self-incrimination and the Sixth Amt:.ldment assurance of counsel.
The two cases which have caused the greatest concern
are Escobedo v. Illinois 8 and Miranda v. Arizona. D In
Miranda the requirements were imposed that a suspect
detained by the police be warned not only of his right
to remain silent and that any statement may be used
against him at trial, but also that he has the right to the
presence 'Of counsel and that counsel will be furnished if
he cannot provide it, before he can be asked any questions at the scene of the crime or elsewhere. The suspect
may waive these rights only if he does so "voluntarily,
knowingly and intelligently" and all questioning must
stop immediately if at any stage the person indicates
that he wishes to consult counselor to remain silent.
• See Mallory v. United States, 354 U.S. 449 (1957).
• Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391 ~1963); Town ..nd v. Sain, 372 U.S. 293 (1963).
In 1941 fi,cal year there were only 127 petition.; by 1961 there were 984. The
number e.ealated to 3,531 in 196·1; during the firot 6 rnontho 01 fiocal 1965 there

[A]ny lawyer worth his salt will tell the suspect in
no uncertain terms w make no statement to police under
any ci'lcumstances. 13

There will, it is true, be a certain number of cases in
which the suspect will not insist upon his right to counsel. If he makes admissions or a formal confession, the
question whether his waiver of counsel was "voluntarily,
knowingly and intelligently" made will then permeate
all subsequent contested phases of the criminal processtrial, appeal and even post conviction remedies. And
the prosecution will bear the "heavy" burden of proving
such waiver; mere silence of the accused will not suffice;
and "any evidence" of threat, cajolery or pressure by
the government will preclude admission.
The employment of electronic recorders 14 and television possibly may enable police to defend such an interrogation if conducted in the station· house. But in
the suddenness of a street encounter, or the confusion at
the scene of a crime, there will be little or no opportunity

•
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were 2,160 applications (an increase of 32.7 percent over the previous 6 montha'

period). See 90 A.B.A. Rep. 463 (l965). The To,vn ..nd ca,". to take one
dreary e:!l1mple, was in tI.e courts fot' l'!:iOre thaD 10 years after conviction of the
defendant, with 6 th year,. being consumed in various habeas corpus proceedings.
The great majority of thesc petitions 8fC ~Iltt meritorious. See Ibid.
o The Commission's report, ch. 5, contains helpful recommendations os to what
the States can do to minimize frivolous habeas corpus petitions.
T See Friendly, 3upra at 951-53.

;:{. .'l.

8378 U.S. 478 (1964).
038·' U.S. 436 (1956).
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10 Traynor, supra at 664. Chief Justice Traynor discU88Cd this "rnountidg crisis"
in the Benjamin N. Cardozo Lecture at the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York on Apr. 19, 1966, prior to the Court's decision in Miranda.
11 Schaefer, 3upra at 520. See abo Justice Schaefer's first lecture in the 1966
Julius Rosenthal Lectures, Northwestern University Law School 8 (t!npublished
manuscript) .

12 357 U.S. 433, 441 (1958), the holding 01 which wao overruled in Miranda,
supra at 479 D. 48. [Empha,i. in original.]
J3 Walt! v. Indiana, 338 U.S. 49, 59 (1949) (diosenting opinion).
" Ao recommended in Model Code 0/ Pre·tlrrai,nment Procedure § 4.09 (Tent,
Draft No. I, 1966).

to protect police interrogation against the inevitable
charge of failing to !I1eet Miranda standards. The litigation that follows more 'Often than not will be a "trial"
of the police rather than the accused.
There are some who argue that further experience is
needed to determine whether police interrogation of
suspects is necessary for effective law enforcement. Such
experience would be helpful in defining the dimensions
of the problem. But few can doubt the adverse impact
of Miranda upon the law enforcement process.
Interrogation is the single most essential police procedure. It benefits the innocent suspect as much as it
aids in obtaining evidence to convict the guilty. Mr.
Justice Frankfurter noted:
Questioning suspects zs indispensable tn law enforcement.lS

The rationale of police interrogation was well stated
by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in United States
v. Cone:
The fact is that in many serious crimes-cases of murder, kidnapping, rape, burglary and robbery-the police
often have no or few objective clues with which to start
an investigation; a considerable percentage of those
which are solved are solved in whole or in part through
statements voluntarily made to the police by those who
are suspects. Moreover, immediate questioning is often
instrumental in recovering kidnapped persons or stolen
goods as well as in solving the crime. Under these circumstances, the police should not be forced unnecessarily
to bear obstructions that irretrievably forfeit the opportunity of securing information under circumstances of
spvntaneity most favorable to truth-telling and at a time
when further information may be necessary to pursue the
investigation, to apprehend others, and to prevent other
crimes. 1G
THE FUTURE OF CONFESSIONS

The impact of Miranda on the use of confessions is an
equally serious problem. Indeed, this is the other side
of the coin. If interrogations are muted there will be no
confessions; if they are tainted, resulting confessions-as
well as other related evidence-will be excluded or the
convictions subsequently set aside. There is real reason
for the concern, expressed by dissenting justices, that
Miranda in effect proscribes the use of all confessions. 17
This would be the most far-reaching departure from
precedent and established practice in the history ')f our
criminal law.
,. Culombe v. Connecticut, 367 U.S. 568, 578 (196\), quoting People v. Hall,
413 Ill. 615, 624, 110 N.E. 2d 249, 254 (1953).
'.354 F. 2d 119, 126, cert. denied, 584 U.S. 1023 (1966). Perhaps the be.t
published statement of the considerations favoring in-custody interrogation i8 that

0/ Pre·.4.rrai,nment Procedure, Commentary § 5.01, at
166-74 (Tent, Dralt No.1, 1966). See aloo Bator & Vorenberg, Arrest, Detention,
Interrolalion and the Ri,ht to Coun3el: Ba3ie Problem, and Pouible Leri31ative
Solutions, 66 Colum. L. Rev. 62 (1966); Friendly, supra, at 941, 948.
found in the !Iodel Code

17

Me .. Justice White, joined by Mr. Justice Harlan and !.ir. Justice Stewart, said

"[T]he re.ult [01 the majority holding] add. up to a judicial judgment thaI
evidence from the accused tihould not be used against him in any way, whether
r.ompelled or not." Miranda v . .4r;,OI1(;, 3upra at 538 (dissentillg opinion).
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Until Escobedo and Miranda the basic test of the admissibility of a confession was whether it was genuinely
voluntary.ls Nor had there been any serious question as
to the desirable role of confessions, lawfully obtained, in
the criminal process. The generally accepted view had
been that stated in an early Supreme Court case:
[llhe admissions or confessions of a prisoner, when
voluntary and freely made, have always ranked high zn
the scale of incriminating evidence. 1o

It is, of course, true that the danger of abuse and the
difficulty of determining "voluntariness" have long and
properly concerned the courts. Yet, one wonders
whether these acknowledged difficulties justify the loss at
this point in our history of a type of evidence considered
both so reliable and so vital to law enforcement.
THE "PRIVILEGE" AND CRIMINAL TRIAL

The impact upon law enforcement of the privilege
against self-incrimination as now construed by the Court
is not confined to the Miranda issues of interrogation and
confession. The privilege has ~Iways protected an accused from being compelled to testify; it now prevents
any comment by judge or prosecutor on his failure to
testify; and it limits discovery by the prosecution of evidence in the accused's possession or control. 20 It was
not until 1964 that the privilege was held applicable to
the States by virtue of the 14th amendment,21 and the
final extension came in 1965 when the Court held invalid
a State constitutional provision permitting the trial judge
and prosecutor to comment upon the accused's failure to
testify at trial. 22
'J1he question is now being increasingly asked whether
the full scope of the privilege, as recently construed and
enl~rged, is justified either by its long and tangled history 'Or by any genuine need in a criminal trial.23 There
is agreement, of course, that the privilege must always
be preserved in fullest measure against inquisitions into
political or religious beliefs or conduct. Indeed, the his1a Indeed, unlil very recenlly and back Ihrough Engli.h conalitutional hi.lory,
a distinction had been made between the privilego against self-incrimination 8Dd
the rulea excluding compelled CODfcflJsionl. See Morgan t The Privilele A,ainst
Sell·lncriminalion, 34 Minn. L. Rev. 1 (1949); 3 Wigmore, Evidence 819 (3d ed.
19-10). Bul .e. Bram v. Uniled SIal .. , 168 U.S. 532, 542 (1897). In the United
State., the common law and the due process clauael of the Constitution were conatrued to provide a Yoluntarincis standard for the admissibility of confessions.
Se. Developm.nu in Ihe Law-Conl...ioru, 79 Harv. L. Rev. 935 (1966). The
Fiflh Amendmenl wa, adopled in 1791. Before Ihal time, in England and in Ihis
country, the privilege was construed to apply only at judicial proceedings in which
the perlon asserting the privilege was being tried on criminal chargca; at preliminary
hearing the magistrate freely que~tioned the accused without warning of his right!
and any failure to relpond wall part of the evidence at trial, luch evidence being
given by telltimony of the magistrate himself. See Morgan, supra at 18. Dean
Wigmoro and Profellor Corwin ,ugge.t Ihal Ihe inlent of Ihe fram.r. of the Fiflh
Amendment walll to r~tain thele limitations upon the privilege. See Corwin. The
Supreme Cour"~ Con.!truction 0/ the Sell.lncrimination ClauJe t 29 Mich. L. Rev.
I, 2 (1930); 8 Wigmore, Evid.nce § 2252, al 324 (McNaughlon rev. 1961).
•
,. Brown v. Walk.r, 161 U.S. 591, 596 (1896). Moreover, a, Judge Friendly h ••
pointed out: U[T]here is no social "alue in preventing uncoerced admission of the
facta." Friendly. lupra at 9-18.
"" See 8 Wigmor., Evidence § 2264 (McN.ughlon rev. 1961). Beyond Ihe Iri.1
itlelE, the }!rivilege protects grand jury witnessci (Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142
U.S. 547 (1892»; witne •••• in civil Iri.1 (McCarthy v. Arndstein, 266 U.S. 34
(1924»; and wilne •• e. before I.gi.lative committee, (Emspak v. Uniled Slates,
349 U.S. 190 (1955); Quinn v. Uniled Stat.s, 349 U.S. 155 (1955».
.. Malloy v. HOlan, 378 U.S. 1 (1964).
"" Griffin v. California, 380 U.S. 609 (1965).
:3 See, e.g., ~fcConnick, The Scope 01 PrivUele in the Law o/E'vidence, 16 Texas
L. Rev. 447 (1938); Schttefer, 3upra; Traynor, supra; Warden, ~/iranda-Some
Hillory, Some Obs.rvalions and Some Questions, 20 Vand. L. Rev. 39 (1966).
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toric origin and purpose of the privilege was primarily
to protect against the evil of governmental suppression of
ideas. But it is doubtful that when the Fifth Amendment
was adopted it was conceived that its major beneficiaries
would be those accused of crimes against person and
property.
Plainly this is an area requiring the most thoughtful
attention. There is little sentiment-and in our view no
justification-for outright repeal of the privilege clause
or for an a~endment which would require a defendant
to give evidence against himself at his trial. But a
strong case can be made for restoration of the right to
comment on the failure of an accused to take the stand. 24
As Justice Schaefer has said:

The scales of justice in Britain are at present tilted a
little more in the favor of the accused than is necessary to
protect the innocent. 28

One of the measures recommended by the Labor Governme~t is to permit a majority verdict of 10, rather than
the historic unanimous vote of all 12 jurors. 29 Leading
members of the English bar are pressing for further reforms. After pointing out that "the criminal is living in
a golden age," Lord Shawcross has commented:
The barriers protecting suspected and accused persons
are being steadily reinforced. I believe our law has become hopelessly unrealistic in its attitude toward the prevention and detection of crime. We put illusory fears
about the impairment of liberty before the promotion of
justice. 3D

[l]t is entirely unsound to exclude from consideration at the trial the silence of a suspect involved in circumstances reasonabl)1 calling for explanation, or of a
defendant who does not take the stand. It therefore
seems to me imperative that the privilege against selfincrimination be modified to permit comment upon such
silence. 25

Among the reforms being urged in England are major
modifications of the privilege against self-incrimination,
broadened discovery rights by the state, and the adoption of a requirement that accused persons must advise
the prosecution in advance of trial of all special defenses,
such as alibi, self-defense, or mistaken identity. Another
change suggested would allow the admission in evidence
of previous convictions of similar offenses, although convictions of dissimilar cn:Tles still would not be admissible.31

Any consideration of modification of the Fifth Amendment also should include appropriate provision to make
possible reciprocal pretrial discovery in criminal cases.
One specific proposal, meriting serious consideration, is
to accomplish this by pretrial discovery interrogation before a magistrate or judicial officer. 2G The availability of
broad discovery would strengthen law enforcement as
well as the rights of persons accused of crime,27 and
would go far to establish determination of the tl'Uth as to
guilt or innocence as the primary object of our criminal
procedure.

THE FIRST DUTY OF GOVERNMENT-

In the first chapter of the Commission's report the
seriousness of the crime situation is described as follows:
Every American is, in a sense, a victim of crime. Violence and theft have not only injured, often irreparably,
hundreds of thousands of citizens, but have directly affected everyone. Some people have been impelled to
uproot themselves and find new homes. Some have been
made afraid to use public streets and parks. Some have
come to doubt the worth of a society in which so many
people behave.so badly.32

OTHER COUNTRIES LESS RESTRICTIVE

We know of no other system of criminal justice which
subjects law enforcement to limitations as severe and
rigid as those we have discussed. The nearest analogy is
found in England which shares through our common law
heritage the basic characteristics of the accusatory system.
Yet, there are significant differences-especially in the
greater discretion of English judges and in the fI'exibility
which inheres in an unwritten constitution. There is
nevertheless a developing feeling in England, parallel to
that in this country, that criminals are unduly protected
by the present rules. The Home Secretary of the Labor
Government, speaking of proposed measures to aid law
enforcement, recently said:
210 See Traynor, supra at 677: "I find no inconsistency in lemalDlDg of the
opinion that a judge or prosecutor might fairly comment upon the silence of •
defendant at the trial itself to the extent of noting that a jury could draw un·
favorable inferences from the defendant's failure to explain or refute evidence
when he could reasonably be expected to do so. Such comment would not be evidence and would do no more than make clear to the jury the extent of its freedom
in Jrawing inferences. n
:!l5 Schaefer, 3upra at 520.
!!<I Schaefer, supra al 5111-20.
The Commission's report nmphasizes the neell for broader pr("trial uisco\'cry
by both Ihe proBecution and Ih. defense.

2.

The underlying causes of these conditions are far more
fundamental than the limitations discussed in this statement. Yet, prevention and control of crime-until it
is "uprooted" by long-range reforms-depends in major
part upon effective law enforcement. To be effective,
and particularly to deter criminal conduct, the courts
must convict the guilty with promptness and certainty
Address of the Rt. Hon. Roy Jenldns, M.P., Secretary of State for the Home
Department, National Press Club, Washil'!gton, D.C., Sept. 19,. 19~6 •. Mr. Jenki!l8,
in emphasizing tbe deterrent effect of !,wlhness and certainty In Jusllce, also saId:
UDetection Bnd conviction are therefore necessarily prior deterrents to that of
punishment, and I attach the greatcst p.ossible importance to trying to increase the
chances that they wUl follow D criminal aet."
2U The rule in Scotland long has been that a simple majority vote suffices to
convict.
30 Address by Lord Shawcro88, Q.C., Attorney General of Great Britain, 1945-51,
before the Crime Commiasion of Chicago, Oct. 11, 1965, reprinted in U.S. Ncws &
World Report, Nov. 1, 1965, pp. 80-82. See also Shawcross, Police and Public in
Gr.at Brilain, 51 A.B.A.I. 225 (1965).
31 See Blalemenls of Vi.coun! DilhorDe (Q.C. and Lord Chancellor, 1962-64 and
Attorney General, 1954-62), noll Lord Shawcr088, 8S reported in The Listner,
Aug. 11, 1966, pp. 190, el .eq.
32 Commission's General Report, ch. 1.
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just as they must acquit bhe innocent. Society is not
well served by limitations which frustrate reasonable
attainment of this goal.
We are passing through a phase in our history of
understandable, yet un.precedented, concern with the
rights of accused persons. This has been welcomed as
long overdue in many areas. But the time has come
for a like concern for the rights of citizens to be free
from criminal molestation of their persons and property.
In many respects, the victims of crime have been the
forgotten men of our society-inadequately protected,
generally uncompensated, and the object of relatively
little attention by the public at large.
Mr. Justice White has said: "The most basic function
of any government is to provide for the security of the
individual and of his property." 33 Unless this function
is adequately discharged, society itself may well become
so disordered that all rights and liberties will be
endangered.
RIGHTING THE IMBALANCE

This statement has reviewed, necessarily without attempting completeness or detailed analysis, some of the
respects in which law enforcement and the courts have
been handicapped by the law itself in seeking to apprehend and convict persons guilty of crime.
The question which we raise is whether, even with
the support. of a deeply concerned President 34 and the
implementation of the Commission's national strategy
against crime, law enforcement can effectively discharge
its vital role in "controlling crime and violence" without
changes in existing constitutional limitations.
There is no more sacred part of our history or our constitutional structure than the Bill of Rights. One approaches the thought of the most limited an1endment with
reticence and a full awareness both of the political obstacles and the inherent delicacy of drafting changes
which preserve all relevant values. But it must be remembered that the Constitution contemplates amendment, and no part of it should be so sacred that it remains beyond review.
Whatever can be done to right the present imbalance
through legislation or rule of court should have high
priority. The promising criminal justice programs of
the American Bar Association and the American Law
Institute should be helpful in this respect. But reform
and clarification will fall short unless they achieve these
ends:
D An adequate opportunity must be provided the police
for interrogation at the scene of the crime, during
investigations and at the station house, with appropriate safeguards to prevent abuse.
D The legitimate place of voluntary confessions in law
enforcement must be reestablished and their use made
33 Miranda v. Arizona, &upra at 539 (dissenting opinion).
3' In his rccent State of the Union Address, President Johnson said: HOur country's laws must be respected, order must be. m~intained. I will suppo.rt-~ith a~l
the constitutional powers I p08Se8~-our Nallon s law enfor~ement offiCials II! ~hc!~
attempt to control the crime and VIolence that tear the fabnc of our commuDitles.
Stale o! tim Union Addre.s, Jan. 10, 1967.
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dependent upon meeting due p:rocess standards of
voluntariness.
Provision must be made for comment on the failure of
an accused to take the stand, and also for reciprocal
discovery in criminal cases.

If, as now appears likelY, a consti.tutional amendment
is required to strengthen law enfo:rcement in these respects, the American people should face up to the need
and undertake necessary action without delay.
CONCLUSION

We emphasize in concluding that while we differ in
varying degrees from some of the decisions discussed, we
unanimously recognize them as expressions of legally
tenable points of view. We support all decisions of the
Court as the law of the land, to be respected and enforced unless and until changed by the processes available
under our form of government.
In considering any change, the people of the United
States must have an adequate understanding of the ad-

verse effect upon law enforcement agencies of the constitutional limitations discussed in this statement. They
must also ever be mindful that concern with crime and
apprehension for the safety of their persons and property,
as understandable as these are today, must be weighed
carefully against the necessity-as demonstrated by histo~-of retain~g appropriate and effective safeguards
a?,amst oppressive governmental action against the individual, whether guilty or innocent of crime.
The determination of how to strike this balance with
.d
'
WIS om «tid restraint, is a decision which in final analysis
the people of this country must make. It has been the
purp~se of .this statement to alert the public generally to
the dimensions of the problem, to record our conviction
that an imbalance exists, and to express a viewpoint as to
possible lines of remedial action. In going somewhat
beyond the scope 'Of the Commission's report, we reiterate
our support and Our judgment that implementation of its
recommendations will have far reaching and salutary
effects.
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The Commission and Its Operations
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I. THE COMMISSIONERS

NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH, CHAIRMAN

Washington, D.C.; Under Secretary of State; U.S. Army
Air Force, 1st Lieutenant, prisoner of war, awarded Air'
Medal With Three Clusters, 1941-45; Rhodes scblar,
1947-49; attorney, Department of the Air Force, 195052; Professor of Law, Yale Law School, 1952-56; Professor of International Law, University of Chicago, 195661; Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Coum:el,
1961; Deputy Attorney General, 1962-65, Attorney General of the United States, 1965-66.

MR. BYRNE, CHIEF CAHILL, AND MR. LYNCH CONCUR IN
THIS STATEMENT.

GENEVIEVE BLATT

\
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Harrisburg, Pa., attorney; Phi Beta Kappa; Secretary of
Internal Affairs, Member, State Board of Pardons, State
of Pennsylvania, 1955-67.

Association, 1963-64; President, Massachusetts District
Attorneys Association, 1963-64; President, National District Attorneys Foundation.
THOMAS J. CAHILL

San Francisco, Calif.; Chief of Police, San Francisco;
entered San Francisco Police Department as patrolman,
1942; Big Brother of the Year Award, 1964; Liberty Bell
Award, San Francisco Bar Association, 1965; Vice President, International Association of Chiefs of Police,
1963- ; Chairman, Advisory Committee to the Governor on the Law Enforcement Section of the Disaster Office of the State of California; Chairman, Advisory Committee to the School of Criminology, City College, San
Francisco; Member, National Advisory Committee, National Center on Police-Community Relations, Michigan
State University.

CHARLES D. BREITEL
OTIS CHANDLER

New York, N.Y.; Associate Judge, Court of Appeals of
the State 'Of New York; Deputy Assistant District Attorney,
New York County, staff of Thomas E. Dewey, special
rackets investig~.tions, 1935-37; Assistant District Attorney, New York County, 1938-41; Chief of Indictment
Bureau, 1941; Counsel to Governor, State of New York,
1943-50; Justice, Supreme Court of New York, 1950-52;
Associate Justice, Appellate Division (First Department),
Supreme Court of New York, 1952-66; Advisory Committee, Model Penal Code, American Law Institute;
Chairman, Special Committee on the Administration of
Criminal Justice, Association of the Bar of the City of
New York; Council, American Law Institute.
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LEON JAWORSKI

New Haven, Conn.; President, Yale University; U.S.
Navy, Lieutenant, 1942-46; Assistant Professor of Law,
Harvard Law School, 1950-53; Professor of Law, Harvard Law School, 1953-60; Provost, Yale University,
1960-63; author, "Anti-Trust and American Business
Abroad" (1959) ; "Law of International Transactions and
Relations" (with M. Katz, 1960).

Houston, Tex.; attorney, senior partner, Fulbright,
Crooker, Freeman, Bates & Jaworski; U.S. Army, Colonel,
Chief, War Crimes Trial Section, European Theater,
Legion 'Of Merit, 1942-46; President, Houston Bar Association, 1949; President, Texas Civil Judicial Council,
1951-52; President, American College of Trial Lawyers,
1961-62; President, Texas Bar Association, 1962-63;
Special Assistant U.S. Attorney General, 1962-65; Special Counsel, Attorney General of Texas, 1963-65; Executive Committee, Southwestern Legal Foundation;
trustee, Houston Legal Foundation; Fellow, American
Bar Foundation; U.S. Member, Permanent (International) Court of Arbitration; Member, National Science
Commission; Chairman, Governor's Committee on Public School Education, State of Texas.

GARRETT H. BYRNE

THOMAS C. LYNCH

Boston, Mass.; attorney; District Attorney, Suffolk County, Mass.; Member, Massachusetts House of Representatives, 1924-28; President, National District Attorneys

San Francisco, Calif. ; Attorney General, State of California; Assistant U.S. Attorney, 1933-42; Chief Assistant
U.S. Attorney, 1943-51; District Attorney, San Francisco,

KINGMAN BREWSTER,

<0)'

San Marino, Calif.; Publisher, Los Angeles Times; U.S.
Air Force, 1st Lieutenant, 1951-53; Senior Vice President, the Times-.Mirror Co.; Member, Board of Directors, Associated Press, Western Airlines, Union Bank.
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Calif., 1951-64; Fellow, American ColIege of Trial Lawyers; Advisory Committee on Prearraignment Code,
American Law Institute.
ROSS L. MALONE

Roswell, N. Mex.; attorney, partner, Atwood & Malone;
U.S. Navy, Lieutenant Commander, 1942-46; Deputy
Attorney General of the United States, 1952-53; President, American Bar Association, 1958-59; President,
American Bar Foundation; Trustee, Southwestern Legal
Foundation; Council, American Law Institute; Board of
Regents, American ColIege of Trial Lawyers; Board of
Trustees, Southern Methodist University.
JAMES BENTON PARSONS

Chicago, III.; Judge, U.S. DiEtrict Court, Northern District of Illinois; U.S. Navy, 194-2-46; teacher, Lincoln
University of Missouri, 1934-40, ciiy schools of Greensboro, N.C., 1940-42, John Marshall Law School,
1949-52; Assistant Corporation Counsel, city of Chicago,
1949-51; Assistant U.S. Attorney, 1951-60; Judge,
Superior Court of Cook County, 111., 1960-61; Member,
Committee on Administration of Probation System, Judicial Council of the United States; Chicago Commission
on Police-Community Relations; Illinois Academy of
Criminology.
LEWIS FRANKLIN POWELL, JR.

Richmond, Va.; attorney, partner, Hunton, Williams,
Gay, Powell & Gibson; U.S. Army Air Force, Colonel
awrArded Legion of Merit, Bronze Star, Croix de Guerre
With Palms, 1942-46; Member, Virginia State Board of
Educat.ion, 1961- ; President, American Bar Association, 1964-65; Trustee, Washington and Lee University
and H01lis ColIege; Board of Regents, American ColIege
of Trial Lawyers; Vice President, American Bar Foundation; Trustee and General Counsel, Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.
WILLIAM PIERCE ROGERS

Bethesda, Md.; attorney, partner, Royall, Koegel, Rogers
& Wells (New York and Washington); Assistant U.S.
Attorney, New York County, 1938-42, 1946-47; U.S.
Navy, Lieutenant Commander, 1942-46; Chief Counsel,
U.S. Senate War Investigating Committee, 1948; Chief
Counsel, Senate Investigations Subcommittee of Executive Expenditures Committee, 1948-50; Deputy Attorney
General, 1953-57, Attorney General of the United States,
1957-61; Member, U.S. Delegation, 20th General Assembly, United Nations, 1965; U.S. Representative,
United Nations Ad Hoc Committee on Southwest Africa,
1967; Member, President's Commision on Crime in the
District of Columbia, 1965-67; FelIow, American Bar
Foundation.

ROBERT GERALD STOREY

DaIlas, Tex.; attorney, partner, Storey, Armstrong &
Steger; Phi Beta Kappa, Order of Coif; U.S. Army, 1st
Lieutenant, 1918-19, Colonel, Bronze Star, Legion of
Merit, 1941-45; Assistant Attorney General, State of
Texas, 1921-23; Executive Trial Counsel for the United
States, trial of major Axis war criminals, Nuremberg,
Legion of Honor (France), 1945-46; Dean, Southern
Methodist University Law School, 1947-59; President,
Texas Bar Association, 1948-49; President, American Bar
Association, 1952-53; Member, Hoover Commission,
1953-55; President, Inter-American Bar Association,
1954-56; Americali Bar Association Gold Medal, 1956;
Vice Chairman, U.S. Civil Rights Commission, 1957-63;
President, Southwestern Legal Foundation.
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1954-60; Member, President's Committee on Youth Employment, 1962; Member, President's Committee on
Equal Opportunity in the Armed Forces, 1963; Member,
President's Commission on Technology, Automation, and
Economic Progress, 1965-66; Member, Special Presidential Task Force on Metropolitan and Urban Problems,
1965-66; Member, Advisory Committee on Housing and
Urban Development, Department of Housing and Urban Development; President, National Conference on
Social Welfare; Member, Advisory Board, A. Philip Randolph Institute; Member, National Board, Citizens Crn-

sade Against Poverty; Trustee, Eleanor Roosevelt Memorial Foundation; author, "To Be Equal" (1964).
LUTHER W. YOUNGDAHL

Washington, D.C.; Senior Judge, U.S. District Court,
District of Columbia; U.S. Army, artillery officer, World
War I; Judge, Municipal Court, Minneapolis, Minn.,
1930-36; Judge, District Court, Hennepin County, Minn.,
1936-42; Associat.e Justice, Supreme Court of Minnesota,
1942-46; Governor of Minnesota, 1947-51; Judge, U.S.
District Court, District of Columbia, 1951-66.
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JULIA DAVIS STUART

Spokane, Wash.; President, League of Women Voters
of the United States; Governor's Tax Advisory Council,
State of Washington, 1958; Chairman, Citizens Subcommittee on School Finance, State of Washington Legislature, 1960; National Municipal League Distinguished
Citizen Award, 1964; Member, National Citizens Commission on International Cooperation, 1965.
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ROBERT F. WAGNER

New York, N.Y.; attorney; New York State Assembly,
1938-41; U.S. Army Air Force, Lieutenant Colonel,
1942-45; New York City Tax Commission, 1946; Commissioner of Housing and Buildings, New York City, 1947;
New York City Planning Commission, 1948; President,
Borough of Manhattan, N.Y., 1949-53; Mayor, New
York City, 1954-66.
HERBERT WECHSLER

New York, N.Y.; Harlan Fisk Stone Professor of Constitutional Law, Columbia Law School; Assistant Attorney
General, State of New York, 1938-40; Special Assistant
U.S. Attorney General, 1940-44, Assistant Attorney General of the United States, 1944-46; Member, U.S. Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Rules of Criminal
Procedure, 1941-45; Oliver WendeIl Holmes Lecturer,
Harvard Law School, 1958-59; Director, American Law
Institute; Reporter, Model Penal Code, American Law
Institute; Member, New York State Temporary Commission on Revision of the Penal Law and Criminal
Code; Member, Executive Committee, Association of the
Bar, City of New York; author, "Criminal Law and Its
Administration" (with J. Michael, 1940); "The Federal Courts and the Federal System" (with H. Hart, Jr.,
1953); "Principles, Politics and Fundamental Law"
(1961).
WHITNEY MOORE YOUNG, JR.

New Rochelle, N.Y.; Executive Director, National Urban
League; Dean, Atlanta University School of Social Work,
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The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice was established on July 23,
1965, by President Lyndon B. Johnson, who instructed it
to inquire into the causes of crime and delin':Juency and
report to him, early in 1967, with recommendations for
preventing crime and delinquency and improving law enforcement and the administration of criminal justice.
At the first Commission meeting, in September 1965,
the Commission with the advice of its stafr designated
specific subjects in which intensive work was to be undertaken. The staff, on the basis of further consultation
with the Commission members and experts in various
fields, prepared preliminary work plans relating to these
subjects. It also began the task-which extended
through the full term of the Commission-of gathering
and analyzing data and the views of consultants and advisers and preparing, for Commission review and analysis,
drafts of material looking to the development of the final
report.
The work of the Commission was initially divided into
four major areas: Police, courts, corrections, and assessment of the crime problem. Concentrating on each was
a task force consisting of a panel of Commission members,
a number of full-time staff members, and consultants and
advisers. As the Commission's work proceeded, special
task forces or working groups were formed to give special
attention to organized crime, juvenile delinquency, narcotics and drug abuse, and drunkenness. Early in 1966,
the task force on science and technology was organized
as a collaborative undertaking by the Commission, the
Office of Law Enforcement Assistance of the Department
of Justice, and, with direct responsibility for the work, the
Institute for Defense Analyses.
The full-time staff began as only a few and grew to
number more than 40. It included lawyers, police officials, correctional personnel, prosecutors, sociologists, psychologists, systems analysts, juvenile delinquency prevention planners, and professional writers and editors. Many
were professors on leave from universities; criminal justice officials on leave from Federal, State, and local agencies; or experts on loan from various Federal departments,

including Justice, HEW, Treasury, Labor, Army, and
Navy.
To direct the staff work, the President appointed, as
Executive Director, James Vorenberg, on leave as Professor at Harvard Law School, who had been serving as
the first Director of the Office of Criminal Justice in the
Department of Justice. The Deputy Director, Henry S.
Ruth, Jr., had been a prosecutor in the Department of
Justice's Organizer Crime and Racketeering Section, and
later a member of the Office of Criminal Justice.
The four Associate Directors of the Commission and
their areas of primary responsibility were: Police-Gene
S. Muehleisen, on leave as the Executive Officer of the
Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training in
the California Department of Justice; correctionsElmer K. Nelson,' on leave as Professor of Public Administration at the University of Southern California;
assessment of the nature and scope of crime--Lloyd E.
Ohlin, on leave as Professor of Sociology at Columbia University and Director of Research,of Columbia's School of
Social Work; courts-Arthur I. Rosett, a former Federal
prosecutor who was an attorney in private practice. In
addition, Alfred Blumstein of the Institute for Defense
Analyses was director of the science and technology task
force.
The Commission's research and inquiries took many
forms, a few of which are suggested below. Surveys
were conducted in connection with work on police-community relations, professional criminals, unreported
crime, and correctional personnel and facilities. The
corrections survey, sponsored jointly by the Commission
and the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, is only
one example of the numerous projects in which the Office of Law Enforcement Assistance and the Commission collaborated. This survey and the survey of unreported crime were the first nationwide studies ever
made of those areas. Over 2,200 police departments
were asked by questionnaire what field procedures they
had found especially effective against crime. Field observers acquainted themselves with police patrol practices
and procedures in lower criminal courts. Commission
staff and representatives visited correctional institutions,
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met with groups of residents in slum areas, and interviewed professional criminals and prison inmates.
The Commission also had the benefit of data and suggestions from Federal agencies including the Federal
Bureau of Investigation; the Bureau of Prisons; the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice; various divisions of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; the Department of the Treasury; the Department
of Labor; and the Bureau of the Budget, to name a few.
Members of the Office of Criminal Justice and staff and
citizen advisers of the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crime assisted in a number
of areas. Similar assistance was received from numerous State and local agencie~i and from officials in some
foreign countries.
The Commission sponsored many conferences, large
and small, concerning mentally disordered offenders,
riots and their control, correctional standards, plea bargaining, and the Federal role in crime control, to mention
only a few. Commission members or staff met with
rural southern law enforcement officials, government officials, practitioners, scholars, and others. One conference brought scientists and businessmen together to consider ways of working together against crime. Another
inquired into the legal manpower problems of the criminal system. A third was attended by representatives of
the State committees appointed by many Governors in
response to the President's request that groups be formed
in each State to plan and implement reform of criminal systems and laws. In this connection, the Commission staff also worked with State and local criminal
justice personnel to obtain information on the operation
of the law enforcement and criminal justice systems in
their States and the likely effect of Commission proposals
on those systems, and to assist State officials in planning
research and programs in their States.
Advice was sought at every step from experts in law
enforcement, criminal justice, and crime prevention.
Many of them, acting as consultants to the Commission,
prepared useful background papers. A few of these papers served as the basis for chapters of the separate task
force reports and many are published as appendices to ~he
task force reports. A few leading scholars from corrections, police work, and law came to Washington and
worked with the staff on a full-time basis during the summer of 1966. The principal role of most of the consultants, however, like that of the many other persons of
knowledge and experience who served the Commission as
advisers, was as a sounding board for new ideas, proposed
recommendations, and materials being developed for
Commission consideration. In addition, the Commission
invited the views of professional organizations in many
areas related to crime.
The full Commission met seven times, for 2 or 3 full
dayn each time. The meetings often led to new proposals
or new lines the staff was instructed to explore. Discussion at the meetings centered on drafts sent CommIssion
members in advance and fo~used chiefly on major issues
and findings, although a number of specific stylistic and
other drafting changes emerged as well.
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A meeting of the Commission
In addition to the meetings of the Commission as a
whole, members participated on a continuing basis in
preparing materials and developing the final report, both
informally-by letter, telephone, and visits with staffand as formally constituted panels (sometimes with the
inclusion of outside experts) . In the early months, these
panels played an important role in proposing directions
the Commission's work would take. And before consideration by the full Commission, staff papers were reviewed by the several Commission members assigned by
the Chairman to the given area and then usually reworked by the staff in light of the comments received.
While the members of the Commission have considered
carefully the entire report, this does not necessarily mean
that there is complete agreement with every detail of
each recommendation or statement. Except where otherwise noted, however, there is agreement with the substance of every important conclusion and recommendation. The nature of the general agreement and the
extcnt of incidental disagreement are those to be expected
when members of a Commission individually have given
serious thought to a major and complex problem, and
have sought to achieve a joint resolution in further;mc'e
of the ComIl!ission's task as a deliberative body.
As will be noted in the preface to each task force volume, those underlying volumes were prepared by the
staff on the basis of its studies and those of consultants.
The materials in the task force volumes were distributed to the entire Commission and discussed generally
at Commission meetings, although more detailed discussion and intensive review were the responsibility of a
panel of several Commission members attached to each
task force. While, to the extent noted in the preface of
the task force volumes, individual members of the panel
may have reservations on some points covered in the task
force volumes but not reflected in the Commission's general report, the task force volumes have the general endorsement of the panels.
The final product of the Commission's work will consist
of this report; the reports of the several task forces; and
appendices containing consultants' papers, documentation, and other explanatory and supporting material.
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Frank Remington, Professor, University of Wisconsin Law School,
Madison, Wis.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Norman Abrams, Professor of
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Criminal Division, Department of
Justice
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Confederation in organized crime
employees, 193
membership, 195
origin, 192
Confederation commission
balance of power, 195
composition, 195
Confederation families in organized
crime
activities, 193
hierarchy, 193
informal roles, 196
Confederation hierarchy, 193, 195
Coordinated eOort against organized
crime, 205
Corporal punishment, 162-163
Correctional institutions
alanns, 259
caseload, 171-172, 178-179
collaborative approach, 173
conditions, 163
conflict between staff and inmates,
173
cost, J. 76
diversification, 164
educational level, 1,74
facilities, 178
furloughs, 176
graduated release, 177
history, 162-163
industries
constraints, 176, 289
, Federal program, 176
goods produced, 176
programs, 174, 175
recommendations of Commission,
176
isolation, 172
local and misdemeanant, 178
model, 172-173
personnel, 173, 175
programed instruction, 174, 175
programed learning, 174,259-260
recommendations of Commission,
173, 174, 175, 176, 178
reforms, 163-164release, 173, 176-177, 178
restraints, 172, 173
Correctional institutions, distribution
0/ personflel in jails and local, 1965,
178
Correctional institutions, number 0/ inmates in, daily average in 1965, 172
Correctional programs
development, 14, 183,260,282
employment, 174, 175,289
Correctional system
application of information systems,
259
application of systems analysis, 259
caseload, 12, 159, 160, 171-172,
178-179
community treatment
costs, 166
effectiveness, 166, 170
experimental programs, 170, 171,
173, VII
reform, 169
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Correctional system-Continued
conditions, 159, 163
custody as major task, 12
employment programs, 174, 175, 289
facilities, 13
Federal role, 180, 183
history, 162-163
inadequacies, 163, VIII
information gathering, 180, 181
isolation, 11-12
lack of central control, 160-162
lack of public knowledge, 159
nationwide survey, 159
need for changes, 183
nongovernment role, 183
personnel, 12
see also correctional system personnel
random reform of programs, 164
State role, 183
theory, 163
university role, 183,291
Correctional system decisionmaking,
12, 179-181
Correctional system personnel
division of functions, 162
shortage, 162, 180
training, 286
see also correctional institutions,
parole officers, probation officers
Correctional treatment
recommendations of Commission,
260
statistical data, 260
Corrections, average daily population
in, 160
Corrections of the future, 182
Corrections, some national characteristics 0/, 161
Corrections task force, 160, 162
Corrupter, organized crime, 193
Cosa Nostra, La, 192, 201, 209, 218
see also confederation
Cost-eOectit1eness analysis 0/ delay redu,ction in hypothetical city, 249
Costello, Frank, 188
Cottrell, Leonard S., Jr., 57
Council of Judges of the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency,
140
Council of State Governments, 123
Council on Mental Health, 231
"Counselor," organized crime, 193
Court
criminal
caseload, 126
central role in criminal justice
system, 125
constitutional limitations, 125
due process, 125
public expectations, 125
family, 85
felony, presentence reports, 144
justice of the peace
recommendations of Commission,
130
reform, 129
see also justices of the peace
juvenile, see juvenile court
lower
calendar, 127
caseload, 128, VIII

Court-Continued
lower-Continued
conditIons, 128, VIII
defense counsel, 128
facilities, 128, 129
importance, 128
judge, 128
personnel, 128, VJI[
petty offense section, 129
plea negotiation, 11
presentence investigation", 129
probation officers, 11
probation services, 129
prosecutor, 128
recommendations of Commission,
129
mwdemeanor
presentence reports, 144
probation services, 144'
see also court, lower
urban
administrative procedures, 127
calendar, 154-155
caseload, 10,127
lack of information about offender, 127
lack of understanding of offender,
127
needs, 127
plea negotiation, 128
Court administration
avoiding delay, 156
business procedures, 156
recommendations of Commission,
156-157
reform, 157
supervision, 156
Court administrative office, State, 157
Court information system, 141
Crime
'
behavior range, v
business, see business crime
causes
failures of criminal justice system,
17
need for information, '17
public tolerance of crime, 17
social factors, 177
see also crime, social factors
contributing
victim's role, 17
cost data, 32
see also specific crimes
cost, 31-34, 35, 59, 273 '
costs to society, 34
data
need, 23, 31
recommendations of Commission,
31, 35, 53
effect, 1, 3
extent, 21, V
failure of citizens to report, 3, 21-22,
25, 31, 96
fear
based on fear of strangers, 18, 50,
52
by income, 50
by neighborhood, 5& -51
by race, 50
correlated to measures against
crime, 51

Crime-Continued
fear-Continued
correlated to victimization, 51
effect on citizens, 3, 52, V
mass media contribution, 52-53
specific crimes, 18, 51-52
Federal,20
increase, 3, 5, 23, 24, 26, 28
juvenile, VI
knowledge about, 273
lack of information, 13, 247, 266,
269,273
national strategy against, 279
organized, see organized crime
professional, see professional crime
property, see property crimes
public concern, 49-50, 53
reporting
increase due to changed expectations, 25, 30
increase due to insurance, 27
police programs, 25, 27, 30
political use, 27
procedural changes, 25-26
public attitudes, 21-22, 50, 96
recommendations of Commission,
27, 31
supplements, 31
unreported crime, 3, 20-21, 25,
31, V
representative experiences, V
research, see research, research institutes
responsibility
conclusions of Commission, XI
of individual, XI
of society, V
self-reported, studies, 43-44, 55, 57
social factors contributing, 1, 5, 6,
15, 35-36, 91
statistical information, see Uniform
Crime Reports
techniques for measuring, 3, x
violent, see violent crimes
white-collar, see white-collar crime
Crime cases
arrests, 248
clearance, 248
Crime commissions
headquarters, 207
private, 198, 199
public, 198, 199
recommendations of Commission,
207
Crime deterrence, lack of knowledge,
96, 247
Crime message to Congress, 284
Crime prevention
Anticrime Cl'Usade of Indianapolis,
290
citizen organizations, 289
citizen responsibility, 13, '53, 260,
288,289, XI
community role, 13,53,291, XI
conclusions of Commission on, 27,
49,60, 209, VI-VII
employers, contribution, 290
Federal programs, 283-284, 285
juvenile, 58
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Crime prevention-Continued
lighting of streets, 261-262, 290
methods
combating segregation, VI
improvement of law enforcement
operations, VI
improvement of schools, VI
providing employment opportunities, VI
reduction of opportunities for
crime, VI, VII
strengthening family, VI
private agencies, 290
religious institutions, 290
society's responsibility, 58, 60, XI
see also theft, automobile, prevention
Crime prevention and control, public
expenditures for, 34

Crime-pricing system, 131
Crime rates
Federal Republic of Germany, 30
immigrants, 36-37
in standard metropolitan statistical
areas, 119
international, 30
national, 28
north central United States, 30
rural, 5, 28
slum, 35-36, 37
suburban, 5,26
urban, 5, 28-29, 35-36
variations in urban rates, 29
Crime statistics
arrest, 20, 28, 44
Federal Bureau of Investigation
computation of trends, 26
in analyzing crime problem, 20
national collection, 23, 24, 26
offense, 27
police, 20
reporting to Federal Bureau of Investigation 20, 28, 30
see also arrests; crime, reporting;
Uniform Crime Reports
Crime trends
analysis, 28
arrest rates, 24, 28
conclusions of Commission, 30-31,
51-52
factors affecting
aflluence, 29
age composition of population,
27-28,56
enumeration, 27
inflation, 30
studies, 29
urbanization, 28, 29, 56
knowledge, 23, 25, 30
offense rates, 23, 24
see also crime rates
Crime victimization
business, 41-42
female, 39
male, 39
Negro, 40
nonwhite, 39
public facilities, 43
public organizations, 41-42, 43
rates, 31, 38, 42
risk, 39

t
Crime victimization-Continued
sites, 40, 41
survey of Commission, 20-21, 31
survey technique, 22, 30
white, 39
Crimes, clearance of with named and
unnamed suspects, 248
Crimes, economic impact of and related expenditures, 33
Crimes, reported, against persons and
propert.y, 1960-65 trends, arrests,
and offenses known to police, 24

Crimes, selected Federal, 20
Crimes without victims
arrests, 5
categories, 5
effect of correctional system, 5
investigation, 5
Criminal cases
discovery
procedures, 138
recommendations of Commission,
139
pretrial examination of witnesses,
139
Criminal code
definition of offenses, 126, 127
grading of offenses, 126
reform, 126
revision, 283
see also penal codes; sentencing
codes
Criminal court, see court, criminal
Criminal justice agencies
equipment, 271
Federal support for improvements,
270,271,281,284,285,286,287
management studies, 286
operations research groups, 271, x
outside research assistanc:e, x
recommendations of Commission,
271, 282
State support for changf:s, 281
.
see also law enforcement agencies
Criminal justice i~formation systems
crime statistics, 287
see also crime statistics
criminal records, 268-:!69, 286
see also criminal recllrds
files contained, 267-268, 284
files, users, 267
inquiry system, 268, 286
National Crime Information Center,
268,286
national inquiry file, :!68
need for, 267
organized crime intelligence system,
286
statistics on criminal justice system,
286
Criminal justice personnel
Federal support for training, 285
quality, 282
salaries, 282
shortage, 12-13, 15, 282, VI, IX
training, 206, 285, 286
Criminal justice planning
Federal support, 285
local level, 280
need, 279-280
State level, 280

Criminal justice planning units
appraisal, 281, 282-283
coordination, 280
functions, XI
gathering of information, 281
immediate changes, 281, 282
membership, 280-281, XI
mobilization of financial support,
281-282
pressure for change, 281, 282
recommendations of Commission,
280
State planning committees, 280, 285
Criminal justice system
application of systems analysis, 262,
263-264
business contribution, 289
caseload, 12, 14, 126, 128, VIIl
community contribution, 291
computer use, 267
conclusions of Commission, 78, 185,
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Criminal justice system costs for Index
crimes, total 1965, U.S., 265
Criminal justice system direct costs for
u.s. crime in 1965, estimated, 264-
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Criminal justice system model, 263-265
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Criminal justice system model, 262-263
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VIIl, XI

controlled experimentation, 262
decisionmaking, 10, 12
demonstration projects, 287
faciliti.es, 13
Federal grants-in-aid, 287, 288
Federal role, 283
Federal support for technological
research and development, 270
see also R.D.T. & E. programs
financial needs
for new programs, X
foI' research, X
for salaries, X
industry, contribution, 289
inertia, 14, 274
juvenile, see juvenile court, juvenile
justice system
labor contribution, 289
lack of information, 266, 269, 273
legislative changes, 283
limited use of technological devices,
245, 287
need for better information, 266267
needs, 10, 13, 14, XI
new services
examples, 282
financial aid, 282
philosophy, 7
professional groups, role, 291
protection of individual, 7, VIII
purposes, 7, VIIl
recommendations of Commission, VIIl
research institutes for, see research
institutes
research, 287
responsibilities, 58, 128, VIIl
science
and
technology,
see
R.D.T. & E. programs
structure, 7
see also correctional system, court,
police
support for changes, 2Bl, XI
tcchnological devices, 245, 246, 257258,287
university contribution, 13, 183,275,
291
see also law enforcement
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Criminal justice system costs
estimating, 265
for Index crimes, 264-265
for police, 265
per offender, 265-266
public expemliture, 34-35, 273
rehabilitation, 32, 35
salaries, 35
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Criminal law
limitations on effectiveness, 130, 200
see also criminal code
Criminal process
administrative, 130
administrative deci.ions, 130
alternatives for disposing of cases
information service, 136
institutional commitment, 134
intensive supervision, 134
computer use, VII
delay
deleterious effects, 154
example of: District of Columbia
court, 258
efficieney, 154, VII
fairness, 154, VI, VIII
juvenile, 7, 11
see also juvenile court, juvenile
justice system
lack of knowledge, x
model timetable, 155-156, 258
pretrial examination, 139
reduction of delay, 258-259, VII
theory versus practice, 7
timetable, 155-156, 258
see also bail, plea negotiation, postconviction procedures, pretrial release, sentencing, trial
Criminal, professional, see professional
criminal
Criminal records
areawide center, 120
computer use, 268
fingerprints, 269
policy problems, 268
recommendations of Commission,
120, 268-269
security, 269
State, 269
Criminal research institutes, see research institutes
Cu~toms agency service, 217

D
Day top Lodge, 227
Deaths, automobile, 19

Defendant-Continued
in lower court, 129
in plea negotiation, 135-136
release of before trial 131-133
.ree also bail
rights, 126
Defender system, VIII
Defense counsel,
aid by nonlegal personnel, 153
exchange of information with prosecutor, 136
expanded role, 151
in juvenile court, 86-87, VIII
in lower court, 128
need, 86-87, 149-150, 153
professional status, 152
provision
by coordinated assigned counsel
systems, 150-151, VIII
by defender system, 150-151, VIII
cost, 150-151
for adults, VIII
for juvenile, 86:-87, VlIl
in parole and pr',bation proceedings, VIII
recommendations of Commission,
137,150,151, VIII
recruitment, 152
salaries, 152, 153
shortage, 151
State laws providing, 149
Supreme Court decisions, 149
training, 152, IX
Delinquency records, impror~r use of
by employers, 75
Depressan ts
illicit traffic in, 217-218
medical use, 214
see also barbiturates, tranquilizers
Detoxification centers
as detention facilities, 235, 236
as medical facilities, 236
demonstration projects, 236
in-patient programs, 237
referrals, 23i
treatment of alcoholics in, 237
Dewey, Thomas E., 196
Dictograph Corp., 289
District attorney, see prosecutor
District Court of the District of Columbia, 258
District Court of the District of Columbia, median time (in days) between events for the felony cases
filed in 1965,258

District of Columbia Court of General
Sessions, 128
District of Columbia Crime Commission, 18, 19, 27,40,42,45,58, 235,
281
Dole, Dr. Vincent P., 227

natural

Domestic problem, most important, by
race and income, 49

Defendant
bail, 131
discovery of Government case, 138,
144
felony
time spent in court, 258
time spent in criminal process,
258

Draper Correctional Center, 174, 260
Driver v. Hinnant, 236
Drug abuse
increase, 215
President's Ad Hoc Panel, 225
President's Commission, 211, 231
responsibility, 211
White House Conference, 211

Deaths from
causes, 19

other

than

Drug Abuse Control Amendments of
1965, 215, 220
Drug laws
conclusions of Commission, 224, 229
effectiveness, 218-219
enforcement
methods, 218
objectives, 218
personnel involved, 217
personnel needed, 219-220
recommendations of Commission,
220
grad~tions of offenses, 223
mandatory minimum sentences, 223
penalties, 222-223
recommendations of Commission,
216, 220, 221, 223
recordkeeping provisions, 220-221
violators, 219, 223
Drugs
dangerous
control of illicit traffic, 220
definition, 214
Federal laws, 211, 213, 215-216,
220, 223
illicit traffic, 216, 218
seizure of abroad by Federal
agents, 217
seizure at ports and borders, 217
State laws, 211, 213, 216, 220,
223
see also amphetamines; barbiturates; dc!pressants; hallucinogens; heroin; marihuana; narcotics stimulants
public understanding
agencies disseminating information, 231
college program, 23!
recommendations of Commission,
231
Drunk arrests, see arrests, drunk
Drunk case
burden on criminal justice system,
233, 235
trial, ?,34
unfairness in handling, 235
Drunk offender, see offender, drunk
Drunkenness
as public health problem, 236
diagnosis, 235, 237
laws, 233
noncriminal t~eatment
care after release, 237
detoxification centers, 235, 236,
237
recommendation of Commission,
236
serious crimes, 237
Drunkenness, arrests, comparison of
in three cities, 234

Dyer Act, 260

E
Easter v. Di:t,ict of Columbia, 236
Educational .levels, comparison of, 161

Electronic surveillance devices
as a method of law enforcement, 201
as a threat to privacy, 202
authority for use by law enforcement
officers, 201-202, 203
detection, 202

)
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Electronic surveillance devices-Con.
legality, 202-203
private usc, 202, 203
recommendations of Commission,
203
Supreme Court decisions, 202, 203
Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, 28't
Employment
choice, 75, 76
denial
arrest record, 75, 77
delinquency record, 75
school failure, 75
enforcement of fair practices, 77
inadequate preparation, 74-75
information, 77
labor force, 74-75
new sources, 77
programs preparing youth, 76-77,
289-290, VI
recommendations of Commission, 77
Enforcer, organized crime, 193
Estes decision, 137
Evidence, motion for suppression, 140,
203
Exclusionary rule, 126
Expert committee on addiction-producing drugs (WHO), 212

F
Faith opportunities project, 290
Family as social institution for developing child's potential, 63
Family factors contributing to delinquency
discipline, inconsistency, 63-64
family membership, 63, 65
identification between father and
son, 64
marital discord, 63, 65
parental affection, 64
premature autonomy, 63
status in community, 65
Family, strengthening
as a functioning unit, 65
counseling, 65
employment, 65
housing, 65
individuals in family, 65-66
recommendations of Commission, 66
Federal Bail Rcform Act of 1966, 132,
259
Federal Board of Parole, 223
Federal Bureau of Investigation, 3, 4;
18, 20, 25, 28, 30, 32, 39, 55, 110,
111, 112, 117, 118, 119, 122, 192,
196, 197, 199, 204, 206, 222, 240,
241, 247, 261, 265, 269, 270, 283,
284, 286, X, XI
I;'ederal Bureau of Investigation Academy, ~85
Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reporting Section, 264
Federal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reports (UCR), 1, 3, 4,
5, 18, 19, 20,25, 26, 27, 30, 32, 39,
42,46,55,286,287,x
Fcderal Bureau of Investigation Uniform Crime Reports "Index crimes",
1,4,5,18, 19,24

Federal Bureau of Narcotics, 197, 206,
212, 213, 217, 218, 219, 220, 2n,
224, 230, 231
Federal Bureau of Prisons, 223, 269,
282,284, 286,289,x,XI
Federal Circuit Court decisions on arrests for drunkenness
Driver v. Hinnant, 236
Easter v. District of Columbia, 236
Federal Communications Act, 202
Federal Communications Commission,
254
Federal crimes, sele,;ted, 20

Federal ,narcotics hospitals, 225-226
Federal prisons
drug law violators, 223
see also correctional institu tions
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure,
137
Federal Youth Corrections Act, 223
Fence, 46-47
fingerprint identification
by Federal Bureau of Investigation,
269
by police, 97, 255
by State agencies, 269
conputer, 255
recommendations of Commission,
255-256
Firearms
and second amendment, 241, 242
Federal laws, 240, 242, 243, VII
see also Flie,,:'ms Act of 1934,
Firearms Act of 1938, Mutual
Security Act of 1954
importation, 239, 241
in interstate commerce, 239, 243
licenses, 240, 241
local laws, 240, 241
possession by felons, 242
purchase, 240, 241, 242
recommendations of Commission,
242,243
registration, 239, 240, 241,242,245,
VII
State laws, 240, 241, 242, VII
see also Sullivan law
Supreme Court decisions, 242
surplus, 240
taxes, 239
usc in crimes, 4, 239, 241
Firearms Act of 1934, 239, 241
Firearms Act of 1938,239
Firearms control
Federal, 240, 242, 243
see also Firearms Act of 1934, Firearms Act of 1938, Mutual Security Act of 1954
public opinion, 240, 241
recommendations of Commission,
239
resistance, 241
State, 240, 241, 242
see also firearms, State laws; Sullivan law
Fix, 46, 47
Food and Drug Administration, 214,
215,216,217,220
Ford Foundation, 275, 290
Frankfurter, Justice Felix, 273
Fraud, 19-20, 32

Heroin addictS-Continued
previous use of marihuana 225
residence, 212
'
Hog~n? District Attorney Frank S., 201
HomiCide
acquaintance of victim and offender
3,39,40
'
in\'olving firearms, 4
number of cases, 3
unintentional, 19

G
Gallup polis, 49-50, 241
Gambling
control by organized crime, 189
independent operators, 188
profit to organized crime, HH3, 189

(

Gambling operation, interstate, diagram of, 197
Gambling syndicate, 197

Ganey, Judge T. Cullen, 48
Gang, see youth groups
Gault v. United States, 86
General Board of Christian Social Concerns of the Methodist Church, 168
Georgetown University, 276
Gi{leon v. Wainwright, 149
Gilman, 225
Glueck, Eleanor, 45
Glueck, Sheldon, 45
Goodman, 225
Gouled v. United States, 125, 126

(

H
Habeas corpus petitions
increase, 139
legal counsel, 139-14·0
liberalization of court rules, 139
reduction
by improving pro..:edures on postconviction claims, 139
by improving trials, 139
Hallucinogens
controversy, 214
Federal law, 216
illicit traffic, 218
increased use, 215
legitimate use, 214
other than LSD, 215
use, 214
see also LSD
Harlem Youth Opportunities Unlimited, Inc., 62
Harris surveys, 49, 50
Harrison Narcotic Act of 1914, 213,
230
Harvard Business School, 285
Harvard Law School, 152
Harvard University, 289
Hawes-Cooper Act, 176
Head Start, 73, 284, Xl
Heroin
as an illegal drug, 213, 216
(;Ost to addict, 189,213,217,222
distribution, 189
effeets, 212
Federal laws, 213
illicit traffic, 213, 217, 218
profit to organized crime, 218
quality for addict, 213, 217
seizure abroad by Federal agents, 217
seizure at ports and borders, 217
smuggling into United States, 216,
217
sources, 216-217
State laws, 213
use by addict, 212
Heroin addicts
arrests, 222
nondrug offenses, 222
number, 189,212
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Judge-Continued
role in plea negotiation 116
selection, 146-147
'
sentencing, 11, 141-142, 144
tenure, 147
trainin.(j', 147, Il(
.fee also sentevcing
Judicia',1 conduct, supervision, 147
Judicial Confe!:ence of the United
States, 137, 139, 147
Homicide rate for selected countries, 30
Hoover, J. Edgar, 192
Judicial sentencing institutes, 145
Jurors
Houston Legal Foundation, 150
Hunter College, 74
compensation, 157
physical facilities, 157
recommendations of Commission,
iBM,289
157
Illinois .Crime Commission, 190, 198
Jury
ImnIumt)', see witness immunity
grand
Impris'lnmcnt, 162-163
need,200
See also correctional institutions
recommendations of Commission,
Index crime trends, 1933-1965
200
re ~o;ted' crimes against pro pert)',
term, 200
sentencing, 145
reported crimes against the person
recommendations of Commission
22
'
145
'
Index crimes, 1,4,5, IS, 19,24
Justices of the peace
Inde.lC crimes, comparison of surve)',
compensation, 129, VIII
UCR rales for, 21
number, 130
Index offense rates, v.~riation in by
professional standards, 129, 130
police district, Grand Rapids Mich.
recommendations of Commission,
1965, 36
"
130
Index offenses, estimated number and
supervision, 129
percentage 0/, 1965, 18
Juvenile court
Industry, contribution to criminal
characteristics, 79-80
justice 3ystem, 289
clinical services, 80
Institute for Judicial Administration
dispc. 'tional alternatives 80, 81
147
'
failure, 80
'
Inst~tute for Policy Studies of the Dispersonnel, VII
tnct of Columbia 175
pre-judicial disposition
Institute of Juvenil~ Research 36
consent decree, 88
In~egrated . rlational .criminai justice
intake function, 84
information system, users of files in
preliminary conferences 84
an, 267
recommendations of C~mmission
84
,.
Internal Revenue Service, 197
International Association of Chiefs of
probation services, 80
Police, 20, 207, 282, 286, 290-291
recommendations of Commission,
81
International Ladies' Garment Work('rs' Union, 289
revised philosophy, 81
theory versus practice, 7, 81
J
see also juvenile justice system
Juvenile court judge
Jackson, Justice Robert J., 145
education, 80
Jails, see correctional institutions
status, 80
James, Jesse, 23
Juvenile court jurisdiction
Job Corps, 284, 290
comprehensiveness, 81, 84
Johnson, President Lyndon B., 2, 142,
leg!slative revi~ion, 84, 88
188, 197,284, XI
ratIonale, 81,84
Joint Commission on Correctional
recommendations of Commission,
85
.Manpower and Training, 183
Juvenile court procedures
Jomt Committee on Continuing Legal
Edu(:ation, 152
adjudication proceedings, 87
Juc!ge
counsel needed, 86-87, VIII
counsel role, 86
discretion of in s('nt~nci~g II, 126,
142
"
detention, 20-21, 87, VIII
impeachment, 147
di.,position hearings, 87
!n juvenile court, 80
informality, 81, 85, 87
111 lower court, 121l
lack of procedural safeguards, 85-86
r(,call, 147
recommendations of Commission
rccommendations of GO"lInis~i"n,
37,88
'
i 4;, IX
Supreme
Court
decisions,
85-86
rl'tirl'lncnt, 147
theory vel'SUS practice, ',7, 80-81

Juvenile court records
confidentiality, 87
disclosure to other agencies 87-88
Juvenile delinquency
,
as a forerunner to adult crime, 46
control
in community, 88-89
in juvenile justice system 88-89
factors contributing, see' family,
school, slums
in slums, 59,61
increase, 56
prediction, 59
pu'bJic concern, 49
rates in inner city, 5S
rates, Negro, 57
rates, white, 57
self:report studies, !i5, 57
stattstJcs, 55
Juvenile Delinquency-Its Prevention
and Control, 57

Juvenile delinquents
characte~isti' of, 56, 60
commun.lty agencies, see community
agencIes
economic. background 57
ethnic origin, 57
'
families, 56, 57, 60, 61
see also family factors contributing to delinquency
in cities, 56, 57
in school, 56, 60
middle class, 59
peer group, 60, 66
see also youth groups
social background, 57
Juvenile encounters with police
police policy, 78-79, 104
situ~ tions leading, 78
tensIons created, 79
Juvenile justice system
bail, 11
decision making, 11
in take officer, 11
plea negotiation, 11
pre-judicial disposition, 81-82
police handling, see, police prejudicial disposition
'
types, 82
strengthening, 88-89
see also juvenile court
Juveniles
arrest rates, 27, 44, 55-56
arr;sts, 4, 5, 27, H, 55-56, 260-261
attltu.des toward police, 79
experunental community treatment
programs, 83,1.71,173
inadequacies of parole and probation services, 80

K

o

Kefauver committee, 192, 196
Kennedy, President John F., 27, 239
Kennedy, Robert F., 187
K mt v. United States, 85

L
La Guardia report of 1944, 225
Labor, contribution to criminal justice
system, 289
Labor force, 74-75
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Labor unions, control by organized
crime, 190
Larceny
amount, 4as a misdemeanor, 20
defined, 30, 43
prevention, 4
Law, criminal
adequacy, 130, 200
sentences for violations committed as
part of organized crime, 203
see also, penal code; sentencing
Law enforcement
contract, 122
coordination of efforts, 199'
evidence on organized crime, 199,
200
failure to usc available sanctions, 199
failures, 284
informants, 198,200,209,218
intelligence information, 199,201
lack of political commitment, 200
lack of public commitment, 200
local
against organized crime, 197-198
Federal support, 284, 285
neutralization by organized crime,
191
personnel
conclusions of Commission, IX
shortcomings, VIII
training, 206
political leadership, 208
pooled, 112
State
against organized crime, 101-102
Federal support, 284, 285
subordinate service districts, 122-123
see also criminal justice system
Law enforcement agencies
auxiliary services, 120
central office of intelligence information, 204-206
central security system, 206
concen tra tion of resources, VII
exchange of information, 120, 204,
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Law Enforcement Intelligence Unit of
California, 198
Law enforcement methods, electronic
surveillance
see electronic surveillance
Law enforcement studies
factors to be studied, 248-249
recommendations of Commission,
248,255-256,257
Task Force on Science and Technology-Los Angeles study, 248
Law schools, new programs, 152
Loan sharking, 189
Los Angeles Police DepartmtL:, 109,
114, 248, 257, VI
LSD
cost, 215
dangers, 215
effects, 215
illicit traffic, 218
legal use, 215
preparation, 214
Luciano, Lucky, 196

M

Mafia, see confederation
Magistrate
appointing of counsel, 10
information available, 10
setting of bail, 10, 131
"Manchild in the Promised Land," 60,
67
Manhattan General Hospital, 227
Manpower Development and Training
Act, 76, 284, 285
Milrihuana
as a prelude to addiction, 224, 225
as an illegal drug, 214
association with crime, 224-225
effects, 213, 224, 225
Federal laws, 213-214, 223-224
illicit traffic, 218
literature, 215
preparation, 213
price, 213
recommendations of Commission,
~06
215
Federal
research,225
activities against organized crime,
seizure by Federal authorities, 213,
196-197
217
investigative teams, 206
smuggling into United States, 213
recommendations of commission,
State laws, 214, 223, 224
204-206
usc, 213
responsibilities, 283
Marihuana Tax Act, 224
Federal aid, XI
Massachusetts State Pesl;ce, 240
Federal services, 206, 283
Mayor's committee on marihuana, 225
intelligence units, 204
McClellan committee, 190, 196
lack of coordination, 123, 199
McCone Commission, 37
Illck";-ef :r.eso"urc.es, 199
.
McKay, Henry D., 36,57,59,76
. mut'ual a·ia :~gl1"i!·emet\f~;.)22
.
McKay-SJ.!.!I»,:studies; ~7.,59 . :
•.orgaiiizcd ciirji'e invesfigra~i'Oil.;urii'ts,,· . .¥e'diq:~ .(i'ri'!e"('in·, days.) 4Mtween:~ve,nis
., :-.'
• '.,
198, 199" '. 8
oTtHe /'ilo'n,Y"cdses'fil'td,in the District
recommendations of Comm'is'si6n,' ,
'lio,pt of the D,istrict' of Columbia
0
0"
204
in 1965, 258
0
•
sharing of information, 120, 204, 206 g Medical Soci'ety of the County of New
staff services, 120
York, 215, 224
see also criminal justice agencies
Metcalf-Volker Act, 226, 228
Law Enforcement Assistance Act, 283,
Melcopol, 122
284, 285
Metropolitan C ..ime Commission of
New Orleans, 198
Law enforcement assistance program
of Department of Justice, 285
Michigan State University, 291

Miranda v. Arizona, 94,149
Mobilization for youth, 73
M.odel cities program, 284
Model Code of prearraignment procedure, 137
Model penal code, 126, 137, 142, 203,
283
Model sentendng act, 142,203
Model State barbiturate act, 220
Model State department of justice act,
149
Model State drug abuse control act,
220
Model State police council act, 120
Model timetable for felony cases, 154155
Municipal planning boards, 98
Mutual Security Act of 1954, 239
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N arc,otic abuse
President's Commission, 211, 231
White House conference, 211
Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act of
1966, 224, 228
Narcotic Treatment Bureau, see Special Narcotic Project of the New
York State Division of Parole
Narcotics
definition, 212
Federal laws, 211, 223, 231
medical use, see AMA-NRC statements
sale, 189
see also heroin
seizure at ports and borders, 217
seizure in United States, 217
State laws, 211, 223
see also cocaine; marihuana; opiates
Nashville-Davidson County, Tenn.,
122
Nassau County, Long Island, N.Y., 123
National Academy of Sciences, 230,
231
National Association of Manufacturers, 77
National Association of Sl.Jent Personnel Administrators, 231
National As~ociation of Training
Schools, 183
National Bureau of Standards, 271
Na:ional Clearing Jlouse of Mental
Health Information (NIMH), 231
National College of State Trial Judges,
147
National Council of Juvenile Court
Judges, 291
National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 160, l(i8, 183, ~07, ~79,
·2·9.0,
.
,
National Conf'erci~ce of Gomrrfissioners
on'tJniform State Laws, 1~~7, 139,
149
.
.,
National Crime Information (lenter
(NCIC), 268, 286 •
v
National Criminal J~stice Statistics
Center
as a center for statistics on crime,
27,35,269-270, x '
til"
recommendations of Commission,
269, x
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National Criminal Research Foundation, see National Foundation for
Criminal Research
National defender project, 15)
National District Attorneys Association, 148,207
National Foundation for Criminal Research
as control for research projects, 277
as focus for research efforts, 277
congressional appropriations 277
independent status, 277
'
problems, in establishing, 277
recommendations of Commission
277, x
'
Nat!onal Highw~y Safety Agency, 261
National Industrial Conference Board
43
'
N~tional information system, see crimInal justice information systems
National inquiry file, sce criminal justice information systems
National Institute of Mental Health
(NIMH), 225, 231
National League of Cities 114
National Legal Aid and Defender Association, 151, 152
National Opinion Research Center 20
239
' ,
National Opinion Research Center
poll: Affirmative answers, 99
National Opinion Research Center
S~rvey, 20-21, 27, 38, 49, 50, 51, 99
Nat~onal Research Council, 230, 231
National Ri~e Association 241
National Science FoundatIon 277 285
National Teacher Corps, 72-73 '
National Training School for Boys
174-175
'
Native American Church, 214
NCCD, see National Council on Crime
and Delinquency
Need for Criminology, The, 276
Neighborhood advisory committees,
101
Ne~ghborhood legal services, 153
NeIghborhood Youth Corps 76 284,
290, XI
'
,
New England State Police Compact,
198,206
New Republic, The, 94
New York City Bar Association committee, 276
New York City Department of Corrections, 222
New York City Police Department,
132,137,192,198
New York". prosecution against organized cr.ime, 198, 201
New York State Gombined Council.'
of Law Enforcement dfficials lOS,.'
New York State Department of Men~;aq".,
Hygiene, 226
~ .
New York State Division of Parole,
228
New York State Division of Youth,
171,177
New York State identification and
intelligence system, 206
New York State Narcotic Control
Commission, 227
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New York State program on addiction
226-227
'
New York State Temporary Commission of Investigation, 198-202
News media
concern with organized crime 208
effect on action against org;nized
crime, 208
impact on criminal justice system
137
'
recommendations of Commission,
208
regulation of statements 137
North American Judges Association
168
'
Nyswander, Dr. Marie, 227

o
Occupational experience, 161
Offender, drunk
background, 233
chronic, 233, 234, 235, 237
court handling, 235
detainment, 234
jailing, 234
rearrest, 235
release, 234
Offenders
characteristics, 44, 45 160 180
diversity, 160
"
"hidden", 44
identification, 180
income, 45
information, 181
prior record, 45
public perception, 169
recidivism, 45-46, 55
reintegration into community, 165,
168, 172, VIII
rights, 181
treatment
conclusions of Commission, VIlVIII

experimental programs, 170, 171,
173, VII
individualized, 170, 180
recommendations of Commission
'
166, 180, 181-183, 260
segregation from society VII
self-involvement, 174 '
see also community treatment programs, experimental
Offenst:, estimated rates of, comparison
of police and BSSR survey data, 21
Offense, petty, 5
Offense rates, 27
Offenses known by city size, 1965, 25
Offenses known to the police, 1.960-65,
24
Office of Criminal Justice, 286
Office of Economic Opportunity 73,
74, 76, 15~ 153,236,290'
,
Office of Education, 69, 76
Office of J\\venile Delinquency and
Youth D'.!veiopment, 283
Office of Law Enforcement Assistance,
160, 245, 285, XI
Office .0S Manpower Development and
Trauilhg, XI
Ombudsman, 282
"Operation Crime.Stop", 288

Operational research, see research
Opiates
drugs included in term 212
medical use, 212
'
statistics on use, 212
see also heroin
Opportunity for urban excellence 57
Organized crime
'
activities, 187, 188, 189, 190 218
America's limited response Hi8
Apalachin conference 190'192 196
197
'
,
,
,
authority, 195
briefings, 208
business activities, 189-190
code of conduct, 195-196
compliant victims, 198
congressional committee, 207
control, IX
core groups, 192, 193
see also confederation families
corruption of public officials 191
193
'
,
discipline, 193, 195
enforcement, 193
families, see confederation families
Federal law enforcement activities
against, 196-197
financial power, 187
general comments, 187, 191-192
government regulation, 208
impact, 187, 188, 190, 191
in large cities, 191
in small cities, 191
intelligence units
organization, 204
recommendations of Commission,
204
investigation, 196
labor control, 190
privat~ regulation, 208
prosecution in New York, 198 201
protection of higher echelon p'ersonnel against law enforcement 198
201
'
,
public reporting, 208-209
recommendations of Commission
'
192, 204, 207, 208
stn.:cture, 193-195
see also confederation hierarchy
see also business, gambling, loan
sharking, narcotics
Organized Crime and Racketeering
(OCR) Section of the U.S. Department of Justice, 196-197,204
Organ.ized crime, coordinated effort
agamst, 205
Organized crime family, an, 194·

p
Parkway Center, 226
Parole
defined, 164
facilities, 166
for addicts, see Special narcotics
project of the New York State
Division of Parole'
recidivism, 45
recommendations of Commission,
166, 168, 181
Parole agencies, 169-170
Parole boards, 12, 23
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Parole decision, 12, 181
Parole officers
aid from volunteers, 168
caseload, 12, 167
recommendations of Commission,
167,169, 170
roles, 169
shortage, 167
supervisory duties, 165
Peace Corps, 77
Penal codes
defects, 142
recommendations of Commission,
143
revision, 142
violation committed as part of organized crime, 203
see also sentencing
People v. Berger, 203
Perjury
.
limited effectiveness of sanchons,
141
.
f Commission,
0
recommendatIOns
141
Perjury prosecutions
proof requirements, 141, 201 . .
recommendations of CommiSSion,
141, 201
Peyote, 214, 215
Pharmacological Basis of Thera/leutics, The, 225
Plea negotiation
abuses, 135
contents, 11
defendant, 135-136
form, 11, 134
functions, 135
in juvenile justice system, 11
in lower court, 11
judge's role, 136
proseclltor's role, 11, 135
recommendations of Commission,
135-136
unsanctioned, 11
Police
citizen complaints, 102-103
contacts with citizens, 91
.
see also police-commumty rela·
tions
cost,91,117
detention facilities, 120-121
discretion, 10, 106, 126
emergency calls
by police (:~llboxes,?250-251
bytdephone, 250, n51
.'
r~commen'da~ions of CommiSSion,

25() 2·51'

finger.prih~ i4J!ntification, 97, 255
inquiry. system, 268
see also criminal justice information systems
murder, 256
pre-judicial. disposition
changes I:ecommended, 82
informl>.tion, 82
recommendations of Commission,
83
referrals, 82
standards, 82
professionalizatioll, 25, 106
public attitude toward, 92, 96, 99,
100, 102

Police-Continued
relations with minority groups, 99100,101-102, VIll
studies by
48 249
factors to be studied, 2 - . .
recommendations of CommiSSion,
248 255-256, 257
success r~tes of applicants, 109
team policing, 118
Police, The, 79
Police Administration, 102
Police apprehension process
definition, 247
delay .in relation to resources, 249
reduction of delay, 250
task force study, 248
Police communication's center
areawide, 120
computer use, 252, VI
importance, 116
improvement, 251-252
model, 116
procedures, 251
prototype, programs to implement,
252-254, VI
recommendations of Commission,
120, 252, VI
role, 165, 166
technological devices, 252, 282
Police-community relations
community service officer, 68, 98,
108-109, 118, IX
. groups, 99 - 100 , 101-102,
minonty
Vlll
•
02
police conduct in commumty, 1 ,
115
police units, 101, Vlll
Programs, 100, 101
'
Commission,
0f
recommen d atlons
100-101, 282
Police conduct
,
departmental regulation, 102-103,
115-116
effect on community, 102, 115
see also police corruption; police
misconduct
Police corruption, see police misconduct
I' 1 b
Police crime laboratories, see po Ice a oratories
"97
Police fingerprint identification,
,
255
Police, fragmentation of urban, 121
Police functions
community service
duties, 97, 98
municipal planning boar~s, ,98
recommendations cf Commission on,
99
formulation of policy, 106
law enforcement, 91,92,93
policing demonstrations, 104-106,
118-·119
reconsideration of, 97-98
riot control, 118
,,
Police intervention, situations requiring
illegal conduct, 91
matrimOl.ial dispute, 92,104
people needing help, 91
public nuisances, 91
threatening conduct, 91

Police investigation
electronic survei11ance, 94
field interrogation, 94-95, 97
fingerprints, 97.' 255
intelligence umts
organization, 204
, ,
recor.mendations of CommiSSion,
204
internal, 103,116
of complaints against police, 102103
personnel, 96, 97, 122
policy,94,106
"
Supreme Court deCISIons, 95
tracing stolen property, 97
Police-juvenile encounters
departmental policy, 78-79,.1?4 79
recommendations of CommiSSion,
situations leading to, 78
tensions created, 79
Police laboratories
facilities, 118
model,121-122
needs, 122
recommendations of Commission,
122
technological devices, 25~
Police law enforcement po~lcy 03 106
advantages of formulatms:, I, '
community role in estabhshmg, 94,
106
failure to articulate, 103-104, 106
legislative ruling, 103-104, 106
on arrests: 106
9
on demonstrations, 106, 118-11
on firearms, 119
on handling juveniles, 78-79, ,!~~
police officer's role in estabhsmng,
94, 104
Commission,
recommendations of
95, 104, 119
Police legal advisers, 114, 204
Police misconduct
extent, 115
investigation units, 103, 116, Vlll
opportunities, 115
prevention, 115-116
reasons, 115
,
Commission,
recommendatIOns
0f
116
Police officer
as arbiter of social values, 10
attitudes of toward j,uveniles, 7,9 ,
law enforceme~t pohcy made, 10
personal discretion, 10, 106, 126 ,
Polic~ operations, see police procedures
Police organization
central control, 113-114
fragmentation, 117-118, 119
lines of command, 113, 117-118
need for improvement, 113
,
120
planning, 114, 1~ 9
public in:ormatlOn servll:es,
purchasing, 120
, ,
recommendations of CommISS!On,
113, 114-115, 117
research, 114staff, 114-115, 122
Police patrol
analysis of operations, 252
deployment, 96, 252
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Police patrol-Continued
duties, 95
effective usc, 95, 117, 252
effectiveness, 95, 96, 97, 117
estimating effectiveness, 116-117,
257
foot, 117
motor, 117
statistical procedures for assignment,
252,257
technological devices, 287
Police personnel
civilian, 111-112
community service officer (CSO ) ,
68, 98, 108-109, 118, IX
division of functions among, 109
educational standards, 107, 109110, IX
effective use, 107, 117
evidence technicians, 118
legal adviser, 114,204
physical standards, 109, 110-111
planning, 120
police agent, 108, IX
police officer, 108, IX
promotion, 102, 107, 111,282
quality, 107
ratio to population, 96, 106
recommendations of Commission,
107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 114,
118
recruitment, see police recruitment;
police recruits
retirement, 109
shortage, 97, 107, 109, 110, IX
teams, 118
training, see police training
see also police organization, sta:l'
Police policy, formulation and execution of, 105
Police procedures
arrest, 106
court limitations, 93, 94
court review, 93-94
definition needed, 106
departmental guidelines, 103
failure to articulate policy, 103-104,
106
field interrogation, 94-95, 97
fingerprint identification, 97, <!55
"frisking", 94-95, 101, 103
in demonstrations, 104-106, 118119
in matrimonial disputes, 92, 104
in riot control, 11 g,
.' in street gatherin'gs, 104
intenogatioilof susp.ects, 94
see also police proc~dures, fie\d
interrogation
investigative practices, see police
investigation
lack of guidelines, 92, 94
legal limitations, 93-94
recommendations of Commission,
118
.
special techniques, 117
Supreme Court decisions, 92, 93, 94,
149
surveillance, 117
team policing, 118
use of dogs, 117

Police radio communications
frequencies
available on TV bands, 254
sharing, 254
shortage, 254
mobile radio
equipment, 254-255
networks, 254
recommendations of Commission,
254-255, VI
teletypes, 255
Police recruitment
from minority groups, 101-[02, 107,
109
programs, 109
recommendation. of Commission,
102, 109, 110, 111, 112
standards, 109, 110, IX
tracks, 280, 282
Police recruits
educational standards, 107, 109110, IX
physical standards, 109, 110-111
probation, 113
recommendations of Commission,
113
screening, 102, 109, 110, 113
training, 102, 112
Police response time
correlation with ability to make arrests, 97, 248, 273-274
reduction, 250, VI
res!;'J,rces correlated to, 249-250
Jlolice role
in community, 97, 98
limi tations, 92
Police salaries
Federal Bureau of Investigation
scale, 111
recommendations of Commission,
111
tied to salaries of other municipal
employees, 111
Poli ce services
coordination
defined, 119
in field operations, 122
in investigations, 122
in juvenile work, 122
in vice operations, 122
need, 119-120
obstacles, 123
pooling
defined, 119
methods, 119-1'20
obstacles, 123
recommendations of Commission,
122
Police standards
implj!mentation by State commissions, 123, IX
recommendations of Commission,
123
State commissions, 123
see also police educational standards;,
police physical standards
Police standards commissions, 123,282,
IX

Police training programs
community relations, 102, 112
effect on handling of juveniles, 79

Police training programs-Continued
for evidence technicians, 118
for recruits, 102, 112
inservice, 113
new programs, 285
recommendations of Commission,
102, 112, 113
Police weapons
limited range, 256
nonlethal
as replacement for gun, 257
as supplement to gun, 257
Population, average daily ill corrections, 160
Postconviction procedures
need for improvement, 139
recommendations of Commission,
140
Postrelease guidance centers, VII
Powell v. Alabama, 149
Prerelease guidance centers, 173, 177,
181
Presentence investigations in lower
courts, 129
Presentence reports
disclosure to defendant and counsel,
13S, 144
in felony courts, 144in misdemeanor court., 144
recommendations of Commissic.n,
144, 145
President John F. Kennedy, 27, 239
President Lyndon B. Johnson, 2, 142,
188,197,284, XI
President's Ad Hoc Panel on Drug
Abuse, 225
President's Advisory Commission on
Narcotics and Drug Abuse, 211, 2:31
President's Commission on Crime in the
District of Columbia, 18, 19,27,40,
42,4:', j8, 235, 281
President's Commissioil on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice
additional views of individual Commission members, 302-308
Advisers, 319-324
Commissioners, 309-311
Consultants, 313-319
methods, 2, 188, v
operation, 311-312
report, 279, v
secretarial and clerical staff, 325
supp~rting services, 325
surveys, 3, 20-21, 25, 31, 42, 43, 80,
116,159-160, 197,v
task, 1, 2,24,49, 188,',245,279
President's Advisory Commission on
Narcotic'and Drug Abuse, 211, 231
President's Science Advisory Committee, 270
Pretrial detention
facilities for juveniles, 20-21, 87,
VIII

recommendations of Commission, 21
Pretrial release
recommendations of Commission,
133
stationhouse summons project, 1~2
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Pretrial release-Continued
summons, 132-133
see also bail j defendant, release
l'risoner Rehabilitation Act of 1965,
177
Prisoners, see offenders
Prisons, see correctional institution&
Probation
defined, 164
recidivism, 45, 166
Probation agencies, 169-170
Probation officers
aid from volunteers, 168
caseload, 11, 12, 144, 167
recommendations of Commission,
144,167.169,170
rnlno 169
.10,1;.
167
...• pf:li·'.O· 7 duties, 165
Probation officers, cascloads of, 167168
Probation services
for felons, 166
for misdemeanants, 166
in lower courts, 129
in misdemeanor court, 144
inadequacies, 80
recommendations of Commission,
144,166,168
Profession?J crime
activities. 46-47
emp10ym:ent system, 46
exploitation by loansharks, 46
fence, ,16-47
fix, 46, 47
protection, 47
Programed learning in correctional
institutions, 174, 175, 259-260
"Project Misdemeanant", 168
Property crimes
arrest rates, 24
increase, 23, 26
losses, 19-20, 32-34
see also specific crimes
Prosecu tion
appeals
effects of limitations, 140
limitations, 140
recommendations of Commission,
140
burden of proof, 126
discovery of defendant's evidence,
138
limitations, 125, 126
right of appeal, 140, 203
State coordination, 148
St':lte supervision, 149
Prosecutor
charge decisions
alternatives, 133, 134, 142
discretion in making, i'I, 126,
130, 133, 142, 147
lack of established procedures, 133
lack of standards, 133
lack of sufficient information, 133,
135'
recommendations of Commission,
13:1reduction of charge, 12, 135
discretion in bringing charges, 11,
126, 130, 1~13, 14·2, 147

Prosecutor-Continued
exchange of information with defense counsel, 136
in lower court, 128
influence on sentence, 130, 135
influence over pretrial process of
case, 11
private practice, 148
recommendations of Commission,
137, 148, IX
role in law enforcement system, 147
role in plea negotiation, 11, 135
salary, 148, 152
selection, 148
State office, 148-149
Statewide council of, 149
tenure, 148
training, 148
Prosecutor's office, recommendations
of Commission, 149, 204
Prostitution, organized crime participation, 189
Psychedelic drugs, see hallucinogens j
LSD
PTA, 52, 291
Public administration service, 286
Public defender, 150
see also defense counsel
Public defender interviews .client, 151
Public facilities
\ ictimization, 43
violence, 43
Pure Food and Drug Act, 48

R
Racial discrimination, 6, 37-38, 99100, 101
Radzinowicz, 276
Rape
acquaintance of victim and offender,
3,39,40
involving firearms, 19
R.D.T. & E. programs
administration, 270-271
equipment developed, 270
Federal sponsorship, 270
field experimentation, 270
recommendations of Commission,
270
systems analysis studies, 270
Recommendations, table of, 293-302
Record, criminal, Sr!e criminal record
Regression analysis, 257
Religious institutions, 6, 68, 69, 290, XI
Reporting system changes-UCR Index figures not comparable with
prior years, 25
Research
by criminal justice agencies, 114·,
274, VI, X
by independent sources, 275-276, X
by schools and universities, 275
oonclusions of Commission, :If
cost, .273, X
defined, 274
influence on future surveys, 273
need, 273, x
on criminal justice system, 287
on organized crime, X
recommendations of Commission,
117,275,277,287, X
unexplored areas, 274

Research institutes
affiliation, with scientific corporations, 277
establishment, X
Federal funding, 277
location, 276
programs, 271, 276
recommendations of Commission,
271,276, x
resources, 276
role, 288
self-regulation, 276
staff, 271
Resources associated with time delays
in the apprehension process, 249
Response time and arrests, relation between, 248
Riots
as attacks on slum conditions, 37-38
prevention, 38
repudiation of standards, 37
Watts, 37, 38
Robbery
committed by drug addicts, 4
committed by juveniles, 4
defined, 18, 19
forms, 1, 2
injuries inflicted, 18-19
involving firearms, 4, 18, 239
number of cases, 1,2
of business establishments, 42
of organizations, 42
Robbery and burglary trends for Chicago and New York, 1935-66, 26
Robber), rates in 1965-14 largest cities
in order of size, 29
Robinson v. California, 221
Rockefeller University Hospital, 227
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Salerno, Sgt. Ralph, 192
San Quentin, 175
School
accessibility to change, 69
as a public instrument, 69
attitudes toward, 69, 71
differences among, 69
educationally handicapped child,
69,73
factors contributing to delinquency
demands on chlJd, 69
downward spiral of failure, 71
passivity, 69
slum
behavior problems, response, 7172,73
contact with community, 74
facilities, 69, 70, 72
grouping procedures, 70
instructional material, 70-71, 73-

74
new programs, 73
promotion, 71
rebellion of. student, 71
recotnmendations 6f Commission,
73, 7 4 '
segregation, 70, 73
standards, 70
supplementary services, 74
teachers, 72-73
School-community advisory panels, 74
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School failure
correlation with juvenile delinquency, 71
correlation with unemployment, 74,
75
downward spiral, 71
Science and technology task force, see
Task force on science and technology
Scien tific discovery
failure to consider crime, 273
investment, 273
results, 273
Search warrant, 125
Seattle Pc.lice Department, 40
Secret Sel.vice, 204
Securities and Exchange Commission,
48
Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile
Delinquency, 241
Sentences
appelIate review, 145-146
as a prediction, 141
judicial discretion, 11
mandatory minimums in drug offenses, 223
Sentencing
alternatives, 142
disparity, 145
mandatory minimums, 142, 223
maximums, 142
objectives, 141
recommendations of Commission,
145, 146, 203
statistical data, 260
violations committed as part of organized crime, 203
Sentencing codes
defects, 142
recommendations of Commission,
143
revision, 142
see also penal codes
Sentencing councils, 145
Service purchase
defined, 170
recommendation of Commission,
170
Shaw, Clifford, 36, 57, 59
Sheppard decision, 137
Silverman v. United States, 202
Simulation techniques, 258, 259, VII
Slums
as ghettos, 37
attitudes, 60, 69
crime as a reaction to conditions, 6,
35-37
crime rates, 35-37, 62
cycle of poverty, 76
example of successflll professional
criminal, 67
failure of social institutions, 59-60
families, 63, 76
see also family factors contributing
to delinquency
homes, 61··62
neighborhood as perceived by juveniles, 61-62
overcrowding, 62
recreation facilities, 62
religious institutions, 290

Slums-Continued
schools, 76
see also school, slum
violence, 62
Soldier, in organized crime, 193, 195
South End Center for Alcoholics and
Unattached Persons in Boston,
Mass., 236
Space General Corporation, 263
Special narcotic project of the New
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273-274
task, 245
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limited use in criminal justice system, 245, 287
police use
in apprehension process, 250, 287
in communications center, 252
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arrest of juveniles for, 4, 260-261
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causes, 261 .
cost, 4, 260
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inquiry systems, 268
losses, 4
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minimum requirements for devices to prevent, 261
number of cases, 4
prevention, 261, 289, VII
solution, 4, 20
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employee, 32, 43
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inquiry systems, 268
losses, 4
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abuse, 214
Federal law on, 216
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Trial publicity
effect, 137
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138
regulation, 137
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correlation of with school failure,
74,75
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U.S. Constitution, 10
U.S. Department of Defense, 239, 263,
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U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 55, 69, 76, 170,
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U.S. Department of Justice, 103, 137,
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University of Chicago, 20, 275
University of Michigan, 21, 52
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Vandalism, 43
Vera Institute of Justice, 131, 132,236,
275, 276, 289
Victim, see crime victimization; victimization
Victim compensation
bills, 41
opinion of Commission, 41
programs, 41
reasons, 41
Victim-offender relationships
information needed, 38, 39, 40, 41
race, 40
residence, 40
study of, 38, 39, 40, 41
see also specific crimes
Victim-Offender relationships b)' race
and sex in assaultive crimes against
the person (except homicide), 40
Victims and nonvictims, concern of
about burglary or robbery, 51
Victims' most important reason for not
notifying police, 22
Victimization by age and sex, 39
Victimization by income, 38
Victimization by race, 39
Victimization b)· sex and place of occurrence for major crimes (except
homicide) against the person, 41
Victimization status, concern for security by, 51

Violent crimes
acquaintance of victim and offender,
39-40
arrest rates, 24
increase, 23, 26
injuries inflicted .• 19
likelihood, 19
losses, 32
statistics, 18
see also specific crimc
VISTA,77
Vocational Rehabilitation Ad!11inistration, 198, 283

Vocational training
in correctional institutions, 173, 174,
175
recommendation of Commission, 175
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Warren, Chief Justice Earl, 70
Weber, Robert, 171
Wheeler, Stanton, 57
White-collar crime
defined,47
see also business crime
White House Conference on Narcotic
and Drug Abuse, 211
White, Justice Byron, 94
Wickersham Commission, 14, 27, 32,
93, 129, 149
Wilson, James Q., 79
Wilson, O. W., 102
Wisconsin University Law School, 152
Witness
compensation, 157
immunity
availability, 140, 200
coordination of grantr" 200
danger, 140
need for provisions, 203
recommendations of Commission,
141, 201
Supreme Court decisions, 140
physical facilities, 157
protection in organized crime cases,
187,203-204
recommendations of Commission,
141,157,204
World Health Organization Expert
Committee on Addiction-Producing Drugs, 212
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YMCA, 68, 289
Youth groups
activities, 66
models provided, 66
role in transition to adulthood, 66
violence, 67
Youth in the Gitetto, 62
Youth Opportunity Centers, 76-77,
284,290
Youth Services Bureau, 68, 69, 82, 83,
88, 89, 170, 280, 282, VII, VIII, X
see also Community agencies for
juvenile delinquents
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